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2 
whlcl: not only utilizes the data carried by the ledger card 
media. and other bpnt media in addition to key-board 
entry ,bta to perform all calculations invo.lvc.d in a com-
puting op2mtion, but additionally, as an mCldent. to t?e 
CO~'pl!tjng opera lion, UPti8tcs the ledger card data m bo,h 
its rrintcd hum~m,readab!e ~lHd its magnetically·rc:::orded 
m:~ch;ne-readable sections ~:id is thereby capable of pro
ducing a printed journal s:1cet and other output docu
men~s, if desired. 

R. Ditmer, Laura, Roy P. Fahrenbruck, l\.ade!r~, 
Freeland R. Goldammer and Le Roy J. Goodnc." 5 
Dayton Ernest V. Gulden, Cent2rviile, ~nd Tho:uas P. 
Hoil{)r~u, Dayton, Ohio, Charles S. JenIHn§'"Lexmgton, 
Ky., Lawrence D. Kiihdfer, Karl A. l\mk~r, :Illu 
James D. Lyons, Dayton, Neil D. l\'ianor, XC:U:l, 
Richard P. Marvin, William L. Miller, Paul L. O'Brian, 
and James H. Randall. Dayton, and Edward M. ~~r
ner Centerville Ohio, Roy O. Sather, Dcariwm, :'IhCil., 
and Robert L. Yost and Arthur n. Braden, J:-.; D~yton, 
Ohio assignors to The Nationa1 C~s~ Rc!::!c,ier Com· 
pany'Dayton Ohio, a corporation of 7I-bryhnd 

10 A further object of the present invention is to devise a 
novel Jaw-cost compllter which is capable of suppressing 
all insignificant digits while updating the ledger card data 
in both its printed human-readable and magnetically
r~cordcd mac11inc-rcadable sections. 

, Filed Dec. 15,1959, &1". N[). SS9,59S 
10 Claims. (Cl. 235--{l!S) 

15 And another object of the present invention is to de-

The present invention relates generally to electronic 
computing devices and morC! particularly relate~ t~ ~ 
unique, low cost, general purpose type of electromc dlgl- 20 
tal computing device. . . 

With the ever-increasing cnonmty and complexlty of 
record keeping and accounting systems in th~ busin~ss 
world of today, there is accordingly an cver-m~l:eas.mg 
demand, by necessity, for the adaptation and u.tlhzatl?n 25 
of high-speed mechanization techniques compatible wLth 
such systems. Even though the insta1!~tion of.large scale 
dala processors and electronic computmg equ.Lpment has 
partially satisfied the needs of the larger bus:ness est.ab
Iishments, unfortunately they are not economically :vlth- 30 
in the realm of practical usage by the smal!er busmess 
establishments, Consequently, the long-felt need by 
srmtller businesses is yet to be satisfied. 

Therefore, one of the principal objects of the present 
invention is to devise a new and impro'ved low·cost elec- 35 
tronic digital computer, 'Nhich is of the genera! purpo~e 
tyP() in that it possesses sub~tantially ur:1imited an~hmct1c 
and programming capabilities and :t~,t 15 char~ct.e:lzed ?y 
extreme simplicity of operation and compat:blhty With 
present-day record keeping and account!ng ~ystems. . 40 

Another object of the present invcnl;on IS to dev:s~ a 
unique electronic computer having t~e char~ctensliCs 
aforesaid and which utilizes a commercially avmlable ac
countinO' machine as one of its several input-output means 
in a m~mer such that the printing format is controlle<l 45 
almost entirely by the accounting machine and thereby 
minimizing mcmory space necessary for prinling formal-
control. . 

Still another object of the present invention is to d~v:se 
a unique electronic computer having t~c. charactensttcs 30 
aforesaid and which utilizcs a serial-digIt data;tr~nsfer 
technique and an addressable, random a~eess, c?Jncldent
current magnetic core memory synchromzed to ltS. several 
input-output devices in a novel manncr to allevI~te ~he 
ne~essity of extensive buffering to effect commU11lCatlOn 55 
with the devices. 

A further object of the present invention is to devise 
an ambiguous-word type computer having t~~ .char~ctcr
is~ics aforesaid and which is capable of uullZlng, III an 
extremely simple manner, an address incrementing and 60 
decrementing format for an internally sto~ed program 
whereby a single instruction of the ,Program IS cal?able of 
initiating a sequ~nce of like operatlOns on a multItude of 
word significations. '" 

Another object of the present inventIOn IS .to ~evlse such OJ 
a new and improved low-cost computer which I.S adapted 

vise a new a;ld improved low-cost transistorized computer 
which docs not require air conditioning and which utilizes 
inexDcnsivc resistor logic ;;nd transistor flipflop control 
circt;itry which perform multi;:"le functions and thus main
t~in the cos~ of the conl~put(.r at a rnini[num. 

The features of the present invention which are be
lieved to be novel are set forth with particularity in ap
pended clail11~. The organiza:ion and manner of opera
tion of the invention, to:;clher with further objects and 
advantages thereof. mil)" best he understood by reference 
to the foliowing dcscription taken in connection with the 
ilccompanying drawings, in the several figures of which 
like reference characters identify like elements, and in 
\vhich: 

FIG. 1 is a perspective vicw of tile novel co~puter con
sirucled in accordance with the present invention; 

r;IG. 2 is a plan view of the keyboard of the account
ing macbinc portion of the computer; 

FIGS. 3A and :'\ B, when joined together at the dashed 
l;ncs, form a longitudinal cross-sectional view of the ac
count'ng machine portion of the computer; 

FIG. '-1- is a plan view, partly in section, of the mecha
nism utilized in acconlalj(~e with the present invention for 
stopping the amount n:cks of the accounting machine por
tion; 

FIG. 5A is a plan view showing the conductor pattern 
disposed on the top surface of the printed-circuit board 
utilizell for determining the stopped positions of the 
amount racks; 

FIG. 58 is a pbn vicw showing the conductor paticrn 
disposed on (he bottom surface of the printed-circuit 
board utilized [or determining the stopped positions of 
[he amount r[,cks; 

FIG. 5 B is a plan view showing the conductor pattern 
disposed on the bottom surface of the printed-circuit 
bom'd shown in FIG. SA. 

FIG. 6 is an exploded vkw of one of the variol1s sole
noid aCiuatcd mechanisms utilized for selectively stop
ping ~n (llrtount r:)ck~ 

FIG. 7 is a fragmentary vicw of the photoelectric means 
uiili?rd for indicilting the instantaneous point-by-point 
d~g~t2.1 po~;itions of the various arnount racks; 

FIG. 8 is a pbn view of the timing rack comb utilized 
by the photodcctric means of FIG. 7; 

FIG. 9 is a plan view of the solenoid·actuated switch 
b[1skct means utilized for determining the stopped pos:
t~ons of the 'v3rious arnount rncks; 

FIG. i 0 is a partial end view of the mechanism shown 
in FIG. 9: 

FIG. 11 is a partial front view of the mechanism shown 
in FIG. 9; 

FIG. 12 is ia fragmentary cross-sectional view of the 
baskot portion of FIG. 9; 

to utilize input media in the form of data-carry.mg .Iedger 
cards each having recorded thereon a combmatlOn of 
histo;ical, current, and fixed data whic~ is not only hu
man-readable, but additionally is mach'nc-readable and 70 
readily adaptable for computational ~urpos~s. . . 

Still another object of the present 1nVentlon 18 to deVise 
a unique computer of the above-mentioned characteristics 

FIG. 13 is a plan view of the solenoid-actuated rear 
form-bar readout mechanism utilized by the card and 
paper tape punching mechanisms for sensing the position 

of the accounting machine carriage; 



3,112,394 ., .., 
FIG. 14 is a front view of the ledger card handling 

mechanism shown in FIG. 1 with the cover and table 
portions thereof removed; 

FIG. 15 is a partial front view of the solenoid-actuated 
mechanism shown in FIG. 16 which is utilized for selec- ;) 
tively preventing the lower compression rolls from being 
disengaged from the accounting machine platen; 

FIG. 16 is a partly cross-sectional view taken along 
lines 16-16 of FIG. 14; 

FIG. 17 is 'a partly cross-sectional view showing the 10 
relationship between the ledger card handling equipment 
and the accounting machine carriage; 

FIG. 18 is a partial view of FIG. 17 showing the rela
tionship between the compression rollers, the card
handling platen and the accounting machine platen when 1:) 
the carriage of the accounting machine is open; 

4, . 
FIG. 37 is a fragmentary view, partly in section, of a 

portion of the linkage of the overdraft control mechanism 
of the accounting machine; 

FlG. 38 is a side elevational view of a portion of the 
cycie-initiating motor-bar mechanism of the accounting 
machine and the solenoid-actuated means utilized for 
automatically effecting selective operation thereof; 

FlG. 39 is a fragmentary view of the solenoid-actuated 
means which is utilized to selectively prevent an early 
release of a depressed amount key during an addition or 
sllbtraCition cycle of operation of the accounting machine; 

FIG. 40 is a fragmentary view of the portion of the 
accounting machine mechanism which is utilized in initi
ating a total-taking cycle of operation thereof; 

FIG. 41 is a fragmentary view of the reverse tabulation 
mccfl8.nism of the accounting machine; 

FIG. 19 is a partial view of FIG. 17 showing the com
pression rollers latched against the card-handling platen, 
and, additionally showing the relative position of the 
magnetic recording and reproducing heads; 

FIG. 42 is a fragmentary view of the switching means 
shown in FIG_ 41 which is utilized in detecting whether 
or not the accounting machine is in the process of carry

:::0 ing out a cycle of operation thereof; 
FIG. 20 is a partial view of FIG. 17 showing the con

struction of the slotted side-plate portion of the account-
ing machine carriage; 

FIG. 21 is a fragmentary cross-sectional view of a 
portion of the card-handling platen driving mechanism 2.; 
shown in FIG. 14; 

FIG. 43 is a fragmentary view of the accounting ma
chine fonvard-tabulating lever and the switching means 
associnted therewith utilized in detecting whether or not 
the accounting machine carriage is tabulating over a car
riage stop; 

FlG. 44A is a fragmentary view of the totalizer reverse 
key and the mechanism associated therewith; FIG. 22 is a plan view, partly in section, of a portion 

of the card,handling mechanism shown in FIG. 1; 
FIG. 23 is a fragmentary cross-sectional view of the 

ledger card guide assembly shown in FIG. 22; 
FIG. 24 is a partial plan view of the rear rack driving 

means shown in FIG. 17 which is utilized for effecting 
linear translation of the accounting machine carriage; 

FIGS. 44B through 44G are fragmentary views of vari
ous cam actuated switching means which are utilized to 

30 effect selective energization of the paper tape punching 
mechanism shown in FIG. 44H; 

FIG. 25 is a fragmentary view, partly in section, of 
FIG. 24 showing the switching means utilized for detect- :l:) 

ing home position of the accounting machine carriage; 
FIG. 26 is a fragmentary view, partly in section, of the 

means utilized for preventing a typewriter key on the 
accounting machine keyboard from being depressed while 
the accounting machine is carrying-out a cycle of opera- 40 
tion; 

FIG. 27 is a fragmentary view of the means utilized for 
manually locking the ~ypewriter carriage-return keys; 

FIG. 28A illustrates the rotatable position of the com
mutator switching means, initially shown in FIG. 14, 45 
when the compression rollers are latched with respect to 
the ledger card drive platen; 

FIG. 28B illustrates the rotatable position of the com
mutator switching means when the compression rollers 
are unJatched from the ledger card drive platen; GO 

FIG. 29 is a fragmentary cross-sectional view longitu
dinally taken through the ledger card handling mecha
nism; 

FiG. 44H is a partial side elevational view of the paper 
tape punching mechanism utilized by the computer; 

FIGS. 45A and 45B, when joined together at the dashed 
Jines, form a simplified block diagram of the computer 
cirellitry; 

FIG. 45C is a simplified block diagram of the adder
sllbtracter portion of the computer circuitry; 

FlG. 45D is a simplified block diagram of the paper 
tape punch control circuitry; 

FIGS. 46 through 51 disclose the schematic circuit 
diagrams of all of the various building blocks utilized 
in constructing the circllitry portion of tbe computer; 

FIGS. 52A and 5213, when joined at the dashed lines, 
form a schematic circuit diagram of the coincident-cur
rent magnetic core memory; 

FIG. 53 is a portion of the logical diagram of the 
adder-sll btrac ter ci rcui try; 

FIG. 54 is the remaining portion of the logical dia
gram of the adder-subtracter circuitry; 

FIG. 55 is a logical diagram of section 1 of the in
slruction register; 

FIG. 30 is a fragmentary cross-sectional view of the 
solenoid-actuated means shown in FIG. 29 which is uti
lized for seleotively locking the accounting machine car
riage in home position; 

FIG. 56 is a logical diagram of the decoder portion 
of section 1 of the instruction register; 

55 FIG. 57 i3 a logical diagram of section 2 of the in-
struction register; 

FIG. 58 is a logical diagram of sections 3 and 4 of 
the instruction register; FIG. 31 is a fragmentary view of the card-drive platen

braking means shown in FIG. 15; 
FIG. 32 is a fragmentary view of the solenoid means 

utilized for automatically unlatching selected low-order 
ones of the order-hooks of the accounting machine from 
their respective type-sectors; 

FIG. 59 is a logical diagram of section 5 of the in-
00 strllction register and the compare circuitry relating to 

sec lions 3 and 4 of the instruction register; 

FIG. 33 is a side view, partly in seotion, of one of the 
magnetic recording and reproducing heads utilized by the (jii 

computer in accordance with the present invention; 
FIG. 34 is a partial side view, partly in section, of the 

solenoid-actuated type-sector latching and unlatching 
mechanism; 

FIG. 35 is a partial plan view of the solenoid-actuated 70 
type-sector latching and unlatching mechanism shown in 
FIG. 34; 

FIG. 36 is a fragmentary cross-sectional view of the 
composite magnetic recording and reproducing head as-
sembly utilized by the computer; 7ij 

FIG. 60 is a porlion of the logical diagram of the 
read-write, digit-cycle, word-cycle and subcommand ini
tiating circuitry; 

F[G. 61 is an adJI,jona! portion of the logic-al diagram 
of the read-'.vrite, digit-cycle, word-cycle and subcom
mand initiating circuitry; 

FIG. 62 is a logical diagram of the bit-coun~er; 
FIG. 63 is a logical diagram of the digit-counter; 
FIG. 64 is a logical diagram of the high-order section 

of the word-selecting register; 
FIG. 65 is a logical diagram of the low-order section 

of the wonl-selecting register and a logical diagram of 
the Y-drivcrs; 

PIG. 66 is a logical di;lgram Of the X and Y groulld<::rs; 
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FIG. 67A is a logical diagram of the memory sense 

amplifiers; 
FIG. 67B is a logical diagram of the rack-readout 

circuitry; 
FIG. 68 is a logical diagram of the R-counter; 

the circuitry utilized by the computer in carrying out a 
dC:lr-memory-addresses (Cl\fA) instruction; 

FIG. 95 logically illustrates the various portions of the 
circuitry utilized by the computer in carrying out a 

5 motor-bar (MB) instruction; 
FIG. 96 logically illuslrates the various portions of the 

circuitry utilized by the computer in carrying out a stop 
(STP) instruction; 

FIG. 69 is a logical diagram of a portion of the digit
cycle initiating circuitry; 

FIG. 70 is a logical diagram of the "K" digit-register 
and associated circuitry; 

FIG. 71 is a logical diagram of the "J" digit-register 10 
and associated circuitry; 

FIG. 72 is a logical diagram of the F-counter and 
compare circuitry; 

FIG. 73 is a logical diagram of the instruction register 
transfer circuitry; 15 

FIG. 97 logically illustrates the various portions of the 
circuitry utilized by the computer in carrying out an 
add (ADD) instruction; 

FIG. 98 logically illustrates the various portions of the 
circuitry utilized by the computer in carrying out a sub
tract (SUB) instruction; 

FIG. 99 logically illustrates the various portions of the 
circuitry utilized by the computer in carrying out a sum 
(SUM) instruction; 

FIGS. 74 thru 79 are logical diagrams of the various 
word-cycle, time-delay and subcommand initiating flip
flops; 

FIG. 80 is a logical diagram of the rack-stopping sole
noids and flip-flops; 

FIG. 100 logically illustrates the various portions of the 
circuitry utilized by the computer in carrying out an add-

20 pairs-of-numbers (APN) instruction; 
FIG. 101 logically illustrates the various portions of the 

cil-cuitry utilized by the computer in carrying out a mul
tiply-dollar-decimal (MDD) instruction; 

FIG. 81 is a logical diagram of various solenoid con
trol and light indicating circuitry; 

FIG. 82 is a portion of the logical diagram of the 
ledger card handling circuitry; 

FIG_ 83 is an additional portion of the logical dia- 25 
gram of the ledger card handling circuitry; 

FIG. 84 is a logical diagram of the various timing 
clock and push-button control circuitry; 

FIG. 85 is a logical diagram of the magnetic recording 
reproducing and control circuitry; 30 

FIGS. 102A, 102B and 102C logically illustrate the 
various portions of the circuitry utilized by the computer 
in carrying out a multiply-and-shift (MUS) instmction; 

FIGS. 103A and 103B logically illustrate the various 
portions of the circuitry utilized by the computer in carry
ing out a divide (DIV) instruction; 

FIG. 104 logically illustrates the various portions of 
the circuitry utilized by the computer in carrying out a 
take-alternate-instruction (CFl\{) instruction; 

FIG. 86 is a schematic diagram of a portion of the tape 
punch control circuitry; 

FIG. 87 A is a timing chart illustrating the instan
taneous logical states of the various control lines utilized 
dming a memory read-write cycle of operation; 

FiG. 105 logically illustrates the various portions of the 
circuitry utilized by the computer in carrying out a take-

35 alternate-instruction (CFE) instruction; 
FIG. 87B is a timing chart illustrating the instanta

neOllS logical states of the various synchronizing clock 
lines; 

FIG. 87C is a timing chart illustrating the instanta
neous conditions and states of energization of the various <10 
switching and solenoid means utilized by the tape punch 
mechanism; 

FIG. 87D is a timing chart illustrating the instanta
neous logical states of the various control lines utilized 
during a magnetic recording and reproduction cycle of 45 
operation; 

FIGS_ 8SA and 88B are diagrammatic illustrations of 
a portion of the magnetic ledger card utilized by the 
computer; 

FIG. 88C is a diagrammatic illustration of a portion 50 
of the punched paper tape utilized by the computer; 

FIGS. 88D and 8SE together form a diagrammatic 
illustration of a portion of the journal sheet and pay
check-statement combination properly placed in the ac
counting machine carriage, ready for a posting operation 55 
thereon; 

FIG. SSF is an illustration of a pay check; 
FIG. 88G is an illustration of a statement form; 
FIGS. 89A and 89B logically illustrate the various 

portions of the circuitry utilized by the computer in 60 
carrying out an enter-keyboard-words (EKW) instruc
tion; 

FIGS. 90A, 90B and 90C logically illustrate the var
ious portions of the circuitry utilized by the computer in 
carrying out a print-out-words (POW) instruction; 

FIGS. 91A, 91B and 91C logically illustrate the var
ious portions of the circuitry utilized by the computer 
in carrying out an enter-card-words (ECW) instruction; 

FIGS. 92A, 92B and nc logically illustrate the var-

65 

ious porlions of the circuitry utilized by the computer in 70 
carrying out a record-on-card (ROC) instruction; 

FIGS. 93A and 93B logically illustrate the various 
portions of the circuitry utilized by the computer in 
carrying out a shift (SHF) instruction; 

FIG. 94 logically illustrates the various portions of 75 

FIGS. 106A and 106B logically illustrate the various 
portions of the circuitry utilized by the computcer in car
rying out an enter-punched-tape (EPT) instruction; 

FIG. 107 A is a flow diagram of lhe sequence of opera
tions executed in carrying out an EKW instruction; 

FIG. 107B is a flow diagram of the sequence of opera
tions executed in carrying out a PO\V instruction; 

F!G_ 107C is a flow diagram of the sequence of opera
tions executed in carrying out an ECW instruction; 

FIG. 107D is a now diagram of the sequence of opera
tions executed in carrying out an ROC instruction; 

FIG. l07E is a flow diagram of the sequence of opera
tions executed in carrying Ollt an SHF instruction; 

FIG. 107F is a flow diagram of the sequence of opera
tions executed in carrying out a CMA instruction; 

FIG. 107G is a flow diagram of the sequence of opera
tions executed in carrying out an MB instruction; 

FIG. 107H is a now diagram of the sequence of opera
tions executed in carrying out an STP instruction; 

FIG. 1071 is a flow diagram of the sequence of opera
tions executed in carrying out an ADD instruction; 

FIG. 107J is a flow diagram of the sequence of opera
tions executed in carrying out an SUB instruction; 

FIG. 107K is a flow diagram of the sequence of opera
tions executed in carrying out an SUM instruction; 

FIG. 107L is a now diagram of the sequence of opera
tions executed in carrying out an APN instruction; 

FIG. 107M is a flow diagram of the sequence of opera
tions executed in carrying out an MDD instruction; 

FIG. l07N is a now diagram of the sequence of opera
tions executed in carrying out an MUS instruction; 

FIG. l07P is a flow diagram of the sequence of opera
tions executed in carrying out a DIV instruction; 

FIG. 107Q is a flow diagram of the sequence of opera
tions executed in carrying out a CFM instruction; 

FIG. 107R is a flow diagram of the sequence of opera
tions executed in carrying out a CFE instruction; and 

FIG. 107S is a flow diagram of the sequence of opera
tions executed in carrying out an EPT instruction. 

Inasmuch as the following description of a physical 
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1. General Description at Computer embodiment of the present invention is of consider~,blc 

length and complexity, and is essentially divided into a 
multiplicity of separate sections, the various section head
ings are herein serially numbered and listed below in or
der to facilitate immediate reference to the various por
tions of the specification. 

Column 
1. GCl1cral Description of COUJputrr_______________________________ H 
2. A('CoLmting lvlaclJiul1 Portion of Computer ((h·!lcral)____________ R 

With reference to FIG. 1 of the drawings, the com
puter constructed ia accordance with the present hven
tion is completely transistorized and is adapted to be can-

t} l:!i!1cd in an ordinary meta! oiIice dc~k, indicated generally 
a:; 12. J'v!oll:-Iled in the center of the desk is one of the 
input-output devices for the computer. This particubr 
input-output device is in the form of an accounting ma-

3. E1c-ctric 'rypowrit0,r Portion or Al'r~OUtJtill~ l\faeltinl.'____________ X 
4. Amount Kcyhoardof Accollnt.in~ J\Itll'llinc_____________________ !) 10 
5. Construction Hnd !\,loile of OIK'-nLtilHl o[ ~\Cl'O[1n~j'I_:~ 1\] lldd,lU 

of Comput"r____________ ____________________ _ _____ ____________ H 
6. Paper Tape PUnch Port,ion nf COTnpujer________________________ :!,,") 
7. Mn~netic Ledger Card Ibndling Fortio" of COIllputer __________ ;:0 
8. }~lrctromcch:1nical Control !\l<"[1wL _ • __ ._________________ _______ J7 
9. Bllil,Jing Blocks Oencrally ______________________________________ <l7 

10. Inve,.!t'r Building Block'______________________________ ~7 15 
11. Elnitter-FoUowm' Bunding Hloeks________________________ ,~rl 
12. Lov,ical OJ{ Building lllocks ____________________________________ ill 
13. La·;ieal A:.ID Bllildinv, Il10;;k5 ________________________________ fll 
H. Flir-flop and Mnltidbratol'lluildin~ Blocks _______ .. ____________ ":1 
1.'5. ~1iscclhLllCOUS Buildin'G Hloc1~~L_________________________________ 1/1 
16. Magnetic Core I\IIomory __________________________________ ~ _____ III 
17. X-])rivers ____________ ~ _______ ~ ______ ~____ ___________ if) 
18. BJt-ConntcL _ _________________ ________________ ______ ________ _ ,11 20 
19. X find Y Gro11l1dcr5________________________________________ 71 
20. Digit Counter- ______________________ . _________________ .. ____ _ 
21. Y-Drivcrs______ ___ _ _______ _ ______ _ __ _ ___ _ ____ ____ _ __ ___ _ ___ __ 73 
22. \-\' ord-Sclucting- ncgi~teI'- ________________________ . ____________ . 7:5 
23. Summary of Word SclcctioIl ____________________________ ._____ 7,1 
24. Synchronizing- Clocks. ________________ ~ ~ __ __ _ _ __ ____ _ ___ ___ _ ___ _ 7.') 
25. Detailed U('n(l-Writc C)·c1e _____________________________________ 71\ 25 
20. Sense-Amplifier Strob0_____ ____ _ __ _ __ _ _ ___ ___ _ __ ___ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ ____ ~~o 

27. Format of Instruction \Yords OC'llt'rnl!y _______________ .. _________ ~H 

28. Format of FN'1'ER-KEYBO.\Rll-WORDS IId:'udioil Word 
(EK\V~O(J) ___ . _____________ .. ___ .. _________ • _______ .. _____ .. ____ ~'i 

2;). FormatofPRINT-OUT-WORDS Tmt!'tl('iinn Wo!"(I(PO,Y-(Jl)_ DU 
30 . .Format of E"I'1'EI~-C AnD-WOnDS lmtruction Word (1<:C W-

02) _______________________ .. __ . ________________ ... ___ _ __ __ _____ 8i 
31. Format of HECOHD-O:'-!-C;\RD Instruction Word (['OC-O~)_ [,0 30 
32 . .Format of S llIFT Instrl1clion Word (I'll! F-·O!) _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ ___ _ _ _ _ li2 
33. Format of CL}:Al~-MElII0HY-A DDlll"lSE8 Instruction 

,V orO. (0 l\,IA-05) _____________________________ . _____ . ___ ___ _ ___ D:~ 

34. Format of MO,['Og-BAH Instruction 'Word (?ll1H)n)_ _________ IJ;l 
35. Format of 8'1'0[' Instruction Word (WI' 1'--071 __________________ _ 
an. Format of ADD Instruction Won! (A llj}-III) __ . _______________ _ 
37. Format of SDBTllACT IJ):"drllctirm ,Y(ln! (SVB-O~:) __________ _ 
38. Ji'ormat of SUl\1 Instructioll \\ront (,Q,r~·I\,l-l0)- _____ . _____ .. ___ _ 
3a. ForElat of ADD-IJ AIHS-of-l\T Ol\i L}';gS lrlRtnH'tion \\. ur.l 

n;) 
j ~:) 

\:~ 35 
(APN-l1) ________________ . _, ______________ . ________ . ______ .. __ 0[; 

40. Format of I\JllTI/PIlJLY-DOLJ,AH-[)l~Cl1\'lAL JW3tl'Ul'tioIl 
Word (MDD-IZ) _____________________________________________ [,G 

41. Format of MUUfIPLY-A"ID-DUIF'1' Insirtl(,(,iull Word 
(I\1 US-13) ________________ . _________ ... _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ __ ___ _ ___ ___ ___ Of) 

42. Format of DIVIDE Iustruction 'Vonl (IHV~14) __________ .__ IJ~ 40 
43. Format of TAKE-ALTEnNATE-IN8Tln;CTION-I!<' X;:;Y 

Instruction Word (C ~'M-15)_____ _ ____ __ . ____ . ___ _ 
41. Fm'rnat of TAKE-ALT1':HN A'l'E-INST R LrC'I'lOJ\ -IF Sr- Y 

Instruction Word (C FE-W) _______________ . _____________ -__ OS 
45. Format of ENTgH.~PUNCHED-rrAPE TnstruetiDll \\'01'11 

(EPT-17) ________________________ . ________ .. ________ ._ _ _____ _ P8 
46. Format Code Designations of Inf,trul'tioll '\-ordr.__ ____ ___ ______ Ill[ 
4i. Instructiol1 BXcclltion Tlmc___________________ _ ____________ ]((2 45 
48. In.strnction Rc~ister Gcnerally__________ _ ________ ~ ____ 10:) 
10. Section 1 of Instruction Hl!gistt'L ___________________________ . __ .. 10.0 
50. Section 2ofInstructioll gcgistrL ______________________________ 1I1i 
51. Section 3 of Instruction HcgistcL _________________ . ______________ ](is 
52. Section 4 of InstrHction Regi~t(lL _______________________________ 10'.1 
53_ Section 5 of Instruction Hchistc"- _______________________________ lin 
54. Instruction Hegistcr presots _____________________________________ Jl(J 50 
55. Sutnmary of Instruction Register. ______________________________ }!2 
50. R-CollntcL _____________________________________________________ J 12 
5i. l<'-Collntcr ______________________________________________________ 11:l 
58. Compare F-Countcr and Digit-COllll(CI" _________________________ lH 
59. "J" Digit-Rcgistcr __________________ .. ____ . ___ . __________________ 114 
fiO. Compare F-Connterand IIJ" Digit-I{cr:;istC'L ___________________ lU) 
61. '~K" Digit~Rc?"ister. ___________________ .. ______________ . ___ 11.'i 
62. Adder-Sllbtractcr _______________________________________________ J 1'1 55 
63. Control COllnter Gcnerally_ __ _ ____ _______ _________________ nl 
04. SUbinstructions Gcncrally_________ _ ______________ .__ ]':'il 
G5. Functional Listing and Description of Sullinstructioll, _________ _ 
l\G. Word-C yclo SUbinstrnctions __________________________ . _____ - ___ _ 
67. Digit-C ycles ________________________________________________ - __ _ 
68_ Subcommand 811binstructlons ___________ .. _______ -- ______ _ 

chi:le, indicated generally as 13, which is of the same gen
eral type as th:lt shown and described in United States 
Leiters Patent ::,626,7,[9, issued January 27, J953, to R. A. 
Christian et a!. The electronic computing equipment is 
contained in both the left-h3nd and the right-hand sec-
tions of the des~{ while the two bott:ml drawers of the 
ri';ht-hand section thereof have been retained. One of 
,lie drawcrs is especially adapted for storage of addi
tional "form-bnrs" for the accounting ma(Chine while the 
remaining drawer is adapted for storage of magnetic 
"ledger card,," which, together with the form bars, are 
utilized to program lhe computer in a manner as will herc
inafter be more fully described. The bridge, located in 
ba':k of the accounting machine and connecting the right
hand and left-hand sections thereof, provides the neces-
sary support for the electrical power supplies for the com
puter, and vihich are energized from a normal 110-volt 
power source. Mounted on the right-han::! side of the 
accounting machine and disposed in front of the carriage 
portion thereof, is a card handling mechanism, indicated 
generally as 14, which is utilized in reading and recording 
magnetic information on the ledger cards. And, disposed 
on (h~ front of the right-hand ~ection of the desk, is a 
cont,'ol panel ] 5 which supports a portion of the various 
manually operable electrical controls and indicating lights 
for the compu:cr. 

2. Accolillting Machine For/ion of ComplIIer (General) 

As the accounting machine portion of the compu~er is 
of the well·known type substantially as that shown and 
de.:cribed in the aforesaid Patent 2,626,749, a detailed de
scription of each of the multitude of variously interco;]
nected mechanisms contained therein is not deemed nec
essary in order to obtain a full and complete understand
ing and appreciation of the present invention. However, 
in order to in:mre such a full and complete understanding, 
there will hereinafter be given a brief description of the 
various keyboard controls, as well as the salient features 
and functions of the major component parts thereof, along 
with the minor modifications and additions thereto which 
have been found necessary in order to adapt the account
ing machine as an input-output device for the computer. 

3. Electric Typewriter Portion ot Accolillting Jl,lachine 

With reference to FIG. 2 of the drawings, the account
ing m:lchine cont,lins nn electric typewriter in addition 
to El~chJ.nislns for adding and subtracting amot!r:ts, and, 
by me:1JlS of its form bar, independently functions in 
m3ny wnys as a general purpose computer. All the 
mechanisms contained therein are aimed at producing 
three r::suHs, namely: the ability to select, accunm!atc 

fig. Instractions Genprally ___________________________ - ____ - ____ - -- __ 
70. Detailed n~sc.ription of BK\V Inst.ruc'Unn _____________________ _ 
71. Detailed Descript.ion of POW Instmrrioll _______________ _ 
72. Detailed Descriptlon of ROC Instruciion ______________________ .. 
73. Detailed Description of ICCW Instnlt'tioIL ____________________ _ 
74. Dotailed Description of SHF Tn~"":trl1('l,iiJrL_____ J:--:.7 
75. Detailed Description ofCJl.IA Instruetioll_____________ _ __ Jel! 

60 and print totals; the ahility to print amounts and dates 
vihich are indexed in the key-board; and the ability to 
type descriptive information on the various forms and 
ledger cards used by the machine. The electric type-

76. Detalled Description of MB Instructioll ______________________ .. _ un 
77. Detailed Description of S1'P Il15tructi(lT'-- __ ----------- .. ---- "," 65 n. Detailed Description of ADD InstrnctiolJ ____________________ . __ 
7fl. Detalled Description of SUB Inslruct;oiL ____________ _ 
80. Detailed Description of 80M Tnstructioll ______ . _______________ _ 
81. Det,ailcd DescrIption of ;\PN Itlsl.rucliolL_____________ H:\) 
82. Dctoilerl Description of 1\1 US Insirn<:tifllL __________ . __ ~lll 
83. Detailed Description of MDD IIls(mc[iOlL _______________ . _____ '2li7 
81. Detailed Description of nrv Instm<:tioIL ______________________ ~lIl 
85. Dct,ailed Description of C FIll Instruction _______________________ :!]" 70 
R6. Detailc,l Description ofC FE InstmctiolL _____________________ ~J,~ 

87. Detailed npscription of EPT InsirnelimL _____________________ 21~j 

88. Detailed Description of Paper 'rape Pllnc!un~~ Op{TUtllllL ___ '22() 
8~L Opt'ratorControls _____________ .. _______ ._ _ ____ :!.~~l 

~!O. D{-'tuilPli Description of a PnYI"{Jll Pnwrnm ;\ppllmHon_ '~,H 
m. Compol1rntChart __ .. _____ .. _________ _. ~':Ii 

U2. Signal Origination and JJestillutiLlIl ClwrL ______ " ~,ril 75 

wri:cr is an independent pO\ver-driven unit having a key
Load located directly in front of the "amount" key
board. "ON" and "OFF" switches located on the left 
~;Je of the keyboard, control the supply of cperatinJ 
power to the machine, and, a red light indic:ltor 17, 
located on the front of the machine near the right side, 
indic"tes whether or not the eiectric power is "01>1." 

Three selective carriage-return keys "RETURN-1," 
"RETURN-2" and "RETURN-3" are located on the 
right siJe of the typewriter keyboard to eITcct return of 
th~ carriage to a prcdctennincd stop position, w;ih Cf 

I'. ithout vertical sp:lcing of the platen. The position at 
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which the carriage returns, dcpenus upon the length of 
inserts proviJcd ia each of the c3rriage "stors," illus
trated as reference numeral 73 in FIG. 3A. Depression 
of each of the typ~wri,cr carriage RETURN keys, raises 
a u~'ct~.Irn sto;l lever" to a given height so that -it ~ontact3 5-
the d~sjrcd '~c~HTiage return insert" in the carri~1f:; stop, 
to halt the (rare! of the nrriagc. Vertical sp3~in~ or 
the n;atcn, um:cr centrol of the c~rria;.;:c RFTUR:-l keys, 
is clTec!cd by papt:[ feeJ slides 18, 19-, and 20, each lo
cated at the side of a difrerent one of the RETUR:-l keys. 10 
When one of slides 18 thru 20 is moved toward the 
front of the mDchin~, it cO~lples the corresnonding RE
TURN kev with vertical space key "VERT" in a m~n-
ner Stich that tkpre:·.sion of key "VERT" C;}USCS the platen 
Ie be "raced vUtiC;1Uy in nr\Jitio!1 to b;;in,,! returned to a 15 
predetermined position. However, lhcpJ1:'cr fe~d key 
"VERT" ·may be used to vertically space the platen one 
or more position~ [Dr each dC;Jression thcri.:of. Loc<\ted 
dir'~'2tly below th·; ('~'rri~\gc return keys is a typewriter 
tatJlllation key ''TAD'' w:lich, when depressed, C[lUSCS the 20 
carria::;e to t:::bu13l'~ to a particular column as selected 
by a corresrond:;~,! tYi'~''''riter stop. It ,is to be appre
ei:l.ted that :'.11 carri::"e ll'0tinn to hereinafter be c\(:.scribed 
is der;endcnt lIpen th~ felet ,hilt the c8lTiage is closeu. 

At the left of the 8mo,mt k~yboilrJ is a typewriter 25 
ribbon control lever 21. With Jewr 21 in th·~ center or 
nCf>1l13l position. the typewriter prints in black; when in 
th~ lower position, the t~'pewrilcr prints in red unlil the 
lever is manually restored to normal; ~md, when in the 
upper llosltien, the type'Nriter prints in red until cOnltj)c~ 30 
tion of the next oper:lti,m of the accounting machine, at 
'Nhich time the lever is automatically reslored to its central 
t"'(lsitlon. Anothtr ribhon control lever, not ~,hown, is 
located on the top of th~ n~achine under th~ pI Cltcl1. 
\'/flcn tbjs lc"/er is in its fon:vanJ 'Po~;ition\ norn:z) 'Jlack 3.3 
printing of amoul!ts is effected c:-:.cept during a subtract 
opcra:ion in the:;; 1 totalizer and dnring a credit b:llnn('e 
op;:ration which a;"e 8utomatically rrinted-out in red. 
y'\::hen in its rCHr\I/~1t·,J positi'Jl1. typewriter ribtG~ control 
k-,,-'.ci" 21 is rendered cflec1ive (0 control the nmount print- 40 
ing o;.'cration, the s;::rne .:lS on tYPc\-\Titer printing. 

4. A1120Unl l:'cyboard of A ccolfflting Alachine 

10 
Depression of tabllbting Ley "TAB," loc::ted in the 

hnvcr right-hand COI"l:er or t£18 :..ilnount kc)/boilrd, C~}iJSeS 
the C;]rri:1gc to be t:lbllialed ,., the !cft until the movement 
thc-rcc,f i-; arrcsL',J by a scH:.h1c stop 0'n tbe c:lrriage. 
I'lv:, "Ti\B" key provides a ('onvenient nl~rlns for tabulat
ing: the c[)ri'i~g~ to a dC5';rcu coh; lnn;Q' position \vithout 
the flc';:::-:::"';ity of llsing ;) ~'r.-Jo!or··b:lr"' orcr:ttion, but is 
I101~n1ally not uSf~J as [l f;:,.rt uf a ro:;t(n:; :~>.:quenc·~. A 
carriagt;-opening key "C AI:';:' OrIeN" is located at the 
extreme upper ri:iht-hand (erner of the keyboard and, 
u!~cn derlrc,'~sioI1 th~rcof, scic ~lj· .. ciy inilj~!l,~s opening and 
c1osin;; oper~ltions of til:; calTi:;g~ when the carri~ge is 
Icc2tcd in "home" position. A sinzle depression of the 
'carriag,':-opcning key ('~=:.u~cs the cRrri:J~~e to open If it is 
closed, or to clo,c if it is open. The key doc,; not renuin 
dl.)\vn \':h,;.;n jj.;'::'l'e:-;'~~d, ~l~t in~t(;ad is restored to its origi-
nal rO~ilioll ans," each uepre:;sio". 

A carriag(>return key "C!\R. RET' is located im
medi~tely below tbe C.1ri"i2 tC opening key nncl, when de
pressed, cfrccls return of the carriage to a given stop 
r,'l~~il.iDn ~v;'h~ch is deternlillecl by :;c1ective plaCCillcnt of a 
sl1;t2b!e carriage-return insclt in the pr.rticuhlr stop th:lt 
cOiilrois the position to be ,elected if the carriage is 
not open. The carriage-return key is "locked-out" while 
t!lC Inachine is opcrJ.tlng H!1d. convers~ly, mnchine op
cration is locked-out if the carria::;e-return key is de-
rressed and held down. 

A carriage-release key "CARR REt," locClt8d on the 
ri~ht: side of tlJe keyboard directly above UPP':-f-IllotOf

bar 23, functions in three diilerent way;;: if fully depressed 
anu b~ld dovm while the 'cJrria:,c dr;vin; mc:ms is de-
en~rgizcd, the carriage is un;oc:~ed and tblls permiltcd to 
be manu:lJ1y moved in either direction te :,ny desired posi
tion; when partially Gept<~ss['J. the c:\:Ti~:gc c~capcnl~nt 
mechanism is relc<lsed to pr:rmit the c~!1Ti:lgC to h" tran~
h:.tsd fronl right-to-lcft by tb.~ c~rl'i.1.t;:"e driving nlCtinS; 
and when fully depressed anti hcld dOI'.·n whib the c:::r
rlc- [c-dr1vc is energiz.:.:"d, the, c~!rri{!gc js translated from 
left-io-right. The 'Ca[,i:l~_,>relc,,~.e key thus permits man
t:21 or driven movement of the carriage to :l1ly desired 
po:,ition without interruption by Ion-lard or rcverse-tabu-

The amount KeyboarJ cO,lsist;; of tcn rows of Keys for 
enlering aIDe-t'llt'; into th~ ;!;ccounting machine totalizers 
i'Jld/or into the computer m(;mory. Each amoUilt row 
consists of nirh: ~.cY'') nlllnbercd franl "1" thl"u 109," zeros 
(lnd p1.1nClllntiul1 heing print2d auto111[tt-ioalJ):. ..A,ny de
l)r~sscJ ~,n~oullt key i:; restored to its original position 

l;::ling stops. '!'he carriage-rc1ca~.c key is t~elf ,restoring 
?nd functions only while ckpre,;:'cd, anJ wh::n ailowcll 
to resume its initial position, etke,s cnpgemcnt of the 

45 e<;capement mechanism to hold the carriage at that posi
tion. 

"I hen ~~no; her ~~~ljOlint key in the sanl':; ro\\/ is de'Pi'e~s~d! [;0 
and. all depressed amnunt keys are ;jmultancously re
stored Ur,(lfl ucpres'ion of the rel~ase key "R EL" which 
is 10c2.ted immedbtcly to the right of the ""BALANCE-I" 

Non-automatic key "NON-AUTO," located at the right 
of upper-motor-bar 23, is a stay-down key w:iich, when 
depressed, remRins down nntil reicascd by " non-automatic 
rc!ca"c key "REL," located dir~ctly bc10w it. The non
alllom~ltic key disables the <lutomnti.~ ";-il~chinc-rcleace" 
mechanism to prevent alltomatic machine opcr'1tio1's called 
for by stop-'Control. vVhcn the non-:m(.:mwtic key is de
pressed, the control keys at tl;e left "id,:: of the kcyboad 
Inti;;t be operated manually in order to initi2te selection 
of a p8rticular totalizer. Dit;;,bEng of the :'Hlom::tic ma-

key in the lower left corner of the keyboard. This re
l'2~!'-;c key is Lltil:LCU to restore those keys dcprc:'sed in 5.) 
CT!'O:'~ allu espcci~1.Hy those keys lof;atcd in the control 
i:~c;tion on the I'cft side or the kcybo;Jrd, which are not 
r~;c;lsed by [I.nothcr key jn thc sZ!tl1e roY'?, )~ny depressed. 
Cln1(;Unt l:c}, or keys, is automatically restored upon com
'PietiDn of eJ.ch rnnchine Dperntion, excC:!it vi'hen "'repeat 
entry" is called for, either by fl. stop contrcl or by depres
sion ot repeat key "REP" which ,is located j;1.1mctliately 
':0 tile 'ri:,h( of the numb:!" '"5" key in tI~e control kcy
bo~rd section. 'I hose keys lcc~led 011 the left side of 
the kcyLo:lI'd, stIch as date keys l thn! 9 and I thru 3 
l'c"rectiveiy loetted in the e;cventh D.nd twelfth rows, llt"e 
H st.1.yu{)\vn" keys \vhich i1re not rel;;:1s:cd during each 111a

chine open~ti0n but arc rcle:tsed onlY by depression of 
another key in that particular row, or by deprc:;sioll of a 
special release key '~REL:' losatcd above ti1C namber ~~3" 
in the t',vcHlli row. A non-repe"t (bte key "~ON REP" 
is located directly above the special re!ease key "REV' 
;lnG, when dqo;-c;ssed, effects nen-printing of the year 
d~tc \vhen dcnressed and is restored cnly by derression 
of th'~ d:tte r~lease luoy. 

chine-re1e;15~ mcclunism alters the normal posting pro
cedllre in order to allow amounts to be r~corded in a 
column in which entries arc infrequently r,lade uuring a 

60 posting operation. The non-automatic release key "REL," 
in addition to releasing the "NON-AUTO" key, wIlen 
depressed and helu down, ll!1locks item-counter reset knobs 
24, 25 anti 26 so that the corresj1onding item counters 1 
throu£h 3 may be rcset to zero, if desired. 

65 Three motor-bars 23, 27 and 23, located on the right 
of the keyboard, one above the other, are utilized pri
marily to release the mf:chillc for operation. By selec
tive use of the three motor-bars, along with motor .. bar 
·controllever 29, the c:1rria[!e is controlled for normal ta1o-

70 u;ation, sLip labl!i"tioll, return tabulation an~! PQPcr fedl, 
in ;tddition to the disabling of the carriage opening mech
ani~m. There me ·t\\"o methods of motor-bar depression, 
each causing different results in carri:1ge functions: the 
fir~:t is a norm"l "touch" clenres:;ion whichreqllires less 

75 th8n ten onnces of pressure for a disL\fice of one-eighth 
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of an inch, <lftcr \vhich a gn.::;!cr resi,;tJnce to further 
travel i~ met; and the second h a "hold" dspn:ssion '.vhich 
mquircs more than two pO'1ll'_~S of pressnc for a total 
distance of seven thirty-s·~conds of 3:1 inch during more 
than one-half of tbe cycle of the mac:line. As the variou" [; 
cnrriagc functions are ~Iso controlled ~~uton1aticully front 
<::nrriage stops, it ,,,ould be nccc:;'.:t~y to study in detail 

to effect a "skip-tabubte" machine operation simply by a 
touch or hold operation thereof. It also provides the 
means for skipping columns in which no postings arc to 
be ml:dc and to skip operatio!1s whicb are not required 
on every posting run; it permits carriage tab alation when 
a stop has established non-tabubtion control; and it take~ 
precedence over many functions of the stop, thus provid
ing variable control over paper feed and carriage tabula
tion and return, 

all of these functions and controls to obtain a complete 
understanding of just 'whJt takes pi<1ce under a diff..;rent 
motor-b,;r condition as rnodif:;:d by control lever 29. As 10 
such a delailed understanding is not d;:;cmcd ncccssarj' for 

As previously stated, motor-bar control lever 29 c.fIects 
the fUl:.ction of the middle-molor-bar only. When the 
lcver is in its upper position as shown, the middle-motor
bar fun::tions in a normal manner, whcreils, when in its 
middle and lower positions, normal operation of only 

a fuli and compl{;[c llnd2rstanclijlg of the pres~nt inveTI
tion, only a few of the major motor-bar operations w!ll 
be briel1y discl12sed. tIo\vcver, n n1or~ (!ctui~ed descrip~ 
tion (tereof may be h3d by reference to p:-c;vioelsiy-me.n
tioned P,utent 2,626,7·19. 

A touch depression of upper-motor b,:1' 23 di"ables 
cnrrbge retern but docs not di~able htop-controlied sj;ip 
tabulation or p:1per feed. E':en tholl~h P:!)1Cf feed is not 
provided by the slap over whici1 a tauch opcntion oc,:ms, 
the lipper-motor bar call~cs the plalen to sp;occ a~cordi!lg 
to the setting of the platen-sradng control !ever. 

A hold depression of upper-motor-bar 23 disables all 
tabulation and carriage return. The upper-motar-bar io 
d'~signed primarily to pcrmit cel't:Jin variations in car
riac;e trave! from the ri.l:h~ or kft, depenc1ing npon the 
requirements of the applic:l1ions. For example, the uppcr
motor-bar dis:lbles car;-i:"ge t·"blllation and thus p:;rmit', 
vertical posting, lmd ~!so dishblcs step·controlled c:lrriagc: 
return and thus provides additional flexibility to meet the 
requirements of the applic3tion. 

A touch or bold depression of middle-motor-bar 27 
provides varying results according to the po:,;j(ion of motor
bar control lever 29 llnd lh~ S10P3 which control p]pcr 
feed, tabulation, and carri~,~~c ret'lm. \Villl t!-',e molor
b~r centrol ]cvcr in the "TJ\B" 11osition as ::;hown~ a touch 
depressicn of th~ njiddle-nlotor",b~~r C:lUSCS nonna] tabu:a
tion. However, 2-ny stop--controHcd tabubtion takes pre
cedence over a touch cl:prcssiul1 function. A hold de
pression takes precedence o'iercarriage t::bulation and 
thus causes t:1e c8rrja::;,~ to r;;tum to the nearest c.arriage
return insert. If a hold depression takes phce while the 
c~rringe is over a stop cant::linillg: a. s~~ip-control insert, 

15 the middle-motor-bar is modified. 
The coutml portion of the accounting machine keyboard 

is located to the left of the amount section and includes 
the tlsunl totalizer selecting und control keys. For exam
ple, "ADD 1" and "SUET 1" keys rcspectively select 

20 totalizer #: 1 <lndcondit;ons the totalizer to receive an 
additive or subtraclive entry, The "BALANCE 1" and 
"SUB-BilL 1" keys rcspectively select totalizer ;;': 1 and 
cause it to be operated in a "total" or "sub-totJ!" oper
ation. Located in the same row as keys "BALANCE 1" 

25 and "SUB-BAL 1" ure four keys numbered 2 thru 5 
which select and condition the corrcspondingly-nllml;c:red 
totaiizcr to receive additive entries. However, when any 
one of the tot~lizer-sclecting keys is depresscd simulta
neonsly with "SUET 2-5" key, the related toU!iizer is 

30 s'.!lected and conditioned to receive subtractive entries. 
Similarly, when anyone of the totalizer-selecting keys 
is simultaneously depressed with "TOTAL 2-5" key, the 
related totalizer is selected ,md conditioned to be oper:lted 
in a total taking operation. However, when the "SUB-

:':;i TOT" key is oper~lcd jn addition to th;~ totalizer-selecting 
and the "TOTAL 2-5" keys, the selected totalizer is con
ditioned to operate in a sub-total operation. 

Simibrly, located in the s~me row as keys "ADD I" and 
"SUBT l" are four keys designated 6 thm 9, which, when 

,10 operated, select and condition a correspondingly-num
bered totalizer to receive additive entries. V/hen anyone 
of these four keys is simultaneously used with "SUBT 
6-9" key, the selected totalizer is conditioned to receive 
subtractive entpies. However, when one of the~c totalizer-the c::rriage then returns to a C'llTi~1ge-rett!['J1 insert ,:wd 

then tabukltes 10 anolher predetermined stop depending 
upon the establi,;hcd skip-control. -With motor-b;l[' cao
trollever 2') in a c~ntral position midway between "TAB" 
and "VERT," a touch dC!Jrec:,_:iol1 of the middle-motor
bar disz,bIes p3per feed, in ::cldition to nOrlTI:t1 carriage 
tabul:1tion and return. On a hold depression, normul 50 
carriage tabulation, stop-controlled non-tabulation, and 
carriage return are ,all disr!bled. However, in this in
stance, paper feed and stop-controlled carriage s:dp-t2.b
ulation function as usual. \Vith (be motor-bar control 
lever in its lowenTlo;::t position "~vrERT," on hoth a tou-:h 
and hold depression of the middle-motar-bar, normal c~l'
riage tabulation and relur::! arc disabled. Stop-controlled 
skip-tabulation p,nd paper feed arc not disabled on either 

,Hi selecting keys is simultz.ne.ously used with the "TOTAL 
6-9" ,md the "SUB-TOT" keys, the selected totalizer is 
conditioned to operate in either a total or a sub-total oper
ation in the same manner as described above for tobl and 
sub-total operations of totalizers #2 tbm #5. 

Only one of the totalizer-selecting keys in a particular 
row can be depressed at one time even though two total
izers may be selected simultaneollsly by depressing a de
sired totalizer-selecting key in each of the !lyo control 
rows. However, if a scle'cting key [s depressed in each 

55 of the two rows, only the numerical symbol having the 
highest number designation is printed for each row, each 
of the selecting keys being restored to its undepressed 
position at the enu of each machine operation. Each of 
the totalizer-selecting keys may also be m:mually restoreu a touch or a hold depression. 

The middle-motor-b.1r thus provides v:-triable control 
of carriage travel and pktcn ~.p~cing in ord::f to meet th0 
requircments of the applicatiGn. In addition to opcmting 
the machine, it initiates carria'~e tr~~vcl to the next pre
determined posting position. For sllch po,ting proc,~dures 
as "Accounts Rcceivable/' "]\ccOl!nts P~lynb1c," "(]cner(l1 
Ledger," etc., tbe touch and hold depression op:ralionc> of 
the middle"motor-bar provide the ability to make multi;Jle 
postings where the carria,oc must altern:ltely tabulate ;~nJ 
rctuOll between two posting cohll1Jns or between t;1c ref
erence column and the po,;ting column. 

A tonch or hold d;;pression of lower-motor-bar 28 takes 
precedence over and thus disables paper feed, carrj~ge 
return and certain types of stop-controlied <::arriagc tabu
lation, regard;css of the position of the molor-b~]' con'rol 
lever. This disabling ability permits the lovla-ll1otor-i'~:r 

GO by depressing release key "REL" located to the right of 
the first row. Thereafter, the selecting keys will not calise 
a repeat of the machine operation even though rcp~at key 
'IREI''' (located to the right of the totalizer :# 5 select
ing key) is depressed or even though repeat printing of 

65 amounts is called for by a stop-control. 
If the stop over which tbe machine is operating has 

subtract, sub-tot:::!, or total-taking control ov':r the s"rne 
totalizer as does the corresponding selecting key, thc stop
control takes precedence. However, in such instJllces, if 

70 non-select key "NON SELECT" (located in the upper left 
corner of the control keyboard) is depresscd, the totalizer
selecting key takes precedence over the stop conlrol. 

It should also be noted th.,t it is possible to utilize 
the keyboard control keys in various combin,tlions to en-

75 able al110Hnts to be transferred froIn one totalizer to 
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another. t'or example, a total nny be ("ken fro111 any 
selected totalizer of the group containing totalizers ;'1:2 
ihru #5 or the group cont,:ining the totnlizers t::6 thru 
#9 and be transferred either 2dditivcJy or subtractively 
into anyone of the totalizers of the opposite group. It 5 
is also possible, through the lise of the tOlalizcr 4t1 con
trol keys, to enter sllch tot~\ls either additivc1y or subtrac
tively into tota1iz2r # 1. Simibrly, a total taken from 
totalizer # 1 may be entered either additively or subtrac
tively into anyone of totalizers #2 lhru #9 by depression 10 
of the proper control keys. 

Thus, it is seen that the totalizer-selecting keys [Ire used 
whenever it is desired to manually select a total or totals 
for addjtion, sllbtraetion, sub-totaling, or totaling when 
they are not selected and controlled by a suitable carriage- Iii 
stop insert. Totalizer-selecting keys may also be used at 
random to produce totals for analysis or distribution pur
poses. For example, sales analysis fi~ures and/ or :!ccount-
ing data is produced as a by-product of "Billing" and 
"Accounts Receivable" posting operations by using total- 20 
izer-selecting keys to distribute amounts into totalizers 
other than those used in the regular posting sequence. In 

1t! 
Tbe non-symbol key disables all symbol printing con
trolled by a carriage SlOp, except the "CR" symbol en 
credit balance {lnd sub-creei, balance operations. How-
ever, the non-symbOl key has no effect on the printing of 
symbols which arc initiated by the keyboard control keys 
on manually-controlled operations. 111e non-symbol key 
is locked-down fOil" continuous non-print of symbols by 
latch 33 which is rendered effective when moved upward 
as viewed. Roweve;·, when bteh 33 is in its ineffective 
position, as shown, the nOfHymbol key is restored at 
the end of each machine operation. The non-symbol 
key may also be mamwlly restored by the release key, 
reverse key or non-select key, and, consequently, may be 
used to non-print symbols when it is nc.cessary to confine 
machine printing to a more narrow column than that re
quired for the printing of an amount followed by a corrc-
sponding symbol. 

Nine overdraft indicators, indicated gencmlly as 34 
and numbered 1 through 9, me located directly above 
the control section of the keyboard and correspond to the 
correspondingly-numbered totalizer, with the exception 
of the "X" totalizer. Ine overdraft indicators are uti
lized as visual "flag" signals which indicate a minus bal
ance occurring in a corresponding totaliwf. For ex-

the same manner, major account control totals are estab
lished as a by·product of an "Accounts Payable" posting 
operation. 25 ample, when the contents of the totalizers are positive, 

the corresponding indicators display a gray color. how
ever, when a minus condition occurs in a reJated totalizer, 
~he couespondingly-numbered indicator displays a white 

If the total being ckared is negative, credit balance key 
"CR. BAL" must alw be depressed in order to cause the 
printing in red of the truccredit balance followed by a 
"CR" symbol. A non-select key "NON-SELECT" is lo
cated in the upper left corner of the keyboard and, upon 30 
depression thereof, disables all selection and control of 
th" totalizers from a carriage stop but has no efTect on 
printer or carriage functions. The non-select key also 
permits the machine to be operated when the c:lfriage is 
not positioned over a stop. Thus, when the non-select 35 
key is depressed, the machine is permitted to be openl1ed 
while either over or orr a stop while maintaining complete 
manual control over all totalizers. 

A reverse key "REV." is located immediately below ~he 
non-select k ~y ~md, UiJOIl depressioll thereof, causes a 40 
rever",,-t cf all addition and subtraction control from a 
lOarriage stop. The reverse key, however, has no effect 
on total or sub-total operations from a stop-control, or 
any normal function of tbe control keys. F'or example, if 
the reverse key is deprcs,eu when a "101al # 1, adJ ;"'2. "nd 45 
then subtract #6" operation is called for by a carriage 
SLOp, the operation functions normally by first clearing 
totalizer #: 1. Thereafter, the amount cleared from total
izer -# 1 is sub!mctcd from totalizer #2 and simultane
ous!y added to the contenl~; of to~alizer #6. If any of 50 
the totalizer-selecting keys are deprcssed during the same 
opel'ation, the functions normally produced thereby re
spectively proceed to cause an addition operation in their 
corresponding totalizers, or a subtraction oper3.tion if 
the subtract control keys nre depressed. Simultaneous 55 
depression of the reverse key and the credit b~:lance key 
permits the "X" totaiizer to be cleared while the machlne 
is operating over a carriage stop, with subtract control 

'color. However, if a totalizer is cleared after the con
tents thereof was previously negative, lOr, if various posi
tive amounts were ,added back into the totalizer initially 
containing a negative amount, thus c8lJsing it to contain 
a net pa'sitive amount, the corresponding overdr:;ft indi
catm again dispLays a gray color. Consequently, the 
overd1'aft indicators provide a means of determining when 
a particular to!alizer contains a negative amount so that 
the credit balance key may be depressed by the operator 
to control the printing of the true credit balance. In some 
appHcations, suehas the automatic machine release being 
disabled by a particu Jar stop to provide optional pro
cedures, the overdmft indicators enable the operator tlO 
determine the existcnce of a credit balance and in which 
to~alizer it exists. 

In accordance wiLh the present invention, the account
ing machine just described is slighlly modified to f~cilitatc 
its adaptability as an input-onlput device for the cOf!lpuler. 
Accordingly, manual operation of mo:or-bars 23, 27 an,! 
28 are prevented by a caver 35 disposed thereover and 
affixed to the keyboard so that selective operation of 
each of the motor-bars is controlled solely by the com
puter. However, a "resume-program" bar rpb is lo-
cated just below the three normal motor-bars and is adapt
ed for manual operation by the opemtor to initiate a 
computing operation, all of \V·hich is to be more fully 
described hereinafte,r. 

Keyboard decimal-point lights P<p, PI and P2 are 10-
caled at the lower section of the amount keyboard be
tween rows 2 and 3, '5 and 6 and 8 and 9, respectively, and 
provide a visual indication as to the decimal-point loca-of the "X" totaEzer beine maintained \vbile being changed 

to add control. 60 tion on the keyboard for eaoh of the keyboard entries. 
The reverse key effects printing of a lateral diamond 

symbol to the left of the amount, whioh symbol takes 
preGeuence over ail other symbols with the ex'~ep[ion of 
the "CR" symbol. The reverse key may also be used in 

Opemtion indicating lights "EK," "EC" ,and .oRA," located 
on the left front of the machine just below the control 
section of the keyboard, respectively give visual instruc
tions to the operator as to "Enter-Keyboard-Word," 

65 "Enter-Card-Word" and "Halt" instructions, whose func
tions, again, will be core fully described hereinafter. 

a variety of instances such as: correcting errors made 
while positing; posting "returns" while invoicing; posting 
"debits" and "credits" in the same column; securing an 
old-balance-pick-up of credit balances if the carriage is 
operated while positioned over an "add # 1" stop; and 
securing a second old-balancc-pick-up of credit balances 70 
if the carriage is bein~ operated while positioned over a 
"subtract # t" stop. 

A non-symbol key, "NON SYM," is located in the ex
treme left-bnd row directly opposite totalizer-selecting 
key #9 and functions to disable certain symbol printing. 75 

5. COI1Hrllction mul Mode of Operation of Accolll1ting 
Machine Partial! of Computer 

With reference to FIGURES 3A and 3B, there is shown 
a greatly simplified cross-sectional view of the account
ing machine which is essentially thc same as that shown 
in detail in FIGURES 3A and 3D of said aforementioned 
Patent No. 2,626,749 and fully described therein. As a 
repetition herein of such massive detailed description and 
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illustrations is not deemed essential for a full and com
plete llnderstunding of the prcsc:J.t invention, but a por
tion of its salient mechanical features are iIlustmted in 
FIG. 3 for the sake of simplicity. However, enough of 
iLs mechanical structure is illustrated herein and a brief " 
description thereof is given in order that the various 
modificatians of the machine made in accordance with 
"he present invention may be fully understood. 

Inasmuch as each denominational row of 'amount keys 
is identical with the other, a description of the #9 denom- 1 D 
inution;11 row, shown in FIG. 3A, is believed to suffice for 
the remaining ones. As shown, each of the nine "mount 
keys of a denominational row is slid ably supported for 
vertical movement by top-plate 40. Each key supports a 
square stud 41 which is normally disposed on the side 13 
of the downwardly projecting stem portion thereof. Lo
cated ncar the center of each key stem is a stud 42 
projecting therefrom and which cooperates with a diag
onal-walled cam slot 43 formed in control or latching 
slide 44. Latching slide 44 is supported for lateral move- 20 
ment by roliers 45 and is spring-urged to the right, as 
viewed, into engagement with stud 42 by suitable spring 
means not shown. Thus, when one of the amount keys 
is depressed, slide 44 is forced to the left by stud 42 al1J 
into engagement with zero-stop pawl 46. As a result 23 
of the engagement, pawl 46 is rotated in a counter-clock
wise direction about it pivot 47, thereby releasing block 
48 integrally connected to differential actuator or rack 
49. With block 43 released, actuator 49 is freed to move 
to the right toward the rear of the machine until the 30 
corresponding shoulder 50, formed thereon, comes into 
engagement with stud 41 of the depressed key, thus stop
ping the rack at a lateral position commensurate with 
the digital value of the key depressed. For example, 
when the #8 key is depressed, the square stlld on the 3:, 
lower end of the stem thereof engages the lowermost 
shoulder of rack 49 and thereby stops the rack in its 
#8 digital position, the square stud on the #7 key en
gages ,the next higher shoulder, and so on. 

The #9 key, however, does not function exactly as do 40 
the remaining keys. When the #9 ikey is depressed, slide 
44 is forced to the left, pmvl 46 is rotated counter-clock
wise, block 48 is rele8sed, and rack 49 is permitted to 
travel the entire distance to the right, during the machine 
operation. until stopped by projecting bar 51. This ex- 43 
(reme poc:ition of the rack corresponds to its #9 digital 
position. If none of the keys of a particular row are 
depressed, the corresponding rack is not permitted to 
move and thus remains in its #0 digital position. 

Al! of the racks are guided at the rear ends thereof 50 
for straight-line movement during their travel by means 
of a slotted bar, not shown, which is supported between 
the side-frames of the machine. Each of the racks asso
ciated with a particular amount row of the keyboard 
is connected by link 54 to an auxiliary rack 55 which is 60 
also guided for straight-line sliding movement. It is thus 
evident that the exact linear translational movement of 
ilmoun: rack 49 is immediately transmitted to its corre
sponding auxiliary rack 55. With respect to the raeks 
associated with the date ,and symbol key-banks, no auxiI- GO 
iary rack is provided inasmuch as these banks are used 
merely for printing purposes and consequently do not 
have any corresponding totalizer wheels associated there
with. Each of the amount racks is provided with a slot 
56 formed on the lower side thereof, for receiving stud OJ 
57 mounted on reducer-arm segment 58, which, in turn, 
is rotatably mounted on reducer arm shaft 59 journalcd 
at either end in the side-frames of the machine. The 
rightmost lower edge of reducer-arm segment 58 is spring
urged by spring 64 into engagement with leading-frame 70 
bar 60 which is supported between a pair of identical 
leading-frame arms 61, only one of which is shown. 
Arms 61 are fixedly secured to either ends of reduccr-;\rm 
shaft 59 and are located just inside the side-frames of the 
machine. Each of arms 61 is provided with a roller 62 75 

on the lower end thereof which arc ,.d~p[cJ to engage 
with bifurcations provided on a cam follower arm, not 
shown. 

When the main cam shaft of the machine is rotated 
through one revolution by motor 63 mounted on the 
lower side of the machine base 65, the cam follower arms 
are first rocked in 'one direction and then are rocked in 
the opposite direction so as to effect movement of leading 
frame 61 first toward the rear of L'1e machine and then 
back to its original position as shown. As each of 
reducer-arm segm!Cnts 58 is spring-urged into engagcment 
with leading-frame bar 60, by means of pin and slot con
nection 56-57 segment 58 is capable of translating its 
related amount rack first to the right and then to the left, 
as viewed. Hence, all of the amount racks are simul
taneom.ly ur!;cd Ly spring 64 toward (he rear of the 
machine during the fir~t half of the machine cycle until 
each is stopped by its respectivcly depressed key. There
after, all of the amount racks are positively restored to 
their home position, as shown, by means of leading
frame bar 60 coming into direct engagement wilh arm 
58 during the second half of the cycle. 

The resulting diiferenti<ll positioning of each amount 
rack is transmitted to its corresponding type sector 67, 
by means of link 68 pivotally connected between type 
sector 67 and segment 58 to rotatably position the type
seetor to correspond to the digital position of the amount 
rack, type-sector 67 being pivotally connected to tht! 
upper end of printcr arm 69 rotatably mounted on printer 
shaft 70. Printer arm 69 is normally locked in the posi
tion shown by printer release trigger 66, which, when 
rocked counter-clockwise, rele,ases the printer and permits 
it to be spring-urged clockwise by spring 75, thereby driv
ing type-sector 67 <lEainst the record material placed 
around platen 71. After type-sector 67 has been sub
stantially positioned during the first half of the machine 
cycle and leading frame bar 60 has completel its rear
ward movement, aligner bar 72 is rocked into engagement 
with the aligning notches formed on the lower end of 
reducer arm segment S3 so as to precisely align all of the 
printing sectors in their differentially-set positions. After 
the printing operation is completed, aligner bar 72 is dis
engaged from the reducer arm aligning notches thus per
mitting the racks and type-sectors to return to home posi
tion. 

In some types of accounting operations, it is desira
ble that a "zero" is not to be printed when an amount 
key in a particular amount row is not depressed. Thus, 
as more clearly shown in FIG. 34, a "zero-elimination" 
order-hook 76 is pivotally mounted on rod 77 supported 
in printer framework 52 and is provided with a tooth 
which cooperates with a corresponding tooth on control 
plate 78 so as to rc'iain plate 78, arm 69, and hcn\:e 
sector 67 against printing movement even though trig
ger 66 is rocked couilter-clockwise as previously de
scribed. There mc other times, however, when it is de
sired that the "zero" be print;:d wh0n an amount key is 
not depressed. This is accomplished as follows: As pre
viously described, during the first haif of a machine op
eration the <"mount racks arc moved rearwardly, thereby 
causing reducer arm segment 58 to be moved out of its 
home position. This rearward movement causes stud 53, 
mounted on an extension of segment 58, to cam down 
the tail of order-hook 76 and thus move the tooth thereof 
Ollt of engagement with the corresponding tooth on plate 
78 and thus permit:; type-sector 67 to make a printing 
stroke. 

With reference to FIG. 35, there are shown sixteen 
zero-elimination order-hooks 76 disposed on ~haft 77 in 
a side-by-side 'relationship with re~pect to one another, 
each being associated wilh a particular type-sector to 
control the operation thereof as previously described. 
The first and second ones of order-hooks 76, counting 
from ri~ht to left as viewed, rcsp(;ctivcly control opera
tion of the first and second ones of type-sectors 67 to 
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each in a predetermined one of its ten por,itions indicative 
of numerals "0" through "9," a "read-in read-out" devjc~ 
ha3 been devised and attached to the rear of the aCCOUlL~-
ing machinc. With additional reference to the plan view 
or FIGURE 4, tbe device consists essentially of a pair of 
side plates 80 vertically disposed on either side and to the 
front thereof. Side plates eo are connected together by 
means of a horizontaily disposed mounting-bar 81, 
affixed by suitable means (not shown) to plate-attachin~ 

allow the printing of symbol designations only. The 
third order-hook controls operation of the third type-sec
tor which normally prints the first-order or "penny" 
decimal digit of the amount word havir;g a value from 
"0" through "9." The fourth order-hook controls op- 5 
eration of the fourth type-sector which normally prints 
the second-order or "dime" decimal digit of the amount 
word with the decimal digit "0" (hru "9" being prcceded 
by a decimal point. Thus. by selective control of the 
third and fourth type-sectors, printing of amounts from 
.00 to .99 cents are effected. The eighth order-hook con
trols the printing operation of the eighth type-sector 
which normally prints the sixth-order or "thousand dol
lar" decimal digit of the amollnt word, with each deci
mal digit "0" thm "9" preceded by a comma. Like
wise, the eleventh order-hook controls printing operation 

10 blocks 79 a~tached to plates 80. Plates 80 arc additiomlly 
co;mected together by rack-solenoid cross-bar 81, affixd 
thereto by me:lllS of screws 33 threaded in either end of 
cross-bar 1l2. lViounting-bar 81 is also fixedly secured to 
the base 65 or the machine (F1G. 38) by means of ~,crews 

15 threaded therein, whereas, cross-bar 82 is additionally 
fixedly sccurcd 10 header-bar members 84 of the machine 
by strap brace:; 85, respectively affixed thereto by bolts 
85 and 87 threaded therein. A second pair of side plates 
83 are each secured to one of side piates SO by screws 89 

of the eleventh type-sector which normally prints the 
ninth-order or "million dollar" decimal digit of the 
amount word, with each decimal digit thereof preceded 
by a comma. 

Therefore, it i~ evident that for those zero digits which 
are to be suppressed, the corresponding order-hook is 
permitted to lock its corresponding type-seclor against 
a printing movement. Accordingly, for those zero digits 
which are to be printed, the corresponding order-hooks 
are rocked out of cn:;agemcnt with their respective type
sectors to permits thos() scctor~ tocomplctc their print
ing operation. Interlocking studs are provided on the 
upper ends of order-hooks 76 and coop.::rate ,vith one 
another in a conventional manner 50 that a disengaged 
order-hook effects the simultaneous disengagement of all 
lower-order order-hooks with respect thereto. 

The just described accounting machine is provided 
with ten conventional add-subtract totalizers, each of 
which has a capacity of 99,999,999.99. Only six. of the 
tcn totalizers are diagrammatically illlistrated in FIGS. 
3A and 3B and are numbered 1 through 5, and one 
designated as the "X" totalizer which is used in over
draft operations in a manner to be later described herein. 
Each of the totalizers includes one gear wheel for each 
of the denominational orders of the number, with each 
gear wheel having twenty teeth formed along the pe
riphery thereof. All of tbe gear wheels of the totalizers 
are .located in a co-planar relationship with respect to 
amount racks 49 and auxiliary racks 55 and are adapted 
to be selectil'ely engaged with and disengaged from the 
rack teeth in order to permit keyboard entries to be 
transferred therein and to perform the variolls calculat
ing functions of the machine. 

Located beneath the control keys of the keyboard are 
a plurality of totalizer control slides, not shown, which 
selectively effect the engagement and disengagement of 
totalizers #2 through #9 with respect to their respec
tive amount racks. The type of operation to be per
formed in any of the totalizers, such as add, subtract, 
total, or non-total, is determined by the distance through 
which its associated totalizer control slide is permitted 
to move. The movements of these slides ure controlled 
either by carriage stops, indicated generally as 73 in 
FIG. 3A, which are mounted on the traveling carriage, 
jndicated generally as 74 in FIG. 3B, or by the control 
keys located on the left-hand side of the keyboard, as 
previously described. As a complete understanding of 
the totalizer control apparatus, neceSS:lry to carry out the 
above-mentioned cycles of operation, is not believed 
necessary for a full and complete understanding of the 
present invention, a detailed description thereof is not 
herein given. However, such a detailed description may 
be found in the before referred-to Patent 2,626,749, and, 
consequently, will not be again repeated herein. 

In order to provide the computer with the capability of 
either "sensing," and thereby det,~rmining the rc:,pec:jvc 
longitudinal positions of (he various amount rack~, or 
to selectively arrest movement of the racks to position 

20 threaded in plates 80, and are additionally secured to one 
another by means of horizontally disposed switch-bars 
90 anlxed normally thereto by means of screws 91 
threaded in either end of bars 90. 

A printed-switch support member 94 (FIG. 3l3), 
25 affixed to bars 90 suitable means not shown, is provided 

with a pair of vertical projections 95 located on either 
end thereof, and onto which is secured a horizontally di'i
posed plunger-support member 96 by means of screws 97 
(FIG. 4) threaded in projections 95. As shown in FlG. 

30 4, a plurality of identical rack extensions 98 are indi
vidually connected by means of pins 99 and spring clips 
1\}{) to a diff~rent one of the ten auxiliary racks 55 which, 
when viewed from right to left, respectively represent 
the low-order digit ~O" through the high-order digit "9' 

35 of the amount word entered in the keyboard of the ac
counting machine as previously described. As shown in 
FIG. 313, on the uppermoc;t edge of each of rack extensions 
98 are formed tCil "saw-tooth" shaped rack teeth, indi
cated generally as 101, each of which, from right to left as 

40 viewed, respectively represents one oE the ten digital 
amount positions "0" thru "9" of a different one of the 
amount racks. 

In order to obtain "straight-line" travel of the amotlilt 
racks during movement thereof, each of rack extensions 
98 has riveted thereto a switch plunger 102 which is in 

45 sliding contact with plunger support member 96 and jc; 

guided betwcen guide washers Hl3 which, in turn, are 
rotatably supported by screws IN threaded in support 
member 96. Vertical movements of the amount racks are 
prevented hy means of a horizontally disposed cross-bar 

50 92, which is affixed to side plates 80 by screws 93 threaued 
in either end of the bar, cross-bar 92 being fitted in a 
rectangular slot 108 formed in each of the amount racks. 
Rack "wobble" is prevented by means of a double-edged 
comb 109 aiTixed to the front face of cross-bar 92 by 

55 screws 110 threaded therein, comb 101) being inserted in 
slot lOS of each of the racks in such a manner that each 
rack is effectively slideahly fitted in the space between 
oppositely disposed teeth of the comb, thus preventing any 
hending movement of the racks during travel thereof. 

60 When all of the amount racks are traveling from hom~ 
pm,ition toward the rear of the mnchine in a "setting" 
direction, it is necessary that all travel in unison with 
neither lagging nor leading the other. ConseqUently, a 
"helper" spring lG5 is connected between each of rack 

65 extensions 98 and spring bar 106 attached at either end 
thereof to side plates 88 by suitable means not shown. 
Each of the springs possesses a "spring-constant" charac
teristic sufficient to maintain all of reducer arm segments 
58 (nG. 3A) in contact with their respective Jeading-

70 frame bar 60 during the cycle of operation of the machine. 
Thus, during the rack-seiling operation, all racks simul
taneously move in exact alignment during their setting 
operation. 

For reasons to become more apparent hereinafter, it is 
75 desired that the various digital positions at which the 
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amount racks have been positioned, be easily determinable 
by the computer. Consequently, wiper arm assembly, 
indicated generally as 107, is affixed to and carried by 
the lower side of each of rack extensions 98. The assem-
bly comprises an angle-bracket 111 welded to rack ex- 5 
tension 98, and which supports a laminated body of elec
trically non-conductive wafers 112 having sandwiched 
therebetween a pair of flexible, electrically conductive and 
oppositely disposed wiper blades 113 and 114 which are 
fillcdly secured at one end by means of suitable bolts 115. 10 
The opposite ends of \viper blades 113 and 114 are in 
sliding contact with the upper and lower faces, respec
tively, of a printed circuitry type of switch board 116 
which is secured to support member 94 by means of 
screws 117 threaded in blocks 90. 15 

With reference to FIGS. SA and SB, printed-circllit 
board 116 consists essentially of an electrically non-con
ductive support having a plurality of electrical conductors 
formed on the opposite surfaces thereof by clectrodeposi
tion, etching, or other well-known techniques. FIG. 5B 20 
is a plan view of the conductor arrangement disposed on 
the bottom face of board 116, which arrangement com
prises ten conductors 119, each positioned parallel to the 
movement of the amount racks, and thus wiper blades 
114, and terminating 0;1 tbe lower side of the board at 25 
terminals Dcp through D9, respectively corresponding to a 
successively higher-order amount rack representation. 
FlO. SA is a plan view of the conductor arrangement on 
the upper face of board 116, which arrangement com
prises ten conductors 118 positioned perpendicular to 30 
the movement of the amount racks, and thus wiper blades 
113, and terminating on the upper side of the board at 
terminals 120a thru 120j, respectively corresponding to 
the ten digital positions "0" thm "9" of the amollnt racks. 
As conductors 119 are arranged parallel to the move- 35 
ment of the amount racks, wiper blades 114 ar:: .. at all 
times, in electrical contact with corresponding ones of 
conductors 119, whereas, wiper blades 113 are, at all 
times, in electrical contact with one of conductors 118, 
depending upon, of course, the distance their respective 40 
racks have moved in order to get to their present digital 
location. For example, if the amount rack correspond-
ing to the first-order digit is still at home position, the 
lowermost one of wipers 113 remain positioned on the 
first vertical conductor located on the left of board 116, 
as viewed in FIG. 5A. However, if the amount rack has 45 
moved and is now located in its number "I" digital posi
tion, wiper blade 113 is then positioned on the conductor 
located second from the left, and so on, to the tenth ver
tical conductor upon which wiper blade 113 is positioned 
when the amount rack is located in its number "9" digital 50 
position. 

Therefore, as wiper blades 113 and 114 are electrically 
connected together, in order to "interrogate" the first
order amount rack as to its digital position, for example, 
it is necessary only to supply a pulse of electrical energy 55 
at terminal D¢ on the lower side of board HG. Come
quently, the interrogation pulse appears at one of termi
nals 120a thm 120j on the upper side of board 116 de
pending upon, and corresponding to, the digital position 
of the low-order rack. For example, if the first-order GO 
rack is in the number "5" digital position, the interroga
tion pulse appears at terminal 1201 on the upper side of 
board 116. It is now evident that in order to interrogate 
all of the amount racks as to their re~pective digital posi
tions, it is necessary only to sequentially supply an elec- G5 
trical impUlse to terminals D¢ thru D9, and immeuiatciy 
thereaHer a sequence of output pulses appear at outpat 
terminals 120(1 thru 12 OJ, respectively corresponding to 
the digital position of each of the ten amount racks. That 
is, if the first pulse output is at output terminal 120!, if 70 
the first-order amount rack is located in the number "5" 
digital position; if the second output pulse appears at 
output terminal 120[', the second··ordcr amount is .Ieeat..,l 
in the number" 1" digital position, and ,0 on, until th<c 
last or tenth output pulse appears at O!1e of ,lle oulpu~ 

2{) 
terminals indicative of the digital position of the tenth
order amount rack. 

In order that the computer is capable of controlling the 
prinling operation efIected by the accounting machine, 
it is necessary that suitable means be provided whereby 
Hi1Y "elected one, or all, of the amount racks of the 
machine arc capable of being stopped at predetermined 
digital positions under the control of the computer. 
W;til reference to FlG 3D, in addition to the "exploded" 
,,-lew or FIG. 6, sllch a computer-controlled rack-stopping 
m'CC:-l:lnj~r'l comists essentially of a plate 125 attached 
to the front face of cross-bar 82 by screws 126 threaded 
therein and essentially extending the entire distance be
tween side plates 80. 

H is to be appreciated that essentially there arc a 
lebl of tcn individual rack-stopping mechailisms, eaeh 
one being identical to the one shown in FIG. 6 which 
corresponds to and controls positioning of the tenth
order 3ffiount rack. 

An L-2h::ped bracket 127 is secured to plate 125 by 
mealJS of scre\vs 129 threaded in bracket 127 and a rack
stopping solenoid RA9L (corresponding to the tenth
order rack) is affixed to bracket 127 by suitable means 
not shown. A 113t soknoid armature 130 has riveted 
thereto an L -shaped spring member 128, the horizontally 
dispo~.ed leg portion of spring member 128 being affixed 
to bracket 127 by means of screws 132 threaded therein, 
and washer 131 being interposed between the heads of 
~crcws 132 and "pring member 128. The face of the 
vertical leg of armature 130 is disposed in close proximity 
to core 133 of solenoid RA9L and is magnetically at
tracted thereto each time the solenoid ,is energized by 
electrical current being passed through input Jeads 134 
and 135 thereof. Also riveted ,to the vertical face of ar
mature 130 is an horizontally disposed leve'r arm 13~ 
having a pair of downwaruly depending arms 137 ~lIP
porting a cylindrical tempered-steel rack-stopping pin 138. 

Therefore, it is evident that each time anyone of the 
ten rack-stopping solenoids is selectively energized, the 
vertical leg of armature 130, corresponding to that par
ticular rack, is attracted (oward solenoid core 133, the 
left end of lever arm 136 is deflected downwardly, and 
pin 13S is ins~rted in front of the tooth on rack extension 
93 corrl'::;ponding to the difjital position that particular 
rack is desired to be stopped. Thus, by selective,ly ener
gizin~ all ten of rack-;,topping solenoids RA1>L-J~ A9L 
(FlG. 4) from computer controlled means at particular 
times durin3 their movement in the setting direction, each 
of the "mollnt racks is stopped and thus po;;itioned at 
any digital position from "0" to '"9" and each is then 
effective to control printing of the numerical digit corre
spondin~ to the digital po,ition of that particular amount 
rack as previously de~cribed. "Vith ,the exception of th~ 
rightmost one of teeth 101, all of the teeth on rack ex
tension 98 arc equally spaced by a distance of approxi
mately five thirty-seconds of an incb. However, in order 
to provide a suitab;c clearance of approximately twenty
fivc thousandths of an inch between rack-stopping pin 
133 ,'me! the ri",!llmost or "0" digit tooth during inser
tion of the pin, t]le spacing between the "0" digit tooth 
,tIld the 8djacent "1" digit tooth is five thirty-seconds less 
tw(,nty··uve thousDndths, or approximately .132 inch. 

A laminaced ~:pring buffer mechanism (FIG. 3B) com
prisin::; top, center, and bottom L-shaped leaves 142, 143, 
and 144, respectively. is affixed to the upper surface of 
cross-bar 82 by means of screws 145 threaded therein. 
The lower end of each of the depending leg portions of 
le"vcs 142 anu 143 has a vertical slot, not shown, centrally 
formed therein to accommodate lever arm 136 of the 
rack-stopping mech:mism together with rack eXlension 9'3, 
to!h of which are slidably position<:d therein. The width 
Gf the slot in le"ves H2 and j'13 is fcligJrlly larger t:l~m 
L"1e grcalcA thickness of arrn 136 or ra~k ~)8. but i~ nlltch 
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AdJiliomUy, the buffer mechanism is so positioned that 
c.lch end Ot rack-stopping pin 138 is in close proximity 10 
the front surhcc of leaf 1-12. As a result, !eaves H2 
and 143 provide a support for the backside of pin 13:: 

22 
167 formed therein disposed substanti~lly parailel with 
respect to, anti of sufficient length so as to partially over
Inp the slots formcd in cow:' 151. It is evident, there-

to absorb tile force of the blow exerted by the rack teeth 5 
on pin 138 when the rack is suddenly stopped thereby. 
However, it has been found that when the rack is traveling 

fore,. tint as liming rack 150 is moved from left to right, 
as viewed, the slots formed in comb 151 sequentially co
incide with the slot formed in fixed plate 166, thus se-
qnentially exposing light source 164 to photocell 160. 

at maximum velocity in the rearw::lrd setting direction 
and is brought to a sudden stop by pin 138 being inserted 
in front of one of teeth 101, the lower ends of !eaves 10 
142 and 143 are delkcteJ to the right as viewed in 
FIG. 3B. When the rack is suddenly brought to a stand
still, the depending legs 'Of leaves 142 and 143, due to 

For the accomplishment of the desired objectives in 
accordance with the present invention, it is desirable that 
the sequential alignment of slots 152 and 167, from the 
rigiltmoc;t to the leftmost of slots 152, be synchronized 
with the time 2.t which the non-stopped amount racks 
simultaneollsly pass through digital positions number 'T' 
thm "8." For example, at the beginning of a rack
setting operation when all the amount racks are posi
tioned in their number "0" digital positions, the relative 

the energy stored therein, attempt to resume their original 
position. As a result, they tend to overshoot their mark 15 
by deflecting to the left and thus attempt to drive the 
rack in the opposite direction. To minimize this !I;l(ie
sirable effect, a screw 146 is slid ably mounted in aligned 
holes formed in leaves 142 and 143 and is threaded in 
leaf 144. A pressure setting spring 147 is interposed be- 20 
tween the head of screw 146 and washer 148 positioned 
against the front face of leaf 142. Thus, by sui!clhle 
adjustment of screw 146, a suitable friction damping effect 

positions of slots 152 with respect to slot 167 are as 
shown in FIG. 8. Howevcr, when the non-stopped 
amount racKs arc approaching their number "1" digital 
positions, slot 167 is also approaching alignment with 
the rightmost one of slots 152; when all non-st'Opped 
amount racks arc approaching their number '·2" digital 
positions, slot 167 is approaching alignment with the 
second [rom the rightmost one of slots 152; and so on, is provided the rack-stopping mechanism anJ rebounding 

of the racks is minimized. 
As previollsly described, during a rack setting operation, 

all non-stopped amount racks travel in unison and in 
alignment with the other. Consequently, control means 
have been provided whereby the computer not only (k
tects the corresponding digital positions of ali stopped 
racks, but, in addition, detects the point-by-point digital 
position of all non-stopped racks. With refer~nce to FIG. 
4, an eleventh or timing rack 149 is provided havi~lg a 
constn;ction and mode of operation exactly the same as 
the just-described amonnt and auxiliary racks 49 and 55, 
respectively, with the exception that timing rack 149 is 
not stoppel\ at any time by' a depressed key on the ac
counting machin(') keyboard and is not provided with a 
solenoid-actuated rack-stopping mechanism. Actually, a 
conventional amount and auxi'liary rack are used for this 
pllrposeand the row of keys. located on the accounting 
machine keyboard and which selectively stop that par
ticular rack when depressed, along with the zero stops 
"6 (FIG. 3A) associated therewith, have been removed. 
Timing rack 149 is provided with an extension 150 ,11-
tached thereto by pin 99 and spring clip too, and is essen
tially of the same general construction as rack extensions 
98 with the exception that rack extension 150 does not 
have any tceth formed thereon. 

25 twtil ~JI non-stoppcd amount racks are approaching their 
number "8" digital positions, at which time ~lot 167 is 
approaching the eighth or leftmost one of slots 152. 

However, as the just-described solenoid-actuated rack
stopping mechanism is not capable of inserting rack-

30 stopping pin 133 (FIG. 6) in front of the desired one of 
rack teeth 101 in a zero amount of time even after the 
corresponding solenoid is energized, the computer, hence 
the solenoid, must be "warned" or I~otified slightly in ad
vance in order for the rCick-stopping mechanism to be 

35 effective in slopping its related mck at the desired digital 
po,;ition. For example, it has been empirically determined 
that, with a r::;ck traveling at an average velocity of 
approximately twenty inches per second, approximately 
one-tenth of an inch is sufIicient anticipation for the rack-

40 stopping mechanism. Consequently, as the tooth pitch 
of the amount racks is approximately equal to five thirty
seconds of an inch, slots 167 and 152 are in substantial 
alignment approximately two-thirds of a digital position 
ahead of the non-stopped amount racks. However, as the 

4:) amount racks start with an initial velocity of "zero" and 
are therefore traveling at a relatively low velocity when 
passing tilWllgh digital positions number "1" and number 
"2," and also as the spacing between the first and the 
second on~s of rack tc~[h IG1 is approximately twenty-

50 five thousandths of an inch less than the pitch of the re
mainin& teeth, as previollsly mentioned, the distance be
twecn tbe slots formed in comb 151, at the rightmost end 
thereof, are mllch less than the distance between the slots 

With reference to FIG. 7, to::;ether with the partbl 
plan view thereof in FIG. R, a fbt ;nd horizont,llly dis
posed, timing rack comb 151 is welded to the up;:Jcrmost 
face of rack cxtension ISO ::mu hilS formed therein eight 
rectangular shJped slots IS;! par~Jlel disposed ',vith re
spect to cne another with their long axes pc.rpcnd:cululy 55 
disposed with respect to the direction of movement of 
rack extension 150. An L-shaped br[;c1cet 156 i~ afllxcd 

formed in the leflmost end thereof. 
Ideally, the slot spacing should approximate the curve-

plot of rack velocity vs. time. However, due to various 
loading conditions of the amount racks occurring during 
the setting operation thereof, the exact spacing between 
slots are empirically determined. Such an empirical de-

to the upper sl.:dnce of cross-bar 82 by me:ws of screws 
157 threaded therein, and a cubic::.l block of insulating 
material 153 is attGched to the lower frent face of the 
depending leg of bracket 1% by me~ms of screws 151) 
threaded in block 158. Block 158 hr,s embeddd there!" 
a photocell 160 whose terminal~ are connected to output 
terminals 16,1 and adapted to be energized by leads 162 
connected to a suit8ble source of electrical energy, not 
shown. A further L-shaped bracket 163 is attached to 
mounting bar 81 by suitable means, not shown, and h:Js 
mounted on the horizontal leg portion thereof, a light 
source 164 which is energized by leads HiS connected to 

60 termination is as follows: a satisfactory distance between 
slot 167 and the first one of slots 152, counting from right 
to left and when in a "0" digit position, is .045 inch; a 
satisfactory dist:mce between the second and the third 
on;:;s of slots 152 is .162 inch; and the consecutive dis-

65 tances between the remaining adjacent ones of slots 152 
are .164, .153, .157, .153 and .139 inch, respectively, 
corresponding to slot distances 3-4, 4-5 5-6 6--7 
and 7-8; a slot width of .030 inch ha; been' found 
satisfactory. 

a suitable source of electrical energy, not shown. A hori- 70 
zontally disposed flat plate 166 is fixedly secured to the 
lower end of block 15S by suitable means, not shown, al}d 

"Vith reference to FIG. 3B, there is shown a mechani-
cal type of memory device which is utilized bv the com
puter to temporarily store indications of the digital posi
tions of each of the amount racks at the end of the previ
ously-initiated rack-setting opcration. The device then 

is positioned directly below and parallel with respect to 
timing rack comb 151 intermediate light source 164 and 
comb 151. Plate 166 has a single rectangular-shaped slot 7G operates suitable output means in the form of a con-
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ventional card or paper tape punching mechanism which 
makes a permanent record of all of the sequentbl digital 
positions at which the amount racks were stopped during 
a programming or computing operation. 

Such a memory device consists essentially of a hori- 5 
Ziontally disposed upper switch-basket, indicated generally 
as 170, and a horizontally disposed lower switch basket 
located directly below switch-basket 170 and indicated 
generally as 171. Upper switch-basket 170 consists essen
tially of a substantially flat, rectangular-shaped and hori- 10 
zontally disposed board 172 composed of a suit::bk e~ec
trically non-conductive material, such as fiberboard or the 
like, and affixed to the underside of cross-bars 173 by 
means of screws 174 threaded therein. Cross-bars 173, 
in turn, are affixed to side plates 88 by means of scrC'NS 15 
175 which are threaded in the ends of bars 173 as shown 
more clearly in FIG. 4. Board 172 is provided with tcn 
equally spaced and rectangular shaped slots 176, the long 
axis of each slot being in axial alinement with the direc
tion of movement of a different one of the amount racks. 20 
A column of ten pairs of equally spaced and met~l!ic 
spring-clips 177 are fixedly secured to an electricaHy non
conductive mounting block 178 and collectivcly form a 
unitary assembly of the upper switch-basket. As shown 
more clearly in FIG. 12, the lower end of each pair of 25 
spring-clips 177 making-up a column is "snapped in" :md 
held by the same one of the rectangular slots formed in 
board 172. With reference back to FIG. 3B, crlch col
umn of spring-clips is disposed directly above and oriented 
parallel with respect to the direction of movement of a 30 
corresponding amount rack, and the spriag-ciips within 
the column arc spaced in a manner such that each pair 
is positioned with respect to another pair to correspond 
to a different one of the ten digital positions of that par
ticular amount rack. Each of the spring-clips hilS con- 35 
nected thereto an electrical conductor forming a p<H't of 
input-output cable 179 which is electrically connected in 
a manner to be more fully described hereinafter. 

Lower switch-basket 171 consists essentially of a sub
stantially flat, rectangular-shaped and horizontally elis- 40 
posed upper shelf-plate 180 and lower shelf-plate i 81 
held in position by vertically disposed back and front 
side-plates 182 and 183, respectively, in a para:lcl rela
tionship with respect to one ,mother. Shelf pbtcs l~,O 
and 181 are provided with a plurality of apertures in- ,1[i 
dividually through which is slid ably disposed a lower 
electrically-conductive spring-clip member lS~. Spring
clip members 184 are arranged in equalij'--~paced col
umns and rows and are positioned so that each of the 
lower spring-clip members is disposed directly below one 50 
of upper spring-clip members 177, as shown more clearly 
in the fragmentary view of FIG. 12. With reference to 
FIG_ 9, the lower spring-clip members arc arranged in 
ten equally-spaced columns which are designated, from 
right to left, #0 through #9 and are oriented in uxial 55 
alignment with respect to the movement of and respec
tively corresponding to one the ten amount r:lcks previ
ously designated as the first-order digit rack thru the tenlh
order digit rack. Each of the ten lower spring-clip m('l~l
bers within a column is equally spaced with respect to 60 
one another and are positioned in roll/S, each of \d1ich 
corresponds to one of the ten digital positions of the 
amount racks. With reference to FIG, 12, two pair of 
upper and lower spring-clip members 177 :md 184, re
spectively, are taken from columns #8 and #9 and 05 
shown for illustrative purposes only. As shown, c:lch of 
lower spring-clip members 134 within each column is 
guided for vertical movement only by means of Cl'mmon 
shaft 185 riding in an elongated slot 186 which is formed 
in the lower end of member 184. Each of spring-clip 70 
members 184 within a row are spring-urged dovmwardly 
by means of spring 187 which is interlaced between rods 
188. Rods 188 are affixed at their ends to side-vl:\tes un 
and 183 (FIG. 9) and pins 189 arc carried by "pri!lg
clip members 184. An elongilted bale 190 is I ot~'tat:ly 75 
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mounted on shaft 191 affixed at its ends to side plates 
132 and 183 (FIG. 9) and is spring-urged by spring 192 
in a clockwise direction, as viewed, into engagement with 
each of lower spring-clip members 184 which arc located 
in the same column. 

Therefore, each time spring-clip member 184 is de
flected upwardly, bale 190 is first rocked couGter-clock
wise by cam surface 169, and then is rocked clockwise by 
spring 192 when cam surface 169 passes the end-most 
projection of bale 190. Thereafter, bale 190 engages the 
low2,-most portion of cam surface 169 and locks spring
clip member 184 in its upwardly deflected position, as 
shown by the dotted lines, and thus effects a short-circuit 
of upper spring-clips 177. However, if a different one of 
the lower spring-clip members, located in the same col
umn, is subsequently deflected upwardly, bale 190 is 
again rocked counter-clockwise and the lower clip mem
ber, which was previously held in a locked position, is 
returned to its lowermost position by means of spring 
187. However, the subsequently deflected lower clip 
member is locked in its upwardly deflected position by 
subsequent clockwise rotation of bale 190, as before. It 
is therefore seen that only one of the lower spring-clip 
members in each column is permilted to be locked in an 
upwardly deflected position at anyone time due to the 
fact that a subsequently deflected lower clip member re
leases all previously deflected lower clip members located 
in the same column. 

With reference to FIGS. 9 3nd 10, lower switch basket 
171 is provided with a shaft 193 on either end thereof 
which rides in an elongated slot 194 formed in arms 195 
and 196. Arms 195 and 196 are fix~dlv secured to 
either end of shaft 197 journaled in side-piates 88. On 
the right-hand extension of sh~ft 197, as viewed, is fixedly 
sccured arm 193 having a slot formed in tbe end thereof, 
the slot being engaged by pin 199 carried by the ro
tatable armature 260 of an electrically-opcr~ted solenoid 
designated Li(6 and which is mounted on side-plate 88 
by means of bolts '20L Solenoid L46 is a conventional 
commercially-available rotary type which, when ener
gized, the armature thereof is caused to be rotated in a 
clockwise direction, and, when de-energized, the armature 
is spring urged in a counter-clockwise direction hack to 
its initial starting position. :ro,1ounted on left side-plate 8g 
by means of bolts 202 is a second electrically-actuated 
solenoid designated L4S which is identical in construction 
as previously described solenoid L46. Rotatable anna
ture 203 of solenoid L45 carries a pin 21}4 which engages 
an elongated slot formed on the end of arm 195. 

With reference to FIG. 3B, lower switch-basket 171 
is spring urged upwardly, as viewed, by witable springs, 
not shown, and normally rests in the p-osition as shown. 
However, when solenoids L45 and L46 arc simultane
omly energized, shaft 197 is rocked clockwise and basket 
171 is lowered to a position sufficient to engage the lower
most end of one of spring-clip members 184 in each of 
the ten columns with a corresponding raised cam surface 
205 which is formed on the top side of the rightmost end 
of each of the ten switch plungers 102 which are in
dividually affixed to the end of one of rack extensions 98. 
Consequently, one of spring-clip members 184 in each of 
the ten columns engages cam 20S on its corresponding 
amount rack, by means of plunger 102, in a manner sllch 
that all of the engaged clip members, one in each col
Hmn, are latched in an upwardly deflected position as 
previollSly described. When solenoids L45 and L46 (FIG. 
9) are both de-energized, switch basket 171 is spring 
urged upwardly and consequently all -of the latched clip 
members 184 are thereby brought into engagement with, 
and thus short-circuits, corresponding ones of upper 
spring-clip members 177. As shown, clip memb~r 184, 
corresponding to the number "0" digital position of its 
pnrticuiar amount rack, is illustrated as being in engage
ment \vilh clip member 177 which is located in the num
ber "0" digit po;,ition in it:; particular column. However, 
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had the amount rack been in its number "9" digitJI posi
tion, the rightmost one of clip members Iii.!, that is, the 
one located in the number "9" digit:ll position, would 
have been deflccted upwardly instead of the lower clip 
member located in the number "0" digital position as 5 
shown. 

Jy V-shaped actuating lever 223 is pivotally mounted on 
slud 224 <lnG has the end of the lIpp~r arm thereof pinned 
to upper plate 221 and also ".' the lower plate, not show·n, 
by mC1lns of pin 225 which is fixedly secured between the 
uppcr and lower plates. The end of the remaining arm 
of lever 223 is slotted to receive stud 226 carried by the 

With reference to FIGS. 9 and 11, a C-"h~pcd bracb:t 
296 is riveted or otherwise ~ccurcd to eith(;r end of rno~mt-
ing board ISO m:d is provid,;ct with a slot Z(}7 into which 
slid ably fits a vertically orientcd rod 208. Rod 203 is held 10 
fixedly secureu by means of set-screw 21!~ (brca<l,~d in 
bracket 210 which, in turn, is fixedly secureu to side
plate 88 by means of screw 211 thre,>.dcd 'n the end of 
bracket 210. Consequently, it is see,1 t!nt the dcs:rcd 
verticJlmovement of lower basket 171 is insured at all 15 
times. 

rotatable 3rmature of an electricallY-:lctuated, rotary 
solenoid L47 which is of the same general construction as 
those previously described, 

When solenoid L47 is energized, the armature thereof 
is rotated in a counter-clockwise direction, as viewed, 
thereby causing stud 226 to rock lever 223 in a clockwise 
direction to shift the switch basket upwardly until a 
selected one of each of the uppcr ends of plungers 217 
and 218 respectively engage studs 215 and 2t 6. Con
s~ql!ently, as a result of such engagement, predetermined 

In some instances, operation of th:! card or Flp~r 1:lpe 
punching mechanism is required only when the :l~count
ing machine carriage is in ccrtnin colunlnar p~)sitions cor
responding to the columnar format of the lediier cards or 
business forms in the carriage thereof. Consequently, 
operation of the punching mech8nism is additionally con
trolled by means of a plurality of switches located at the 
back of the traveling carriage which are actuated by a 
plurality of adjustable stops removably mounted Ol~ a rear 
form-bar located on the back of the carria.ce. Such a car
riage-position switch mechanism is of the s,:mle gener;:l 
type as that shown and described in eopending application 
Serial No. 567,411, filed February 23, 1956, by Edgar H. 
Sonnanstine, Jr., and assigned to the same assignee ,lS the 
instant application. Consequently, a detailed description 
thereof is not deemed necessary to be again given herein 
in order to obtain a full understanding and a :,precialion 
of the present invention. 

ones of plungers 217 in the left-hand row, and prede
termined ones of plungers 218 in the right-hand row, are 
1::oth depressed and latched in their downwardly deflected 

20 positions, and, additionally, simultaneously release se
lectcd ones of previously depressed and latched plungcrs. 
When solenoid L47 is de-energized, the switch basket is 
spring-m.e:ed back to its initial st~lrting position. As a 
result of the basket return, the electrically non-conductive 

25 tip 228, carried on the lower end of each of the plungers, 
engage and thus deflect downwJrdly the topmost ones of 
a plurality of switch bladcs 229 which are arranged in 
twenty rows with each row corresponding to a different 
one of plungers 217 and 218. When the uppermost one 

30 of switch blades 229 is deflected downwardly, all of the 
switch bJades in that particular column are electrically 
connected together until solenoid 227 is again energized to 
move the switch basket upwardly, as viewed, as previously 
described. 

Briefly, however, with reference to FIG. 17, the mecha- ::;5 
nism includes a substantially C-shaped rear form-bar 212 
removably mounted on suitahle backets, not shown, which 

A substantially V-shaped arm 153 is pivotally mounted 
on stud 154 and supports a roller on tbe upper end there
of which is adapted to eng3gc a projection of plate :::14, 
as shown in dotted li!1es, to rock arm 153 counter-clock
wise, as viewed, and effect actuation of a switching mecha-

are secured to the lower re[lr framework of the c:lrrirrge, 
the rear form-bar being essentially of the same general 
construction as the front form-bar which is similarly at
tached to the front of the carriage. Rear form-bar 212 
is slidably supported between rollers 213 and extends sub
stantially the full length of the can-iage. Removably 
sectl[.-:d to the rearward face of form-bar 212 are a plu
rality of plates U4 which ~re disposed along the length 
thereof in predetermined positions corresponding to the 
columnar format of the business forms to be inserted into 
the carriage of the accounting machine. 

Each of plates 214 is provided with two paraliel and 
vertically disposed columns of holes formed therein, not 
shown, one predetermined hole or holes in each column 
having inserted th~rein one of s'.vitch operating studs 215 
and 216. With reference to the plan view of FIG. 13, 
stud 215 is adapted to coact with one of a plurality of 
switch plungers 217 arranged in a left-hand row, whereas, 
stud 216 is ad:1ptcd to coact with one of a plurality of 
switch plungers 218 arranged in a right-hand row. The 
total number of switch plungers 217 and 218 arc equal 
to the total number of columnar holes farli1~d in plate 
214. and each plunger is disposed directly opposite a 
different one of the holes, and, comequently, directly op
posite any stud inserted therein. As shown. plungers 217 
and 218 are slidably mounted in a shiftable framework, 
which, together with plungers 217 and 21S, constitutes a 
switch basket similar to previously described switch basket 
171 shown in FIGS. 3 Band 9_ Each of the plungers h~.s 
an enlarged rearward end, or lower end as viewed, having 
parallel side surfaces which fits snugly between nnd is 
guided for movement by suitable slotted gl>ide rods 219. 
The forward, i.e. upper, end of each of the plungers is 
slotted to snugly embrace a suitably slotted guide rou 220, 
guide rods 219 and 220 being fixedly secured at their ends 
to top plate 221 and a bottom plate, not visible, which 3r~ 
slotted to receive guide rod 222 to form a shiftable fr:lme
work for supporting plungers 217 and 218. A sUbstantial-

40 nism, indicated generally as SC41, in a well known man
ner. 

\Vith reference to FIGS. 44B and 44D, cam actuated 
switching mC<lI1S have been provided to effect selective en
ergization of solenoids L45 and L46 (FIG, 9) and L47 

45 (FIG. 13) at predetermined times and in a predetermined 
sequence. in addition to effe~ting selective energization 
of :1 SUitable paper tape punching mechani~m in a manner 
to be described hereinafter. It is to be noted that FIG_ 
44D is essentially a fragmentary view of the main cam 

50 shaft mechanism of the accounting machine portion of 
the present computer which is illustrated in FIG. 44 of the 
previously referr::d-to Patent 2,626749 and fullv described 
therein. ,-

Briefly, however, the main cam shaft 588 of the ac-
55 cOllnting machine extends transversely across the machine 

beneath bJse 65 nnd is jOlJrnaled at either end in roHer 
bearings 539, only one of which is ~hown, mounted in 
brackets 590 secured to the under side of base 65 by 
means of screw 591 threaded therein. Even though not 

60 illustrated in FIG. 44D, cam shaft 588 has secured thereto 
a plurality of C2ms which are utilized for controllir,~ 
vD.rious machine functions in a manner flllly described 
in Patent 2,626,749, In ac<;ordance with the present in
vention, however, a pair of plate cams 592 and 593 are 

65 affixed to either side of a split hub 594 by means of screws 
595 threaded therein. Hub 594, in turn, is fixedlv secured 
to shaft 588 by means of screws 596. As sho~vn more 
clearly in FIG. 44B, a flat plate 597 is secured to depend
ing projections formed on the underneath side of base 

70 65 by means of screws 598 threaded therein. A mount
ing frame 599, in turn, is fixedly secured to the bottom 
side of plate 597 by means of screws 600 threaded therein 
nnd is adapted to have fixedly secured to the depending 
!e.g thereof, by suitable means not shown, a plurality of 

75 switches SC42, SC43, and SC49. 
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As diagrammatic:illy illustrated in F1G. 44G, and, as 

ShO"lll by the timing chart of FlG. 87C, for rensons to 
become more appnrent herein:,·fter each time main cam 
shaft 533 of the mnchinc is rota led clockvvisc through an 
arc oE 126 degrees from the starting position as shown 5 
in FIG. 46B, cam 592 engages the movable nrm of switch 
SC49 sHch thnt the normnUy-opencd contncts thereof nrc 
closed thereby; when the main cam shaft is rotated 168 
degrees clockwise from the starting position as sho·llln, 
cam 592 additionally engages the movable arm of switch 10 
SC48 such that the normally-opened contacts thereof are 
closed and the normally-closed contacts thereof arc 
opened thereby; when the main cam shaft is rotated 182 
degrees, the movable arm of switch SC49 is released by 
cam 592 and the normally-opened contacts thereof re- 15 
sume their initial opened condition; a 213 degree clo~k
wise rotation of the main cam shaft causes cam 593 to 
engage the movable arm of switch SC42 SHch that the 
normally-opened contacts thereof are closed thereby; a 
224 degree clockwise rotation of the m~ljn cam shaft 20 
causes the movable arm of switch SC43 to be relcB.sed 
by cam 592 such that the norm:llly-opened and the nor
mally-closed contacts of switch SC48 are allmved to re
sume their initial mnditions; and, a 264 degree clockwise 
rotation of the main c:lm shaft causes the movable "rm 25 
of switch SC42 to be released by cam 593 such th;;t the 
contacts thereof are allowed to resume their initial con
ditions. 

As previously mentioned, due to the incorpomtion of 
an overdraft control mechanism in the accounting ma- 30 
chine portion of the present computer, true negative totals 
are permitted to be selectively printed-out from any of 
the tot:llizers therein, all of which is fully described in 
the previously referred-to Patent 2,626.,749. ""\lith refer
ence to the fc:gmentary view of FlO. 44f, which ess"n- ;)5 
tiallycorresponds to FIG. 47 of the jllst referred-to patcnt, 
the overdraft control mechanism includes an overdraft 
cam shaft 601 extending tmnsverscly across the machine 
beneath base 65 ~nd is jOLlrnaled in brackets 602, only 
one of which is shown. which are secured to the under- 40 
neath side of base 65 by means of screws 603 threaded 
therein. Secured to overdraft shaft 601 is a spur gear 
6114 which disconnectably engages a similar spur gear, 
not shown, mounted on main cam shaft 588 (FIG. 44D). 
As fully described in the just referred-to patent, the pitch 45 
diameter of overdraft gear 6(}4 is twice that of the simi!:!r 
gear mounted on the main cam shaft of the machine, 
thereby causing ovcrdwft eam shaft 601 to be rotated at 
one-half the speed of main cam shaft 588 when the latter 
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clockwise by spring 610 due to the decreased diameter 
of cam 612 being presented to roller 614. ThLIS, when 
arm {lOS is rocked clockwise, the normally-closed cont:lcts 
of leaf switch SC-15 :lre opened thereby. E,:ch time over
dnit Shelft 601 is rotated 165 degrees counter-clockwise 
frem its initial starting position, an increased diameter 
c[ cam 6U is prescnteJ to roller 614, and, consequently, 
Cuil1 fonmver mm 608 is rocked counter-clockwise and 
thereby closes the contacts of switch SC45. 

With aJliitional reference to FIG. 4~E, each time over
dr:lft Sh,lft 6(;1 is rotated 260 degrees counter-clockwise 
from its starting position as shown, the maximum diam
ctcr of cam 613 is presented to roller 615, and, conse
quently, cam follower arm 609 is dcllected counter-clock
wise sl!~h thllt the normally-opened contacts of leaf switch 
,SCi7 are closed thereby. However, each time the over
draft shaft is rotated 290 degrees counter-clockwise from 
its startiJlg position, the minimum diameter of cam 613 
is prcsented to roller 615 to allow arm 609 to be rocked 
clockwise by spring 611, which, in turn, allowcJ the con
tacts of switch SC47 to resume their undeflccted positions 
as shown. 

6. Paper Tape PUllch Portion of Computer 

It is to be apprecinted that substantially anyone of the 
multitude of commercially available paper tape or card 
recording mechanisms is quite easily adaptable to be 
utilized by the present computer to provide a permanent 
record of all of the sequential digital positions at which 
the amount racks of the accounting machine portion 
thereof were selectively stopped doing a programming 
or computing operation. However, FIG. 44H discloses a 
partially cro~s-scctional and fragmentary view of a pre
ferred high speed paper tape recording mechanism so 
utilized by the present computer, wbich mechanism is 
fully described in copcnding application Serial No. 
820,539, filed June 15, 1959, by Richard C. Simmerman 
et n1. and assigned to thi.: present nssignee, FIG. 44H of 
the present application being substantially identical to 
FIG. 1 of the just-mentioned copen ding opplication. 

It is to be notcd at the outset that the recording mech
anism partially shown in FIG. 44H essentially relates to 
that portion of the entire mechanism which is utilized, 
together with a common feeding means, for punching a 
single hole in the paper tape during each operation there
of. As it is dc:,ired to utilize a transversely oriented 
column of eight holes, plL!s one sprocket hole, in a re
corJing tape Ivith respect to the travel thereof, and in 
accordance with the parlicular code associated with the 

is rotated during a machine cycle. 
In accordance with the present invention, a pair oJ leaf 

switches, indicated generally as SC45 and SC47, are in
sulated from and fixedly secured to bracket 605 by me:ll1S 

50 punching mechanism, it is to be appreciated that the 
complete paper tape recording mechanism, in fact, in
cludes a combination of nine substantially identical ones 
of such punching mechanisms shown in FIG. 44H, plus 

of screws 606 threaded therein, bracket 605 being fixedly 
secured to bracket 602 by suitable means not shown. 55 
Rotatably mounted on a stud 607 (FIGS. 44C and 44E) 
afilxed at one end to bracket 605, are a pair of C3m fol
lower arms 608 and 609 which are respectively spring 
biased in a clockwise direction, as viewed in FIGS. 44C 
and 44E, by means of springs 610 and 611. Fixedly se- 60 
cured to overdraft cam shaft 601 me a pair of cams 6~2 
and 613 which are propcrly positioned on shaft 601 so 
os to engage rollers 614 and 615 respectively carried by 
cam follower arms 608 and 609. Respectively affixed to 
the upper end of each of arms 608 and 609 is one of a 65 
pair of insulating tips 616 and 611 which are adapted to 
respectively engage leaf switches SC45 and SC47. 

With additional refercnce to the timing chart of FIG. 
87C, when main cam shaft 588 is rotated 30 degrees from 
the initial starting position thereof, overdraft cam shaft 10 
601 is engaged thereto and is thereafter rotated at one
half the speed of the main cam sh~ .. ft. Thereafter, each 
time overdraft shaft 601 is rotated 10 degrees counter
clockwise from its starting position as sl;own in Fi;. 
44C, cam follower arm 608 is permitted to be rocked 1(j 

the single paper tape feeding means. 
As shown, side frames 618, only one of which is shown, 

form the main supporting structure for the recording 
mechanism, side frames 618 being held in a fixed spaced
apart rclation:;hip by means of a plurality of cross-bars 
including a punch guide block 619, a punched lever 
comb 621}, and a punch interposer guide block 621. A 
rcct:.mgulf\rly-shaped punch Slipport block 622 is fixedly 
secured to one of side-plates 618, by suitable means not 
shown, and is provided with a single row of nine bores 
formed therethrough, each bore being adapted to have 
slid ably disposed therein a punch member 623. Each 
of the punch members 623 is provided with a recess lo-
cated midway its length, into which is disposed one end 
of a p<Jnch-rcstoring lever 624, punch-restoring lever 624 
being rotatably supported on a shaft 625 fixedly secured 
to the side fmmes 618, and additionally being spring 
urged in a counter-clockwise direction, as viewed, by 
means of a spring 626 connected to the leftmost end 
thereof. ComcqlJcntly, punch members 623 are spring
ur).;c([ llpwardly' by me:! ns of corresponding ones of levers 
624. A Jie block 627 is spaced from and p:mtllcl dis-
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posed below punch support block 622 and is provided 
with a corresponding row of nine bores formed there
through, with each of the bures 'being in axial alignment 
with respect to a different one of punches 623, and, the 
space between support block 622 and ,die block 627 being 5 
of sufficient magnitude to provide a proper clearance for 
the passage therethrough of paper tape 623. 

A plurality of nine punch levers 629 are each pivotally 
supported by a different one of punches 623 and are each 
rotatably mounted on an eccentric 630 formed on a shaft 10 
631, which, in turn, is journaled in the side frames 618. 
A punch lever comb 620 is transversely disposed mid
way the length of punch levers 629 and is provided with 
a plurality of rectangularly-shaped slots for accommo
dating each of the puneh levers. The comb 620 also lj 
houses a shaft 632, which constitutes a stop for each of 
the punch levers 629 which are normally being urged 
thereagainst by means of the spring bias applied to 
punches 623, as previously described. 

Suitable power means, not shown, is operatively con- 20 
nected to the shaft 631 so as to continually rotate the 
eccentric 630 in a clockwise direction during operation 
of the punching mechanism. This clockwise rotation of 
the eccentric 630 causes the rightmost end of each of the 
punch levers 629 to be vertically translated in an ellipti- 25 
cal oscillatory path. Disposed adjacent the rightmost 
end of each of the punch levers 629 is a corresponding 
plurality of interposers 633, one for each of the punch 
levers 629, slidably supported in a guide comb block 634, 
which is fixedly secured to punch interposer guide block 30 
621 by suitable means not shown. Each of the inter
posers 633 is substantially pinned to the lowermost end of 
an interposer arm 635, the uppermost end of each of the 
interposer arms being rotatably supported on a shaft 636 
contained within the guide block 621. The uppermost 35 
end of each of the inter~poser arms 635 has an extension 
formed thereon which is adapted to be selectively engaged 
by armature 637 of a corresponding one of a plurality 
of electrically actuated solenoids, indicated generally as 
638, which are each supported by bracket 639 attached 40 
to side frames 618. 

In order to initiate a punching operation, selected oncs 
of the solenoids 638 are simultaneously energized, so that 
tbe respective ones of the armatures 637 are each de
flected to the right and thereby engages the projection 45 
of the related one of the interposer arms 635. As a 
result of the simultaneous engagements, selected ones of 
the interposers 633 are simultaneously deflected to the 
left, from the position shown, and thereby present ob
structions in the paths of travel of the rightmost ends 50 
of corresponding ones of the punch levers 629. Due to 
the engagement with interposer 633, the respective punch 
lever pivots about that particular interposer, instead of 
pivoting about punch 623, as previously described. Thus, 
corresponding ones of punches 623 are thereby simulta- 5:; 
neously deflected downwardly to perforate a digit repre
sentation in the tape 628. Thereafter, the punches are 
returned to their normal positions due to the urgency of 
the springs 626 acting through the levers 624. I-Iowerver, 
in order to positively insure punches 623 being restored 60 
to their normal positions, the leftmost end of each of 
the punch restoring levers is engaged by the leftmost end 
of a corresponding one of punch levers 37, during trans
,lation thereof, and is thereby urged counter-clockwise to 
positively restore its corresponding punch to its normal G5 
position. 

Located adjacent the front of interposer arms 635 is 
an interposer restoring cam 640, which is continually 
rotated in a clockwise direction in synchronism with the 
eccentric 630. The cam 640 is initially rotatably posi- 70 
tioned with respect to the eccentric 630 in such a way 
that at approximately 135 degrees of each revolution of 
the eccentric 630, the cam 640 engages the lowermost 
ends of those interposer arms 635 which have been de
flected forwardly by their respective solenoids, and thus 75 
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simultaneously restores each interposer arm 635 and its 
related armature 637 and interposer 633 to their norm~ll 
positions. Located adjacent the rear of the guide comb 
block 634 is a pCl111anent magnet 641, which exerls a 
suffLcient magnetic attraction to interposers 633 to nor
mally maintain each in an inefIective position, the attrac
tion, however, being insufficient to interfere with the 
shifting of the interposer arms 635 by the corresponding 
armatures of solenoids 638. 

Suitable driving means arc [lrovi<.kd for intermittently 
advancing the paper t,!pe 615 by one unit of uistance only 
dU:'ing that period between approxirnaiely 25i; to %0 
degrees of revolution of the eccentric 630; i.e., ~:fter each 
Jigit:ll punching opcn!tion is compkl~d. 1\5 shown, the 
paper tape 628 is fed from a slli'ply reel 642 throllgh the 
punching stat jon fiad subseqUently stored on a Llkcup 
re~l 643. Such fceding 111eanS cOlllpriseD n f:1t::i1ct v,,11ccl 
6-t4 atlaehed to a fe~d line 6~5, which ic; rotu,:.!oly SUjJ

ported by the side frames 6UI. 1.1:0 r;lOunlcd on fced 
line ,,45, adjacent sprocket \vheel 644, is a secoi1d sp;·ocL.:t 
wheel, not shown, having a series of sprocket teeth formed 
on the periphery thereof for cng3ging COL. ... cspo,1ding 
sprocket holes punched in the p:1pcr tape. Aho 1l10U11ted 
on the end of fe~d line 645 is a m:uwa1iy opcrau!c Imo'J, 
not shown, which provides manual control of the f~;:C! 

line. 
The mechanbn for advancing the ra~chet wheel 614, 

to provide a paper-feeding operaticn. includes a p<l\,l 645 
pivotaily supported on a stud 6-16 and disposed within a 
slot, not shown, longitudinally formed in the Imvcrmo:,t 
end of a shaft 647. The uppermost Cud of the shnft G·t7 
is pinned to the lowermost end of a pap.::!' feed arm ~.j;8 
rota!ably mounted on the eccentric 633. Tbe ~h:\ft 6-17 
is slidabJy disposed in support 675 and guide 676 in such 
a m:mner that elliptical trans\:J.tion,,1 movement of paper 
f.:ed arm 648 by eccentric 630 is tr;:nsmittcd to shaCt 647 
to effect vertical oscillating moveme!1t thereof. The ver
tical oscillations of the shaft 647, of course, oscillate the 
pawl 645 in a similar manner. Tr,e p:,wl 6-~5 is normally 
spring urged in a counter-clockwise direction. as shown, 
into engagement with the teeth of ratchet wheel 644 by 
means of spring 677 connected to an e::tcnsion thereof. 
However, in order to insure positive cn:;::l!~cment of ravil 
645 with the teeth of ratchet wheel 644. the rightmost 
edge of the upper end of pawl 6-t5 is engaged by a C3m 

673, in such a manner that, whca the cam 678 is rotated, 
til.:: pawi 645 is thereby positively deflected 10 the IcCt a:,d 
into engagement with the mtchet wheel teeth. 

At the bcgi;ming of a punching opcrution during which 
the eccentric 63() is rotated from 0 to 180 degrees. the 
shaft 647 is deflected downwardly and thereby withdraws 
the pawl 6·l5 from engagelYlcnt with the mtchct wheel 6.14. 
A.s the p~l\.vl 645 contll1ues its downward rnOVe!~'~nt. the 
spring 677 pivots the pawl 645 counter-cloctwi~c and 
thus positions the pawl beneath the next Im",er r~::c1,ct 
tooth. On the upstroke of shaft 6.;7, ratchet wheel 6 .. j.l 
is indexed counter-clocbvise, r,nd thus the pap~r t:'l)e is 
advanced by one unit of distance. As just mentioned, 
pawi 645 is additionally positively ddlected into engage
ment with the ratchet wheel 64c1 by mC:lns of cam 673, 
thus assuring a proper feeding operation. 

7. jV[ngllclic Ledger Card HnJ!r:iling Pm'liml of Coml'lIler 

\Vith reference back to FrG. 1. :l m:::gnetic icdger card 
h:.mdling mechanism, indicated generally as l.~, is momlted 
on the rightmost side of the just-descrihed 2CColmting ma
chine portion of the computer, and is :,dnp(ed to eoop'cnte 
with the accounting machine to automa,ically effect in
sertion of ledger c2rds in the cilrriage thereof and to 
automatically effect ejection of (he ledger c::rds when 
the carriage is within approximately two inches of its 
extreme right-hand position, <lS shown. The card handling 
mechanism is normally enclosed by a front cover 231, 
which supports a smooth surfllccd and horizontally dis
pO!;ed tr1blc 232, onto which kdgcr cc:nLi arc scql!cntial1y 
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p:aced ;1]'10r (0 their imcrtion into tbe accounting ma
chl11e cari"iur,c. 

With rcfercr.;:c to FIG. 14, ,here is shown a front view 
of the card hand'ing mcch211i,m witb cover 231 and t~lble 
232 ren-ond. The mechani,~m comp~ises a vertically dis- " 
posed left side-~)la!c 23J, a vC:'(iC~llly dioroscd right side 
plate 23·1, a vcrtjcaUy dlspo~cd. back side-plate 235, a 
vertically ,k;poscd front sid2-p~a(c 236, :mr1 a diagolially 
dis;'os::d boaom :;ide-;)bte 237, a!l of y,hic:!J are (011-

nc;::ted together by sui:"blc mer.ns, not shown, to form 10 
the L,::si,: 'liPl~olt sln:ctme for til: meeh'!l~i;m. Tb: left
most Ci]d of bottOr.1 silk-plate 237 is affixed to the lower
most enol of left sidc-pl;lte Z:iJ by suit<lb!e me~ns, not 
shovvn~ sidc-p~nt"~ 233 beIng ar::~';cd to the rjDhtmost bot
tom ~ide of the Ziccountin~ nl~cb;ne fral"Oc 65 by nv~ans ].) 
of bohs 23S th[~lld'.:;d th~rein. 'The lcftrncst side oJ b,lCk 
~iJc-pL:te 235 is am~\~cd to the rh::ht-h~~!ld extension of a 
rail 24{}, \vI-dell nonnally sl1p:;orts the reanl,/arJ porlion 
of tho:! acccu:1ting lnachinc carri~ge, by nle::;'!1S of S(TC\'/:>; 
23') threaded in th~ rail 240. i\. plat;cn 2~1 is jOUfn',ld 20 
in tho uppennost ends of s!de-plHl~s 233 and 23.1~ and 
i:, also journ.,led in hub 242 :clnd 243, which a~e respec
tively ",.clc:ed or o!herwbe <liTixcd to silk-plates 233 and 
234. The platen z,n is subsf:mt:ally identical in COI1,trllc
tion to convcntio::al accou~tinr; m2.chinc p13tens and COD1- 25 
prises ('sscntic1l!y a ecnt~aliy disposed metallic hUG 244 
project'nr, from either ends thereof. The hub 244 sup
ports a met:lllic tulle, not shown, which is provided with 

elec,trically-opcr;:tcd C:lrl~ drive.: br~k:!1::; m2ans h~s been 
prcvidcd "nd comprises a braUng solenoid, indic:1ted gen
erally by the ·reference ch~raeter (CDll), whi~h i, at-
tached to 111() outermost snrbce of the side phte 234 
directly oppo.oite the idler gear 255, by suitable mC,ll1S 
not shovm. The idler rcar 255 is freely mounted on a 
longitudinally mov"ble arm'ltlJre shaft 1,63 in such a man
ner tha.! w112n :mlenoid (CDB) is dc-cnerrrizcd, (hc c:lrd 
drive molar (CDivj) is pcrmiHd to rotate tll;; pl8ten 2·a 
in a non-nal munner. I-Io\vcver, \\rhen the ~.olennirJ 
(CDE) is cncr[',ized, the idler gear 255 i~ pulled inwardly, 
-or to the left "s viewed, and thereby locked against fur
ther rotational lTIOVfment. D,le to the normal action of 
the frictian clutch 253, any and ail llndeskable effects 
crc~tcd by rotor i;1ertia of moter (CDM) ;-;rc prcciUlk:d 
when p:aten 2-11 is suddenly brought to a slambtiii even 
though the; molor i:i momentarilY energiz.;d after tbe br3k
ing action OCCllrs. 

As shown in rrG. 1, the traveling p~pcr e3rriagc, for 
the beforc··de~cribcd accounting machine, consists of a 
framework Ivhieh includes a PJir of end hOllsings 26 t 
\Vith reference to FIG. 17, the end housings 264, only 
one cf which is shown, are S~.!flPcrt~.d in a sjxlced and 
parallel rclationsh:p with reopeet to each otber by means 
·of an 3-shapcd cross·bar 265, ::n L-shaped cross-bar 
26·6, and a C-sh8p~d carriage f<lck rail 267, to which both 
of .the end hOllsings arc secured by suitable me<:n~, not 
shown. 111e cross-bars 265 ~:nd 266 <Ire fixedly secured 
directly to the end housings 2M, whereas the rack rail a layer of ruiJocr, or the like, facing material 2~5 con

centric::l!y disposed thereabout. 
Means are provided to effect the desired automatic 

rot:ltiona! movcm.;nt of the card handling platen 241 in 
order th'1t the kdzc:r cards, which are previously in con
tact \\'ith the uJ1pcrmos: :mrface thereof, are driven there-

30 267 is fixedly socured at either end thereof ,to a bracket 
2,68 by suitable me~.n~, not shovm, the bracket 263 being 
bonded to a rubber block 269, which, in turn, is bonded 
DO a second bracket, 270 secured to end hom;ing 26,.1- by 

by into oper;:;ive engagement with the accounting m:l- :);:; 
chine pk'.~n. Such mean<; essenti cl1y compri~;es an elec
tric,dly-opera1c,j card dr;vi"6 motor (CDM) which is 
mounted on the im:crn~ost surf;;ce of side-plate 234 by 
m~:HlS of scrcv's 2~7 thre,uied in the! end bracket of the 
e;:>rol drive ('10tor, as shown in the fragmenl;!ry view of ,10 
F!G. 31. The output shaft 148 of motor (CDl'vn ex
temb throW:h bracket 2J4 and is J'ot:lt"bly SlIPiJorted at 
its cxtemkd end by mounting bracket 2-'l9, which is fixedly 
:<eclircu in :\ spaced paralic! relationship with respect to 
bmcbt 234 by means of posts 250 interposed therebe- 45 
tvveen. One end of eae', of tbe posts 250 is welded or 
otherwise affixed to bracket 234, \vherc<l'; the oppC},.itc 
ends thereof are fixedly securcd to phlte 249 by mean:; 
of screws 251 individu<llIy threaded therein. Freely 
mounted on the motor shaft 248 :lre <I pinion Lear 252 1)0 
<lnd a connntional [dclion clutch mechanism, indicated 
generally as 253, which comprises a pair of metallic 
washers haviilg a fiber washer interposed therebetween 
and glued or otherwise affixed to the innermost face of 
one of the metallic washers. A knurled friction-adjllst- 55 
ment knob 254 is threaded on the motor shaft 2-!8 inter
mediate friction clutch 253 and phlte 249. Thus, by ro
t~"tion~ll adjustment of the knob 254, a predetermined 
amount of torque is transmitted from the motor shaft 248 
(0 the pinion gear 252 in a well-known manner. With 60 
adeitional reference (0 FIG. 31, the pinion gear 252 
meshes with an idler gear 255, which, in turn, meshes with 
a spur gear 1,S6 affixed to one end of shaft cxtension 257 
by means of set screw 258 threaded in ge::<r 256. '.'lith 
l\:fercnce to FtG. 2[, the opposite end of the shaft ex- 65 
tcasion 257 is connected to the hub 244 of the platen 241 
by means c,f a set screw Z5''.l in the huh 244. 

Therefore, ·it is evid'ent th:!t rotational movement of a 
predetermined torque is imparted to the card driw p13tcn 
Z.f.1 by the e<lrd drive motor (CDM) through a friction 70 
clutch mech<lnism and a gear train interposed tberebe
tween. However, for reasons to become morc apparent 
hereinafter, it is desirable thilt rotatjom,1 movement of 
the card drive pbten 241 be immediately arrested at 
prcdetetermincd times. Conscguently, a f~lst· actin:; 75 

me~ns of screws 271 threaded therein. 
The tbus·cons(itlltcd carriage frame j~ :;lIpported for 

transverse sliding nl0v~n12nt Gn the a(',count~ng nu:.chine 
f.r~me by mean" or a [libs 272 ~ccured to th;;: unclel- ,ide 
of (he cross-bar '::66 by suit<llJie conEecli:1L, [nember, 273. 
The tube :!72 rides in ~,l'd is horiz.olllally Slipporbl by 
a series of grooved b:dl-bc::ring rollers 274, which are 
rotatably secured to the b<lck-rnil l·W. Vertical and side-
wi:;e movement of tube 27Z is prevented by means of a 
plurality of conic311y-~hapcd ball-bearing rollers, not 
shown, which are mounted on either side of and in en
gagement with the tubc 272. The forw8rd portion of the 
carriage is supporkd by me2.n'i or ba:l-bearing rol!ers 2715, 
which arc received withii1 a grooved formed in the eros~
b<lr 267. Therolkrs 275, in addition to bein::; rotalably 
supported by a vertic<llly disposed frame-plate on the 
accounting machine, not shown, ai"C also rotatably sup
ported 'On t!"Ie front side-phte 236, The accounting ma-
chine carriage is yieidably driven in either direction by 
suitable fluid driving means (including motor 63, FIG. 
3A), oper<ltively connected to a driving gear 277, which 
engages a carriage-drive pinion rack 276 fixedly secured 
to the cross-bar 265. 

With additional reference to FJG. 2G, a substantially 
V -shaped guide-plate 278 is fixedly &ecllrcd to the inner
most side of each of the end hOll,i.-,,!:'., 2G-I and has formed 
therein an elonga~cd slot 279, in \vhich rides a pin 280 
affixed to an end-plate 231. A rectangularly-shaped front 
feed chute 282 extends the full width of the carriage 
and is scellreu at either end t},ereof to both of the end
plates 231. On the lowermost side of the accounting 
machine carri~lgc, t!Jere is rotatably supported a sqliarc 
~haft 233 (FIG. 17) and a bail 284, each op;;rative1y CO]l-

neeted together mid opcraliveiy connected to the 100,er
most end of thc side-plates 281 in Mlcb a manner th:lt 
when the carriage open key ("CARR. OPEN," FIG. 2) 
is depressed, rail :lIH is ddlccted COtlnlcr·docbvise, as 
viewed. Conseguently, arm 285 (FIG. 16), and hence 
shaft 283, are both freed to be rocked counter-clockwise 
and thereby allow the lowermost ends .cf the side-plates 
2S1 to be deflected uuwIlwardly an,l ,lround the account
ing llncliine platen 71. VillC!1 tlle shaft 2SJ is rocked 
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counter-clockwise (FIG. 17), lower compression rolls 
288, carried thereby, are moved out of engaJgement with 
the platen 71. Due to tlk positional locations of the 
slots 279 in the side-plates 273 and pins 280 riding therein, 
when the lowermost ends of the side·plates 281 are de- 5 
flected downwardly and around the platen 71, the front 
feed chute 282 is lowered into the position shown in FIG. 
18, thereby completing normal oIX:ning of the accounting 
machine carriage in the manner more ful1y shown and 
described in the before-referred-to Patent No. 2,626,749. 10 
When the accounting machlne carriage is open and the 
card-drive mechanif.m latched in a driving position, as 
will later be described, a suitable ledger card is permitted 
to be driven downwardly to the left of chute 282, as 
viewed, between paper guide plate 289 and the bottom 15 
side of platen 71, and into paper guide channel 291. 
Thereafter, closing of the carriage engages the compres
sion rolls 288 with the platen 71 to secure the ledger 
card prior to the unlatching of the 'card-drive mechanism, 

34 
By reversing card drive motor (CDM) and driving the 

ledger card outwardly to a predetermined position, bail 
2,84 is rotated clockwise th~; ~by positively driving com
pression rolls 288 int'o engagement with platcn 71 by suit
'able means not shown. Unlatching of upper compression 
rollers 296 allows paper-guide 282-292 to raise to the 
position shown in FIG. 17. Consequently the ledger card 
is automatically positioned by paper guide strips 302 for 
a subsequent posting operation. 

With reference to FIGS. 14 and 16, means for selec
tively rotating latching cams 301 comprises an electrically
operated motor (PGi\f) mounted ·on vertically dispo~ed 
bracket 310 by screws 311 threaded in the end hOllsing 
of the motor, bracket 310, in turn, being secured to front 
side-pbte 236 by means of screws 312 threaded in brackct 
310. The output shaft of motor (PGj\,O projects through 
bracket 310 and has affixed thereto spur gear 313 in 
mesh with a second spur gear 314. Gear 314 is fixedly 
secured to a hollow shaft 315 rotatably mounted on shaft 

as, again, will later be desoribed. 20 316 which is journaled in bracket 310 and right side
plate 234. A second hollow shaft 317 is :11so rotatably 
mounted on shaft 3,16 and has spur gear 318 affixed on 
the end thereof adjacent side-plate 23.:1. Gear 318 

In accordance with the present invention, an elongated 
housing 29'2, extending substantially the full length of the 
carriage, as shown in FIG. 1, is pivotally mounted at 
either end thereof to the topmost side of the side-plates 
281 by means of a pivot 293, the hOllsing 292 having 25 
affixed at either end thereof brackets 29il shown in FIG. 
20. A second pin 294 is affixed to each of the brackets 
290 and rides in a second elongated slot 2'l5, which is 
formed in each of the side-plates 273 jllst above the slot 
279', as shown more clearly in FIG. 20. A plurality of 30 
compression rolls 296 are rotatably supported by brackets 
297 affixed to a shaft In, which is op::ratively supported 

meshes with tlle rightmost one of spur gears 319 affixed 
to either end of shaft 320 which is journa1ed in side
plates 233 and 234 and disposed parallel with respect to 
platen 241. Gears 319 individually mc~h with one of 
spur gears 321 which are rotatably mounted on a projec
tion of each of side-plates 233 and 2H, as i1l\lstr~t:3u in 
FIG. 21, with respect to side-plate 234. 

Each of spur gears 321 is fixedly secured to one of 
cams 301, by suibble means not shown, each of which 
is individually rotatably supported by the projection of 
one of side-plates 233 and 234. As shown in FIG. 14, 

by the housing 292. The compression rolls 296 project 
through suitable openings formed in the fwnt faee of the 
housing 292, as more clearly seen in FIG. 1. 

During the just-described carria~e opening operation 
when the lower end of each of brackets 281 is deilected 

35 a coil spring 32cl surrounds oppositely disposed end por
tions of hollow shafts 315 ano 317 and either end thereof 
is affixed to shafts 315 and 317 by means of screws 322 
and 323, respectively, threaded therein. in a path down and around platen 71, b;-acket pin 280 

and housing pin 294, respectively riding b slots 279 and 
295, separate from the other. There1forc, when front 40 
chute 282 is in the position shown in FIG. 18, housing 
292 is silted by a further amount, and, consc::J.ucnt1y, 
compression rolls 296 arc positioned in ck.se proximity 
to card-handling platen 241, the relative positions of pins 
280 and 294 being shown in FIG. 20 in their moved posi- 45 
tions by dotted lines. With reference to FIG. 19, the 
amount of Wt of housing 292 is limited by a pair of arms 
299, each connected at opposite ends of, and proj(!cting 
through, housing 292 as shown. The d~pending end of 
each of arms 21)9 respectively support a stud 30t}. Thus, 50 
when housing 292 is in the position shown in FIG. 18, 
stud 300 cngages the large diameter portion of one of a 
pair of cams 301 which are rotatable about shaLt 257 
and are disposed at either end of platen 2<H as shown in 
FIG. 14. When cams 301 are simultaneously rotated 55 
counte,r-clockwise, as viewed and by suitable mcrtns to 
be described hereinafter, both of studs 300 are engaged 
thereby to further tilt housing 292 in a countc'r-c1ockvvise 
direction and thereafter latch all of compression rolls 296 
firmly against platen 241 as illustrated in FIG. 19. It 60 
is therefore obvious that as long as compression rolls 
296 are latched against card-drive platen 241, papeT guide 
282--292 is prevented from being raised to the position 
shown in FIG. 20. 

Therefore, it is seen that rotational movement of the 
rotor of latching motor (PGi'v!) is transmitted to both of 
latching cams 301 by way of gears 313, 31.:1, spring 324, 
and gears 318, 3,19, and 321. As latching cams 3111 arc 
positively stopped by latching pins 303, as previollsly de
scribed in connection with FIG. 19, adverse effects of 
rotor inertia of the latching motor are eliminated by spring 
324 even though the motor may momentarily be energized 
after the latching operation is compkteu. 

With reference to FIG. 16, control means have been 
provided for selectively energizing the latc"hi~g motor to 
effect the previously described latching and unlatching 
operation of the compression rollers with the card drive 
platen. The control means consist essentially of an 
L-shaped bracket 327 fixedly secured at 'one end to front 
side-plate 236 by means of screws 32,8 threaded in bracket 
32·7. A substantially V-shaped member 3U is pivotally 
mountcd at its center to the opposite end of bracket 327 
by means of pin 330 and is spring-urged in a clockwise 
direction, as viewed, by means of spring 331_ The left
most leg of member 329 is in contact with lever arm 332 
which actuates the plunger of microswitch 333 affixed to 
the frame of the card handling equipment, by suitable 
means not shown. 

Thus, during a normal carriage opening operation of 
the accounting machine, as previously described, paper 
guide housing 29'2, in reaching the position shown in FIG. 
18, rocks member 329 in a countcr-clockwise directi·on, 
as viewed. When deflected counter-clockwise, member 
3~9 relea&es the plunger of switch 333 to thereby p-ermit 
energization of the paper guide motor (PGM, FIG. 14) 
and thus initiates counter-clockwise mta,tion of cams 301 
to complete the la~ching operation as previously described. 

Therefore, when compression rolls 296 are latched 65 
against card-drive platen 241, card-drive motor (CDM) 
(FIG. 14) is energized and platen 241 is thereby rotated 
ina clockwise direction, as viewed in FIG. 19, the front 
edge of a ledger card, indicated as reference numeral 305 
and normally resting on table 232 as shown in FIG. 22, 70 
is automatically driven between the lowermost side of 
front feed chute 2&2 and the uppermost sides of paper 
guides 302 and 303, thence between the low::rmost side 

Additional commutator type of control means have 
been provided to effect selective de-energization of the 
pnpeT guide moior upon completion of the latching opera-

75 tion. With additional reference to FIG. 14, such control 
of platen 71 and the uppermost side of paper-guide 289 
(FIG. 17), and thereafter into chute 2'91. 
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whereas the remaining ends thereof are respectively con
nected to output terminals 354 and 355. 

The air-gaps of magnetic read-write heads 346-348 
are lengthwise aligned with the other, are properly posi-

means oonsist essentially of a flat C-shaped electrically 
non-conductive support member 33·1 concentrkally dis
posed about hollow shaft 317 and sllpporl-::d by side-plate 
234 by means of posts 335 interposed therebctvlC2!1 and 
respectively connected thereto by suitable l11ean~, not 
shown. Affixed to the inside facc of member 33,1 arc 
four circumfercntially disposed flexibJe metallic brushes 
336, N, E, and 339 which are adapted to engage the face 
surface of commutator 343 concentrically disposed about, 
and affixed to ho.J1ow shaft 317. As shown in FiGS. 28A 10 
and 28B, the face of commut;:tol' 340 consists of a Lver 

(j tioned as shown in FIG. 19 so as to be contiguously dis
posed with respect to the magnetic strip of the ledger card 
passing thereover, and are lengthwise orientedsubstan
tially perpendicular with respect to the travel of the mag-

of electrically non-conductive material dcsig113tcd 341 h~v-
ing embedded therein a C-shaped eiectrically-conductive 
commutator bar 342. 

When paper guide 2&2--292 is in the position as shown 15 
in FIG. 18 and compression rolls 296 are adjacent to, but 
not latched against, card drive platen 24.1, brushes 339 
and E are electrically connected together by commutator 
bar 342, as shown in FIG. 28B. However, when paper 
guide motor PGM is energized, cam 301 (FIG. 19) is 20 
rotated counter-clockwise to complete the latching oper
ation as previously described. When the latching opera
tion is completed, communator 340, thence commutator 

netic strip to effeot longitudinal magnetic recording there
on. 

In order to insure that the ledger card is properly 
aligned and fed into the card handling equipment by the 
operator, various photoelectric sensing means are incor
porated into the control circuitry thereof. With refer
ence to FIG. 22, a substantially rectangular-shaped ledger 
card guide assembly, indicated generally as 360, is affixed 
to the topmost surface of table 232, by suitable baIts 361 
threaded therein, and extends substantially along the left
most side there{lf. As shown more clearly in the cross
sectional view of FIG. 23, guide assembly 360 comprises 
a pair of flat and rectangular-shaped plate sections 362 
and 363, one mounted on ,top of the other, and a pair of 
flHt and rectangular-shaped half-plate sections 364 and 
365 disposed side-by··side with respect to one another and 
on the underneath side of plate 363; the thickness of plate 
365 is less than the thickness of plate 364 by an amount 
equal to at least the thickness of a ledger card for reasons 
to become more apparent hereinafter. With reference 
to FlG. 29, plates 362 and 363 have suitable bores formed 
therein which form endosures for housing photCY'..elIs 
(PCA'I) and (peA2) whose sensitive areas are oriented 
downwardly and are properly positioned so as to respec
tively receive radiant energy from light sources 366 and 
367, the radiant energy first patsing through slots 368 and 

bar 342, will have been rotated counter-clockwise to the 
position as shown in FIG. 28A, and, as a result, brushes 23 
Nand 336 are electrically connected together by com
mutator bar 342 to effect de-energization of the paper 
guide motor in a manner to be more fully described here
inaHer. With reference ,to FIG. 14, solenoid actuated 
reversing relays, designated by the reference characters 30 
(PGR) and (CDR), are each mounted on bracket 342 
affixed to lower end-bracket 237, and are respectively 
utilized to control the directions of rotation of paper 
guide motor (PGM) and card drive motor (CDM), as 
will later be described. 35 369 formed in table 232. 

As previously mentioned, in the mechanization of rec
ord keeping and accounting procedures, it is desirable to 
utilize a ledger card having historical, current, and fixed 
data recorded thereon in both machine readable and hu
man readable languages. With reference to FIG. 108A, 40 
there is illustrated a machine-readable ledger card 305 
which is adapted to be utilized in accordance with the pres-
ent invention. Accordingly, ledger card 365 is provided 
with a vertical strip of ferromagnetic material 30{} coated 
along the left margin of the face surface thereof, the mag- 45 
netic strip being effectively divided into ,three magnet
ically isolated vertical channels which are each adapted 
for selective recording of information therein. 

With reference to FIG. 19, a magnetic read-write as
sembly, indicated generally as 343, is supported by bracket GO 
344 affixed to left side-plate 233 of the card handling 
mechanism and is so positioned that the magnetic strip on 
each ledger card passes over the top thereof each time 
a card is fed into or out of the accounting machine car
riage. A metallic leaf spring 345 is interposed between 55 
paper guide 282 and the top of read-write assembly 343 
in such a manner that each ledger card is guided there
under, and, consequently, the magnetic strip on each 
ledger card is, at all times, lightly pressed against the top 
face of assembly 343 to insure consistent magnetic re- 60 
cording and reproduction characteristics, and for other 
well-known reasons. 

As shown in FIG. 36, magnetic read-write assembly 
343 comprises three encapsulated read-write heads 346, 
347, and 348, which are equally-spaced from and disposed u3 
parallel with respect to one another. As shown in FIG. 
33, each magnetic head comprises two substantially flat 
and generally C-shaped ferromagnetic pole pieces 349 
and 350 ha'Ving their lower legs abutting and their upper 
legs separated by a uniform air gap of approximately 70 
.005 inch. Each leg is respectively encompassed by one 
of a pair of serially-connectecl and induotively-aiding coils 
351 and 352, each wound with approximately 600 turns 
of suitably electrically-insulated wire. The junction of 
coils 351 and 352 is connected to output terminal 353, 75 

In operation, photocells (PCA1) and (peA2) normal
ly respectively receive radiant energy from, and are there
by energized by light sources 366 and 367. However, 
when the operator of the computer desires to effect proper 
insertion of a ledger card in the carriage of the account
ing machine, in a manner previously described, the ledger 
card is first placed on the table of the card handling equip
ment, face dovm and bottom first as shown in FIG. 22. 
The ledger card then is inserted in the slot formed be
tween the lowermost side of plate 365 and the topmost 
side of table 232, as shown by the dotted line in FIG. 23, 
until the leftmost vertical edge of the ledger card is ori
ented flush against the front face of plate 364. At this 
time, the radiant energy as seen by each of photocells 
(PCAl) and (PCA2), is cut-off, and, consequently, both 
of the photocells are thereby de-energized. Photocells 
(PCAl) and (PCA2) are connected in an electrical con
trol circuit in such a manner, as will later be described, 
that when they are both de-energized, paper guide motor 
(1'GM FIG. 14) is permitted to thereafter be de-ener
gized. 

Additional photoelectric means is utilized to initiate 
energization of the paper-guide motor when the leading 
or bottom edge of the ledger card has been placed in a 
certain prescribed position with respect to card-drive 
platen 241 after certain other presc,ribed conditions, not 
yet described, have been met. As shown in FIG. 22, a 
groove 370 is circumferentially formed in platen 241 and 
in this groove is mounted an inverted and substantially 
V-shaped acrylic and transparent plastic rod having inde
pendent and disconnected leg portions 371 and 372, as 
shown in FIG. 17. A light source 373 is mounted on 
bracket 236 and is disposed at the lowermost end of leg 
portion 371, whereas, a photoelectric cell (peS) is also 
mounted on bracket 236 with the light-sensitive area 
thereof disposed adjacent the lowermost end of leg por-
tion 372. 

Photoelectric cell (PCB) is normally de-energized, 
however, when the leading edge portion of the ledger card 
is positioned by the operator on top of the card-drive 
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platen 241 adjacent the upper junction of leg portions 371 
and 372, raniant energy from light source 373 is first 
projected upwRrdly through : ~g portion 371 and out of the 
uppermost end thereof. Thereafter, the rrrdiant energy 
is refie'cted downwardly by the leading edge portion of the 5 
ledger card through leg portion 372, and, consequently, 
impinges the active area of, and thus energizes photoccll 
(PCB). When photocell (PCR) is energized, assuming 
the before·mentioned prescribed conditions are met, paper 
guide motor (PGM) is encrgizcd and thereby rotates 10 
latching cams 301 (FIG. 19) in a counter-clockwise direc
tion, as previously described, to latch upper compression 
rolls 296 against card drive platen 241 with the leading 
edge of the ledger card fixedly secured therebetween. 

After the lapse of a time delay of approximately one- 15 
quarter of a second following energization of paper guide 
motor (PGM), card drive motor CD;"'i (FIG. 14) is 
thereafter energized and thereby rotates the card drive 
platen to automatically feed the ledger card into the ac
counting machine carriage in such a manner that the 20 
magnetic strip thereof is passed over read-write heads 
346-348 (FIG. 19), thereby effectively establishing three 
information channels in the magnetic strip which are dis
posed paranel with ,respect to one another and extend 
substantblly the entire length of the left margin of the 25 
ledger card. 

Photoelectric means are also utilized to selectively ener
gize suitable electronic amplifiers associated with each 
OIf magnetic pick-up heads 346-348 at a predetermined 
time substantially coincidental with the first passage of 30 
the leading edge of the ledger card over the rcad·write 
assembly. Accordingly, leg portion 371 is provided with 
a branch leg portion 374 through which radiant energy 
from light source 373 is directed. A slot 375 is formed 
in paper guide 303 and a photoelectric cel!, designated 35 
(PCC), is mounted at the side of, and in substantially 
parallel alignment with respect to branch portion 374, 
the light-sensitive area thereof being oriented substan
tially co-planar with the uppermost end of leg portion 374. 

38 
it is necessary that the accounting machine carriage re
main in home: position during operation of the card han
dling equipment, locking me~,ns arc utilized to selectively 
lock and unlock the carriage while in home position. 

With 'reference to FIG. 29, an L-shapcd bracket 380 
is wehled or otherwise secured to back side-plate 235 and 
pivotally supports cam 381 at the lowermost end thereof 
by means of pin connection 382. Connecting rod 383 is 
slidably mounted in a bore formed in bracket 38() and 
plate 235, and is pivotally connected at one end thereof 
to the 'upper leftmost portion of cam 381 by means of 
pin connection 384. Spring 385, disposed about rod 383, 
is interposed between collar 386 affixed to rod 383 and 
bracket 380, thus spring-biasing rod 383 to the left as 
viewed. The remaining end of rod 383 is pivotally con
nected to the lowermost end of latch 387 by means of pin 
connection 388, the uppermost end of cam 387 being 
pivotally connected to bracket 389 by means of pin con
nection 39{1. Bracket 389 is fixedly secured to plate 391 
which, in turn, is fixedly secured to plate 236 by means 
of screws 392 threaded therein. Fastened to bracket 391 
by means of nuts 393, is an electrically-actuated rotary 
type solenoid (CRP) which ,is substantially identical in 
construction as the solenoid designated L46 which was 
previollsly described with respect to FIG. 9. A cylin
drical-shaped plunger housing 395 is fixedly secured to 
bracket 391 by means of screws 396 threaded in the side 
of housing 395. As shown more clearly in FIG. 30, slid
ably mounted in the bore formed in housing 395 is a 
rod-shaped plunger 397 which is spring-biased upwardly, 
as viewed, by means of spring 398 disposed thereabout 
land interposed between the shoulder formed on the upper 
end the,reof and the bottom of the bore formed in housing 
395. Threaded on the end of plunger 397 is a truncated 
conical member 399 which is normally engaged by pro
jection 430 formed on the lowermost end of latch 387. 

Thus, when the accounting machine carriage is in home 
position and a carriage opening operation is initiated by 
counter-clockwise rotation of bail 284, as previously de
scribed, cam 381 is engaged by bail 284 and is rocked 
clockwise thereby. Clockwise rotation of cam 381 shifts 
connecting-rod 383 laterally to the right and thereby dis
engages latch projection 400' from member 39'), and thus 
permits spring 398 to deflect plunger 397 upwardly into 
engagement with the teeth formed on the lowermost side 
of carriage rack rail 267, thereby locking the accounting 
machine cardage in home position. When it is desired 
to selectively unlock the machine carriage, solenoid 
(CHP) is selectively energized and consequently an off-

In operation, photocell (PCC) is normally de-energized. 40 
However, when the leading edge of the ledger card is 
adjacent slot 375 in paper guide 303, the radiant energy 
from light source 373 is first directed upwardly 
through leg portion 374 and out of the uppermost end 
thereof through slot 375. Thereafter, the radiant energy 45 
is reflected 'by the leading edge portion of the ledger card 
and thereby projected dovmwardly and onto the sensi
tive area of photocell (PCC) to effect the desired energi
zation of {he amplifiers assocbted with pick-up leads 
346-348. 50 set pin 404, carried by the rotary armature thereof, 

engages member 399 and deflects plunger 397 downward
ly to a point where it is again latched by latch projection 
400. After solenoid (CHP) is de-energized, plunger 397 

Photocell (PCD) is also utilized to detect the time at 
which the ledger card has been driven to a predetermined 
position in the card handling equipment and to initiate, 
at that time, reversal of the card-drive motor to effect 
ejection of the ledger card or to effect positioning of the 55 
card in the accounting machine carriage, depending upon 
the "instructions" previously given to the computer as 
will later be seen. For ,these purposes, as seen in FIG. 
22, ledger card 305 is provided with a dark area or "re
versal spot" 376 which is located in the top margin thereof 60 
in alignment with photocell (PCB). Consequently, when 
reversal spot 376 is adjacent the junction of arms 371 
and 372, radiant energy from light source 373 is absorbed 
by the dark area thereof and photocell (PCB) is thus de
energized to initiate the desired reversal of the card-drive 65 
motor. 

8. Electromechanical Control 'Means 

remains latched in its downwardly deflected position, if 
bail 284 has previously been restored to the position 
shown in FIG. 29, until another carriage opening opera-
tion is initiated. 

As previously mentioned with respect to FIG. 2, upper, 
middle and lower motor-bars 23, 27 and 28, respectively, 
are enclosed by cover 35 and are thereby rendered non
accessible to the operator of the machine. With refer-
ence to FIG. 38 there is shown a side-elevational view 
of the motor-bars along with a portion of the cycle-ini
tiating mechanism associated therewith. FIG. 38 essen
tially corresponds to FIG. 119 of the before referred-to 
Patent 2,626,749, and, as a full and complete description 
of each of the various motor-bar mechanisms is available 
therein, a further detailed description thereof is not 
deemed essential for a full and complete understanding As will fully be described hereinafter, variolls control 

mea!1s are utilized by tbe computer to allow automatic 
insertion of a ledger card into the accounting machine 
carriage only when the carriage is resting approximately 
two inches from its maximum right-hand position, las 
shown in FIGURE I; this position will be referred to 
hereinafter as the "home" ,position of the carriage. As 

70 and appreciation of the present invention. 
However, in accordance with the present invention, 

key stems 401 thru 403 of motor-bars 23, 27, and 28, 
respectively, are respectively operated by the rotary arma
ture of electrically-actuated solenoids (MBcf», (MBl), 

75 and (MB2) by means of linkages 407 thru 409, respec-
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tively connected therebetween and extending through suit
able openings in base 65 of the accounting machine. 
Solenoids (MB¢), (MB!), and (MB2) are each affixed 
to bracket 410 which is bolted to the underneath side of 
base 65 and are essentially of identical construction as 5 
the prev,iously described rotary-type solenoid (L46) shown 
in FlG. 9. Thus, it is evident that by selectively ener
gizing one of the motor-bar solenoids for a predetermined 
time, the corresponding motor-bar is automatically de
pressed for a corresponding predetermined time and there- 10 
by initiates either a "touch" or a "hold" operation which, 
in turn, selects a predetermined cycle of operation of the 
accounting machine, as previously described. 

With reference to FIG. 35, a pair of rotary-type elec
trically-actuated solenoids (OHl) and (OH2), substan- 15 
tially of identical construction as those previously de
scribed, are each mounted on one of brackets 417 and 
418 by means of nuts 419 and 420, respectively; brackets 
417 and 418, in turn, are secured ,to suitable flanges, 
depending from the underneath side of frame 52, by 20 
means of screws 421 and 422, respectively threaded there-
in. As shown more clearly in FIGS. 32 and 34, the 
rotatable armatures of solenoids (OH1) and (OH2) are 
individually provided with a projecting leg 424 and 423, 
respectively, which as shown in FIG. 35, are adapted to 25 
respectively engage the tails of the eighth and the eleventh 
ones of order-hooks 76, counting from right to left. As 
previously described, the eighth and eleventh order-hooks, 
respectively control the operation of the eighth and the 
eleventh ones of type sectors 67 which respectively print 30 
the sixth and ninth-order digits of the amount row, with 
each digit printed being followed by a comma. 

11ms, by selective encrgization af solenoid (OHt), the 
armature thereof is rotated counter-clockwise, as viewed 
in FIG. 32, to unlatch all order-hooks, from the third to 35 
and including the eighth one, from their respective type
sectors. likewise, by selective energization of solenoid 
(OH2), the armature thereof is rotated counter-clockwise, 
as viewed in FIG. 34, to unlatch all order-hooks, from the 
third to and including the eleventh one, from their respec- 40 
tive type-sectors. 

As previously described in connection with FIGS. 16 
and 17, during a carriage apening operation, square shaft 
283 is normally rocked counter-clockwise by arm 285 
and thus effects the disengagement of lowermost com- <15 
pression rolls 288 from the accounting machine platen 71. 
However, for reasons to become more apparent herein
after, means have been provided for selectively prevent-
ing the lower compressian rolls from being disengaged 
from the platen. As shown in FIG. 16, a rotary-type 50 
electrically·actuated solenoid (X), of substantially iden
tical construction 'as those previously described, is mount-
ed on an I.-shaped bracket 426 by means of nuts 427, 
bracket 426, in turn, being fixedly secured to back side
plate 235 by means of screws 428 threaded in bracket 55 
426. An S-shaped bracket 429 is fixedly secured to. back 
side-plate 235 by means of screws 43{) threaded in the 
foot of bmcket 429. As shown in FIG. 15, bracket 429 
slidably supports a rectangular-shaped slide 431 by means 
of studs 432 extending through elongated slots formed in 60 
slide 431 and affixed to bracket 429. Slide 431 is nor
mally spring-biased to the right, as viewed, by means of 
spring 438 connected between pin 433 carried by slide 

40 
431 opposite arm 285, as viewed in FIG. 15, and thus 
deflects slide 431 to the left and thereby removes the 
obstruction from beneath arm 285 to permit the arm to 
be rocked counter-clockwise when desired. When solen
oid (X) is de-energized, spring 438 urges slide 431 back 
toward its home position as shown. 

In the just-described accounting machine, it is possible 
to take a true negative total from any one of the totalizers 
numbered "one" through "nine" inclusive, due to the in
corporation therein of an overdraft control mechanism. 
By the use of this mechanism, the machine is caused to 
automatically operate through two cycles of operation. 
On the first machine cycle, the negative amount, which at 
this time is in a complementary form, is taken from the 
selected totalizer and is subtracted from the cleared X-to
talizer, thereby causing the true negative total to be set 
up on the wheels of the latter totalizer. During the sec
ond machine cycle, the total is taken from the X-totalizer 
and the selected totalizer is "non-added," thereby causing 
the absolute value of the negative total or credit balance 
to. be printed-out. Hence, at the end of the overdraft 
operation, the selected totalizer is cleared, as is also the 
X-totalizer, and the absolute value of the credit balance 
is printed on the record material. If desired, a sub-total 
of the negative amount may be taken instead of the total, 
thereby leaving the selected totalizer in the same condi-
tion at the end of the overdraft operation, as it was at 
the beginning. 

Therefore, when it is desired to take a total or a sub
total from one of the totalizers and overdraft indicators 
34 (FIG. 2) visually indicate that the number held by 
the particular totalizer is a negative amount, in addition 
to depressing the proper totalizer-selecting key and the 
credit balance key, the total key pertaining to the partic-
ular totalizer involved must also be depressed. If a sub
total operation is desired, the sub-tGtal key must be 
depressed in addition to the previously-mentioned keys, 
so as to cause the negative amGunt to be placed back into 
the totalizer. Thereafter, the proper motor-bar is de
pressed so as to put the machine through a two-cycle 
credit balance operation and thus oause the absolute value 
of the negative amount to be printed-out. 

With reference to FIG. 37, there is shown a fragmen
tary view of a portion of the overdraft control mechanism 
linkage which is fully shown in FIG. 22 of the aforemen
tioned Patent 2,626,749. However, due to the fact that 
the overdraft control mechanism is fully shown and de
scribed in the aforementioned patent, it is believed that 
but a brief descriptian thereof is necessary to herein be 
presented in order to make readily apparent the signifi
cance of the modifications thereof made in accordance 
with the present invention. 

As shown, the lower end of overdraft pitman 442 ex
tends through an opening formed in base 65 Gf the ac
counting machine and is pivotally connected to bell-crank 
lever 443, the bell-crank lever being rotatably mounted 
on rod 444 which is secured to the under side of base 65 
by suitable means not shown. The remaining arm of 
bell-crank 443 is providled with a stud 445 which coop
erates with a slot formed in the upper edge of overdraft 
trip-arm 446, trip arm 446 being rotatably supported on 
overdraft cam shaft 447 which is journaled in brackets 
448 secured to the bottom side of base 65. Trip arm 
446 has a notch formed on the end thereof which is 431 and block 434 welded or otherwise secured to plate 

435 of the machine frame. 65 normally urged by spring 449 into engagement with stud 
450 carried by the lower end of lever 451. Lever 451 
is pivotally mounted on rod 444 and has rotatably pinned 
to the lowermost end thereof, roll 452 which is urged 

When slide 43·t is in its normal position, as shown in 
FIG. 15, a projection on the uppermost side of the right
most end thereof is directly underneath a projection 
fGrmed on arm 285, as further shown in FIG. 16. Con
sequently, counter-clockwise rotation of arm 285 is there- 70 
by prevented and thus the lower compression rolls are 
maintained in engagement with platen 71. However, 
when solenoid (X) is selectively energized, pin 436, car
ried by the rotatable armature thereof, engages flange 
437 formed on the lowermost side of the left end of slide 7;) 

by spring 449 toward the periphery of a plate cam, not 
shown, which, in turn, is secured to overdraft cam shaft 
447. 

Consequently, as the credit balance key ("CR. BAL."
FIG. 2) is operatively connected to the uppermost end 
of pitman 442, manual depression of the credit balance 
key causes pitman 442 to be depressed at the beginning 
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of the cycle of operation of the machine. When pitman 
442 is depressed, bell-crank 443 is rocked clockwise, 
thereby causing stud 445 to rock overdraft trip-arm 446 
counter-clockwise and thus release lever 451 to ,the ur
gency of spring 449. Due to the action of spring 449, (j 

lever 451 is rocked clockwise to engage roll 452 with 
the periphery of a plate cam, mentioned above, to effect 
the carrying-out of the remainder of the cycle of opera
tion, as fully described in the aforementioned Patent 
2,626,749. Near the end of the second cycle of opera- 10 
tion, a high point on the plate cam effects re-engagement 
of stud 450 with the notch formed on the end of over
draft trip-arm 446, thus completing the cycle of operation. 

In accordance with the present invention, means are 
provided for automatically effecting selective depression IG 
of overdraft pitman 442 to automatically initiate the pre
viously-described overdraft cycle of operation. Such 
means includes a rotary-type eleotrically-actuated sole
noid (CBS) which is essentially of identical construction 
as those previously described. Solenoid (CBS) is mount- 20 
ed on bracket 454 by means of nuts 455, bracket 454 
being fixedly secured to the under side of base 65. The 
rotatable armature of solenoid (CBS) is provided with 
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the stud 471, affixed to the upper end thereof, to deflect 
the plate 472 clockwise, as viewed. The plate 472 is 
fixedly secured to the shaft 473, as is the plate 474, which 
supports a stud 475 on the opposite end thereof. There
fore, when the plate 472 is deflected clockwise, the plate 
414 is likewise deflected clockwise, thereby causing the 
stud 475 to act against the uppermost surface of the cam 
476, which is provided on each of the control slides 44, 
thereby moving the slides toward the rear of the machine 
and thus rele.asing the zero stop pawls 46, as described 
in connection with FIG. 3A. At the same time, the studs 
475 cooperate with suitable cam projections, not shown, 
which arc provided on the latching slides in the amount 
key banks, so as to release any amount keys which may 
112ve accidentally been depressed prior to the initiation 
of the total-taking cycle of operation. Consequently, the 
square studs 41 on the lowermost end of the key stems 
are withdrawn and thus arc prevented from coacting with 
the shoulders 50 on the differential actuators 49, and, 
therefore, are not permitted to stop the actuators in posi
tions other than those dictated by the amounts standing 
on the totalizer wheels. 

The actuation of the key release slide 470 near the 
beginning of the machine cycle, rather than near the 
end thereof, is accomplished by means of a key release 
latch 477, pivotally mounted on a stud 478, which is 
carried by the rear end of the slide 470. The rear end 
of the latch 477 is formed into a hook 479, which en
gages a stud 480, mounted in a depending arm of a lever 

an extension 456 which engages roller 457 pinned to the 
end of bell-crank 443. Consequently, each time sole- 25 
noid (CBS) is energized, bell-crank 443 is rocked clock
wise and thus initiates a credit balance cycle of operation, 
thereby 'automatically effecting a print-out of negative 
numbers under the electronic control of the computer, as 
will be more fully described hereinafter. 

With reference to FIG. 38, when the carriage throat 
shaft 458 is rotated counter-clockwise, as viewed, control 
plate 459, fixedly secured to shaft 453, is also rocked 
counter-clockwise, thereby tripping a carriage throat 
clutch mechanism, not shown, thus causing the throat 35 
mechanism to be operated by a power shaft, all in a man-

30 481, which, in turn, is pivotally mounted between the 
side frames of the machine. The lever 481 is operatively 
connected to a roller, not shown, which engages a cam 
mounted on the main cam shaft of the machine. Hence, 

ner fully described in the referred-to Patent 2,626,749. 
In accordance with the present invention, a rotary

type electrically-actuated solenoid (Y), essentially of 
identical construction as those previously described, is 40 
fixedly secured to bracket 461 by suitable means, not 
shown. Bracket 461 is fixedly secured to bracket 462 by 
means of screws 463 threaded therein, bracket 462, in 
turn, being fastened to the under side of base 65 by 
means of screws 464 threaded therein. The rotatable 45 
armature of solenoid (Y) is effectively connected to con
trol plate 459 by means of linkage 465 connected there
between. Consequently each time solenoid (Y) is ener
gized, plate 459 is rocked counter-clockwise, as before. 
As a result, the carriage throat clutch is tripped thereby, 50 
as mentioned before, and the opening and closing of 
the carriage of the accounting machine is automatically 
effected solely under control of the computer. 

In order to initiate a total-taking operation as previ
ously described, it is necessary that the zero stop pawls 55 
46 (FIG. 3A) be rocked counter-clockwise to release 
the differential actuators 49 and permit rearward move
ment thereof. During the rearward movement of the 
actuators, selected ones of the totalizers are rotated in 
a reverse direction until stoped by suitable "add" tripping 60 
pawls, not shown, to thereby position the differential 
actuators 49 and the printing sectors 67 in accordance 
with L'Ie amount indicated by the rotatable positions of 

when the main cam shaft is rotated in one direction, the 
latch 477 is deflected to the left, as viewed, by the stud 
480, and thus the key release slide 470 is operated for 
the beforementioned purpose. 

In order to prevent the just-described early key release 
from occurring during an addition or subtraction opera
tion, the selecting slides for the various totalizers are each 
provided with suitable abutments, not shown, which over-
lie the bail 484 when the slides are located in their total
taking positions. As partially illustrated and as shown 
more c1ealry in FIG. 39, the bail 484 is secured at its 
ends to a shaft 485 journaled at either end in the side 
walls of a bracket 486. Although not shown, the shaft 
485 is operatively connected to be rocked clockwise, as 
viewed in FIG. 40, by the main cam shaft of the machine. 
Consequently, a stud 487, mounted in an arm 488, which 
is pinned to the right-hand end of the shaft 485, deflects 
the key release latch 477 counter-clockwise, thereby un-
coupling the hook 479 from the stud 480 and thus pre
venting early release of the amount keys. However, if 
any of the totalizer control slides is located with its abut
ment positioned above the bail 484, clockwise rotation 
of the shaft 485 is prevented, and the key release latch 
477 remains coupled to the stud 480, so as to bring about 
an early release of the amount keys. 

With reference to FIG. 39, in accordance with the 
present invention, means are provided for automatically 
bringing about an early release of the amount keys by 
the provision of an electrically-actuated solenoid (RRS) 
secured to a bracket 490 by means of screws 491 ,threaded 
in the frame thereof, the bracket 490, in turn, being fix-
edly secured to the bracket 486 by means of screws 492 
threaded therein. A substantially Z-shaped armature 
493 of the solenoid (RRS) is pivotally mounted on a pin 
494 in such a manner that, each time the solenoid (RRS) 
is energized, the rightmost leg of the armature 493, as 

the totalizer wheels. In order to initiate an addition or 
subtraction operation, the zero stop pawls 46 are re- C;j 
moved by depression of the amount keys, as previously 
described. In total-taking operations, however, no 
amount keys are depressed, and thus it is necessary to 
utilize other means for releasing the actuators from the 
zero stop pawls. 70 viewed, is moved upwardly to present an obstruction to 

the bail 484. Consequently, clockwise rotation of the 
bail 484 is prevented, even thorugh there are no totalizer 
control slides which are located with their abutments posi-

With reference to the fragmentary view of FIG. 40, 
which is fully illustrated in FIG. 36 of the previously 
mentioned Patent No. 2,626,749 and fully described there-
in, means are provided for moving the key release slide 
470 at the outset of the machine cycle, thereby causing 75 

tioned above the bail 484, as previously described. 
As will be described more fully hereinafter, there are 
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certain "instructions" which arc utilized and carried out 
by the computer and which effect a dilIerent cycle of op
eration of the accounting machine portion thereof. For 
proper control of the accounting machine portion, how-· 
ever, it is necessary that means be provided to "senw" 5 
the states or conditions of the various portions of the 
machine either befm-c, during, or after a cycle of opera
tion thereof. Such means include a plurality of switches 
located at various appropriate places within the machine: 
and will, at this time, briefly be described only as to their 10 
,location and function, together with their mann~:- of a~tu
ation. The following to-be-described switches, alo:,g \vith 
the just-described electrical components such as the photo
cells, solenoids, e,tc., will hereinafter again be described in 
connection with their actual incorporation into the dec- 15 
trical control circuitry of the complit~r. 

For example, neglecting for the moment the t~:pc
punching mechanism, there are three switches which ar-3 
utilized in a logically "AND ED" combination to i;]dicate 
by their closure when depression of a particular motor 20 
bar will cause a cycle of operation of the accounting mG
chine. With reference to FIG. 33, a bell cn;nI, or "able 
arm" 497 is pivoted about a stud 4')3 and, in a manner 
fully described in the r.foremcnti::lncd Pa:cnt No. 
2,626,749, is operGtively connC'2tcd to tl~c variolls m~c:ha- 25 
nisms of the motor bars 23, 27, aI'd 2:3 in sllch a way tlj~lt, 
when dcilectcd in a clockwise direction, as vic·,vcd, all 
motor bars are disablcd and thus rendered ineffective. 
The able arm 497 is dc!1ccted c1ockwi:'c when a key on the 
accounting machine keyboard is parlL111y dcprcsl;cd, when 30 
the carriage is off a stop and the "non-select" key is not 
depressed, wilen the carriage is returninG, wLen the elcc
trical power to the accounting mr.chine driving mCtlnS is 
turned off by the ON-OFF switch, when the m::tchine is in 
a cycle of operation, or when a motor b:li' is dcprcc"c-J. 35 
In order to detect the condition of the able arm 4'7, a 
switch 496 is fixedly secured to the side fr:lme of the ma
chine by suitable means, not shown, and is :.;d~pted to 
have its movable arm 4!)9 actu3ted by linkage 500, which 
is connected to the upper end of the able arm. Normdly, 40 
the contacts of the switch 496 are closed; however, when 
the able arm 497 is deflected clockwise for rcasons p;cvi
ously mentioned, the contacts of the s\vitch 4% arc 
opened, thereby indicating that the motor bars ~re dis-
~k~ % 

In order to enable the accounting machine to perform 
its record-keeping functions, the traveling paper c:lrri~ge 
is adaptable to be tabulat~d from one columnar position 
to another columnar position, while traveling in either a 
forward or a reverse direction, so as to enable amo,mts 50 
to be printed in the proper column of the record-k<;:cping 
form. The t,abulation control mechanism utilized is ex
tremely flexible in character and is selectively controlled 
either from special keys on the keyboard, from the metor 
bars, or from the stops of the traveling papcr carriage 55 
itself. 

Consequently, ;,s the able 2rm docs not disable the 
motor bars during a carriage tlbul:llion cycle, it is there
fore possible to manually hold the carrhigc over a c~aiagc 
stop, even though the carrbge is attempting to tabalutc, co 
and thereafter depress 'a motor :bar, thereby initiating a 
machine cycle. Therefore, to prevent the electri::al con
trols for the computer from initiating a depression of a 
particular motor bar while the carriage is tabulating over 
a carriage stop, a switch, shown in FIG. 43 as 510, is 65 
utilized to sense a carriage tabulation cycle. As shown, 
the forward tabulation lever 501 is rotatably and slidably 
supported by mean~ of an elongated slot formed therein 
coopemting with a frame stud 502 secured to an angle bar 
503. 1'he lever 51}1 is normally urged to the right, as 70 
viewed, by means of a spring 504 and is further urged 
in a clockwise dire·ction about the stnd 502 by me'ans of a 
spring 50S. The action of the spriDgs 504 and 50S is 
resisted by a square stud 5\i6, which lies beneath the right
hand end of the lever 501 and is securcd to the rear face 75 
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of the carriage support plate 503. The stud 506 coop
crates with a shoulder 507 formed on the lever 501 and 
thereby prevents the lever 501 from being moved either 
to the right or to be rotated under the influence of the 
springs 504 and 505. 

In operation, when tabulation is initiated depres~ed, 
among other things not pertinent hereto, the lever 501 is 
fir:;t I i [ted oft the stud 506 and is thcreafter moved to the 
ri;;ht by the spring 504 <lnd rocked clockwise by the 
"pring SlJ5, to free the c~rriage for movement and to ef
fecl comp!cticn of the taLmbtion cycle. Upon complc
tion of the cal riage tabulation cycle, the lever 51ll is 
re[-tored to tile position shown. 

To sense a tabula!ion cycle, an extension 508 is piv
otally conne~_ted at one end to the end of the lever 501 
.. md is rotatably and slightly mounted by me~ns of an 
elongated slot formed therein eoop;:rating with a stud 509 
mounted in the support plate 503. A switch 510 is 
mounted on the support plate 503 in such a manner that 
the cont:.:cts thereof are opened by extension 508 due to 
the clockwiser,lOvem,~ilt of the lever 501, thus indicating 
that the c~rriage is operating in a t~bubting cycle. 

As previously mentioned in connection with FIG. 38, 
all previously-mentioned conditions being met, the contacts 
of the switch 496 arc closed by the able arm 497 after 
the machine hus progre:;sd t!lrough approximatr:ly 
seventy· five percent of it~ cycle cf operation. Conse
quently, ~mot!!er switch is utilized to inclicatc when thc 
n;achinc cycle has been ::ufficiently completed to the ex
(ent that depression of a motor bar will c .. !Use another cycle 
of operation_ With reference to FiG. 41, there is shown 
a slide 513, which controlo thc rC'/erse tabulation mccha
l1ior;1 of tl;e accounting machine and r,.ay therefore be rc
ferr;;u to as the Hrcverse t:1buhlti:JnH slide \vhkh initiJ.tes 
lhc relllrn of the carriage_ The slide 513 is pro..-ided with 
elongated slols by J11~;Jns of which it is slidably mounted 
on suitable studs, not >hmvn, which, in turn, are mounted 
on an auxiliary frame platc of the machine. The slide 
513 is resiliently urged tcw"rd t;le front of the machine, 
cr to the left, as vic\'.-ed, by means of a spring 514, but 
is normally ret:lineu in its rearward position, against the 
ur'gcncy of the spring 514, by means of a rod 515, secured 
to the upper end of a lever 5!6. The lever 516 is piv
otally mounted on a stud 517, which is secured to thc 
auxiliary frame plate, and its lower end is pivotally con
nected to the forward end of a link 518. The rcar end 
of the link 518 is pivotally connected to the upper end of 
a follower arm 519, which is retatably mounted on a 
~haft 526 and is provided with rolls 521 and 522, which 
respectively cooperate with a pair of companion cam 
pbtcs 523 ,and 524, secured to the main cam shaft 525 
of th<;: uccounting machine. 

Hence, during each cycle of operation of the account
ing machine, the C<lm shaft 525 is rotated clockwise, as 
indicated by the arrow, and thereby deflects the follower 
arm 519 clockwise to the position indicated 'cy the dash
dot line. Consequently the link 518 is shifted to the right, 
and the lever 516 is deflected counter-clockwise thereby 
and thus moves the rod 515 to the front of the machine. 
Consequently, the slide 513 is permitted to be moved for
wardly under the influence of the spring 514 and to be 
differentially positioned under the control of the motor 
bars. The lever 516 also carries an aligner bar 526, which 
is adapted to engage aligner notches 527 formed on the 
lowermost edge of the slide 513, so as to .align the slide 
firmly in the position which it has assumed while being 
sensed by a feeling mechanism, which, again, is fuNy 
shown and described in Patent No. 2,626,749. Upon com
pletion of the cycle of operation, the follower mm 519 is 
deflected counter-c1ocbvise to again engage the rod 515 
with the slide 513, as shown. 

In order to sense whether the machine is in home pos'
tion rcady for another cycle of operation or whelhcr the 
machine, at the moment, is in the process of carrying out 
a cycle of operation, the switch 528 is utilized and is fixed-
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ly secured to 'a bracket 529 by means of nuts 530. The 
Ibracket 529, in turn, is fixedly secured to 'a brackct 531 
by means of 'screws 532 threaded therein, bracket 531 
being secured to the base 65 of the machine by suitable 
means, not shown. As shown more dC'l.ly in FIG. 4::', :; 
the link 518 is provided with a stud 533, \vhieh is adaptC'J 
to engage a roller 534, rotatably carried by the actuator 
of the switch 528. Consequently, when the machine is in 
home position, as shown in FIG. 41, thc stud 533 is in en
gagement with the roller 534, and the contacts of the 10 
switch 528 are thereby closed, indicating that tbe machine 
is re·ady to start another cycle of operation. However, 
when the machine starts to initiate another cyclc of opcra
tion, the pressure exerted by the stud 533 on the roller 534 
is relieved, and the contacts of the switch 528 are opened 15 
thereby. 

The three just-describcd switches 496, 510, 'and 528 do 
not detect when a rnotorbar is disabled due to one of the 
item counters being off home position, or when one of 
the manual counter control keys is p:lrtially depressed. ~O 
Consequently, even though the collective clusure of the 
three switches 496, 510, and 528 indicates that a motor 
har is permitted to be depressed by tbe computer, yet the 
motor bar may still be disabled mechanically. In bet, if 
a motor bar were to be depressed at this particular time, 2;' 

it is possible that the electronic control portion of th~ 
computer would receive an indication that the accounting 
machine portion thereof had started into.a cycle of opera
tion, whereas, in actuality, the machine did not even start 
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position, such that re·depression thereof mrly cause a 
machine cycle, the corresponding motor 'lKlr solenoid is 
aHowed to be re-cncrgized to ag::lin repeat the sequence 
of operations. 

As previously described with respl'ct to FIG. 17, squ;'re 
shaft 283 is rocked count2r-c1ockwise, as viewed, to effect 
the disengagement of lower 'comprcssion rollers 288 anJ 
platen 71. With reference to FIG. 19, arm 542 is fixedly 
secured to the underneJth side of shaft 283 by means of 
screws 543 threaded therein and engages actuating lever 
544 of switch 545 which is fhedly seemed to bracket 546 
by means of screws 547 threaded therein, bracket ~46 b~
ing fixedly secured to bracket 236 l,y means of screws 543 
threaded therein. V,,'hen square shaft 283 is rocked 
counter-clockwise. its contacts are operated, thus indicat
ing that lower compression rolls 288 (FIG. 17) are out of 
engagement with platen 71. 

With reference to FIG. 41, s'sitch 550 is fixedly secured 
to bracket 551 by me311S of screws 552 threaded therein. 
Bracket 551 is fixedly secured to brllch;:ot 553 by f"cans of 
screws 554 threaded therein, whereas brClctel 553 is fixed-
ly secured to the base 65 of the nnchine by means of 
screws 555 threaded therein. Switch S50 is positioned so 
that the contacts thereof are effectively operated by fol
lower arm 519 during the time that the follower ;:;rm is 
rocked clockwise into engagement with the actuator 556 

to cycle. 

thereof, as shown by the dot-dash line, thus indicating that 
the accounting machine is in the process of carry;ng out 
a cycle of operation such that aligner bar 72 is in engagc-

:;0 ment the notches formed on the lower end of arm 58 
To avoid the necessity of many additional switcheS to 

detect why the accounting machine portion of the com
puter did not cycle, a single switch is utilized to detect 
when the machine did not cycle, regardless of the reasons 
why it did not cycle. Conseqllcntly, if the accounting ;}5 
machine portion do,cs not cycle, for some reason Or an
other, after the electronic portion of the computer Ins 
effected depression of a motor bar, the electronic portion 
"senses" the fact that the machine did not cycle and there
after continually effects p"riodic depression of the motor 40 
bar until the machine finally cycles. 

With reference to FIG. 26, a flat plate 537 is secured to 
a shaft 538, which is journaled in the side frames, not 
shown, of the electric type\vriter portion of the accounting 
machine. Also secured to the shaft 538 is an arm 539, 45 
which is operatively connected to the accounting machine 
mechanism in such a manner that, each time the account-
ing machine starts into a cycle of operation, the arm 539 
is rocked counter-clockwise, as viewed, and thereby posi
tioned as indicated by the dot-dash line. However, when GO 
the lever 539 is rocked counter-clockwise, the plate 537 
is thereby moved into blocking position between the type
writer keys to prevent a type\vriter key from be:ng de
pressed while the machine is carrying out a cyc!c of oper
ation. Upon completion of a cycle of opcr~ticn, the lever ;'3 
539 resumes its position, as shown. 

Thus, in order to sense whether a cycle of operation is 
being carried out, a switch 540 is fixedly secured to th;; 
base 65 by means of screws 541 threaded therein, and is 
positioned so that a roller 542, carried by the actuator GO 
thereof, is engaged by the lever 539 when the lever is in 
a raised position and the contacts of the switch 540 are 
operated thereby. As wfll be more fully described herein
after, the contacts of the switch 540 are operated in the 
range of 50 to 200 milliseconds after a motor bar sole- 0:3 
noid has been energized if the machine has started into a 
cycle of operation. Upon energization of a motor bar 
solenoid, the corresponding motor bar is depressed there-
by, as previously described. After 'a time ,lapse of ap
proximately 250 milliseconds after the motor bar solenoid 70 
is energized, the condition of the switch 540 is sampled. 
If the contacts of the switch 540 are not found to be 
operated, the motor bar solenoid is de-energized ,and there-
by allows the depressed motor bar to resume its norm:!1 
position. When the motor bar has resumed its norm;,\ 75 

(FIG. 3A), as previously described. . . 
Also shown in FIG. 41 is a portion of the Imkage uti-

lized by th~ accounting machine carriage opening .and 
closing mechanism, which is fully shown and descnbed 
in connection with FIG. J 39 of the before-referrcd-to Pat
ent No. 2,626,749. Even ,hough not fully shown in FIG. 
41, lever 557 is pivotally mounted on stud 553 and has its 
leftmost end operatively connected to carriage open key 
"CARR. OPEN" (nG. 2) in such a manner that depres
sion thereof causes lever 557 to be rocked eounter-clock
~Tise. 

In accordance with the pres,?nt invention, switch 559 is 
fixedly secured to bracket 553 by me~ns of screws 560 
threaded therein and has its roller-type actuator 561 in 
engagement 'Ni'h the rightmost end of lever 557. Conse
quently, when lever 557 is rocked counter-clockwise, the 
contacts of switch 559 are actuated thereby, thus inliicat
in;; (hat the o"erator desires the carriage to be opened. 

\Vith reference to FIG. 44A, there is shown a frag
mentary view of the particular mechanism controlled by 
stops on the traveling paper carriage for selecting the to
talizers for addition, subtraction, or total-taking opera-
tion, the mechanism being fully shown and described with 
reSDcct to FIG. 56 of the before-referred·to Patent No. 
2,626,749. Brkfly, however, stem 564 of totalizer re
verse key "REV" also shown in FIG. 2, carries a stud 
%5, which coop.:rates with the bifurcated end of lever 
S{iS. Lever 566, in turn, is pivotally mounted on stud 
567 secured to partition plate 568 and has a depending 
~,rm, which cooperates wi,h a stud 569, mounied in an 
arm 570, which, in turn, is loosely journaled on a shaft 
571. Thm, when the reverse key "REV" is depressed, 
arm 570 is rocked counter-clockwise, as viewed, and 
thc~eby effects reversal of tbe add and subtract selection 
1l1~chanism of the totalizers from the carriage Slops, as 
fu1Jy describ:;d in the above·referred-to patent. 

In accordance with the present invention, swhch 572 is 
fixedly secured to bracket 573 by means of screws 574, 
bracket 573 b;:ing flxedly secured to partition plate 568 
by means of screws 575 threaded therein. Switch 572 is 
properly positioned in such a W:ly (h~_t its roUer-type ac-
tuator 576 is deflected by stud 569 and thus operates 
the contacts thereof each time the reverse key "REV" is 
depressed. 

In addition, a reclangular!y-sllaped slot 562 is formed 
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nary "zero" signal upon the application of a bin~ry "one" 
to its input. However, throughout the following descrip
tion of the electrical circuitry of the instant computer, for 
the purposes of clarity, when the oulput signal is "up"
i.e., substantially at or above ground potential-it will be 
referred to as being "TRUE," indicative of a binary 
"one." However, when the oUlput signal is "down"-i.e., 
below ground polential at a potential of approximately 
-6 volts, it will be referred to as being "FALSE," indica-

in the partition plate 568 and is properly oriented to have 
slidably disposed therein a square stud 563 projecting 
from the lowermost end of key stem 564. An elongated 
arm 577 has one end thereof pivotally supported by a 
screw 578 threaded in the partition plate 568 and has sup- 5 
ported on its opposite end a pair of studs 585, which are 
disposed above and below the square stud carried by the 
key stem 564. Also supported on the opposite end of the 
arm 577 is an electrically non-conductive stud 586, which 

10 tive of a binary "zero." is adapted to cngage the movable arm 587 of a switch 
mechanism, indicated gmerally as SC46, which, in turn, 
is supported by the plate 568 by suitable means, not 
shown. 

Therefore, each time the reverse key "REV" is de
pressed, the square stud on the lowermost end of the stem 
thereof deflects the arm 577 clockwise, as viewed, and, 
consequently, the movable contacts of the switch SC46 
are actuated by stud 586. When the reverse key is re
leased and allowed to assume the position shown, the 
movable contacts of switch SC46 are likewise allowcd to 
assume their normal positions, as shown. 

With reference to FIGS. 24 and 25, there is shown a 
partial plan view of the rear rack 276 and the driving 
ge<lr means 277, which were previollsly described in con
nection with FIG. 17, for effecting linear translation of 
the accounting machine carriage. However, in order to 
sense the home position of the accounting machine Clf

riag~, a switch 579 is fixedly secured to the plate 240 by 
screws 580 and. as more clearly shown in F!G. 25, is so 
positioned that its roller-type actuator 581 is adapted to 
be engaged by a stud 582, depending from the lower side 
of the mck 276, each time the carriage is in home posi
tion. Consequently, the normally-opened contacts of the 
switch 579 :ll·e closed as long as the carriage is in home 
position and are opened as soon as the carriage leaves 
home position. 

With reference to FIG. 27, manually-operable means 
are provided to selectively lock the typewriter carriage
return keys, numbered (1) through (3). Such means 
comprises essentially a substantially flat plate 533, which 
is normally spring-urged to a position under the key stems, 
as shown, to prevcnt depression thereof. However, when 
lever 584 is moved forward, or to the right as viewed, its 
tail end cams the plate 583 outwardly to permit selective 
depression of the keys. 

9. Building Blocks Generally 

Before going into a detailed description of the indi
vidual units making up the electrical circuitry of the com
puter shown by the block diagram thereof in FIG. 45, 
there will now be described the building blocks with 
which these individual units and interconnections there
between are constructed. A building block is herein de
fined as a structure which is basie to the operation of the 
individual units of the computing system, and is used 
repeatedly in the system for amplification, logic, or other 
control purposes. By establishing a set of building blocks 
and understanding the rules for their interconnection, 
such a complex computing system as that heretofore gen
erally described is more readily understood. The build
ing blocks that are of particular importance are inverters, 
amplifiers, triggers, and logical circuits such as "ANDS" 
and "ORS," etc. 

10. Inverter Building Blocks 

The building block to be first described is the inverter, 
which, as the name implies, effects an inversion of the 
signal applied to the input thereof. In a transistor cir
cuit, the grounder-emitter amplifier is capable of perform
ing such an operation. Thus, in order for the inverter 
to perform such a task, it must produce an output signal 
that is "up" when the input signal is "down," or, stated 
another way, it must produce a signal indicative of binary 
"one" upon the application of a signal to its input indica
tive of binary "zero"; conversely, it must produce a bi-

With reference to FIG. 46A, there is shown a simple 
grounded-emit~er type inverter comprising transistor 650 
having its bas.: connected to input terminal 651 and its 
collector connected to output terminal 552. Tile symbol 

15 for this type of inverter is the notation "U" enclosed by 
a circle, as shown at the bottom of the block. When a 
negative potential is applied to the base of transistor 650 
via input terminal 651, base current flows outwardly from 
the base thereof toward input terminal 651. If the col-

ZO lector dectrode of transistcr 650 is connected to a nega
tive potential via output terminal 652, emitter current 
flol':s from the emitter to the colieetar of transistor 659. 
Assuming a sufficient flow of base current, the resistance 
between the collector and the emitter becomes a very low 

2J value, and, as a result, output terminal 652 is essentially 
at ground potential, indicative of a TRUE signnl. When 
either ground or a positive potential is applied to the base 
of transistor 650, the resistance between the collector and 
lhe emilter, and the resistance between the base and the 

30 emitter, arc all of a substantiaIiy high value. Conse
quently, the values of both the base and collector currents 
no essenti::lily (0 zero, a!1d t1-lc volldg~ at oulpu: tcrminal 
652 is thereafter nc;:;ativc. 

Inverler 12 ~hown in FIG. 46B is substantially the same 
:J,J as inverter 11 of FIG. 46A, with the exception that the 

emitter electrode of transistor 650 is now re\urned to ter
minal 663 instead of ground potential. Inverter 13 of 
FIG. 4GC is essentially the same as inverter I1 but is 
additionally provided with a clamping diode 653, con-

~o nected between the collector of transistor 650 and bias 
terminal 65~, to "clamp" the collector to the negative 
operating potenlial at bias terminal 654. Inverter 14 is 
essentially the same as Il but, additionally, has a drop
ping resistor 659 in its output circuit. Inverter IS is essen-

45 tially the same as 11 but is additionally provided with a 
dropping resistor 655 connected between the collector of 
transistor 650 llnd bias terminal 656. 16 is substantially 
tlIe same as 11, with dropping resistor 660 in its input 
circuit. 19 is substantially the same as 16 but further in-

GO eludes resistor 661, connected between the base of tran
sistor 650 and bias terminal 662, to insure that the transis
tor remains non-conductive when so rendered. Inverters 
17, IS, no, and Il2 through I16 are substantially the same 
as U, except that they are additionally provided with 

55 various combinations of bias dropping resistors 655, 657, 
653, amI 661, clamping diodes 653, and input dropping 
rcsistor 660. III is substantially the same as 15, with 
dropping resislor 664 connected between the emitter of 
transistor 650 and ground potential. Inverter I17 is sub-

00 stantially the same as 17, except for the addition of input 
coupling condenser 667 and base resistor 668. The pur
pose of condenser 667 is to provide a large surge current 
in order to overdrive the transistor momentarily, to de
crease the rise time of the output signal and thus increase 

05 switching speed. lI8 through 123 and 125 utilize various 
combinations of the dropping resistors, clamping diodes, 
and coupling condensers previously described. In 124, 
diode 671 keeps the base of transistor 650 substantially 
at ground potential until the potential at terminal 651 be-

70 comes negative to render the transistor conductive. In 
126, bypass conductor 665, connected between collector 
and ground of the transistor, provides a short circuit to 
eliminate or attenuate undesirable high frequencies. In 
127, condenser 672 and resistor 670, each connected be-

75 tween collector .and base of transistor 650, provide an in-
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12. Logical OR Building Blocks verse feedback to limit the gain of the stage at high fre

quencies. In 128, condenser 666 and resistor 664 pro
vide a suitable negative feedback voltage proportional to 
emitter current to limit the gain of the inverter stage, and 
also provide a degree of temperature compensation 
thereof; resistors 655, 658, 668, and 670 provide the neces
sary operating bias potentials thereto; condensers 665, 
672, and 680 function as filter condensers which remove 
unwanted extraneous signals; and condenser 667 func
tions as a coupling condenser which a-c couples input 10 
terminal 651 to the base of transistor 650. Inverter 129 

Performing logical operations is a well-known funda
mental to the operation of a computer. The most basic 
logical operations are those of "AND" and "OR." Even 

5 though many of the logical operations performed in digi
tal computers are concerned with arithmetic operations 
such as addit:on, subtraction, division, and multiplication, 
herein many of the logical operations are assembled into 
decision-making and information-routing circuits. In 
order to perform such logical operations, it is generally 
necessary to utilize nonlinear circuit elements, such as 
diodes and transistors and the like. is essentially a conventional emitter-input grounded-base 

amplifier with a series dropping resistor 678 in its base 
circuit. 

11. Emitter-Follower Building Blocks 

The next building block to be described is the emitter 
follower, which gets its name from its vacuum-tube coun
terpart, the cathode follower. The emitter follower type 
of amplifier provides power gain, has no phase inversion 
at low frequencies, has a slight attenuation of the input 
potential signal, and has a slight change in the d-c level 
of the signal from input to output. With reference to 
FIG. 47B, there arc shown various types of emitter fol
lower circuit configurations, each having a symbol which 
comprises the designation "E" normally followed by a 
numeral and both designations encompassed by a circle, 
as shown at the bottom of each sub-section (a) through 
(k) of FIG. 47B. 

As shown in sub-section (a), emitter-follower El com
prises a transistor 650 having its emitter returned to 
ground or reference potential through resistor 664. The 
collector is connected to bias terminal 656 to normally 
receive a suitable negative d-c operating potential there
from. Input terminal 651 is connected to the base, and 
output terminal 652 is connected to the emitter, of the 
transistor. 

In operation, if the input signal and consequently the 
base of the transistor are TRUE-i.e., at ground poten
tial-the transistor 650 is rendered substantially non
conductive, and the output at terminal 652 is therefore 
substantially at ground potential, or TRUE. However, 
when the input signal is FALSE-Le., at a potential of 
-6 volts-the transistor is rendered conductive, and the 
potential at output terminal 652 is substantially equal to 
the negative potential on the base. Thus, when the input 
is TRUE, the output is TRUE, and, when the input is 
FALSE, the output is FALSE. Emitter follower E2 in 
sub-seclion (b) is essentially the same as E 1, with the ex
ception that the lower end of resistor 664 is returned to 
bias terminal 663 instead of ground potential. In E3, 
output terminal 652 is connected to the emitter of transis
tor 650 through series dropping resistor 664. E4 is sub
stantially the same as E2 but for the addition of resistor 
673 between output terminal 652 and the emitter of the 
transistor. E5 is essentially the same as E3, with the addi
tion of resistor 661 connected between the base of the 
transistor and bias terminal 662. E6 is substantially the 
same as E2 but for the addition of bias dropping resistor 
655. E7 is substantially the same as E4, except that, in 
this instance, resistor 673 is now paralleled with bypass 
condenser 666. Emitter followers E8 through EIO and 
El utilize various combinations of dropping and bias re
sistors and coupling and bypass condensers, as previously 
described. El, however, functions somewhat as both an 
inverter and an emitter fonower in that an inverted output 
appears at output terminal 674, while simultaneously an 
output potential appears at terminal 652 which is of the 
same polarity or phase as the input signal. 

With reference to sub-sections (a) through (g) of 
FIG. 47 A, there are shown various logical "OR" circuit 

15 configurations. In (a), there is illustrated a logical "OR" 
building block of type Dl comprising a plurality of diodes 
679, each having its cathode connected to the other. A 
"pull-down" resistor 690 is connected to the junction of 
the diodes 679 and to bias terminal 689, which normally 

20 has a negative d-c operating potential applied thereto. 
A plurality of input terminals. in this instance shown as 
675 through 678, are individually connected to the anode 
of a different one of diodes 679. and output terminal 688 
is connected to the junction of the diodes. 

26 In operation. if the input signal to anyone or more of 
terminals 675 through 678 is 'TRUE," or at a positive 
potential, the corresponding diode in each instance is con
ductive, its internal impedance is reduced substantially to 
zero, and consequently the potential appearing at output 

30 terminal 688 is substantially equal to the input potential. 

3;; 

However, if the input signals to all of input terminals 675 
through 678 are each at a negative potential, the output 
signal at terminal 638 goes negative via the negative po
tential at terminal 689 and resistor 690. However, the 
negative potential at terminal 688 is not permitted to go 
more negative than the least negative potential at one of 
input terminals 675 through 678. Thus, it is evident that 
the output of a logical "OR" circuit is "TRUE" (or posi-

'10 tive) if any of the input signals to terminals 675, 676, 677, 
or 678 is "TRUE" (or positive); the output is effectively 
"FALSE" only when all of the inputs are "FALSE." The 
symbol used herein for a logical "OR" is a semicircle 
designation having the representative input lines extend
ing through the half-circle and terminating at the circum-

45 ference thereof. as illustrated at the bottom of each of 
sub-sections (a) through (g). 

Logical "OR" of type D2, shown in (b) of FIG. 47A, 
is substantially the same as type Dl, but for the addition 
of dropping resistor 691 connected between the junction 

50 of didoes 679 and resistor 690. In (c), a type C logical 
"OR" comprises a plurality of condensers 683, each con
nected to the o~her and connected to output terminal 688. 
A plurality of input terminals, illustratively shown as 675 
through 678, are each connected to the remaining end of 

55 one of the condensers 683. In a type CR logical "OR," 
the condenser 683 and the resistor 687 are each connected 
to output terminal 688, input terminals 675 and 676 being 
individually connected to the remaining end of the con
denser and the resistor. Type CRD logical element is 

60 similar to type CR except for the addition of diode 679 
connected between resistor 687 and output terminal 688. 
Type R "OR" comprises but a single resistor 691 con
nected between input terminal 675 and output terminal 
688, and type RDI "OR" comprises a series-connected 

65 resistor 691 and diode 679, connected between input ter
minal 675 and output terminal 688. 

13. Logical "AND" Building Blocks 

With references to FIG. 48A, there is illustrated a logi
cal "AND" building block of type Dl which comprises a 
plurality of diodes 679, each having their anodes con
nected together and connected to output terminal 688. A 
plurality of input terminals, illustratively shown as 675 
through 678, are each individually connected to the cath-

For the sake of simplicity and brevity, the preceding 
building blocks were discussed but briefly. However, for 70 
a more detailed and comprehensive description thereof, 
reference is made to the "Handbook of Semiconductor 
Electronics," by L. P. Hunter. published by McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, Inc., wherein many similar circuit con
figurations are found. 75 ode of a different one of diodes 679. A "pull-up" re-
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sistor 690 is connected to the junction of diodes 679 and 
to bias terminal 689, which is normally supplied with a 
suitable positive doc operating potential having a magni
tude, in most instances, of 6 volts. 

In operation, when the input signal to each of the 5 
input terminals 675 is "TRUE"-Le., at zero or ground 
potential-the output signal at terminal 688 goes sub
stantially to ground potential via the positive potential 
at bias terminal 689 and resistor 690. However, if any 
one or more of the input signals goes "FALSE" (-6 10 
volts), the corresponding diode is conductive, and, con
sequently, the output signal at terminal 688 is substan
tiallyat -6 volts ("FALSE"). Therefore, it is seen 
that in a logical "AND" circuit, as just described, the 
output signal remains "FALSE" as long as anyone 15 
or more of ,the input signals are "FALSE"; the output 
signal goes "TRUE" only when all of the input signals 
go "TRUE" and at no other time. 

Type D2 "AND" circuit shown in (b) is essentially 
the same as the D1 type except for the addition of drop- 20 
ping resistor 691 connected between the anodes of the 
diodes 679 and the output terminal 688. The D3 type 
shown in (c) is substantially the same as the D2 type 
but for the addition of bypass condenser 695 connected 
in parallel with the dropping resistor 691. In the D4 25 
type of logical "AND" circuitry shown in (d), pull-up 
resistor 690 has been omitted and replaced with a circuit 
comprising transistor 700, having its base connected to 
the junction of the diodes 679. The collector of the tran
sistor 700 is connected to bias terminal 689, having a 30 
negative d-c operating potential of approximately 6 volts 
applied thereto. The emitter of transistor 700 is con
nected to output terminal 688 and is also connected to 
one end of resistor 701, the opposite end of resistor 701 
being connected to bias terminal 702 having a positive 35 
doc operating potential of approximately 6 volts applied 
thereto. By the use of such an emitter fonower type 
amplifier essentially as a pull-up resistor, a power gain 
of the output signal results, the input and output signals 
thereto being at all times of the same polarity as previous- 40 
ly described with respect to the emitter follower type 
building blocks. 

The D5 type "AND" circuit shown in (e) is substan
tially the same as the Dl type except for the addition 
of bias resistor 692, connected between input terminal 45 
675 and bias terminal 693, which has applied thereto 
a negative doc operating potential. The DR type "AND" 
shown in (I) is somewhat different, in that resistor 696 
now constitutes the pull-up resistor even though it is 
connected to one of the input terminals such as 675. In 50 
operation, if the input signal to either or both of input 
terminals 675 and 676 is "FALSE" (-6 volts), the signal 
at output terminal 688 is likewise "FALSE." However 
if the input signal to both of the input terminals i~ 
"TRUE" (ground potential), the signal at output terminal 55 
688 is likewise "TRUE," as in the Iogical "AND" circuits 
just described. 

. In .(g) there is shown a resistor type of logical "AND" 
CIrcUItry Rl which comprises a plurality of resistors 696, 
each .c~mnected to output terminal 688 and having the 60 
remammg end thereof individually connected to one of 
a plurality of input terminals, illustratively shown as 675 
through 678. A pull-up resistor 690 is connected at one 
end to the junction of resistors 696 and is connected at 
its remaining end to bias terminal 689, which has applied 65 
thereto a positive doc operating potential. This partic
ular type of "AND" circuitry, however, does not render 
a "TRUE" or "FALSE" output signal respectively rep
resented by a zero or a negative potential. In this in
stance, the "TRUE" or "FALSE" representation is by 70 
a positive or a negative output signal which is fed as 
an input signal to a suitable amplifier which re-establishes 

52 
The operation of the device is as follows: The various 

resistor values are properly chosen so that, when all of 
the input signals to terminals 675 through 678 are 
"TRUE" (ground potential), the output signal at ter
minal 688 is positive by an amount proportional to the 
resistor divider network. However, should anyone or 
more of the input signals be "FALSE" (negative), the 
output signal is also negative by an amount proportional 
to the resistor divider network, consequently "FALSE" 
also. "AND" circuit R2 shown in (h) is substantially 
the same as type Rl except for the addition of dropping 
resistor 691 connected between the junction of resistors 
696 and output terminal 688. 

In (i) there is shown a transistor type logical "AND" 
Tl which utilizes a pair of transistors 700 and 709. Input 
terminal 675 is connected to the base of transistor 700 
through coupling condenser 703, whereas input terminal 
676 is connected to the base of transistor 709 through 
series connected resistors 711 and 712. Bias resistor 713 
is connected to the junction of resistors 711-712 and 
is connected to bias terminal 714, which has applied 
thereto a suitable positive doc operating potential. The 
base of transistor 700 is returned to ground potential 
through resistor 710 and is also connected to the collector 
thereof through parallel-connected resistor 704 and con
denser 705. The emitter of transistor 700 is connected 
to the collector thereof through series-connected resistors 
707 and 708. The junction of resistors 707-708 is re
turned to a-c ground through condenser 706 and is con
nected to bias terminal 689 through dropping resistor 
690 connected therebetween, bias terminal 689 having 
applied thereto a suitable negative doc operating poten
tial. The emitter of transistor 700 is directly connected 
to the collector of transistor 709, whereas the emitter 
of transistor 709 is directly returned to ground potential. 
Output terminal 688 of the logical "AND" gate is directly 
connected to the collector of transistor 700. 

In operation, if the input signal at terminal 676 is suffi
ciently negative, transistor 709 is rendered conductive 
and thus presents a very low resistance from the emitter 
of transis~or 7~0 to ground. Consequently, transistor 
700 functIOns In the same manner as a conventional 
"class-A" inverter type amplifier such that a-c signals 
of th~ proper ~requency appearing at terminal 675 appear 
amplIfied and Inverted at output terminal 688. However 
if th~ input signal at terminal 676 is ground, transisto; 
709 IS rendered non-conductive and thus appears as a 
very high resistance from the emitter of transistor 700 
to ground. Consequently, since no emitter current can 
flow. through transistor 700, signals appearing at input 
terminal 675 are not amplified by transistor 700. Thus 
i~ is seen that,. when Input terminal 676 is negative, a-c 
~Ignals appeanng at terminal 675 appear amplified and 
Inverted at output terminal 688; when input terminal 676 
is ground, a-c signals appearing at terminal 675 do not 
so appear as amplified and inverted at output terminal 
688. 

In (j) there is shown a second type of transistor logi
cal "AND" T2, which also utilizes a pair of transistors 
700 and 709. Input terminal 675 is connected to the base 
of transistor 700 through coupling condenser 703, whereas 
,input terminal 676 is connected to the base of transistor 
709 through series-connected resistor 711. The emitter 
o! transistor 70? is retu.rned through series-dropping re
s~stor 7~3. to .blas terminal 714 having a suitable posi
tive umdlrectlonal operated potential applied thereto. 
The. emitter of transistor 700 is returned to ground po
tential through a parallel-connected resistor and con
denser netwoJ1k 664 and 666, whereas the base of tran
sistor 700 is returned through series-dropping resistor 
710 to bias terminal 689, which has a suitable negative 
unidirectional bias potential applied thereto. The col
lector of transistor 70() is connected to bias terminal 689 
through series-dropping resistor 690 and is also connected 

the proper voltage levels therefrom; i.e., zero and minus 
potentials indicative of "TRUE" and "FALSE," respec
tively. 75 to the collector of transistor 709 with both of the col-
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lectors of transistors 700 and 709 being connected to 
output terminal ftSS. 

54 
of both of transistors 722 and 723 remain unchanged 
even though the input signals to terminals 717 and 718, 
via their respective triggering circuit diode, effectively 
changes from "FALSE" back to a "TRUE" condition, 
respectively. In other words, the only time the states 
of transistors 72,2 and 723 change is only when the in-
put signal to one of the terminals 717 and 7"S goes from 
"TRUE" to "FALSE." Now, when the input signal to 
terminal 718 goes negative, transistor 723 is rendered 

In operation, if the input signal at terminal 676 is 
"TRUE," transistor 709 is rendered non-conductive and 
appears as a very high resistance from output terminal 5 
688 to ground. Transistor 700 normally is conductivcly
biased ncar saturation in such a manner that output ter
minal 688 is near ground potential. Thus, when positive
going pulses appear at input terminal 675, they appear 
amplified and inverted at o:Jtpnt terminal 688. How
ever, if input terminal 676 is "FALSE," transistor 709 

10 conuuctive, the output at terminal 720 is now "TRUE," 
and the base of transistor 722 is momentarily driven 
positive and thereby renders transistor 722 non-con
ductive. Transistor 722 being non-conductive, the out
put at terminal 719 is "FALSE," and a negative bias 

is rendered conductive, and its collector current flows 
through resistor 690 to bias terminal 689. This collector 
current is of sufficient magnitude that, even though no 
collector current were present in transistor 700, the po
tential at output terminal 688 is sub,;tantially ground. 
Thus, when positive-going signals appear at terminal 675, 
the resulting change in collector current of transistor 
700 produces essentially no appreciable change of po
tential of output terminal 688. Therefore, when input 
terminal 676 is "TRUE," positive-going pulses at input 
terminal 675 appear as amplified and inverted at out
put terminal 688; however, when input terminal 676 is 
"FALSE," output terminal 688 remains essentially at 
ground potential, even though input positive-going sig
nals appear at terminal 675. 

14. Flipflop and Multivibrator Building Blocks 

The "flipflop" building block is normally composed of 
two inverters, as shown in FIG. 49, which are connected 
in cascade with the input of each one being connected 
to the output of the other. As shown in section (a) of 
FIG. 49, flipflop of the Fl type consists of two grounded 
emitter transistors 722 and 723 having input terminals 
717 and 718 respectively connected to the base electrode, 
and output terminals 719 and 720 respectively con
nected to the collector electrode of transistors 722 and 
723. The base of transistor 723 is connected to the 
collector of transistor 722 through parallel connected re
sistor 734 and condenser 735, whereas the base of tran
sistor 722 is connected to the collector of transistor 
723 through parallel connected resistor 736 and con
denser 737. The base of each of transistors 722 and 
723 is returned to ground potential through resistors 
729 and 728, respectively, whereas the collector thereof 
is respectively connected through dropping resistors 725 
and 727 to bias terminals 724 and 726, which have ap
plied thereto a suitable negative unidirectional operat
ing potential. 

In order to describe a mode of operation, it will first 
be assumed that transistor 722 is non-conductive and 
transistor 723 is conductive. Thus, when the input sig
nal to terminal 717 goes negative, transistor 722 is now 
rendered conductive, the internal impedance thereof drops 
essentially to zero, and consequently the output signal 
at terminal 719 is thereafter "TRUE" (Le., at ground 
potential). In addition, when transistor 722 is rendered 
conductiVe, the base of transistor 723 is momentarily 
driven positive via coupling condenser 735, and, conse
quently, transistor 723 is rendered non-conductive. Tran
sistor 723 being non-conductive, the output signal at 
terminal 72!) is "FALSE." A negative bias potential ap
plied from terminal 726 to the base of transistor 722 
via resistor divider network 727-736-729 insures that 
transistor 722 remains conductive when the input sig
nal to terminal 717 is no longer present. Consequently, 
as terminal 719 is essentially at ground potential, very 
little base current is supplied to transistor 723 via re
sistor 734, and, as a result, transistor 723 remains non
conductive. Thus, the flipflop is now operating in one 
of its two stable states. It is to be noted at this point 
that during normal operation, a crystal diode, forming 
a part of a suitable triggering circuit, ,to be described 
later, is usually connected in series 'with each of input 
terminals 717 and 718 in such a manner that the states 

15 is applied from terminal 724 to the base of transistor 
723 via network comprising resistors 725, 734, and 72S, 
and coupling condenser 735, to insure tha,t transistor 
723 remains conductive. As before stated, insufficient 
base current is supplied to transistor 722, and, conse-

20 quently, transistor 722 remains non-conductive. Thus, 
the flipflop is now operating in the other of its two 
stable states. 

To summarize: When the input signal at termina,l 717 
momentarily goes negative, the flipflop is triggered to 

25 one of its two stable states, so that the output at the 
terminal 719 is TRUE (if not already TRUE) and the 
output at terminal 720 is FALSE; however, when the 
input to terminal 718 momentarily goes negative, the 
flipflop is reset to its initial state, so that the output 

30 at terminal 719 is now FALSE and the output at ter
minal 720 is now TRUE. If, for some reason, the in
put signals to both of terminals 717 and 71S simulta
neously go momentarily negative, the Iflipflop will change 
state regardless of the state in which it was initially. 

35 In order to simplify the following description of the 
computer circuitry as much as possible, input terminal 
717 will hereinafter be referred to as the "reference in
put," input terminal 718 the "prime input," output ter
minal 719 the "reference output," and output terminal 

40 720 the "prime output." 
In (c), flipflop of type F3 is essentially the same as 

Fl with the omission of base resistor 728, whereas, in (e), 
flopflop of type F5 is essentially the same as Fl with the 
omission of base resistor 729. In (b), (d), and (f), 

45 flopflops of type F2, F4, and F6 are essentially ,the same 
as flipflops Fl, F3, and F5, respectively, except for ,the 
addition of clamping diodes 731 and 733, which are 
utilized to fix the "OFF" level of the colI ector voltages 
of transistors 722 and 723, respectively, as heretofore 

50 stated, when the transistor is non-conductive. In (g), 
flipflop of type F7 is essentially the same as flip-flop Fl 
with the omission of coupling condensers 735 and 737. 

With reference to (II), there is shown a "single-shot" 
55 type flipflop F8 which is somewhat of the same circuit 

configuration as Fl, except that in FS there are omitted 
base resistors 72Sand 729, resistor 736, prime input ter
minal 718, and reference output terminal 719. However, 
there have been added a bias resistor 739, connecting the 
base of transistor 722 with bias terminal 73S, which has 

60 a negative unidirectional operating potential applied 
thereto, and a coupling condenser 752, coupling the base 
of transistor 722 to reference input terminal 717. 

The mode of operation of F8 is not, however, as 
straightforward as the mode of operation of the just-

65 described flipflops. In F8, as a negative unidirectional 
bias potential from terminal 738 is normally maintained 
on the base of transistor 722, it is normally conductive 
and thus maintains the base of transistor 723 substan
tially lat ground potential via resistor 734. The base of 

70 transistor 723 being at ground potential, the transistor is 
therefore normally non-conductive, and, consequently, 
the prime output at terminal 720 is normally FALSE. 
However, when the reference input goes from FALSE to 
TRUE (Le., at ground potential), the base of transistor 

75 722 is momentarily driven positive by condenser 752, and 
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thus transistor 722 is immediately cut off and applies a 
negative potential spike via condenser 735 ,to turn on 
transistor 723,. When tJ1ansistor 723- is rendered conduc
tive, the prime output at terminal 720 immediately goes 
TRUE. Since ,the charge on condenser 737 cannot 
change instantaneously, the base of transistor 722 is 
driven to some positive potential to maintain transistor 
722 non-conductive even though the input signal at ter
minal 717 is no longer present. After a predetermined 
time delay, determined primarily by the discharge rate 
of condenser 737, a negative bias potential again appears 
on the base of ,transistor 722 to render it conductive. 
When transistor 722 is rendered conductive, the base of 
transistor 723- is momentarily driven positive and there
after maintained essentially at ground potential by resis
tor 734 to ,turn off transistor 723, and thus the prime out
put at terminal 720 is again FALSE. 

To summarize: The prime output is normally FALSE; 
a positive-going reference linput gives an immediate TRUE 
prime output; however, after a predetermined time delay, 
the prime output changes from TRUE back to FALSE. 

In section (a) of FIG. 50, there is shown a 50-kc. multi
vibrator building block (MV1) which comprises two 
grounded-emitter transistors 722 and 723, each having its 
collector electrode respectively connected, ,through drop
ping resistors 725 and 727, to bias terminals 724 and 726, 
which have negative unidirectional operating potentials 
applied thereto. The collector output of transistor 722 
is connected to the base input of transistor 723 via cou
pling condenser 735, whereas the colleotor output of tran
sistor 723 is connected to the base input of transistor 722 
via coupling condenser 737. The base of transistors 722 
and 723 are respectively connected through dropping resis
tors 742 and 750 to bias terminals 741 and 74!J, each 
having a negative unidirectional operating potential ap
plied thereto. The base of transistor 722 is connected to 
,the cathode of crystal diode 748, whose anode is connected 
to the junction of resistors 744 and 746. Resistor 744 is 
connected at its opposite end to bias terminal 743, which 
has a positive unidirectional operating potential applied 
thereto, whereas resistor 746 is connected at its opposite 
end Ito bias terminal 745, which has a negative unidirec
tional operating potential applied thereto. 

The mode of operation of multivibrator (MV1) is as 
follows: When the circuit is first activated, the positive 
unidirectional operating potential at terminal 743 is the 
first ,to be turned on to' apply a positive bias to the base 
of transistor 722. Therefore, when the negative bias 
potentials at 724, 741, and 749 are simultaneously turned 
on, ,transistor 722 is rendered non-conductive, the refer
ence output at terminal 719 is FALSE, and a negative 
potential spike is applied to the base of transistor 723 
via coupling condenser 735 to cause transistor 723 to 
be conductive. When transistor 723 is rendered conduc
tive, ,the prime output at terminal 720 is TRUE, and 
condenser 737 begins to charge toa potential substantially 
equal to the negative bias potential at terminal 741. 
When condenser 737 is sufficiently charged, the po,tential 
on the base of ,transistor 722 is negative to the extent 
that transistor 722 is rendered conductive, the reference 
ou1put goes from FALSE to TRUE, ·,transistor 723 is 
rendered non-conductive, and consequently the prime out
put simultaneously goes from TRUE to FALSE. When 
condenser 735 is sufficiently charged from the negative 
source at terminal 749, the base of transistor 723 is then 
negative to the extent ,that the transistor is rendered con
ductive, the prime output goes from FALSE back to 
TRUE, transistor 722 is rendered non-conductive, and 
the reference output goes from TRUE back to FALSE. 
This sequence of events is repeated at a rate deter
mined by the time constants in the charging and dis
charging paths of coupling condensers 735 and 737. In 
the instant computer, multivibrator (MY1) operates at a 
frequency of 50 kilocycles. 

In (b), multivibrator (MV2) is essentially the same 

56 
as (MV1) except that bias resistors 744 and 746 and 
crystal diode 748 are omitted and replaced by coupling 
condensers 752 and 753 respectively connected to the 
base of transistors 722 and 723. A dropping resistor 754 

5 is connected at one end to tlle junotion of condensers 
752 and 753 and is connected at ,the remaining end 
thereof to input terminal 751. 

Ignoring for the moment condensers 752 and 753 and 
resistor 754, the mode of operation of multivibrator 

10 (MV2) is substantially the same as that of (MV1), the 
frequency of (MV2) being determined, as before, by the 
time constants in the charging and discharging paths of 
coupling condensers 735 and 737. In the instant com
puter, multivibrator (MV2) operates at a frequency of 

15 400 cycles per second. However, in order to synchronize 
the change of state of the output of (MV2) with a "clock
ing" network, to be described hereinafter, a "clocking" 
signal from such network is fed as the input to terminal 
751 of (MV2) and synchronization of the 400-cycle out-

20 put of (MV2) with the "clocking" network takes place. 
Assuming that transistor 723 has just been rendered 

conductive and transistor 722 has just been rendered non
conductive, the base of transistor 722 is driven positive 
via condenser 737, as previously described, and condenser 

25 737 is now charging toward the negative potential at ter
minal 741. At the same time, a rectangularly-shaped 
clock pulse at input terminal 751 causes positive-going 
and negative-going potential spikes to be superimposed 
on the potential appearing on the base of transistor 722 

30 in such a manner that, when the potential on the base of 
transistor 722 is approaching the value sufficient to render 
transistor 722 conductive, a succeeding negative-going 
potential spike, caused by the clock pulse at terminal 751, 
is sufficient to render transistor 722 conductive. Thus, 

35 even though the time period of (MV2) is much longer 
than that of the synchronizing clock pulse, the change of 
state of (MV2) takes place at the same time the clock 
input goes from TRUE to FALSE. 

The single-shot flipflop of type F9, as shown in (c), 
40 comprises a pair of grounded emitter transistors 722 and 

723, whose collectors are individually returned to nega
tive bias terminals 724 and 726 through dropping resistors 
725 and 727, respectively. The base of transistor 722 is 
returned to ground potential through resistor 729 and is 

45 also connected to input terminal 717. The base of tran
sistor 722 is further connected to the collector of tran
sistor 723, whereas the base of transistor 723 is con
nected to the collector of transistor 722 through series
connected resistor 755 and condenser 735, the base of 

50 transistor 723 being further connected to a negative bias 
terminal 749. 

The mode of operation of flipflop F9 is essentially the 
same as that of the previously-described flipflop F8, and, 
consequently, a further detailed description thereof is not 

55 deemed necessary. The essential difference between F9 
and F8 is that in F9 the mode of triggering is such that 
a momentary negative-going potential at input terminal 
717 causes a change of state of the flipflop, whereas in 
flipflop F8 a momentary positive-going potential at input 

60 terminal 717 causes a change of state thereof. 
Flipflop of the FlO type, as shown in (d), is of sub

stantial identical circuit configuration with F9, except for 
the addition of bypass condenser 756, which bypasses to 
ground undesirable extraneous signals. Flipflops Fll 

65 through F13 are essentially the same as the previously 
described fiipflops. The main difference is the addition 
of a third transistor 758, which is connected in series with 
the emitter circuit of transistor 722. In a sense, transis
tors 722 and 758 operate together in the form of a tran-

70 sistor type of logical AND circuitry, in that it is neces
sary for both to be conductive in order for the reference 
output to be TRUE. As is evident from the previous 
description, this can happen only when the inputs to both 
of terminals 717 and 751 are simultaneously negative. 

75 Flipflop of type F14, shown in (11), is essentially the 
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same as the previously described FI type, except for the 
omission of base resistors 728 and 729. Flipflop of type 
F15 is essentially the same as flipflop of type F8, except 
that in F15 condenser 735 is removed. 

15. Miscellaneous Building Blocks 

With reference to (a) and (b) of FlG. 51, there are 
shown two types of pulse-shaping triggering circuits TC1 
and TC2 which are utilized to provide "spike-type" trig
gering impulses for the various flipfiops, in (c) and (d) 
are simple resistor-condenser networks, and in (f) is 
shown a resistor-condenser filter and biasing circuit which 
is used in conjunction with the various push-button con
trols, all of which are to be further shown hereinafter. 
As the modes of operation of the various types of circuitry 
(a) through (d) and (f) are well known to those skilled 
in the art, a detailed description thereof is not deemed 
necessary for a full and complete understanding of the 
present invention. 

As previously described with respect to FIG. 7, photo
cell 160 is utilized in conjunction with the auxiliary timing 
rack 151 and light source 164 to provide electrical im
pulses which are indicative of the change of position of 
the accounting machine amount racks. In section (g) of 
FIG. 51 there is shown a photocell circuit configuration 
(PCA) utilizing photocell 160 as the controlling element 
therein. In such circuitry, the anode of photocell 160 is 
grounded, and its cathode element is connected to output 
terminal 793. The cathode of photocell 160 is also con
nected through dropping resistor 797 to bias terminal 796 
having a positive unidirectional operating potential ap
plied thereto. The anode of crystal diode 795 is con
nected to the junction of output terminal 793, resistor 
797, and photocell 160. Its cathode is bypassed to ground 
potential through condenser 799. The cathode of diode 
795 is also connected to input terminal 792 through drop
ping resistor 794, and resistor 800 is connected between 
input tern1inal 792 and ground potential. As will be 
seen later, input terminal 792 is adapted to be selectively 
"open-circuited" or "short-circuited"; when open-circuited, 
the resistance between terminal 792 and ground is de
termined by the value of resistor 800, whereas, when 
short-circuited, the resistance between terminal 792 and 
ground is zero. 

The mode of operation of (PCA) is somewhat straight
forward. Assuming that terminal 792 is open-circuited 
and photocell 160 is non-exposed to the radiant energy 
from light source 164, the internal resistance of photocell 
160 is at a maximum value such that the output poten-
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of photocell 681 is connected directly to bias terminal 
684, which has a negative unidirectional operating poten
tial applied thereto. 

The mode of op~ration of such a circuit configuration 
G is as foHows: When photocell 681 is non-exposed to ra

diant cnergy, so that its resistance is at a maximum value, 
the potential on the base of transistor 650 is at a maxi
mum positive value, and transistor 650 is thereby ren
dered non-conductive. However, when photocell 681 is 

10 exposed to radiant energy, its resistance is reduced to a 
substantially low value, so th::tt a negative potential from 
terminal 684 is applied to the base of transislor 650 and 
thereby renders transistor 650 conductive. 

In section (II) there is shown a photocell pre-amplifier 
15 circuit configuration (PCPA) which comprises a transis

tor 802 having its collector electrode connected to bias 
terminal 803, which has a negative unidirectional operat
ing potential applied thereto. The emitter thereof is di
rectly connected to output terminal SOl and is also con-

20 nee ted through series dropping resistor 805 to bias termi
nal 804, which has a positive unidirectional operating 
potential applied thereto. The base electrode of transis
tor 802 is connected to one electrocle of photoresistive 
element 806, whose remaining electrode is bypassed to 

25 ground potential through condenser 307. The junction 
of condenser 807 and photoresistor 806 is connected to 
the junction of resistors 808 and 809, remaining end of 
resistor 809 being grounded and the remaining end of 
resistor 808 being connected to bias terminal 810, which 

30 has applied thereto a neg~ltivc unidirectional operating 
potential. 

The mode of operation of photocell pre-amplifier 
(PCP A) , again, is somewhat similar to the mode of oper
ation of (PCA), previously described. When photore-

35 sistor 806 is exposed to radiant energy from a suitable 
light source, its internal resistance becomes a very low 
value, and, consequently, a negative potential is applied 
to the base of transistor 802, so that the output potential 
at terminal 801 is substantially that which appears on 

40 the base thereof, all in the same manner as previously 
described with respect to emitter-follower E2 shown in 
section (b) of FIG. 47B. However, when photoresistor 
806 is not exposed to radiant energy, transistor 802 is 
virtually non-conductive, and the polarity of the output 

45 potential at terminal 801 is positive. As before stated 
with respect to photocell network (PCA), the output at 
terminal 801 appears as an input to a suitable amplifier 
which establishes the proper TRUE and FALSE logical 
signal levels. 

tial at terminal 793 is at a maximum positive level. How- 50 
ever, when photocell 160 is exposed to the radiant energy 
from light source 164, its internal impedance is decreased 

With reference to section (i) of FIG. 51, there is illus-
trated a "peak-detector" circuit configuration PD which is 
utilized to detect the peaks of negative-going impulses, 
the reasons for which will become more apparent here
inafter. Such a detector comprises a grounded-emitter 

to a low value, and, consequently, the output at terminal 
793 is decreased to a smaller value of positive potential. 
As wlll be seen later, the output from terminal 793 is nor
mally fed as an input to a previollsly described inverter 
type amplifier which establishes the proper TRUE and 
FALSE logic signal levels in a well-known manner. The 
value of resistor 797 is properly chosen so as to be sub
stantially greater than the value of resistor 794. Con
sequently, when input terminal 792 is short-circuited to 
ground potential, the output signal level at terminal 793 
drops essentially to zero potential whether or not photo
cel1160 is exposed to light source 164. 

With reference to FIG. 51e, a second type of photocell 
circuit configuration includes a transistor 650 having its 
emitter electrode connected to output terminal 652 and 
having its collector electrode connected through dropping 
resistor 655 to bias terminal 656, which has a negative 
unidirectional operating potential applied thereto. The 
base electrode of transistor 650 is connected to the junc
tion of the anode of photocell 68l and bias dropping re
sistor 661, the opposite end of resistor 661 being con
nected to bias terminal 662, which has a positive unidirec
tional operating potential applied thereto. The cathode 

55 transistor 813, whose collector electrode is connected to 
output terminal 812 and is also connected through drop
ping resistor 815 to bias terminal 814, which has a nega
tive unidirectional operating potential applied thereto. 
The base input of transistor 813 is returned to ground 

60 potential through series-connected resistors 816 and 817, 
and is also connected to one end of a parallel-connected 
condenser and resistor network 818-819. The opposite 
end of the condenser-resistor network 818-819 is con
nected to the anode of crystal diode 820, whose cathode 

65 is coupled to input terminal 811 through condenser 825. 
The junction of condenser 825 and crystal diode 820 is 
connected through series-connected resistors 822 and 823 
to bias terminal 824, which has a positive unidirectional 
operating potential applied thereto. Finallv, a resistor 

70 821 is connected between the junction of re;istors 822-
823 and the junction of resistors 816-817. 

The relative values of the various resistor components 
are properly chosen so that a relatively small-valued 
positive bias appears on the base of transistor 813 to 

75 render the transistor normally non-conductive, so that 
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the output at terminal 812 is normally FALSE (i.e., nega
tive). However, a positive bias of slightly greater value 
appears on the cathode of crystal diode 820 to "back
bias" and thereby render diode 820 non-conductive. 
Thus, when the leading slope of a negative-going impulse 5 
appears at input terminal 811, crystal diode 820 remains 
non-conductive until the leading slope reaches a predeter
mined threshold level, thereby preventing any undesir
able low-level noise impulses from entering the system. 
However, after the leading slope of the negative-going im- 10 
pulse exceeds the negative threshold level, diode 820 is 
rendered conductive, the incoming impulse is differen
tiated, and the negative-going potential "spike," derived 
from the differentiation, is applied to the base of tran
sistor 813 and simultaneously begins to charge condenser 15 
818. When the negative-going spike is applied to the 
base of transistor 813, the transistor is rendered conduc
tive, and the output at terminal 812 is thereafter TRUE. 
However, when the peak of the negative-going impulse 
begins to appear at terminal 811, the slope of the impulse 20 
is now much less than before, so that condenser 818 
begins to discharge and thereby decreases the magnitude 
of the negative bias potential on the base of transistor 
813. When the peak of the incoming impulse appears at 
terminal 811, its slope being zero, condenser 818 is now 25 
fully discharged, and a positive bias is applied to the base 
of transistor 813 to render the transistor non-conductive. 
As a result, the output at terminal 812 reverts from a 
"TRUE" condition back to a "FALSE" condition at a 
time coincidental with the arrival of the negative peak 30 
of the incoming impulse. 

During operation of the memory of the present com
puter, it was found that, when the ambient temperature 
of a ferromagnetic memory core is increased above nor
mal room temperature, less drive current is needed to 35 
"switch" the core from one stable state of magnetic rema
nence to the other. Conversely, when its operating tem
perature is decreased, a drive current of greater magni
tude is necessary. Consequently, means are provided for 
automatically increasing and decreasing the drive current 40 
to the memory, depending upon whether its temperature 
has respectively decreased or increased above nominal 
room temperature. 

With reference to the final building block in section 
(j), there is shown a temperature-compensated current 45 
regulator (TCCR) which comprises a current control sec
tion 840, a regulator section 841, and a "dummy load" 
voltage section 842. The current control section 840 com
prises la transistor 827, whose base is connected to the 
anode of ,a "Zener" diode 833, the cathode of diode 833 50 
being returned to ground potential. The emitter of tran-
8istor827 is connected to terminal 867 and is also returned 
to ground potential through resistor 835. The collector 
and base electrodes of transistor 827 are respectively re
turned to bias terminal 832 through resistors 831 and 55 
834, bias terminal 832 having a suitable negative operat-

60 
tal diodes 847 and 848. Each cathode of diodes 847 
and 848 is connected to terminal 869, which is bypassed 
to ground potential by means of filter condenser 860. 

The dummy-load voltage section 842 of the current 
regulator comprises transistor 852, whose emitter is con
nected to terminal 869 and is also returned to gJI'ound 
potential through resistor 859, which is bypassed by con
denser 866. llhe collector of transistor 852 is ronnected 
through dropping resistor 857 to b~as terminal 856, which 
has a suitable negative unidirectional operating potential 
npplied thereto. The base of transistor 852 is connected 
to the emitter of tmnsistor 853 and is also connected 
through dropping resistor 855 to bias terminal 854, which 
has a negative unidirectional operating potent£al applied 
thereto. The collector of transistor 853 is directly con
nc'cted to bias terminal 865, which has a negative unidi-
rectional operating potential applied thereto, whereas its 
base is connected to the movable arm of potentiometer 
861. One end of potentiometer 861 is returned to ground 
potential through resistor 862, and its opposite end is con
nected through resistor 863 to bias terminal 864, which 
has a negative unidirectional operating potential applied 
thereto. 

During operation, thermistors 829 and 830 are physical
ly positioned in close proximity to the memory matrix, 
and, being in such contJiguous relationship with respect 
to the ferrite cores of the memory, the resistance of each 
thermistor either increases or decreases in response to a 
corresponding decrease or increase of the operating tem-
perature of the memory cores. "Zener" diode 833 main
tains a regulated bias potential of approximately -6 
volts 'On the base of transistor 827, and, as transistor 827 
is being operated as an emitter follower type amplifier, 
a regulated collector bias potential of approximately -6 
volts is also applied to the collector of transistor 828, 
which is likewise operating as an emitter follower type 
amplifier. "Zener" diode 837 maintains a regulated bias 
potential of approximately -6 volts at the junction of 
resistors 836 and 838. Consequently, the variation of 
bias potential on the base of amplifier 828 is dependent 
solely upon the combined values o.f the resistances of 
thermistors 829 and 830, which, in turn, are dependent 
upon the operating temperature of the computer memory. 
Therefore, it is evident that the negative bias voltage on 
the base of transistor 844 is likewise dependent primarily 
upon the operating temperature of the computer memory. 

During operation of the computer, there are times when 
there is no information either being "stored" or being 
"rood out" of memory. Oonsequently, there are times 
when transistor 844 is not supplying any drive current to 
the memO'ry. Due to the fact that the "alpha cut-off" 
characteristic of transistor 844 is less than one megacyole, 
its switching speed is no sufficient for the desirable switch
ing requirements of the ferrite cores. Therefore, tran
sistor 844 is maintatined conductive at all times, and its 
output current is switched to the ferrite cores, when 
needed, or is adsorbed by dummy lead 842, as the situ
ation dictates. 

The two emitter follower type amplifiers 852 and 853 
of dummy load 842 function together essentially as a 
600 rna. low impedance bias supply and provides a bias 
potential of approximately-8.5 volts at terminal 869, 
depending upon the setting of potentiometer 861, which 
adjusts the magnitude of the output voltage. Under the 

ing potential applied thereto. Two series-connected 
thermistors 829 and 830 are connected between terminal 
868 and ground potential, whereas resistor 836 is con
nected between terminal 868 and the anode of "Zener" 60 
diode 837, the cathode of diode 837 being returned to 
ground potential. A dropping resistor 838 is connected 
between the junction of resistor-diode 836-837 and b~as 
terminal 839, which has a suitable negative unidirectional 
operating potential applied ,thereto. 

G5 condition in which the various memory "driver" and 
"grounder" amplifiers, which are to be described in detail 
hereinafter, ,are non-conductive, diodes '847 and 848 are 
biased in the forward direction by the negative potential 
at terminal 869, and, consequently, the drive current, de-

Regulator section 841 comprises a transistor 828 hav-
ing its collector electrode connected to terminal 867, the 
base electrode connected to terminal 868, and the emitter 
electrode connected to the base of transistor 844. The 
emitter of transistor 844 is returned to ground potential 70 
through resistor 849 and also through series-connected 
resistor 850 and potentiometer 851. The collector of 
transistor 844 is connected to output terminal 843 through 
dropping resistor 845, and is also connected through drop- 75 
ping resistor 846 to the anodes of parallel-connected crys-

livered by transistor 844, passes through diodes 847 and 
848 and is adsorbed by Vhe dummy load. However, 
when the memory drivers and grounders are rendered 
ronductive, the collector b1as voltage on transistor 844 
becomes approximately -10 volts and, consequently, is 
then more negative than the bias voltage at terminal 869. 
llherefore, diodes 847 and 848 are rendered non-conduc-
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tive and prevent any further drive current from flowing 
therethrough. As a result, all of the drive current sup
plied by tmnsistor 844 flows Nom terminal 843 and is 
delivered to the memory drivers and grounders. 

62 
form of notat'ion, etaoh group of four cores could possibly 
represent a number from "0" to "15." However, in the 
present computer, only the numbers "0" through "9" are 
actually stored in the memory. 

In order to reverse the magnetic remanence of ,the core 
from a binary one to a binary zero notation, or f\rom a 
binary zero to a binary one by reversing the direction of 
magneti2lation thereof, a magnetomotive force of approxi
mately three hundred ami sixty milliampere turns is re-

10 quired at 25 degrees centigrade. This is obtained by 
the equivalent of passing 360 milliamperes of current 
through a single conductor threaded through the aperture 
of the core. A magnetomotive force of one half this 
value-i.e., 180 milluampere-turns-<loes not appreoiably 

The emitter bias on transistor 844 is adjusted by po- 5 
tentiometer 851 so that a "half-select" dlive current of 
approximately 170 mao is delivered thereby ata core op
emting temperature of 30 degrees centigrade. However, 
due to the action of thermistors 829 and 830 as previously 
described, the base bias on transistor 844 is automatioally 
adjusted so that a range of "half-select" drive cmrents of 
from approximately 145 mao at a tempemture of 50 de
grees cenmgrade to approximately 210 mao at a tempera
ture of 20 degrees centigrade is supplied to the memory 
cores via the driver and grounder amplifiers. Due to 
the f\act that transistor 844 is operating as a Class-A 
amplifier,a constant current is supplied thereby at a given 
tempel'ature even with changing load conditions thereon. 
Thus ,it is seen that transistor 844 is continually supplying 

1;:; disturb the magnetic remanence of the core. 
After a core has been magnetized in a predetermined 

direction to represent a binary "one" or ,a binary "zero," 
it remains in that state 'Of magnetic remanence indefinitely. 
The magnetic remanence state of the core is reversed only 

a constant current for a given tempe:rature, which current 
is ,automatically switched from the memory drivers and 
grounders to the dummy load, and the magnitude of 
current not varying substantially with a switching of loads. 

In the instant computer, it is necessary to utilize three 
suoh constant-current regulators: one is utilized to supply 
half-select drive current to the ferrite oores located in ad
dresses "A" and "B" of the memory; one is utilized to 
supply half-select drive current in the "X" direction 
through the memory cores located in each of the forty 
rows; and the other is utilized to supply half-select drive 
current in the "Y" direction through memory cores in 
addresses ¢¢ through 99, all of which will be described 
in detail hereinafter. However, 'to avoid the necessity of 
constructing three identical temperature-compensated cur
rent regulators, as just described, it has been found ex
pedient to construct but ta single current regulator which 
is substantially identical to the one shown and described, 
with the exception that three identioal regulator seotions 
841 are utilized instead of one, and all three are COIl

nected in parallel at terminals 867, 868, 'and 869. Output 
terminal 843 of each of the three regulator sections is 
connected to one of lines "CRA," "CRX," 'and "CRY" 
shown in FIGS. 60 and 66. However, for the sake of 
simplicity of description ,and illustration, each of the tem
perature-controlled current regulators 7000, 7001, and 
7002 is iHustrated las separate units even though, in fact, 
'all are part of a composite unit as just described. 

16. Magnetic Core Memory 

As prev,iously mentioned, binary information is mag
netically stored in the computer in a fel1fite core memory. 
The core memory consists of a multiplicity of toroida\ly
shaped cores which possess a substantvally square mag
netic hysteresis-loop characteristic. Each core has an 
outside diameter of .080 inch and an inner diameter of 
.050 inch, and is 'appflOximately .025 inch thick. It is 
well known to those skilled in the aJrt that, due to the fact 
that the ferrite core possesses a substantially square hys
teresis loop characteristic, it therefore has two stable states 
of magnetic remanence, each of which is respectively in
dicative of :a binary "one" 'and a binary "zero." If a 
current-callTYing conductor is threaded through the hole 
in the core, current in one direction through the conductor 
causes the core to be permanently magnetized in one di
rection, whereas current flow in the opposite direction 
through the conductor causes the core to be permanently 
magnetized in ~he opposite direction. Thus, a core is 
permanently magnetized in one direction or the other, de
pending upon the direction of current flow in the con
ductor threaded through the ,hole in the core. To sum
marize, when ill core is magnetized in one direction, it 
represents a binary "one," and when the core is mag
netized in the other direction it represents a binary "zero." 
Four cores are utilized as a group to collectively represent 
a single decimal digit, although, with the use of the binary 

,,0 by a "full-amplitude" current impulse passing through the 
conductor threaded through the core. However, at cer
tain predetermined times, it is necessary to "read" or 
dc,termine the state of magnetic remanence of each core. 
Therefore, an 'additional conductor or "sense wire" is also 

23 threa:ded through the core aperture, so that, whenever 
,the magnetic state of the core is changed from a binary 
"zew" to a binary "one" representation, or from ill binary 
"one" to a binary "zero" representation, a voltage impulse 
is induced in the "sense wire" indicative 'Of the reversal 

30 of magnetic remanence of the core. Thus it is seen that 
an impulse is induced in the "sense wire" only when 
,the magnetic state of the core is reversed. In order to 
determine whether G particular core has been previously 
magnetically conditioned to represent a binary "'One" 'Or 

33 a binary "zero," a full-amplitude current of approxi
mately 360 milliamperes is sent through the first-men
tioned conductor ina direction to "set" the core to a binary 
"zero" representation. However, if the core had been 
previously set to a binary "zero" representation, a voltage 

40 impulse is not ,induced in the "sense wire." However, 
jf the core was p1'eviollsly in a binary "one" representation, 
its magnetic remanent state is reversed, and, consequently, 
a voltage impulse is induced in the "sense wire" indica
rive of the reversal of the magnetic state of the core. 

45 After the magnetic sta,te of the core is sensed, however, 
its magnetic state is immediately thereafter indicative of 
a binary "zero" representation regardless of its initial 
state. 'It is therefore necessary to resore the core to its 
original magnetic state normally by sensing 'a full-ampli-

50 tude current impulse through the first-mentioned conduc
tor to set~he core back to a binary "one" representation 
if the core was previously in that particular state. 

The core memory, utilized by the instant computer, 
has a capacity of one hundred ten-decimal-digit numbers 

55 which are hereinafter termed "words." Due to the fact 
that a negative word is stored in the memory as a positive 
complement, there is no need for a binary sign bit, as is 
conventional in most computers. A word is selectively 
stored in the memory in one of a hundred different loca-

GO tions which 'are called "addresses" tand which are num
bered from </>¢ through 99. In addition to the one hun
dred normal addresses, there are two additioool addresses 
t\abeJed "A" and "B." The words stored in addresses ¢¢ 
through 99 not only represent arithmetic data., but also 

G;) represent "instructions" which are utilized oy the com
puter to dictate the sequence of opemti'Ons therein. The 
words previously stored in addresses ¢¢ through 99 of 
the memory may be changed by instructions given by the 
computer; however, the words located in addresses A and 

70 B are used by the computer to store intermediate results 
during arithmetic computations and cannot be changed 
directly by instructions. 

With reference to FIGS. 52a and 52b, there is sche
matically shown the ferrite core memory utilized by the 

75 present computer. Such a memory comprises four thou-
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sand and eighty type N-400-080 ferrite cores at p'resent 
manufactured byuhe assignee 'Of the instant applicati'On. 

The ferrite cores of the memory are selectively ar,ranged 
in a pattern of rectangularly-shaped configuration hav-
ing one hundred two vertical columns and forty horizontal 5 
rows thereof. The fi.st one hundred columns, as viewed 
from left to right, respectively represent memory address 
locations rprp through 99, whereas the two remaining right
most columns respectively represent address locations A 
and B. ,In each of the columns, from the topmost to the 10 
bottommost core, the forty cores are arranged in a suc
cession of ten groups, with each group containing four 
cores. Each group of four cores is representative of a 
decimal digit of a predetermined order, whereas all of 
the groups of a particular column collectively represent 15 
all of the orders of a word ten decimal digits in length. 
Each of the ten successive decimal digits of the word lo
cated in any address is respectively identified as the "first
order" digit through the "tenth-order" digit, where the 
first order is the lowest or "penny" digit and the tenth 20 
order is ,the highest order digit of the number or word. 
The four cores used to store the first-order digit of a 
word which is residing in an address in the memory 
a,re located in the first row through the f.ourth row, count-
ing from bottom to top. The four cores used to· store 25 
the second-order digit of the word are located immedi
ately above in the fifth through the eighth rows; in the 
drawing, only the fifth and eighth rows are shown, rows 
six and seven being omitted for the sake of simplicity. 
The four cores used to store the third-order digit are 30 
located immediately above in rows nine through twelve, 
where rows nine and twelve are the only ones illustrated, 
rows ten and eleven being omitted for the reasons just 
mentioned. The location of each higher-order digit 
progresses upward, as just described, so that the tenth 33 
or highest-order digit is located at the top of the col
umn in the last four rows shown; i.e., thirty-seven through 
forty. Therefore, it is seen, the maximum storage in 
each memory address is a ten-digit number which will 
hereinafte·r be called a "word," the lowest-ordcr digit 40 
thereof being located at the bottom of each address and 
the highest-order digit thereof being located at the top 
of each address. 

As the instant computer utilizes the well-known "8421 
binary-coded-decimal-digit" system of numerical represen- 45 
tation, each of the four cores in a group making up a 
particular Qrder decimal digit of the word is known as a 
"binary-bi!." The binary-bits are consecutively labeled 
(a), (b), (e), and (d), where bit (a) is the lowest-order 
of representing a particular order numerical digit hav- 50 
in rows #1, #5, #9, and #37, and bit (d) is the highest
order bit represented by the magnetic state of the cores 
located in rows #4, #8, #12 ... and #40. As pre
viously mentioned, each group of four cores ,is capable 
of representating a particular order numerical digit hav- 55 
jng a value from "0" through "9." Fer example, to 
represent a decimal digit having a value ef "0," all of 
the fQur cores in a ,group are selectively set to binary 
bit representations (0000); for a decimal digit having a 
value of "1," the cores are set to (0001) binary bit repre- 60 
sentations; a decimal digit having a value of "2," the cores 
are set to bit representations (0010); a "3" is represented 
by (0011); "4" by (0100); "5" by (0101); "6" by 
(0110); "7" by (0111); "8" by (1000); and finally, to 
represent a decimal digit having a value of "9," the cores 65 
are sequentially set to binary bit representations (1001). 

To illustrate, supposing that the word 0000000695 is 
stored in memory at address rp1>. In the leftmost vertical 
column, the four lowermost cores, indicated by reference 
nume·mls 885 through 888, are respectively conditioned to 70 
collectively represent binary bits (0 10 1) indicative of the 
first-order digit "5." In other words, cere 885, repre
sentative ef binary bit "a,"is set to binary" 1"; core 886, 
representative of binary bit "b," is also set to binary '·0"; 
core 887, representative of binary bit "e," is set to' binary 75 
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"1 "; and, fin "lIy. core 888, representative of bit "d," is 
set to binary "0" representation. ColIectively, the mag
netic state of cores 885 through 888 represents the penny 
digit "5." The next group of four cores, located directly 
above group 885 through 888, are set to binary bit rep
resentatiens (1001) and collectively represent the second
order decimal digit "9." The next group of fOllr cores are 
set to binary bit representations (01 10), collectively rep
resenting the third-order decima'l digit "6." All of the 
remaining cores in address ¢cp are individually set to 
binary "0" representations. Thus, with the non-significant 
decimal digits removed, the word becomes "695." 

In one mode of operation, when a column of cores is 
to be "read out" to determine the word stored in that par
ticular memory address, the cores are sequentially read, 
one at a time, starting with the core at the bottom of tbe 
address and concluding with a core at the tep of the ad
dress. For example, in address rprp, core 885 is read first 
to produce the binary value of bit "a" of the first-order 
digit; core 886 is read next to produce bit "b" of the first
order digit; core 887 is read next to produce bit "e"; and 
core 888 is next read to produce bit "d" of this digit. 
The next four bits, representing the second-order digit, 
are successively read out, and the remainder of the bits 
for successive higher-order digits are thereafter sequen
tially read out in the same sequence, concluding with bit 
"d" of the tenth-order decimal digit. 

After a cere has been read out, it is generally desired to 
restore the core to its original magnetic state as before 
being read. That is, after each bit-representing core is 
read out, if the core was originally set to represent a 
binary "l," the core is returned to tbe "1" state following 
reading thereof. Therefore, following the reading of 
each bit, a predetermined unit of time is permitted to 
lapse before the next bit is read out; it is during this time 
lapse that the core, just read, is returned to the" 1" state 
if it had previously been set to that state. 

For the sake of simplicity of the following descrip
tion, the vertical or column orientation of the memory 
will hereinafter be termed the "Y" direction, and the 
horizontal or row orientation wiII hereinafter be termed 
the "X" direction. 

Even though, in reality, eaoh of the memory cores 
has five cenductors threaded therethreugh for purposes 
to be more fully described hereinafter, only three of 
these conductors are to be considered at this time in de
scribing a mode of operation of the memery in terms 
ef the electrical schematic diagram thereof shown in 
FIG. 52. The first of the three just-mentioned conduc
tors is a "sense winding" 871, which starts at terminal 
872 at the lower left corner of the memory and is alter
nately threaded through each row of cores bounded by 
address ¢if> through 99. As shown, sense winding 871 
is successively "hreaded from left to right threugh all 
of the cores of t,he first row, is threaded from right to 
left through the cores of the second row, from left to 
right through the third row, and alternately continues 
on from row to row. Finally, sense winding 871 is 
threaded from right to left through the topmost or for
tieth row of cores, ,and terminates at terminal 873. All 
of the cores in address </></> are threaded in the "Y" di
rection by common current-carrying conductor 878, 
which is shown positioned to the left within the aper
tures thereof. Also, all of the cores located in the first 
row bounded by address rprp and address "B" larethreaded 
in the "X" direction by a common current-carrying con
ductor 879, which is shown centrally positioned within 
the apertures thereof, address "B" being the rightmost 
one of the memory addresses. 

It will now be assumed that it is desired to read out 
the contents of address </>¢. Thus, in order to read bit 
Ha" of the first-order decimal digit of the word stored 
in address ¢</>, a half-amplitude or "half-select" current 
impulse is delivered to' conductor 878, and, simultane
ously therewith, a half-select current impulse is present 
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in conductor 879. The two half-select impulses are in 
such directions that the magnetomotive forces associ
ated ~herewith are additive in the region of core 885, 
with the resultant force being of sufficient magnitude to 
rna,gnetically saturate the core in a direction indicative of 
a binary "zero." Due to the fact that core 885 is the 
only core in the entire memory that has received the 
necessary magnetomotive force to cause a reversal of its 
magnetic state, all of the remaining cores essentially re
main magnetically undisturbed. It is known that when
ever the state of magnetic remanence of anyone of the 
memory cores is reversed, ,a voltage impulse is induced 
thereby in sense winding 871. However, due to the fact 
that in the present memory only one core at a tfme is 
sensed, there is no ambiguity as to which core was re
sponsible for the impulse induced in the sense winding. 

11herefore, if core 885, whose magnetic state is in
dioative of bit "a" of the first-order digit of the num
ber, is storing a binary "1," its magnetic state is re
versed by the coincidental "X" and "Y" read impulses, 
and, consequently, a voltage impulse appears between 
terminals 872-873 of the sense winding 871, indicating 
that core 885 was previously storing a binary "1." If 
core 885 had previously been storing a binary "0," how
ever, a voltage impulse does not appear across the output 
terminals of the memory sense winding, thus indicating a 
binary "0" storage. 

After core 885 has been read, its magnetic state is 
thereafter indicative of a binary "0," as previously men
tioned. Thus, if the magnetic state of the core was in
dicative of 'a binary "0" before being read, there is no 
need for "resetting" the core ufter it is read. However, 
if the state of the core was indicative of a binary "1'1 
before being read, it is often necessary to "reset" the 
core to a binary "1" representation after it has been mad. 
To do this, the directions of both of the current 1mpulses 
applied through the "X" 'and "Y" conductors are effec
tively reversed simultaneously. This causes a corre
sponding reversal of the additive magnetomotive force 
in the vicinity of the core, which reverses the magnetic 
state thereof. Again, as only a half-select current im
pulse is applied to each of the "X" and "Y" conductors, 
core 885 is the only core in the entire memory that is 
magnetically affected thereby. 

Now that core 885 has been read 'and afterwards re
set to its initial state, core 886 is read next to determine 
the binary value of the bit" b" of the first-order digit of 
the word. Again, a half-select current impulse is ap
plied in the "Y" direction to conductor 878, and, essen
tially, a half-select current impulse is simultaneously ap
plied in the "X" direction to nhe conductor of the second 
row corresponding to 879. As before, both half-select 
currents are in such directions to effect storage of a bi
nary "0" in core 886. If the state of core 8S6 was in
dicative of a "I" before being read, the current in each 
of the "X" and "Y" conductors threaded therethrough 
is reversed to reset core 886 to "1" after it is read. This 
reading and writing sequence of operation is sequential
ly continued from core to core until all forty cores of 
address </><1> have been read and thereafter restored to 
their respective magnetic states. 

The just-described combined reading and writing cycle 
of operation of eaoh core is hereinafter called a "read
write" cycle. The time requir,ed to complete a read
write bit cycle in the instant computer is approximately 
40 microseconds. During the first 30 microseconds of 
the read-write cycle, the core is set to a binary "0" rep
resentation; during the remaining 10 microseconds of 
the cycle, the core is often reset toa binary "1" represen
tation if it was originally in that state. However, if the 
core was originally in a binary "0" state before being 
read, there is no resetting operation necessary during the 
last lO~microsecond interval. Therefore, to read out an 
entire ten-digit word from an address in memory re
quires a total time of 40X 40, or 1,600, microseconds. 

66 
Due to the fact that, in the present memory, it is not 

desired to reverse the current flow in a conductor, an 
additional conductor is individually threaded in the "X" 
direction through each of the rows of cores. This is 

5 i1!ustrated by conductor 880, shown threaded through 
the cores of the first row and disposed parallel with re
spect to conductor 879, previously described. By the 
same token, 'an additional conductor is also individually 
threaded in the "Y" direction through the cores of each 

10 of memory addresses </>rp through 9'9, and also addresses 
"An and "B." This conductor is illustrated by conduc
tor 881, shown threaded through the cores of address 
rp1> and disposed parallel with respect to conductor 878, 
previously described. Thus, two conductors are threaded 

15 in the "X" direction and two conductors are threaded 
in the "Y" direction through each of the cores of the 
memory; each of the fOllr 'wires transmits current in only 
one direction, as will be s,hown hereinafter. The fifth 
wire through memory cores in addresses rprp through 99 

20 is sense wire 871, heretofore described. A separate 
sense winding 891, which originates at terminal 892 and 
terminates at terminal 893, is alternately threaded, in 
one dipcction and then the other, through the forty rows 
of cores making up memory addresses "A" and "B" in 

25 the same manner 'as memory sense winding 871. 
Before attempting to give a more detailed description 

of the memory, it is to be appreciated that each of the 
rows of cores, from the first to the fortieth row, is con
nected in a same circuit configuration with respect to the 

30 others. Likewise, each of the columns of cores, from 
addresses </></> through 99 and including addresses "A" 
and "B," is also of the same circuit configuration with 
respeot to the others. Thus, a description and full com
prehension of the mode of operation of address rprp with 

35 respect to the first row of cores for producing bit "a" of 
the first-order digit of the word stored in address "'''' 
should suffice for the remaining bits of that digit, and also 
the remaining digits of that word. As the mode of oper
ation of address 1>1> is exactly the same as that of the 

40 remaining memory addresses, a further description of the 
remaining addresses, again, would result only in unneces
sary repetition. It is also to be appreciated that, in an 
attempt to simplify the schematic representation of the 
memory as shown in FIG. 52, addresses 1>1> through </>9 

45 are consecutively shown, reading from the extreme left 
to the right; ,addresses 1", and 19 are shown next, with 
addresses 11 through 18 being omitted, as indicated by 
the vertical "break" in the drawing between addresses 1", 
and 19; following in sequence are addresses 21>, 29, 3</>, 

50 39, 4</>, 49, 5rp, 59, 6rp, 69, 7rp, 79, 8</> 89, and 9rp through 
99, and finally addresses "A" and "B"; addresses 21-28, 
31-38, 41-48, 51-58, 61-68, 71-78, and 81-88 are 
omitted. Starting from the bottom of the drawing, the 
first four rows are shown which make up the low-order 

55 digit of the word stored in memory; rows #5 and #8 are 
shown next, with rows #6 and #7 omitted as indicated 
by the horizontal "break" in the drawing between rows 
#5 and #6; following in sequence are rows #9, #12, 
#13, #16, #17, #20, #21, #24, #25, #28, #29, #32, 

60 #33, #36, and #37 ,through #40; rows #10-#11, #14-
#15, #18-#19, #22-#23, #26-#27, #30-#31, and 
#34-#35 are omitted. 

With particular attention directed to the first row of 
cores, on emergence from the rightmost end of the first 

65 row of cores, conductor 880 is connected to conductor 
882, which passes below the first row and is connected at 
its opposite end to line XDa, located at the bottom left 
corner of the memory. The leftmost end of conductor 
879 also is connected to line XDa, and its opposite end is 

70 connected to the cathode of one of crystal diodes 876, its 
anode being connected to line XG",; and, finally, the re
maining left end of conductor 880, on emergence from 
the leiltmost end of the first row of cores, is connected to 
the cathode of one of crystal diodes 877, whose anode is 

75 connected to line (XGrp)'. 
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Whenever line XDa is activated, that line is effectively 

connected to a source of potential of approximately -12 
volts. Thus, if line XGtp is simultaneously activated 
therewith, that line is effectively connected to terminal 
843 of a temperature-compensated current regulator, of 5 
the type previously described with respect to FIG. 51g, 
so that a half-select drive current impulse flows from line 
XGtp through diode 876 from right to left through con
ductor 879 and out at line XDa. However, if line 
(XGtp)' is simultaneously activated instead of line XGtp, 10 
line (XGtp Y is effectively connected to terminal 843 of 
the current regulator, so that a half-select current impulse 
from Hne (XGtpY flows through diode 877, thereafter 
flows from left to right through the upper loop of con
ductor 880, and is returned to line XDa by way of con- 15 
duct or 882. Consequently, it is seen that, when line XDa 
is activated, the half-select drive impulse flows in one of 
two directions through the cores of the first row, depend-

68 
decimal digit of the word in memory, are connected to
gether and returned to line XDd. 

With respect to the vertically-disposed column of diodes 
located to the right of address "B" and indicated as 876, 
the ,first bottom group of four diodes thereof associated 
with rows # 1 through # 4 each has its anode connected 
to line XGtp; the second group of four diodes 876 located 
directly above the first group have their anodes returned 
to common line XGl; the anodes of the third group of 
diodes 876 are connected to line XG2, and so on, with 
the anodes of the last four diodes 876 at the top of the 
column and associated with rows #37 through #40 being 
connected to common line XG9. 

Referring to the lowermost row of diodes 874 located 
below row # 1, counting from left to right, the anodes of 
the first ten of diodes 874 respectively associated with ad
dresses "'41 through <1>9 are connected to line YG",. With 
respect to the next group of diodes 874 located immedi
ately to the right of the first group of diodes and respec-ing upon whether XGtp or (XGtp)' was simultaneously 

activated with line XDa. 20 tively associated with addresses 11 through 19, of which 
only addresses 11 'and 19 are illustrated and addresses 12 
through 18 are omitted, their anodes are connected to line 
YGl; the anodes of the third group of diodes 874 respec-

The electrical connections for rows #2 through #4, 
respectively representing bits "b," "e," and "d" of the 
first-order digits of the words stored in memory, are 
exactly the same as for row #1, the anodes of the four 
crystal diodes 877 each being connected to line (XGtp)' 25 
and the anodes of the four crystal diodes 876 being con
nected to line XGtp. When line XDb is activated, the line 
is effectively connected to a potential source of -12 
volts, as was line XDa. Thus, when line XGtp is acti
vated simultaneously with XDb, the half-select current 30 
impulse flows from right to left through the cores of .the 
second row; if (XG<1>)' is activated instead of XGtp, a 
half-select current impulse flows from left to right through 
the cores of the second row. By the same token, if XDe 
and XGtp are simultaneously aotivated, a half-select cur- 35 
rent impulse flows from right to left through the third 
row of cores; a simultaneous activation of XDe and 
(XGtp)' effectively causes a reversal of current flow 
through the third row of cores. Finally, XDd and XGtp, 
or XDd and (XG<1> Y operate together to effectively send 40 
a half-select impUlse from right to left or from left to 
right, respectively, through the fourth row of cores in 
the same manner as just described. 

As just described, the first four of diodes 877 (i.e., the 
ones respectively associated with rows #1 through #4) 45 
have their anodes connected together and returned to 
line (XGtp),. The second group of four diodes 877, asso
ciated with rows #5 through #8, of which only rows #5 
and #8 are illustrated, all have their respective anodes 
connected to line (XGIY. The anodes of the third group 50 
of diodes are each connected to line (XG2)', the anodes 
of the fourth group being connected ,to (XG3Y, and so 
on up the column, with the anodes of the tenth group of 
diodes 877 being connected to line (XG9) '. Also, as 
shown, the left end of each of the conductors correspond- 55 
ing to 879 and 882 associated with rows #1, #5, #9, 
#13 ... #33, and #37, which rows successively corre
spond to bit "a" of each successive-order decimal digit of 
the word stored in memory, are connected together and 
returned to line XDa. Likewise, although not fully illus- 60 
trated, the left end of each of the conductors correspond-
ing to 879 and 882 but associated ,with rows #2, #6, # 10, 
#14 ... #34, and #38, which rows successively corre
spond to bit "b" of each successive-order decimal digit of 
the word in memory, are connected together and returned 65 
to line XDb. By the same token, although not fully illus
trated, the left end of each of the conductors correspond-
ing to 879 and 882 but associated with rows #3, #7, #11, 
#15 ... #35, and #39, which rows successively corre
spond to bit "e" of each successive-order decimal digit of 70 
the word in memory, are conneoted together and returned 
to line XDe. And finally, the left end of the conductors 
corresponding to 879 and 882 but associated with rows 
#4, #8, #12, #16 ..• #36, and #40, which rows suc
cessively correspond to bit "d" of each successive-order 75 

tively associated with addresses 20 through 29 are con
nected to line YG2; and so on, with the anodes of the 
last group of ten diodes 874, respectively associated with 
addresses 941 through 99, being connected to line YG9. 
With respect to the upper row of diodes 875, which are 
located directly above row #40, the first group of ten 
diodes which are respectively associated with addresses 
41<1> through 99 have their anodes connected to line 
(YG<1»' in the same manner as the lower row of diodes 
874. The anodes of each successive group of ten diodes 
875, counting from left to right, are respectively con-
nected to lines (YGl)' through (YG9)'. 

To complete the electrical connections to memory ad
dresses <1>tp through 99, the upper ends of vertical con
ductors corresponding to 878 and 883, which are respec
tively associated with addresses tp<1>, 1<1>, 241, 341, ••• 8tp, 
and 9<1>, are connected to line YDtp. The upper ends of 
vertical conductors corresponding to 878 and 883, which 
are respectively associated with addresses 01, 11, 21, 
31, ... 81, and 91, are connected to line YDI. Only 
addresses <1>1 and 9'1 of this group are illustrated, the re-
maining addresses of this group being omitted for sim
plicity purposes. Likewise, the upper ends of vertical con
ductors 878 and 883, which are respectively associated 
with addresses 412, 12, 22, 32, ... 82, and 92, are con
nected to line YD2. This sequence of connections con-
tinues from lines YD3 through YD9, where YD9 is con
nected to vertical conductors corresponding to 878 and 
883, which are respectively associated with addresses <1>9, 
19, 29, 39, ... 89, and 99. 

To summarize: Selective energization of line YD", 
essentially selects all addresess whose low-order digit is 
a "0"; YDI essentially selects all addresses whose low
order digit is a "1"; YD2 essentially selects all addresses 
whose low-order digit is a "3"; and so on from YD3 
through YD9, where YD9 essentially selects all addresses 
whose low-order digit is a "9." Forgetting about "prime
notations" for the present, selective energization of line 
YGtp essentially selects all ~ddresses whose high-order 
digit is a "0"; YGl essentially selects all addresses whose 
high-order digit is a "1 "; YG2 essentially selects all ad-
dresses whose high-order digit is a "2"; and so on from 
YG3 to YG9, where selective energization of line YG9 
essentially selects all addresses whose high-order digit is a 
"9." Thus, suppose that it is desired to select a particular 
address; say address 9",. To accomplish this, YD<1> is ener-
gized corresponding to the low-order digit "0" of the ad
dress, and, simultaneously therewith, YG9 is energized 
corresponding to the high-order digit "9" of the address. 
Thus, when YDtp and YG9 are simultaneously energized, 
a binary "I" representative half-select current flows up
wardly from line YG9 through all of the cores in address 
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9</> and out at line YD</>. To select address 99, YD9 and 
YG9 are energized simultaneously. 

As far as "prime notations" are concerned, it is to be 
pointed out at this time that throughout the electrical 
circuitry of the computer signal lines bearing a "prime" 5 
notation-Le., (XG</», and (YG</>)' et al.-essentially 
have diametrically opposite states or energization condi
tions to their respective "primeless" counterparts; i.e., 
XG</>, YG</>, et al. For example, lines (YG</»' through 
(YG9)' are effective to selectively send a half-select drive- 10 
current impulse downwardly through anyone of addresses 
</></> through 99 to "half-select" a particular address to a 
binary "0" representation, whereas lines YG</> through 
YG9 are effective to send a half-select impulse upwardly 
through anyone of the same respective addresses to 15 
"half-select" that particular address to a binary "1" repre
sentation. It is also to be appreciated at this point that, 
when the state of a signal line bearing a "prime" notation 
is de-energized or is FALSE, the "primeless" signal line 
cOllnterpart is respectively "energized" or is TRUE, and 20 
vice versa. In other wonds, when one is energized, the 
other is de-energized; when one is TRUE, the other is 
FALSE, etc. 

In the "X" direction of the memory, line XDa selects 
those ten rows corresponding to bit "a" of each order 25 
decimal digit of the word; line XDb selects those ten rows 
corresponding to bit "b"; line XDc selects the ten rows 
corresponding to bit HC"; and, finally, line XDd selects 
the ·final ten rows corresponding to bit "d" of each order 
decimal digit of the word. Lines (XG</», through 
(XG9)' are effective to send a half-select drive-current 30 
impulse from left to right through anyone of rows # 1 
through #40 to "half-select" a particular row to a binary 
"0" representation, whereas lines XG</> through XG9 are 
effective to send a half-select impUlse from right to left 35 
through anyone of the same respective rows to "half
select" that particular row to a binary "1" representation. 

Thus, combining "X" and "Y" selection of the memory, 
in order to store a binary "1" representation in a core, say 
core 885 as Ian example, which is located at the junction of 40 
row # 1 and address <p</>, lines YD</>, YG</>, XDa, and 
XG</> are all simuitaneously energized. To store a binary 
"0" representation therein, lines YDc/>, (YG¢)', XDa, and 
(XG</>)' are all effectively energized simultaneously. To 
store binary information in core 886·, line XDb is ener
gized instead of line XDa. The manner of "X" and "Y" 45 
selection of addresses "A" and "B" is exactly the same as 
the manner of selection of memory addresses </>c/> through 
99. Consequently, further detailed description thereof is 
not deemed necessary. 

Before proceeding further with the description of the 50 
logical control circuitry of the compu teT, it is to be 
pointed out that an attempt has been made to simplify 
and thus alleviate the inherent complexity of the sche
matic representation in order to facilitate a full and com
plete understanding of the circuitry, both as to its organi- 55 
zation and as to its mode of operation. For example, 
throughout the drawings, all input lines are appropriate-
ly labeled and are positioned to the leftmost side of the 
various building blocks previously described, and the var
ious output lines thereof also are appropriately labeled GO 
and are positioned to the rightmost side of the building 
blocks. However, for illustrative purposes only, but a 
selected few of the input and output lines are actually 
shown connected. It is, of course, to be understod that, 
in order to obtain a full and complete electrical circuit G3 
diagram of the computer, it first is necessary to substitute 

70 
17. X-Drivers 

With reference to the lower right-hand section of FIG. 
60, there are schematically illustrated four "X-drivers," 
which are utilized to selectively energize input lines XDa 
through XDd, previously described in connection with 
the core memory shown in FIG. 52. Each of the X
drivers comprises a two-input logical AND of type "RI," 
an inverter amplifier of type "Il2," and an emitter fol
lower amplifier of type "E3," each connected in cascade 
with respect to the others. More specifically, the X
driver for bit "a" includes logical AND 111}8, inverter 
4237, and emitter follower 4251t; the X-driver for bit 
"b" comprises logical AND 111}9, inverter 423·S, and 
emitter follower 4251; the X-driver for bit "c" comprises 
logical AND 1110, inverter 4239, and emitter follower 
4252; and, finally, the X-driver for bit "d" comprises 
logical AND 1111, inverter 4250, and emitter follower 
4253. 

During a read-write cycle of operation for reading a 
word from an address in memory, line SMC goes TRUE 
for 1600 microseconds to allow line XDW to effectively 
"condition" the selected X-driver to effectively be turned 
"ON" at, and for, the proper amount of time. At 40 
microseconds intervals, lines BaM through BdM sequen
tially go TRUE for a period of 40 microseconds each, and 
then respectively go FALSE. Consequently, at the be
ginning of the read-write cycle, output line XDa is ener
gized, and a potential of approximately -12 volts ap
pears thereon. Line XDa stays energized for a maxi
mum period of 40 microseconds and then is de-energized. 
Forty microseconds after line XDa was first energized, 
output line XDb is energized for a maximum period of 
40 microseconds, and then is de-energized. Forty micro
seconds after line XDb was first energized, line XDc is 
energized for a maximum period of 40 microseconds. 
Finally, 40 microseconds after line XDc was first ener
gized, line XDd is energized for a maximum period of 
40 microseconds, lines XDa through XDd of FIG. 60, 
of course, being identical to lines XDa through XDd of 
FIG. 52, as previously stated. Thus it is evident, as a 
maximum total time of 160 microseconds is required to 
read each digit out of memory, that a maximum of 1600 
microseconds is required to read a ten-digit number out 
of a particular address in memory. 

18. Bit-Collnter 

The bit-counter, logically shown in the upper portion 
of FIG. 62, includes two type "F2" flipfiops 6lt41 and 
61142, connected as a scale-of-four binary counter, and 
is utilized to select the binary bit of the word to be read 
out of an address in memory during a read-write cycle, 
as illustrated in the block diagram of FIG. 45. When 
the computer is first turned "ON," or when pushbutton 
RSI (FIG. 76) is actuated, fiipflops 6041 and 6042 are 
unconditionally ~et TRUE by reset line (RS)' going 
FALSE. That is, the states of fiipfiops 6041 and 6042 
are sllch that reference output lines BCa and BCb, re
spectively therefrom, arc TRUE, and prime output lines 
(BCa)' and (BCb)' are both FALSE. 

The bit-counter usually counts in a forward direction, 
as will be shown later. However, there are times when 
the bit-counter is required to effectively count in a re
verse direction. When counting in a reverse direction, 
the read-write word cycle begins by reading out the 
high-order bit of the high-order digit; i.e., bit "d" of 
digit #9. The signal which provides for this reverse 
operation of the bit-counter comes from line DBD. 
When line DBD is TRUE (line (DBD)' thus being 
FALSE), the bit-counter counts in a reverse direction. 
Conversely, when line DBD is FALSE (line (DBD)' 
thus being TRUE), the bit-counter counts in a forward 
direction. 

the appropriate type of building block circuitry (taken 
from FIGS. 46 through 51) for each of the correspond
ingly-labeled building blocks which are logically illus- 70 
trated throughout tbe drawings. Afterwards, all like
labeled lines (whether input lines, output lines, or other
wise) are to be connected together, thus forming a com
plete circuit diagram from the schematic representation 
thereof. 

If it be desired that the bit-counter is to count in a 
75 forward direction, lines (DBD)', BCa, and BCb must 
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first be TRUE. Therefore, as all three inputs to logical 
AND 1158 are simultaneously TRUE, lines Bd and BdM 
are also TRUE, the remainder of output lines Ba through 

72 
66 are of essentially identical circuit configuration to 
the just-described X-grounders, and, as their mode of 
operation is also essentially the same as that of the 
X-grounders, a detailed description thereof would result Be and BaM through BdM being FALSE. When input 

line Cye goes from TRUE to FALSE, the prime inputs 
to both of fiipflops 6041 and 6042 go from TRUE to 
FALSE. Consequently, both flipflops 6041 and 6042 
change state, so that lines BCa and BCb go FALSE and 
lines (BCa)' and (BCb)' go TRUE. As lines (DBD)', 
(BCa)', and (BCb)' are now TRUE, all of the inputs 

5 in unnecessary repetiHon. The prime difference be
tween the X and Y-grounders is that lines WR and 
(WR)' are individually ANDED with lines D¢M, Dl 
through D8, and D9M for the X-grounders andindividu
ally ANDED with lines WI¢ through W19 for the Y-

10 grounders, lines D¢M, Dl through DB, and D9M being 
the output leads of a digit counter to be described next. to logical AND 1152 are simultaneously TRUE, and thus 

output line Ba is TRUE, with the remaining outputs Bb 
through Bd being FALSE. When line CYYC goes from 
FALSE back to TRUE, the state of both fiipflops remains 
unchanged. However, when line CYC again goes from 15 
TRUE to FALSE, the reference input to flipflop 6041 
goes from TRUE to FALSE. At this time, lines BCa 
and (BCb), are TRUE, and lines (BCa)' and BCb are 
both FALSE. Thus, as inputs (DBD)', BCa, and 
(BCb), of logical AND 1154 are simultaneously TRUE, 20 
output line Bb is TRUE, and remaining outputs Ba, Be, 
and Bd are FALSE. When line CYC goes from TRUE 
to FALSE a third time, all input lines to logical AND 
1156 are simultaneously TRUE, and output line Be is 
likewise TRUE, with lines Ba, Bb, and Bd being FALSE. 25 
Finally, when CYC goes from TRUE to FALSE a fourth 
time, line Bd is TRUE, with lines Ba through Be being 
false. 

To summarize, only readout line Bd is initially set 
TRUE when the computer is first turned "ON" or when 30 
pushbutton RSI (FIG. 76) is actuated; the remaining 
readouts, Ba through Be, are FALSE. At this time, for 
each successive occurrence of a TRUE-to-FALSE re
versal of line CYC, the bit-counter is incremented by a 
count of one binary bit. Thus, with four such reversals 35 
of line CYC, the bit-counter counts Ba, Bb, Be, and back 
to Bd. When the bit-counter is to count backwards, line 
DBD is rendered TRUE instead of line (DBD) '. Con
sequently, at this time, line Ba instead of line Bd is 
TRUE; remaining lines Bb through Bd are FALSE. 40 
Thereafter, for each 'successive occurrence of a TRUE-to
FALSE reversal of line CYC, the counter is decremented 
by a count of one bit. Thus, with four such reversals of 
line CYC, the bit-counter counts Bd, Be, Bb, and back to 
Ba. It is to be appreciated, of course, that lines BaM 45 
through BdM are at all times of the same state as lines 
Ba through Bd, respectively. It is also to be appreciated, 
as before stated, that lines BaM through BdM of FIG. 62 
are respectively identical to lines BaM through BdM of 
FIG. 60 and anywhere else they may appear in the com- 50 
puter circuitry. 

,19. X and Y Grounders 

20. Digit Coullter 

With reference to FIG. 63, there is shown a scale-of
ten binary counter, herein called a "digit counter," which 
is utilized, among other purposes, to select a particular 
order digit of the word stored in an address in memory. 
The digit counter includes four type "F2" flipflops 6043 
through 6046 effectively connected in cascade in a man-
ner such that, each time line AD goes from TRUE to 
FALSE, the following takes place: flipflop 6043 changes 
state; except during a so-called "recycling" mode of oper
ation, which will be described hereinafter, flipflop 6044 
changes state if the state of line Da goes from TRUE 
to FALSE; flipflop 6045 changes state if the state of line 
Db goes from TRUE to False; and flipflop 6046 changes 
state if the state of line De goes from TRUE to FALSE. 

For example, for a count of "0," flipfiops 6043 through 
6046 are in a FALSE state; that is, their states are such 
that lines Da through Dd are FALSE and lines (Da)' 
through (Dd)' are all TRUE. If it is desired for the 
digit counter to count in a forward direction (i.e., 0, 1, 
2, 3, ... 7, 8, 9), line (DBD)' is selectively set TRUE. 
After flipflops 6043 through 6046 are set FALSE, all 
of the inputs to logical AND 1178 are simultaneously 
TRUE. Thus, readout line D¢ is also TRUE and there-
by represents a count of "0." Thereafter, the first time 
line AD goes from TRUE to FALSE, flipflop 6043 
changes state, and line Dl, at that time, is the only read
out line that is TRUE, thus indicative of a count of 
"1." The second time line AD goes from TRUE to 
FALSE, fiipflops 6043 and 6044 both change states, so 
that line D2 is TRUE, with the remaining readout lines 
being FALSE. The counting continues until a count 
of "9" has been reached, as indicated by lines Da and 
Dd being TRUE. Tllereafter, the next time line AD 
goes from TRUE to FALSE, fiipfiops 61}43 and 6046 
both change state, so that lines Da through Dd are there
after FALSE and lines (Da)' through (Dd), are there
after TRUE, thus representing the original count of "0." 

When the computer is first turned "ON," or when push
button RSI (FIG. 76) is actuated, the digit counter is 
preset to a count of "9" by reset line (RS)' going from 
TRUE to FALSE. There is no need to preset the digit In the left portion of FIG. 66, there are diagrammati

cally shown two sets of ten X-grounders, one set of ten 
represented by output lines XG¢ through XG9, and the 
other represented by output lines (XG¢), through 
(XG9)'. Each of the twenty X-grounders comprises a 
serially-connected network of a two-input logical AND 
of type "Rl," an inverter amplifier of type "Il2," and an 
inverter amplifier of type "12." The emitter electrodes 
of inverters 3268 through 3287 are connected together 
and returned via line CRX to output terminal 843 of 
temperatme-compensated current regulator 7001, which 
has previously been shown and described in detail in con
nection with section (g) of FIG. 51. 

55 counter to "9" at any other time, as it is always returned 
to a count of "9" at the conclusion of every "word 
cycle" or "sub-command," ,which are to be described 
hereinafter. 

The mode of operation of each of the X-grounders 
is somewhat straightforward. When both inputs to any 
one of logical AND's 1281 through 1300 are simulta
neously TRUE, that particular AND circuit effectively 
causes a constant-current operating potential of approxi
mately -10 volts to be applied to its respective output 
lead; i.e., one of leads XG¢ through XG9 or (XG</»' 
through (XG9)'. 

The y-,grounders shown in the right section of FIG. 

To summarize: the ten readout lines Dq, through D9 
60 individually and sequentially go from FALSE to TRUE, 

representing counts from "0" through "9" ,respectively. 
That is, line D¢ is TRUE ,when the digit counter is at a 
count of "0," line Dl is TRUE when the digit counter is at 
a count of "I," etc. When the digit counter counts in a 

65 forward direction, it starts at a count of "9," and for each 
successive TRUE-to~FALSE change of state of line AD, 
output line D¢ goes TRUE, ,and, thereafter, a succes
sively higher-order readout line goes TRUE, the remain
ing readout lines, of course, being FALSE in each in-

70 stance. 
At certain times, it is desirable to read a word out of 

memory in reverse order by starting with the tenth-order 
digit thereof. In this instance, flipfiops 6043 through 
6046 stiIl essentially count in a forward direction, how-

75 ever; only the manner of decoding the outputs thereof 
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is changed. Such a change is made simply by causing 
line DBD ,to be TRUE instead of line (DBD)'. When 
line (DBD)' is TRUE, the digit counter counts in a 
forward direction; however, when line DBD is TRUE, 
the digit counter starts at a count of "0." Thereafter a 5 
succession of TRUE-to·F ALSE transitions of line AD 
produces a retrogressive count of 9, 8, 7, 6, ... 1 and 
back to O. 

As illustrated in the block diagram of FIG. 45, readout 
lines Dcj> through D9 are also utilized by the computer 10 
for various control purposes, in addition to memory digit 
selection. In addition to the read-out lines following the 
forward-reverse logic, there is an additional readout line 
D9L, which is TRUE each time lines Da and Dd are 
simultaneously TRUE, regardless of whether the digit 15 
counter is operating in a forward or a reverse direction. 

21. Y-Drivers 

74 
state of each is indicative of a corresponding one of deci
mal digits "0" through "9" being stored in the low-order 
section of the word-selecting register. 

There are two "presets" for the word-selecting register. 
The first preset is by means of selective energization of line 
(PWrp)', which unconditionally presets the word-selecting 
register to "00." The second preset is by means of selec
tive energization of line STl, which presets the word
selecting register to "01" representation as indicated by a 
TRUE state of line Wrp1, lines W<;/>cp and W¢2 through 
W¢I), of course, being FALSE. However, both the 
low-order section and the high-order section of the word
selecting register must first be set to zero via line (PW<;/»' 
in order for line STI to be effective to preset the word
selecting register to "01." The reason for this ,is that, 
as shown, line ST1 is effective only in presetting the state 
of flipflop 6051 and does not affect the states of the re
maining flipflops of both sections of the word-selecting 
register. 

With reference to FIG. 64, the four fiipflops which are 
utilized to store the high-order decimal digit of the number 
stored in the word-selecting register are 6047 through 
6050. The state of flipflop 6047 represents the low-order 
bit "a," the state of flipflop 6048 represents the second-

In the rightmost section of PIG. 65 there are shown 
ten V-drivers, whose output lines are respectively labeled 20 
YD<;/> through YD9. Each driver includes a serially-con
nected network comprising a two-input type "Rl" logical 
AND, a type "112" inverter, and a tyJXl "E3" emitter fol
lower amplifier. As previously described, by sdective en
ergization of line YD<;/>, all addresses whose low-order digit 
identification is a "zero" arc effectively "selected"; i.e., 
addresses cj>rp, 1<;/>, 2rp, ... 8<;/>, and 9cj>,by selective ener
gization of line YDI all addresses ending in a "one" are 
effectively selected; i.e., 11, 21, 31, ... 81, and 91; by 
selective energization of line YD2, all addresses ending 

25 order bit "b," the state of flipflop 6049 represents the third
order bit "e," and the state of flipflop 6050 represents the 
fourth or high-order bit "d" of the decimal digit. Output 
lines Wla through WId and (W1a)' through (WId)' from 
flipflops 6047 through 6050 are connected as inputs to a 

~n a "two" arc effectively selected; and so on, with line 
YD9 effectively selecting all addresses ending in a "nine"; 
i.e., addresses rp9, 19, 29, ... 89, and 99. Selective 
energization of lines YDcj> through YD9 is effected by 
logically ANDING line YDW with each of lines W¢¢ 
through Wrp9 which originate at the decoder portion of 
the low-order digit section of a "word-selecting" register 
next to be descl'ibed. 

22. Word-Selecting Register 

The word-selecting register is a two-digit register which 
is utilized to temporarily store a t\vo-decim81-digit num
ber representing the address location of the word in mem
ory from which reading is to take place. That is, the 
word located in memory at the address corresponding to 
the number stored <in the word-selecting register will be 
the next word read out upon occurrence of a read-write 
work cycle. The word-selecting register includes eight 
type "F2" tlipflops, four of which effectively store, in 
binary-coded form, the low-order digit, and the remaining 
four effectively store, in binary-coded decimal form, the 
high-order digit of the address-representing number stored 
therein. 

30 decoder network comprising ten type "RI" logical ANDS 
1226 through 1235, which are individually 'cascaded with 
a type "Dr' logical OR, a type "IS" inverter, and a type 
"Il5" inverter. As in the low-order section of the word
selecting register, as previously mentioned, its high-order 

35 section is also unconditionally preset to "zero" by line 
(PWrp)', which presets the reference outputs of flipflops 
6047 through 6050 FALSE. 

Included in the high-order section of the word-selecting 
register are ten readouts which decode the decimal digit 

40 representation as represented by the states of flipflops 
6047 through 6050, the readouts being by way of output 
lines WIcj> through W19. For example, when the high
order digit in the word-selecting register is a "0," only 
line Wlcp is TRUE. Line Wll is TRUE only when the 

45 high-order digit is a "1," and so on, so that line WI9 [s 
TRUE only when the high-order digit is a "9." Then ten 
output lines Wlcp through W19 are ench logically ANDED 
with each of lines WR and (WRY, as shown in FIG. 66, to 
selectively energize the V-grounders which effectively se-

50 lect the high-order digit of the address in memory of the 
word to be read out upon occurrence of the next read
writecyele. 

With reference to FIG. 65, the four f1ipflops which are 
utilized to store the low-order decimal digit of the number 55 
in the word-selecting register are 6051 through 6054. 
Flipflop 6051 effectively stores low-order bit "a," flipflop 
6052 effectively stores second-order bit "b," flipflop 6053 
effectively stores the third-order bit "c," and flipflop 6054 
effectively stores the fourth or high-order bit "d" of the 60 
low-order decimal digit of the number. 

23. Summary of Word-Selection 

There has now been shown and described the mode 
of selection of a particular string or addresses of cores 
and how a particular binary bit of a particular digit of 
the word is selected during a read-write cycle of operation. 
However, in summary, the word-selecting register effec
tively stores a two-digit decimal number which corre
sponds to the address in memory that is to be effected 
during the next read-write cycle. Even though there are, 
in fact, only twenty readout lines Wrp¢ through Wl1) for 
the word-selecting register, in combination they effectively 
function as one hundred readouts. In other words, one 
of lines Wlrp through Wl1) is TRUE, indicative of the 
high-order digit of addresses rp<;/> through 99. At the same 
time, one of lines W¢cj> through Wcj>9 is TRUE, indicative 
of the low-order digit of the address. As an illustrative 
example, address 96 is represented by lines W19 and Wcp6 
simultaneously bcing TRUE; address 48 is represented by 
lines W14 and W¢8 simultaneously being TRUE, and 
so on. Thus, a half-select current is allowed to flow in 
the "Y" direction only in the vertical string of cores lo
cated in the address corresponding to the number stored 

Output lines W<;/>a through Wcpd and (Wcpa)' through 
(W cj>d)' from flipflops 6051 and 6054 are connected as 
inputs to a decoder network comprising ten type "Rl" 
logical ANDS 1261 through 1270, which are individually 65 
cascaded with a type "Dl" logical OR, a type "IS" inverter, 
and a type "115" inverter. Thus, when the low-order sec
tion of the word-selecting re~ster is storing a count of 
"zero," output lines Wrpa through Wrpd are FALSE, and 
lines (Wrpa)' through (W¢d)' are TRUE. As all of the 70 
input lines to logical AND 1261 are simultaneously TRUE, 
output line W<;/><;/> is TRUE, indicative of the "zero" storage 
in flipflops 6051 through 6054. In a like manner, cjt is 
seen that only one of output lines W <;/><;/> through W <;/>9 of 
the decoder is TRUE at any given instant, and a TRUE 75 
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noted that the highest-order numeral designation thereof 
denotes the time at which the state of that particular line 
is rendered TRUE and the lowest-order numeral designa
tion denotes the time at which the state of that particular 

in the word-selecting register. The number in the word
selecting register remains therein during the entire time the 
ten-digit word is being read out of memory. Other suit
able means have been provided for selecting addresses 
"A" and "B," as will later be seen. 5 line is rendered FALSE. For example, the state of line 

C41 is rendered TRUE at each TIME-4 and FALSE at 
each TIME-t, the state of line C23 is rendered TRUE at 
each TIME-2 and FALSE at each TIME-3, and so on. 

The bit and digit counter combination determines which 
row of cores is to receive a half-select current impulse 
during a read-write cycle. That is, the output of the bit 
counter determines which bit is to be read out-i.e., bit 
"a," "b," "c," or "d," and the digit counter determines 10 
which order digit is to be read out. For example, if the 
bit counter is at "a" and the digit counter at "1," a half
select current impulse is permitted to flow only through 
the row of cores corresponding to the low-order bit of 
the second-order digit. If the bit counter is at "d" and 15 
,the digit counter at "9," a half-select current impul$e is 
permitted to flow only through the row of cores corrc
sponding to the high-order bit of the tenth-order digit, 
and so on. 

The 400-cycle multivibrator 6126 has a period of ap
proximately 1.24 milliseconds. Consequently, due to the 
synchronizing action with respect to the state of line C41, 
as heretofore described in connection with section (b) 
of FIG. 50, the state of line ICC is rendered TRUE and 
the state of line (ICC)' is rendered FALSE at TIME-I' 
approximately 1.24 milliseconds ·thereafter at TIME-I' 
the state of line ICC is rendered FALSE a~d the state of 

24. Synchronizing Clocks 

Before going into a detailed description of a complete 
read-write cycle of a word stored in a particular address 

line (ICC)' is rendered TRUE. Again, approximately 
1.24 milliseconds thereafter, at TIME-I, the state of line 
!CC a.gain is rendered TRUE and the state of line (ICC)' 

20 IS agam rendered FALSE. As this sequence of events is 
~on(~nually repeated during operation of the computer, it 
IS eVident that the output from the 400-cycle multivibrator 
6126 is effectively synchronized with the output from the 
50 kc. multivibrator 6125. in memory, it is deemed desirable, at this point, to briefly 

describe the various "clocks" which are utilized by the 25 
oomputer for synchronization purposes, to insure the 
proper sequence of data handling and transfer. 

With reference to FIG. 84, a 50-kilocycle multi-vibra-
tor 6125, substantially identical to the one heretofore 
shown and described in connection with section (a) of 30 
FIG. 50, has the reference output thereof connected 
through AND gates 1778 and 1779 to both the reference 
and the prime inputs of flip-flop 6127. As multivibrator 
'6125 is essentially a 50 kc. square-wave generator, the 
signal voltage appearing on the reference output lead MY 35 
thereof is as shown by the topmost waveform in FIG. 
87B. If at "TIME-I" the state of line MY is reversed 
from TRUE to FALSE, the state of line MY reverses 
from FALSE back to TRUE ten microseconds later at 
'TIME-2." Ten microseconds later, at "TIME-3," the 40 
state of line MY again reverses from TRUE to FALSE, 
and so on. As heretofore mentioned, the state of line 
(MY)' is effectively 180 degrees out of phase with the 
state of line MY. 

If it is assumed th8t directly preceding TIME-l the 45 
states of lines MY and C31 are both TRUE, as shown, at 
TIME-l the reference input to flip flop 6127 is reversed 
from TRUE to FALSE. Consequently, flip flop 6127 is 
triggered so that the state of line C31 is rendered FALSE 
and the state of line C13 is rendered TRUE. At TIME-3, 50 
when the state of line MY again is reversed from TRUE 
to FALSE, the state of line C31 is rendered TRUE and 
the state of line C13 is rendered FALSE. This sequence 
of events is continually repeated during operation of the 
computer. 55 

At TIME-2, the state of line (MY)' is reversed from 
TRUE to FALSE, and, consequently, flip flop 6128 is 
triggered so that the state of line C42 is thereby rendered 
FALSE and the state of line C24 is thereby rendered 
TRUE. At TIME-4, when the state of line (MY)' again 
reverses from TRUE to FALSE, the states of lines C42 60 
and C24 are reversed. At TIME-t, when the state of line 
C31 reverses from TRUE to FALSE, flip flop 6129 is trig
gered so that the state of line C41 is thereby rendered 
FALSE, and, simultaneously therewith, the state of line 
C41 is rendered TRUE. Thirty microseconds later, the 65 
state of line C24 reverses from TRUE to FALSE. There
fore, at TIME-4, flip flop 6129 is reset to its initial state 
so that immediately thereafter the state of line C41 i~ 
rendered TRUE and the state of line C14 is simultaneous- 70 
ly rendered FALSE. 

As shown, output lines C31, C13, C42, and C24 are 
variously connected as inputs to flip flops 6129 through 
6.132 to provide suitably phased clock pulses on output 
hnes C41, C14, C43, C34, C23, and Cl2. It is to be 75 

25. Detailed Read-Write Cycle 

~ith reference to FIG. 60, during a complete read
wnte cycle of a WOJ;d stored in a particular address in 
memory, line SMC is TRUE for a ,period of 1600 micro
se~onds, and line MYW is TRUE for a period of 1650 
microseconds. Therefore, as all the inputs to logical 
AND 1096 are simultaneously TRUE at TIME-3 line 
YDW also goes TRUE at TIME-3 and stays TRUE for 
a period of 20 microseconds until TIME-I' at TlME-t 
line YDW goes FALSE and stays FALSE for 20 micro~ 
seconds until TIME-3; at TIME-3 line YDW again goes 
TRUE, and so on. Thus, it is seen, at TIMES 1 and 3 
]~ne YDW goes FALSE and TRUE, respectively, for pe: 
nods of 20 microseconds each. This is done to permit 
one of Y-driver output lines YD¢ through YD9 (FIG. 
65) to be selectively energized for a period of 20 micro
seconds by selected ones of output lines W¢¢ through 
W¢9 of the decoding portion of the low-order section of 
the word-selecting register,as will more fully be de
scribed hereinafter. 

As previously described in connection with FlG. 66, 
selected pairs of Y-grounder output lines YGt/>--(YG¢)', 
YGl-(YGl)' ... YG9-(YG9)' are conditioned at 
~redetermined times by a corresponding one of output 
hnes WI</> through W19 of the decoding portion of the 
high-order section of the word-selecting register (FIG. 
64), a selected one of each pair being selectively ener
gized by one of lines WR and (WRY. As shown in 
FIG. 66, lines WR and (WR)' alternately effect ener
gization of only one of the Y-grounder output lines. 
That is, only one of the Y-grounder output lines is ener
gized at any given time; when that particular Y-ground
e.r o~tput lin~ is de-energized, another Y-grounder output 
lme IS energIzed, and so on. This is clearly illustrated 
in the timing chart of FIG. 87A, which is to be referred 
to, from time to time, during the following detailed de
scription of a complete read-write cycle. 

It will be assumed that it is deskous to read a word 
out of memory address </></>, that the reading operation 
is to begin with the lowermost core in address ¢¢, and 
that all data read out is to be re-stored in address </></>. 
Thus, to begin the reading operation, lines (WR)' and 
WI.</>. (FIG. 66) simultaneously go TRUE, thereby en
erglzmg Y-grounder output line (YG¢)' at TIME-I, as 
shown in the just-mentioned timing chart of FlG. 87B. 
Simultaneously therewith, lines XDW and BaM (FIG. 
60) go TRUE,thereby energizing X-driver output line 
XDa at TIME-I. Also simultaneously therewith, lines 
D</>M and (WR)' (FIG. 66) are TRUE to energize X
grounder output line (XG</>)' also at TIME-I. Conse-
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quently, as both the X-driver, XDa, and the X-grounder binary "one" state, but, instead, remains in its initial bi-
(XG1»' (FIG. 52A) are simultaneously energized at nary "zero" state. 
TIME-t, a current impulse of half-select magnitude (ap- It is to be noted that, during a read-write cycle, half-
proximately 180 ma.) flows from left ,to right through select current is first applied in the "X" direction for 
the bottom row of cores to "half-select" each of the cores 5 a period of 20 microseconds-Le., from TIME-1 to 
in the row toward a binary "zero" representation, as pre- TIME-3-before a coincidental half-select current is 
viously described, the binary value of the low-order bit applied in the "Y" direction through the core being "read." 
of the first-order digit of the word stored in memory ad- One reason for operating the computer memory in this 
dress 1>1> being represented by the initial state or direc- manner is due to the physical placement of memory 
tion of magnetization of core 885, as before stated. 10 sense winding 871 (FIG. 52). Due to the fact that the 

Twenty microseconds later, at TIME-3, line YDW sense winding is oriented parallel with respect to the 
(FIG. 60) goes TRUE to effect energization of Y-driver conductors threaded through the core in the "X" direction, 
output line YD1> (FIG. 65). Thus, as the Y -driver out- when a half-select current is first applied in the "X" 
put line YD</> and Y-grounder output line (YG</»', shown direction, a voltage impulse is induced in the sense wind-
in FIG. 52A, are both, for the first time, simultaneously 15 ing even though the magnetic state of each core remains 
energized at TIME-3,a current impulse of half-select unchanged. In fact, the amplitude of this voltage may 
magnitude (approximately 180 rna.) flows downwardly be from ten to fifteen times greater than the amplitUde 
through the leftmost column of cores to "half-select" each of the voltage induced in the sense winding due to a 
of the cores in address </>1> toward a binary "zero" repre- "change-oi-state" of one of the cores. Consequently, 
sentation. As the magnetommotive forces produced by 20 it is desirable to allow sufficient time ,to lapse after 
the two half-select currents are additive in the region of application of a half-select current in the "X" direction 
core 885 only. immediately following TIME-3 core 885 so that this unwanted voltage impulse is dissipated and 
is the only oore in the entire memory that is magnetically thus aUeviate any undesirable effects therefrom. 
set to a binary "zero" representation at this time. If it Another reason for this 20-microsecond delay is that 
is assumed that core 885 previously was in a magnetic 25 a half-select current through a core causes a noise impulse 
remanent state representative of a binary "one," the to be induced in the sense winding especially if the pre-
state of magnetization of the core is reversed immediately vious half-select current through the core was in the 
following TIME-3. Consequently, with respect to ter- opposite direction. The amplitUde of this noise impulse 
minal 872, a negative-going output pulse is induced in is, in most instances, approximately 7 millivolts per core 
memory sense winding 871 (FIG. 52) having a peak am- 30 and requires from ten to fifteen microseconds to be 
plitude occurring approximately 3 microseconds after dissipated. As there are 100 cores in the "X" direction 
TIME-3. per row, and, as the noise from all of the cores in each 

The negative-going output pulse induced in memory row is additive, the total maximum ampU,tude of the 
sense winding 871 renders memory sense amplifier 4399 noise impulse is approximately 700 millivolts. 
(FIG. 67 A) conductive during presence thereof, so that 35 In an attempt to simplify the description and to insure 
the uppermost input to logical AND 1163 goes TRUE a complete understanding of the inherent complexity 
during presence of the pulse from memory, as shown in of the mode of operation of the computer memory, it 
FIG. 87. Assuming that the signal on the lowermost in- has been assumed to this point that all of the cores mak-
put to AND 1163 from flipflop 6149 is also TRUE, both ing up memory addresses </>1> through 99 and addresses 
of the common-load transistors making up AND 1163 40 "A" and "B" are magnetized in the same direction to re-
(FIG. 48j) are rendered non-conductive, 'so that the sig- present either a binary "one" or a binary "zero." How-
nal applied to the reference input of flipflop 6055 goes ever, in the actual operation of the computer memory, 
FALSE approximately 3 microseconds after TIME-3 this is not the case, the reasons for which are as follows: 
and flipflop 6055 is triggered thereby, so that output line As previously described with respect to FIG. 52, 
MSA goes TRUE, indicating that a binary "one" had 45 memory sense winding 871 is sequentially threaded in 
previously been stored in core 885 (FIG. 52); output the same direction through every other one of the forty 
line (MSA)', when TRUE, indicates that the core was rows of cores making up the entire memory. Thus, if 
'previously storing a binary "zero." every core in the memory were magnetically set in the 

At TIME-4, line (WR)' goes FALSE (FIG. 66) and same direction to represent, say, a binary "one," opposite 
,une WR goes TRUE. Therefore, X and Y-grounder 50 polarity output pulses are induced in the memory sense 
lines (XG</»' and (YS1»' are both de-energized, and si- winding during a read-write cycle, all of which pulses 
multaneously therewith, X and Y-grounder lines XG1> individually represent a binary "one" storage in the respec-
and YG</> are energized. As core 885 (FIG. 52A) was tive core. For example, the cores making up the odd-
previously storing a binary "one," X and Y-driver output numbered rows are responsible for output pulses of one 
lines XDa and YD</> remain energized, and, consequently, 55 polarity indicative of a binary "one" storage, whereas 
a full-select current impulse flows through the core in the cores making up the even-numbered rows are respon-
the opposite direction to "re-set" the core back to its ini- sible for output pulses of an opposite polarity also 
tial binary "one" state immediately following TIME-4. indicative of a binary "one" storage. 

However, if the core had been initially storing a binary Also, as previously mentioned, it has been found that 
"zero," instead of a binary "one," a voltage impulse 60 a subsequently-applied half-select current impulse through 
would not have been induced in the memory sense wind- a core causes a noise impulse to be induced in the sense 
ing, and, consequently, output line MSA (FIG. 67 A) re- winding if the previously-applied half-select current im-
mains FALSE instead of going TRUE, thus indicative of pulse through the core was in the opposite direction to the 
the binary "zero" storage in core 885. In that instance subsequently-applied half-select current impulse; how-
when line MSA remains FALSE, line MXW (FIG. 60) 65 ever, the subsequently-applied half-select current impU'lse 
likewise remains FALSE, and, consequently, not all of the through the core causes a much smaller amplitude noise 
inputs to logical AND 1098 are TRUE, as before. As a impulse to be induced in the sense winding if the sub-
result, line XDW goes FALSE and causes X-driver out- sequently-applied half-select current impulse is in the 
put line XDa to be de-energized. This is illustrated in same direction as the previously-applied half-select cur-
FIG. 87 by the dotted portion of the output signal rep- 70 rent impulse. 
resentation of X-driver line XDa between TIME-4 and Therefore, to alleviate the need for sensing amplifiers 
TIME-1 for bit "a." X-driver line XDa now being de- which must be responsive to input impulses of opposite 
energized at TIME-4, a binary "one" representing half- polal'ity, and also, during reading of a particular core, 
select current flows through oore 885 in the "Y" direc- in order to subsequently apply a half-select current im-
tion only, and, consequently, the core is not "reset" to a 75 pulse therethrough in the "Y" direction, which is in the 
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same direction as the half-select current impulse previous-
ly applied in the "Y" direction therethrough during writ-
ing of a previously-read core, it has been found desirable 
during the operation of the memory of the present com
puter for all of the cores making up the odd-numbered 5 
rows to be magnetically set in one direction to represent 
storage of a binary "one" and for all of the cores making 
up the even-numbered rows to be magnetically set in 
the opposite direction to represent storage of a binary 
"one." Consequently, during a read-write cycle of oper- 10 
ation, binary "one" signifying impulses of the same 
polarity are induced in the memory sense winding, and 
thus the sense amplifiers need only be responsive to 
single polarity impulses; and, also, much smaller ampli
tude noise impulses are induced in the sense winding 15 
during the reading operation. 

80 
and YO", remain energized f'Or ten microseconds longer 
to effect "resetting" of core 886 back to its initial binary 
"one" state immediately following TIME-4. 

The previously-described sequence of events is now 
repeated with respect to cores 887 and 888 and also with 
respect to the remaining ones of the forty cores making 
up address ",,,,. In the illustrative example given, as evi
denced by the presence and absence of memory sense am
plifier pulses (FIG. 87A), the binary number stored in 
cores 885 through 888, corresponding to low-order bit 
"a" through the high-order bit "d," is "0111," thus indi-
cating that the low-order digit of the word stored in ad
dress "'</> is a "seven." 

To summarize: Alternate cores of each memory ad
dress are magnetically set in one direction t'O represent a 
binary "one," whereas the remaining cores in the address 
are magnetically set in the 'Opposite direction to represent 
a binllfY "one." When the core representing bit a of the 
low-order digit is read (i.e., core 885), a half-select 

With the foregoing in mind, the next portion of the 
read-write cycle will be described and directed to bit 
"b" of the low-order digit of the word stored in address 
.p.p. 

Now that core 885 (FIG. 52A) has been read and 
then "reset" to represent its initial binary "one" storage, 
line CYC (FIG. 61) goes from TRUE to FALSE at 
the following TIME-l, measured with respect to bit "b." 

20 "read" current in the "X" direction flows to the right 
through core 885 at the first TIME-l. At TIME-3, a 
half-select read current in the "Y" direction flows down
wardly through core 885 at the first TIME-3 to mag-

As previously described in detail with respect to the bit 25 
counter shown in FIG. 62, when line CYC goes FALSE 
for the second time, line BaM goes FALSE, line BbM 
goes TRUE, and lines BcM and BdM remain FALSE. 
As line XOW (FIG. 60) also goes TRUE at TIME-l, 
X-driver outputJine XOa is de-energized and output line 30 
XOb is energized at TIME-l, as shown in FIG. 86. As 
line YOW (FIG. 60) goes FALSE at each TIME-l, Y
driver output line YO.p (FIGS. 65 and 52A) is de
energized, and consequently, the half-select current in 
the "Y" direction through the cores of address .p.p is 35 
thereby not permitted to flow. However, as X-grounder 
line XG", (FIG. 52B) remains energized during TIME-l, 
and as X-driver Hne XOb is energized for the first ,time at 
TIME-l, a haIf-select current flows from right to left 
through core 886 to "half-select" the magnetic state of 40 
core 886 indicative of a binary "zero." It is to be noted 
that the half-select current in the "X" direction through 
core 885 flowed from left to right, instead of right to 
left, to magnetically "half-set" core 885 toward a binary 
"zero" representation. Thus, it is seen, the half-select 45 
read current flows in one direction through the cores in 
the even-numbered rows and in the opposite direction 
through the cores in the odd-numbered rows. 

At TIME-2, flipflop 60'55 (FIG. 67 A) is reset by line 
C42 so that output line MSA is thereafter FALSE. At 50 
TIME-3, line YOW (FIG. 60) goes TRUE to again effect 
energization of line YO", (FIG. 65). Thus, as Y-driver 
output line YO", and Y-grounder line YG.p (FIG. 52) 
are both simultaneously energi7'cd at TIME-3, a current 
impulse of half-select magnitude flows upwardly through 55 
core 886 to cause "full-selection" of the magnetic state 
of core 886 to a binary "zero" representation, If it is 
assumed that the magnetic state of core 886 is indicative 
of a binary "one," the state of magnetization of the core 
is reversed immediately following TIME-3, and, conse- 60 
quently, a negative-going impulse is again induced in 
memory sense winding 871 (FIG. 52) with respect to 
terminal 873, approximately three microseconds after 
TIME-3, as bef'Ore. 

As before, the negative-going impulse induced in mem- OG 
ory sense winding 871 causes the reference input to flip
flop 6055 to go FALSE shortly after TIME-3, and, con
sequently, flipfi'Op 6055 is triggered so that line MSA is 
TRUE, indicating that a binary "one" had previously 
been stored in c'Ore 886. At TIME-4, line (WR)' goes 70 
FALSE (FIG. 66) and line WR goes TRUE. Conse
quently, X and Y-grounder lines XG", and TG.p are both 
de-energized, and, simultaneously therewith, lines (XG.p)' 
and (YG",)' are energized. As core 886 was previously 
storing a binary "one," X and Y-driver output lines XDb 75 

netically set core 885 toward binary "zero." If the core 
was originally storing a binary "one," its magnetic state 
is therefore reversed, and a negative-going voltage pulse 
is induced in memory sense winding 871, which causes 
the half-select currents in the "X" and "Y" directions 
through core 885 to be reversed to magnetically reset 
core 885 to binary "one" at TIME-4. At the second 
TIME-I, a half-select current fI'Ows to the left in the "X" 
direction through core 886. At the second TIME-3, a 
half-select current flows upwardly through core 886 to 
magnetically set core 886 to binary "zero." If core 886 
was originally storing a binary "one," a second negative
going potential impulse is induoed in the mem'Ory sense 
winding to cause the half-select currents in the "X" and 
"Y" directions through core 886 to be reversed to reset 
core 886 to binary "one" at the second TIME-4. As 
before stated, this sequence of events is sequentially re
peated from the lowermost to the uppermost 'Of the c'Ores 
making up address .p.p. 

26. Sense-Amplifier Strobe 

With reference to FIG. 67A, inverter 4393 is effec
tively connected in series with memory sense winding 
871, and inverter 4395 is effectively connected in parallel 
with respect to the memory sense winding. As shown, 
inverter 4395 is rendered non-conductive from TIME-3 
to TIME-4 by line C34, and inverter 4393 is rendered 
conductive from TIME-3 to TIME-4 by line C43. Thus, 
as inverter 4395 is non-conductive during the time each 
'Of the memory cores is being read, the inverter exerts 
essentially no effect on sense winding 871; however, as 
inverter 4393 is conductive during the time each core is 
being read, the lower end of sense winding 871-i.e., 
terminal 872-is effectively grounded thereby during that 
time to complete the circuit therethrough. From TIME-4 
to TIME-3, sense winding 871 is effectively 'Open-cir
cuited by inverter 4393 and effectively short"Circuited by 
inverter 4395, thus rendering sense winding 871 non
effective at all times except for the time interval during 
which reading of a memory core is to take place. 

As previously described with respect to FIG. 87 A, if 
a binary "one" was previously stored in the core being 
read, the output of a memory sense amplifier is TRUE 
after a time lapse of approximately three microseconds 
after TIME-3. Thus, to prevent undesirable noise im
pulses from entering the system, the output of sense 
amplifier 4399 is sampled, or "strobed," for a period of 
approximately three microseconds, starting approximately 
three microseconds after each TIME-3. Strobing is ef
fected by a three-microsecond one-shot flipflop 6147, 
which is triggered at TIME-3 by line C31, so that the 
prime output thereof goes FALSE at TIME-3 and re-
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mains FALSE for a period of three microseconds, after 
which time the prime output thereof returns to a TRUE 
condition. The prime output of flipflop 6147 is con
nected to the reference input of a three-microsecond one
shot flipflop 6149, so that, after a time lapse of three 5 
microseconds after TIME-3-i.e., when the prime output 
of flipflop 6147 goes TRUE-the reference output of flip
flop 6149 goes TRUE and stays TRUE for a period of 
three microseconds, after which time the reference output 
thereof goes FALSE. Therefore, the lowermost input 10 
line to logical AND 1163 goes TRUE only after a time 
lapse of three microseconds after TIME-3, and stays 
TRUE for a period of only three microseconds. 

As previously described, memory addresses "A" and 
"B" (FIG. 52B) have a common sense winding 891 sep- 15 
arate from the main memory sense winding 871. l'vlem
ory addresses "A" and "B" have a common pair of 
V-grounder lines (ABG)' and ABG and separate Y
driver lines AAD and BBD (FIG. 60), which func
tion in the same manner as the just-described Y- 20 
grounder and V-driver lines for memory addresses 
¢¢ through 99. Thus, it is possible to read and write 
in only one ,of memory addresses "A" or "B" at 
any given time, the same as for memory addresses ¢¢ 
through 99. However, as addresses "A" and "B" have 25 
a separate sense winding from addresses ¢¢ through 99, 
a word from either of addresses ¢¢ through 99 may be 
read out simultaneously with the word being read out 
of address "A" or "B." Because of the common X-driver 
and X-grounder lines, it is not possible to write separate 30 
words in both a memory address and either of addresses 
"A" or "B." However, the same word may be writlen 
in both addresses. As shown in FIG. 67 A, the output 
of "A" and "B" sense amplifier 4400 is strobed by single
shot flipflops 6148 and 6150 in exactly the same manner 35 
as memory sense amplifier 4399, as was just described 
in detail. 'The ~trobed signals from sense amplifier 4430 
operates a transistor logical AND HM, which triggers 
flipflop 6056 in response to a negative-going impulse from 
"A" and "B" sense winding 891. As the complete read- ,10 
write cycle of operation of addresses "A" and "B" is, for 
all practical purposes, exactly the same as the just-de
scribed read-write cycle for memory addresses ¢¢ 
through 99, a description thereof would only result in an 
undue repetition, which is not deemed necessary for a 45 
full understanding of the mode of operation thereof in 
view of the just-described read-write cycle for memory 
addresses ¢¢ through 99. 
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punched cards or paper tapes via conventional, com
mercially-available paper tape and card readers. 

Programming the computer consists essentially of 
writing two related programs, the first program of which 
is written for the accounting machine portion of the com
puter, which programming consists of designing mec:hani-
cal stops which are placed on the form-bar portion of the 
accounting machine, in a manncr fuBy descl,ibed in the 
before-referred-to Patent No. 2,626,749. In program
ming the accounting machine, the programmer decidc3 
at what carriage columnar position the program is to 
start and the columnar position to which the carriage is 
to be moved by subsequent machine cycles. The stops 
on the form bar m<ly be thought of as "instmctions" to 
the accounting machine which are physically located in 
uniqllc pbces on the form bar, a group of stops (i.e., in-
slrllctlons) cejng termed a OIprogranl." 

The proGram is effectively carried out by the account
ing macbine, by "sampling" each stop, starting with the 
first ~top, and performing the se,quence of actions called 
for by each stop as the carriage sequentially moves from 
stop to stop. Finally, the carriage is returned to the first 
stop to permit the program to be repeated if desired. It 
is to be noted, however, that only one instl'Llction is 
c;:HTied out at any given time. The mere placing of the 
form ba:: on the accounting machine, or the placing of 
parlicubl' stops on the form bar, does not, in and of it
self, cause the accounting machine to carry out the opera
tion specified by either of the stops. 

The second program essentially to be written is in the 
form of a sequential group of instruction words, that 
are to be stored in the computer memory, comprising a 
group of words ten decimal digits in length. The com
puter "s<lmples" only one of these words at anyone time, 
and, after carrying out that particular instruction, the 
computer then samples the next instl'uction word. The 
mere placement of the instruction words in the computer 
memory does not cause any instmction to be carried out, 
in the same manner that the mere plucement of a form 
bar on the accounting machine does not necessarily 
cause any of the stops to be sampled. 

To start the <lccounting machine program, a machine 
cycle is first initiated, which allows the accounting ma
chine to "sample" the first stop in the program and carry 
out that particular instmction. After the computer car
ries out its instruction, it effectively "moves on" to the 
next instruction in the program, just as the accounting 
muchine "moves on" to the next stop on the form bar. 
If desired, the computer program may be so written that 

27. Format of Instruction Words Generally 

In order to perform the functions of a "general pur
pose" type computer, the present computer is provided 
with 'eighteen different types of general purpose "instruc
tions" which it, in a sense, "obeys" ~n order to allow the 
programmer to solve almost any type of mathematical 
problem. For reasons to become more apparent here
inafter, the just-described magnetic core memory stores 
both "instruction" words and data words, which appear 
as one and the same as far as the computer memory is 
concerned-i.e., a ten-digit binary-coded decimal num
ber-and, to alleviate the necessity of providing "plus" or 
"minus" indications to identify positive and negative 
numbers, a negative number is stored in the computer 
memory as its complement. For example, the minimum 
negative number that is effectively stored is OOOODOOOOl, 
whose complement is 9999999999; the maximum nega
tive number that is effectively store is 1000000000, whose 
complement is 9{)0{}OOO{}OO. Thus, the maximum positive 
number stored is 8999999999. Both data and instruc
tion words may essentially be stored in the computer 
memory either by indexing the words in the accounting 
machine keyboard portion of the computer, by totaling 
or subtotaling selected totalizers of the accounting ma
chine, by reading the words from the magnetic strip por
tion of the ledger cards, or by reading the words from 

50 the computer returns to the first instmction after it has 
finished the last instruction, to permit the program to be 
repeated. 

As previously mentioned, there are eighteen basic in
structions which the computer executes. Five of these 

55 basic instructions concern the ledger card and the ac
counting machine; one concerns reading paper tape; and 
twelve are concerned with arithmetic and control func
tions within the computer. Of these eighteen dilIerent 
types of ,instruction words, there are three types of in-

60 struction word formats. The first type of instruction 
word format is that of a "modified three" or "four ad
dress" instruction word. Nine of the basic instruction 
words have a second type of format, which takes advan
tage of the ability of the computer to increment addresses 

65 in an instruction word, as will be more fully described 
hereinafter. The remainder of the basic instruction 
words have a third type of format, which is pecuhar to 
the function effected by that particular instruction words. 

The structure of every instruction word is effectively 
70 "divided" into five groups of two decimal digits each, 

with each group hereinafter being called a "section." The 
first section is the two highest-order decimal digits of the 
instruction word and represents the code number identi
fying that particular instruction, the code numbers rang-

75 ing from 00 through 17; the second section normally 
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identifies either the memory address location of the first 
data word or the address of an instruction modifier; the 
third ,section normally identifies the address location of 
either the first or the second data words; the fourth sec
tion generall y identifies the address of the result; and the 5 
fifth section usually identifies the address of the next 
instruction word in the program. 

As an example of a format of a particular instruction 
word, an "ADD" instruction is illustratively utilized. 
Suppose that two amounts are to be added, one amount 10 
being located in memory address 42, the other amount 
being located in memory address 5</>, the sum of these 
two amounts is to be stored in memory address 52, and 
the next instruction word is stored in memory address 32. 
As the code number for an ADD instruction is 08, the 15 
instruction word appears as illustrated below: 

84 
between those two 5pecified, even if the original instruc
tion word is no longer stored in memory. However, after 
the instruction has been executed, the original instruction 
word may remain in memory unchanged, if desired. 

28. Format of Enter-Keyboard-Words Instruction 
Word (EKW-OO) 

The EKW instruction is utilized when amounts are to 
be entered, and thus stored, in the computer memory, 
either by the words being indexed in the keyboard or by 
a preselected totalizer within the accounting machine 
being totalized. With only a single EKW instruction, 
from one to one hundred different amounts may selec
tively be stored in sequentially-ascending memory ad
dresses. Howc,vcr, in order to enter the amount indexed 
in the accounting machine keyboard, a machine cycle, 
of operation must first be initiated. The particular motor 
bar of the machine to be depressed to initiate a cycle of 
cperation thereof is specified in the instruction word by In,trnclion Word Format j 

-----------------
Sect. 1 Sect. 2 Sect 3 Sect. 4 Ee( t .. J 
----------------'-
~ § W ~ ~ 

20 the programmer. In this way, the programmer is as
snred that the correct motor bar is automatically de
pressed for each amount entered. Hence, there is pre
vented the possibility of the accounting machine carriage 
becoming out of synchronism with the program in the 

After the addition operation is completed, the com
puter, in a sense, "looks" in memory address 32 for the 
next instruction. Also, following the addition, the words 
in memory addresses 42 and 5¢ remain the same as be
fore, even though each was involved in the addition 
operation. However, regardless of the word originally 
stored in memory address 52 before the addition, memory 
address 52 now contains the sum word derived from the 
addition. The reason for this is that a memory address 

2:; computer due to the operator's depressing the wrong 
motor bar. When the computer is "ready" to carry out 
on EK'N instruction, the "enter-keyboard-words" lamp, 
illustrated in FIG. 1 as EK, is illuminated. The operator 
thereafter indexes the amount into the accounting ma-

is automatically cleared prior to storage of another word 
in that particular address. ConsequentJy, only the sum 
word is stored in the sum address. 

30 chine keyboard and then depresses the "resume-program
bar." Immediately thereafter, the computer automati
cally effects depression of thc particular motor bar speci
fied in the instruction word. Consequently, a cycle of 
operation of the accounting machine is thereby initiated, 

35 and the amount just indexed in the keyboard thereof is 
entered into the selected memory address. 

A characteristic of nine of the eighteen instructions is In order for the programmer to prepare an instruction 
word which instructs the computer to enter words into 
memory, from either the accounting machine keyboard or 

the ability to effectively increment section 3 or decre
ment section 4 of any instruction word. That is, if one 
operation is called for which is to be sequentially per
formed on several words that are stored in memory loca
tions having sequential addresses, it is not necessary to 
utilize a separate instruction for each operation per
formed, or to build an address-incrementing loop. 

40 tbe totalizers therein, the two-digit decimal number for 
each of tbe five sections of the instruction word must be 
specified, the composite ten-digit decimal number there
after representing the desired instruction word, as before 
stated. l\S the code number designation for an EKW 

43 command is "00," the two decimal digits in section 1 of 
the instruction word are, likewise, "00." In section 2 of 
the instruction word, the high-order decimal digit therein 
designates the motor bar code, and the low-order deci
rnal digit therein designates the decimal point lamp code; 

An example of an instruction in which address incre
menting is utilized is the "enter-key board-words" instruc
tion, abbreviated as EKW, having a code number desig
nation "00," and interpreted by the computer as: "The 
words subsequently indexed in the accounting machine 
keyboard are to be sequentially stored in memory address 
locations X through Y, where X and Yare specified in 
section 2 and section 4, respectively, of the instruction 
word." Thus, if several sequential entries are to be 
indexed in the accounting machine keyboard, it is, of 
course, obviolls that these successive entries must be 
stored in adjacent memory address locations. If it were 
necessary to utilize a separate instruction word for stor
age of each of the keyboard entries in a designated 
memory address, ten instruction wOl'ds would then be 
necessary to store ten entries in memory. However, with GO 
an address incrementi ng instruction, all ten entries are 
sequentially stored by the use of only one instruction 
word. This incrementing feature not only simplifies pro
gramming, but also reduces the required number of in
struction words necessary for completion of a given pro- (;5 
gram. When utilizing an instruction with an addrcss
incrementing format, the programmer specifies, in section 

50 section 3 designates the memory address in which the first 
word entered from the accounting machine is to be stored; 
section 4 designates the memory address in which the last 
word entered is to be stored; and section 5 designates the 
memory address location of the next instruction word in 

5:; the program. Listed below, in chart form, are the vari
ous codes specified by section 2 of the instruction word 
and to which the computer is responsive: 

Section ~ of ihe Instruction Word 

High-Or(ler Digit. of Section 2 
IIIol.or·Bur Cock 

Ox TOllCh UPlx'r ::\Ic"ltor Bnr 
lr Holel U [lpl'r 1\10tor I hr 
:.;x 'rou~'h T"> 1i (l<ilr ]\lotor Bar 
3., !fold '1!iridlc J\Iotllr Bar 
4.x rl'oueh I .. o1YCr 1\'1ntor Bar 
fix Hold Lower l\!otor lhr 

Low-Order Digit of Section 2 
Deeilllat-Point Lump Code 

..cO Between Columns 2 nnd 3 
xl Bt'tl,Yl'en C()lUHln::;: .5 and (j 
1:2 Between columns 8 and 9 
x3 Automati('-}~esmnl;-I>rogram 

with dednlal point uetwcell 
columns 2 and 3 

3 of the instruction word, the memory address of the first 
word on which an operation is required, and specifies, in 
section 4 of the instruction word, the memory address of 70 
the last word on which an operation is required. The 
only restriction is that the address specified in section 4 

G.t :\0 M'Jtor Hr.lr (ECW only) 

~f des.ired, the programmer may instruct the computer 
to rIlummate a preselected one of the three decimal point 
iar:1PS to give a visual indication on the accounting ma
chine keyboard ns 10 tbe decimal point location for the 
amount 10 be indexed, decimal point lamp P¢ being lo
cated on the kcybmml between amount rows 2 and 3, 

of the instruction word must be eql1al to, or greater than, 
the address specified in ~e('tion 3. Thcrenficf, the Cl'nl

puler sequentially generates each of the address locations 7.) 
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decimal point lamp PI being located bctween amount 
rows 5 and 6, and decimal point lamp P2 being located 
between amount rows Sand 9. 

When the decimal point is desired betwcen rows 5 and 
6, the computer illur;:linates lamp Pi between these rows 
even though the amount 0,465,85 is printed as 0,465.85, 
and, when a decimal point is dcsired bctween rows 8 and 
9, the computer iJiuminat8s lamp P2 between thesc rows 
even though the amount 0.465,855,55 is printed as 
0,465,855.55. 

As an example, suppose that three amounts are to he 
slored in memory. The first amount is desired to be 
stored in memory address 45, the second amount is de
sired to be stored in memory address 46, and the third 
amount is desired to be stored in memory address 47. 
Consequcntly. the desir<:d address of the first word to be 
entered is placed in section 3 of the instruction worc1, 
and the desired address of the last word to be entered is 
placed in sec lion 4 thereof. It is also assumed that, when 
the resuine-progrQm bar is depressed, it is desired that 
the compuler automatically initiate depression of the 
middlc motor bar 27 for a "touch" operation (code 2x), 
thereby effecting a cycle of operation of the accounting 
machine and tln:s enter the first amount into memory. 
Further assumed is that the decimal point lamp located 
between rOViS 5 and 6 is to be illuminated (code xl) and 
the next instruction is located in memory address </>2. 
Therefore, the instruction word appears as shown below: 

Reet. 1 Sect. 2 Beet. 3 Sect. 4 I Sect. 5 

--c;- -~~~ --~~-- -:;--1--;-

If thc first amount to be indexed is 0.025,00 and enter
kcyboard-\vords bmp PI is illuminated, amount key #2 
of row 4 and amount key #5 of row 3 are manually de
pressed first. Thereafter, the resume-program-bar is man
ually depressed, and, consequently, the computer auto
matically effects depression of the middle motor bar 27 
for a "touch" operation. The amount thereafter printed 
,,-ppears as 0,025.00. If the printing of cents ".00" is not 
desired, a particularly designed stop is placed on the form 
bar to suppress printing thereof. 

When a negative amount is to be entered into the com
puter memory, rever"e key "REV" is initially depressed. 
This not only causes the amount to be printed with a 
"diamond" symbol printed to the right thereof, but, in 
addition. causes the complement of the number to be 
stored in memory as a "credit balance." Negative 
amounts previollsly stored in the totalizers of the account
ing machine arc automatically stored in the computer 
memory as complements thereof. 

There are three ways to total or sub-total the amount 
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in the dcci;n~l point lamp code position in the instruc
(:Ga wOTd. the preselected motor bar is automatically op
cn1eU by the computer as seem as the carriage is stopped, 
EVe') [hough the resume-program-bar was not depressed. 
The alltomatic-rcsume-prooam instruction, in effect, de
pr,,~scs the resume-program-bar automatically, and the 
word printed out has its decimal point in the normal po
sition. }'or cxample, suppose that a totalizer is to be sub
totaled and the contents thereof slored in memory address 

10 62. Assuming that a middle rotor bar "touch" operation 
is ues;rcd, n'on~ with an automutic-resume-program oper
alion, the instruction word appears as "00 23 62 62 48," 
the space between each pair of decimal digits indicating 
the five sections of the instruction word. As soon as the 

15 cDlTiage comes to rest on a stop, the middle motor bar 
'17 is dcpr;:ssed, regardless of which direction the carriage 
was moving when the stop was engaged. Thus, the auto
mat!c-resumc-program instruction eliminates the need for 
aulO!:latic stops for the carr;ag~. The numeral "6" in 

20 the 1110lor bar code specifies that a motor bar is not to 
be operated and is used only for an "enter-card-word" 
instruction (ECW), which is to be more fully described 
hereinafter. Since a machine cycle is required to enter 
the indexed amount from the keyboard into the computer 

2;j memory during an EKW instruction, the numeral "6" 
placed in the motor bar code has no significance in this 
instance. 

30 

29. Format of Print-Out-Words Instruction Word 
(POW-Ol) 

By utilizing but a single "print-out-words" instruction, 
it is possible to selectively initiate the printing out of mem
ory from one to one hundred words. If the memory 

36 address locations of the words are in sequential order, the 
words arc printed out sequentially, and, thus, only the 
addresses of the first and last words to be printed out 
need be specified. The first word printed is the word lo
cated in the lowest-numbered memory address, whereas 

40 the last word prinled is the word located in the highest
numbered :-:ddress. As with th<: "entcr-keyboard-words" 
instruction, just described, a choice of anyone of three 
decimal point positions is possible, with a comma being 
printed in the decimal point location, the actual "dot" 
designation being located in exactly the same position for 

4G every word printed out, regardless of th<: actual decimal 
point location. 

In order to compose an instruction word which effec
tively instructs the computer to print out selected words 
stored in memory, a two-digit number is, in a sense, 

50 "wrillen" for eaell of the five sections of the instruction 
word, as before. First, the code for POW (ie., 01) is 
place(! in 5(;ction 1 thereof; the motor bar code and deci
lc1al pein! code are placed in section 2, the same as for the 
I:KW instruction; in section 3 is placed the address of the 

G3 first word to be print<:d out; in section 4 is placed the ad
drcss of the last word to be printed out; and in section 5 
is placed the address of the next instruction in the pro
granl. 

in the computer memory by means of the EKW instruc
tion. If the carriage of the machine is stationary and the 
non-select key "NON SELECT" is depressed, both the 
desired totalizer and the particular type of <lrithmetic op
cr:llion arc selected by the totalizer control keys, so that, 
when the resuffic-program-bar is depresscd, the motor bar GO 
specified in thc instruction word is automatically de
pressed by the computer, and tlle amount in the selected 
totalizer is transferred into the computer memory; if the 
carriage is stationary on a stop and the resume-program-

Whcn the computer is in the process of carrying out a 
POW instruction, depression of the preselected motor bar 
is effected only \vh;le the carriage is positioned on a stop, 
or tbe "non-select" key is depressed. However, as soon 
as a row instruction is presented to the computer during 
uny part of the program thereof, depression of the pre-

bar is depressed, the computer automatically effects de- G5 
pression of the desired motor bar, and the amount in the 
totalizer is en:ercd into the computer memory, the total
izer in which the amount is initially stored being deter
mined by the stop on the form bar; and, if the carriage is 
moving in either direction and is stopped over a non-auto- 70 
matic stop, de~rcssicn of the resume-program-bar efIects 
depression of the desired motor bar to transfer the amount 
into the computer memory, the amount being transferred 
coming from the slop-selected totalizer. However, if an 
alllomatic-resllme··program instruction (code-.d) is placed 75 

selected motor bnr is automatically effected by the com
puter wh<"n the carriage arrives at the next stop, or if the 
carriage is alrc:ldy positioned on a stop. Hence, a nu
meral "3" in the low-order digit position of section 2 of 
the instruction word has no significance in a POW instruc
tion for initiating an "automatic-resume-program" oper
ation. 

If it is desired that the computer automatically print 
out th" three words that arc stored in memory addresses 
44 through 46, for example, with the decimal point lo
cated bctwc;en amount columns #2 and #3, with an upper 
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motor bar "(ouch" operation, and with the next instruc
tion coming from address 88, an instruction word capable 
of initiating this sequence of operations 01 00 ·14 46 88. 
In response to the POW instruction, the computer auto
matically prints out the words from memory addresses 44 
through 46, one below the other in a single column, and 
at a speed of approximately one hundred words per min
ute. It is to be noted, however, that, when a word is 
read out of memory during a printing operation, the word 
nevertheless remains in that address after the printing op
eration, somewhat similar to sub-totaling a iotalizer in the 
accounting machine portion. 

When negative words are effectively printed out of 
memory, the computer utilizes the "X" totalizer to obtain 
the absolute value of the word prior to printing, just as 
the accounting machine utilizes the "X" to:alizer (0 com
plemcnt "negative" words stored in the accounting ma
chine totalizers, as previously described. The negative 
words are printed out in red, with a "CR" symbol to the 
right thereof. Therefore, it is obvious that the "X" total
izer must contain a "zero" count at that point in the pro
gram when negative amounts are to be printed out. \Vhen 
printing out a negative word, the accounting machine 
automatically cycles twice, and the required motor bar 
need only be depressed once. Also to be noted is that, 
when a negative word is printed out of memory, all 
"hold" motor bar operations produce the same effect as a 
corresponding "touch" motor bar operation. It is to be 
further appreciated that, while a word is being printed 
out, the word also may be simultaenously added to or 
subtracted from any preselected one, or ones, of the total
izers in the accounting machine. There is, in a sense, no 
limit to the number of totalizers to which the word is 
added; however, in one cycle of operation, the word is 
subtracted from a maximum of only two totalizers. 

30. Format of Enter-Card-Words Instruction Word 
(ECW-02) 

As previously mentioned, the magnetic ledger cards 
utilized by the present computer are provided with a strip 
of saturable ferromagnetic material positioned along th.e 
leftmost side of the front face of the card and having a 
width of approximately one inch. A plurality of wo;·ds 
are selectively and sequentially recorded from memory 
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machine, as previously described. During the time the 
ledger is thereafter being driven outwardly from the c:cr
ri;.gc, the computer has the selective ability to either ,top 
tl10 card on the next posting line, or permit the card to 

5 be ejected. 
If it is assumed that a "manual" mode of operation i., 

specified, when the card is positioned on the next posting 
line, the carriage thereafter remains open to permit inser
tion thereinto of olher record-keeping forms, if desired. 

10 Afler the form or forms have been inserted into the car
riage, tbe resl.!illc-program-bar must be deprcbsed to initiate 
the next cycle of operation. Consequently, the c~lrriage 
closes, and the computer automatic::illy operates the de
!;ircd motor b~;r, if specified by the high-order digit locab'! 

15 in section 2 of the instruclion word. 
I f the desired sequence of operations does not neces,itate 

the j,loerticn of additional forms into the carrbge, lh.: 
computer is instructed to dose the carriage and to operate 
the preselected motor bar immediately after the card I)[:s 

20 teen automatically phlced on the correct po~ting line. 
To accomplish this, an "alltomatic-resume-prog-ram linc
find"cod,~ is plnced in the low-order digit position of sec
tion 2 of the instruction word. Consequently, it is not 
nccesszry to thereafter depress tile resllmc-pror;rar:1-b:n-

2.3 to initiate a cycle of operation of the :1ccounting m~lchine. 
After the ledger card has been either placed on a posting 
line, or ejectcd, it is necessary for the carriage to be 
dOl;ed. H the card is positioned on a po;;ting line, the 
curriaz,e is closed eithr by depression of the rcsu"lc-pro-

30 £,ti.lIn-b:Jr or by specifying Hn "automatic-rcsumc-pfogramll 

in tile instruction word; if an "eject card" code (.IS, Chart 
IiI) is specified Rnd the string-of-addresscs is filled, the 
card is ejected, 'rend tl]C c~rriJ.ge is closed [lutol1latically. 
After the C3ITiJ.[;e is closed, the motor bar code instmc-

35 tion, specific,] by tbe h;gh-order digit of section 2 or the 
instruction word, is crlrried out, thereby completing the 
ECW operation. 

'Ihe code for ECW-Lc., 02-is in section I of the in
struction word; the motor bar and linefind codes arc in 

10 section 2 thereof; in fection 3 is the m.zmory address into 
which the first word read from the cr:rd is to be stored; 
in section 4 is the memory address into w11ic:1 the last 
word r;:ad from a card is to be stored; and in section 5 
i:, the memory :.:ddress of the next instruction word. 

on the magnetic strip, under conirol of the computer, ')5 
with the use of but a single instruction word, and, when 

The "line-find" code for an ECW instructi')Jl is as i!1!1s
tDted below and also as subsequently shown in Chart lJI. 

xO-Enter new card with mm1l1al resume-program. 
xl-Stcp on first Enefind with manual resume-program. 
x2--Stop on second linefind with manual resume-program. 

the ledger card is thereafter mechanically fed into the 
card-handling portion of the computer, these words are 
effectively reproduced by the sensing mechanism thereof 
and again stored in memory. 

The ECW instruction is similar to tile EKW Instruc
tion in that it has what is known 3S a "strin ,,-of-addrcss~~" 
format. Consequently, all tlli:~ words re;orc1ed on the 
magnetic strip of a card are effectively stored in memory 

0:) x3-Stop on third lindind with manual rc,umc-program. 
x5-Stop on first linefind with automatic resumc-pro'Sram. 
x6-Stop on second linefind with automatic resume-pro

gram. 

in sequential addresses with only one ECW instruction. 0.3 
It is to be noted that the computer is not responsive to 8i1 

ECW instruction unless the 'carriJge is in "home" position. 
However, if the previous instruction was a "record-on
card" instruction, which is to be d::zcribcd hereinafter, 
the carriage is thereafter in home position; if the car- GO 
riage is not in home positbn, it is p13ced there either by 
program control or by manual mnnipubtion thereof. 
When the computer starts to execute an DC'll instruction, 
the carriage first opens, and the "end-card" lamp (EC, 
FIG. 1) is illuminated and thus indic:ctes that the c:lrd- U:} 
handling portion of the computer is rC:ldy to prcperly re
ceive a ledger card. 

After the ledger card has been aligned on the card load-
ing table 232 (FIG. 1), the card is cartivatcd, and the 
d:\ta magnetically recorded thereon is thereafter r<::pro- 70 
duced or "read" by the re"ding mechanism of (he com
puter. During the process of reauing the mG~netic:il1y
recorded data, the card is physically translated by th~ <:::1flI
handling mechanism pJst the rcad-'write head a'"un~,l~/ 
343 (FIG. 19) and into the carriage of the 2ccour;t:n:; 75 

x7-Stop on third linefind with automatic resume·program. 
x8-Eject card. 

During normal operation of the computer, there r.1ay 
be as many as three areas on the face of the ledga card 
onto which postin2; is to sde;;tively be made;. By u:e 
of the proper Jine-find code in the low-order digit position 
of section 2 of the instruction word, the card is selectively 
positioneu on the next posting linc in anyone of the three 
bl'c~s thereof. An "xl" or ".;;5" in the low-order digit 
pcsition of section 2 c:\uses the card to be positioned on 
the ntxt posting line in the topmost area of the card; 
an ".>2" or ".;:6" causes the card to be positioned for post
ing in the middle area; and an "x3" or "x7" causes the 
card to be positioned for posting in the lowermost area. 
This permits the words on the card to be grouped for 
simplicity of progrumming and mathematical op;:rations. 
For exrunplc, a ledger card designed for payroll app!ica
tion usually has two posting areas whereby relatively fixed 
dnta, ,~ush as el]~p!oyce's dock number, number of de
pen,lenL. carnin£, r:'ic, dcdllctiom;, etc., ;']'e po, ted ill ::n 
~,rca at th,'~ top of the cani, v.;h'.:reas C'lnployce's ~arningss 
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taxes, and deductions for each pay period are posted in 
the arc a of the main body of th·;: Cc: t·,!. In audition to 
being printed 0;1 t1lC face of the c:}rei, this inform:Jtion 
is also mag!1ctically recorded on the m,,:;nctic strip cf the 
ledg::'f c"rd. 

For p~)T()n posting, for CXaJllp~e, an ".\"2" or H.r6" is 
placed in the lO'N-order digit position of section 2 of the 
instrnclion v/ord. I-I{)'v/evcr",!f it is dc:,;ired to chanr;c the 
fixed data at the top of tl~~ card, a;1 "xl" or ".\5" is placed 
in the lov-i-order d;git position of section 2 of the instruc
tion word. 

\"ler of addresses to accommcda!G C,1Ci1 and every instruc
Can word in the progr,'m, tL~ ~:or.l~:e ill memory or all 
of the instruction word3 i:3 (hercafter effected by only 
one EC'JI instruction word. 

For an example, it is assumed that a particular account
ing rwgr:"lIll consists of forty-fi'lc imirllction words which 
are magnetically recorded on five ledger cards, four cards 
having ten instruction words magnetically recorded there
on, :l11d one card having m:lgentic,;Ily recorded thereon 

10 the rem:tining five imtrllction words. If it is further 
:lssumed th:;t the instruction words are to be stored in 
mem:)ry addresses ¢¢ throu:~h 44, an instruction word 
capable of initiating this p3rticular sequence of events is 
02 68 00 44 88. 

In apJ.yrol! appiicatio!1 in which the words magnetical
Iv recorded on t!"le IeclQcr c~rds are indicative of ::n em
ployee's e:Jrn:ng record: the cards are s<!C[llcntialiy fed into 
the G:rd-handling portion of the ccmputer and are posted 15 
cne ~,t a time. After the i;lfofr,ntiol1 rccord::d on each 

In carrying out this instruction, the ten instruction 
words magnetically read from the first ledger ,card are 
stored in memory addresses 'PCP through ¢9. Thereafter, 
tile kdger c:lrd is automatically cjecler!, as the tcn ,instruc
tion words magnetically rccorded thereon were of insuf-

card is m,~lgr.elically rcpro(h~cc:d 2.nd :)torcd in rn~~n1ory, 
the c~lrriZlge of the accou~ting ;~jl~~d'liEC rClnains open to 
permit a pay check to be imcrtcd, ?os befor.:: ~t:Jted; WilC!1 

the r~sunlc-rrogrJ.n1.-bar is depressed, t~lc 'cal'riag:c closes. 
]f it i:; desired that the middle motor bm is to be 2uto
n1~l.tjc~lly actuated for a "touch q op(:ratlon, if there 2fC 

fifteen words to be !l1JQuelically read from the !edger 
c~n·d and stor..:u in r~l.rnit;ry addl'ef,~CS 34) through 4·'+, and 
th(; next instruction \\'OH.l is S~Cired in ~"Jdres::J 88, ,an in
struction werd capable of initiating this particubr sec;: .• cnce 
of events is 02 22 :;0 4~ S8. 

If it is assumed in the fore"o-ing example that, when 
the carriage opened, there were no other forms to be in
serted therein and it was desired for the carriage to close 
immediately after the card was automatically positioned 
with the next line thereof ready to be posted, an "x6" 
code is placed in the low-order digit po-sition of section 2 
of the instruction word, inste~d of an "x2," to effeet 
~utomntic closing of the carriage and autonntic act nation 
of the desired motor bar. An instruction word. c[,pable of 
initiating this particular sequence of events is 02 26 30 
~;4 38. 

An "x8" code in the bw-order digit position of sec
ticm 2 of an ECW instruction word causes the computer 
to magncticaily reproduce the required number of words 
magnetically recorded on the lc:dgcr card strip and then 
imri,cdiately eject the card. This type of instmction word 
is used when it is desired to enter the information mag
netically recorded on the ledEcr card into memory, but, 
where it is not desired te pest the card. Thus the ledger 
card is ejected immedi3tely :J.fter the reading operation is 
completed. If there were ten words previously magneti
cally recorded on the card which are to ,be stored in 
memory addres'i:;s 55 through 64, an instruction word 
capable of initi8ting reading and ejection of the card 
without a motor bar being actuD.ted is 02 68 55 64 88. In 
this instance, the card is first magnelically r<!<ldand ejected, 
and then tbe carriage immediately closes and the com
puter proceeds to the next instruction without a motor 
bar being depressed. 

After a complete program is composed, a maximum 
number of ten of the instruction wo-rds, as composed, may 
be magnetically recorded on each of the ledger cards, if 
desired, and subsequenlly the progT8m may then be stored 

20 ficicnt nnn~bcr to fill the entire string of forty-five ad
.:lrc·sscs. Afle~ the first ledger card is ejected, the infor
nation magne~ically reproduced from the second ledger 
card is stcred in addresses 11> through 19, and so on for 
tl:e third and fourth cards, until (he fhe words magneti-

;2:i cally recorded on the iHth cJrd arc stored in the addresses 
49 through 44, thus filling tlle entire string of addresses. 
Even though tile contents of the fifth card fills the remain
ing string of addrcsses as specified in the instruction word, 
the last card is ejected al~o becrl1lSc of the '"eject-card" 

;;0 instruction code (x8) which app<:urs in thc low-order 
digit position of section 2 of the instruction word. After 
the fifth card is ejected, if the computer is operating in 
<in "automatic" mode, the carriage of the accounting ma
chine closes, and the computer antomatically proceeds 

3;) to carry out the next instruction as srccified by the in
struction word stored in memory address 88 without a 
motor bar having been depressed. Due to the fact that 
the computer reads [,!ld stores the information magneti
cally recorded on the kd[cr cJrd and then automatically 

~D ejects the card if the number of words reconled thereon 
is insufficient to fill the rcm:lining string of addresses, the 
exact number of words recorded on the card must be 
kno'en beforehand in order for an ECW instruction to 
properly initiate the desired sequence of operiltions. If 

~G there ,nre a Greater ntlml'er of \'/on1; magnetically re
corded on the card tlnn t 1,crc ~,re :lCUref,ses remaining in 
the string of addresses, nil the words are ignored that are 
I11agr:ctically re"d aner the: string of addresses is fillcd. 

For some applications, it may be desired to utilize 
GO a ,ledger card whicll docs not have magnetically recorded 

thereon aay informntion w!1:.lfcVC'r, pOf.sibly not even a 
"linefind" information, which is to be described in detail 
hereinafter. In this instance, a "ncw-card" instruction, 
having a code of "xO," is ph\ccd in the low-order digit 

53 ,position of section 2 of the instruction word to cause the 
instruction word to calise the ledger card to be magneti
cally "scanned," and to immediately be stopped after 
being scanned. Thereafter, the carriage is closed by de
pression of the resumc-program-b:lr, and the accounting 

GO machine platen is then rotated manually to position the 
card on thc correct posting line. Consequently, the ad
drcs3cs specified in section 3 and section 4 of the instmc
tion word have no significance in this instance. 

in preselected memory addresses by sequentially reading 
and ejecting each of the ledger cares, in tbe manner pre
viOlisly described. A desi,rabJc fcatme of the present 
computer is that, by uti1iz~.tion of but a single ECW in
struction word, an entire pro[',ram may be stored in the GJ 
comput<:r memory, which prozmm consists of any num-

31. Format of Record-on-Card lilstructio!l J'Vord 
(ROC-03) 

ber of instruction words recorded on any number of 
Icuser cards, assuming, of course, that the capacity of 
the memory is not exceeded. This is accomplished due 
to the fact that, if a card does not have a sufficient num- 70 
bel' of words magneticaily recorded thereon to fill the 
remaining string of memory addresses as specified in the 
instruction word, the card is auto malic ally ejected after 
it is read and the content3 thereof stored in memory. 
Thus, by specifying in tbe instruction word an exact num· 7[) 

In the jllst-described payroll application, after each 
ECW operation is completed, during which all the amounts 
magnetically recorded on an employee's earning ledger 
card are automatic,,!!y storcd in the computer memory, 
the information is then used to compute the employee's 
taxes, deductions, and net pay. Thus, before the card is 
ejected, aJl year-lo·date ;,mollnts are up-dated, and new 
year-to·dale amounts and fixed data are recorded on the 
magnetic strip, thereby en1sing the data prcviously re-
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corded thereon. In addition, the new up-dated amounts 
are normally printed on the f:lee of ~he !e.dger. c~rd. 

The "record-on-card" instn;c~ion IS qmte ~HnJar to 
the "print-out-won.1s" (POW) insLrllctions, in that the 
amounts recorded on the magn~!ic strip of the ledger c<ifll 5 
are previously stored in s~ljuential memory addiTss:~s. 
In an ROC instruction word, section 1 thereof contmns 
the code for the ROC instruction, i.e., 03; section 2 CO:1-

tains thc modifier code for the basic "record-on·card" 
operation; section 3 contains the address in memory, of lO 
the first word in the string of addresses to be ~ec~orlled 
on the ledger card; section 4 contains the address Jll mem-
ory of the last word of the string o.f addresses. to be 
recorded on the ledger card; llnd secllon 5 contams the 
address in memory o[ the next instruction word. . 1:, 

For example, if ten amounts, or words, lO':::l(~d In 

memory addresses 4 through 13, are to be .magnet.tcaIl? 
recorded on the ledger card and the next Il1structlOn IS 

located in memory address 88, an ills;ru~:ioa word. ca
pable of iniliating this parlicular sequence of operatIOns ~O 
is 03 00 04 13 88. 

When the amounts are recorded on the magnetic strip 
of the ledger card, ali non-significant zeros of the word 
are suppressed. Consequently, all zeros tothe Ief! of t~~ 
most significant digit arc replaced by one "cnd-or-wora :.:;; 
symbol "*", Thus, the amount 1.95 is sloree! in memory 
as 0000000195 and yet is !1111gneticlllly re~orded on the 
ledger card as * 195, 

To be more fu!Iy described hcreinllfter, in accorUllnce 
with the present invention, the nl.agnctic strip on. a 30 
ledger card thirteen inches in length IS .capable .of havm~ 
magnetically recorded thereon a maxllnum of llpproXI
mately one hundred decimal di[lits, with <:n en:l-ol-W.o:-d 
symbol "*,, occupying tile wme SP:lC;o llS one dccJll~al d:gl~. 
Thus, if all non· significant zeros were not slippreSSC(l, It 3;; 
would not be possible to record morc thiln ten words 
thereon if each word length WllS ten decimal digits. 
However, by suppressing all non-significant zeros, space 
is saved thereby and thus permits the possibility of more 
than ten amounls being recorded tbereon. As a negatIve 40 
number is stored as its complement, there llre no non
significant zeros in this instan~e. Conseqlle.ntly, i~.is 
necessary at all times to record all ten decllnal digits 
thereoL It is to be noted, however, that, if lln lln10unt, 
whe,her positive or neGative, is ten decimal digils in 4.ii 
length, an end-of-word symbol is not rccorl~ed. 

Before the computer is capablc of initiating a record-
ing operation on the ledger card, the carriage of the 
accountin'"' machine portion thercof must be in "home" 
position, \;hkh, as previously mentioned, is llppr?ximatcly 50 
two inches from the extreme right-hand carnage POSI

tion. Either a previous insiTuction in the program ef
fects the moving of the carriage to home position upon 
completion thereof, or th~ carri::lge is manually translated 
t..l:lereto, 55 

After a posting operation is completed, the ledger card 
is usually spllced upwardly by II distance of one posting 
line and thereafter magnetically recorded upon while 
being ejected. In addition, before the ledger card is 
ejected, the line on \vhich the card was subsequently GO 
positioned is also recorded on the Ill~gneti~ str~p. thcr:o~ 
Consequently, when the ledger card 1S agam utIlized, I~ IS 
automatically pillced on [his line for the next poscmg 
oncration. This automatic pbcement of the card on the 
n~xt posting line is herein caiied "linefinding," which is Gil 
to be described in detail hereinafter. 

There are occllsion~. however, when it is not desired 
to alter the linefinding information on the card. To pre
vent the linefinding information from being altered wb
scquently, the number "01" is placed in section 2 of thc 70 
instruction word; when norma! recording of the linefind 
information is desired on a single line find card, the num-

92 
Afier GlC eatire recording op.:ralion on the ledger card 

is completed and the card i" ejected, (he carriage remains 
in home position, Wdl the paper guide open. However, 
if ti1e next step in the p~'ogram n::ccss~taLl.;s t.he cnrriaee 
'to be moved away from homeposilion, the paper guide is 
first closed, either by an instruction involvillg a molor 
bar, or by manual (kprcss;on of the carriage open· close 
key. 

32. Format of SJ!lFT Instructioll Word (SllF-04) 

The "shifl" ins!.ruction is utiJ;7.ed to effect the shifting 
of a word stored in memory by a predetermined number 
of decimal digi1s in either direction. Thereafter, the 
shifted word is seleclively stored either in the same 
address or in another selecled address in memory. The 
code for the SHF instruction-i.e., 04-is in section 1 
of the instruction word; in section 2 of the instruclion 
worJ is placed the "shift" lllld "direction" code; in section 
3 is the address of the wore! to be shifted; in section 4 is 
the address in w/:;ch the result is to be stored; and in sec
tion 5 is the address of the next instruction word. The 
"shift" and "direction" code for an SHF instruction is 
shown below, w;lcre "/2" sp~cifies the number of shifts 
from zero to nine. 

OQ-No shift. 
2n-Shift left. 
3.'l-Shift right and round. 
41l-Shin right. 
51l-Shift right w:thout preserving sign. 

As lln examrlc, lln instruction word capabJe of initillt
ing the copyin~ of a word from memory address 5", into 
memory :.ddrt:ss 79, with the next insIruction word lo
cated in memory address R J, is 04 00 50 79 81. Since a 
"00" code is placed in section 2 of the il1'ltruc,jon word, 
the word stored in addr~ss 5\\ i~ simply stored in address 
79. After the instruction has been carried out, the same 
word appears in bo;.h of :~ddresses 51' and 79. The above 
inslruc~ion word prin'ed out appears as 4,005,079.81. 
Thus, it is seC';"!, an instnlction 'Nord actually appears :.s 
a data word when printed out, with both types of words 
being stored in memory in exactly the same manner as 
previously mentioneu. In fa,t, it will become more ob-
\ious hereinafter that an instruction word is capable of 
being 2,rithmeti'.:ally modified in the same manner as a 
data word. 

In the previous portion of the description, each of the 
instruction words h~{s been illustrated as consisting of five 
distinct groups of numbers of two decimal digits each. 
This was done in order to emphasize the separate func
tions of each of the five sections thereof. However, 
hereinllfter, 111l instruction words will be designated in 
exactly the same manner as they appear while stored in 
memory. 

In the above example, suppose that the word in ad
dre:'s 5'D is 0000000]55 and is to be shifted three placcs 
to the i~ft, which, in efIect, mUltiplies the word by one 
thousand, "and the result is to be :'tored in address 79. 
In this inst211ce, an instruction word capable of initiating 
tllis particular sClllience of events is 0423507981. After 
being shift~d three plae~s to the left, the word subsequent-
ly stored in addrc'~s 79 is GOOD 155000. However, sup
pose inst'cad that ihe word in adJres:; 5</> is to be shifted 
one plJce to the right, whkh, in eff8ct, multiplies the 
won I by onc t~nth. In tbis instance, the instruction 
word is 044150798 l. Aflcr being ,;hiflcd one place to 
the right, the word sllb~equcntly stored in address 79 is, 
in this inst:wce, O()00000015. 

ber "0" is placed in ~,ccl;on 2 of (ke imtrllction word; 
and, with a muHip1c lincfind card, "il2" is r1:!(>:..J ill S~:
tion 2 of the instruction word. 

HI" ulacin" tbe code designation "31l" in section 2 of 
the "in:;t[l!eti~n word, the \;:ord being oj"lerafed upon is 
first shifled to the r1:.;ht "1l-1" times, and thereafter 
the word OO()O()G0003 is added thereto to round off the 
Jew-orJer di[:il [liereof. FollOlving the uddilion, the 
word j,; shifted one mere di 'fit to Ihe rirht. Tn the pre-

75 vi'olls example, if ti1C wonf initially stored in uddrc5s 
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5,/> (i.e .• 0000000155) is to be shifted right two placeq 
and then round.:d, an instruction word capable of iaitiat-
ing this sequence of events i~ 0432507')3 1. The word in 
address 79, after being shifted and rollnd,::d, is new 
0000000002. 

When a n-cgative word is ~;hifted to the right in responRe 
to a "3n" or a "4n" code in section 2 of the instruction 
word, 9000000000 is adckd to tIle word each time it is 
shifted, in order to preserve its sign. However, with 

94 
from nlE'!TIOry nre add~:d ~lijd tbe sun) stored in 2I~ y 
specilkd address thereof. The two 1','0;-(\5 ~re aorkd i:1 

accordance with the klWS of ~llgebra whereby the add,ti"n 
of two positive words result:; in a positive sum; the ::.uui-

5 lion of two nC3"tive numbers results in a ne:;ativ,:; sum; 
ami the addition of a posilive and a negative word result, 
in a diffC!ence between the two words. the dilI"rcnce 
word having an algebraic sign of the operand having the 
larger absolute value. 

a ·'51l" code in section 1. of the instruction word, the 10 
word is shifted to the rish! without it~ sign being pre
served, and, wh~thcr the v,'ord is positive or neg::.tive, 

In section 1 of an ADD instruction word is the code 
desi:;nation therefor, i.e., 08: in section 2 thereof is the 
memory address of the "addend"; in section 3 thereof 
is the memory address of the "augend"; in section 4 is the 
address in memury of the sum; and in section 5is the 

a zero is effeclively fill;:d in as the tenth·order digit fol
lowing each shift. 

33. Format of CLEAR-llfEMORY-ADDRESSES 
Instfllction IYord (CMA-05) 

In a CMA instruction, use is again made of the ability 
of the computer to increment addresses. As a result. 
any number of addresses are cleared with the use of 
only one instruction word; when an address is cleared, 
a word of all zeros is stored therein. For a CMA in
struction, the code therefor-i.e., 05-is in section 1 of 
the instruction word; two zeros ['fe in section 2 thercof; 
in section 3 is the memory address of the first word in the 
string of addresses to be cleared; in section 4 is the ad
dress of the last word in the string of addresses to be 
cleared; and in section 5 is pl::!ced the address of the next 
instruction word to be acted upon. 

As an example, 2,n instruction word capable of initiat
ing the clearing of memory addresses 1¢ through 2</>. 
with the next instruction v'Iord being stored in memory 
address 9¢, is 0500102090. 

34. Format of MOToa DA R Instruction 
Hi ord (At IJ-06 ) 

The motor bar instructicYl effects the desired depres· 
sion of a preselected motor bar to initiate a preselected 
cycle of operation of the accounting machine portion of 
the computer. In section 1 of a mo['or bar instmction 
word is the coJe nllmbtr "06"; in section 2 are the motor 
bar and decimal point codes, the same as previously 
described with respect to the EKW instruction; zeros are 

Jij memory address of the next instruction word to be car
ried out. 

Thus, if the addend data word :;tored in memory nd
dress 17 is to be added to the augend d"t:l w'ord store,l 
in address 19, (he sum data word is to be stored in 

20 memory address 21, and the next instruction word is 
located in memory address 22, :m instruction word ca
pable of initiating this particubr sequen2C of events ic; 
0817192122. Since negative wmds are stored in mcmL'ry 
as complements thereof, the addition of a positive word 

25 and a negative word, or the addition of two negativc 
words, results in the correct sum thereof. For eX:lmple, 
if +222 is to be added to -111. the addition operation 
c:1 lTied Ollt within the computer is 9999999889 plus 
OOOOOO()222 eqmls 0000000111. lf --222 is to be :Judd 

30 to -111, the ::.ddition operation carried out within the 
computer is 9999999889 plus 9999999778 equals 
9999999667, which is the complement of -333. 

35 

37. FOllllat of SUBTRACT 1m/ruction IVai'll (SUIJ--09) 

Like the "add" instruction, the "subtract" im;crllclion 
has a four-addrcss forrn~lt rind obtains ~h',; dUTct"cncc b.::
t\veen any t\VO \vords in accordanCe v\:iih the hlV/S of al
gebra. 

Tn section 1 of a "suulract" instruction ",'ord is ,he 
40 code therefor, i.e., 0.9; in section 2 thereof is tbe memOl '.' 

addre;;s of the "millllcml"; in section 3 is the memory :].d~ 
dress of the "subtrahend"; in section 4 is the 111<:;,,01 v 
address of the "rcmai11d~r"; and in scctioa 5 is the rn''':rJ.;-in both section 3 and section 4; and in section 5 is the 

address of the next instruction word. Tn a MB instruc
tion, :!n "x3" eode in section 2 of the instruction word ·10 

ory address of the ncxt instruction word. 
Suppose that the word in address 19 is to be subtrac!sd 

from the wO;'d in ~ddre.'3 17, the rcm:d:lllcr sLOred in ;-,d
dress 21, (}r:d the next instruc~jon \Jv'oru stored in adJrc:~s 
22. In this in~)tan(e, an iGstruction 'word capable of 
iili,iating this parlieu!nr sequence of c\".~nts is 0917192 [22. 

has no slgnifica;H.:e, as, in this instance, an "6x" code is 
p!aced therein to effect ,:n "auto111atic·resume-program" 
operation. 

If a normal "dollar" d~cimnl point "nd a middle motor 
bar "touch" op~ration is desired, wilh the next instruc·· 
tion word being stored in ml!mory :iddress GG. an instruc
tion word capable of initiating thi:; p,\rticular sequence 
of events is 06200000(,6. Comc(jucntly. as soon as the 
carriage reaches a stop. either by tabulution, carriag~ 
return, or depression of th~ "non-select" key, the des
ignated molor bar is operated, and the computer pro
ceedsonw3rd to carry alit the (]ictatcs of the next in
struction word. 

35. Furmat of STOP ll1S1ructioll IV crd (STP--07) 

When a "stop" instruction is given to the computer, 
ail operations therein effectively come to a standstill, 
and lamp HI. (FIG. 1) is iilllmina:ed. However, when 
the rcsllme-program-bar is dcprcs:ccd, l,\mp HA is turned 

50 According to the bws of algebra, \\ hen a negative word 
is subtr:lctrd from a positive word, th:: absolute valli':;;; 
of ,he two words are added, and th<~ si;n of their sum 
i~ posi(~ve. Thus. if the word 0000000222 is stored in 
addre,os 17 and the complement of --4'14 is st0red in 

5;3 addfcss J9, the computation carried Gut \'.'iihin (t;;:: 

computer i': 9999999556 subtracted from GJ0DOOO:'22 re
sults in a fC'lna:ndc!" of 0000000(:66 to bc ston:-o i;1 8d
dress 21. If a positive \vord is suDt:':1ct!.:d from a ncp.a
tlve word, the remaindcr is a ne.s[,tivc word whose (lb-

GO solute value is the Sllm of the abso;ut~ ,".dues of the 
two operands. Thus, if the compl~mcnt of --222 is 
stored in address 17 and the wod oeoO(,IJ()-I44 is ,Icrcci 
ill address 19, the computation carried out is 0000000"1'1·[ 

off, and the computer proceeds to carry out the next G;3 
instruction. The code for a "stop" operation-i.e., 07-

snhtracted from 9999999778 f-;ives a rcrnahldcr of 
9999999334 to be stored in address 21. 9999999334 bcirn:: 
the complement of -666; if the comp];:r:1ent of --7.22 

is in section 1 of the instruction word; in sections 2, 3, 
and 4 thereof are z~ros; and 1;] section 5 is the address 
of the next instruction word. 

If the next instruction word is located in memory 70 
address 5</>, an instruction word of this type is 
0700000050. 

36. Format of ADD fllstrllctioll Word (ADD-08) 

is stored in address 17 and the complemen~ of --444 is 
stored in ~ddres~; 19, the computation c:mi;;d is 
9999999556 subtracted from 999999977S gi';(;.~ J rem;;in
clef of 0000000222 to b~ stmcd in address 21; and, if 
the Inst-tnentioned nlinucnd and subtrnh.2nd (ire ini..::r-
ch:m::ccd, the computation c2rricd alit is 9,)9999977S sub
tmcted from 99999995:,r, t'ives a rcm~linc!cr of 9999::199773 
to be stored in rld,Jrcss 2 J, 9S'99999 ;'78 b~~n2 the con1plc-

In carrying out an "ADD" instruction, tViO \.<'Ol ds bLeB 75 meat of - 222. 
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33. Formal of ST.}:.! instruction Word (SUM-fO) 

96 
Ol.~t or tht! abov.;-d.::;cri0~J i'\.PN jn~~li Ui • ..:Liurt, th~ tivc sun13, 
resulttn2 froD1 the adJilion of the fivc p~drs of nUInbcrs, 
ure resp~cli\'cly ~~ored in nlCD1cry a.::idre:)~es 68 through 
72, while th(; flrst word of each of the five pairs of words 

'!'he "sun1" in~,truc~ion is another of the instructions 
""hich takc (:dv;:titagc cf t!lC 8.ddrc~~-increnlentil1g ability 
of the COm~H!ter and is l;tiliz:~d to effect algebraic c:.ddition 
of a phu"a 1ity of words located in a corresponding plu- [) 
nllity or scque:11i:11 ~ldJres~~es; thereafter, the total is stored 

I e~,p~ctivejy rCllwln in a corresponding 011e of menlory 
.:udrC's"c~i Lj through 19. 

The AFN instruclion lll~y DC LitilizeJ, for example, in 
a p~yroll application where it is dCl.ircd to add an em
ployee's deductions, such as "Community Chest," "Union 

in any preselected acldress in m~mory. 
IhG code number [or the SUM instruction-Le.,10--is 

i:1 ~ec(jon 1 of the instruction woru; the memory ,;dJreos 
in (0 which the totd is to be stored is in section 2 thereof; 
the n,emory "ddn:ss of th", first word in the scri'c3 to be 
",J:lcd is in section 3; the memory address of the last 
'.Yore! in the se~ks to be add"d is in section 4; ,md the 
memory ~,Jdrcss of the next ins:rncdon word is in section 
5 thcr~of. 

SUPpOSI:" that all of the \ovon.ls locntcd in addresses 81) 
thlOliCh 84 ,",e to be added, the sum is to b~ stored in 
<!d;.1re~3 7;" and ('lC n'.:xt iWitructiGn word is stored in 
,:ddrcss 85. In this iasr~lr~cel an instrllc~ion vlord caJl:lbJ~ 
of initiating lhi~ PQrticul~r sequcnc0 of events i:::; 
I07()8Ci~l485. 

39. FOI'l1,(If of ADD-PA!RS-OF-NUi\lllERS Inst:lIC:ioil 
Word (APN-Il) 

By using the "add-pairs-of-numbcrs" instruction, from 
one to nine pairs of numbers are added together, and the 
sum resulting from each addition is returned to the ad
dress of the operand of the highest address in each pair. 

In this instance, the code number" 11" for the APN 
instrllction is in section 1 of the instruction word; the 
low-order digit of (he number in section 1. thereof speci-
fies the n:.til,h,r or ~;lh.iitions [0 be perfornwd ami the 
hic4h-ordcr dii:it tl:ereof is a zero; the memory address of 
tllo ilr~, word of t:le p,,;r is in ~,cctiol1 3 thereof, ami, 
after each addiiion, this particular address is il1crementcu 
by "one" to obtain (he memory adJrc:~s of the first word 
of th0 fo;lowing pajr 10 be used in the sllb:;eqw:nt addi
tion; the m;:!liory address of the second word of the pair, 
\vhjd1 aJ~~o corn>-pondJ to the Il:~nl0r:l nddrcss of the 
SUITt, is in scc~ion 4 of the instruction \vonl, and, follow-
ing the addition, th:.; ;"d;Jrcss jn s~ction 4 is C:kcrcH1c:lted 
hy "enc" to obt~:b the address of the second word of 
the foJ:oviing p:lir of word", whkh address also corre
spo'lcb to the memory andress into which the ~um dc! ived 
from the follmving addition is to be stored; ami in sec
tion 5 of the imlru~tion word is the address or the next 
instruction word. 

Suppose tint "five" pairs of viords are to be added, 
the Erst word of tile fir,,! pair beillg stored in add res::; 
15, the sccon~1 v:or,J of (he fir:;t pair being stored in ad
dress 72, ard the ,",ext instruction word being stored in 
rtddrcss 88. /\.:1 i:~jstn!ction Vlord capC1.ble 0[- initiating 
this par!ic:ular sequence of events is 1105157288. 

Tn carrying out the APN instruction, the sequence of 
events is as follows: The word stored in Inemorv addre,s 
15 is added to the word stored in memory address 72, 
and the 5111:1 resulting from [he addition is stored in 
memory ~1ddrcss 72; thereafter, tb~ address specified in 
section 3 of t11e instruc:io tl word is incremented by "one" 
and thus becomes "address 16," instead of aduress 15, 
and, simuJt:lTIcoHsly therc'lvith, the address specifkd in 
section 4 of the instruction word is decremented by "one" 
and thus beccn1es "alldrc:s 71" instead of address 72; 
thereafter, (he word in ;lddress 16 is added to the \vord 
in address 71, t:ud the sun1 resulting frf'm this second 2d
dilion i:; stored in c.dd;-c:Js 71; thereafter, the Olddi'cSSCS 

specified i:l section 3 Ute! ~~ction t, of the instruction word 

10 Du~s," "FICA," etc., to each of the respective weekly 
;'lcuI11ulations thereof. All of such ndditions are automa
tic~lly performed with only on~ instruction word, due 
to the fact (hat the audrcsscs in section 3 and section 4 
of the instrllctioa word are aut(,mutically modJicd by the 

15 computer during the execution of the instruction. Also, 
as ~vHl be seen later, due ,to the bet that an instructioa 
word is stored in a "rcgister" while the computer is ex
ecuting tbe jnstru;:tion~ the ori2;inal inslruction \vord nOf

mallyremains in memory even though the instruction 
20 specified by the instruction wonl has teen previollsly car

ried 0;;1 to completion. 

25 

40. Format of J\1ULTfPLY-DOLLAR-DECIi'dAL In
struction Word (MDD-12) 

There are two multiply instructions which are utilized 
by the present computer. The first multiply instruction, 
"multiply-and-store-dollar-decimal" (MDD), is a "fixed 
decimal point" multiplication. That is, tlYO words having 
a maxirnllm of ten decimal digits each are multiplied to-

30 bether to obtain a proJuct thereof haying a maximum of 
twenty decimal digits. After tbe rnultiplic:ltion, the prod
lIct is shifted one decif'.1:.l1 position to the ri".ht and ef
fectively, "five cent>" is th811 added thcre(u "ie!' mde'r to 
round eff the low-oruer digit thereof. Thercafkr, the 

3':; product is shifted one Illorc dccirn3i position to the right, 
anJ the ten low-order di2its of the p,oduct r,re stutcd 
in the "product" address. 

111e numerical code for MDD-i.e., "12"-is in sect:on 
1 of the instruction worJ; the aduress of the m!lltipli~,\Dd 

40 is in section 2 of the instruction \\ioru; in section 3 tlKfe
of is the address of the multiplicT; in ~eclion 4 is the au
dr~ss of the product; 2nd in section 5 is the ndJrcss of the 
next instruction word. 

If it is desired for tbe vlOrd in address 41> to be nlulti-
.1;) plied by the word in addres:i 5</>, the product i, to be 

storeu in address 95, a[!d the n,~xt instruction woru is 
stored in address G</>. An instruction word c~p3.ble of 
initiating this particular sequence of events is 1240509560. 

According to tbe laws of aj"ebra, the al"cbr3ic si"n 
r50 of the product depends on the sign of the tv"o"·words ml~!

tiplicd. That is, the algebraic; sign of tbe product of 
two positive or two negative words is positive, while the 
algebraic sign of the product of a positive word and a 
negative word is negative. The J'v1DD instruction is a 

o;} special form of the "multiply-and-shift-producC' imtruc
tion (MUS), to be described next, due to the fact that 
it is possible to obtain essentially the same result with 
either imtruction. However, upon compktioll of a MDD 
instruction, both factors are retained in their original 

(JO addresses in memory. It is to be noted that in a MDD 
instruction, the address in ~eelion 3 of the instruction 
word should not also be [he address into which the product 
is ,to be stored; otherwise the product is incorrect in this 
instance. 

(j,j 
41. Format of MULTIPLY-AND-SHIFT Illstructioll 

Word (MUS-H) 

are respectively incremented and decremented by "Oi1C," 

and, thcrc~lf(er, the word stored in address 17 is added 70 
to the 'Nord stored in address 7 </>, and so on, until the 
word stored in address 19 is added to the word stored in 
adJresc; G8 and the sum resulti!lg from the last addition 

The second multipJy instruction, "multiply-and-shift
product," in contrast to the MDD instruelion, initiates 
a variable-decimal-point type of multiplication. That is, 
the two words are first multiplied togetber to obtain the 
product thereof, which is stored in a twenty-digit register. 
TIlereaftcr. while in the re,ni:;t::r, ,the pro(luctis shifted 
either to the left or to th~ rigbt ;1 predelermineJ number i:; stored in address 68. 

It is to be nolcu lliat, lipan compktion of the carrying 75 of decimal digit position:;. Af(c;;' being shifled, the ten 
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low-order digits of the shifted product are placed in the 
product address in memory. 

It is to be noted that the absolute values of the two 
words, without regard to any decima,j point locations, 
are mulliplied together to obtain the product. Thereafter, 5 
thc product is shiil2d either to the left or to the right 
by a maximum of nine decimal digit positions and t!u:n 
"rounded" jf desired. As only the ten low-order digits 

98 
43. Formal of TAKE-ALTERNATE-INSTRUCTION

IF X;:;;Y Illstruction Word (CFM-15) 

There are certain instances when it is desired for the 
computer to carry out an alternate instruction if a certain 
word in memory is equal to or greater than other particu
lar words in memory. With the use of a CFM instruc
tion, it is possible for the computer to algebraically com
pare the absolute magnitude of words located in two pre
determined memory address;;s, and to use either the mem-of 1:1e shifted product are stored in memory, :dl digits 

above the ten low-order Digits are essentially ignored. 10 ory address specified in section 4 or the memory address 
specified in section 5 of th~ instruction word for deter
mining the next instruction word in the program, depend
ing upon the result of the comparison. 

In section 1 of an in~inlction word for initiating a 
MUS command is the code therefor, i.e., 13; in the high
low-order digital position of section 2 is the product 
"number-of-shifts" code; in the high-order digital posi
tion of section 2 is the product "direction-of-shift" code; 15 
in section 3 is the memory address of the mil1tip~icHTIl!; 
in section 4 are the memory addresses of the multiplier 
and the product; and in section 5 is the memory address 
of the ne;.;,t instruction word. 

Suppose th~t the word in address 78 (02222000ClO) is 20 
to be multipHed by the word in address 89 (00COOOOO{)4), 
the prodl;ct is to be shifted five places to the right, and 
the next instruction word is stored in address 99. Thus, 
an instruction word capable of efI.::cting the carrying out 
of this particular command is 1345897899. Thc product, 25 
berore being shifted in the direction of and by tbe Hum-
ber of places specified, is 00000000000888800000. After 
being shifted fivc places to the right, the product stored 
in address 89 is 0000OO88SS. 

In section 1 of the instruction word for effecting a CMF 
operation is the numerical code therefor, Le., "15"; in sec
tion 2 thereof is the memory address of the first word 
(x) to be compared; in section 3 is the memory address 
of the second word (y) to be compared; in section 4 is 
the memory address of the next instruction word if the 
word in the memory address specified by section 2 is 
equal to or greater than the memory address specified by 
section 3; and in section 5 is the memory address of the 
next instruction word if the word in the memory address 
specified by section 2 is less than the word in the memory 
add ress specified by section 3 of the instruction word, 

Thus, if the first comparison word (x) is in address 
46, the second comparison word (y) is in address 5"" 
the next regular instruction is in address lcp, and the 
alternate instruction is in address 75. An instruction 

Again, according to the laws of algebra, th.: algebrD.ic 
sign of the p;-oduct depends upon the sign of th<~ hvo 
words being multiplied; the product of two positive or 
two nc,edtive words is positive, while the product of a 
positive WOH! and a nes;ative word is n·:gativ'e. It is to 

30 word capable of initiating such a CFM operation is 
11546507510. 

be noted that the positive or negative product stored in 35 
memory after the shifting operation is completed should 
not exceed the capacity of the computer memory, Even 
though the multiplicand may have essentially any value, 
the absolute value of the multiplier, however, should not 
be greater th,m 999999999. It is aLo to be noted that 40 
the multiplier is effectively "lost" following a :MUS com
mand. Therefore, to retain the multiplier, it is necess:uy 
that a "shift" instruction precede the MUS instruction 
in the program. 

44. Format of TAKE-ALTERNATE-INSTRUCTION
IF X".foY Instruction War;! (CFE-16) 

The CFE instruction is somewhat similar to the just
described CFM instruction, with the exception that the 
CFE instruction compares the two words only for 
equality. 

42. Format of DIVIDE Illstruction Word (DIV-14) 

The "divide" instruction is utilized to effect the divid-
ing of one word by another in order to obtain a quotient 
thereof, with both the dividend and the divisor being 
treated as whole numbers during the division. 

In section 1 of an instruction word capable of initiat
ing a erE operation is the code "16"; in section 2 and 
section 3 thereof are the memory acldresses of the two 
words to be compared; in section 4 is the memory address 
of the n~xt instruction word if the two words are of 
unequal magnitude; and in section 5 of the instruction 

45 word. is the memory address of the next instruction word 
if the two words are of equal magnitude. Thus, if the 
two words to be compared are locatcd in memory ad
dresses cp5 and ¢6, the regular instruction word is lo
cated in memory address 1"" and the alternate instruction 

In section 1 of an instruction word for effecting a DIY 
mathematical operation is the code therefor, i.e., 14; in 
section 2 thereof is the memory address of the dividend; 

50 word is located in memory address 78. An instruction 
word capable of initiating this type of operation is 
1605067810. 

in section 3 is the memory address of the divisior; the 
memory address of the quotient is in section 4; and in 55 
section 5 is the memory address of the next instruction 
word. 

As an exam;)le, if the word in address 43 is to be di
vided by the vwrd in address 57, the quotient is to be 
stored in address ¢2, and the next instruction word is 60 
stored in address 88. An instruction word capable of 
efi'ecting tbe carrying out of this particular command is 
1443570288. As before, the sign of the quotient is alge
braically determined by the algebraic signs of the two 
operands; if the two operands are of the same algebraic 65 
sign, the quotient is poshivc, and, if the two operands 
are of dissimilar algebraic signs, the quotient is negative. 

45. Format of ENTER-PUNCHED-TAPE Instruction 
Word (EPT-17) 

The "enter-punched-bpe" instruction utilizes the ability 
of the computer to increment memory address designa
tions in an instruction word. Consequently, by the use 
of but a single instruction word, any portion or even the 
entire capacity of the memory is selectively stored with in
formation read from a punched tape. The particular 
type of tape reader utilized by the present computer is a 
wen-known commercially-available photoelectric type 
such as that designated as Model 903 and at present man
ufactured by Potter Instrument Company, Inc. As the 
construction and mode of operation of such a tape reader 
are well known to those skilled in the art, a detailed de
scription th~reof is not deemed necessary for a full and 
complete understanding of the present invention. How
ever, a brief description of the format of the decimal
cOlled digital information on the punched tape is given 
herein. 

It is to be not.:d that, essentially, there is no limit to the 
maximum value of the dividend (x). However, the high
order digit of the absolute value of the divisor (y) should 70 
be a "zcro," and the absolute value thereof is 999999999. 
Also, in this instruction, the address of the dividend (x) 
should not be the same as that in which the quotient is With reference to FIG, SSC, the paper tape llsed in 

conjunction with such a tape reader is effectively divided 
75 into eight equally-spaced "channels," exclusive of "clock" 

to be stored; otherwise, the quotient is thereafter equal 
to 0010000000. 
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ch:mnel (eLK), which are disposed paralicl with respect 
to each other and with respect to the length of the tape. 
A combination of perforations punched in predetermined 
ones of the channel positions, and in a line perpendicular 

too 
whereas a "01" causes the tape to be tram:lated in a re
verse direction to permit the reading of symbol digits 
only. Thus, the operation of an EPT command not only 

to the length of the tape, collectively represent a particu- [; 
lar decimal digit or symbol. For example, an absence 

is dependent upon the "direction code" in sestion 2 of 
the instruction word but, in addition, depends upon the 
p8rticul<:r type of digits to be read from the tape; i.e., data 

of a perforation in each of channels 1 through 4 repre
sents the decimal digit "zero," assuming, of course, that 
a perforation appears in the clock channel "CLK"; a 
single perforation in channel 1 represents the decimal 
digit "one"; a single perforation in channel 2 represents 
the decimal digit "two"; a single perforation in channel 3 
represents the decimal digit "four"; a perforation in chan
nel 1 and channel 2 collectively represent the decimal 
digit "three"; and so on, so that a perforation in chan
nell and a perforation in channel 4 collectively represent 
the decimal digit "nine." It is also to be noted that a 
perforation in channel 6 and a perforation in channel 8 
collectively represent an "end-of-frame" symbol (EOF), 
and a perforation in channel 6 and a perforation in chan
nel 7 collectively represent an "alternate-instruction" 
symbol (AI). 

In the operation of some of the various types of con
ventional paper tape punches, an odd number of holes, 
exclusive of clock channel (CLK), is required to be 
perforated in the tape to collectively represent a data 
digit or a symbol digit. Thus, if a data digit or a symbol 
digit is represented by an even number of holes, as shown, 
a hole is additionally perforated in channel 5 in order 
that an odd number of holes collectively represent that 
particular digit; if the number of holes is already an odd 
number, an additional hole is not perforated in channel 
S. Thus, in the above tape, a hole is additionally per
for:lted in channel 5 whenever the holes perforated in 
data channels 1 through 4 collectively represent either a 
"zero," a "three," a Hfive," a Hsix," or a "nine.H Also, 
a hole is additionally perforated in channel 5 whenever 
the holes perforated in symbol channels 6 through 8 col
lectively represent either of the end-of-frame or alternate
instruction symbols. 

Therefore, whenever a hole is perforated in channel 6, 
as for symbols (EOF) and (AI), the digit is not con
sidered as '\lata." Consequently, data punching errors 
are cancelled simply by punching a perforation in chan
nel 6 along with each incorrectly punched data digit, and 
the computer is thereby instructed not to consider these 
data digits. A perforation in both channel 6 and chan
nel 7 effectively causes the computer to immediately stop 
the tape when the tape reader "senses" the "alternate
instruction" symbol (AI) and to carry out the "alternate" 
instruction specified in the instruction word. A perfora
tion in both channel 6 and channel 8 causes the computer 
to immediately stop the tape when the tape reader senses 
the end-of-frame symbol (EOF) and to carry out the next 
"regular" instruction specified in the instruction word. A 
"frame" may comprise from one to one hundred words 
ten decimal digits in length, with each word normally 
punched one digit at a time, starting with the high-order 
digit and ending with the low-order digit. However, each 
word is thereafter sequentially read one digit at a time, 
normally starting with the low-order digit and ending 
with the high-order digit. 

In an instruction word capable of initiating an "enter
punched-tape" operation, the code designation therefor 
(i.e., "17") is in section 1 thereof; in section 2 is the 
"direction code"; in section 3 is the memory address into 
which is stored the first word read; in section 4 is the 
memory address of the alternate instruction; and in sec
tion 5 is the memory address of the next regular instruc
tion. 

The "direction code" in section 2 of an EPT instruc
tion word determines the direction in which the tape 
is to be translated past the reading station. That is, a 
"00" causes the tape to be translated in a forward direc
tion to permit the reading of both data and symbol digits, 

or symbol. Howe·"er, when an EPT instruction is first 
initiated, the particular digit which is located directly over 
the tape-reader head, as represented by a particular com-

10 bination of perforations, as heretofore described, may 
bG either a decimal digit from "0" through "9", an end
of-frame symbol (EOF), or an alternate-instruction sym
bol (AI). 

Thus, suppose that the number "00" is in section 2 
13 of the instruction word and a combination of perfora

HOllS representing a decimal digit is loc~ted directly over 
the rc~,ding head at the beginning of the cycle of opera
tion. In this instance, the tape is translated in a forward 
direction past the reading station, and the first ten decimal 

20 (li!;its read are stored in memory at the address specified 
in section 3 of the instruction word; the address in sec
tion 3 being incremented each time a ten-digit word is 
stored in memory. Data words are sequentially read 
from the tape and stored in memory until an end-of-frame 

23 symbol (EOF) is read, after which the tape is stopped 
and thereafter remains in position for the next recorded 
digit to be read therefrom. In the event the number of 
digits in a given frame does not equal an integral number 
of ten-digit words, "zeros" are effectively "filled in" in 

30 tli(: remaining high-order digitJI positions of the data 
word stored in the last one of the memory addrcsses used, 
thus completing the word. Thereafter, the computer car
ries out the dictates of the next instruction word stored 
in the memory address specified in section 5 of the in-

3':; struclion word. It is to be noted that the particular num
ber of words, thus stored, is not determined by the in
struction word. The number of words stored in memory 
in response to an "enter-punched-tape" instruction is de
termined solely by the number of words recorded on the 

,10 tape between end-of-frame symbols. 
If, in the preceding example, an alternate-instruction 

symbol digit (AI) wns positioned over the reading head 
instead of a data digit, the tape is then indexed forward 
by a distance of one digit, and the computer thereafter 

'.) carries out the dictates of the alternate instruction word 
which is stored in memory at the address specified in. 
section 4 of the instruction word. In the preceding ex
ample, an en,J-of-frame symbol (EOF) represents an 
"illegal" instruction for the computer. Consequently, in 

r;:) this instance, the computer ignores that particular instruc
tion and does not stop the tape. 

If 1m "cntcr-punehed-tape" command (EPT) is initi
ateu with the number "01" in section 2 of the instruction 
word nnd with a data digit initially positioned over the 

G ,j rearling head, the tape first starts to rewind-I. e., is trans
lated in a reverse direction-and, consequently, the data 
information recorded on the tape is not read; thus nO 
dGta is stored in memory from the tape. The tape con~ 
tinues to rewind until an end-of-frame symbol (EOF} 

C~) has been read. ,\fhen the end-of-frame symbol is read, 
the computer imm~cliately begins to carry out the dic
tates of the next instruction word stored in memory at 
the address specified by section 5 of the instruction word. 
Thereafter, the tape continues to rewind until an alter-

OJ nate-instruction symbol is read, at which time the tape 
is automatically stopped. 

Should en end-of-frilmc s)'mbol digit be positioned over 
the reading head in the just-preceding example ins.(ead of 
a data digit, the tape staTts to rewind, and the computer 

70 immediately begins to carry out the dictates of the next in
struction word which is stored in memory at the address 
specified in section 5 of the EPT instruction word. When 
rrn alternate··instruction symbol (AI) is thereafter first 
read, the movement of the tape is automatically stopped. 

j;; However, if an alternate-instruction symbol has been po-
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sitioned over the reading head, the tape starts to rewind 
and is slopped only wh;:n the next altern3te-instruction 
symbol is read subsequent to an end-of-frame symbol. 
When the "end-of-frame" symbol is read, the computer 
starts ,to carry out the dictates of the next instruction 
word which is stored in memory at the address specified 
in section 5 of the EPT instruction word, even though 

Itl:"tructicm 

SIIF __________ _ 

102 
nHART II 

})C.,;cril}tioll of tb: 11~~tructi~~1l 

the tape continues to rewind under the control of the 
tape unit only, and is autom~ltic~lly stopped when the next 
~ltemate-instruction symbol (AI) is sensed, all end-of
frame symbols (EOF) ess~ntially being ignored. It is 
to be noted that successive "enter-punched-tape" instruc
tions should be separated by a minimum time lapse of 
approximately 3.5 miHiscconds. 

10 C~u~ ________ _ 
1\[ n ___________ _ 
srpp __________ _ 
A Il]) ____ ~. __ .. 

SlJ B ____ .. ____ _ 

In the preceding example, in which the code number 
"01" is in section 2 of the instruction register instead of 
"00" and the tape is in the process of being rewound, if 

1:") SF.\\ ~ 

a subsequent "enter-punched-tape" (EPT) command is 
initiated before the rewinding operation is completed and 
the code number "00" is subsequently in section 2 of the 20 
instruction register, the computer essentially waits until 
the winding operation is completed before attempting to 
earry out the ne;.;;t succeeding "enter-punched-tape'" com
mand. 

46. Format Code Designations of Instruction Words 

As just described, the code designations for the eighteen 
instruction words are numbered from "00'" through "17." 
As will be seen later, the computer is properly responsive 

25 

--- ~~-~-- ~-~-~--~ 

CIIAHT HI 
.~--- -.----~---

to anyone of the code designations "00" through "09" 30 
even though the high-order digit thereof is anyone of the 
even-numbered digits 0, 2, 4, 6, or S. Thus, for ex
ample, the code designation for an "add" instruction (i.e., 
"03") is effective in initiating the proper sequence of oper
ations even though stored as "08," "23," "48," "6S," or 
"88." Also, the computer is properly responsive to either 
of the remaining code designations "10" through "IT' 
even though the high-order digit thereof is anyone of the 
odd-numbered digits 1, 3, 5, 7, or 9. For example, the 
code designation for an "add-p::irs-of-numbers" instruc
tion-i.e., "II "-is effective in initiating the proper se
quence of operations even ,ulOugh stored as "11," "31," 
"51," '"71," or "91." 

35 _~:~[~ ~~~PNa~~~~~,~I~ __ I·I_~r~ilJl:~l~'()inl~,()~t~,,~~~I~ __ 

O,r ________ "L~pp('r "\-lot.Dr B:lr .ro _____ TII,t,'.\'[',"Il (\)lu~rlns :2 ~dlll 

>I Touch." ; 

Following are three charts, respectively labeled I, II, 
and IIr, which give an abbreviated listing and description 
of the various instruction words and formats thereof as 
previously described. 

CII.\Wr I 

InstnwUon \Vonl Furmnt 

Where the asterisk reprcs:!nis the address of the next reg
ular instruction and ( )c represents the operational code 
designation for that particular command as given by 
Chart II. 

lx ________ t;J)~wr To.1otor B:lr xL____ C~)lu:~ ns .) ~lniI 
°1(1)111." 

2x ________ Middle :\lotor Tbr I I3~ ___ ~. 

40 3x ________ l\,;~i-~:~l;~CIl.~fotor l1Jr ~ .£';3 ____ _ 

4X~ _______ La',vpr ~"[otor Belr 
"1[Dle!." I gl.ltd. 

ra._ .. ____ L?:Iii::.'>~otor ll.'r 1

1

-- ~ -----;;;:---;;I~;~:,~ 
,15 "c_ .. _____ "Ol~;'):or Bar (E::'W I ~~~~I·---~~~~ --- --~--

I 01. ____ 

1 

. ;11'1 T'c" ·n.l 

:Elltt'r-Canl-\Von!s I,lnc-li'intl Ollt'r,~tion:ll Cvdc 

50 
170 ________ \ Enti~r l\':'"k;;."~ OarJ-!\1'\nu'\l I-~,">,u'~ ~ Pm~Tr:l::rl. 
xL _______ Sl.op on Hr~t Linl.-,rLIhj"~\Lmu d l:('~ n 1'rOl:r~rn. 
x~ ________ Stop on ~lt~on(l_ ~,ilH',-nnd ~\hnuc~l Pro~~rcl-~l. 
:r:3- _______ . StOT! on thIrd Lln:''lnd-\Lmu::1 l!i\-;ll:I,U 

x13 ________ btoP on :-;e::ond Lin:,qn,[-'\ tlt:)T:':lti:' ~:,~\.';:u 
x>i ________ 1 St~)iJ OIl flrc-it Lin::n.IHLA.ut[)~lj :tie 1;\'''Ui1~l' 

55 x7 ________ 8t'JPOll. third Li1H',nnd-Auto"i~l1.i,': :\C~'.l1.'IWl'rOiS'·~:ll . 
.(8 ________ Ejf'vt C~1ni--Auto111~1.~ic ~;(';;unlu ~~r(].:'L~~H. 

I ___ ~ 

05 00 ________ Xo f~hjCt (Cupy). 
2fl m~i:t LdL 

70 

an ______ ShFt T;i':i1L anLl :nOUIlrJ. 
4n ___ . __ ~hil't "i~ht. 

5n . ______ Shift Ria;ht:1n{1 Not Pr('~;crn\ Sic:n (SIIF Only). 
\Yhere 0 ft" is any nU-IL:b~r 0 to IJ :::,p<.':..·ily!Il~ tilt' lnl' -.b"r of :;hir!~. 

47. Instfl!cliol! Execuliol! Ti!lle 

The following formulas give the first-orJ·cr <lpproxima
tions of the time required for the execution o[ e8ch of 
the previously-described ei;;hteen ir:.struct;olls: 

75 (OO-EKW) The computer starts to execute the next in-
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struction 0.250 second before the end of the last ma
chine c:,'c!e initiated by the EKW instruction, the ma
chine cycle time being approximately 0.6 second. The 
total time (t) in milliseconds is given by the formula 
1=35C-/-600(Y-X)+(Y-X-I-1)th , where X is the 5 
address in section 3 of the instruction word, Y is the 
acJurcss in section 4 of the instruction word, and Ih is 
the averase time interval between depressions of the 
resume-program-bar. 

(Ol-POW) The time required for POW is the same as 10 
that for EKW, except that th in this instance is the 
amount of time that the accounting machine printer is 
delayed while the carriage is moving from one stop to 
another. 

(02-ECW) The total time required to read and "line- 15 
find" a ledger card thirteen inches in length varies from 
1.5 seconds for a card on which posting is to take place 
on the topmost posting line thereof to 2.5 seconds for 
a fully posted card; the total time required to read and 
eject a ledger card thirteen inches in length is 2.S sec- 20 
onds. For each inch decrease in length, the time re
quirement is decreased by approximately 0.2 second. 

(03-ROC) The total time required to record on and then 
eject a ledger card thirteen inches in length varies from 
1.5 seconds for a new card to 2.5 seconds for a fully 25 
posted card. The total time required for reading and 
recording on the ledger card varies from 3.0 seconds 
for a new card to 5.0 seconds for either a partially or 
a fully posted card. 

(04-SHF) The time required for a shift instruction de- 30 
pends on the particular digits pJaced in section 2 of 
the instruction register; i.e., the direction of shift and 
the number of shifts required. If the digits in section 2 
are (2n), (4n), or (5n), the total time (1) in millisec
onds is given by the formula t=5.12-/-S.08n; if the 35 
digits are (312), then 1=9.16+8.0SII; and, if the digits 
are (00), then t is equal to 5.12 milliseconds. 

(05-Cl\,1A) The time in milliseconds (I) required for a 
CMA instruction depends upon the number of memory 
addresses to be cleared and is given by the formula 40 
t=3.44+1.6S(Y-X), where X is the address in sec
tion 3 of the instruction word and Y is the address in 
section 4 thereof. 

(06-ME) The total time (I) in milliseconds required 
for an MB instruction is given by the formula ,15 
1=350-/-th , where th is the time elapsed before the 
start of the machine cycle. 

(07-STP) The time (t) in milliseconds required for a 
STP instruction is given by the formula t= 1.76--l-th' 
where th is the time elapsed before the resume-program- GO 
bar is depressed. 

(OS-ADD) and (09-SUB) The time required for either 
an ADD or a SUB instruction is 9.16 milliseconds. 

(lO-SUM) The time (t) in milliseconds required for a 
SUM instruction depends upon the number of words to 55 
be totaled and is given by the formula 

t=9.0S+ (Y -X)4.04 

where X is the address in sec lion 3 of the instruction 
word and Y is the address in section 4 thereof. 

(ll-APN) The time (t) in milliseconds required for an 60 
APN instruction depends upon the number of word
pairs to be added and is given by the formula 

1=9.16+(11-1)7.40 

where II is the number of pairs of words to be added. 65 
(12-MDD) The time required for an MDD operation 

is calculated from the following equations for an MUS 
operation, except that, in an MDD operation, m is 
cqual to "3" and fl is equal to "2." 

(13-MUS) The time required for an MUS instruction 70 
depends on the "shift" and "direction" operational code 
in section 2 of the in3truction word, the algebraic signs 
of the multiplier X and the multiplicand Y, and the 
sum of the values of the digits of the multiplier. If 
the high- and low-order digits in section 2 of the in- 75 

104 
struction word are (m) and (11), respectively, the par
ticular formula to be applied to obtain the time J!1 

milliseconds «() required to carry out a MUS instruc
tion depends upon the algebraic signs of the two oper
ands in the following manner: 

(a) If the signs of X and Yare both positive, and m is 
either a "2," a "4," or a "5," then 

9 
t= 10j.72-/-8.08n-/-4.0('i>Yi 

i=O 

(±Xi) 
.=0 

represents the sum of the digit values of the multiplier, 
Xo being the lower-order digit of the multiplier, and 
Xg being the high-order digit thereof. For example, if 
the multiplier is equal to (12.45), then 

(f~Xi) 
.=0 

is equal to (5+4-/-2+ 1 +0-/-0+0+0+0-/-0), or (12). 
However, in the above example, if III was a "3," then 

9 
t= 112.90+ 8.08n+4.04:;,:sXi 

i=O 

(b) If the sign of X is negative and the sign of Y is posi
tive, 12.12 milliseconds is to be added to the above time. 

(c) If the sign of Y is negative and the sign of X is posi
tive, 8.08 milliseconds is to be added to the above time. 

(d) If the signs of X and Yare both negative, and m is 
either a "2," a "4," or a "5," then 

t= 112.90+8.08n+4.04tollxill 

where IXr! represents a general digit of the number, re
gardless of whether the number appears in normal or 
complemental form. However, when (m) is a "3," then 

9 
t= 120.98+8.08n+4.0{~SXi 

;=0 

The maximum time occurs when X is equal to 
89,999,999.99, the sign of Y is negative, and a shift of 
nine places to the right with "round-off" is desired. In 
this instance (tmax) is equal to .55 second. The mini
mum time occurs when (Ill) is a "2" or a "4," and (X) 
and (II) are both equal to zero, the minimum time 
being equal to 0.1 second. 

(14-DIV) The time in milliseconds (I) required for a 
DIV operation depends upon the algebraic sign of the 
dividend and the divisor, and on the magnitude of the 
quotient. When the signs of X and Yare both posi
tive, t=48.28+td; however, when the signs of X and 
Yare both negative, or of opposite sign, 1=56.28-/-td, 
where td in each instance is equal to 

(lOOQu+ lOQ,+ i~Qi)8.08 
where (Qj) is the individual digits of the quotient. For 
example, if the quotient Q is 000.4351000, then Qo 
through Q2 are equal to "0," Q3 is equal to "I," Q4 is 
equal to "5," Q5 is equal to "3," Qa is equal to "'4," 
and Q7 is equal to "0." Consequcntly, 

(tQi) 
1=0 

in this instancc is equal to (1 +5-+--3+4), or (13). The 
maximum time required for a DIV operation is ap
proximately six seconds. 

(15-CFM) The time required for a CFM operation de
pends only on the algebraic signs of the two words to 
be compared. If X and Y have the same sign, t is 
equal to 9.16 miliiseconds; however, if X and Y have 
opposite signs, t is equal to 5.12 mi lIiscconds. 
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(l6·--C':2'E) The time required ror a CFE op;:r"tion i~ 

7.4g millb.;cOilds, 
(17-EPT) The time in milliseconds (I) r.::quir,~d (or an 

EPf instruction depends upon the ham" of dala read 
and is expre'i~ed by the forn-iU1a 1=) -r-1.(n:")lV, \,,"hc(e t"I 
is the number of digiU~ per fraine. 

48, Illstruction Register Generally 

5 

lOG 
valli of bit "boo is likewise "zero," output lines (ISb)' 
~1l1d ~b rel1Pin TRUE and FALS12, rec;r~clivcly. When 
bit' c"is to oc rC<1u out of memory, only line Be from 
Ih,.: bil couT1icr is TF..UE. As the binnry vDluc of bit 
"e" i,i ~:L;o "zero," olllp:It lines (l~c)' and 13e remain U\1-
ck::l'.'c;J, \Vhen !he hirh "Ol'ckr bit "d" is to be read 
nUl ~f memo;,y, only lin.; TId from the bit counter is 
'i·RUi~, j\s tllC binary value of bit "'d!' is no\v a Hone," 
when lin~ C41 goe'; TRtn:: at T!i,1E-4, all the inputs \Vhilc the computer is il~ the p;'oces:; o[ carryi:lg O:l( 

th:.:; in3truc~ion sPCCiriClt by one of the j!1·;t-dc.:;(Tib~d i'1-
struction \vord'~, th~lt p:~;·t;c _lJU.f :nstrucl10a "'/onl h (:i~ .. ~:
tivcly s.iored in an ~instructi~n rcgi~~t~r.n \Vith rcL~~'e[1ce 

10 to AND %3 are TRUE. :md, consequently, line 
u::cs TF:.UE at TIME-!. l\S the high-order 

dil:lt of tbe code designation 13 ]lcxt to be fead in this 
J1iI-rr j,;;i::r ex:;n:p!c, only line Dil from the digit counter 
is TR UE at tilis put;cubr instance, Therefore, the rcf-

to FJ GS. 45i\ 2nd 45 D, ti1(; in~truction fe~lst~r (!) is 
{!ffectivcl~/ divlLi . .":d i:a~o f~v-.: :~cc·~;orj'~l 1 1;lro~lgh 5} whe:'c 
scctio'Q 1 i~; capable of sturin.=; d-le tVI"O highcst·o[de~' digit \ 
and S2clio~1 5 i'; (,'(~~"Xtblc of :)tG~'i!1g the 1\-vo l{)\n;~;l-"-"jrd.>· 
uigits of the ~\:n··digiL in:J~~:uc.:tio.:1 \\rord. C:H:h of lhc ~:'./"; 
s·.;ct:ons i~; c:r~.x:tivcly Jiviu~d into a hagb-on.:kr and a 
low-order d;~2:~t-re(~i'Jtcr. (:;1(:11 oj' \,'"hich is ud]jz(~d to s~or(~ 

Lj e;"fil::; ir;v't to flipn0p 6;)1)4 gG~S TRUE at Tf1\IE-4. 
/q ~"~E-l, th~~ r8fcrC'nc~ input thereto goes FA.LSE, 
~o ,h"t tb:: st~:' cs of ontput lines (ISd)' and 18d are 
relc!"S{"!. That i.s, Er.e (ISd)' goes FALSE, and line Wei 

a partic~tlar.7")nJ::r<- ckcin:a1 dir::it of th:::" in~~~:-u:.:::tion \,:Dtd 
~ 20 

in biu'try-ccde:l-dc.:inl·_ll fO:'EL For e>:arnpl;;~ J:~it-r ... gic;-
te~ (:~) effectively ~itorel the highe~·~t or tcnlh-ord~l' de"::i~ 
Ina! d1s;t cf the irlstruc~~on ~~vord~ djtii-rC'gf~~ter (is) c1Yc-..'
lively stores t:le ni;-llh-or(h:;r decinlai dj~~t o~~ t~~ in~,t:·u..:

tinn:) v~'ord; and ;)0 0;1, so th~-1t d~git-re:~jslcr (Iq» sLore3 _01 

the lo-~ve.st or fir~t-orj.::r dccir.1al di;jtL or t~1C i:j~trllctiDn 
word. 

49, S<'i'1ion 1 of ill',!mctiol1 1\.::-"IS1(,1" 

g('~S TkIJE. 
It is s~en, therefore, j'hat the st::.tcs of energization 

d f,ipllops G%1 lhrol1gh 6(!!M, collectively represent the 
binary nan~her "lGOt\" ,vhich, in turn, represents the 
tk.:;rn;)l digit ~'elght:' As th~ v[dl1e of bit Hal" of the 
t~Dl;1-0rdcr digit is ~'O," the s::He of cnergiz~tioD of flip

i;{)i'S repr c,:ents tbe "~ero" value of the tenth-order 
oY the imtwction word, 

Vlith n:ftlel;c'~ to FiG. 56, all of the output lines from 
~,ec:'ion I of tiL! h':structio'l rc6ister [l.fC ·connected as in
pli['3 to ~ln ''It)Stn;,.:'t:o:1-c::l d8 I-'::JdouC' h:iving n l11Ultiplicity \\'lth refcrc.\v..:~ to FiG. 55, section 1 o~ lh~ in ;truct;c:l 

regi:-~ter i':) logicoJly illn'=tf:ttcu as ii:cilldin~ nve ~1~pl1ops, 
6frSl ibt,fJu~h (i-f~;):j, \,. hO~j·e ~;la!t.:s of i.._nergiZt'l~io:l co!
lectively rcprc~('~~t, i-,1 bi~1:1i'~'-c:od~J d~cjn1lli f:J:rn., e,1.ch 
or the p:-c~r!o:...t :y-Jc::,c~'jttd inslfllc:i{in coJc C;JH1!iCC; 

'\'J(il;~' (Er~-r~l) throd)t I.
C 1'lil (~~E)"r). J\S tl-:,,:; iii:;h-or:k~~ 

digit of each of the iil:;lfU,;.:tiori co~:e rHlnJtn:r~-; i:; Cij]ICf a 
HOtle~' 0:' a "z::ro: 1 o,":iy' c:~;; i1:~)t1GP (,~0~;.5) i.) nct.:~~j0:.l!'Y 

to ~·t:Jl"C the hj~~l-oid~:-r digit oi~ the (n'~::-,. i ~o\,'/~\'\:;r, ;::.3 

ao of out!)ui. r:n:_'s v;hirh (,11";3 :r'''']~cjiv~ly c~lergizcd by logi
l::il c~-lirbinn;-~:J:13 ("1' n~:; fi'.'c n;p;~or:s of section 1 of 
t~t\~ ;n'~L1·tlct~on fes:i·,t(T ~lnd in~Cvidu;;ny correspond to 
a ~·',:\.:cLcd on~: or i~"!r,~truct~c:l \\'old~ Ei':\7'~l(tO) throu.::r!l 
E ~~,'r{ ! '/). f r,T:.,)rin~:. for lh~ Inor.lcnt~ those output Jines 

the lo\v-orJer d~~;it o!' t'h:J l"'l:'_:': m.::~/ b,~ 
uZ(.'~··J" thrfj:':~:1 ";"~inc," i''.JEl' Hit,HDp,,; (l~;;:}; f;>\~.) 

f'SC ne':c::",Jtj to J t.:Pi'C_),-;~1t ~h:· V~t~·_~,:: o:l: t:l:; I':J\,/··(H(:l~'i' (r~"lt 

:L} b=:;r!n~ :1 4'rJ':i:12~~ r:nt:1ti()r1, on1y one or the ren1aining 
O:tVl' ~i:lcS is T':'UE 8t :m}' given instance; tbe par
r(-~Jb,r En,,? ;.Ilat i~ "r~~'.tjE is d~pcndcnt upon~ and car
r.: -T)'~!p~~s to. the p~rt;'~'ukr code nU111bcr stored in sec
~;;~}~'l ! of 1he in:-,irnciion IC~~:~tcr. Th(;;r~ are, ho\vcvcr, 

~j~) (:-r'(1~:·; c~:::~'pt::,i;1S, \vhich arc to be not~d hereinaftej·. 
thereof. 

,A:; IYi"cviou:-Jiv d~~~';:;ri~i(;d v/!th r~:·'rhxt to FrC:;. 67/;' ~:1(J 
Btl, output liG~ 1\1:),\ fron1 the lj;CrHory ~;en:;c 8.r~lp!ir:.:r 
nii!~1Dp uu5~) is cith'c?f "1 RlJE or F/\LSE 1 Jer:..:nding u~-IC'il 
\\,'hethcr a bil:'.l;::'/ 11.1 J; or a binary "!J" hau i:~~;t prc\riou.}]/ 
been fL:ad o~:t or n1ernory dEring a rC;ci.J-~\,\rfite ;::yc~c e,f 
op;;(a~i0:i1. If a ~-,in:=:ry ·'1 ~l bad just becn rC'~ld ont of 
n~crnory, th~ sLate of 1in~ rdS!!.. [.8::3 froIl) F,!:.J ... :_:;~2 to 
TRUE f!;)~)ro:.;ir~lfl.~c1~/ 3 ~11i('~-,~<;cconJs ancr TQ\IE-3, n:aJ 
s:i..rvs 'Ti<.LJE li~tii tile n:,~~: T'~~,L-~--~, ,Ht \\iL;ch 1i(~c the 
stat.; of ~i:1J il.~:}F\. rclnl-n~; F~"~.L:)E. If a bji.l~1ry HO'~ had 
j~l::)t b~~ea n.:ad out of nlCi:lory, tbrJ SLa~c or lin~ l\'~Sj\ 
r~n-:~':~n~ u1:~:b~_ntcJ.: i,c .. , ri\LSE. 

Thps, in the prt:ceJ1!lg cx,Hnpic, an I,US" being stored 
if"! sc~~tiGn 1 of th:.."' jn~lruct;on re~i~Jtcr causes the state 
oC o";p,,t Iin~ ADD 10 be TItUE, ~:l!l the remaining out
put linc'a !JCi~lg F .. /\ LSE. ]t is, therefore, to be appre-

~.) Ci~l:cd ri~\~H, for an He:atcr-~,cyboard-\Vords1' cODllnand 
(co,.'c 00), oniy !i:IC EKW is TRUE: for a "print-out
\,0""',," eo~)m::md (cock 01), line POW is TRUE; and 
;0 eel, m th:<t o:lfpllt li11C EPT is TRUE, in,licntive 
c[ ! h:~ \Gt'I~1.1~r-p:rn~!1cd··t:lpe" (O[TH11~tnd (codc 17). TIle 

;')) ~:i-n~lilifkd 10:::> . .'£.11 eClu:lfions for the c:ghtccn readont lines 
of tt,,: du:oJcr arc a,e follows: 

'Tl1.US, ~..f~er pn:~:,'":;JinG sL~ction 1 of the instdJction 
r.r::gistcr to "C'~/' by C;:<r·.:Lll:Z 3 'f'[tUr.-tC'-;:-:i\L~L::' cb~n;':; 55 
of staie of Ij;-.lc (:.;~~I)) f Gl:[,po;e that ~~:1 /'J.fJD in::.;trEc~ica 

\vord \V&S ofi~;r'2:liy S',Ol,::1 in a p(lrc~cillar addres3 in 
nlCrnO(Y aDG. it is d~~ir:cd to rake It~li:~ \vuru fron1 m·.:;nl-
01'/ [ .. El<J :.;l,Gre it in th~ i:l~~ra::~~on rt~~:LJ'.er. i'..S th..; code 
dC::;j_~il~~t:Qn for ~;1 j\[)~) i~·;:::~rLh.:ti'Y~l j:) HV:~," the di.:;it t;O 
10 b~ ~~or('d In tIle hi.::~~·orJcr dig!t rC2istsr (19) of ~ec
t~(j;1 1 of lb~ ,ilLtruciio:1 rcgi~~cr is ~1 HZC[O," rind ~h~ 

uicjt 10 b,:: stor:2J ;n th.:: lovi-order digit rcg~ster (15) 
th;rcof is an "c(~~lL" CC:l'~C~u';::[jt1y, ,1S bjllo:ry-bit Ha," 

of the loN-oi"G;~r ci,git of 1h,~ cod..:! d(':;i~n8tjorl ,is first 8:5 
to b~ rca:l out c~ ,111Ctnory, E:'.c E;a is T~~_lJE, and, 8.S a 
vyrO~'d is to IJC tfansf~rl'cd L:o:--n r:1C~)nory to lh~ instruc
tion rcgi':1-::r, lin::: If,B is li~,:c',vii'~ TRUE, ~i3 vlill b:,; seen 
1:~ter. I-[ov~'-::vcr~ in tbi-~ ex~cnp;:;~ as the binary value 

],h, 
'[",1,1.1 

f) [V __ _ 

C F \1 ...... ~ 
en' ..... . 
. EI'11 

(,- ,'1' [ ,~ 

:\0, 

For r,~u",;ons to be set forth herei'lafter, it is to be 
noted Ih.1t li:le }\Dl) is Tl{UE \vhencver either an "osn 
0[' ;:m "09" is stored in seetio;} 1 of tbe instruction regis-

of bit "a" of the 10"Ii-oid::r di:;it of the code desig- 70 
nation is "zero," line j>,lS/\. remains F/ILSE, "nd there
fcr~ OLdput line: (Uti)' and IRa arc 'TRUE Oild Fi~j.LSE, 
re2{.lc,ctiv~ly, \'\'hen bit ';l/' is 10 be r::;}d out of rn·enl
ory, only thc line Eb ;rom t~e bit COl!nt:::r is TRUE, 
whih; lines Ea, Be, U:l:_t Dd 2.re F ;\",LSE. 1\S the binary 75 ter, i.e" for either nn "nd,l" or a "subtract" command; 
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however, line SUD is TRUE on]y for ;.l "cub tract" com
mand, i.e., "09." In addition, line MUS is TRUE when 
either a "12" or a "13" is stored in section 1 of the 
instruction regi~ter, i.e., for either a "multiply-dollar
decimal" or a "multiply-and-shift" instruction; ho>vcvcr, G 
line lVIDD is TRUE only for a "multiply-dolbr-lkcire::l" 
command, i.e., code "12." An additional readout is pro
vided by line MOD, which is essentially a logical OR 
of lines I"iUS and DIV and which signifies that either 
a mUltiplication or a division operation is being carried 10 
out. 

50. Section 2 of Instruction Register 

108 
section of th2 \vonl-:·,c\:cting register previollsiy d·.:s~rIbcd 
with re,pect to FIG. 65, all of which may more clearly 
be seen by reference to the biockdi2~T"m shown in FIG. 
45. TilliS. as jir;cs 17a through 17d of FiG. G4 and lines 
lGa tllrough Iud of FIG. 65 ar;) each logically ANDED 
\v;th line T12, \vhich odginatcs in FiG. 61, rJLcr the ·word-
seiecting rC3istcr is preset to "00" by efl'c:cting a TRUE
,a-FALSE reversal of the s~atc of line (?\V'p)', the high
and low-order digits stored in >ec!:on 2 of the instruction 
register are permitted to rc,pectivdy be simultaneously 
transferred directly into the high- and low-order digit posi-
tions of the word-selecting register by effecting selective 
energization of line 1'12, selective energization of line 
T12, therefore, effecting the transfer of the contents of With reference to FIG. 57, section 2 of the instruction 

register includes eight flipflops, GOG6 through 6013, '?ihich 
store the seventh and eighth-order digits of the in"tlllctic;n 
word. As previously mentioned with resp~ct to til::t p;;rt 

15 section 2 of the imtruction rcgist~r into the '.'lord-selec
tion register. 

of the foregoing description relnting (J (he "lnsln,clio:i 
Word Format," section 2 of lh,,; imtruct;c;n fegif,(er is 
utilized to store theuddrcss cf either the first or t1,C sec:- 21) 

ond operands, the destination nliJress, or a sp:::iill co dc, 
depending upon the particular instruction. A c1t:cc;eer 1'or 

51. Sectioll 3 of Instme/ioll Regir!i'r 

1\, previousiy m,~ntloned, s~ction 3 of the instruction 
rceister normally stores either a destination address or 
the Ctddre,s of one of the opci':mds. \Vithreference to 
t:1C ·lcft-In!nd portion of FIG. 58. section 3 of the instruc
tion register comprises eight flipilops, 6014 through (IOU, 
Hipllops 6014 through 6017 being a p:1ft of the high-ordcr 
digit-register (IS) and llip!1ops 6:HS (hrough 6021 being 
a part of the low-order digit-register (14) thereof, as illus
trated in the block diagmm of FIG. 45. Tl:e tViC digit
registers (14) and (IS) ·are interconn~ct~u in such a man-

the high-order digit-register of ~ection 2 is provided wilh 
seven readout lines H.p through H6 to respectively indi
cate a digit having a vaiue "zero" through "six" being S.l 
stored in the high-order digit-r;:gister; the decoder [or the 
low-order digit-regjs~er is provided with readout lines Lp 
through L3, which respcctively indicate a digit having a 
value of "zero" through "three" being stored in (he low
order digit-register. :30 ner tInt, when so combined, they function essentially as a 

binary-eodcd-decimal counter which is capablc of effec
tivelycounting from 00 to 99 in units of "one." 

For example, in an instruction calling for a particular 
motor bar operation of the accounting machine portion 
of the computer, readout lines H¢ through H6 indicate 
which motor bar should be dcpress~d ancI wlnt type of 
depression is desired-i.c., "tollch" or "holu"-in carrying 3J 
out a "shift" instruction (SHF-04), and readout lines 

To accomplish this, flipflops G!HS through 6I.l21 of digit
register (J4) me connected together to eolkctively func
tion as a "powers-of-two" binary counter tbat increments 
onc: unit each time the state of line IN4 changes from 
TRUE to FALSE. After a count of "nine" (binary 1001) 
is reached, digit-register (14) recycles back to "zero" 
(binary 0000) on the next change of state of l;ne IN4 
from TRUE to FALSE. Flipftops 6014 through 61117 of 
digit-register (IS) are connected together (0 also eoHec-
tively function as a "powers-of-two" bin8ry counter that 
eITectively increments by one unit each time digit-register 
(14) recycles from "nine" back to "zero." Thus, it can 

H2 through H5 indicate the direclion and type of shift 
desired. The simplified logical equations for cuch of 
readouts H¢ through H6 are as listed below. It is cO be 
noted, however, as shown in the logical circL,it dia~,;'aJ;l <in 
of FIG. 57, that readout lines H2and H4 cannot go 
TRUE during a "multiply-dallaT-decimal" instruc~ioll 
(MDD-12), whule readout line H3 is p~rmitteJ to gD 
TRUE unconditionally. 

4;) be said, a four flip-flop powers-of-two forward-counting 
binary counter is one in which a change of state of the 
reference output of any or aU of the four flipf10ps from a 
TRUE state to a FALSE state causes a corresponding 
reversal of the state of the next succeeding high-order 

IT¢=117d)' {lie), (lill)' 07n)' 
III = (lj'd)' 1)7c'I' I'D/!)' 17a 
JI2 = (1';'e)1 lilJ (I7H)' 
1I3 ~ (I7e)' I,,] I,a 
114 = l/"c (17ll)' fI71!)' 
JIG = lie (17,11)' lill 
Uti ~ I7e 17& (170), 

Uflnnj' + NIIl!) 
(~J j) U) 

Readout lines Lq) through LJ not only arc uliIiLed in an 
"enter-card-words" imtruction (ECW-fr2) but aLo "r~ 
utilized in any of the instructions which call for f1 F!rti;;l.[· 
lar motor bar operation, such as "enter-k.;ybo:li'd-I':ords'" 
(EKW-OO) and "print-out-words" (POW-n). For 
an EK'" and a PO\\I command, realiollt line3 Lp thro~!flh 
L3 selectively indicate the particubr decin,a/ POii;t lamp 
on the keyboard that is to be illumin:lt~d andior tile PJr
ticular "order-hook" s'Jlenoi:l lhJt is to l)e en(:;::;:7,cU. 
The simplified logical eqm;tions for rea~out rne:> Lq, 
through L3 are as given below: 

It is to be noted that output lines 17a through 17d of 
the high-ordc-r digit-re!!bter of section 2 of the i'l~truction 
register are respectively connected ~,s an input to onc of 
flipflops 6!l47 through 6IlS(} of the high-oHkr te~tin of 
the word-selecting register previOllsly d:scrib8u \'iith re
spect to FIG. 64. It is also to be noted th,::t adput lii;e~ 
16a through 16d of the low-order cJig:t-rcgistcr of "celion 
2 of the instruction re:;ister are respectively cowlcckd as 
an input to flipf!ops !iilS1 through 6i.l5-i of th(: lov·,I-(JIlk;' 

50 flipflops. Therefore, each flipflop effectively "divides" 
tbe reference output of the succeeding low-order flipflop 
by a factor of "two." 

With all four flipflops of each of di3'it-rcgisters (14) 
and (IS) connected in a cenventional mni1nCf, ench of 

55 t'le registers would normally count from ""ero" (binary 
0000) to "fifteen" (binary 1111) and then n.'tl~rn to "zero" 
to ag~in start tbe count cycle. However, iil the jnst~!nt 
case, digit-register (14) includes a logical A0.'D g3tC 1(167 
(FIG. 59), \vhich detects a count of "nine" lcing held by 

(jO digit-register (1)1), a count of "nine" (bin::ry 1001) being 
indicated by a TRUE state of each of the amp!ified refer
ence outputs of flip flops (,018 and 6GZl. Thu o, it is 
evident tha~~ vV~1en ref.:::r~ncc output 1!T;~3 1~:1 and l~!d are 
both simultaneously TRUE, output line 149 from gute 

G5 ]067 (FIG. 59) is likewise TRUE c~.ch tim~ the counter 
reaches a COU;I! of "nine," line (I4~)', of course, being 
FALSE at that particular moment. As line (I49)' i3 
FALSE only during" count of "nine," the state of the 
prime input to flin:lop (;0/1) (F~G. :;~) is pf('v~n!cd from 

70 being changed from TRUE to FALSE dilring the l'ext 
succeeding TRUE-!o-FALS';~ change of state of line Ha. 
Ccnscquently, line~ Hi; and J4c rem<lin FALSE. At the 
S:lme time, a logic:.!! AND (llJ29) of lines 1':9 and IN4 
clTectivdy returns the st:~tc of line 14d back to FALSE, 

75 thus rctllrnlng dlgH-rc,:!stcr (!4) to tlzero,~' \vh~rcby out-
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put lines I4a through I.Jd are FALSE, indica'ive of binary 
0000. Each time the state of line I4d goes from TRUE 

110 
register (13) is not recycled wh.:n a count of "zero" is 
rcached, as in the c;,se of digit-register (12). 

With reference to FIGS. 64 and 65, the reference out
put lines from section 4 of the instruction register are 

to FALSE-i.e., when digit-register (14) recycles-the 
state .of flipflop 6014, thence the stJte of output line I5a, 
is reversed thereby. It is to be noted, however, that ;:Iigit
register (IS) is not recycled when a count of "nine" is 
reached therein, as in the case of digit-register (l~). 

5 each logically ANDED with line TI4 in snch a manner 
that the contents of section 4 of the instruction regiotei' 
is transferred to the word-selecting register by effecting 
sclective energization of line TI4, assuming, (If couroe, 
that the word-selecting register is initiaily preset to "00." 

With reference to FIGS. 64 and 65, lines 15(/ through 
15d and 14a through I4d d section 3 of the instmction 
register are each logicaclly ANDED with line T13 in such 10 
a manner that, after the wo:-d-selecting register has previ
ously been preset to "00," the contents of section 3 of the 
instruction register is transferred to the word-selecting 
register by effecting a TRUE-to-FALSE change of state 

53. Section 5 of I:is/ruction Register 

As previously mentioned, section 5 of the instruction 
register stores the address of the next regular instruclion 
and, as shown in FIG. 59, comprises cif:ht fiipfiops 6G30 

of line TI3. 

52. Section 4 of Instruction Rfgister 

S2ctio!1 4 of the instruction register, as previously men
tioned, is utilized to store either the address of one of the 
operands, the address of the result, or the address of ~n 
alternate instruction. As shown in FIG. 58, and also m 

15 through 6037, f1ipflops 603!) through 6033 being include':! 
in high-order digit-register (n) nnd flipfiops 6(/34 through 
6037 being included in lower-order digit-register (I¢). 
Digit-registers (ll) and (I,p) <Ire of conventional circuit 
configuration and indicate, in bill:lry-codcd d~cima,l form, 

20 the v,alue of the decim<ll digit stored therein, and, con
sequently, a more detailed description thereof is not 
deemed necessary. the block diagram of FIG. 45, the fourth section of the 

instruction register includes a high-order digit-register 
(13) comprising four electrically-interconnected fJipflops 
6022 through 6025, and a low-order digit-register (12) 
likewise comprising four e!ectricaUy-intcrconnecttd flip
flops 6026 through 6029 Each of digit-registers (12) ami 
(13) independently op~ratcs essentially as a povier-of-two 
-binary counter However, instead of being capable of 
counting in 'a forward direction as digit-registers (14) and 
(I5) of section 3, digit-registers (12) and (13) are con
nected in such a manner as to eollective,ly count in a 
reverse direction, in units of "one," from 99 to 00 for each 
succeeding TRUE-to-FALSE ehang,~ of sta:e of line DE2. 35 
Consequently, it can be said that each flipflop in sllch a 
forward-counting re2,ister is essentially a scale-of-two 
binary counter which effectively "divides" by two the ref
erence output binary notation of a successive low-order 
flipflop, whercas each flipflop in such a rever~e counting 40 
register effectively "divides" by two the prime output 
binary notation of a successive low-order flipflop. 

With reference to FIGS. 64 and 65, ocltput lines l1a 
lhroLL~h I1d and l1'a through I¢d from section 5 of the in-

25 struction register are each logically ANDED wilh Ene TIS 
in such a manner that the contents of section 5 of the in
struction register is transferred to the worJ-sel~cIing reg
ister simply by effecting a TRUE-to-F/.LSE change of 
st<lte of line TIS, assuming, of course, that the word-select-

30 ing register is initially preset to "00," as before stated with 
respect to sections 2 through 4 of the instruction register. 

With flipflops 6026 through 6029 of digit-regi,ter (12) 
interconnected in a conventional manner to function as a 
reverse counter, digit-register (2) ,vould then normally 45 
count backwards in units of "one" until a "zero" count 
(binary 0000) is reached, and then would return to a 
count of "fifteen" (binary 1111) to stort the count cycle 
again. However, in the instant C<lee, digit-register (12) 
indudes a logical AND gate 1056 (FIG. 59), which dc- 50 
teets a count of "zero" condition of digit-register (12), a 
COlL;1t of "zero" (binary OOOG) being indicated by a 
:FALSE state of each of output lines T2a through 12d frcm 
liip;lops 6326 through 6(}29, rc_,pective:y, or by a TRUE 
state of each of prime Ol1tPllt~_ (I2a)' throu:-;h (lZd) '. 55 
Thus, when all of lines (I2l!)' throug11 (12d)' <Ire simul
t::tneol'sly TRUE, output line: Izcp from pte lO(i{; (PIG. 
59) is likewise trUl~ euch time the digit-rcg;sier re;;ch-~s it 

CC-:"lnt of "zero:' line [Z</I)' of C(r(ti~:·;·~. ll(::n~ FALSE ~;.t 

tha: particular moment. As I:ne (l2,.b)' is 1~'J,LSE only 60 
u:':r!n:; til.; count of '\zcro,'~ tbe state of the prin1e i:1put to 
f1.ip!1op 6027 is prevcnkd from bciEg changed from TRU E 
to FALSE during the ne:.t s\J(;c~eding TRUE-to-FAL.SE 
ch~nge of state of line (Un)'. Cons'c:jucntly, the "tates 

1 65 of lines (I2&)' and (Be)' r(,fluin TRU E. ;;imult~neolls y 
therewith, a logical Ar,D of lin:s DE2 and IZ'iJ (IM1) 
efTec~ivcly returns the slat;; of lioe !2d bQclc to TRUE, 
thus returning digit-register (12) to a count of "nine," 
whereby output lines 12a and 12d arc TRUE and lines 70 
I2band I2c are FALSE, indicative of ,binary lO(}!. Each 
time the state ot line (I2d)' changes frem TRUE to 
FALSE-i.e., when digit-regislcr (2) recyc:cs back to a 
count of "nine"--the state of flipf1(\p V022, thence the state 
of line 13a, is reversed thereby. It i:, to be noted that di~;it- 75 

54. instmcfiofl Register Pr('scts 

There are two "preset" lines fur the instruction regis
ter, which are utilized to preset euch section thereof to 
thereafter be representative of a ~pccific t\vo-digiL numer
ical designa,tion. Fer example, section 1 of the instruc
tion regisler (FIG. 55) is preset to "00" by efleeting a 
TRUE-to-FALSE change of state of line (PI¢)', which 
presets the state of output lines J9a nnd 18a through 18d 
FALSE, indicutive of "OO";sectk>n 2 of the instruction 
register (FJG. 57) is simultaneously preset to "00" by 
line (PI¢)" which presets a FALSE state of output lines 
17a through I7d, and 16a through 16d, also indicative of 
"00"; section 3 (FIG. 58) is also simultaneously preset 
to "00" by line (PI¢)', which presets the states of output 
lines 15a through lSd, and 14a through 14d, FALSE, 
indicative of "CO"; each of the digit-registers of sec,tion 4 
(FIG. 58) is, however, simult::meously preset by binary 
1111 by a TRUE-t::;-FALSE chang~ of state of line PI¢)', 
which presets the states of output lines I3a through I3d 
TR UE. indicative of bin:lry 1111, and presets the states of 
output lines 12a through 12d TRUE, also indicative of 
bin3ry 1111: and section 5 (FIG. 59) is simultaneously 
preset to "GO" by line (PI4»', whi~h presets the stntcs of 
output lines na through lId ~nd l¢a through I¢d, FALSE, 
indica,uve of '"00." 

From the foregoing, it is seen th~t s~lec!ive encrgiza
tion 'Of preset line (PI'IJ)' causes ea~h ~ec.tiGn of the 
in;,trllction register '(0 be preset to "00," vlith the excep
tion of section 4, eClch ~ection of whkh i, preset thcrehy 
to bin:!ry 1111. In other words, the reference outputs 
of all "he flipflops in sections 1, ~, 3, and 5 of the instruc
tion register are preset FALSE, whcrca~. the refere;,c~ 
outputs of the flipflop> of s8ction 4 thcr~of are preset 
TRUE by (PIp)' prior to the "loading" of a word from 
memory into the instruction register. The reason for 
thi, type of preset is that, due to the previously-described 
decrementing vbility of section 4, it has been found 
expedient, circuitwise, to fin'! prese't the reference out
put of each of the fiip!1ops of section 4 to a TRUE rep
resenta,tion and dlcn reverse the state of each particular 
reference output whenever its correspDnding binary bit 
from memory is "zero," contra to presetting the reference 
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outputs FALSE and Ib:n rC','crsh!J the state of each when 
the corresponding bit from me~ory is a binary "one." 
However, to avoid confusion, and for the purpose of 
convenience in the following description, the above pre
setting technique of the instruction regisler by line (PI¢)' 5 
will, nevertheless, be hereinafter referred to as presetting 
the instruction register to "zero." 

With reference to FIG. 58, the second preset line PRB 
is a logical AND (1045) of lines SP and FG and is 
utilized to preset section 4 of the instruction register to 10 
"99" after the instruction register has previously been 
preset by line (PI¢) '. The purpose for such a preset is 
to be covered hereinafter. 

As previously described with respect to the memory 
sense amplifiers shown in FIG. 67 and the wave-form 15 
chart of FIG. 86, each time a binary "one" is read out 

112 
read ont of memory ie; a "zero," liEC (MSA)' remains 
TRUE, and, consequently, output line S4L is rendered 
TRUE from TIME-4 to TIME-t. Therefore, assuming 
that low-order bit "a" of the third-order digit is a "zero," 
the prime input to flipflop 6026 go~s from TRUE to 
FALSE at TIME-l approximately ,forty microseconds 
after the state of flipflop 6030 (FIG. 59) is "set" indic
ative of bit "d" of the second-order digit of the word in 
address 1>¢; a TRUE-to-FALSE reversal of the prime in
put to flipflop 6026, of course, "se'ts" the state thereof so 
that output line 12a is rendered FALSE, indicative of 
binary "zero." The remaining bits of the third and 
fourth order digits are sequentially stored in section 4 
in the same manner as just described. 

55. SUIIllnllry of Instructioll Register 

of memory, the state of line MSA is changed from FALSE 
to TRUE at a time approximately three microseconds 
after TIME-3, and then its state returns to FALSE at 
the next succeeding TfME-2. Thus. with reference to 
FlG. 55, it is seen that from TIME-4 to the next SllC

cceding TIlVIE-l during a "memory-to·in~truction-regis
ter" word-cycle in which line MI is TRUE for approxi
mately 1600 microseconds, line BaL is TRUE if the binary 

In f,umm~;ry, the instn·clicn register is provi<.kd w,th a 
bin:",ry "biC' scriaEz.er at the input of c:lch digi~-r~:'~~'1,:,t'2r 
thereof and nlso is provided wjth ~ s::r:~\l~zcr on a JiDil-

20 by-digit b~,sis for se'111cnli:1Iy ~ck~lil1g each of :hc t;!n 

bit "a" ju~t rcad out of memory is a "one," otherwise 25 
line BaL remains FALSE; during the next succeeding 
time interval of ten microseconds ,from TIME-4 Ito 
TIME-t, line BbL is TRUE if the binary bit "bl> just 
read out of memory is a "one," otherwise line BbL 
remains FALSE; during the next succeeding time interval, 30 
line BeL is TRUE if binary bit "e" just read out of 
memory is a "one," otherwise line BeL remains FALSE; 
and, during the next succeeding ten-microsecond time 
interval from TIME-4 to TIME-I, line BdL is TRUE 
if binary bit "d" just read out of memory is a "one," 35 
otherwise line BdL remains FALSE. 

As shown in FIG. 59, lines BaL through BdL are each 
individually ANDED with the low-order read-out line 
D¢ of the previously-described digit counter (FIG. 63) 
and then respectively connected to the reference inputs 40 
of flipflops 6637-6034 of the low-order digit-register 
(I¢) of section 5 of the instruction register; lines BaL 
through BdL are also individually ANDED with the 
second-order read-out line Dl of the digit-counter and 
then respectively connected to the reference inputs of 45 
flipflops 6033-6030 of the high-order digit-register (II) 
of the fi fth section of the instruction register. Thus, if it 
is assumed that the instruotion word stored in memory 
address ¢1> is to be transferred into the instruction regis
ter, the state of flipflop 6037 is first "set" in a manner to 50 
be indicative of the magnetic state of oore 885 (FIG. 
52A), forty microseconds later the state of flipflop 6036 
is "set" indicative of the magnetic state of core 886, 
forty microseconds later flipflop 6035 is "set" indicative 
of the sta,te of core 887, and so on, until the first eight 55 
binary bits of the word in address ¢1> are effcc,tively stored 
in section 5 of the instruction register, the first four bits, 
of course, representing the low-order digit and the second 

digjt-·regist~rs t~)en::c;f~ st:trtin~ '\,v~th th~ l~J\.\'~-;t·o!'{},;r di2it
rcg;stcr and cndi:r.g \vith th~ h:[',he,;;t-order digit-regis:cr 
thncof. Comqucntly, hy mc:\ns of a "m'cr,10ry-to·jn
struction-r~2isler" transfer instruction, the word stored in 
memory is trnnsfc:rn:d ir:['J the instruction rcgj~t~r, digit 
by digit, starting with the low·order digit thereof, the 
IOI'l-ord-.:r digit ccing ~torcd in digit-register (I¢) of sec
tion 5 and the high-order digit being stored in digit-reg
ister (19) of section 1 'Of the instructi'On register. 

As previously dcscribed, and as mus(ra~ed in the block 
diagram of FIGS. 45A 3nd 45D, the digit stored in a se
lectcd 'One of low-order digit-registers (Jq'J), (12), (14), 
or (I6) is selectively stored in the low-order digit-register 
(W1» of the word-selecting register, and, simultaneous
ly therewith, the digit stored in a se:ecled one of high
order digit-registers (Il), (3), (IS), or (7) is selec
tively stored in the high-order digit-register (Wl) of the 
'\vOId-selecting'r{)gister. Additionally, the low .. order digit 
of section 2 of the instruction regis,ter is selectively stored 
in an "R-counter," which is next to be described in detail. 

56. R-Counter 

With reference to FiG, 68, there is logically illustrated 
a reverse-counting cotmter, herein3.fter termed "H.-coun
ter," which includes four interconnected flipflops 6US7 
through 6!l60. The F.-counter operates cs~entially in th~ 
3~.me mallncr as low-order digit-register (12) of section 4 
of the instruction register, previously described in detail, 
in that it is a single digit counter capabie of ClJunting in 
a binary-coded-decimrl'l code in a rev~rse digital order. 
For example, ,if the R-counter is initially at a count of 
"nine," on each 'Occurrence of a TRUE·to-FALSE ch:mgc 
of state 'Of line DR, the R-counter is effectivdy decre-
men(ed by one decimal digit until a count of "zero" is 
reached. However, as no rccycling of the R-countcr is 
provided, en the next subsequent change of state of line: 
DR the R-countcr is returned to a count of binary 1111, 
instead of binary 1001 as in digit-register (12). The two set of four bits representing the second-order digit of the 

word in address ¢1>. 
Input lines BaL through BdL are similarly ANDED 

'with the remaining output lines D4 through D9 from the 
digit counter to errect transfer of the corresponding digits 

60 presets provided for the R-collnter are pr~"et line PI{q), 
which presets the counter to "zcro" by causing the states 
of JlipJlops 6057 through 60GO to be such th;:t e"ch of the 
referencc outputs thereof is FALSE (hereinafter known 
as setting a ilipfiop "FALSE"), and preset lin:;) PRS, wh~ch 

of the word in memory and subseqnent storage thereof in 
sections 1 through 3 of the inSotruction register. For ex- 65 
ample, in section 3 (FIG. 58) are stored the fifth- and 
sixth-order digits, in section 2 (FIG. 57) are stored the 
sevenlh- and eighth-order digits, and in section 1 (FIG. 
55) are stored the ninth- and tenth-order digits of the 70 
word located in address ¢1>. As previously described, 
the reference output from each of flipflops 6022 through 
6029 (FIG. 58) of section 4 of the instruotion register is 
initially preset TRUE just prior to a memory-to-instruc. 
:tion-re,gister word ,j'xansfer. Thus, if the binary bit just 75 

prese~s the counter to "eight" by "cUing 11ipflop 6060 
TRUE and settinz flipflops 6(}57 th:-oll=~h 6C39 FALSE. 

Any sin[;lc decimal digit, from "zero" 10 "nine," is sc-
lectinly loaded into the H.-counter from two different 
SOurCi;S. Fer example, the digit stored in the low-order 
digit-register ([6) of section 2 of the instruction register 
is transferred into the R-Collnter by means of selective 
energization of line RLJ::'. However, prim to loading, all 
four 1!ipflops 6:157 thmugh 6\)5G of the R-counter are first 
preset FALSE by means of preset line PR,?, Thereafter, 
the s:"te of each flijlfiop is selectively sct lly line RLR to 
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correspond to the statc of the: corresponding flil~n{)p in 
digit-registcr (16) of the jpstruction register. Thus, if 
digit-register (I6) were slar";', tbe numcral "six," so that 
f1ipflops601l and 60]2 (FiG. 57) w"rc TRUE (fiipilo\lS 
6010 and 60B being FALSE), v.'hen the state of line RLR {) 
is rendered FALSE afcer being TRUE for o.t leGS! twenty 
micrvseconds, both of flipl10ps (,'35il 2nd 6059 (FIG. 68) 

digit-register (I5), the F-counter is capable of counting 
from "zero" to "Jiflcen" and then recycling to a count 
of Hzero.'~ 

Prior to a mathematical computation, the F-counter is 
generally preset to "zero" by means of a FALSE-to-TRUE 
c:lUnge of state of preset lin~ PF¢>. Thereafter, on e~;ch 
successive TRUE-to-FALSE change of state of line AF, 
tbe F-countcr is incremented from a "zero" count and 
advanced by one decimal diGit for each change of state 

are simultaneolisly set TRUE. There:ore, it is evident 
that any digit from "zero" to) "nine" is selectively trans
f~rred from digit-register (16) to the R-counter. 

After the R-counler h,b previously been preset to 
"zero" by line PR¢>, any di:sit being read out of memory 
is selectivdy stoTcd in th:; H.-counter by effecting sequen-

10 of line AF. It is to be noted, however, that selective 
cncr;;iz:ttlon of line PI'</> presents the F-counter back to 
"zero" regardless of the count held thercin. The F-counter 
is provided with four readout lines, F</>, F8. F9, and Fl¢, 
w~;ich rcspectively indb;te a COlmt of "zero," "eight," 
"nine," and ~Iten" thereof. 

tial energization of line RU"i simu1:aneou,.ly with one of 
output lines nil through Bd from the bit-counter (FIG. L:; 
62). Thlls, the bit-counter 'Oreratcs as a so-called "seri21-
izer" at the input of the R-counter to cfre:::t "elective set
ting cf tbe states of the fom f!;pflop~ th~rein to corre
sDond to the four binnry bit, being 5:?quenlially rez.d out 
o'f mcrnorya1i(! corresponding: to the particlll:lr memory 20 
digit to be stored in the R-cocmtcr. 

The R-counter is used in variolls cf the instructions for 
diffcrent purposes. For e,~amp!e, in a "shift" instruc
tion, the R-CO!..1ntcr is first !o::-tded with the lo\.\'-e:·'~>i· di.~:it 
stored in section 2 of the instruction n:'2'i:~tcr, '\'\'hic!J. digit 25 
specifi~s the number of places the word in memory is to 
be shifted. Afler thc entire word h~s been ~bifted one 
diCit:::1 order, th~ R-co~mter i:l effectiv:ly decrem'cnted by 
one c!ecimd digit by line DR ~nd t11,"'1 is essclltiC!!ly 
"ch,:cked" to determine if (he R-counLr is :It a count of 30 
"zero." In that way, the R-collnler is used to serve as ,m 
indic~tion as to the rern:.linlng nurnbc-r of dj~ital crdcrs 
the word is to be shi£t~J. In a divic,ion operation, sup
po,e th:lt it is ncces;:ary to perform a series of subtraction 
operations during ,vllich e:ght sI1ift OpeL:Ltlon~ ,cf bo~h 35 
the quotient 8J~d the fi~.ln:lindcr is l\~GLdn:d. In this :r:~ 
stance, the R-counter is initially preset to a count of 
·~eight" l:lnd thcrcafU;r dccrC!n~!1tcd by onc decin1.:-d di,~;t 

after c3cb shifting oi,eratiGll is completed, until a count 
of "zero" is reached. In other words, the R-countcr ,10 
counts dO\'/llwardiy .from "eight" and thus keeps a record 
of the numb:::r of shifts remaining. h1 a "m:l1tiplv-anll
shift" instruction, the R-counter is sequentially loaded 
with each on~ of the digits of the TnUilir1icr word in 
nlcmory. The }~-COljnter nlC~1 con~rols t~le number of 45 
times that the multiplicand i~ added into an accumubting 
rC::iistcr, and si;;nifics wilen the requited numbers of add i
tions have been performed. in a "multinly-:md-c.hift" or 
a "multiply-dollar-decimal" instruction, the R-::ountcr is 
utilized to record the number of times that the product 50 
has been shifted, and, as a result, determines the number 
of shifting operations re:naining to be compicted. 

The R-counter is capable of providing three logic"lly
derived readuut signals from output lines R¢, Ttl, and R3. 
..tA..illong otber purposes, the states '01 r~acJo1Jt lines R¢ and 55 
Rl arc respectively utilized ciEring a "shift" op·.cration 10 
jndkrrte when the R-countcr js 3t :l count of Hz:cro" or 
"one"; the state of readout line R'f> is utilized during both 
multiply instructions to indk2.tc a "zero" count of tb~ 
H.-counter; and readout line RS is uliiized during all multi- GO 
ply and divide instructions, during wh;ch t;me the H.-coun-
ter is effectively recording tbe progress of the instruction 
as it is being carried out. 

58. Compare F-Collnter and Digit-Collllter 

With reference to the upper right-hand portion of FIG. 
12, the states of output lines Fa through Fel and (Fa), 
through (Fd)' from tbe F-counter are logiCally com
pared with respect to the states of output lines Da through 
Dd <lnll (Da)' through (Dd)' from the digit-counter, 
proioL1sly described with respect to FIG. 63. TIms, the 
5t:lte of output line (lFD)' is TRUE whenever the digital 
count of the F-counter is equal to the digital count of the 
digtt-countcr; hovl'"cver, the state of output line (lFD) , 
is FALSE as long as there is inequality between the con
tents of the F-counter and the digit-counter. 

59. "]" Digit-Regist('/' 

With reference to the 100"er right-h2nd portion of 
FIG. 71, there is logic::.!ly illustrated a digit-registcr, 
h"reinafter termed 'T' digit-register, which includes four 
electrically-interconnected flip flops 6G67 through 6070 
collectivcly capable of stor3.Cc of any llI!mber from binary 
0000 through ~nd including binary 1111. The "J" digit-
register is selectively preset to "zero" by effecting a 
TnUE-to-FALSE change of state of input line Plop. 
Thereafter, tbe states of flipflops 6067 through (';070 are 
selectively conditioned to collectively represent either of 
decimd digits "one" or "nve" by effecting a TRUE-to
FALSE ch8,nge 'Of state of a corresponding one of input 
lines PH and PIS. 

The "J" digit-register is capable of being loaded, via 
line JL, with any digit previously stored in anyone of 
m~mory addresses if>¢> through 99, or addresses A or B, 
01', as will be seen later, with a digit magnetically read 
from a ledger card. However. prior to loading the "]" 
digit-register, each of the flipflops therein is effectively 
prc:set to "zero." Thereafter, the states of flipflops 6070, 
6!}69, 6068, and 6i}67 are seqllenti31ly conditioned (0 re
spectively correspond to a difIerent one of the four bjn~ry 
bits '!;hich are sequentially read from memory or the 
ledger card in the following nunner: As iHustrated in 
FIG. 71, output line .MSA from the memory sense ampli
fier flipflop 6055 (FIG. 67) for addresses ¢>¢> through 99, 
output line ASA from the memory sense amplifier tlipJ10p 
6056 for addresses A and B (FIG. 67), and output lir:e 
CSA from the ledger card sense amplifier flipflop 6144 
(FIG. 85), essentially arc each 10gicaJly AND ED, via 
line JL, with each of output lines Ba through Bd from 
the bit-counter (FIG. 62). Consequently, if bit "a" of 
the digit is a binary "onc," the state of the reference out

57. F-Colll1ter 

With reference to FIG. 72, there is logically illustrated 
a single-digit forward-counting counter, hereinafter termed 
"F-counter," which includes four electrically-intercon
nected flipflops 6073 through G076. The specifk mode of 
operation of the F-counter is essentially the ~amc: as that 
of the previously-described bigh·orc1er digit-regis~cr (IS) 
of section 3 of the instruction register (FIG. 53), and, 
consequently, a detailed description is not deem;::d neces
sary for a full and complete understanding thereof. Like 

GG put of flipflop 6070 is rendered TRUE; if bit "b" is a 
binary "zero," the stale of the reference output of flip
flop 6&61) remains FALSE, and so on. 

Logically illustra1ed directly above flipflops 6\167 
th~ough 6G70 are three additional readout lines J</>, J9, 

70 and EOW, whose individual state of cnergizatlon is in
dicative of a particular number stored in the '']'' digit
register. For example, the state of output line Jop is 
rendered TRUE whenever a binary OO()~} is stor~d in the 
register; the state of output line J I} is rendered TRUE 

75 wll:mever a bInary 1001 is stored therein; and a TRUE 
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state of output line EOW is indicative of a binary 1111 
being stored therein. Tn addition to the availability of 
a parallel type of read-out, the output of the "J" digit
register is also effectively serialized, in that output lines 
Ja through Jd thereof are logically ANDED with the 
bit·counter output lines Ba through Ed via logical AND 
gates 1432 through 1435, line Ja being ANDED with line 

116 
IO;lic:t11y ORED together and terminate in output line 
KS, Yihich, in turn, is logically connected as an input 
line to the "wri!e-control" circuitry (FIG. 60) in such 
a manner th~t the digit stored in the "K" digit-register 

5 is permitted to be selectively stored in any preselected 
nne of the memory addresses. 

62. Adder-Subtracter 

Before proceeding with a detailed description of the 
adder-subtracter portion of the computer logically illus
trated in FIGS. 53 and 54, a brief description will first 
be given, setting forth the various salient operations 
which are sequentially executed in the performance of a 

TIa, line Jb being ANDED with line Bb, and so on. The 
outputs of logical AND gates 1432 through H35 are logi
cally ORED together and terminate at output line JS. 10 
Output line JS, for example, is logically connected as an 
input line to the "write-control" circuitry (FIG. 60), so 
that the digit in the ''1'' digit-register is capable of being 
selectively stored in anyone of memory addresses q)(1) 
through 99, or addresses A or B. 15 simple addition and subtraction mathematical computa

tion; sllch a description is deemed desirable in expedit
ing rnd assuring a clear understanding of the various 
prin::iples involved in the construction and mode of op
cr~!lion of the adder-subtracter unit. 

60. Compare F-Colillter alld "j" Digit-Register 

With reference to FIG. 72, a compare circuit is illus
trated as comprising eight logical AND gates 1462 through 
1469, which are logically OR ED together and terminate 
at output lines IFJ and OFJ) '. The output lines from 
the "J" digit-register (FIG. 71) and the output lines from 
the F-counter (FIG. 72) are logically connected to se
lected ones of AND gates 1462 through 1469 in such a 
m;,nner that the value of the digit ~tored in the F-Collntcr 
is effcctively compared with the value of the digit stoled 
in the "J" digit-register. When the tl'lO digits ~re of un
equal magnitude, the state of output line IF] is rendered 
TRUE. However, when the value of the two digits is of 
equal magnitude, the state of output line (IFJ) , is ren
dered TRUE, indicativc of equality. 

61, "K" Digit-Register 

In FIG. 70 there is logically illustrated a second digit
register, hereinafter termed "K" digit-register, compris
ing four electrically-interconnected flipl10ps 61:62 through 
6065, which are collectively capable of storage of any 
number from binary 0000 through and incllld:ng binary 
1111. The "K" digit-register is preset to "zero" by effect
ing selective energization of line PK1>. Thereafter, the 
register is selectively preset to binary 1001 by effecting a 
TRUE-to-FALSE change of state of line PK9. 

Like the previously-described "J" digit-register, the 
"K" digit-register is capable of being loaded with any 
digit previously stored in anyone of memory addresscs 
¢1> through 99, or one of addresses A or B. However, 
p;'ior to loading, the register is preset to "zero." There
after, the states of flipflops 6065, ,6064, 6063, and 61162 
ure sequentially conditioned in the following manner to 
respectively correspond to a diiTerent one of the four 
binary bits which are sequentially read from memory: 
Output line IVISA from the memory sense amplifier flip
flop 6055 for addresses \&1> through 99 (FlO. (7) and 
output line ASA from the memory sense amplifier flip
fiop 6lY56 for addresses A and 13 (FrG. 67) are e~,ch es
s:':l~tially logically ANDED, via line KL. with ea~h of the 
output lines Ba through Bd from the bit-counter (F1G. 
(2). Consequcntly, if bit "0" of the digit just rend out 
is a binary "one," the st~te of the reference output of 
flipflop 6055 is rendered TRUE by 'a change of state of 
the flipflop; if bit "b" is a binary "zero," the st:::te of 
the reference output of flipflop 6frlS:J remains FALSE, 
Ul1 d so on. 

Logic<lIly illustrated direct1y "bove fIipfiops 6062 
through 6(}55 is an additional rc"dout line K'j>, vihose 
TRUE sL,le is indicative of binary OGOO being stared in 
the "K" digit·register. In addition to the av~lilrtbiljty 
of a parallel type of read-out, the output of the "K" 
digit-register is also effectively serialized, in that output 
lines Ka through Kd thereof r,re cHeh logically ANDED 
with a corresponding one of bit-counter output lines Ba 
throurh Bd, via logical AND gates 131)3 thrmlgh 1396, 
1inc }~(f being j\l',Jf)L:~) v/ith Enc Btl, li:-!e T~h \vilh Bh, 
etc. The outputs of AND gcfcs 1393 !':rollgh 13% are 

20 Preceding lln "add" instruction (ADD-OS), for ex-
::lrnpie, both the addend and augend data words are first 
slored in memory. To begin the "add" instruction, one 
of the data words is transferred to address-A, ,with the 
second urt(a word remaining in one of memory addresses 

25 ,orb (hrollnh 99. Thereafter, the low-order decimal digit 
~i the w;rd in address-A is read out and stored in the 
"J" digit-register via line ASA, as illustrated in the block 
diagram of FIG. 45. Simultaneously therewith, the low
ord~r ckcimal di!,it of the word remaining in memory 

30 is retid olltand ;tored in the "K" digit-register via line 
l'vlSA. The output lines from (he '')'' and "K" digit
Ie ~i~tcrs me connected as input lines to the adder-sub
tr;ctcr unit in a manner such that the two decimal digits 
slored therein are effectively added together by the adder-

35 subtracter unit, so that, if the slim is equal to "nine" or 
less, a "sum" digit and a zero "carry" digit are derived 
therein. However, if the sum is greater than "nine," a 
"sum" digit ~jnd a "carry" one digit are derived. 

Following the addition of the two low-order digits, 
40 (he sum digit is stored in the low-order digital position 

of address-A, and tbe carry digit is stored in a carry flip
flop. Next, the second-order digit of tbe word in 
address-A is stored in the "J" digit-register, and, simul
taneously therewith, the second-order digit of the word 
remaining in memory is stored in the "K" digit-register. 

46 Thereafter, both digits are, in a sense, simultaneously 
tnll';ferred to the adder-subtracter unit, wherein they 
::re ::ldded tq;ether with the carry digit previously stored 
in the carry flipflop. If the sum of the two second-

30 ord~r digits plus the oarry digit is greater than "nine," 
a sum digit is ubtained and stored in the second-order 
digit:.ll position of address-A, and a carry "one" digit 
i:; obtainell alld stored in the carry flipflop. This se
quence of open;!ions is repeated for each digital order 

fjJ ';f tbe worus until each digit of one of the data words 
is added to th~ corresponding digit of the other data 
word. Foilowing the addition, the sum thereof is lo
cated in address-A. Consequently, the final step in the 
"add" instructlon is to store the sum data word in the 

60 particular address in memory as previously specified. 
A "subtr"ct" instruction (SUB-69) is carried out 

in cs~:entially (h~ s;.!me manner, with the exception that 
(lie dc,(J. word r~i11'lilling in memory is subtracted from 
th'J drlta word in address-A, rather than being added 

u5 lh·~rcro. ]\lorc specifically, the first step to be carried 
out for a "st1btr~cl" instruction is to transfer to address-
1\ the minuend which is previously stored in one of mem
ory addrcssss 'pr/) through 99. As before, the first-order 
di:;it of the word in address-A is stored in the "J" digit-

70 r"gister, and, simuit,meously therewith, the first-order 
digit of the data word rem~ining in memory is stored 
ill the "K" digit-register. Thereafter, the digit in the 
"f~" di~it-rcgic;ter is subtracted from the digit in the "J" 
lF2it-n:gistcr, " difference digit is derived therefrom and 

75 sturcd in the lOIN-order digital position of address··A, and 
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tIle' c,rry digit derived therefrom is stored in the co.rry 
fli;:·fiGp, as before. 

Du.::! to the het that ther,~ is no "borrowing" of digits 
in the present tyre of computation, the carry digit is 
~;ddcd to the next highcr~order digit stored in the "K" 5 
digit~rcgister ralher than being subtr:!ctcd from the cor~ 
responding next higher~order digit in the "J" digit-regis
ter. In other words, any carry "one" digit effectively 
increments the next succeeding digit in the "K" digit
register rather than decrementing the next sLlcceeding 10 
digit in the "1" digit-register. 

Tile just-described subtraction operation is sequential-
ly repeated for each of the next successively higher-order 
digits until the remainder derived from the subtraction 
cper:l.tion is in address-A. As in the "add" instruction, 15 
tIle final step in the "subtract" instruction is to copy t!1~ 
remainder data 'Nord into the particular address in mem
ory, as previously specified. 

From the foregoing, it is evident that the adder-sub
tracter unit is ,arable of adding two decimal digits and 20 
a carry digit, either "zero" or Hone," and to obtain there
from a d<!cimal sum digit and a new decimal carry digit. 
The adder-subtracter is also cr,pable of s:Jbtl'actifl<:>; one 
decimal dicit, plus a carry digit of eilher "zero" Of "one," 
from a second decimal digit aGel of obtaining therefrom 25 
a (It:cimal remainder digit and a new decimal carry digit. 

Essentially, the adder-subtracter unit is an "adder" and 
a "subtracter" combined into one cifcuit~sharing unit, 
the adder ponion being selectively capable of individual-
ly performing 1he ne::cssary arithmetic computation when- 30 
c·'lcr an addition operation is required, and the sLlbtmcter 
portion being selectively capab1e of individually perform-
ing the necessary aritln:letic ccmputation vt/hen . .;ver a sl.1b
traction operation is required. 

As previollsly DH;;1tio;.,;d, th~ add~r-sub(rncter unit is 3:j 
cap~lble of sCfJlIcntia!!y rcrforn1ing an u<.:C!jtion cperation 
with respect to tl.'O/O biIwry··codcd decimal di;:;its and a 
decin1al carry dlgit of "O'! or "1" nlag~litudc. The n12g-
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mldilj')n, of course, being: binary "0" plus binary "0" 
equals binary "0"; binary "1" plus binary "0" equals bin
lii"y "I"; birwry "0" pius binary "11' equals binary "I"; and 
bin'!fY "1" p:us binary "I" equals binary "0" plus a binary 
"1" carry. Applying the just-mentioned rules for binary 
audilion, binary OW 1 plus binary () i 00 equals binarv 
lCUl, or "9." By .he same token. the decimal digit "5" 
pius the decimal digit "5" equais binary 1010, However, 
if decimal "! 0" (binary 10 10) is Sll btracted therefrom, 
"5" p~us "5" ::lIsa equals bir:~~ry O(}')O plus a binary "1" 
carry. 

Listed belo'll, in "truth-table" form, are representations 
of input bits "<I" throu;.;h "d" for each of the digits prcvi
ou~iy s:ored in the "J" and "K" digit-registers, together 
wilh the carry bit, and the desired output bit for each addi
tive COl',vin;o_tion thereof, TRUE being denoted by "I" 
ami FALSE lJ2ing denolcJ by "0;' as before, In this in
stan':.:e, ·'.fa" nnd (Ilia" are rcprc::~{!ntative of the "a" bits 
of the digits in '"J" and "1(" cigit-registcrs. respectively; 
"Jb" and "KI/' are representative of the "b" bits; "Je" 
and "~1{c~' are representative of the "e" bits; and "JdH and 
"K!!" arc, respcstively, repre:;entative of the "d" bits of 
the digits in the HJ" .1!1d hIC' digit-registers. "ANd' is 
rcpre.<entl1tive of the binary sum of the "a" bits plus the 
previoLls digit carry; '(per' is representative of the 
prcY!olls digit carry; "pc" i~ representative of the bit 
Glrry d"rived from the bin"ry sum of the "a" bits plus 
the previous "t" digit cr,[;-y; "q" is representative of the 
binary sum of the "b" bits plus the previous bit carry; 
"I]C" is rep;',,;,:entatlv:: of the bit carry derived from the 
binary sum of the "b" bits pius the preyiolls carry bit; "r" 
b repre;;entative of the binar:, $tWi of the "e" bits plus 
the pn.:vioc]s C<ll'ry bit; "1'(''' is represcnla'ive of the bit 
cury derived from the binary sum of the "e" bits plus 
the prCVilll!S c~~rr)" bi~; "lS" i~~ rcprTSci1tative of the binary 
sum of the '"ti" bits plus the previous carry bit; and "/" 
is repre~ent:.:tive of the bit carry derived from the bin«ry 
stun of the "tT' bits plus the previous cnrr)l bit. 

I I' ____ ("_) _B_'i_t _A'_ll_li_ti'_'il ___ i __ (_IJ_)~ _l_:i_t _A_'I,<l_it_io_ll __ 1 (0) Bit _~tl,mil'il 

II'flut I Outpnt ~~~~I~n-ll-ut-. --"-I-O-~-II-m-t-1 ~~-_-II-'-l-"-_-'t~~~~'_-(-)-ll-t[-ll-,t-I 
(d) Bit A<I<litiilll 

Input Oiilpllt 

~~I K"t~2. At,a 1~~I_!!~1,:01~_q_i~I~I!C ~_~_--,~_I:~I_Krll--'~_~_t_ 
u u U (] (J 0 I 0 0 0 0 I! II ,0 IJ 0 Il I U 0 0 0 (] 
01 U I () 01010 01iJl11 OI010 
10010 10010 l0lll0 10010 
I10 11 1 1 00110,11 IJ 0 10011 U 
(I 0 1 1 (I· 1 1 0 0 1: 1I I) 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 

o 1 1 II 1 1·,1'1 0 1 1 0 1 I 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 
I [) 1 0 1 111 1 0 III (] 1 0 I 10101 

11 I 111 11111111111111111 

----------~-.---~--------- -------- ----------------' 
Reducing the above trlllh tables to the "canonic:!!" 

form of the logical equations thereof in a well-known 
r.itadc of t}le sum, derived from slIch an adciition opera
tion, may be as large as "J9" (binary 100 II), For ex
amr!~, if the digit "9" is added to the digit "9" plus a, 
carry of "1," the Sl:m thereof is "19," Consequenlly, 
upon completion of each addition operation, the binary 
form of the s:lm is essentially "checked" to determine jf 
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the magnitude thereof is equal to decimal "10" or more. 
H the sum has a magnitude of decimal "10" or more, the GO 
amount binary 1010 is effectively subtmeted therefrom 

(1) ANa=(Ja)'Ka(PCl)' +la(Ka) '(PCl) , 
+ (Ja)'(Ka)'PCI+laKaPCI 

(2) pc=laKa(PCl)'-I-(Ja)'KaPCI 
+Ja(Ka)'PCI+laKaPCI 

(3) q=(Jb)'Kb(pc)'+lb(Kb)'(pe)' 
-Hlb )'(Kb) 'pc+lbKbpe 

(4) qe=lbKb(pc)' +(Jb )'Kbpc+lb (Kb) 'pe+JbKbpc 
(5) r=Uc)'Kc(qc)'+Jc(Kc)'(qc)' 

to obtain a binary-coded sum digit, plus a decimal "I" 
C:lITY digit. However, if the sum is less thnn decimal 
"10," the single sum digit represents the actual sum, and, 
thm, a carry "0" digit is g~nerated, 

In order to add the four binary bits of a digit to the 
four binary bils of a second digit, correspondio;; bils of 
each digit are added together with the previous carry bit, 
and the carry bit derived from such addition is added to 

G5 (6) 
(7) 

-HJe)' (Ke) 'qc+JcKeqe 
re=JcKe( qc)' + (Je)' Kcqc+Jc(Ke) ' qc+JeKcqc 
s=(Jd) 'Kd(rc) '~+~Jd(Kd) '(re)' 

the next successively high-order bit of that particular 70 
digital group, The carry bit resulting from the highest
order bit addition of that digital group is added to the 
low-order bit of the next succeeding digital group, For 
cx;;mp;e, suppose that the digit "5" (binary 0101) is to be 
ad,kd to the digit "4" (binary 0100), the rules for binary 75 

+ (Jd) '(Kd) 're+JdKdrc 
(8) t=JdKd(re)' + (Jd)'Kdre+Jd(Kd) 'rc+JdKdrc 

Li,ted below, in "truth table" form, are input bit repre
sentations of the sum of the two digits at present stored 
in the "J" and "1(" digit-rcgi,ters and the carry derived 
from the prcvi~us additio:l. Also listed are the desired 
binary coded dcciraal oUljlat plus any output carry, where 
"ANa" through "1\ r':d" represent the binary coded output 
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of the sum, and "EAS" represents the decimal carry 
digit: 

-
Binary Code of Decimal Binary COlk of 1kdn:nl Yum-

Decimal 
Numbers (0-10) bers (0-19) with Dl'C'illlal Cnr;"y 
Decoder Inputs Decoder Output, 

Numbers 
-"" "-

t • r q ANa ANd AKc AKa ANa gAS 
----~ -- --~-------- __ 0- ----- -~ ----
0 _________ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 fJ L ________ 

0 () 0 0 1 () 0 0 1 0 2 _________ 
0 0 0 1 0 0 n 1 () 'I 0 3 _________ 
0 () 0 I 1 0 0 1 1 0 4 _________ 
0 0 1 0 () 0 1 0 0 0 5 _________ 
0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 6 _________ 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 7 _________ 0 0 1 1 1 0 I 1 1 0 8 _________ 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 _________ 0 1 0 0 1 I 0 0 1 0 10 ________ 
0 1 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 1 ll ________ 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 12 ________ 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 () 1 13 ________ 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 14 ________ 
0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 15 ________ 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 IG ________ I 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 17 ________ 1 0 0 0 I 0 1 1 1 1 

18 ________ 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 19 ________ 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 

5 
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However, decimal digit "8" (binary 1000) subtracted 
from dccimal digit "3" (0011) results in a binary remain
der of 1011. Thus, to obtain tbe decimal remainder digit, 
the binary remainder of 1011 is subtracted from binary 
10000, resulting in a new binary remainder of 0101, rep
r;::sentative of the decimal digit "3," and a carry of "1," 
denoting a negative remainder. 

Listed below, in truth table form, are representations 
of input bits "a" through "d" for each of the digits stored 

10 in the ''J'' and "K" digit-registers, together with the carry 
bit and the desired output bit for each combination there
of. As before, "Ja" and "Ka" are representative of the 
"a" bits of the digit stored in the "J" and "K' digit-reg
isters, respectively; "J b" and "Kb" are representations of 

15 the "b" bits; "Jc" and "Ke" are representative of the 
"e" bits; and "Jd" and Kd" are representative of the "d" 
bits of the digits respectively stored in the "1" and "1(" 

digit-registers. However, in this instance, "ANa" is rep
resentative of tbe remainder obtained from a subtraction 

20 of the "a" bits; "PCI" is representative of the previous 
bit-carry; "pc" is representative of the bit-carry derived 
from subtraction of the "a" bits; "q" is representative 
of the remainder derived from subtraction of the "n" 

Reducing the above truth table to the "canonical" 
form of tbe logical equations thereof, and tbereafter 25 
simplifying, it is seen tbat: 

bits; "qc" is representative of the bit-carry derived from 
the "b" bit subtraction; "r" is representative of the re
mainder derived from "c" bit subtraction; "rc" is repre-

(9) 

(10) 
( 11) 

ANa=(Ja)' Ka(PCl) ' +Ja(Ka) '(PCl) , 
+(Ja)'(Ka)'PCI+JaKaPCI 

ANb=q(EAS)' +q' EAS 
ANc=r(EAS)' +qrs+tq 

sentative of the bit-carry derived from "e" bit subtrac
tion; "s" is representative of the remainder derived from 
"d" bit subtraction; and "/" is representative of the bit-

30 carry derived from "d" bit subtraction. 

(a) Bit I! I (II) Bit I (e) Bit (d) ];it 
Su IJtrt1ct ion Slll,tr:wtion B u IltraetiOll Su i ltf;1 cUt 111 

-~~-------- .--~ 

__ ~nI'tlts _1_~lltllll!S I hlI'lltS OUlPI'18 I Inllllts Olli p',ts In]l It,' I~~~)llts 
Ja Ka PCI I ANa 1'C I Ju KI) il)e q gc: Jc I Kc I gc T TC Jd Kd I TO I 8 I 

--0 ~o- ---;II'--~ --; -~ ~(-J ~(-) ~(-) ~II-I' -0- -~I--~ --; --; ~o- -~,~,-~ -~I 
o 1 0 1 Ii II 1 II 1 1, II 1 II 1 1 II 1 0 1 

i ~ ~I ~ gi i ~ ;i 6 ~il i ~'I g ~ g i ~ 3 t 
(1 

Ii 
n 

o 0 1 1 1'1 0 I) 1 1 I" II 0 1 1 1 II 0 1 1 
() 1 1 Ii 1 IJ 1 1 0 1"1 0 l' 1 0 1 II 1 1 IJ 
1 IJ 1'1 0 1)1 1 IJ lOll 1 Oil I) II 1 (I 1 Ii 
1 1 1 1 1, 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

I I 

(12) 
(13) 

ANd=s(EAS) ' +tq 
EAS=sq+sr+t 

As previously mentioned, tbe subtracter portion of the 
added-subtracter is utilized to perform a subtraction arith
metic operation of two binary-coded decimal data digits 
and a carry digit, and obtain therefrom a binary remain
der digit plus a carry digit. As long as the minucnd 
data digit is larger than or equal to the subtrahend data 
digit plus the previous carry digit, the value of the re
mainder digit is between binary 0000 and binary 1001 
with no carry digit output. However, should the minu
end be less than the subtrahend plus the previous carry, 
the value of the remainder digit will be between binary 
0111 and binary 1111 plus an output carry digit. There
fore, in order to obtain the decimal remainder digit, the 
binary remainder is subtracted from binary 10000, com
monly termed "taking the sixteens complement and ignor
ing the carries beyond the four low-order bits," 

Using the laws of binary subtraction, whereby binary 
"0" subtracted from binary "0" results in a rem3inder 

':;0 
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GO 

G5 

of binary "0", binary "0" subtracted from binary "1" 
results in a remainder of binary "1," binary "1" sub
tracted from binary "1" results in a remainder of binary 70 
"0," and binary "1" subtracted from binary "0" results 
ina remainder of binary "1" plus binary "1" carry, sup
pose that the decimal digit "5" (binary 0101) is subtracl-
ed from decimal digit "9" (binary 100l). In this in
stance, the remainder is binary 0100 or "4" with no carry. 75 

Reducing the above truth tables to tbe canonical form 
of tbe logical equations thereof: 

(14) ANa= (Ja) 'Ka(PCl) , +Ja(Ka)' (Pci) , 
+(Ja) '(Ka) 'PCI+JaKaPCI 

(15) pc= (Ja)' Ka(PCI) + (Ja) '(Ka) 'PCI 
+ (Ja)' KaPCI +JaKaPCI 

(16) q= (Jb )'Kb(pc)' +Jb(Kb )'(pe)' 
(Jb )'(Kb)'pc+JbKbpc 

(17) qe= (Jb) 'Kb(pc)' + (Jb)' (Kb) 'pc 
+(Jb) 'Kbpc+lbKbpc 

(18) r= (Jc) 'Kc(qc) ' +Jc(Kc) '(qc)' 
+(Jc) '(Ke) 'qe+kKcqe 

(19) rc= (Jc)' Kc( qc)' + (Jc)' (Ke) 'qe 
+ (Jc)' Kcqc+JcKcqe 

(20) s= (Jd)' Kd(re)' +Jd(Kd) '(re)' 
+ (Jd)'(Kd) 're+JclKdre 

(21 ) t= (Jd) 'Kcl(rc) ' + (Jd)' (Kd) 're 
+ (hI)' Kdrc+JdKdrc 

Listed below, in truth table form, are input bit repre
sentations of the remainder plus carry which are obtained 
from subtracting the digit stored in the "K" digit-register 
from the digit stored in the "}" digit-register. Also listed 
are the desired binary coded decimal output plus any 
output carry, where "ANa" through "ANd" collectively 
represent, in this instance, the binary coded output of the 
remainder, and "EAS" represents the decimal carry di~it 
obtained from the subtraction operation. 
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t-nd(' of Dccim:ll 
"!Y' tllrouf' II 
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j 
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matical oper:ltion (Equations 22 through 26), it is seen 
lln! the combilld logical eqll~,liuil fDr e~\(;h Olilput line is: 
(31) EAS~-c5q+sr-!-t 
(32) A lVi! = (Ju)' Ka(PCI)' +Ju(Ku),(PCl) , 

+(Ja)' (Ka)' PCI +JaKaPCI 
(3.') ATvb=q(L'AS)'+q'EAS 
(34) ANc=r(EA5)' +trq'SA5-!-tr' qSAS 

+qrs(SA5) ' +tq' (SAS) 
(35) ANd=s( EA5)' -i-qrsSAS +tq(SAS)' 

,--------
,.,"--------
"---------

o 
tJ 
Ii 
(J 
{) 

o 
II 
o 
1I 
II 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
II 
o 
o 
I) 

o 
o 
II 
(I 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
o 
U 

(j 

1 
1 
1 
1 
() 

o 
(J 

() 
j 

1 
1 
1 
() 
() 
(J 

o 
1 
1 

II 
(j 

j 

1 
n 
o 
1 
1 
II 
II 
1 
1 
(J 

() 

1 
1 
I 
() 

1 
I) 

1 
U 
1 
U 
1 
I> 
I 

o I 

(J c 

0' 
(J i 
IJ I 
II I 
(I I 
1I ' 
1 

() 
(I 

I 
1 
1 
1 

~-~-I 
i il I o 10 Therefore, wilh referc!:ce : 0 the logical diar:rams of the 

"JdCf'-Sl!btracter unit as illllS(",led in FIGS, 53 and 54, it 
is seen that the above-stated logical equations numbered 
27 through 35 Ql"C satisfied thereby &nd thus correspond to 

[1 ______ ---
~J ________ ~ 
3 ________ _ 

(j 

II 
1 
1 

1 , 
U 
1 
U 

e, 
II 
II 
o 
II 

1 ________ _ 
0 ________ _ 

(j 

Il 
(I 

1 ~ the cjrcuit configuration thereof. 
l 13 As an illmlrati",e exr.mple of an addi:io!1 r:nd a subtrac--L _____ _ 

1 
II =;-------1 iJ 

1 ; tion operation being c3.rried out by the just-described 
I' ' 

(~ t 

-4 ______ _ 
--:f _______ ' 

() 

o , 
IJ , 
() , 
IJ , 

j 
I) 

[J 

1 
(I 
j 

o 
1 
o 

1 addGr-subtr2.cter arithmetic unit, suppose that the first-

- (~-------
-,'-------
-g-------
--\1 
-10 _____ _ 

1 
II 
J 
U 

{) I 
1, 

~ I 
1 i 

~ I 
'---~'---

Reducing the above truih t[,bie to the c;,noDical form 
of the logical equatioils thereof and tlJ,:;n simplifying to 
remove redundailcics therein, the four bit line and decimal 
carry representatiolls of thc decimal difference arc: 

(22) 

(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 

ANn= (fa)' Ka(PCl) ' +Ja(Ka) '(PCl) , 
+Ua)' (Ka)' PCI + JaJ:aI'Cl 

/1i'lb=qt'-1-q't or q(EAS)'-:-q'E~-1sr 
.AiVc=rt' +l(rq' +r'q)' 
ANd=st' +qrs 
EA5=t 

Ifaving esscntinlly derived the logic:}l eq:.;ntion~ for an 
adder and a subtracter ~~cp:....ratcly, the next slep ;s to logi
caEy ccmbine Ll-te two sets o[ eqlJ:1tioil~ thereof and ob
tain therefrom a circuit sh~\riilg aclder-subtruc,er unit that 
is cnp,J:lc of performing an addition m:llhemntical opera
tion when the state of line (SAS), is TRUE, and, addi
tionally, is capabk of performing a subtracti::m mJthe
matieal operz,tion when line SAS is TRUE. 

By cornpRring the previously-derived non-simplified 
fonns of the log~c,-11 equalicns for Jines "Al"';a," "q," "r,'~ 
and "s" for an "ddition operation (Equations 1,3, 5, and 
7) w11h (Er~u:J.~~ons 14, 16, ]8, an~i 20) for a subtraction 
op:!ration, it is observed that the logicai equnl:on for each 
line is the same in each instan<:e. l1lUs, whether the 
adder-subtracter unit is to c::.rry out an addition or a 
subtraction operation, the sum and the difference digits 
in the binary an3',ver are also the same in each instance. 
By comparing the logical equation for line "pc" for an 
<!ddition and a subtraction oper<l,tion (Eqll~:tions 2 and 
15), it is observed that two terms "(Ja)' Ka PCI" and 
"Ja Ka PCI" in each equation arc identical in each cp
er::!ion and the remaining terms thereof are different, the 
two like terms obviou~ly being reducible to ,the simplified 
term "Ka PCl." Hence, the logical equation for output 
line "pc" for either an :ldditi::m or a subtraction mathe
matical operation is: 

(27) pc=~KaPCl-:- (fa)' K(, (PCl) , SAS+(k) '( Ka)' 
PCISAS+liil~a(PCl) '(SAS)' +Ja(Xa) 'PCI(SAS)' 

The logical equations for oulput lines "qe," "re," "s," 
and "I," likewise modifi'od in the same manner, are as 
below, where: 

(28) qc=Kbpc+ (Jb) 'Kb(pe) 'SAS+(Jb) '(Kb) 'peSAS 
+JbKb(pc) '(SAS)' -:-Ji>(Kb) 'pc(5AS)' 

(29) /'I:=Keqe+ (Je)' Kc(qe)' SAS + (Jc)' (Ke)' qcSAS 
+JeKc(qc) '(5A5)' +Jc(Ke)' qc(SAS)' 

(30) t=Kdrc-'r-(Jd) 'K!!(rc)'SAS+Ud) '(Kd)'rcSAS 
+JdKd(rc) '(SAS)' 

By likewise comb;ning the lcgi~~l equations for "ANa" 
through "ANd" and "EAS" for both an addition opera
tion (Equations 9 through 13) ami a sabtn,<;tion mathc-

20 

oreler digit of the addend word located in memory address 
</J(p is a "nin::," and the first-order dig~t of the augend word 
in al1 .... ir'.;-;s 9J1 is a Hseven." 

To begin an "add" instruction, as previously mentioned, 
thc~ a,lgend word is first read out of memory address .pI 
,mel stored in :1ddress-Ac ThereGf~er, the low-order digit 
uf the augenu is sequentially read out of address-A, bit 

25 by bit, stalAing with the IOYl/-order binary bit "a" thereof, 
and is sequcntiaHy stord, bit by bit, in the "J" digit
re~isl:;r (FIG. 71) vb lines ASA and JL. Simulta
nC0L,,,ly therewith, the ;,ddcnd is sequentially read out of 
address qxp, bit by bit, star'ling with the low-order binary 

30 bit "'a" thereof, and is sequentially stored, bit by bit, in 
the "l~" digit-register (FlG, 70) via lines r-.lSA and KL. 
As :he assumed value of the decimal digit stored in the 
'']'' d:git-reg:is[cr (FIG. 71) is a "seven" (binary 0111), 

<, _ the state of output line J d through J c is FALSE, whereas 
uJ lh~ st.:Jf..;S uf OUlput lines J(j throueh Jc are each TRUE, 

tl,e prime output li"es of J1ipflops 6067 through 6:J7Q, of 
COUfse, being of opposite stat.es from the corre,ponding 
reference output iines thereof, as previously described. 

,10 As the assumed value of the decimal digit stOf<'d in the 
"I(" digj~-rcgister (FIG. 70) is a "n,ne" (binary 1001), 
the sLltes of ou,put lines Kd and Ka thereof arc TRUE, 
whereas the ;;tates of output lines Kb and Kc are FALSE. 

Reference is now made to that portion of the adder-
5ubtmcter unit logically shown in FIG, 54, in addition to 

4,3 periodic reference to the simplified block diagram of the 
aJder-sllbtract~r shown in FIG. 4SC. As the low-order 
bil of the digit s;o~ed in each or the 'T' and "K" digit
registers is a binary "1," output lines Ja and Ka are both 
TRUE, as just mentioned. Also, as the previous decimal 

GO carry is a "0" in this instance, the state of line (PCI), is 
TRUE, and, as an "add" operation is to be earried out, 
the state of line (SAS)' is previously rendered TRUE, 
Therefore, as none of AND gates 956 through 959 have 
all of the inputs thereto simultaneously TRUE, the state 

G.) of output line ANa is FALSE, indicative of binary "0." 
Consequently, the sum of the "a" bits of tt1.e first-order 
digits in tbe "J" and "K" digit-registers is "0." 

With refaence to the "a" bit curry circuitry shown in 
PIG. 53, as the otZ!te:; of lines la, Ka, (PCI)', and (SAS), 

GO and TRUE, as previollsly stated, the states of all of the 
inputs to AND gate 901 are simultaneollsly TRUE. 
Consequently, the slate of output line [lC is TRUE, in
dicative of a binary "1" carry resulting from add1tion of 

05 

70 

the "a" bits. 
As the "b" bit in the "J" digit-register is a binary "1" 

and the "b" bit in the "K" digit-register is a binary "0," 
the state of li~e Jb is TRUE and the state of line Kb is 
FAL~E, as previously noted. As none of AND gates 
911 through 914 have all of the inputs thereto simulta-
neous!y TRUE, the state of output line q is FALSE, in-
dicative of binil[Y "0"; consequently, the sum of the "b" 
bits plus the "a" bit crtrry is "0." However, as the states 
of all of lines Jb, (Kb)', pc, and (SAS)' are TRUE, the 

75 sla;es of the i"puls ,0 AND gate I)l.i are simultaneously 
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TRUE. As a result, the state of output line qc is TRUE, 
indicative of a binary "1" carry resulting from addition of 
the "b" bits pIllS the "a" bit carry. 

124 
fa~~c m:mncr 3.S just described with respect to the first
order digit3 of the two data words. The above sequence of 
operations is sequentially repeated for each higher-order 

The "e" bit in the "J" digit-register being a binary "1" 
and the "c" bit in the "K" digil-re:;is,ter being a binary [j 

"0," the state of line Ie is TRUE :md the state of line Kc 

di"it until the tenth-order decimal digits h::ve been added 
and thc Scml dii'it slored in the tenth-OILIer digital pOSt
ticn of address-A. As previousiy mentioned, the final 

is FALSE. As none of AND g:ltes 920 through 923 have 
all of the inputs thereto sinmitancously TRUE, the st:ltc 
of output line r is FALSE; consequently, the sum of the 
"e" bits plus the "b" bit carry is "0." 

As the respective states of lines Je, (Ke)' {jC, ~md 
(SAS)' arc each TRUE, all of the inputs to AND gate 
926 are simultaneously TRUE. Consequently, the state 
of output line re is TRUE, indicative of a binary "1" 
carry resulting from addition of the "e" bits and the "b" 
bit carry. 

The high-order or "d" bit in the "j" digit-register be-
ing a binary "0" and the "d" bit in the "K" digit-register 
being a binary "1," the state of line Jd is FALSE and the 
state of line Kd is TRUE. With reference back to FIeL 
54, as none of AND ~ates 934 through 937 have all of 
the inputs thereto simu1t::meously TRUE, the state of 0:'1t-

put line s is FALSE, thus indicating that the sum of the 
"d" bits plus the "e" bit carry is a binary "0." 

Finally, as thc states of both of lines Kd and re are 
TRUE, all of the inputs to AND g:lte 929 are simultane
ously TRUE. As a result, the state of output line t h 
TRUE, thus indicating a binary "I" carry resulting from 
addition of the He!" bits pIllS the "('''bit cnrry. 

lU 

stcp of an "add" instruction is to effect the copying of 
the sum data word from nddress-A into the particular 
mGn~ory uddres., <1., previously specified. 

A "subtmct" instn:ction is carried out in essentially the 
S~lH1C 1nanncr as the just-described "addition1

' operation, 
'.'.,itn {he exception that prior thereto, the state of line 
(SAS)', originating in FIG. 53, is selectively rendered 
TRUE, the state of line SAS, of course, being simultane-

I:) G[;sly rendered FALSE. Consequently, in the previous 
c,\'lmp!c. the 8dder-subtracter unit now effectively sub
tracts the word in address ¢rt> from the word in addrcss-A, 
afte~ which the difference word is transferred from ad
drc:'s-A to a p2.rticlllar address in memory as specificd_ 

20 As the mode of o')eration of the adder-subtracter unit 
in c<lrrvinr< out an addition or a subtraction m::thematic:11 
opera,ron "~'is eso:enti:1Hy the same in both instances, in 
jjght of the jmt-described d:dailed mode of operation with 
respect to an addition operation, a further detailed mode 

2;:5 of operation thereof wilh respect to a subtraction opera
tion is not deemed necessary in order to insure a full and 
CCJ!;ipletc undcrst:;ndin3 and appreciation of the adder
a';;ti-r.ctc:r portion of the imtant computer. 

Therefore, as the state of output line t is TRUE and ~o 
the state of each of output lines s, r, q, and ANa is FALSE, 

63. Control Counter Generally 

Viith reference to the upper left-hand portion of FIG. 
4 SA, th<:rc is diagrammatically illustrated a "control 
c01l1110r" comprisint; a multitude of flipflops and a mne 
of othe[ e1cctronic control circuitry. As will become mor~ 
obvious hereinafter, the control counter portion of the 
compuler fl!nctions in m:my ways 8b a central regulatory 

the sum of the digit "7" (binary 0111) and the digit "9" 
(binary 1001) is therefore indicated as being "16," or 
binary 10000. The binary sum-i.e., lOOOO-j, con
verted ,to a bin::ry-coded-decimal form in the following ;,;, 
manner: As the state of the single input to Al-.JD gate 
948 (FIG. 54) is TRUE, the state of output line EAS is 
TRUE, thus indicative of a decimal "1" carry. There
fore. as the state of each of lines EAS and (q)' is TRUE, 
the ~tate of output line ANb is likewise TRUE, thus indi- ,10 
cating that the value of the "b" bit of the sum digit is a 
binary "I." As the state of each of lines (q)', t, and 
(SAS)' is TRUE, all the inputs to AND gate 942 are 
TRUE, thus rendering output line ANe TRUE and there-

means which c1ectronicallycontrols the proper sequence 
of all data handling and transfer within the computer, 
and, additiomdiy, controis all communication between 
the control portion of the computer and the various input
output ec;uipfJ1cnt ulilized by the computer. Consequent-

by indicating that the value of the "e" bit of the sum 4':; 
digit is a binary" 1." As none of AND gates 945 through 
947 have all of the inputs thereto simultaneously TRUE, 

ly, due to th.-: inherent complex functional nature of the 
control counter, it is not rc::dily susceptible of b:oing 
described as a separate entity as such. 

As an e:amplc of the foregoing, the first step to be 
carried out in the execution of each instruction is to 
rC:ld out from memory the next instructlon word in the 
probram and store t~le instruction word in the instruction 
register. After the instruction word is stored in the 

the state of line ANd is FALSE and thereby indicat'~s 
that the high-order bit '"d" of the sum digit is a binary 

It is now evident that, upon completion of the jllst
described addition operation of the two decimal digits 
"7" and "9," the state of output line ANa is FALSE, the 
state of output line ANb is TRUE, the state of output 
Jine ANe is TRUE, and the state of output line ANd is 
FALSE. Thus, the states of output lineS ANa throu:~h 
ANd collectively represent the sum digit "6" (binary 
0110). As the state of output line EAS is simultaneously 
TRUE, as before stated, its state is indicative of the 
decimal "1" carry digit. 

Following the just-described addition operation of the 
two first-order digits taken from the data words stored in 
address <p<p and address A, there is derived thereby a sum 
dJ"it which is written in the low-order digit position of 
addre~s-A~md a decinul "1" carry ,digit which is stored in 
carry flipflop 600() (FIG. 53) via line EAS. 11wrc;.lfl,:r, 
the second-order digit of the word in ad dress ¢<p is tn:ns
felTed to the "K" di:;it-rcgister, <'nd the second-order di,'.~il 
of the word in addrcss-A is transferred to the "J" digit
re;:istcr. As the output lines from the "J" and "K" dUt
rCf;istcrs are connected as input lines to the adder-sub
tractor unit, as previously described, the two sccond
order digits are simultaneously "pre~entcd" to the adder
subtracter unit, wherein they mc added to~,ctlKr, alo~" 
with the decimal "1" carry in fltpfiop 60ao, in exactly the 

GO instruction register, the two decimal digit3 stored in sec
tion 1 t!1ereof arc "examined" to determine the particular 
type of ,instruction, or sequence of operations, to be carried 
out next. For example, as previously described, if the 
two-digit deccimd Dumber in section lis an "cleven," an 

:)G "aJd-pairs-of-numbers" instruction is carried Ollt, and all 
dala thereafter transferred between data-handling sections 
of tnecomputer is in accordance with a particular pat
tern dict:;tcd by this instruction. 

Each instruction concludes by effecting the storage in 
tlO the word-selecting register, the address in memory of the 

next instruction word; the memory address usually is 
specified in section 5 of the present instruction word, also 
as previollsly dcscribed_ After the address of the next 
instruction word is stored in the word-selecting register, 

65 the computer may im.mediately read out the next instruc
tion word from lTIicmory, or may pause for a predeter
,nined period of tim:: before reading out the instruction_ 
Whether or not the computer immediately proceeds to 
o,my out the next instruction in the program depends 

70 upon the particular mode of operation preselected by the 
opcratof- If the computer is operating in an "automatic" 
mode, the next instrllction in the program is immediately 
carried out upon completion of each preceding instruction_ 
I [owe'lcl', if the comp'Jtcr is operatin3 in a "manual" 

,::; melle, all computation stops upon completi:Jn of each in-
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1:5 
struction and is not resumed until either the manual or 
the automatic-resume-program-push-button is depressed. 
Thereafter, the next instru~,ion word, as specified by the 
word-selection register, is stored in the instruction register, 
the two decimal digits in section 1 of the instruction regis- 5 
ter are examined to determine the particular instruction to 
be carried out, and the computer then proceeds to carry 
out that particular instruction. 

64. Subinstructions Generally 
10 

There have been previously mentioned, and briefly de
scribed herein, eighteen different types of general-purpose 
instructions to which the computer is responsive, and the 
specific mode of operation or sequence of data handling 
and transfer events which is initiated by the computer in 15 
carrying out each of the instructions given. For the pur
pose of convenience in describing in detail the inherently 
complex mode of operation which the computer executes 
in carrying out a particular instruction, each of the eight-
een different instructions will hereinafter be considered a 20 
"subprogram" comprising a plurality of "subinstructions" 
which are sequentially given to the computer, the sequence 
of events initiated by the computer in carrying out each 
of the subinstructions being under the control of the "con-
trol counter," as previously mentioned. 25 

Each of the just-mentioned subinstructions, hereinafter 
described, falls within one of six general categories, 
labeled "word-cycles," "subcommands," "variable-time
delays," "decisions," "incrementing and decrementing," 
and "miscellaneous," where a "word-cycle" type of subin- 30 
struction effects the transfer of a data or instruction word 
from one memory address to another, or from one mem-
ory address to the instruction register; where a "subcom
mand" type of subinstruction effects the modification 
and/or copying of an instruction or data word from one 35 
memory address to another; where a "variable-time-delay" 
type of sub instruction essentially indicates the degree of 
completion of a subprogram, somewhat like a "bookmark," 
while the computer, in a sense, is "waiting" for some out
side action or event to take place (for example, a vari- 40 
able-time-delay subinstruction is effective to stop the cycle 
of operation called for by a subsequent subinstruction 
while the operator indexes an amount into the key
board during an "enter-keyboard-words" instruction 
(EKW-OO»; where "decision" type of subinstructions 45 
allows the cycle of operations called for by subsequent 
subinstructions to be skipped, depending upon certain 

126 
prescribed conditions being met, instructions involving 
(CFM-lS) and (CFE-16), for example; where "in
crementing and decrementing" types of subinstructions 
efIective1y initiate an incrementing or decrementing cycle 
of operation with respect to the various counters within 
the computer; and where the subinstructions labeled "mis
cellaneous" are those types which do not corne within a 
common classification. 

65. Functional Listing and Description of Subinstructions 

In the following chart is a functional listing and de scrip
tionof a substantial portion of the various subinstructions, 
with each being preceded by a code designation which 
identifies that particular subinstruction. It is to be noted 
that each subinstruction, in a sense, is related to a specific 
portion of the computer control circuitry even though 
each such specific portion does not always exist as a sepa
rate and distinct entity as such. Therefore, in an attempt 
to further simplify the following description, the code 
designation preceding the leftmost hyphen corresponds to 
a like-designated signal line, the state of cnergization of 
which is the prime instrumentality, either in initiating the 
required cycle of operation as called for by that particular 
subinstructicn after certain prescribed conditions have 
been met, or, in some instances, as an indication that a 
particular cycle of operation has been completed. The 
fact that more than one code designation refers to a 
common signal line indicates that a corresponding num
ber of different cycles of operation are selectively initiated 
or indicated by that particular signal line; i.e., the line 
has more than one function, as indicated by the numeral 
in parentheses. The location in the drawings of the origi
nation of each of such like-designated signal lines is given 
by the figure number of the drawing in the column of 
the chart below labeled "FIG. NO." The particular type 
of each subinstruction is given by the notation in the col
umn labeled 'TYPE," wherein type "wc" designates a 
"word-cycle" type of subinstruction; "SC" designates a 
"subcommand" type subinstruction; "VTD" designates a 
"variable-time-delay" subinstruction; "D" designates a "de
cision" type subinstruction; "I-D" designates an "incre
menting or decrementing" type subinstruction; and "M" 
designates a "miscellaneous" type subinstruction. The 
.asterisk symbol designates the next cycle of operation in 
the subprogram which is to be carried out upon comple
tion of the cycle of operation called for by that particular 
subinstruction. 

SUB INSTRUCTIONS 

Code Type 

AD(l)-O-·_. ___ ._._...... 1-D_ ... __ .. . 
AD(2)-Q-' __ ._ ... - ......... -- 1-1>_ ... __ .. . 
AF-O-·. __ ._. ___ .. __ ......... 1-D_ .... __ ._ 
AI-X-Y __ ... _ ... ___ ..... __ ... I\L._ ... _. __ 

AM-n-· ____ ...... _ ..... ___ ... 'VC _______ ._ 

ARO-O-· _____ .- ___ ......... __ 8C ___ ...... _ 
BB-O-' _____ ._ ...... _ ..... _ .. M ________ .. _ 
Bd-X-Y __ ... __ ...... __ ..... _. D ___ .. _ .. __ . 
BM-n-' __ ... ____ .......... _._ WC. __ .... __ 

CA(l)-O-·. ___ ... _ .... ____ .... WC._. ____ .. 
CA(2)-0-· .. _ ... __ .. _____ ..... WC. ____ ... . 
CR-O-' ____ ... __ .... ____ ..... WC. __ ..... . 
CBS-O-' _._. _____ ... ___ .... __ M._. ___ .... . 
CCR-X-Y ______ ... _ ........ _ D._ ........ _ 

CLC-O-' __ ._ .. _ ..... __ ._ .. __ . M._. __ ._ ... . 
CM-n-· __ ..... _ .. _ .......... _ WC .. _ ..... _ 
CPA-O-·._ ........ ___ ··· ..... SC_._._ .... . 
CPM-n-·_ .. _. __ .... _·_·· .... _ SC_ ... ___ .. . 

CYC-O·· - ._ .......... - ..... . 

gf.:-i.:-f.-_~~:::::::::::::::::: 
D2-X-Y._ .... _._ .. _. __ ...... _ 
D3-X-Y--.- ............. -- .. . 
D4-X-Y •.. - ....... --.-.-- .. --
D5-X-Y-- ....... --.-.-- ..... . 
D6-X-Y._ ..... -.... --.--.-- .. 
D7-X-Y_ ... ___ ._ .. _ ......... . 
D8-X-Y __ .- ..... -... -- ...... -
DU-X-y ___ ... _ ... __ ... · ..... . 
DAD-O-' __ ......... _ ..... _._ 

I-D_ ... ____ . 
D_ .... - .. -
D_ .. _._ ..... 
D. __ .. __ ._. 
D ....... ___ _ 
D_ .. _._ ... .. 
D __ .. _____ .. 
D._._._ .... _\ 
D_ ......... _ 
D __ ...... _._ 
D ____ ._ .. __ _ 
SO. ________ _ 

Fig. No. 

61 Increment dlgit·connter. 
Gl Decrement (1i~it-coullter. 
7:1 Increment li'-counh·r. 

Description 

77 If the di~it just rcac] from thc paper tape is an alternate·lnstruction symbol, go to Stop-Y; 
ot.herwIse, go to Stop-X. 

74 COllY word of address·A Into memoflt at address specified by section·n 01 instruction 
register. 

74 Ad<l worcl 01 address-A to a constant and store resnlt in address·A. 
85 Hccord single lincflnd type of infornration on led~er card. 
62 If blt,co!1ntcr is at hit "d," go to Step-Y; otherwi"e, go to Step-X. 
74 Copy word of address-B into memory at address specifwd by scction-n 01 instruct/on 

register. 
74 Clear address-A; 1.(1., '''Titc an "zeros" therein. 
74 Copy word indicated by accounting machine readout switellOs into addreSS-A. 
74 Clear address·B. 
81 Ener!;!:ize "credit-balan('(!" solenoid. 
85 Wait until clock pnlse is magentically picked np from ledger ('ard !lIllI, tll('l'l>after, go to 

Step-Yo Wbon ledger card is all the way into carriage prior to reversal, go to S(cp·X 
if a clock pulse has not been picked uJl. 

82 Close acconnting maelline carriage. 
74 Clear memory address sl,"cified hy seetion-n of instnwtion register. 
7-1 Complement word of address-A nnd store resu1t 1n address-A. 
H Complement word of memory address specified by section-n of instruction register and 

store result in same address. 
61 Increment bit-counter. 
fi3 If digit-connter is at "0," go to Stop-Y; otherwise, go to Step-X. 
6a If digit-counter is at 1'1/' go to Step-Y: otherwise, ~o to St<:p-X. 
03 If di~it-('ount.er is at "2," to to Stcp-Y; otilCf\l,riflO, go to Step-X. 
6:! If digit-conuter is at '3," go to StOl}-Y; otherwise, go to Step-X. 
63 If digit counter is at 114/' go to Step-Y: oth('rwi~e, go to Step-X. 
63 If digit-counter is at "5,17 go to Step-Yj othcrwi~c, go to Step- X. 
63 If di:nt·eonnter is at "6," go to 8(op-Y; otherWise, go to Step-X. 
63 If (Hgit~counter is at 117/' go to Step-Y; otherwise, g-o to Sten-X. 
63 If digit·countcr is at '18," to to Step-Y; othe-Twi:::e, go to Step-X. 
63 If digit-counter is at "9," g-o to Stcp·-Y: otherwise, go to Step-X. 
75 Add a constant to word in address-B and store sumln address-B. 
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SUBINSTRUCTIONS-Contlnued 

DR-O-. ____ ~~~~ __________ J I-D~Y_P~ ____ I_-F-<i-g-. -N-O-·6-S-I--D-c-e-r-em-e-n-t-n-_-c-o-u-n-te-.r-. ______ l_)_C_sc_r_ip_t_i_on _______________ _ 

DE2-0-* _ ___ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ ___ I-D_ _ _ __ _ __ _ ll8 Dt'c'l'OI1Hmt scction-4 or instruction register. 
E.\S-X-y __ . ______________ .__ D__ _ _ _______ 54 If tile nlgehraie sign of the dilTcreDf'c is positi'.·r, go to Str!)-Y; otherwi,", go to Step-X. 
EO]'-X-Y______ _ _____________ D__ 77 If the dkit iust read from paper tape. is an enel-of-frume symbol, go to Step-Y; otherwise, 

EOW-X-Y ___ .. ________ ~ _____ _ D _________ __ 
J<'-!}--X-Y ___ --- ____________ _ D __________ _ 
]<'l.p-X-Y ___ -- _______ - - _____ _ 
(i-C-O-· __ . __________________ _ 

D _________ _ 
VTD ______ _ 

GO-O-' ____ ----------------- M _________ _ 

H.p-X-Y __ _________________ __ D __________ _ 

HI-X- Y _______ _ D __________ _ 

II2-X-Y _______ - D __________ _ 

U3-X - Y ___ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ ___ D __ - _____ ---

H4-X -Y ___ _ _ _ __ ___ ___ ___ _ ___ _ D __________ _ 

lI5--X-Y _____ ~ _____ ~__________ D _____ _ 

HG-X-Y ______________________ D _____ _ 

131-X-Y ______________________ D __________ _ 

IFD-X-Y ___________________ D __ 
IFJ-X-Y _____________________ D __________ _ 

IN4-0-' __________ - -__________ I-D ___ ------
IW -0-* _ _ ____________________ M ________ __ 

J9-X-Y ____ _______ ____________ D _________ __ 
JH1t-O-* _____________________ V'l'D ______ _ 
JL(I)-O-' .. __________________ :\1. ________ _ 

JL(2)-0-' .. _________________ 1>L ________ _ 

JM-n-* _______________________ M _________ _ 

K.p-X-Y _ ____________________ D __________ _ 
KEY-O-* ____________________ VTD ______ _ 
]~O-' _ _ _ _ ___ _______ __________ l'vL ________ _ 
],.pX-Y ______ ____________ _____ j) - ______ ----

LI-X-Y _ _______________ ______ D _________ __ 

L2-X-Y _ _____________________ D _________ __ 

L3-X -Y _ _____________________ D _________ __ 

IJF A-O-* ___________________ __ M ________ __ 
LK-O-* _____________________ _ VTll ______ _ 
LL--O-* _____________________ __ M _________ _ 
MA-n-* _____________________ _ WC _______ __ 

~m: m=2=: :::: :::::: :::::::: 
MB1(I)-O-* _________________ ~ 
M 131 (3)- 0-' _________________ _ 
1\11l2(1)-0-' ________________ __ 
1\1B2(2)-0-' _______________ _ 
MI-O-' ________ ._ ___ ._ _____ __ 

M _________ _ 
M _________ _ 
]1,1. ________ _ 
M _________ _ 
M ____ _ 
]\,1. _______ __ 
WC ________ _ 

MIC-O-* ____________________ VTD _____ __ 
MJ -n-' _________ ._ _______ _____ WC _______ __ 

MK-n-* ______________________ 1\1. _______ __ 

MOU(I)-O-* _________________ VTD ______ _ 
MOU(2)-0-* _________________ M _________ _ 
on 1'.,.1 (1)-0-* _ ________________ V'l' D ______ _ 
OIl M(2)-X-Y ________________ D _________ __ 
OBM(3)-0-* _________________ :\L ________ __ 
o Il:I1(4)-0-* _ ________________ :\1. _________ _ 
OB~{(5)-0-· _________________ M _________ __ 
o B N (I )-X-Y _____ ____________ ll _________ __ 
o BN (~)-O-' ____________ ______ M __________ _ 
OBN(3)-0-' __ ___ ____________ 1\1 __________ _ 
o BN (4)-0-' ____ ______________ D __________ _ 

OITI-0-' __ ___________________ M __________ _ 

OII2-0-' _ _ _ __________________ :\L _________ _ 

PC'J'-O-' _____________________ M __________ _ 

PF;j>-O-' _ _ ____ ________ _______ M __________ _ 
1'['11-0-' _____________________ 1\1. _________ _ 
1'J"'-O-* ______________________ !lL ________ _ 
1'.J1-0-' ____________ ~_________ ~L ________ __ 
J'J5-0-' _ _ ____ ________ ________ M _________ __ 
]'R1>-O-' ______ _______________ 1\1. _________ _ 
J' K9-0-* _ _ _ ___ _______ _ _______ cd __________ _ 
l' H",-O-* ______ _______________ 1\-1. ____ ------
1'R2-0-* _ _ _ __________________ 1\1 __________ _ 
HP8--0-* _____________________ 1\'1. ________ __ 
J'1'1'-O-* _____________________ :\L ________ __ 
J''fR-O-* __________________ ~__ :\1. _________ _ 
1"1'8-0-' _ ___________ _ _______ _ ;'IL _________ _ 
l'W",-O-' ______ _______________ M __________ _ 
Il.;j>-X - Y _____ ________ _ _______ _ n __________ _ 
lU-X-Y ____ _________________ _ ].J __________ _ 

71 
72 
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75 
82 
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57 
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~o 1,0 Step-X. 
If "J" digit-register is nt ,j15", ~o to St.I~P-Y; otlwrwis<,. go to Step-X. 
If F-('ollnter is at "9," r.;n to SteJ)-Y; othenvi::-c. go to Step-X. 
H lLcnllnter is 3t "10/ J go to Step-¥; othcnvlse, g-o to Stop-X. 
Varbble timc-dday. 
Go to next step in 8uhprngrmn whrncvcr dr{Jrcssion of a motor har \yill initiate a cycle of 

oJl{~ration of the accounting mn.ehinc. 
If high-order digit of scction-2 of instruction register is (10," go to Step-Y; otherwise ,go to 

Step-X. 
U high-order digit o[ seetion- 2 o[instruction register is "1," go to Step-Y; otherwise, 1'0 to 

Sten-X. 
I! high-order digit of soction-2 of instruction register is "2," go to Step-Y; otherwise ,to to 

Step-X. 
I! high-order digit ofseetion-2 o[instruc!ion register is "3,", go to Step -Y; otherwIse, go to 

Step-X. 
l[ high-order digit o[ section-2 o[instruction register is "4," go to Step--Y; otherwise, go to 

Stop-X. 
Uhigh-oJ'llcr [Jigit ofsection-2 of instruction register, is "5" go to Stcp-Y; otherwise, go t.o 

St<'p-X. 
If high-order digit of scction-2 of instruction register is "0," go to Step-Y; otherwise. ~o to 

Step-X. 
If memory addresses specified by sections 3 and 4 of instruction register are equal, go to 

Step-Y; otherwise, go to Step-X. 
If dif,!:its in F-countcr and (~igit-(,O!lntN nrc eflual, f!0 to Step-Y; othenvise, g-o to Stan-X. 
I[ eligits in F-countcr and "J" digit-register are equai, gO to Stcp-Y; otherwise, go to Step

X. 
Increment sociion-3 of instrnction rc~~ist('r. 
'Tran~fl'r contents of particular ..::eclion of instrnction register into word-srlecting register 

u.,O; indicatcri lTv the state of a corrl'spontiing- Oll~ of lines 'fI2 through TI5. 
If oigit in "J" di~it-register is a u9," go to St(lP_Y; otherWise, go to Btep-X. 
Variable time-(lclay. 
Store in "J" digit-re!(ister tile datu hit ret)!1 from ledger card, which bit corresponds to 

count in hlt-eonnter. 
Store in "J P di~it-regist('r the data bit reud frOln memory, which bIt corresponds to count 

in bit-counter. 
Copy digit of "J" digit-register int<> mmnory a(ldn'ss at digital position Indicat.ed by 

digit.countcr, the au.lress in Inclliory being speeirted hy section-ln of instrnction register. 
If dit!it in "K" uis-iL-rc;;;i:;;;L<--'f is a 00/' go to Stt'p-Y; otherwise, go to Step-X. 
Vari-lble timc-del:ty. 
Place ledger card on next po~t.in~ lim'. 
If lrw,'-oru('r digit in section-2 of instruction rL'l~i:;1er is f1 400," go to SU)P- Y; otlwr\"jsc, go 

to r:;tep-X. 
If low-aruer digit in section-2 of instrnction n'f~i::;ter is a HI," go to Stcp-Y,' oth('rw1~f', go 

to Step-X. 
If low'-arder digit in scction-2 of instrnction TC'?ister is n "2," {;'O to Step-\'"; oth(,T\vi~f', go 

to Step--X. 
II low-order digit in scction-2 o[ instruction re~;ister is " "3," go to Step-Y; atllerwise ~o 

to St.ep--X. 
Wait for next linefind impulse. 
Vllfillhle time-delay. 
Hl'eonl multiple linefind type infnrm~tion on Jc>(\0'['f card. 
COpy word front nlCInory into addrc~,s-At and, ~imultaIJ('ously, copy the word dig"it by 

digit into "J" digit-register, the address of the \'rord in tnemory bt'ing sprcif18d by 
section-Il of the instrncti:1n register. 

Dcprrss uPlwr lnotor bar for tOl1eh orwratinTI. 
l)epress Uppf"t lllOtor bar for hold op('rlltion. 
Depress mid. ill' motor bar for touch opl'rat.inn. 
Depress mi,ldlc motor har for hold 0pl'raUoll. 
ncpress lo\vor t11otor bar for touch operation. 
J)(~I)f(.'SS lower nlotar bar for 1I01il oprration. 
Copy instruction "lOrd froin IUt'mory int~) inst.r11ction r~f!j:.;trr. the rnmllory n(!drcss of 

the instruction word being indicatetlliY the cont('llts of t.he 'ivord-s!~lecting r('gister. 
Variable time-delay. 
COllY tile wonl stared in the address in menwry,", specifted by scction-n of thc instmc

tion rngistcr t digit by digit, into the aJ" digit-regist?r. 
Copy tbe. digit of the wonl, a.s indicated hy the digit-connter, from mpmory address into 

"K" digit-register, thc address in llWJllory being specified by section-n of the instruc
tion registor. 

Varia ble time-delay. 
Ejcot the ledger card. 
Variable tlrne-<!"lay. 
If st.ate of IllH'. OHM is TRUE, ~o to Step-Y; otherwise, go to Stcp-X 
I'rl'sct line 0 BM to a F A LS:~~ state. 
Prpsct state of line OB!vI to corn:~pond to sign of \vord read lrorn 11lCIllOry. 
Prespt line OEM to a T nUE stute. 
If state of lin" OBN is THUE, go to Step-Y; otherwise, go to Step-X. 
Preset line OBN tn a THU!, statl'. 
Preset line OHN to a FALSE state. 
Set lin(', OB>J to a 'rRUE stilte if the si!)l of the woru rrnd fr()]TI Inemory corresponds to 

tho state of line OHM; otherwise, sC't linc. OEN to a FALSB state. 
,\Vhen printing occur;.:, place :.1 cQmll13. between rows #5 and #6, and, if there is no significant 

(li:;it in ro\VS #6 through #10, print a "zero" precedin~ the COIIlnw. 
,YIICTI printing occnrs, plnet~ a comma hl'twrrH rmvs #8 and #9. If therc is no signific:lnt 

(ligit in rows #9 or #10, print a "71~'ro" prr'e(',ciing: tl:1e comma. 
"'\Vhen amount nLcks ore traveling in n. "sdt.in~" dirl'ctil)n, go to n('xt step in s!lbpro<;ram 

each tim~ the timing rack ehangcs di.:;!;ital po~ition and alsu when printing liner C,)LlleS in. 
Preset l?-co~lnter to 110." 
Prrsct instrnction r(,f!i."tf~r tn "zrro." 
PrC'set uJ" nigit-rcg-istpf to 1'0." 
Prl_'St't ",I" digit-rc~t'3ter to 1'1." 
Prpsrt ".Tn digit-re-gister to "5." 
Prnsct "K" di~it-rcgist~r to "0," 
Pn\set .oK" (li):!it-register to "9." 
Pre sot H.-connter to "0." 
Preset R-counter to "2." 
Preset TI-counter to "8." 
Transi<1tp paper tape, in a fonvnrd direction. 
'rTansl~'Lte paper tape in a reverse direction. 
St.up pap:'r tapo. 
Pri'~(',t, word-selecting rp:~i~t('r t r) '100." 
If H-COnnL('r is HO," go to Step-Y; ot~wnYis[>, rn to Rtpp-X. 
If H-counter is "1," go to Stl'p-Y; otherwit::C'. go to Step-X. 
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_____ Oode ______ Type _ Fig. No. I Description 

D.----------- ----~;I-I~;~. Q:~~:_;;~~~.:~:~Q-;tep-~;oth"rwise, ~~~~t~p:;--------

ilflI~[~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~ ~ 1,L__________ 8~) F.n~;r~i'l,\~ nr~t-()r.h~r mek-stoppiL1',2: solenoid. 
1L__________ RO En('r~iw s!'cond-ordcr r:lck-stoppiug ~OlL'llOit1. 
~L__________ 80 Jf:nrrgizc third-ord(1r rack-sLoppillfJ solenoilL 

RA4-0-* ____________________ _ ~l___________ 80 ErlC'f!:lze fourth-order T;)ek-stopping solenoid. 

RA5-0-* ____________________ _ M______ __ _ __ 80 Enrr~lce fifth-order rack-stopping solrnoid. 

RA6-0-* ____________________ _ M ___________ 8ll Energize sixth-order rack-stopping solenoid. 

RA7-0-* ___________________ __ M______ _ _ _ __ 80 Energize seventll-ordcr raek-stoppong flolcnoid. 

RAS-O-* ____________________ _ 
!\L__________ 80 Encrgi:oC' eighth-order r8,('k-~torplng solf'noid. 

RAIl-O-' ___________________ __ :r. .. L._________ 80 Epl'r~~i?e ninth-order rack-stopping solenoid. 

RAD-n-' ____________________ _ M___________ 80 Ener~hc teuth-order rack-stopping solenoid. 
SC__________ 77 Add tho word in the ad,lrr,s specified hy section-n 01 the imtruction re~lster to the word 

Rb-O-* ____ _ _ _ _ ___ __ ____ _ __ _ _ _ M __________ _ In addres~-·A, and store snm in address-A. 
fiR 
77 
fi8 

Preset R-countcr to H2." 
REV-X-Y ___________________ D __________ _ 
RLM-n-* ____________________ M __________ _ If nce~unting machine re:T~rsc key is depressed, go to Stcp·-Y; if nnt, go to Step-X. 

I'~1cllnton-CO!Hl("r a dl~lt fron: word in memory address specifted by section-n 01 the 
In;;tr:lctlOn re,!.nster, wInch dIgIt corresponds to connt in dF'It-countcr 

RLR-O-* _ ___________________ M __________ _ 68 I'resct the count of the R-countcr to correspond to low-order (Ugit olsectio~-2 olinstructlon 
register. 

~~t~-=-"*~~~:::::::::::::::::: VTD_ -- ----
77 
78 
81 
78 

Variable time-delay. 

RRS-O-* ____________________ ir~_~:::::: Upon depression ofrrsumc-p!'ogram-bar, go to next step in subprogram. 
En('r~ize ra('k~release solenoid. RSB-n-' _____________________ SC _______ _ Subtract ·WOl',.1 in memory from word in nddress-A and store remainder in address-A 

t,he adtire:::s in memory hl'dng specified by f;eciion-n of the instruction registe.r. t SA(l)-O-* ___________________ _ SC _______ _ 
SA(2)-0-* __________________ __ 

78 
78 
79 
79 

Shift word of ad'lrcss-A one 1)lacc to left a!ld ,tore result in address-A_ 
Bhift word of addn1 .... s-A O!lC plac.·c to rif~ht and store result in nddress-A 
Varbhlc lime~dclav. ~ <. SAM-O-' __________________ __ 

SO ________ -

Shift word of addr,·ss-il one pinee to left and store reslllt in ad,lress-B. S 13 (1)-0-* __________________ __ 
S B (2)-0-* ___________________ _ 

VTD ___ _ 
SC __ _ 
SC _________ _ 

SEB-O-* ____________________ _ 79 
79 
79 
75 
69 

ShIft wore of addrr.ss-ll one place to right and f;torc result in atldress-B 
Variahle time-df'lny. . V'I'D ______ _ 

~1;1f.-=(;:."._~::: :::::::::::::::: 
M _________ __ Copy contelll~ of F-cciion-u of instruction r('~istcr into word-seleding r(>gi~tt·r. 

Go to next step when the ontpu! of th,· paper tanc clock is rendered TRUE. TDA-X-Y __________________ _ 
M __________ _ 
D __________ _ If ~~c character just read from the tape is a dot" digit, go 10 810p-Y; otheTly],e, go t,) Step-

TDS-n-* _____________________ M __________ _ 60 Stoi'e the datajllst re.ad from tlle talle In memory address specified by contents ofscction-n 
of instruction register. • 

66. Word-Cycle Subinstl'llctions 

Each of the previously-described word-cycles is herein 
classified in one of three categories, depending upon the 
pat licular mode or sequence of operations initiated there
bJf- 1he first category comprises word-cycles (AM-n-*), 
(B.M-n-*), and (MA-n-*), which are hereinafter re
spectively designated "AM," "BM," and "MA" word
cycles. As shown in the just-preceding chart, an "AM" 
word-cycle initiates the copying of t~1e word of address-A 
into the memory address specified by a particular section 
of the instruction register; a "BIVI" word-cycle initiates the 
copying of the word of address-B into the memory ad
dress specified by a particular section of the instruction 
register; and a "MA" word-cycle effects the copying into 
address-A of the word located in tile memory address spec
ified by a particular section of the instruction register, 
the word also being simultaneously copied digit by digit 
into the "J" digit-register_ 

The second category comprises word-cycles (CA-O-*), 
(CB-O-*), and (CM-n-*), which are hereinafter re
spectively designated "CA," "CB," and "CM" word-cycles. 
Again, as shown in the just-preccding chart, a "CA" 
word-cycle is capable of selectively initiating two distinct 
modes of operation_ The first mode of operation selec
tively initiated thereby is the clearing of address-A by 
the storage of "zeros" therein, whereas the second mode 
?f operation selectively initiated thereby is the copying 
mto address-A of the word indicated by the collective 
conditions of the accounting machine rack rcad-out 
switches_ A "CB" and "CM" word-cycle respectively 
initiates the clearing of address-B and the memory ad
dress specified by a particular section of the instruction 
register_ 

The third category comprises word-cycles (MI-n-*) 
and (MI-n-*), which are herein re~pectively designnted 
"MI" and "MI" word-cycles, where a "1'0'1]" word-cycle 
initiates the copying into the instruction register of the 
instruction word previously stored in a speciiicd adJrcss 
in memory, and where a "MJ" word-cycic initiates the 
digit-by-digit copying into the "I" digit-register of the 
word stored in a particular address in memory. 

Each word-cycle comprises forty read-write bit cycles 
of forty microseconds each, plus one bit time of fortv 
microseconds preceding the first read-vlTitc btt cycle, nnd 
plus one bit time of forty microseconds following the 

30 completion of the last read-write bit cycle, for control 
purposes. Thus, the total time required for completion 
of a word-cycie operation is 1.68 milliseconds. 

During the first bit time period preceding the first read
write bit cycle, transfer to the word-selecting register 

35 of the selected memory address previously stored in the 
instruction register is effected by selectively en.ergizing 
one of lines Tl2 through TIS (FIGS_ 64 and 64) in the 
manner previously described with respect to the mode 
of operation of instruction register. Also during the 

40 first bit time preceding the first read-write bit cycle, the 
states of the particular signal lines that initiate the se
lection of a particular one, or ones, of memory addresses 
"'''' through 99 and addresses "A" and "B" are selectively 
rendered TRUE_ For example, as shown in FIG_ 60, 

45 in order to initiate anyone of word-cycles "AM," "BM," 
"CJ\1," "1fA," "MJ," or "111," the state of a correspond
ingly-labeled input line to logical OR 3116 is rendered 
TRUE and thereby renders the state of output line l'vlYW 
TRUE also_ As previously described, the state of output 

50 line MYW is rendered TRUE for a period of 1680 micro
seconds to permit one of V-driver output lines YD", 
through YD9 (FIG_ 65) to be selectively energized for 
twenty-microsecond periods by selected ones of output 
lines W",<p through W",'} from the decoding portion of 

55 the low-order section of the word-selecting register. Like
wisc, in order to initiate anyone of word-cycles "AM," 
:'CA," ?r "1\1A," _the state of a correspondingly-labeled 
mput lIne to 10g1C:l\ OR 3126 (FIG_ 60) is rendered 
TRUE and thereby renders the state of line A YW TRUE 

60 also. The state of line A YW, in this instance, is also 
rendered TRUE for a period of 1680 microse::onds to 
permit V-driver output line AAD, for address-A, to be 
selectively energized (see also FIG. 52B); and, in order 
to initiate one of word-cycles "Bl\'i" or "CB," the state 

65 of a corrc,;pcndingly-Jabelcd input line to logical OR 3127 
is rendered TRUE and thereby renders the state of line 
BY\V TRUE also. The state of line BYW, in this in
stance, i~ also TRUE for a oerioe! of 1680 microseconds 

70 to permi~ V-driver output ICnc BED for addressoR to be 
selcctivcly energized_ 

Also ouring the first bit time period preceding the first 
read-write bit cycle, in order to initiate an "AM" or 
"BM" word-cycle, logical AND 1088 is conditioned by 

75 the state of a COlTcspondingly-lnbelcd or"c of lines AM 
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and BM being rendered TRUE, so that, when th'~ st,·te 
of line ASA from au dress-A and II sense amplifier flip
flop 6056 (FIG. 67 A) is rendered TRUE, the state of 
output line MXW also i~ rendered TRUE. In order to 
initiate a "MA," "MJ," or "M1" word-cycle, logical AND 5 
3120 is conditioned by the state of a correspond:ngly
labeled one of lines MA, MJ, and ,MI being selectively 
rendered TRUE, so that, when the statc of line J\ISA 
from the memory semc amplifier flipflop 6055 (FIG. 

incrcmented or decremented, so that the state of output 
line: Ba therefrom is rendered TRUE instead of line Bd, 
or vice versa. As shown in FIG. 60, the state of line 
f'.IOa is rendered TRUE for the entire time duration of 
each of the word-cycles. Therefore, with reference to 
FIG. 61. the states of all of the input lines to logical 
AND 1123 are simultaneously TRUE at the first TIME-4 
cf each word-cycle, the statc of output line AD is ren
dered TRUE at the first T1ME-4 and, ten microseconds 

67 A) is rendered TRUE, the statc of output line l\IXW 
is thereby rendered TRUE. As previollsly dc~cribed, 
when the state of line M.XW is TRUE simultaneously with 
lines SMC and C41, all the bputs to logical AND 1098 
are thus TRUE, and, as a rcsult, the state of line XDW 
is thereby rendered TRUE, the states of line XDW and 
output lines BaM through BdM from the bit-counter 
being capable of elIecting selective energization of X
driver output lines XDa through XDd, 

The chart bclow illustrates the respective state which 
each of lines flIYW, A YW, BYW, and MXV{ is selec
tively and conditionally rcndered in respomc to the initia
tion of each of the eight word-cycles just described: 

Word-Oyelrs l\lYW AYW nyw l\lXW 

10 later, is rendered FALSE at the second TIME--l. As 
prcvious:y Jc~cribed with respect to the digit-counter 
(Fi.G. 63), for each successive TRUE-to-FALSE change 
of state of line AD, the digit-counter is selectively incre
mented or decremented by one digit, depending upon 

13 whether the digit-counter was previously conditioned to 
count in a forward or a reverse direction. Therefore, 
when the bit-counter effectively advances from a count 
of "(i" to a count of "a," the state of line AD reverses 
from TRUE to FALSE, and, consequently, at the sec-

20 ond TIME-l when the state of line TId is rendered 
FALSE, the digit-counter is effectively advanced from 
a count of "9" to a count of "0," as indicated by the 
strite of digi:-counter line D.p being rendered TRUE at 
TIl'.IE-l. 

----- 25 As previously described with respect to the word-
" A).f1I ______________ _ Truc _____ _ 
"B:\f" ___ . __________ _ rl'ru(' _____ _ 

"OA" (1)------------ False _____ _ 
"OA" (2) ___________ _ False. ____ _ 
"CB" _______________ _ Fdse _____ _ 
"01\1" _______ . _____ ._ rrrup _____ _ 
H~,:l~\." ___ • ___ ._. ____ _ Trw? _____ _ 
";\,,11" _______________ _ '!'ru(' _____ _ 
"1\'1 J" ___ . __________ _ rrruc. ____ _ 

'rruC' _____ _ 
}"alsc _____ _ 
True _____ _ 
True _____ _ 
Fabc _____ _ 
Vals!' _____ _ 
'J'nll' _____ _ 
FalsC' _____ _ 
Falsc _____ _ 

FalsD ____ •. 
Tn}(' _____ _ 
False _____ _ 
Falsc _____ _ 
Truc _____ _ 
]~'alse _____ _ 
l~alsc _____ _ 
False _____ _ 
False _____ _ 

True, 
True, 
False. 
'l'rur,. 
P"I,c. 
F~d;<-:c. 
True. 
'Truc. 
'l'rue. 

As just mentioned, in order to effect the carrying out 

selecting register (FIGS. 64 and 65) together with that 
portion of the previous description entitled "Detailed 
Read-Write Cycle," the bit and digit counters in combina
tion determine which row oE cores is to receivc a half-

30 select current impulse during a read-write cycle. That 
is, the output of the bit-connter effectively determines the 
binary bit to be read out, whereas the output of the digit
counter effectively determines the particular digit of the 

of each of the previously-described word-cycles, with 35 
the exception of line MXW, the state of a selected one, 

word to b~ read out of a particular address in memory. 
\Vith reference to FIG. 60, at the first TIME-4 of 

each word-cycle when the stille of line CFF is rendered 
TRUE, the states of all of the input lines to logical AND 
1094 are simultaneously TRUE. Thus, at the second 
Tll\fE-l, the state of ftipflops 6038 is reversed, so that 

or ones, of lines MYW, A YW, and BYW is selectively 
rend.::red TRUE during the entire word-cycle initiated 
thereby; i.c., 1680 microseconds. With reference to 
HGS. 64 and 65, with the exception of a "M1" word
cyclc, the state of line (PW.p)' is TRUE at the beginning 
of each word-cycle, so that, at the first TIME-2, the 
state of line (PW¢)' is rendered FALSE and therehy 
causes the word-selecting register to be preset to "00" 
at TlI'vYE-2. With reference to FIG. 61, the state of 
line lW is rendered TRUE at TIME-3 and remains 
TRUE for (en microseconds until TIME-4, at which 
time the state of line IW is rendered FALSE As shown, 
line IW is logically ANDED with each of Jines TS2 
through TS5, so that the contents of a preselected one 
of sections 2 through 5 a f the instruction register is 
transferred to and thus stored in the word-selecting regis-
ter at TIME--4 when the state of line IW is rendered 
FALSE, all in the manner previollsly described with re
spect to that portion of (he description relating to the 
mode of operation of the instruction regi~ter. At the 
just-preceding Ti1\lE-3, the state of line WDP is rendered 
TRUE, and, conseqnently, the states of all the inputs 
to logical AND 1115 are simultanecmsly TRUE at TlME-
3, so that, ten microseconds later at the just-mentioned 
TJME-4, the state of the reference input to flipflop 6039 
changes from TRUE to FALSE, thus rendering the state 
of line CFF TRUE at TIME-4. Thereafter, the state 

,10 the state of line Sl\fC is thereby rendered TRUE and re
mains TRUE for 1600 microseconds during the entire 
read-write cycle of operation during which the ten-digit 
word is read out of a particular address in memory, the 
word being read out bit by bit, beginning with low-order 

45 bit "a" of the first-order digit and ending with high-order 
bit "d" of the tenth-order digit of the word, all in the 
manner previously described in detail. 

At TIME-4 after bit "d" of the tenth-order digit of 
the "lord has been read out, the state of the prime input 

50 to flipflop 6039 (FIG. 61) is reversed from TRUE to 
FALSE, so thQt the state of flipflop 6039 is revcrsed 
and the state of output line CFF is thereby rendered 
FALSE at the TIME-4 following the reading-out of the 
last bit of lhe word, Due to the fact that the state of 

55 line CFF is thus rendered FALSE, the bit and digit 
connters are prevented from being incremented at the 
following T!ME-l, but, instead, respectively remain at 
counts of ".1" Qnd "9." At the following TIME-1, the 
state of the prime input to flipflop 6038 (FIG. 60) is 

60 reversed from TRUE to FALSE, so that the state of flip
flop 6038 is reversed and the state of output line SMC 
is thereby rendcred FALSE at the TIME-l preceding the 
last forty-microsecond interval of the word-cycle, thus 

of line CFF remains TRUE for a period of 1600 micro
seconds. As the states of both of the input lines to logi- 65 
cal AND 1131 are simultaueously TRUE at each TIME-

terminating the read-write cycle of operation. 
Vi/ilh reference to FIG. 61, when the state of output 

line CFF is rendered FALSE by flipflop 603') at TIME-4 
during the reading and writi:1g of the last bit of the word, 
the state of line (CFF)', of course, being TRUE, the 
states of all of the input lines to logical AND 1119 are 

4 during initiation of a word-cycle, it is evident that the 
state of line CYC is rendered TRUE at each TJME-4 
and is rendered FALSE at each TIME-I. 

As previously described with respect to the bit-counter 
(FIG. 62), for each successive occurrence of a TRUE
to-FALSE change of state of line CYC, the bit-counter 
is selectively incremented or decremented by a COHnt of 
one bin3ry bit. Thus, at the second TIME-1 at the be
ginning of each word-cycle, the bit-counter is elIeclivcly 

70 simultaneously TRUE at that particular TIME-4. Thus, 
at the TIME-1 preceding the last forty-microsecond in
terv31 of the 'vord-cycle, flip-flop 6040 changes state, 
so that the st,,!;: of line PC is thereby rendered TRUE 
and remains TRUE for a period of forty microseconds. 

75 Consequently, the state of output line AN is rendered 
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TRUE from TIME-4 to TI"/\lE-l, and the state of output 
line EG is rendered TRUE from TllvIE-2 [0 T1ME-3 of 
the last forty-microsecond ".:riod of (he wonl-cycle. At 
the last TIME--l, tbe state of line AN is rendered FALSE 
and, in a sense, effectively "turns off" the pmticlll~r flip
flop which is responsible for initiating that particular 
word-cycle. For example, with reference to FIG. 74, 
in order to initiate an "AM" word-cycle, the state of out
put line AM is selectively rendered TRUE by flipflop 
6077; in order to initiate a "BM" word-cycle, the [,tate 
of line BM is selectively rendered TRUE by flipflop 6:J7~; 
in order to initiate a "CA" word-cycle, the state of line 
CA is selectively rendered TRUE by flipflop 6980; and, 
so on, for word-cycles "CD" (flipflop O1lS1, HG. 74), 
"CM" (flipflop 6082, FIG. 74), "MA" (flipflop 60n, 
FIG. 75), "MI" (flipflop 6092, FIG. 76), and "MJ" (nip
flop 6066, FIG. 71) _ As shown, line AN is logically 
connected to the prime input of each of the jllst-me:1tioned 
word-cycle flipflops in a manner such that, when the state 
of line AN is rendered FALSE at T1ME-l following 
completion of each word-cycle, the state of tbe flipflop 
responsible for initiating that particular word-cycle is 
reversed, thus bringing to an end the word·cycle initiated 
thereby. 

With the exception of an "MI" word-cycle, each of 

134 
As will later be seen, the time required for completion 
of a digit-cycle is five binary bits of forty microseconds 
each; i.e., 200 /-Lsec. Thus, at the beginning of the first 
forty-microsecond bit period for each digit-cycle, the 

5 stale of line sao is rendered TRUE and remains TRUE 
for the entire two-hundred-microsecond period until the 
digit-cycle operation is completed. With reference to 
PI G. 64, the states of all of the input lines to logical 
AND 1198 are simultaneously TRUE at the beginning 

10 of each digit-cycle. At the following TIME-2, output 
line (PW¢)' experiences a TRUE-to-FALSE reversal of 
slate and, consequently, presets the word-selecting regis
ter to "CO." As shown in FIG. 61, the state of line 

15 DDF is rendered TRUE by AND gate 1114 at the first 
TiME-3 and FALSE at the first TIME-4 of the digit
cycle_ As line IW is logically ANDED with each of 
lines TS2 through TS5, as previously described, and 
the state thereof is rendered TRUE at TIME-3 and 

20 FALSE at TIME-4, the contents of a selected one of sec
tions 2 through 5 of the instruction register is trans
ferred to the word-selecting register at the first TIME-4 
b the manner previously described. Also, at the first 
TIME-4, the states of all of the input lines to logical 

25 AND 1128 are simultaneously TRUE, so that the state 
of line AD is rendered TRUE at the first TIME-4 and 
FALSE at the following TIME-I. Thus, when line AD 
experiences a TRUE-to-FALSE reversal of state, the 

the remaining word-cycles essentially conforms to the 
same time pattern thus described in detail. However, 
with respect to an "MI" word-cycle during which the 
state of line MI (FIG. 76) is rendered TRUE, the word
selecting register (FIGS. 64 and 65) is not preset to 
"00" as before, and, in addition, the state of line IW 
(FIG. 61) remains FALSE during the first forty-micro
se<:and period of the word-cycle. Consequently, the in- 35 
dividual contents of sections 2 through 5 of the instruc
tion register are not transferred to the word-selecting 
register. Instead, each of the sections of the instruction 
register is preset to "00" prior to the transfer thereto of 

30 digit-counter is advanced at the second TIME-l from 
a count of "9" to a count of "0." 

the word from a particular memory address. The re- 4.0 
maining portion of an "MI" word-cycle, however, is the 
same as just described. 

At the first TIME-3 when the state of line DDF is 
rendered TRUE, the states of all of the input lines to 
logical AND 1116 are TRUE. Consequently, at the 
first TIME-4, the reference input to flipflop 6039 re
verses from a TRUE to a FALSE state, so that the state 
of output line CFF is rendered TRUE at the first TIME-4 
by a reversal of state of flipflop 6039. With reference 
to FIG. 60, the states of all of the input lines to logical 
AND 1094 are simultaneously TRUE at the first TIME-4, 
Consequently, at the second TIME-t, the state of flip-

During a "MA" and a "MJ" word-cycle, tbe digits of 
the word in memory are sequentially stored in the "J" 45 
digit-register, starting with the first-order digit and end-

flop 6038 is reversed, so that the state of output line 
SMCis thereby rendered TRUE. With reference to 
FIG. 70, the states of all of the input lines to logical 
AND 1391 are TRUE at the first TlME-3. Conse-

ing with the tenth-order digit thereof. Thus, as shown 
in FIG. 71, the "J" digit-register is preset to "0" by a 
change of state of line PJ", at TIME-3 during the "a" 
bit time interval of each digit during which the state 50 
of line Ba is TRUE. Thereafter, bits "a" through "d" 

quently, when the state of line AD is rendered FALSE 
at the second TIME-I, line PK", experiences a TRUE
to-FALSE reversal of state and thereby presets the "K" 
digit-register to "zero," all in the manner previously de
scribed. Thus, it is evident that, each time the digit-

of the digit are sequentially stored in the "]" digit
register. 

67. Digit-Cycles 

There are occasions when it is desirable to read a 
word out of memory, or, conversely, to store a wOid in 
memory on a digit-by-digit basis, hereinafter called 
"digit-cycle," whereby the time lapse between each digit
cycle is possibly as long as three milliseconds, as, for 
example, during the carrying-out of "record-an-card" 
(ROC-03), "enter-card-words" (ECW-02), and "enter
punched-tape" (EPT-17) instructions_ 

With reference to FIG. 69, during an ROC, ECW, 
or EPT operation, the state of flipflop 6061 is selectively 
reversed, so that the state of output line TH is thereby 
rendered TRUE. Output line TH, when TRUE, renders 
the state of output line MK TRUE during an ROC op
eration, and renders the state of output line JM (FIG. 
6Q) TRUE during an ECW or an EPT operation. 

Referring to FIG. 60, when the state of output line 
MK is rendered TRUE during a ROC operation, the 
state of output line sao is thereby rendered TRUE. 

counter is incremented by a change of state of line AD 
during a digit-cycle operation, the "K" digit-register is 

55 unconditionally preset to "zero." 
Due to the fact that the state of line CFF (FIG. 61) 

is rendered TRUE at the first TIME-4 of each digit
cycle and remains TRUE for 160 microseconds, the state 
of line CYC is thereafter rendered TRUE at each TIME-4 

60 and FALSE at each TIME-I. As previously described, 
when the state of line CYC is reversed from TRUE to 
FALSE, the bit-counter (FIG. 62) is incremented by a 
count of "one," assuming, of course, that the state of 
line (Dl3D), is previously rendered TRUE, as before 

65 stated. 

70 

Thus, in the present example, when the state of line 
CYC is rendered FALSE at the second TIME-I, the 
bit-counter is effectively advanced thereby from a count 
of "d" to a count of "a_" As the state of output line 
MYW (FIG. 60) is rendered TRUE by line MK, and 
as the state of output line MXW is selectively rendered 
TRUE by lines MK and MSA, the memory "X" and 
"Y" drivers and grounders are properly energized at 

75 the second TIME-l in a manner previously described, 
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rendered FALSE also at TIME-I indicating that the pre
viously-initiated cycle of operation has been completed 
to the extent that a "RAD" subcommand is permitted to 
be initiated at this time. As shown in the following tim-

so that a memory read-write cycle of operation is car
ried out. Thus, the first-order digit of the word stored 
in the selected memory address is read out bit by bit 
and simultaneously stored bit by bit in the "K" digit
register (FIG. 70) via line KL. 

At the last TIME-4 after bit "d" of the first-order 
digit of the word is read out, the state of flipflop 6039 
is reversed, so that the state of output line CFF is thereby 
rendered FALSE. Thus, with reference to FIG. 60, as the 
state of line (CFF)' is rendered TRUE at the last 
TIME-4, the state of flipflop 6038 is reversed at the 
following TIME-I, so that the state of output line SMC 
is rendered FALSE thereby to effectively de-energize the 
"X" and "Y" grounders and thereby terminate the read
write cycle after the first-order digit is read. With ref
erence to FIG. 69, the state of the prime input to flip
flop 6061 is rendered TRUE at the last TIME-4 when 
the state of line (CFF)' is rendered TRUE. Conse
quently, at the following TIME-I, the state of flipflop 
6061 is reversed, so that the state of line TH is thereby 
rendered FALSE, thus terminating the digit-cycle cycle 
of operation at the last TIME-I. 

5 ing chart, during the first bit time of forty microseconds 
after line RAD is rendered TRUE, several operations are 
performed in order to prepare the memory for a read
write cycle of operation beginning at the second TIME-I. 
For example, at the beginning of the cycle, the state of 

10 line (PW¢), (FIG. 64) is TRUE. Consequently, when 
line (PW¢»' is rendered FALSE at TIME-2, the word
selecting register (FIGS. 64 and 65) is preset to "00." 
With reference to FIG. 69, line RAD being rendered 

15 TRUE at the first TIME-l causes line F02 to be ren
dered TRUE also at TIME-I. With reference to FIG. 
60, when line F02 is rendered TRUE at TIME-I, the 
state of boLh the inputs to logical AND 1105 are simul
taneously TRUE, so that output line ZA is also rendered 

20 TRUE at TIME-t, which, in turn, renders line SOO 
TRUE at TlIIm-l. 

With reference to FIG. 61, twenty microseconds after 
line SOO is rendered TRUE, line DDF is rendered TRUE 
at the first TIME-3 and is thereafter rendered FALSE 

68. Subcommalld Subillstructiolls 

As shown in the preceding chart entitled "SUBIN
STRUCTIONS," an "ARO-O-*" subcommand, herein
after termed "ARO" subcommand, initiates the addition 

25 at the following TIME-4. Consequently, output line 
IW is rendered TRUE at TlME-3 and FALSE at 
TIME-4. When line IW is rendered FALSE at TIME-
4, the contents of a selected one of sections 2 through 5 

of the word of address-A to a constant and subsequent 30 
storage of the result in address-A; a "CPA-O-*" subcom
mand, hereinafter termed "CPA" subcommand, iniliates 
the complementing of the word of address-A and subse
quent storage of the result in address-A; a "CPM-Il-*" 35 
subcommand, hereinafter termed "CP1\f" subcommand, 
initiates the complementing of the word stored in memory 
at the address specified by a particular section of the 
instruction register, and subsequent storage of the result 
in the same address in memory; a "DAD-O-*" subcom- ·10 
mand, hereinafter termed "DAD" subcommand, initiates 
the addition of the word of address-B to a constant and 
subsequent storage of the result in address-B; a "RAD
n-*" subcommand, hereinafter called "RAD" subcom
mand, effects the addition of the word of address-A to 45 
a particular word in memory and subsequent storage of 
the result in address-A; a "RSB-I1--*" subcommand, here
inafter termed "RSB" subcommand, initiates the subtrac
tion of a word in memory from the word of address-A 50 
and subsequent storage of the result in address-A; a 
"SA(I)-O-*" and a "SA(2)-0-*" subcommand, here
inafter termed "SA" commands, selectively initiates the 
shifting of the word of address-A to the right or 10 the 
left by one digital-order position and subsequent storage 55 
of the result in address-A; and a "SB (1 )-0-*" and a 
"SB(2)-0-*" subcommand, hereinafter termed "SB" sub
commands, selectively initiates the shifting of the word of 
address-B to the right or to the left by one digital-order 
position and subsequent storage of the result in ad- GO 

dress-B. 
As will later be seen, due to the fact that a "RAD" 

subcommand initiates the addition of a particular word 
in memory to the word in address-A and subsequent stor-

G;; 
age of the sum word in address-A, the entire operation 
essentially comprises ten "double-digit" operations, in 
that eight read-write cycles of operation are required for 
each digital-order of the word, rather than four read
write cycles for each digital order, as in a word-cycle 70 
mode of operation previously described. 

With reference to FIG. 77, when a "RAD" subcom
mand is to be initiated, the state of flipflop 6097 is prop
erly conditioned, so that the state of output line RAD is 
rendered TRUE at TIME-I, as a result of line AN being 75 

of the instruction register is transferred to the word
selecting register in the manner previously described. As 
shown in FIGS. 69 and 71, the states of lines FOO, JJF, 
and KKF are rend:::red TRUE at the first TIME-I when 
line RAD is rendered TRUE. Thus, with reference back 
to FIG. 61, line AD is rendered TRUE at TIME-3 and 
FALSE at TIME-if by logical AND 1129, the same as 
the state of line IW. When line AD is rendered FALSE 
at TIME-4, the digit-counter (FIG. 63) is effectively 
advanced from a co~mt of "9" to a count of "0," also in 
a manner previously described, so as to permit the first 
eight read-write cycles to take place with respect to the 
first-order digits of thc two operanu words previously 
stored in memory. 

As line DDF is rendered TRUE at the first TIME-3, 
the reference input to flipflop 6039 experiences a TRUE
to-FALSE reversal of state at TIME-4, so that output 
line CFF is rendered TRUE also at TIME-4. Conse
quently, as a result of line CFF being TRUE at TlME-
4, output line CYC is thereafter rendered TRUE at each 
TIME-4 and FALSE at each TIME-I. As previously 
described with respect to the bit-counter (FIG. 62), each 
time the state of line CYC reverses from TRUE to 
FALSE, the count thereof is advanced by one binary bit. 
Therefore, at the second TIME-I, the bit-counter is es
sentially advanced from a count of "d" to a count of 
"a." As shown in FIGS. 70 and 71, lines JJF and KKF 
are both rendered TRUE at the first TIME-I by line 
RAD, and preset lines PI¢> (FIG. 71) and PKop (FIG. 
70) experience a TRUE-lo-FALSE reversal of state when 
line AD is rendered FALSE at the first TIME-4. Conse-
quently, both the "1" and "K" digit-registers are respec
tively preset to "0" by lines Plop and PK<f> at the first 
TIME-4 when line AD is rendered FALSE. With ref-
erence to FIG. 53, also at TIME-4 when line AD is ren
dered FALSE, the prime input to flipflop 6000 expe
riences a TRUE-to-FALSE reversal of state, so that line 
PCI is thereby rendered FALSE. Thus, in a sense, carry 
flipflop 6000 of the adder-subtracter unit is preset to "0." 
As shown in FIG. 79, when line DDF is rendered 
FALSE at the Hrst TIME-4, the state of flipflop 6105 
is reversed, so that output line SHA is rendered TRUE 
thereby. When line SHA is rendered TRUE at the first 
TIME-4, digit-cycle lines MK (FIG. 69) and AJ (FIG. 
71) are both rendered TRUE thereby also at the first 
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TIME-4. With reference to FIG. 60, when line SHA 
is rendered TRUE at the first TIME-4, line (SHA)' 
being simultaneously rend:n~d FALSE, output line ZA 
is rendered FALSE. 

As shown in FIG. 60, as line MK is rendered TRUE 5 
at TIME-4, output line MYW is also rendered TRUE for 
the first time at TIME-4. It is to be noted that, at the 
first TIME-l when line ZA was rendered TRUE, output 
line A'iVY is also rendered TRUE thereby. Conse
quently, due to the fact th::tt line AJ is rendered TRUE 10 
at TIME-4, output line A YW remains TRUE even 
though line ZA is rendered FALSE at TlME-4. When 
line CFF is rendered TRUE at the first TIME-4, all the 
inputs to logical AND 1094 are simultaneously TRUE. 15 
Consequently, at the second TIME-I, the state of flipflop 
6038 is reversed, so that output l:n~ Si\IC is rendered 
TRUE thereby. Immediately thereafter, a sequence of 
four read-write cycles of operation are carried out in 
essentially the same manner as previously described with 20 
respect to that portion of the description entitled "De
tailed Read-Write Cycle." 

During the first fOllr read-write cycles, the four binary 
bits of the first-order digit of the word stored in address-
A is sequentially read out and simulVmeously stored 25 
bit by bit in the "J" digit-register (FIG. 71) via gate 
1419 and line JL. Simultaneollsly therewith, the fIrst 
four binary bits of the first-order digit of the word 
stored in a selected one of memory addresses ¢r/> through 30 
99 are sequentially read out and simultaneously stored 
bit by bit in the "K" digit-register (F!G. 7(}) via gate 1383 
and line KL. As just seen, it is possible to simultaneously 
read from a selected one of memory addresses A or B 
and a selected one of memory addresses ¢.p through 99. 35 
However, as before mentioned, a different word cannot 
be simultaneously written in the two selected addresses. 
Since it is dcsired that the selccted word in one of memory 
addresses ¢¢ through 99 be preserved, the firsl-order 
digit just read from one of memory addresses cPr/> through 40 
99 is simultaneously stored in the first-order digital posi
tions of address-A and the selected one of addresses ¢</> 
through 99. Consequently, with reference to FIG. 60, 
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69) is thereby rendered FALSE, line AJ (FIG. 71) is 
thereby rendered FALSE, and line ZA (FIG. 60) is there
by rendered TRUE. 

With reference to FIG. tiO, it is to be noted that, when 
liJ1e MK is rendered FALSE, line lVIYW is rendered 
FALSE thereby, and, consequently, the "Y" drivers for 
memory addresses ¢¢ through 99 are prevented from 
being energized. However, even though line AJ was 
rendered FALSE at TIME-4, line ZA was simultaneous-
ly rendered TRUE. Therefore, line A YW remains 
TRUE, and, consequently, the "Y" driver for address-A 
is permitted to be selectively energized. 

With reference to FIG. 61. when the output of logical 
AND 1116 is rendered FALSE at TIME-4, the state of 
flipflop 6039 is reversed, so that output line CFF is 
rendered TRUE. Thus, at TIME-4 when line CFF is 
rendered TRUE, line CYC is likewise rendered TRUE 
and is rendered FALSE ten microseconds later at TIME-
1. When line CYC experiences a TRUE-to-FALSE 
reversal of state at TIME-I, the bit-counter (FIG. 62) 
is effectively advanced from a count of "d" to a count 
of "a." Also at TU,iIE-l, line S!>.'fC (FIG. 60) is rendered 
TRUE by a reversal of state of flipflop 6038. 

As is evident from the preceding portion of the de
scription relating to the adder-subtracter portion of the 
computer (FIGS. 53 and 54), immediately following 
the simultaneous copying into the "J" and "K" digit
registers of bit "d" from each of the first-order digits 
of the word originally stored in one of memory addresses 
¢¢ through 99 and the word stored in 'One of addresses 
A and B, the slim and carry digits are immediately avail-
able at the output of the adder-subtracter unit and ready 
for respective storage into address-A and carry flipflop 
6(lOO (FIG. 53). <?onsequently, immediately following 
the second forty-mIcrosecond interval, fouf read-write 
cycles arc sequentially initiated to effect the copying of 
the sum digit into address-A and the carry diait into the 
carry flipflop of the adder-subtracter unit. " 

As previously described with respect to FIG. 54, the 
states of output lines ANa through ANd of the decoder 
portion of the adder-subtracter unit collectively represent 
the binary value of the Sllm digit, whereas the state of 
output line EAS indicates whether or not there is a 
decimal carry digit. As shown in the upper right-hand 
corner of FIG. 54, output lines ANa through ANd 
of. the adder-subtracter unit are each logically ANDED 
WIth a corresponding one of lines Ba throu~h Bd from 
the bit-counter (FIG. 62) in a manner such thrJt, during 
the fIrst forty-microsecond read-write cycle while the bit-

the information to gate IG38 from line ASA is essen
tially suppressed due to the fact that the state of line 45 
(RAD)' is FALSE durin3 the carrying-out of an "HAD" 
subcommand. This type of suppression is also neces
sary during the carrying-out of a "RSB" subccmma!1d, 
which is to be described hereinafter. 50 counter is at a count of "a," the state of line Z is TRUE 

if binary bit "a" of the sum digit is a "1," and is FALSE 
if. binary bit "a" is. a "0." During the second forty
microsecond read-wntc cycle while the bit-counter is at 
a count of "b," line Z is TRUE if bit "b" of the sum 

During the last bit time of the fourth rend-write cycle, 
the bit-counter (FIG. 62) is at a count of "d," so that 
output lines BCa and BCb from flipflops 60£il and 61M2, 
respectively, are TRUE. Consequently, with reference 
to FIG. 61, at TIME-4 of the last bit time, the state of 
the prime input to flipflop 6039 is reversed from TRUE 
to FALSE, and, as a result, flipflop 6039 reverses state, 
so that output line CFF is rendered FALSE at nr,rE-4 
of the fourth read-write cycle and line CYC is thereafter 
prevented from subsequently effecting advancement of 
the count of the bit-counter. When line CFF is rendered 
FALSE, line (CFF)' being rendered TRUE, the state of 
the prime input to flipflop 6038 (FIG. 6D) is reversed 
at TlME-l following completion of the four read-write 
cycles, and, as a result, the state of flipflop GQ38 is re
versed, so that output line SMC is thereafter FAL '.:E. 
Also at TIME-4 when line (CFF)' is rendered TRUE, 
lines DDF and IW (FIG. 61) are rendered TRUE at 

55 digit is a "1" and is FALSE if bit "b" is a "0," and so 
on for bit "e" and bit "Li" of the sum digit. 

Therefore, with reference to FfG. 60, as line ZA was 
?r~~iously rendered TRUE at TIME-4 preceding the 
Il11tmtion of the se:Gnd sequence of four read-write 

60 cycles, output line MXW is thereafter rendered TRUE 
when line Z is rendered TRUE, the outputs from the two 
memory sen,e amplifiers, via lines ASA and MSA, being 
respectively inhibited by logical ANDS 10B8 and 1091, 
ar:d, thus have no effect on the st:::te of line MXW during 

()5 the second sequence of read· write cycles. Consequently, 
the corresponding one of "X" driver lines XDa through 
XDd, wlHch are selected by lines BaM through BdM, 
are permitted to be energized only when the bin8ry bit 

the following TIME-3 and FALSE ten micr05ccor.ds 70 
later at T1ME-4. With reference to FIG. 79, when the 
output of gate 1691} is rendered FALSE at TIr,1E--1 by 

to be stored in addrcss-A is a "1." 
After the four bin~ry bits of the sum digit is stored 

in the first-order digital position of address-A the state 
of the prime input to flipflop 6039 (FIG. 61) ls reversed 
at TlME-4 of the fourth read-write cycle. Consequent
ly, the state of flipflop 6039 is r·everscd, and output line 

line DDF, the state of flipflop 6105 is reversed, so that 
output line SHA is rendered FALSE thercbv. When 
SHA is rendered FALSE at TIME-4, line ~:H( (fIG. 75 CFP is rend~red FALSE thereby. At the following 
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TIME-l after line CFF is FALSE, the state of flipflop 
6038 (FIG. 60) is reversed, and line SMC is rendered 
FALSE thereby. When line SMC is rendered FALSE 
at TIME-1, line XDW is likewise rendered FAI SE. 

During the forty-microsecond interval following the 5 
second sequence of four read-write cycles, the count of 
the digit-counter !is advanced from "0" to "1," and the ''j'' 
and "K" digit-registers are again preset to "0" preparatory 
to the storage therein of the second-order digits of the 
two operands located in memory. Thereafter, the second- 10 
order digits of the two operands are added, together with 
the previous carry digit, and the new sum digit is stored 
in the second-order digital position of address-A in exactly 
the same sequence as just descl'ibed with respect to the 
two first-order digits. Thereafter, the sequence of events 15 
is again sequentially repeated until the ten-digit sum of 
the two ten-<iigit operands is stored in memory at ad
dress-A. 

With reference to FIG. 61, at TIME-4 during the last 
bit time of the addition operation, the state of the refer- 20 
ence input to flipflop 6039 is reversed, so that output line 
CFF is rendered FALSE at TIME-4 by the reversal of 
state of flipflop 6039. As all of the inputs to logical AND 
1119 are simultaneously TRUE at the last TIME-4, ten 
microseconds later at TIME-I, the state of flipflop 6040 is 26 
reversed, and the state of output line PC is thereby ren
dered TRUE for a period of forty microseconds. With 
reference to FIG. 60, when line (CFF)' is rendered TRUE 
at TIME-4, ten microseconds later at TIME-I, the state 
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cycles, subcommand "RAD" is essentially turned "ON" 
at TIME-I. During the first bit time of forty microsec
onds after subcommand "RAD" is "ON," the control cir-
cuitry for the memory is properly conditioned for simulta
neous reading and writing with respect to address-A and 
a selected one of addresses ¢¢ through 99. Thereafter, 
a sequence of four read-write cycles is initiated, during 
which the first-order digit of the word in address-A is 
stored in the "I" digit-register, and, simultaneously there
with, the first-order digit of the word in a selected one 
of memory addresses ¢¢ through 99 is stored in the "K" 
digit-register. Following the fil'st sequence of four read
write cycles, the sum and carry digits of the first--order 
digits of the two operands appear at the output of the 
adder-subtractor unit. Therefore, during the next bit time 
of forty microseconds following the first sequence of read-
write cycles, the control circuitry for the memory is prop
erly conditioned preparatory to writing the low-order sum 
digit into the low-order digital position of address-A. 
Thereafter, a second sequence of four read-write cycles 
is initiated, during which time the sum digit is stored 
in the proper digital position of address-A. 

The above sequence of events is sequentially repeated 
for each of the remaining digits of the two operands 
until the sum of the two operands is derived "nd stored 
in address-A. After the addition operation is completc:d, 
line RAD remains TRUE for one more bit time of forty 
microseconds for other control purposes and then is ren
derel! FALSE. It is seen, therefore, that a "RAD" sub
command comprises twenty digit-cycles, each of which is 
five binary bits in length, plus one spare bit at the end 
of the subcommand for control purposes. Consequently, 
the tolal time required to complete a "RAD" subcommand 
is 101 binary bit times of forty microsecond~ each, or 

of flipflop 6038 is reversed and renders output line SMC 30 
FALSE. When line SMC is rendered FALSE at the last 
TIME-l of the subcommand, the "X" and "Y" drivers 
and grounders for the memory are prevented from subse
quently being selectively energized, thus terminating the 
last read-write cycle of operation. 3;; approximately .004 second. 

As shown in FIG. 61, as line PC is TRUE at this time, 
line AN is rendered TRUE at the last TIME-4 for a period 
of ten microseconds until the last TIME-l, at which time 
line AN is rendered FALSE. Therefore, with refcrence 
to FIG. 77, when line AN is rendered FALSE at the last ,J() 

TIME-I indicating completion of the "RAD" subcom
mand, the state of the prime input to flipflop 6097 is re
versed from TRUE to FALSE and thereby causes a corrc
sponding reversal of state of flipflop 6097, which, in turn 
renders output line RAD FALSE, thus terminating the 46 
sequence of operations of the 'ORAD" subcommand. 

In summary, like all other subcommands and word-

The mode of operation of each of subcommands "RSB" 
(Regular Subtract), "CPA" (Complement in "A"), 
"CPM" (Complement in Memory Addresses ¢¢ through 
99), "DAD" (Add Constant to "B"), and "ARO" (Add 
Constant to "A") is essentially the same as for a "RAD" 
subcommand except for minor exceptions, and, consc-
quently, a detailed description thcreof is not deemed neces
s~ry for a full and complete understanding thereof. An 
"RSB" subcommand, for example, essentially differs only 
in that subtract line SAS of the adder-subtractor unit 
(FIGS, 53 and 54) is rendered TRUE by line RSB at the 
beginning of the "RSB" subcommand. 

TIMING CIL~RT FOR FIRST-ORDEH DrorTAL POHTION OF "RAD" SUDCO:\Il\JA~D 

-':=:IME _~ (PW.p)' ~_Za ~~DF ~~ KKF I_~~FF CY~~_ 
L__________ T T T '1' T F F T T F F F F 

2:~= --T-- --1->- --'1-' - -'1-' - --'1;--1----'10'- --1-"- -;-;;- -;-;;- --1-" - --F- --]-,,- ---~,--

3___________ T T '1' '1' T 'l' T 'r TTl F F. ,t' 

:::~::::::: - :, - ~ -=-~:--= --~:-=,--- :~: J_-~,: -_ ~.: -i~: :~: -; _~ - ~ -~~):~~I~~~}~= 
--------------------------------~-------------
L__________ T '1' 'r }' '1' F F T T F F F F 
--------._--- ---- -------------_. -_._-----------------
L__________ '1' '1' '1' F '1' F F '1' '1' F F F 1.' 
-2_-_-__ -_-__ -__ -_-_ 1:--,-1'- --'1'-- --,1'- --r'-"--T-- --F-- ~-F- ~T- --,1'- -V-- --~-, - -F-- --1'-

-------------------- ---- ------------- ~--- .. - ~----- - --- ---
3___________ 'r T '1' F T '1' '1' 'l' T F F F F 

4 ___________ --;r- _ '1' -- '1' -=-'1~__ T F _ F =-;-r ,i---- F_I '1'-~'r F= 

~~ '1,- __ '1' ___ '1' ____ '1_' __ ~ __ '_' __ ~_~_'1' __ I __ 2'.. ___ 1'_1 __ '1' ___ F_I __ ~_ 

~~ --'1-,- --'1-'- --'1-'- --;r-I--T-_ -1--1-"- --1-'--~ ---,1'- --]-,,- --1-'- --1-'-~F

L~ --'1-,- --;r- --~r- --'1'- --'1'--I--F--p- --'1-'-1--'1-' -- --F- --F-I--F-- ----1'--
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'1'IMING CHART FOR FIRST-ORDI<JR DIGITAL PORTION OF "RAD" SUBCOM'\IAND-Contlnucd 

TIME I 1'K4> JJI!' SUA MK AJ MYW AYW SMC XDW 

L---------I F T F F F F T F F 
----- 1st. 
2 ___________ F T F F F J<' T F ]<' For·ty 

11if'roE:('('Olld 3 ___________ T '1' F F }' F T F F IntNyal 
----4 ___________ F T T T T '1' T F F 

L __________ F T T 'l' 'l' T T T '[' 

let. 
Four 
Rend-Write 
Cycles __ ~I __ ; __ , -+--;-,--1---:1'-1'-- --: _____ :. __ I_(.:...l_60.:.../_'S_CC_.)~ ___ _ 

1----·:---·----- -----1----1----1 2nd. 
T '1' T T F F Fortv 

------[----1--------1-------1--------1------------ J\!icr:oscrond 
T T '1' T F F Interval 

1----1------1------1------
F F F T F F 

F F 'l' 'l' T 
------1---- ----1----1-----1----1------1 2nd. 

Your 
Read-Write 
Cyrles 

-4_-_-__ -_-__ -__ -_-_1 ---F--I--T--I--F--I---F--I--F--:I--F--'--T--I--T--I--T--I (leo J.£gce.) 

------ -------+----- -----1-----1-------1------ -----1----1-----1-----------L _________ _ F T F F F F T F F 

Consequently, the difference between the two digits in 
the "J" and "K" digit-registers is obtained each time 
instead of the sum thereof, all of which is fully described 30 
previously with respect to that pmtion of the description 
relating to the adder-subtracter unit. 

In order to carry out a "CPA" subcommand, the word 
stored in address-A is complemented and ther~after stored 
in address-A. To accomplish this, each digit of the word 35 
in address-A is subtracted from "0," and the difference 
digit is stored in the proper digital position of address-A, 
with the carry digit being stored in the carry flipflop of 
the adder-subtracter unit, as previously described. To 
accomplish this, "0" is obtained by presetting the "1" 40 
digit-register to "0" at the beginning of the subcommand 
and, thereafter, leaving the "1" digit-register in the "pre-
set to zero" condition during the entire subcommand. 
Consequently, during each sequence of four read-write 
cycles, the particular order digit of address-A is stored 45 
in the "K" digit-register. Thereafter, the digit is sub
tracted from "0" by tbe adder-subtracter unit, and, during 
the second sequence of four read-write cycles, tbe remain-
der digit is stored in tbe proper digital position of 
address-A. A "CPM" subcommand is carried out in a 50 
similar manner; however, in carryLng out a "DAD" sub
command, the word in address-B is selectively added to 
either of the constants 000000000 1 or OOOOOO{}005, and, 
therafter, the sum tbereof is stored in address-B. This 
is accomplisbed by first presetting the "K" digit-register 55 
to zero and immediately thereafter presetting tbe "J" 
digit-reigister to "I" or "5" at the beginning of the ini
tiation of the subcommand, depending upon the pal1icu-
lar constant desired to be added to the word in address-B. 
After ,the first-order digit of the word in address-B is 60 
stored in the "K" digit-register, the sum digit derived 
from the contents .of the "1" and "K" digit-registers is 
stored in the fkst-order digital position of address-B. 
Thereafter, the "J" digit-register is preset to "0" and re
mains in the "preset to zero" condition during the remain- 65 
der of the subcommand. An "ARO" subcommand selec
tively effects the addition of the word of address-A to the 
constant O(}OOO00005 and, thereafter, effects storage of 

of forty microseconds each, or 4.04 milliseconds. In 
carrying out the dictates of a "SA" subcommand, each of 
the ten decimal digits of the word in address-A is effec
tively shifted, either to the next higher-ordc'r digital posi-
tion or to the next lower-order digital position therein, 
which, in effect, respectively multiplies or divides the 
word in address-A by "ten." An "SB" subcommand 
effects the shifting of the word in address-B in a similar 
manner. 

Before desoribing in detnil the modes of operation ef
fected by the "SA" and "SB" subcommands, a brief de
scription of each will now be given in order to facilitate 
a full and complete understanding thereof. 

If it is assumed that the word in address-A is to be 
shifted one place to the left, the "K" digit-register is 
first preset to "0" at the beginning of the cycle of opera
tion. Thereafter, the digit-counter is advanced from a 
count of "9" to a count of "0," and the '']'' digit-register 
is simultaneously preset to "0." After the "J" digit-reg-
ister is preset to "0," the first-order digit of the word in 
address-A is transferred to the ''1'' digit-register, and the 
contents of tbe "K" digit-register-i.e., "{}"-is stored in 
the first-order digital position of address-A. Thereafter, 
the digit-counter is advanced from a count of "0" to a 
count of "1," and the "K" digit-regis,ter is again pr~set 
to "0," even though, in fact, the digit·register is already 
effectively storing a "0.". After the "K" digit-register is 
preset to "0," the second-order digit of the word in 
address-A is transferred to the "K" digit-register, and the 
first-order digit of the word, previously sto.red in the "]" 
digit-register, is stored in the second-order digital posi
tion of address-A. TIlereafter, the digit-counter is ad
vanced from a count of "1" to a count of "2," and the 
"J" digit-register is again preset to "D." After the "j" 
digit-register is preset to "0," the third-order digit of tbe 
word in address-A is stored therein, and the second-order 
digit in the "K" digit-register is stored in the third-order 
digital position of address-A. Thereafter, the digit 
coup-ter is advanced from a count of "2" to a count Gf 
"3," and th~ "K" digit-register is again preset to "0." The 
just-stated sequence of events is repeated until each of 
the digits of the word in address-A is sequentially shifted the sum in address-A instead of address-B in substantially 

themme manner as a "DAD" command. 70 to the next higher-order digital pmiti(>ll therein. 
Like the previously-described subcommands, a "SA" 

and a "SB" subcommand comprises twenty digit-cycles, 
each five bit times in length, plus one bit time at the end 
of the subcomman.d for control purposes. Thus, tbe 
length of a "SA" and a "SB" subcommand is 101 bit times 75 

In order to shift the word ill address-A one digital 
position to the right, instead of to the left, as just de
scribed, both the bit-counter and the digit-counter are 
each effectively operated in a reverse direction, and, as a 
result, reading und writing with respect to address-A are 
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aim in reverse order. TImt is, btt '\1" of lk tent]l· ol'(1:;r 
digit of the word in address-A is the first to be read alit. 
and bit "a" of the first-order digit of the vlOrd in address-A 
is the last to be read out. Therefore, at the beginning 

1<14 
at TIME-4,the state of line DDF is rendered FALSE 
by line C34, and, consequently, the state of flipflop 6039 
is reversed, so that the ~tate of output line CFF is ren-
dered TRUE thereby. 

of the operatbn, the "1(" cligit-regist~r is preset to "0," 5 
2nd the digit-counter is decremented from a count of "0" 

At TIME-4, when the state of line CFF is rendered 
TRUE, the state of line CYC is rendered TRUE and 
remains TRUE for ten microse{;onds, at which time line 
Cye is rendered FALSE. Thus, when line CYC ex
periences a TRUE-to-FALSE change of state, the bit-

to a count of "9." There.after, the "J" digit-register is 
preset to "0," niter which the tenth-order digit is stored 
in the "J" digit-register. After the tenth-ol:-der digit is 
transferred to ,the 'T' d;git-rcgister, the contents of the 
"K" digit-register-i.e., "O"-is stored in the tenth-ord~r 
digital position of address-A. Thereafter, the digit
counter is decremented from a cOllnt of "9" to a COllnt 
of "8," and the "K" digit-re~ister is preset to "0'," and 
so on, until the second-order digit of the word of address-A 
is shifted to the first-order digital position therein. 

It is to be noted that, in order to preserve the sign of 
a negative number whose complement is to be shifted a 
prescribed number 'Of places to the right, the "K" di,git
register is initially preset to "9," and the numeral "9" i, 
stored in the tenth-order digital position of the word at 
the beginning of each shifting operation of the word. 
Otherwise, the sign is not pre~erved. 

As the word in addrcss-B is shifted eilher to the left or 
to the right via an "ASB" subcommand in e~senlial!y the 
same manner as just described with respect to address-A, 
u further description thereof is 110t deemed necessary for 
a full and complete understanding of the mode of op~ra
tion the'reo-f. 

As will be seen later, in carrying out u "multiply-Jollar
decimal" (MCC-12) or a "multiply-rmd-shift" (l\IUS-
13) instruction, the .ten-digit word s stored in addrcsses 
"A" and "B" are effectively combined to form a tVlcnty
digtt word, whereby address-B contains the tcn lower
order digits and address-A contains the ten higher-order 
di[,>1ts of the twenty-digit word. In order to shift such a 
twenty-digit word one place to the right, a "SA" subcom
mand is initiated, whereby the word in address-A is 
shifted to the right in the same manner as just described. 
However, at the conclusion of the "SA" subcommand, 
the original first-order digit of the word is address-A 
is stored in the "K" digit-register, and a "SB" subcom
mand is -thereafter initiated. In this instance, however, 
the "K" digit-register is not initially preset to "0" at the 
beginning of the "SB" subcommand. Consequently, when 
the word in address-B is shifted one place to the right, in 
the manner just described, the original first-order digit of 
the word in address-A, which is stored in the UK" digit
register, is sto'red in the tenth-order digital position of 
address-B. Thus, each of the twenty digits of the twenty
digit word is effectively shifted to the next lower-order 
digital position of addresses "A" and "B." 

More specifically, a "SA" subcommand for shifting 
,left is initiated and carried out in the following man
ner: With reference to FIG. 78, and with additional 
reference to the following timing chart, in initiating a 
"SA" subcommand, the reference input toO flipflop 610'1 
is properly conditioned, so that, when line AN experi
ences a TRUE-to-FALSE reversal of state, indicating 
completion of the previollsly-initiated sequence of events 
to the extent that a "SA" subcommand is permitted to 
be initiated thereafter, output line SA is rendered TRUE 
by a reversal of state of flipflop 6101 at the first TIME-I. 
With reference to the lower left-hand corner of FIG. 62, 
the state of line GOO is rendered TRUE at TlME-l by 
line SA and remains TRUE as long as the state of line 
SA 'remains TRUE. With reference ~o the lower left
hand corner of FIG. 71, the states of lines JA and JJF 
are also rendered TRUE at TIME-I by line SA. As 
shown in FIG. 60, the state of line SOD is rendered 
TRUE at TIME-I due to the fact that the state of line 
JA is rendered TRUE at that time. Therefore, at the 
following TIME-3, all the inputs to logical AND 1113 
(FIG. 61) are simultaneously TRUE, thus rendering 
line DDF TRUE at TIME-3. Ten microseconds later, 

10 counter (FIG. 62) is incremented from a count of "d" 
to a count of "a," in the same manner as previously de
scribed. With reference to FIG. 79, when the state of 
line DDF is rendered FALSE at TIME-4, the state of 
flipflop 6105 is reversed, so that output line SHA is ren-

15 dered TRUE thereby at TIME-4. As shown in FIG. 71, 
when line SHA is rendered TRUE, the state of line AJ 
is rendered TRUE thereby, and, simultaneously there
with, the state of line JA is rendered FALSE thereby. 

At TIME-3 when the state of line DDF is rendered 
20 TRUE, line AD (FIG. 61) is rendered TRUE for a pe

riod of tcn microseconds, after which time line AD is 
rendered FALSE. When line AD experknces a TRUE
to-FALSE change of state 'at TIME-4, the digit-counter 
(FIG. 63) is advanced from a count of "9" to a count 

25 of "0," in the smne manner as previollsly described. At 
TIME-4 when the state of line AD is revc:rsed from 
TRUE to FALSE, the states of preset lines PJ¢ (FIG. 
71) and PK¢ (FIG. 70) are both reversed thereby from 
a TRUE state to a FALSE state. Consequently. the "J" 

30 and "K" digit-registers are both preset to "0" at TIME-4, 
in the same manner as previously described. At the sec
ond TIl\.fE-l, the state of flipflop 6038 (FIG. 60) is re
ver;,cd, and output line SMC is rendered TRUE thereby 
8l1d thus effects a r;:ad-write cycle, in substantially the 

:15 same manner as previously described with respect to a 
"RAD" subcommand, to transfer the first-order bit of 
the first-order digit of the word in address-A, and sub
sequent storage of the bit in the "J" digit-register (FIG. 
71), via selective energization of line JL, all in the man-

;0 ner previously desnibed. 
At the third TIME-I, the bit-counter is effectively ad

vanced from a count of "a" to a count of "b," a second 
read-write cycle is initiated, and, consequently, the sec
ond-order bit of the first-order digit in address-A is 

45 stored in the "J" digit-register. At the fourth TIME-I, 
the bit-counter is again incremented, a third read-write 
cycle is initiated, and the third-order bit of the first-order 
digit of the word in address-A is stored in the "1" digit
register. Finally, at the fifth TIME-I, the bit-counter 

50 is incremented to a count of "d," a fourth read-write 
cycle is initiated, and, as a result, the fourth-order bit of 
the first··order digit of the word in address-A is s~ored in 
the "1" digit-register. 

At TIME-4 during the fourth read-write cycle, the 
55 state of flipflop 6039 (FIG. 61) is reversed, and line 

CFF is thereby rendered FALSE. Ten microseconds 
later at the following TIME-I, the state of flipflop 6038 
(FIG. 60) is reversed, and line SMC is thereby ren
dered FALSE to prevent a read-write eycle from being 

60 initiated at that time. At the following T!ME-3, thirty 
microseconds after the stale of line CFF is rendered 
FALSE, the state of line DDF (FIG. 61) is rendered 
TRUE and remains TRUE until the following TIME-4, 
at which time line DDF is rendered FALSE. When line 

G5 DDF is rendered FALSE at TIME-4, the state of flip
flop 6105 (FIG. 79) is reversed, so that output line SHA 
is thereby rendered FALSE at TIME-4. Also at TIME-
4 when the state of line SHA is rendered FALSE, ~he 
state of flipflop 6101 is reversed, EO that output line SHB 

70 is thereby rendered TRUE at TIME-4. . 
With reference to FIG. 71, when the state of lme 

(SHB)' is rendered FALSE, the state of line AJ is there
by rendered FALSE. However, with reference to FIG. 
69, when the state of line SHB is rendered TRUE, the 

75 state of line KA is thereby rendered TRUE, and,conse-
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145 146 
quently,the state of line SOO (FIG. 60) remains un
changed. Also at TIME--4 following the fourth read
write cycle, the state of flipflop 6039 (FIG. 61) is re
versed, so that the state of line CFF is thereby rendered 
TRUE. With reference to FIG. 60, ten microseconds 5 
after the state of line CFF is rendered TRUE, the state 

at the following TIME-3, the state of line DDF is again 
rendered TRUE and remains TRUE for a period of ten 
microseconds, after which time the state of line DDF is 
rendered FALSE at the following TIME-4. 

With reference to FIG. 79, at TIME-4 when line DDF 
experiences a TRUE.to-FALSE reversal of state, the state 
of flipflop 6105 is reversed, so that the state of output 
line SHA is thereby rendered FALSE. Consequently, 
when line SHA experiences a TRUE-to-FALSE reversal 

of flipflop 6038 is reversed, so that the state of line SMC 
is rendered TRUE at TIME-I. With reference to FIG. 
61, ten microseconds after the state of line CFF is ren
dered TRUE, line CYC eJ.':periences a TRUE-to-FALSE 
reversal of state and thereby advances the bit-CO'Ilnter 
(FIG. 62) kom a count of "d" to a count of "a." Con
sequently, at TIME-I there is again initiated a sequence 
of four read-write cycles whereby the digit stored in the 
"K" digit-register-i.e., "O"-is stored in the first-order 
digital position of address-A. 

At TIME-4 foHowing the se.:ond sequence of four 
read-write cycles, the bit-counter being at a count of 
"d," the state of flipflop 6039 (FIG. 61) is reversed, so 
that the state of line CFF is thereby rendered FALSE. 
At the following TIME-I after the state of line CFF is 
rendered TRUE, the state of flipflop 6038 (FIG. 60) is 
reversed, so that the state of output line SMC is thereby 
rendered FALSE. As shown in FIG. 61, at the follow
ing TIME-3 after the state of line (CFF), ~s rendered 
TRUE, ~he state of line DDF is rendered TRUE for a 
period of ten microseconds and then is rendered FALSE 
at the following TIME--4. At TIME--4 when line DDF 
is rendered FALSE, the state of flipflop 6105 (FIG. 79) 

10 of state, the state of flipflop 6106 is reversed, so that the 
state of output line SHB is also rendered FALSE at 
TIME-4. Consequently, the state of line AK (FIG. 69) 
is rendered FALSE at TIME-4 when the states of lines 
SHA and SHBare rendered FALSE. However, at the 

15 same time, the states of lines JA and JJF (FIG. 71) are 
rendered TRUE. Consequently, the state of line SOO 
(FIG. 60) remains TRUE. Also at TIME-4, when the 
state of line DDF is rendered FALSE, the state of flipflop 
6039 (FIG. 61) is reversed, so that the state of output 

20 line CFF is thereby rendered TRUE. When the state of 
line CFF is rendered TRUE at TIME-4, the state of line 
CYC again is rendered TRUE and remains TRUE for 
a period of ten microseconds,after which period its state 
is rendered FALSE. Consequently, when line CYC ex-

25 periences a TRUE·to-FALSE reversal of state at TIME
I, the bit-counter (FIG. 62) is advanced from a count 
of "d" to a count of "a." With reference to FIG. 60, the 
state of flipflop 6038 is reversed at TIME-I and thereby 
renders the state of line SMC TRUE. 

is reversed, so that the state of line SHA is thereby ren- 30 
dered TRUE. However, at this time the state of line 
SHB does not reverse, but, instead, remains TRUE. 

Thus, at TIME-I foHowing the fourth forty-microsec-
ond control period, a fourth sequence of four read-write 
cycles is initiated, so that the first-order digit that was 
originally stored in address-A, but now is stored in the 
"I" digit·register, is stored in the second-order digital 

With reference to FIG. 61, at TIME-3 when the state 
of line DDF [s rendered TRUE, the state of line AD is 
rendered TRUE for a period of ten microseconds, after 
which period the state of line AD is rendered FALSE. 
When line AD experiences a TRUE-to-FALSE change of 
state at TIME-4, the digit-counter (FIG. 63) is incre
mented from a count of "0" to a count of '"I," in a man
ner previously described. At TIME--4 when the state o.f 
line (SHA)' is rendered FALSE, the states of lines KA 
and KKF (FIG. 69) are thereby rendered FALSE. How
ever, at TIME-4 when the state of line SHA is rendered 
TRUE, the state of ldne AK is thereby rendered TRUE, 
and, consequently, the state of line SOO (FIG. 60) re
mains TRUE. With reference to FIG. 70, at TIME-4 
when lines AD and KKF experience TRUE-to-FALSE 
changes of states, the state of line PK.p is reversed from 
TRUE to FALSE and effects the presetting of the "K" 
digit-register to "0." 

Also at time-4, the state of flipflop 6039 (FIG. 61) 
is reversed, so that the state of line CFF is thereby 
rendered TRUE. When the state of line CFF is rendered 
TRUE, the state of output line CYC is also rendered 
TRUE and remains TRUE for a period of ten micro
seconds, at which time ,the state of line CYC is rendered 
FALSE. When the state of line CYC experiences a 
TRUE-to-FALSE reversal of state at TIME-I, the bit
counter (FIG. 62) is 'advanced from a count of "d" to a 
count of "a." Also at TIME-I, the state of flipflop 6038 
(FIG. 60) is reversed, so that the state of line SMC is 
,thereby rendered TRUE. Consequently, at TIME-I, a 
third sequence of four read-write cycles is initiated, in 
the manner previously described, so that the four binary 
bits of the second-order digit of the word in address-A 
are read out and stored in the "K" digit-register (FIG. 
70) via lines ASA and KL. 

At the following TIME-4 after the bit-counter has 
reached a count of "d," the state of flipflop 6039 (FIG. 
61) is reversed, and the state of line CFF is thereby 
rendered FALSE. Ten microseconds later, the state of 
flipflop 6038 (FIG. 60) is reversed, and the state of line 
SMC is rendered FALSE at the following TIME-I to 
prevent a read-write cycle from being initiated during 
the following control period. With reference to FIG. 61, 

35 position of address-A. Consequently, it is seen that the 
digit originally stored in the first-order digital position of 
address-A is now shifted to the second-order digital posi
tion therein, and a "0" is stored in the first-order digital 
position of address-A. 

40 After completion of the fourth sequence of read-write 
cycles, the count of the bit-counter is advanced to "d." 
Therefore, at the following TIME-4, the state of flipflop 
6039 (FIG. 61) is reversed, so that output line CFF is 
thereby rendered FALSE. At the following TIME-I 

45 after the state of line OFF is rendered FALSE, the state 
of flipflop 6038 (FIG. 60) is reversed, so that the state 
of output line SMC is thereby rendered FALSE to pre
vent further read-write cycles from being initiated during 

50 
the following forty-microsecond control period. 

The state of line DDF (FIG. 61) is rendered TRUE 
from TIME-3 to TIME-4 during the following control 
period and effects advancement of the digit-counter (FIG. 
63), via line AD, from a count of "I" to a count of "2." 
Thereafter, the "J" digit-register (FIG. 71) is preset to 

55 "0," and the third-order digit of the word in address-A 
is stored therein. 

The just-described sequence of events is sequentially 
repeated until each of the digits of the word stored in 
address-A has been shifted to the next higher-order digital 

60 position therein, hereinafter known as "shifting to the 
left." After ea:ch of the digits of the word in address-A 
has been shifted to the next higher-order di'gital position 
therein, the digit-counter is, at that time, at a count of 
"9," the bit-counter is at a count of "d," and the states 

65 of lines SHA and SHB are FALSE, thus indicating the 
end of the shift cycle. Therefore, at TIME-I of the 
following forty-microsecond control period, the state of 
flipflop 6040 (FIG. 61) is reversed, so that output line 
PC is thereby rendered TRUE. Consequently, the state 

70 of line AN is rendered TRUE at the following TIME-4 
and remains TRUE for a period of ten microseconds, 
after which period line AN is rendered FALSE. When 
line AN experiences a TRUE-to-FALSE reversal of state, 
the state of flipflop 6101 (FIG. 78) is reversed, so that 

75 the state of line SA is thereby rendered FALSE, thus 
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147 
completing the cycle of operation of the "SA" sub
command. 

148 
instruction word is stored in the instruction register, the 
two decimal digits stored in section 1 thereof determine 

PARTIAL TIMI~Q OHART FOR "SA" SUBCOMMAND 

TIME ; SA GOO JJF JA SOO DDF OFF CYC SHA SIIB AJ AD PJ</> PK</> SMC KA KKF AK 
----------------------------------------1-------
L________ '1' T '1' T T F F F F F F F F F F F F 
---------------------------------------
2_________ T T T T T F F F F F F F F F F F F }<' 40 pSec. 
--------------------------------------- Control 
3_________ T T T T T T F F F F F T T T F F F J<' Period 

4_________ T T F F T F T '1' T T F F F }<' F 
----------------------------------------1--------
L________ T T F F T F T F T ]' T F F F '1' F F F 
--------------------------------------- "AJ" Read-Write 

Diglt.Cycle 
--------------------------------------- (160 pSCc.) 
4_________ T T F F T F F F '1' F T F F F T F F F 
---------------------------------------1------
L________ T T F F '1' F F F '1' j<- T F }<' F F F F F 

2_________ T T F T F F F T F '1' F F F F F F 

3_________ T T }<' F T T F F F T F F F F F F F 

40 "sec. 
Control 
Period 

---------------------------------------
4_________ T T F F T F T '1' J;' '1' F F F F F T T F 
---------------------------------------1------
L________ T T F F T F T F F T F F F F T T T }<' 
--------------------------------------- "KA" Read-Write 

Digit-Cycle 
--------------------------------------- (160pSCc.) 
4_________ T T F F '1' F .1" F F T F F F F T T T F 

L________ T T F F T F F F F T F F F F F '1' T F 
---------------------------------------
2_________ T T F }<' T F F F F T F }<' F F F T T F 40 "sec. 
---------------------------------------- Control 
3_________ T T F F T T F F F T F T F T F T T F Period 

4_________ T T F F T F T T T T F F F F F F F '1' 
-------------------------------------1--1-------
L________ T T F F T F T F '1' T F F F F T F F T 
--------------------------------------- "AK" Re,ad-Wrlte 

Digit-Cycle 
--------------------------------------- (160 "sec.) 
4_________ T T F F T F F F '1' T F F F F '1' }<' F T 
----------------------------------------1-------L________ '1' T F F T F F F '1' T F F F F ]' F F T 
---------------------------------------
2_________ T T F F T F F F T T F F F F F F F '1' 40 "sec. 
--------------------------------------- Control 
3_________ T T F F T T F F T T F F F F F F F '1' Period 

4_________ T T T '1' T F T T F F F F F F F F F 
---------------------------------------1------
L________ T T T T '1' F T F F F F F F T F F F 

"JAn Read-Write 
Digit-Cycle 

4_________ T T T T T F I" F F F F F F F T F F F 
(160 "sec.) 

L _______ I--;- --;- --;- --;- --;- -F- --F- --F-F' -F- --F- --F- --F-F' -F-I-F- --F-:--F-1-------

---I--'------I--I--------------------------~~ 

If, however, the word in address-A [s to be shifted to 
the right instead of to the left, a detailed description of 50 
the mode of operation of the subcommand capable of 
initiating the required sequence of events is obtained sim
ply by modifying the previous "shifting left" description 
by substituting Bd for each occurrence of Ba, Be for 
each occurrence of Bb, Bb for each occurrence of Be, 55 
Ba for each occurrence of Bd, D9 for each occurrence of 
D</>, DB for each occurrence of Dl, Dl for each occur
rence of D8, and D</> for each occurrence of D9. 

If the word in address-B is to be shifted instead of the 
word in address-A-i.e., via a "SB" subcommand-the 60 
preceding descriptions are to be modified by substituting 
SB for SA, IB for I A, BI for AI, KB for KA, and BK 
for AK. 

69. In8tructions Generally 

the particular type of instruction, or sequence of opera
tions, to be executed next. For example, if the two-digit 
decimal number in section 1 of the instruction register 
is "00," an "enter-keyboard-words" instruction is ex
)ecuted, whereby all data thereafter transferred between 
data-handling sections of the computer is in accordance 
with a .particular sequence pattern dictated by this particu
lar instruction. 

The execution of each instruction condudes by effect-
ing the storage in the word-selecting register of the ad
dress in memory of the next regular instruction word, the 
address in memory of the next regular iinstruction word 
being specified by the contents of section 5 of the present 
instruction word. 

After the address of the next instruction word is prop
erly stored in the word-selecting register, the computer 

As preY'iously described, there are eighteen basic in
structions ,to which the computer is responsive. Five of 
these basic instructions concern the ledger card sensing 
equipment and -the accounting machine portion of the 
computer; one is concerned with the reading of punched 
paper tape; and twelve are concerned with arithmetic and 
control functions within the computer. 

65 may immediately carry out ilhe dictates of the next in
stpuction word read from memory, or may pause for 
a period of time before executing the next instruction. 
Whether or not the computer immediately proceeds to 
carry out ,the next instruction in ,the program depends 

The first step to be carried out in the cxeoution of each 
instruction is the reading-out from memory of the next 
instruction word in the program and storage of the in
struction word in the 'instruction register. After the 

70 upon the partioular mode of operation pre-selected by the 
operator. If the computer is operating in an "automatic" 
mode, the next instruction in the program is immediately 
carried out upon completion of the preceding instruction. 
However, if the computer is operating in a "manual" 

7;; mode, all computation stops upon compietition of the 
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pared for equality to determine whether there are addi
tional words to be entered into memory from the key
board or totalizers of the accounting machine. If there 
is an additional entry to be made, section 3 of the instruc-
tion register is incremented, and the just-described se
quence of events is again repeated. If, however, there are 
no additional entries to be made, the sequence of events 
initiated by the EKW instruction is thus terminated. 

Listed below in somewhat tabular form, and also graphi-

execution of each instruction and is not resumed until 
either the manual or the automatic "mode-selection" push 
button is depressed. Upon depression of one of the 
mode-selection push buttons, the sequence of events is 
as follows: The next instruction word specified by the 
contents of the word-selection register is read out from 
memory and stored in the instruction register; the two 
decimal digits thus stored in section 1 of the instruction 
register are examined to determine the particular instruc
tion to be carried out; and, thereafter, the computer 
proceeds to carry out the dictates of that particular 
instruction. 

As previously mentioned, for the purpose of conven
ience in describing in detail the inherently complex mode 

10 cally illustrated by the flow diagram of FIG. l07A, is a 
step-by-step description of the various previously de
scribed subinstructions to which the computer is sequen
tially responsive in executing an "EKW" instruction: 

of operation which the computer executes in carrying out 15 
a particular instruction, each of the eighteen different in
structions is considered a "subprogram" comprising a 
plurality of "sub instructions" which are sequentially given 

Step Subinstruc
tions 

L ____ :1.11-0--2 ______ _ 

2 ______ rFq.-0-3_. ___ _ 

to the computer, the sequence of events initiated by the 
computer in carrying out each of the sub instructions being 20 
under the control of the control-counter. Again, as pre
viously mentioned, each of the just-mentioned subinstruc
tions is classified in one of six gcneral categories, labeled 
"word-cycles," "subcommands," "variable-time-delays," 
"decisions," "incrementing and decrementing," and "mis
cellaneous," of which the more complex ones of the vari

25 3 ______ GO-iH ______ _ 

ous subinstructions have previously been described in de
tail, and all of which are each related to a specific portion 

4-_____ L3-5-6 _______ _ 

5 ______ RPB-{l-L ___ _ 
of the computer control circuitry even though such spe
cific portion does not always exist as a separate and dis
tinct entity as such. 

30 6______ IIq.-8-7- - ----. 

7 ______ MBq.(I)-O--IL 

70. Detailed Description of EKW Instructions 8 ______ HJ-JQ--9 ______ _ 

The first subprogram to be described in detail is con
cerned with the execution of an EKW instruction which 
effects the storage in memory of amounts entered into the 
accounting machine keyboard or taken from a preselected 
one or ones of the totalizers therein. An EKW instruc
tion may be considered as comprising four distinct phases 
or groups of subinstructions, during the first phase of 
which all computation and data-handling activity within 

35 L ____ MBq.(2)-Q-18._ 

10_____ TI2-12-1L ____ _ 

11 _____ :MBI (J)-O-IL 

40 12_____ H3-14-13 _____ . 

13_____ MBl(2)-O-IL 

14-____ H4-Hl-15 _____ _ 
the computer ceases until an amount is indexed into the 
keyboard of the accounting machine portion thereof, or 
until the machine carriage is tabulated to the next stop; 
however, if an "automatic-resume-program" has previous 45 15_____ MB2(1)-O--IL 

ly been specified, all activity ceases only llntil the carriage 
reaches a stop. The second phase of the subprogram is 
concerned with initiating a cycle of operation of the ac
counting machine; consequently, the high-order digit in 
section 2 of the instruction register is examined to de- 50 
termine the required cycle of operation of the accounting 
machine to be initiated. Thereafter, the required ma
chine cycle is automatically initiated by proper actuation 
of the required motor bar when the resume-program-bar 
is subsequently depressed by the operator. Upon com- 55 
pletion of the machine cycle, the differentially-set posi
tions of the amount racks collectively represent the 
amount to be stored in memory, as previously described. 
The third phase of the subprogram is, therefore, con
cerned with examining the printed circuit switch on the 60 
rear of the machine to determine the amount just entered 
into the keyboard, and subsequent storage of the amount 
in address-A. If reverse key REV (FIGS. 2 and 44A) 

16 _____ H5-Q-17 ______ _ 

17. ____ MB2(2)-Q-18_. 

18 _____ Ll-20-l9 _____ _ 

19 ___ ._ OIIl-O--ZZ ____ _ 

20 _____ L2-22-21 _____ _ 

21. ____ OII2-0-22 ____ _ 

22 _____ PCT-O-23 ____ _ 

23 _____ AF-0-24 ___ . __ _ 

24. ____ F9-22-25 _____ _ 

25_ ____ CA(Z)-O-2L __ 
has previously been depressed, indicative of a negative 
amount being entered into the accounting machine key
board, the word initially stored in address-A is comple
mented before being subsequently stored in the selected 
address in memory. However, if reverse key REV is not 
depressed, the word initially stored in address-A is com
plemented before being subsequently stored in the selected 
address in memory. However, if reverse key REV is not 
depressed, the word initially stored in address-A is subse
quently transferred to the selected address in memory. 

65 26 ___ ._ REV-28-2L __ 

27 _____ CPA-O-28_. __ _ 

28_ ____ AM-3-29 _____ _ 

70 29 ____ • I34-30-3L ___ _ 

30_ ____ IN4-0-2 ______ _ 

31. ____ S'1'D-5-* _____ _ 

During the last phase of the subprogram, the contents 
of sections 3 and 4 of the instruction register are com- 75 

Description 

Copy the instruction word from memory Into 
the instruction reglster, the address In mem
ory of the next instruction word being 
indicated by tbe contents of the word
selecting reglster. If the number thus stored 
in section 1 of the instruction reglster is "00," 
carry out the subinstruction listed in Step-2 
oC the following EKW subprogram: 

Pro,ct the F-counter to "0"; thereafter go to 
Step-3. 

Go to Step-4 in the subprogram whenever de
preSSion of a motor btlr will initiate a machlno 
cycle. 

If the low-order digi t in section 2 of the Instruc
tion register is a "3," go to Step-6; otherwise., 
go to Step-5. 

Upon depression of the resume-program-bar, 
go to Step·fl. 

It the high-order digit in section 2 of the instruc
tion register is a HO," go to Stcp-7; otherwise, 
go to Step-B. 

Depress the upper motor bar for a "touch" 
operation; thereafter, go to Step-IS. 

If the high-order digit of section 2 of the 
instruction register is a "1," go to Stcp-9; 
otherwise, go to Step-IO. 

Depress the upper motor bar for a "hold" 
operation; tbereafter, go to Step-18. 

H the high-order digit of sectiou 2 of tbe instruc
tion register is a 112," go to Stcp-ll; otherv,ise, 
go to Step-12. 

Depress the middle motor bar for a "touch" 
operation; thereafter, go to Step-18. 

H (he high-order digit of section 2 of the instruc· 
tion register is a "3," go to Step-13; otberwise, 
go to Step-l4. 

Depress the middle motor bar for a "hold" opcr
ation; thereafter, go to Step-IS. 

If the high-order digit of scction 2 of the. instruc
tion register is a "4," go to Step--15; othen\isc, 
go to Step-16. 

Depress the lower motor bar for a" touch" oper
ation; thereafter, go to Step-18. 

Go to Step-17 if the high-order digit of section 2 
o[ the instruction register is a "5.H 

Depress the lower motor bar for a" hold" o~r
ation; thereafter, go to Step-18. 

Go to Step-19 if the low-order digit of sectIon 2 
of the Instruction register is a "I"; otherwise, 
~o to Step-20. 

When printing occurs, place a comma between 
rows #5 and #tl; if there is no significant digit 
in rows #tl through #10, print a "0" prect>diug 
the comma; thercaftN, go to Step-22. 

If the low-order digit in section 2 of thc instruc
tion regi~tcr ~s a 112/' go to Stcp-21; otherWise, 
gO to Step-ZZ. 

When [}finting occurs, place a comma between 
#8 and #9; if tllere Is no significant digit in 
rows /Ill or #10, print a "0" preceding the 
comma; thereafter, gO to Step-22. 

When the amount racks are tmveling in a 
"setting" direction, go to Step-23 Pilch time 
the timing rack changes d!gital po>ition and 
also upon engflgement of the printlng·liner. 

Increment the F-cotmter; thereafter, go to 
Step-2-i. 

00 to Step-25 il the F-countN is at a count of 
"9": otherwi>e, go to Step-22. 

Copy Into address-A the word collectiTely in
dicawd by the condit-ions of the rack readout 
switches; thereafter, gO to Stel>-26. 

Go to Step-27 if the "reverse" key Is depressed; 
otherwi,e. ~o to Step-28. 

Complement the word stored In address-A; 
thereafter go to Step-28. 

Copy the word of address-A Into the memory 
address specified by section 3 of tbe instruc
tion register; thereafter, gO to Step-29. 

Go to S tep-31 if the memory addresses specified 
by sections 3 and 4 of the Instruction register 
are equal; otherwise, gO to Step-30. 

Increment section 3 of the Instruction register; 
thereafter, go to Step-2. 

Copy the contents of section 5 of the Instruction 
register into tbe word-selecting register. 
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Before proceeding with a detailed description of the 

mode of operation initiated by each of the eighteen basic 
instructions-i.e., "enter-keyboard-words" (EKW-OO) 
through "enter-punched-tape" (EPT-17)-it is to be 
noted that, in an effort to avoid in the following descrip
tion an undue multiplicity of back-and-forth references 
with respect to the various figures of the drawings, the 
particular portions of the computer circuitry utilized in 
carrying out a particular instruction have essentially been 
taken from FIGS. 52A through 85 and re-assembled into 
a composite circuit diagram relating to that particular in
struction. For example, certain significant particular por
tions of the computer circuitry utilized in executing an 
EKW instruction are combined and logically illustrated 
in FIGS. 89A and 89B as a composite circuit diagram. 

As previously described, the first subinstruction initi
ated and carried out in the execution of each instruction 
is a "MI" word-cycle, which effects the transfer to the 
instruction register of the word in memory previously 
stored at the address indicated by the contents of the 
word-selecting register. Also, as previously described, a 
"MI" word-cycle is initiated each time the state of line 
MI is rendered TRUE. As shown in FIG. 76, if the com
puter is operating in an "automatic" mode, as indicated 
by a TRUE state of line AUT, a "MI" word-cycle is auto
matically initiated by a reversal of state of flipflop 6092 
when the state of line AN is rendered FALSE, line AN 
being rendered FALSE when the previously-initiated cycle 
of operation is completed. However, if the computer is 
operating in a "manual" mode, a "MI" word-cycle is ini
tiated only by a depression of push-button MNI-MN2 
(FIGS. 1 and 84), which also causes a reversal of state 
of flipflop 6092 (FIG. 76). After the next instruction 
word is transferred to the instruction register via the "MI" 
word-cycle, if the two decimal digits stored in section 1 
thereof correspond to the code designation for an "enter
keyboard-words" instruction-i.e., "OO"-the state of line 
EKW is rendered TRUE in a manner previously de
scribed with respect to FIG. 56, and, consequently, an 
"enter-keyboard-words" instruction is thereafter executed 
in the following manner. 

It is, however, assumed that when the "enter-keyboard
words" instruction is first initiated: the able arm portion 
( 497) of the accounting machine is in the non-deflected 
position shown in FIG. 38, and, consequently, the con
tacts of switch 496 are closed, thus indicating that motor 
bars 23, 27, and 28 are not disabled by able arm 497; that 
the carriage of the accounting machine is not tabulating 
over a carriage stop, as indicated by a closure of the con
tacts of switch 510 (FIGS. 43 and 82); that the account
ing machine is in home position, ready for a cycle of 
operation thereof to be initiated, as indicated by a closure 
of the contacts of switch 528 (FIGS. 41 and 82); and that 
a paper-tape-punching operation is not to be initiated, as 
indicated by a closure of contacts SC41-3 (FIG. 82) of 
switch SC41 (FIG. 13). The just-mentioned assump
tions having been satisfied, the state of line GO (FIG. 82) 
is rendered TRUE, thus indicating that a cycle of opera
tion of the accounting machine is now permitted to be 
initiated. 

With reference now to FIG. 61, the state of line AN 
is reversed from TRUE to FALSE at TIM£....I, indicat
ing completion of the previously-initiated "MI" word
cycle, as previously described. With reference now to 
FIG. 72, when line AN is thus rendered FALSE, the 
state of lines MIN and PF", are likewise reversed from 
TRUE .to FALSE. As previously described with ref
erence to FIG. 72, when the state of line PF", is reversed 
from TRUE to FALSE, the F-counter is thereby preset 
to a count of "0." With reference to FIG. 89A, as a 
result of line MIN thus being rendered FALSE, the state 
of flipflop 6089 is reversed, so that line KEY is rendered 
TRUE thereby. 

As all of the inputs to logical AND 1743 are simul
taneously TRUE when line KEY is thus rendered TRUE, 
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the state of line EKL is thereby rendered TRUE and thus 
effects illumination of the enter-keyboard-words lamp 
EK (see also FIG. 2), indicating that the computer is 
ready for an amount to be indexed into the keyboard of 

5 the accounting machine portion thereof. Also, prior to 
line EKL being rendered TRUE, the state of one of 
lines L</>, Lt, or L2 is previously rendered TRUE. de
pending upon whether the low-order digit ,in section 2 
of the instruction register (FIG. 57) is a "0," a "I," or a 

10 "2," respectively. Therefore, if the low-order digit is a 
"0," decimal-point lamp P", (see also FIG. 2), located 
between amount rows #2 and #3 on the accounting ma
chine keyboard, is illuminated when line EKL is ren
dered TRUE; if the low-order digit is a "1," decimal-point 

15 lamp PI between amount rows #5 and #6 is iHuminated; 
and, if the low-order digit is a "2," decimal-point lamp P2 
between amount rows #8 and #9 is illuminated. As 
will later be seen, a decimal-point and enter-keyboard
words lamps both remain illuminated until the resume-

20 program-bar RPB (FIG. 2) is depressed. 
With reference to FIG. 38, when the resume-program

bar push button is depressed, the common plunger of 
switches RPI and RP2 is actuated thereby. As shown in 
FIG. 84, when ,the resume-program-bar is depressed, the 

25 normally-opened switch contacts RP2 are closed, and 
normally-closed switch contacts RPI are opened thereby. 
Consequently, at the following TIME-I after the resume
program-bar is depressed, the state of flipflop 6138 is 
reversed, so that output line RP is thereby rendered 

30 TRUE. At TIME-l following the release of the re
sume-program-bar, the state of flipflop 6138 is again 
reversed, so that line RP is rendered FALSE thereby. 
As shown in FIG. 78, as a result of line RP experiencing 
a TRUE-to-FALSE reversal of state, the state of flipflop 

35 6099 is reversed, and line RPB is rendered TRUE thereby. 
With reference back to FIG. 89A, at TIME-3 after 

line RPB is thus rendered TRUE, the reference input to 
flipflop 6118 reverses from TRUE to FALSE, and, con
sequently, the state of flipflop 6U8 is reversed and line 

40 WOA is thereby rendered TRUE. It is to be noted that, 
if the low-order digit in section 2 of the instruction 
register (FIG. 57) is a "3," as indicated by line L3 being 
TRUE, indicating an automatic-resume-program opera
tion, neither of the decimal-point !lamps is illuminated, 

45 but, instead, the state of flipflop ()l18 is reversed at 
TIME--3 even though the resume-program-bar was not 
manually depressed. However, after the state of line 
WOA is rendered TRUE, upper motor bar solenoid MB</> 
is energized if the high-order digit in section 2 of the in-

50 struction register is either a "0" or a "l"(see also FIG. 
38); middle motor bar solenoid MBI is energized if the 
high-order digit in section 2 is either a "2" or a "3"; and 
lower motor bar solenoid MB2 is energized if ,the high
order digit is either a "4" or a "5." It is to be appreciated, 

55 however, that the selected motor bar solenoid is energized 
when line WOA is rendered TRUE, regardless of whether 
the high-order digit in section 2 of the instruction register 
is anyone of the digits "0" through "5." 

After ,the selected one of the upper, middle, or lower 
60 motor bars is automatically actuated, a cycle of opera

tion of the accounting machine is thus initiated thereby. 
With reference to FIG. 72, when a -machine cycle is 
initiated, the movable arm of switch 540 is deflected to 
the left, as viewed, so that line (NT)' is rendered TRUE 

65 thereby, line NT, of course, being rendered FALSE. 
However, if for some reason a machine cycle is not 
initiated when a selected one of the motor bars is en
ergized, line NT remains TRUE. With reference now 
to FIG. 81, when the state of flipflop lt1l8 is reversed, 

70 so that line (WOA)' is rendered FALSE, the state of flip
flop 6120 is reversed, so that line (RF)' is rendered 
FALSE thereby. Approximately 250 milliseconds later, 
however, the state of flipflop 6120 reverts back to its 
initial condition, so that line (RF)' is rendered TRUE 

75 thereby. Therefore, if it is assumed that a machine cycle 
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was not initiated when line WOA was initially rendered 
TRUE, as evidenced by line NT remaining TRUE, the 
state of flipflop 6118 is reversed at the following TIME-l 
by line AN after line (RF)' is rendered TRUE, thereby 
de-energizing the previously-energized motor bar solenoid. 5 
However, at the following TIME-3 after the motor bar 
is physically restored to its normal undeflected position, 
so that line GO is again rendered TRUE, the state of 
flipflop 6118 is again reversed, so that line WOA is 
again rendered TRUE, ,thereby re-energizing the pre- 10 
selected motor bar solenoid. If a machine cycle is still 
not initiated when line WOA is rendered TRUE for 
the second time, the above sequence of events is continual-
ly repeated until a machine cycle is finally initiated. 

As previously described with respect to FIGS. 7 and 15 
51g, photocell 160 is utilized in conjunction with auxiliary 
timing rack 151 and light source 164 to provide an elec
trical impulse each time the auxiliary rack, and hence 
the amount racks, are translated from one digital posi
tion to another whHe traveling in a "setting" direction to- 20 
ward the rear of the machine. With additional reference 
to FIG. 72, each time a slot on timing rack 151 passes 
between light source 164 and photocell 160, the state 
of the prime input to flipflop 6071 is reversed from 
TRUE to FALSE; consequently, the state of flipflop 6071 25 
is reversed, so that line PT is rendered TRUE and line 
(PT)' is simultaneously rendered FALSE. However, 
when the tooth portion of timing rack 151 passes be
tween light source 164 and photocell 160, the state of 
flipflop 6071 is again reversed, so that line PT is thereby 30 
rendered FALSE and line (PT), is simultaneously 
rendered TRUE. As output lines PT and (PT)' of flip
flop 6071 are logically connected as input lines to the 
reference and prime inputs, respectively, of flipflop 6072, 
the state of flipflop 6072. is reversed, so that output line 35 
PCT is rendered TRUE at times corresponding to each 
digital position of the timing rack, and is rendered 
FALSE during each period of time the timing rack is 
being translated from one digital position to another. 

With reference back to FIG. 89B, each time line PCT 40 
experiences a TRUE-to-FALSE reversal of state, line 
AF likewise experiences a TRUE-to-FALSE reversal of 
state. As a result, the F-counter (FIG. 72) is incre
mented by a count of "1" each time the timing rack is 
translated from one digital position to another. As shown 45 
in FIG. 89A, upper motor bar solenoid MB<,I>, if initially 
energized, is de-energized when the 'F-counter is advanced 
from a count of "0" to a count of "I" unless the high
order digit in section 2 of the instruction register is a 
"1"; middle motor bar solenoid MB1, if initially ener- 50 
gized, is de-energized when the F-counter is advanced 
from a count of "0" to a count of "1" unless the high
order digit in section 2 of the instruction register i; a 
"3"; and lower motor bar solenoid MB2, if initially ener
gized, is de-energized when the F-counter is advanced 55 
from a count of "0" to a count of "1" unless the high
order digit in section 2 of the instruction register is a "5." 

It is evident, therefore, that either a touch operation or 
a hold operation of a par,ticular motor bar is obtained 
simply by maintaining the corresponding motor bar sole- 60 
noid energized for a predetermined period of time. How
ever, wh~n line WOA is subsequently rendered FALSE, 
any prevIously-energized motor bar solenoid is de-ener
gized thereby. When the F-counter reaches a count of 
"8," as indicated by line F8 being TRUE, order-hook 65 
solenoid OHl (see also FIG. 35) is energized jf the low
order digit in section 2 of the instruction register is a 
"1," whereas order-hook solenoid OH2 is energized jf tbe 
low-order digit in section 2 is a "2." As previously de
scribed with respect to FIG. 35, when order-hook solenoid 70 
OHl is energized, all order-hooks from the third to and 
including the eighth one are unlatched from their respec
tive type sectors. However, when order-hook solenoid 
OID is energized, all order-hooks from the third to and 
including the eleventh one are unlatched from their re- 75 
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spective type sectors. Also, as previously described, the 
eighth and the eleventh ones of type sectors 67 (FIG. 34) 
respectively print the sixth and ninth order degits of the 
amount indexed in the accounting machine keyboard, with 
each digit being followed by a comma. 

When the timing rack leaves digital position #8, the 
state of F-counter line F8 (FIG. 89A) is rendered FALSE 
and thereby causes a reversal of state of flipflop 6089, 
which, in turn renders line KEY FALSE. Due to the 
fact that timing rack 151 is provided with only eight slots, 
as shown in FIG. 8, additional means are utilized to in
crement the F-counter from a count of "8" to a count of 
"9" when the timing rack has essentially reached digital 
position #9. As previously described with respect to 
FIGS. 3A and 41, when aligner bar 72 is brought into 
engagement with the notches formed on the lowermost 
end of arm 58 to precisely align all of the type sectors 67 
in their differentially-set positions just prior to the print
ing operation, the contacts of switch 550 are closed as a 
result of clockwise rotational movement of follower arm 
519. Consequently, with reference back to FIG. 72, when 
the timing ~ack is translated to its #9 digital position, so 
that the prmting-aligner bar is brought into engagement 
with the type sectors, a closure of the contacts of switch 
SS~ cau~es a subsequent reversal of state of flipflop 6071, 
whlch, m turn, causes the F-counter to be incremented 
from a count of "8" to a count of "9" in essentially the 
same manner as just described. 

With reference back to FIG. 89A when the F-counter 
is advanced from a count of "8," as'indicated by line F8 
being rendered FALSE, any previously-energized order
he ok solenoid is de-energized thereby. At TIME-l after 
the F-counter has been incremented to a count of "9," the 
~tate of flipflop 6118 is again reversed, so that line WOA 
IS rendered FALSE thereby. When line WOA is thus 
rendered FALSE, any previously-energized motor bar 
solenoid is de-energized thereby. With reference now to 
FIG. 89B, also when line WOA is thus rendered FALSE 
the state of flipflop 6086 is reversed, so that line CA i~ 
rendered TRUE thereby. As a result of line CA ·thus 
being rendered TRUE, a "CA" word-cycle is initiated and 
thereafter executed, whereby the word collectively indi
cated by the conditions of the rack-readout switches is 
read out and stored in address-A in the following manner 
!he,-?,ord indicated by the rack-~eadout switches bein~ 
Id~ntIcal to the mount Just entered mto the accounting ma
chme keyboard, as previously described with respect to 
FIGS. 3B, SA, and 5B. 

As diagrammatically illustrated in FIG. 67B, digit
counter output lines Dr/> through D9 are individually con
nected to a different one of conductors 119 disposed on 
printed circuit board 116. Thus, suppose that the first
order amount rack is differentially set in digital position 
#5 corresponding to depression of amount key #5 in the 
low-order aI??unt row of the ~achine keyboard; i.e., the 
fir~~-~:der dIgIt of the amount mdexed. in the keyboard is 
a 5. Consequently, when a machme cycle is subse
quently !nitiated, so that the first-order amount rack is 
stopped m the ,#5 digital position, Ih-le D<,I> is electrically 
connected to lme 120e by way of printed circuit con
ductors 118 and 119 due to the action of wiper blades 
113-114, as previously described with respect to FIGS. 
3A, SA, and SB. T~us it is evident that, when the digit
~ounter (FIG. 63) IS at a count of "0," so that line D<,I> 
IS TRUE, and the bit-counter (FIG. 62) is simultaneously 
at a count of "a," so that line Ba is true, the state of out
put line RSS is TRUE, indicating that the low-order bit 
of the first-order digit is a binary "1." When the bit
counter advances to a count of "b," line RSS is rendered 
FALSE, thus indicating that bit "b" is a binary "0"· when 
the bit-counter advances to a count of "e," line RSS is 
;.e~dered TRUE, thus .indicating that bit "e" is a binary 

1 ; and, when the bIt-counter advances to a count of 
"d," line RSS is rendered FALSE, thus indicating that bit 
"d" of the first-order digit is a binary "0." Therefore, 
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as bits "a" and "e" of the digit each have a value of binary 
"I," and as bits "b" and "d" each have a value of binary 
"0," the differentially"set position of the first-order amount 
rack corresponds to binary OlOl-Le., decimal "5"
which, in turn, corresponds to the assumed value of the 
first-order digit of the amount indexed in the accollnting 
machine keyboard. 

Therefore, it is evident that the bit and digit counters 
effectively operate together as a serializer which, in a 
sense, "scans" the differentiaLly-set positions of the ten 
amount racks, starting with the first-order amollnt rack 
and ending with the tenth-order amount rack, and essen
tially generates a train of impulses via line RSS, whith 
impulse train corresponds to the value of the amount en
tered into ,the accounting machine keyboard, the first 
impulse, or lack of an impulse, corresponding to the 
binary value of bit "a" of the first-order digit, and the 
last impulse, or lack of an impulse, corresponding to the 
binary value of bit "d" of the tenth-order digit of the 
amount. 

With reference back to FIG. 89B, lines RSS, CA, and 
EKW are each connected as an input to logical AND 
1137. Consequently, as a result of line CA being ren
dered TRUE, a "CA(2)" word-cycle is executed, whereby 
the amount indexed in the accOllnting machine keyboard 
is sequentially stored in address-A via ,line MXW in es
sentially the same manner as previously described with 
respect to FIGS. 60, 52A, and 52B. After the word 
is stored in address-A, line AN is rendered FALSE, and, 
consequently, the state of flipflop 6080 is reversed, so 
that line CA is rendered FALSE, thus terminating the 
"CA" word-cycle operation. 

As previously described with respect to FIGS. 2 and 
44A, when reverse key "REV" is manually depressed, 
indicating that the amount just indexed in the keyboard 
of the accounting machine is a negative number, the mov
able arm ofswiteh 572 is actuated thereby. With ref
erence to FIG. 74, when the reverse key is depressed, the 
movable mm of switch 572 is deflected upwardly from 
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Iy-initiated "Al'vI" word-cycle is completed; consequently, 
the states of lines AM and TS3 are both rendered FALSE. 
As previously described with respect to FIG. 59, if the 
contents of sections 3 and 4 of the instruction register 

5 are of equal magnitUde, indicating that there are no other 
words to be indexed into the accounting machine key
board, line 134 is rendered FALSE, and line (134)' is 
simultaneously rendered TRUE. However, if sections 3 
and 4 are of unequal magnitude, indicating that there 

10 are additional words to be indexed into the keyboard, 
line 134 is rendered TRUE, and line (134)' is simul
taneously rendered FALSE. 

Thus, with reference back to FIG. 89B, if there are 
no other words to be indexed into the keyboard, the state 

15 of flipflop 6107 is reversed when line AM is rendered 
FALSE and line STD is rendered TRUE thereby. When 
line STD is thus rendered TRUE, line TS5 is likewise 
rendered TRUE. In response to lines SID and TS5 be
ing rendered TRUE, a "SID" subinstruction is executed, 

20 whereby the contents of seotion 5 of the instruction reg
ister is stored in the word-selecting register. 

However, if there are additional words to be indexed 
into the accounting machine keyboard, line IN4 is ren
dered FALSE when line AN is rendered FALSE, and, 

25 as a result, section 3 of the instruction register (FIG. 58) 
is incremented by a count of "1" in the same manner as 
previollsly described. If, before being incremented, the 
contents of section 3 of the instruction register is not 
equal to the contents of section 4 thereof, the state of 

30 flipflop 6(189 (FIG. 89A) is reversed when line AM is 
rendered FALSE at the end of the previously-initiated 
"Al\i" word-cylc1e. As a result, line KEY is again ren
dered TRUE, and the F-counter (FIG. 72) is again 
preset to "0" via line PF¢. Prior to a subsequently-initi-

35 ated machine cycle when line GO is rendered TRUE, 
enter .. keyboard-words lamp EK is illuminated, thus pro
viding a visual indication that another amount is to be 
indexed in the keyboard; thereafter, the just-described 
sequence of events is again repeated. 

the position shown, so that the state of line REV is ,10 
rendered TRUE therebY, Therefore, as depression of the 
reverse key signifies that the algebraic sign of the word 

It is ,to be noted that, even though line STD is rendered 
TRUE upon termination of the EKW subprogram, sec
tion 3 of the instruction register is incremented via line 
IN4 when line AM is rendered FALSE, regardless of 
the result of the comparison between ,the contents of 

just stored in address-A is negative, and, as a negative 
word is stored in memory as its complement, the word 
just stored in address-A must be complemented before 
being stored in the selected address in memory. Thus, 
with reference to FIG. 89B, when line CA is thus rendered 
FALSE at the end of the previously-initiated "CA(2)" 
word-cycle, the state of flipflop 6083 is reversed, so that 
line CPA is rendered TRUE thereby. When liue CPA 
is thus rendered TRUE, a "CPA" subcommand is there
after executed, whereby the word in address-A is com
plemental and its complement is stored back in address-A 

45 sections 3 and 4 of the instruction register. It is also to 
be noted that, if it is desired that a plurality of words 
be stored in sequentially-numbered addresses in memory 
during the execution of a single EKW subprogram, the 
same motor bar, decimal-point lamp, and order-hook so!e-

50 lloid are utiiized for each word entered. However, if a 
different motor bar, decimal-point lamp, or order-hook 
solenoid is desired to be utilized, a second EKW subpro
gram is initiated by a second EKW instruction word 
which specifies the desired combination thereof. in exactly the same manner as previously described. 

When the previously-initiated "CPA" subcommand is 
terminated, so that line CPA is rendered FALSE, the 
state of flipflop 6077 is reversed, so that line AM is there-
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by rendered TRUE. When line AM is rendered TRUE, 
line TS3 is likewise rendered TRUE. Therefore, in re
sponse to lines AM and TS3 simultaneously being ren- 60 
dered TRUE, an "AM" word-cycle is ,thereafter executed, 
whereby the word stored in address-A is stored in the 
selected address in memory as specified by the contents 
of section 3 of the instmction register. It is to be noted 
that, had the reverse key not been depressed, the word in 65 
address-A is immediately stored in memory without being 
complemented when line CA is rendered FALSE. This 
is due to the fact that the state of flipflop 6U77 is reversed 
when line CA is rendered FALSE, because line (REV)' 
is TRUE, in this instance, indicative of non-depression 70 
of the reverse key. 

After the word in address-A is stored in the selected 
address ,in memory specified by section 3 of the instruc
tion register, the state of flipflop 6077 i~ reversed when 
line AN is rendered FALSE, indicating thnt the previolls- 7G 

71. Detailed Description of POW Instructions 

The next subprogram to be described in detail is con
cerned with the execution of a single POW instruction 
which effects the sequential printing-out of from one to 
one hundred words which were previously stored in 
sequentially numbered addresses in memory. Like the 
just-described EKW instruction, a POW instruction may 
also be considered as comprising four distinct phases or 
groups of subinstructions. 

During the first phase, the computer, in a sense, ascer
tains whether or not depression of a motor bar is capa
ble of initiating a cycle of operation of the accounting 
machine. As previously described, prior to the machine 
cycle, each of the ten amount racks is physically located 
at "home" position, which position corresponds to a digi
tal value of "0." Thus, the selected word in memory is 
read out and examined digit by digit, starting with the 
low-order digit thereof, to determine those digits of the 
word having a value of "0." Simultaneously therewith, 
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the rack-stopping solenoids corresponding to the digital 
positions of those digits of the word having a value of 
"0" are energized to prevent any movement of the asso
ciated amount racks when a machine cycle is subsequently 
initiated. Thereafter, the state of a particular sign mem
ory flipflop is selectively conditioned to correspond to the 
algebraic sign of the word to be printed out. If the 
algebraic sign of the word to be printed out is negative, 
credit balance key CR. BAL. (FIG. 2) is effectively 
depressed via selective energization of credit balance sole
noid CBS, as previously described with respect to FIG. 
37 and also as shown in FIG. 81. 

When a machine cycle is subsequently initiated in 
order to carry out the fIrst half of a credit balance oper
ation, the word read out from memory is subtracted from 
the contents of the "X" totalizer, which normally stores 
a word of all zeros. When the second machine cycle is 
subsequently initiated in order to carry out the fInal half 
of a credit balance operation, a total operation is taken 
with respect to the "X" totalizer, so that the complement 
of the word just read out from memory is printed in 
red, with a "CR" symbol to the right thereof. 

Due to the fact that the differentially-set positions of 
the ten amount racks are determined solely by the com
puter during the execution of a POW instruction, rather 
than by a totalizer or by depressed keys on the account
ing machine keyboard, it is therefore necessary to auto
matically release the amount racks and all previously 
depressed amount keys when a total operation is called 
for during the execution of a POW instruction. Thus, in 
order to permit the automatic release of the amount racks 
and the keys prior to the initiation of a total-taking oper
ation, rack release solenoid RRS (FIGS. 39 and 81) is 
selectively energized. 

During the second phase of the subprogram, the par
ticular motor bar operation specified by the value of the 
low-order digit in section 2 of the instruction is executed 
in order to initiate the required machine cycle. 

The third phase of the POW instruction begins when 
the machine starts to cycle, so that the timing rack and 
all non-stopped amount racks simultaneously begin their 
travel in a "setting" direction toward the rear of the ma
chine, those amount racks corresponding to the digital 
positions of the digits of the word having a value of "0" 
remaining in home position. Each time the timing rack 
is translated from a position indicative of one digital 
value to a position indicative of the next higher succes
sively higher-order digital value after leaving home posi
tion, each of the digits of the word is essentially "ex
amined" to determine whether its digital value corre
sponds to the digital value represented by the instanta
neous position of the amount racks. If such correspond
ence exists, all corresponding digital-order rack-stopping 
solenoids are simultaneously energized and thereby arrest 
further movement of all corersponding amount racks. 
After all of the amount racks have been differentially 
positioned to correspond to the word just read out from 
memory, a normal printing operation takes place. 

During the final phase of a POW instruction, the con
tents of sections 3 and 4 of the instruction register are 
compared for equality to determine whether or not there 
are additional words to be printed out from memory. 
If there are additional words to be printed out, section 3 
of the instruction register is incremented, and the entire 
sequence of events, just described, is again repeated. 
Otherwise, the instruction is concluded by effecting the 
copying into the word-selecting register the address of 
the next instruction word, which is located in section 5 
of the instruction register. 

Listed below in somewhat tabular form, and also graph
ically illustrated by the flow diagram of FIG. 107B, is a 
step-by-step description of the various previously de-
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scribed subinstructions to which the computer is sequen-
tially responsive in executing a "POW" instruction: 

Step Sub Ins true· Description 
tlons 

L _____ MI-O-2 _______ Copy Into the instruction register the next 
Instruction word stored In memory at the 
address speclfled by the contents of the word-
sdectlng register thereafter, II the number 
thus stored In section I of the In.tructlon 
register Is "01," carry out the sublnstructlon 
l!.sted in Step-2 of the folloWIng POW sub-
program. 2 ______ PF¢4-3 __ • ___ Preset the F -counter to "0"; thereafter, go to 
Step-3, 3 ______ GO-0-4 __ T ____ Go to Step-! in the subprogram whenever de-
pression of a motor bar wllllnltiste B machine 
cycle. 4 ______ AD-Q-o _______ Increment the diglt-eount~r; thpreafter, go to 
Step-fi. 5 ______ MJ-3-6 _______ Copy into the "J" digit-register the digit cor-
responding to the count In the digit counter 
of the word stored In memory at the address 
Indicated by section 3 01 the Instruction 
re~!ster; thereafter, go to Step-5. 6 ______ IFJ-27-7 ______ If the digtt In the F-counter Is eqUIII to the digit 
in the "J" dlglt·register, go to Step-7; other-
'."ise gO to Step-27. 7 ______ D<jr-9-8 ________ Go to Step-811 the digit-counter Is at a count of 
"0"; otherwise gO to Step-9. 8 ______ RA<jr-O-2L ___ EMlgize the flrst-{)rder rack'stopping solenoid; 
thereafwr, go to Step-27. 9 ______ Dl-Il-10_. ____ Go to Step-lO If the dlglt-counter Is at 8 count 
of "1" otherwise, go to Step-ll. 10 _____ RAHI-27 _____ Energize the second-{)rder rack-stopping sole-
noid; thereafter, go to Step-27. lL ____ D2-13-12 ______ Go to Step-12 if the dlglt·counter Is at B count 
of "2"; other"isc go to Step-13. 12. ____ RA2-0--27 _____ Energize the third-order rack-stopping sole· 
nold; thereafter, go to Step-27. 13 _____ D3-15-14 ______ If the dlglt-count~r Is at 8 count of "3," go to 
Step-14; otherwise, go to Step-15. 14 _____ RA3-Q-27 _____ Energize the fourth-{)rder rack·stopping sole-
noid; thereafter, go to Step-27. 

10 _____ D4-17-16 ______ If the digit-counter Is at a cotmt of "4," go to 
Step-16; otherwise, go to Step-17. 16 _____ RA4-0--27 ____ • Energize the flfth-{)roer rack-stopping solenoid; 
therMter, go to Step-27. 

11.. ___ D5-19-18 ______ If the diglt-counter is at a count 01 "5," gO to 
Swp-18; otherwise, go to Step-19. 18 _____ RA5-0-27. ____ Energize the slxth-{)rder rao.k'stopplng solenoid; 
thereafter, to gO Step-27. 19 _____ D6-21-20 ______ If the dlglt-counter Is at a count of "6." go to 
Step-20; otherwise, go to Step-21. 20 _____ RA6-0-27 _____ Energize the seventh-{)roer rack-stopping 
solenoid; thereafter, go to Step-27. 2L ____ D7-23-22 ______ If the digit-counter Is at a count of "7," go to 
Step-22; otherwise, go to Step-23. 22 _____ RA7-0-27 _____ Energize the elghth-{)rder rack·stopping sole-
nOid; thereafter, go to Step-27. 23 _____ D8-25-24 ______ If the diglt-counter Is at a count of "8," gO to 
Step-24; other"ise, go to Btep-25. 24 _____ RA8-0-27 _____ Energize the ninth-order rack-stopping sole-
no!d; thereafter, go to Step-27. 25 _____ D9-0--26 _______ If the dlgit-counter Is at a count of "9," gO to 
Step-26; otherwise gO to Step-27. 26 _____ RA9-{}-27 _____ Energize the tenth-{)rder raek·~topplng sole· 
nOid; thereafter, gO to Step-27. 27 _____ D9-4-28 _______ If the digit-counter is at 8 count of "9," to gO 
Step-28; other"1~c, go to Step-4. 28 _____ OBM(4)-o-Z9_ Condition the state of ]jne OBM to correspond 
to the sign of the word Just read out from 
memory; thereafter, go to Step-21I. 211 _____ OBM(2)-30-31. If the state of line OBM Is THUE, go to Step-
31; otherwise, go to Step-30. 30 _____ CI3S-0-3L ____ Energize the credit balance solenoid; there-
after, go to S tep-3!' 

31. ___ • RRS-Q-32 _____ Ener~lze the rack-release solenoid; there.after, 
go to Step-32. 32 _____ H4>-34-33 ______ If the hlgh-{)tder digit In section 2 of the Instnle-
!ion register Is "0," go to Step-33; otherwise, 
go to Step-34. 33 _____ MB.p(l)-0-4L Depres. the upper motor bar for a touch opera-
tion; thereafter, go to Step-44. 34 _____ HI-36-3L ____ If the high-order digit In section 2 olthe instruc-
tion re~lster Is a "I," gO to Step-3.5; otherwise, 
go to Step-36. 30 _____ MI34>(2)-o-4L Depress the upper motor bar for B hold opera-
tion; thereafter, go to Step-H. 36 _____ H2-38-3L_. __ If the hlgh-{)rder digit In section 2 of the Instruc· 
tlon r'1l1ister Is a "2," go to Step-37; otherwise, 
go to tep-3B. 37. ____ MBl(I)-Q-4L Depress the middle motor bar for a touch opera· 
tion; thereafter, go to Step- H. 

38 _____ H3-40--39 ______ If the high order digit In section 2 of the instruc-
tion register Is a "3," go to Step-311; otherwise, 
go to Step-40, 39 _____ MB1(2)-0-44 __ Depress the middle motor bar for a hold opera-
tion; thereafter, gO to Step-H. 40 _____ II4-42-4L _____ If the high-order digit In section 2 of the Instruc-
tion register Is a "4," go to Step-4l; otherv.ise 
go to Step-42. 41. ____ MB2(1)-Q-4L Depress the lower motor bar for a touch opera. 
tlon; thereafter go to S te~4. 42 _____ H6-0-43 _______ If the hlgh-order digit In sec Ion 2 olthe instrnc-

43 _____ MB2(2)-0-4L 
tion regi~ter Is a "5," go to Step-43. 

Depress the lower motor bar for a hold opera-
tion; thereafter, go to Step-44. 
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ignation for a POW instruction-i.e" "01 "-the state of 
line POW is rendered TRUE in a manner previously 
described with respect to FIG, 56, and, consequently, a 

44_ ____ Ll-4&-45 _____ _ If the low-order digit in section 2 of the imtrue- f) 
tion register isa 1'1," go to Sf.ep-45; othenvisc, 

"print-out-words" instruction is thereafter executed in the 
following manner: 

With reference to FIGS. 90A through 90C, there is 
logically illustrated therein a composite circuit diagram 
of particular portions of the computer circuitry utilized 
in executing a POW instruction. As shown in FIG, 

45..___ OHl-0-48 ____ _ 

46 _____ L2-48-47 _____ _ 

47_ ____ OH2-0-48 ____ _ 

4~ _____ PCT-0-49 ____ _ 

49 _____ AF-{)-SQ.. ____ _ 

50 _____ F9-61-75 _____ _ 

51. ____ AD(I)-{)-52 __ _ 

52 _____ l\iJ-3-53 _____ _ 

53 _____ IFJ-74-54 _____ 

54 _____ D</>-5&-55 ______ 

55 _____ RA</>-{)-74 _____ 

56 _____ DI-58-57 ______ 

57 _____ RAI-0-74 _____ 

58 _____ D2-50-59 ______ 

59 _____ RA2-0-74 _____ 

60 _____ D3-62-DL ____ 

61. ____ RA3-0-74 _____ 

62 _____ D4-64-63 ______ 

63 _____ RA4-0-74 _____ 

64 _____ D5-6&-5S ______ 

65 _____ RA5-0-74 _____ 

66 _____ D6-68-6L ____ 

61-____ RA6-0-74 _____ 

68 _____ D7-70-6L ____ 

69 _____ RA 7..()-74 _____ 

70.. ___ D8-72-7L ____ 

71.- ___ RAB-O-74 _____ 

72 _____ D9-0-73 _______ 

73 _____ RA9-0-H _____ 

74.. ___ DlhSl-4L ____ 

75 _____ CA(2)-{)..76 ____ 

go to Step-46. 
When printing occurs, place a comm~ between 

rows #5 and #6; if there is no significant divit 
in row. #f3 (,brougb #10, print a zero preccdill~ 
the comma; thereafter, go to Step-48. 

If the low-orrler dIgit III section 3 of the in,truc
tion register is a H2,'~ go to Stcp-47; otherv;ise, 
gO to S tep-4S. 

When printing occurs, place a comma bctween 
rows #8 and #9; if there is no ,ignificant digit 
in rows #9, or #10, print a zero preceding the 
comma; thereatter, go to Step-4S. 

When the amount racks arc traveling in a 
"setting" direction, go to Step-49 each timo 
the timing rack ch!mges digital position, and 
also upon engagement of the printing-liner. 

Increment the F-connter; thereafter, go to 
Step-50_ 

II the F -counter is at a count of "9," go to 
Step-75; otherwise, go to Step-5t. 

Increment the digit-counter; thereafter, go to 
Step-52. 

Copy into tile ".T" diglt-regi,ter the digit cor
responding to the count in tbe di~it counter of 
tbe word stored in memory at the address 
specified by section 3 of the instruction regis-
ter; thereafter, go to Step-53. 

If the digit in the F-rountcr i, e~ual to the 
digit in the "J" dIgit-register, go to Step-54; 
otherwise, gO to to Step-74. 

I! the digit-counter is at a count of "0," go to 
Step-55; otherwise, go to Step-56. 

Energize the first-order rack-stopping solenoid; 
thereafter, go to Step-74. 

If the digit-counter is at a count of "1," go to 
Step-57; otherwise, go to Ste]l-5H. 

Energize the second-orucr rack-stopping sole
noid; thereafter, go to Step-74. 

I! the digit-counter is at a count of "2," go to 
Step-59; otherv.;se, go to Step-50. 

Energize the third-order rack-stopping sole
noid; thereafter, gO to Step-74. 

If the digit-counter is at a count of "3," gO to 
Step-61; otherwise, go to Step-62. 

Energize the fourth-order rac.k-stopping sole
noid; thereafter, go to Step-74. 

I! the digit-counter Is at a count of "4," go to 
Stcp-63; otherwise, go to Step-64. 

Energize the fifth-order rack-stopping solenoid; 
tbereafter, go to Step-H. 

It the digit-counter is at a COllnt of "5," go to 
S tep-6ii: othorwise, go to Step-uO. 

Energize the sixth-order rack-stopping sole
noid; thereafter, go to Step-74. 

I! the digit-counter Is at a count of "0," go to 
Step-67; otherwise, go to Step-fiS. 

Energize the seventh-order rack stopping sole
noid; thereafter, go to Step-74. 

It the digit-counter is at a count or "7," go to 
Step-59: otherwise, go to Step-70. 

EnergIze the cighth-order rack-stopping sole
noid; thereafter, go to Step-74. 

If the digit-counter is at a count of "8," go to 
Step-71; otherwise, go to 8tep-72. 

Energize the ninth-order rack-stopping sole
noid; therearter, go to 8tep-74. 

If the digit-counter is Ilt a count of "9," go to 
Step-73; otherwIse, go to Step-74. 

Energize the tenth-order rack-stopping sole
noid; thereafter, go to Step-74. 

If the digit-counter is at a count of "9," go to 
Step-48; otherwise, go to Step-5l. 

Copy into address-A tbe word collecUyely 
indicated by the condition of the rack read-

1 () 90A, at TIME--l after the initiation of a "MI" word
cycle, the states of f1ipflops 6095 and 6096 are simulta
neously reversed, if not already in reversal states, so that 
lines (OBM)' and (OBN)' are respectively rendered 
TRUE thereby. As shown in FIG. 90B, the state of line 

15 HF¢ is rendered FALSE upon completion of the previ
ously-initiated "MI" word-cycle when the state of line 
AN is rendered FALSE; consequently, the F-counter 
(FIG. 72) is preset to "0." 

It is assumed that, upon initiation of the POW instruc-
20 tion,able arm 497 (FIG. 38) of the accounting machine 

is in the non-deflected position, as shown, and, conse
quently, the contacts of switch 496 (FIGS_ 38 and 82) 
are closed, thus indicating that the motor bars are not 
disabled; that the carriage of the accounting machine is 

2;) not tabulating over a carriage stop as indicated by a 
closure of the contacts of switch 516 (FIGS, 43 and 82); 
that the machine is in home position, so that the contacts 
of switch 528 (FIGS. 41 and 82) are closed; and that 
a papcr-tape-punching operation is not to be initiated as 

30 indicated by a closure of contacts SC41-3 (FIG_ 82) 
of switch SC41 (FIG. 13). The just-mentioned condi
tions having been satisfied, the state of line GO (FIG. 
82) is rendered TRUE, indicating that a cycle of opera
tion of the accounting machine is permited to be initi-

:l:i ated. 
Thus, with reference back to FIG. 90A, all of the in

puts to logical AND 1408 are simultaneously TRUE 
just prior to tbe completion of the previously-initiated 
"MI" word-cycle. Consequently, when line AN is ren-

,j 0 dered FALSE upon completion of the previously-initiated 
"Ml" word-cycle, the state of flipflop 6066 is reversed, so 
that line MJ is thereby rendered TRUE. With reference 
to FJG. 90B, line TS3 is rendered TRUE at the begin
ning of the instruction when line POW j,s rendered 

45 TRUE. Consequently, in response to lines 1'\1J and TS3 
being rendered TRUE, a "1'\11" ,word-cycle is thereafter 
executed, whereby the word stored in memory at the 
address specified by the contents of section 3 of the in
struction register is read out digit by digit, starting with 

riD the low-order digit thereof, and stored digit by digit in 
the "I" digit-register (FIG, 71). At TIME--3 after the 
initiation of a "MI" word-cycle, the state of flipflop 6118 
(FIG. 90A) is reversed, so that line WOA is thereby ren-
dered TRUE. 

76 _____ RSB-3-77 _____ st1'~t~~~'~;t\~ees~~~dr~~~~t~l~I~o~;I'W';)?' at the 5:) After each of the digits of the word is read out from 
memory via a "MJ" word-cycle and sequentially stored 
in the "I" digit-register, the contents of the F-counter 
and the "I" digit-register are compared for equality in 
a manner previously described with respect to FIG. 72, 71.- ___ OBN(1)-80-78_ 

7L ___ RPB-O-7L ___ 

79 _____ OBN(3)-O-L_ 
80 _____ I34-81-83 ______ 

81.. ___ IN4-(}-82 ______ 

82 _____ OBM(3)-(}-2 __ 

83 _____ STD-5-o ______ 

address specified by section 3 of tbe instruc
tion register from the word In address-A and 
store the remainder in addrcss-A: thereafter, 
go to Step-77. 

If the state of line OBN is TRUE, go to Step-
78; otherwise, go to Step-SO. 

Upon depressIon of the resume-progr[lIl1 bar, 
go to Step-7g. 

Preset line OnN to a FALSE stat~; tbereafter, 
go to 8tep-2. 

If the addresses in memory specified by secUons 
3 and 4 of the instruction register are equal, 
go to Step-S3; otllerwise, go to Step-8!. 

Increment section 3 of tbe instruction register; 
thereafter, go to Step-82. 

Preset line OUM to a FALSE state; thereafter, 
go to Step-2. 

Copy the contents of section 5 of the instruction 
register into the word-selecting register. 

Upon completion of the execution of the previously ini
tiated "MI" word-cycle, during whioh time the next in
struction word is read out from memory and stored in the 
instruction register, if the two-decimal-digit number 
stored in section 1 thereof corresponds to the code des-

GO However, due to the f.act that the F-counter is initially 
preset to "0," each digit stored in the "J" digit-register is 
essentially examined in order to determine whether its 
value is "0," If the digit stored in the "I" digit-register 
has a value of "0" when the "compare for equality" is 

C.'5 made with respect to the contents of the IF-counter and 
the "I" digit-register, the state of line (IFJ)' is rendered 
TR UE; otherwise, the state of line (lFI) , remains 
FALSE. 

With reference now to FIG. 9OC, after the state of 
70 line WOA is rendered TRUE at the beginning of the 

"MJ" word-cycle, line EVG experiences 'a TRUE-to
FALSE reversal of state each time the "J" digit-register 
is preset to "0" via a TRUE-to-FALSE reversal of state 
of line PI1> if the Ili,git presently stored in the "J" digit-

j5 register has a vallie of "0," as indicated by a TRUE state 
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of line (IFJ)'. Consequently, when the digit-counter 
is at a count of "1," as indicated by a TRUE state of line 
01, the state of flipflop 6108 is reversed, ,so that line 
(RA¢)' is rendered FALSE if the value of the first-order 
digit of the word just read from memory is zero. When 5 
the digit-counter is subceql!;;;ntly incremented to a count 
of "2," line (RAl)' is rendered FALSE by a reversal 
of state of flipflop 6HI9 if the value of the second-order 
digit of the ,voru is also zero, and so on, until line 
(RAS)' is ['endered FALSE by a ,reversal of state of flip- 10 
flop 6116 if the vulue of [he ninth-order digit of the 
word just read out from memory is zero. If the value 
of the tenth-order digit is zero, as indicated by a TRUE 
state of line (IF])', the state of flipfiop6117 is reversed, 
and line (RA9)' is rendered FALSE 'when line AN is 15 
rendered FALSE, indicating completion of the "MJ" 
word-cycle. 

It is seen, therefore, that the states of selected ones 
of lines (RA¢)' through (RA9)', corresponding to the 
digital positions of those digits of the word having a 20 
value of zero, are successively rendered FALSE by cor
responding reversal of states of fiipfiops 6108 through 
6117, respectively. Thus, after the digit-ceunter 're·aches 
a count of "9," as indicated by a FALSE state of line 
(D9) " the outputs from corresponding ones of logical 25 
ORS 3497 through 3506 are rendered FALSE "",hen line 
PCT is subsequently rendered FALSE. Consequently, 
tbose ones of rack-stopping solenoids RA¢L through 
RA9L corresponding to those digital positions of the 
digils of the 'word having a value of zero are simulta- 30 
neously energized and thereafter prevent, in a manner 
previously described, any movement of the associated 
amount racks when a machine cycle is subsequently 
initiated. In other words, after the first "MJ" word-cycle 
is terminated, all amount racks corresponding to the 35 
digital positions of those digits of the word having a 
value of zero are locked ,in home position prior to the 
initiation of a machine cycle. 

As previously stated with respect to FIG. 3A, in initiat-
ing an addition or a ,~ubtraction q'cle of operation of ·10 
the accounting machine, depression of the amount keys 
causes zero stop pawls 46 to be rocked counter-clockwise 
and thereby release amollDt racks 49 for rearward move
ment when a machine cycle is subsequently initiated. 
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result of credit balance solenoid CBS being energized, 
the amount collectively indicated l~y the differcntiaily-set 
positions of the amount racks is subtracted, during the first 
machine cycle, from the "X" totalizer, which normally 
norcs a word of at! zeros. Durin;:; the second machine 
cv)c, a total operation is executed with respect to the 
"X" totalizer, so that the complement of the word just 
re~;d out from memory is rrinted in red, with n "CR" 
symbol disposed to the right thereof. 

As shown in FIG. 9GB, when line WOA is rendered 
TR.UE ~J tl];: beginning of t;lC "MY' word-cycle, upper 
motor bar solenoid l'IiB¢> is ener6ized if the high-order 
digit in section 2 of the instruction register is a "0" 
or a "1"; middle motor bar solenoid j\,fBl is ellc)rgized 
if the high-order digit in section 2 is either a "2" or a "3"; 
;;nd lower motor bar solenoid MB2 is energized if the 
high-order digit is either a "4" or a "5". However, ap
proximately 130 milliseconds after the preselected motor 
bar is automatically depressed via energization of the cor
responding motor bar solenoid, all amount racKs not 
locked in home position are simultaneously translated in 
a settiug direction toward the rear of the machine. 

As previOllsly described with respect to FIG. 72 and 
with respect to the mode of operation of an EKW sub
program, the state of output line peT is rendered TRUE 
at each tr:mslational position of the timing rack corn:-
sponding to a digital value mJd is rendered FALSE during 
the time the timing rack is being translated from one 
position to a successively hi[:her-order digital value po,i
tion. Therefore, with reference b~c~ to FIG. 90A, when 
the timing and amount racks fir~t begin their translational 
movement toward the rear of the m~chine. the ~t:ltc of 
line (peT)' is reversed from TRUE to FALSE, and, as 
a result, the state of flipflop GOllS is reversed, EO th:\t line 
JHR is thereby rendered TRUE. At the following Tll'I'lE-
1, the state of flip-flop 6088 is again reversed, and line 
JHR is thereby rendered FALSE. As shown in FIG. 90B, 
e3ch til:1eline JHR experiences a TRUE-to-FALSE rever
sal of state, the state line AF likc'Nise exp::riences a 
TRUE-to-FALSE reversal of state. Thus, the F-countcr 
(FiG. 72) is incremented by a CGunt of ''1'' e[:c~ time the 
racks arc simultaneously translated from one position tLJ 
a successively higher-ordcr digital valued position. 

With reference to FIG. 9(}A, each (ime the st:)te of line 
JHR reverses from TRUE to FALSE, the stale of flipflop 
6\)66 is reversed, so that line MJ is thereby rendered 
TRUE; consequently, a "1\'11" word-cycle is t!let"eby ini
liated 'at the following Tl ME-l afkr each time line PCT 
is rendered TRUE while the racks are traveling in a set-
ting direction. As just described, during the execution of 
a "MJ" wcrd-eycie, all of the di£;its of the word stored 
in memory at the address specified by the contents of sec
tion 3 of tbe ir,struction register are sequentially read out, 
stored in the ''1'' digit-register, and compared with the 

In a total-taking operation, however, no amount keys 45 
are depressed. Thus, additional means are utilized in a 
manner previously described with respect to FIGS. 39 
and 40. whereby the zero stop pawls are rocked counter
clockwise, and, additionally, all accidentally-depressed 
amount keys arc released at the beginning of the machine 50 
cycle. Consequently, with reference to FIG. 90B, rack
release solenoid RRS is energized when the state of line 
WOA is rendered TRUE, and thereby allO'.vs the just
mentioned additional means to function in the manner 
previously described. 55 di'gitai COlmt of the F-counter. 

"Vi!h reference to pra. 90A, if the lligh-ordcr digit of 
the word just read out from memory and stored in the "J" 
digit-register is a "9," indic~ting the complement of a neg
ative number, the state of line (19)' is rendcr~d FALSE. 
Thus, at TIME-3 during the last hit time period of the 60 
"MJ" word-cycle, when the st:lte of line EG is reversed 
from TRUE to FALSE, the st~tc of flip flop 6~95 remains 
unchanged, so that line (OBM)' remains TRUE. How
ever, if the al[:ebraic sign of the word just read out from 
memory is positive, so thut line (J!:)' is TR UE, the state 65 
of line (OBM)' is rendered FALSE at TH',IE-3 by a 
change of stat.! of flipflop 61.1%. Consequently, line 
(OBM)', in the bter instc,nce, docs not remain TRUE 
for a time period sufficient to allmv credit balance solenoid 
CBS (FIG. 9GB) to be re,ponsive thereto. However, if 70 
the :2lgebraic Si;:'H of the word jmt read out from memory 
is negative, so that line (OE1\'!)', remains TRUE, credit 
balance solenoid CBS is energized for a time period suf
ficient for norm:!! operation thereof. 

As previously describcu with respect to FIG. 37, as a 75 

Thus, during t';e time the amount racks are being si
multaneously translated from home position to their :;:; 1 
digital posilions, the state of line JHR is reversed from 
Tl-~UE to FALSE, the F-counter is advan,:ed to a cOllnt 
of "J ," and simult:mcously ther~with, a "MJ" word-cycle 
is initiated. Consequently, each dieit of the word read 
out from memory is eff~ctively ex~mined to determine 
whether its value is "J." Thereafter, those ones of rack
~toppinG solenoids RA¢L throuf:h RA9L (FIG. 4) corre
spending [0 the digital positions of those digits of the 
word haviag a value of "1" are sirrm1tr,neously energi:>:ed 
to arrcst movement of and thus differentially position the 
corre~pond;l1g amount racks at the :#: I digital valued pOoi
tion, thereof in tbe same m~nner as just described. 

The above sequence of events is sequentially repe:lted 
Entil all of the ten amollnt racks are differentially set 
<1t those rligitd valued positions collectively representa
tive of the word just read from memory. It is to be 
De (ed, ho'y,:v~r, th:Jt a "~,11"\'/0rd-cyc1e is also initi~t"d 
whm the F-coun!er rcaches a count of "9" enn though 
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ali amount rac:';s net previously stopped ue ;llltcmn(:calJy 
~topp;::d ~t their high-order digital valued positions. HolY
ever, wiLh refcrer,cc 10 FIG. 90n, when the F-counter 
rea~hcs a count of "8," as h:dknted by a T~UE state of 
line Fll, order-hook solenoid OB 1 is energized if the low- 5 
order digit in section 2 of the instruction register i3 a "1," 
\Vhere3s order-hook solenoid OH2 is energized if the low
order digit in section 2 is a "2." l\S previously described 
wilh respect to the EKW subprogram, when order-hook 
solenoid OR1 is energized, all order-hooks from the third 10 
to and including the eighth ones are unlatched from their 
respective type sectors. However, when order-hook sole
noid OHZ is energized, all order-hooks from the third to 
and including the eleventh ores are unlatched from their 
respective type sectors. As previously described with re- Iii 
spect to FIGS. 3A, 41, and 72, when printing aligner bars 
72 engage the proper tooth of corresponding ones of the 
members 53 in order to precisely align each of the type 
sectors 67 prior to a printing operation, the contacts of 
switch 550 are closed, so that the slate of flipflops 6071 20 
and 6;)72 are reversed, so that line (PCT)' is rendered 
FALSE thereby. 

As a result of line (PCT)' thus being rendered 
FALSE, the state of flipflop 6088 (FIG. 90A) is again 
reversed, so that line JHR is again rendered TRUE. Thus, 2:; 
at the following TU,1E-l when line JHR is rendered 
FALSE, line AF (FIG. 90B) experiences a TRUE-to
FALSE reversal of state to eifect the advancement of 
the F-counter from a count of "8" to a count of "9." 
With reference to FIG. 90S, when the F-counter is in- 30 
crementcd from a count of "8" to a count of "9," any 
previously-energized order-hook solenoid (OHI-OH2) 
is de-energized. With reference back to FIG. 90A, when 
line AN is rendered FALSE after the F-counter reaches 
a count of "9," the state of flipflop 6,118 is reversed,. so 3,; 
that line WOA is thereby rendered FALSE. With ref
erence now to FIGS. 90B and 90C, as a result of line 
WOA thus being rendered FALSE, all previously-ener
gized motor bar, rack-release, credit-balance, and rack
stopping solenoids are de-energized and thus rendered ,,1}) 

ineffective. 
With reference to FIG. 90A, when the F-counter 

reaches a count of "9," as indicated by line F9 b~ing 
rendered TRUE, the state of flipflop 60S0 is reversed, 
and line CA is thereby rendered TRUE upon completion 4.3 
of the following "MJ" word-cycle, as indicated by line 
MJ being rendered FALSE. In response to line CA thus 
being rendered TRUE, a "CA" word-cycle is thereafter 
executed, whereby the word collectively indicated by the 
differentially-set positions of the amount racks is read 50 
out, in the manner previously described with respect to ,he 
EKW subprogram, and thereafter stored in address-A 
via line M),,'W (FIG. 90B). Upon completion of the 
previously-initiated "CA" word-cycle, as indicated by 
line CA being rendered FALSE, the state of !Iipfiop 611)0 i);"j 

(FIG. 90A) is reversed, so that line RSB is thereby 
rendered TRUE. In response to line RSB thus being 
rendered TRUE, a "RSB" subcommand is thereafter 
executed, whereby the word initially read out from the 
address in memory as specified by the contents of sec- GO 
tion 3 of the instruction register is subtracted digit by 
digit from the word just storecl in address-A. If cach 
digit of the word just read out from memory is equal in 
magnitude to the corresponding cligit of the word stored 
in address-A, line ZNO rcmains FALSE, and, as a re- Ii;) 

suIt, the stelte of flipflop 60':6 remains unchan,9cd, so 
that line (OBN)' remains TRUE. Hov/ever, if a digit 
of the word in address-A is not equal to the correspond-
ing digit of the corresponding word in memory, indicat-
ing that the vv'Ord just printed out does not correspond to 70 
the word just read out from memory, line ZNO ex
periences a TRUE-to-FALSE reversal of state, thereby 
causing the state of flipflop 60,96 to be reversed, so that 
line (ORN)' is thereby rendered FALSE, thus indicating 
that a printing error has occurred. When the state of 7ij 
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line (OBN)' is thus reversed from TRUE to FALSE, 
the state of flipflop 6107 is not revcrsed by logical AND 
1716 to indicate completion of the "POW" subpro:;ram, 
as is normally the casco 

As previously described with respect to FlG. 59, if 
the contents of section 3 of the instruction register is 
equal to the contents of section 4 thereof, indic3ting that 
there are no other words to be rri:1~ed out from memory, 
the state of line (I34)' is rendered TRUE. Line (134)" 
however, is rendered FALSE if there <:re additional words 
to be pric:tcd out. 

Therefore, with reference bnek to FIG. 90A, if the 
word just printed out is cqual in magnitude to thc word 
just read out from memory, as indicated by a TRUE 
state of line (OBN)', and if there are no olher words 10 
be printed out, as indicflted by a TRUE state of line 
(!34)', the st~te of flipflop 6107 is reversed by the output 
of logical AND 1716 when line AN experiences a TP..UE
to-FALSE reversal of state upon completion of the previ
ously-initiated "RSB" subcommand; consequently, line 
STD is thereby rendered TRUE, thus indicating the end 
of the POW subprogram. Vlhen line STD is thus rendered 
TRUE, line TS5 (FIG. 90B) is likewise rendered TRUE. 
Thus, as previously described with resrect to the EKW 
subprogram, in response to lines STD and TS5 being 
rendered TRUE, a "STD" subinstruction is thereafter 
executed, whereby the contents of section 5 of the instruc
tion register is stored in the word-selecting register. 

However, if there are fldditional words to be printed 
out, line IN.~ (FIG. 90B) is rendered FALSE when line 
AN is rendered FALSE upon completion of the previ
ously initiated "RSG" subcommand. Consequently, sec
tion 3 of the instruction register is incremenled, and thc 
same "PO\V" subprogram is ag~in subsequeGtJy executed 
in the same manner as jllst described. It is to be notec1, 
however, that, even thmlgh line STD is rendered TRUE, 
indicating the end of the "POW" subprogr<:m, ~ectiC'n 3 
of the instruction register is, ncvertheiess, incrementcci 
via line IN4 regardJess of the result of the comparison 
b;:;tween the contents of sections 3 and 4 of the instruc
tion register. It is also to be noted that, if a plurality of 
words stored in sequentially-numbered addresses in mem
ory are to be sequentially printed out during the exeeu .. 
tion of a single "POW" subprogram, the same motor bar 
and order-hook solenoids are utilized for ench word 
printed out. However, if a different motor bar or order 
hook is desired to be utilized, a second "POW" instruc
tion is to be initiated, which specifies the desired combina
tion thereof. 

n. Detailed Description of ROC Instmction 

Before describing the mode of operation executed by 
the computer in carrying out a "record-on-card" still
program, a description will first be given with re,'!Ect ii) 

the particular ledger card \vhich is utilizcd in a novel 
manner by the present computer in accordance with the 
present invention. 

As previously described with respect to FIG. 8SA, the 
Iedf'er cQrds utilized by the present ccmp:ltcr are capable 
of havini; recorded thereon historical, current, and fixed 
,hta in both machine-readabie and human-readable lan
guages and, consequently, are readily adc\ptable to be 
utilized in the mechanization of record-keeping and ac
counting systems and proccdures. As illustrated in FIG. 
8gA, e<!ch ledger c,crd is provided w~th a vertic~l stri:J 
3D5 of fcrromclgnc,tic m~:tcrbl appro;;imately one-halE
thousandth inch thick and approxinntely one inch ,vide, 
which is coated dong substantialIy the entire left m~r:;in 
of its faci: surface. As further illustrated in FiG. 88B, 
the magnetic strip is cap:lolc of being cffcetiv~ly dividc:d 
iElo three magnelic:dly isolstcd vertical channds, each of 
,",,'hich is :J.u:,:ptcd to have bin:J.ry infonr;ation magneticClliy 
recorded therein. As previou:;ly describc:d with respect 
to jhc ledger card hand!;ng CQUiPl11lTIt, aId as diagram
m::tic'llly iliuoln;tcd in FiG. 83B, th(c Jdtn:m;t channel is 
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adapted to have "line find" information magnetically re
corded therein, the centrally-disposed channel is adapted 
to have synchronizing "clock" information magnetically 
recorded therein, and the rightmost channel is adapted 
to h"ve data inform~tion magnetically recorded therein, 5 
whereby each reproduced lincfind information is in the 
form of either a sign:.1 impulse or a pair of oppositely
going impulses, the reprodl!~ed pOSition of which is in
dicative of the position of tIl:! next posting line, and 
whereby the reproduced clock information is in the form 10 
of a train of equally-~paced impulses of alternating po
larity and disposed with reference to adjacent ones of 
which impulses is located a binary data bit in the data 
channel. 

As will be seen hter, due to the fact that the ledger 15 
card is translated at a linear speed of approxinmtely ten 
inches per seeondwith respect to the recording and re
producing portion of the card-handling equipment, and, 
as the recording clock frequency is approximately two 
h:.mdred cycles per second (square wave), the recording 20 
density is therefore approximately forty binary bits per 
inch. As four binary bits are utilized by the present 
computer to represent a single decimal digit, the digit 
density is equnl to sub~tantblly ten decimal digits per 
inch. Thus, a ledger card having a length of approxi
mately twelve and three quarters inches is capable of 
having m::gnctically recorded on the ferromagnetic strip 
thereof approximatdy one hundred decimal digits and, 
additionally, provides sufficient space to have printed on 

25 

the face surface thereof approximately fifty-seven type
written lines at six lines per inch. 

Before a previously unused ledg~r card is fed into 
the computer, it is desirable that each of the three mag
netic channels be magnetically polarized in one direction 
only, in order to provide a proper prcmagnetized back
ground for subsequently-recorded data thereon. After 
each postin:; operation is completed, and before the ledger 
card is ejected from the computer, a linefind discontinuity 
or indication is recorded on the magnetic strip at a ver
tical position indicative of the position of the next posting 
line. The linefind io(lication is obtained simply by re
versng the direction of magnetization of the linefind chan
nel at the position corresponding to the next posting line. 
Thereafter, the Iincfind indication is effectively shifted 
downwardly by a distance of one posting line ,after each 
posting operation is completed. As will later be seen, 
three distinct linefind im!ications may selectively be re
corued on the strip, if so desired, in spaced positions with 
respect to e8ch other to effectively divide the face of the 
lec1~er card into three printing zones, one disposed above 
tbe other, \vhereby the next line of posting is effected in 
any selected one of the three printing zones. 

The method of recording utilized by the present com
puter in magnetically recording information in each of 
the channels of the ferromagnetic strip is the so-called 
"two-level non-return" system. That is, the length por
tion of the strip within a channel either is magnetized in 
one direction-i.e., north-south-or is magnetized in the 
opposite direction-i.e., south-north. Therefore, a north
south polarization is capable of being indicative of, say, 
a binary "I," whereas a south-north magnetic pohlriza
tion is thus indicative of a binary '·0." Likewise, if the 
magnetic strip ,vcre initially polarized north-south down
wardly from the top portion thereof, as illustrated in 
FIG. SSB, a south-north polarization is capable of being 
indicative of a linefmd magnetic discontinuity. 

During a recording operation, the words are sequcn
ti ally recorded on the magnetic strip, starting at the top 

30 

35 

·to 

45 

50 

55 

60 

65 

of the card with the highest-order bit of the highest-order 
digit of the first word and ending with the lowest-order 70 
bit of the lowest-order digit of the last word at the bot
tom of the strip_ When the card is subsequently read, the 
low-order bit of the low-order digit of the bst recorded 
word is read or magnetically sensed first, and the high
order bit of the high-order digit of the first recorded word 75 
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is last to be read. Thus it is evident that the ledger card 
is translated in one direction during a recording opera
tion and is translated in the opposite direction during 
a rcading operation. 

In order to conserve space during a recording opera
tion, all non-significant zeros located to the left oC the 
highest-order significant digit arc sllppressecl and rcplacccl 
by an "end-of-word" indication comprising the record
ing of binary 1111. Thus, if a word of all zeros is to bc 
recorded, only an end-of-word indication is recorded in
stead. 

Listed below in somewhat tubular form, and also gr<l[lh
ically illustrated by the flow diagram of FIG. WiD, 
is a step-by-step description of the various previously de
scribed subinstructions to which the computer is seCjuen
tialiy responsive in executing a "ROC" instruction. 

SLcp Subinstruc
tions 

L _____ flIl-O-L _____ _ 

2 ____ ~_ 00-0-3 _______ 

3 ______ L.-p--.!-o ________ 

4 ______ Ll-5-8 ________ 

5 ______ L2-{)-7 ________ 

G ______ I1B-(}-8 _______ 

7 ______ LL-oS ________ 

8 ______ MIC-O D ______ 

g------ ADOHl-lO ___ 

10 _____ PK</>--O-IL ____ 

11 _____ MK-4-12 ______ 

12 _____ E4-14-13 ______ 

n _____ D</>-O-H _______ 

14 _____ KEY-0-15 ____ 

15 _____ [)9-HHS ______ 

10 _____ ROS-O-17 _____ 

17 _____ 11::</>-18-21 ______ 

18 _____ SE:,-(}-IL ____ 

19 _____ D</> -20-22-- ____ 

20 _____ AD(2Hl-2L __ 

21 _____ MK-4-1L ____ 

22 _____ 134-2324 ______ 

23 _____ , DE2-0-9 ______ 

24 _____ LK-o -25 ______ 

25 _____ STD-5-· ______ 

Description 

~-~~~--~~~--~~~-

('arrh~'l' 
n'c"'lniitlg 

De.:: rcllH'llt 
3ton-l0. 

Prwtt,':, nw ,I ~;::., (1igit-Ttlgi::;kr to "0"; tlllTt'dh r, 
go to :::lWp-l1. 

Cory intn thu I ~ K" di~rif.-n'gi>ll'r tlll' digit" 
indielltcd lIy th~' C(H~l1t oj tlH' d~~it-\-,.,"ll:Htl'r, 
(;f llw \' (Ir:l "tDfl'(1 ill Illt'ItHirV :~! ,!w iL,ldn'.';s 
:;'l;(,l.'i!h'~l by llw cOlltl'nLc; uf-'-;('(':Lm -i (If Ilto 
in.~!'ruc'[ioil n'gi:;ter; thl'n':1f!,('/', ~1J tl) ~;:~'p~l.:1, 

If (he' digit E1t I!yti in t]H'" K,j digi~ rl'gistrf is :], 
j~O'", go 10 t;tel'~l:·~; ()thcr\"j"'l" g-o to St('n~l L 

If the digit~c'{)Ulltn i'-~ ('t'iWt of"O", go to 
:~tep-14; Othl'1" 1

, 1.,(', !~O RL(\jJ-fl. 
\Yh,:ll tlw '2{Hl l'P~ c',wk ... :;'.\';,1 fl'ulcrt'(l 

li':\'L~r~, Sll t<) :::;10p~15, 
If 11"lt, d.igit-r'f1Tln~N is ;11 a f.':nml of °tl", ?O to 

8lt'p-~~; oti!crwic;c, g-u to tJt('j':-l~L 
Ht'-c:1-l'1i ~111 ('ild-o[-\".llHl Co!) iwt Hl'JIl l'll tho 

It'rlg~'r (:ird; thno::aft,'r, ~" to 8/('1'-17. 
II tl'.e di~it ~t\)rl'd in the" K" digit. rr'gi 'f-:'l i-i a 

"0", ~~I) to Step~~:':; oql(\]"ll i~\', gn lil ;:;~vp-l:-;. 
:nl'C'1jru 011' c::ynthronizing dnvk ~l~!l~1.1 itl[1 1rn:a-

1LI11 on nll~ lc'dgr'r card, ~lnd, cilJlUlt:'Ln(':~'u.'::y 
th' i'{,wi;h, n't' '1"11 rill nw kd:'::i'J' ': !:d ILl' di[!it 
:::t!)l'l'(l in nw "K" djgH-n'gL~t('r; 11lL']"I':~[jl'r, 
~;O f.l) ::~lt'p-LlI, 

If tll~' I:i~ii·':' U'lt.Ct' i.~ a rOUitl oI 1'0", go to 
St[T-22; O~hlT\\ i:'t" go ~_;tt;p-:.!D, 

Dt'tI'\'W('llt tlw digit·counter; tlwJ'c:liter, ~o to 
Step-:!l. 

OliPY thp rligit in~o thr .j K" digit. rrr-i",tn as 
indicnied hy tll~' (1)UIlL of tilL' di~dt~(':)UIJt~'j', 
f1"}111 UI<-' 1\",lrd ~Ltm'd ill Jll~·li'.(H'Y a~ tlw :lIJ. 
drr:;~ :~il('('Hll·.l by !lll' l"ordnns l'f ~~'('tioIl 4 (If 
the im,t.rnc'Uon n'gi:;ll'T; tlwrcaft(·r, go to 
S' op-1~' 

If l' he 8.fi~l·rf'·;~('s ill s{';ctions 3 :l1l(i4 0f n1(' imltruc .. 
lion rl'~i~ter nro G'lual, go t.o .st"l.J~~l; ()th,'f~ 
\l.'iS(', ro to Stcp-23. 

Dcercln('llt the C'OT'Ltrnts nf ::N"'i~'H 4. 
in,;troCllrm rq~h(t'r; t.lll'rf\~lrrl·r. 

Go to 8tep-:2S LlfLrT th(.' It'rJgr.'J' 
cnnlrl1c(('ly t'jcC'teu from ~he 
chine c(lrrin;:~p. 

Copy the ('on:ent::; nf itl,~truc~ 
tion H'gistcr into thl~ fl'~istl'r. 

With reference to FIG. 76, the st~te of flipflop 6692 
is reversed upon completion of the previously-initiated 
subprogram, due to a TRUE-to-FALSE reversal of state 
of line AN. As previously described, when the state 
of flipflop 6092 is reversed, so that line Ml is rendered 
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TrJ':J~:, a "i\lf' ','~'ord"cyc!c i:::; inHiatcd v,rbereby the \vord 
"tared in memory at the address specified by the con
!;:;,,(s of !h-~ word·selecting register is read out and stored 

168 

i.1 the i:::strllctiom register. Th'~reafler, if the two-deci
m«l-di,git number stored in section 1 of the instruction ;" 
r;;[;i::;tcr corrc~pondo; to the code designation for a "ROC" 
instruction-i.e., "03"-I11e statc of line ROC (FIG. 56) 

TIll'S, prior to tl:e btching operati')n, line E is substan
tially at 1;rollnd polential, and the polentl:d on line N is 
~:llbstantially CCjual to the negative potentia! applied to 
brushes 336--339. Therefore, after carriage-opening 
solenoid Y (FlG. 82) is de-energized by line (D)' being 
rendered FALSE and line D simultaneously being ren-
dered J'RUE, paper-guide relay solenoid PGR (FIG. 83) 
is energized by gate 1777. Energization of relay sole
noid PGR initiates the closure of normally-open contacts 

is rendered TRUE. As a result, a "record-on-card" sub
p[ogr~~m is tbp[e~.ftcr cxecuted in the following manner: 

It is first assu!~ed that, upon initiation of the "ROC" 
mcprogram, a ledeer c:ll'd is positioned in (he accounting 
!1'~lchine carri~gc, the posting operation on the celrd is 
completed, and it is desired to magnetically record line
fine! information in addition to the last line of posting on 
:11:: magnetic strip thereDf while the card is being ejected 
from the machine. With reference to FfG. 81, it is fur
ther assumed that the "blc arm of (he aCCOU;lling ma
chine is in the non-dellectcd position, so th:1t the contacts 
of switch 496 arc closed, thus indicating that the motor 
bars are not disableu; that the carriag·~ of the machine is 
not tJbui&tlng over a carriage stop w that the contacts of 
s\vitch 510 are closed; th:!t the machine is in home posi
tion so that the contacts of switch 528 are closed; and that 

HI PGR-1, PGR-2, and PGR-5, and simultaneously ini
tiates tb opening of normally-closed contacts PGR-3 
aad PGR-4. As shown, an oDenine> of contacts 
PGR-3 and PGR-4 and a closure 'of cO~ltacts PGR-l 
and PGR-2 cz:use a reversal of subsequently-applied 

1;;; ·current flow through the armature of paper guide motor 
PGfv!, which is of the permanent magnet type, and thereby 
cause a rcversnl of subsequent rotation thereof. A clos
ure of contacts PCP'.-5, of course, causes arnlature cur
rent to flow lhrollgil paper-guide molor PGivL There-

~o fore, when the paper guide relay is energized, armature 
current is applied to the paper-guide motor, so that its 
armature is rotated in a dircction to effect the latching 
of the compression rolls 2% against the card-drive platen 

a PGPcr-tape-punching operation is not to be initiated, as 
indicated by a closure of switch contacts SC41-3_ The 25 
jus',-mentioned assumptions being satisfied, line GO is 
rendered TRUE, thus indicating that the accounting ma
chine is ready for a cycle of operation thereof to be 
initiated. 

241, as illustrateu in FIG. 19. 
After the latching operation is completed, so that the 

commutator 340 is rotated by the paper-guide motor to 
(he po:;ilion shown in HG. 18A, Jin~ E (FIG. 83) is 
rendered l~~.L-\L.sE (llid 1hcn;by C~ltlS~S the papcr-r;t;ide 
motor to be: dc-energized by effecting a de-energization 

As it is aS3umed that the machine carriage is in home 
pc-silion, the contacts of switch 579 are closed, so that 
line He is rendered TRUE lhereby_ Also, as the carriage 
of the machine is now closed, the movable arm of switch 
333 is in the position shown, so that the state of line CD)' 
is TRUE. In addition, when line ROC is initially ren
dered TRUE, lir;es REC and i are likewise rendered 
TRUE and remain TRUE for substantially the entire 
timc duraticn of the execution of the "ROC" subpro
gram. Consequently, when line i is initially rendered 
TRUE, the states of all of the inputs to logical AND 
1767 are, for the first time, simultaneously TRUE, and, 
as a result, solenoid Yis energized thereby. As pre
viously described with respect to FIG_ 38, whcn solenoid 
Y is energized, carriage throat shaft 453 is rotated coun
ter-clockwis~ thereby to effect the tripping of the carriage 
throat clutch, not shown, which allows the carriage to 
be opened by the power shaft of the machine. During 
the carriage-opcning operation, the front feed chute is 
tilted forward to the position shown in FIG_ 18, so that 
compression rolls 296 are positioned in close proximity 
to the card-handling platen 241, with the ledger card dis
posed therebetween. In addition, after the carriage is 
opcned, the movable arm of the switch 333 (FIG_ 82) 
is deflected downwardly, as viewed, and thereby renders 
li:"!e D TRUE and line (D)' FALSE. When line (D), 
is thus rcndered FALSE, solenoid Y is de-energized there
by. 

As previously described, when the front feed chute is 
in the position shown in FIG. 18 and the compression 
rolls 2% are 2.dj3CC11t to, but not latched against, the 
cnrd-drive platen 241, the brushes 336 ar;d N are elec
trically connected together by the commut:ltor bar 342, 
as shmvn in FlG. 28B. However, when the paper guide 
motor is energized, the cam 301 (FIG. 19) is rotated 
counter-clockwise to the position shown, to complete the 
latching operation in a manner previously described. 
\Vllen the latching operation is completed, so that the 
ledger cnrd is secured between the compression rolls 296 
and the platen 241, the commutator bar 342 will have 
been rotated clockwise to the position shown in FIG. 
28/\. As a result, the brushes E and 339 are electrically 
connected together by the 'commutator bar 342_ 

As diagrammatically illustrated in FIG. 83, the brushes 
336 and 339 function in essentially the same manner as 
the movable aEn of a ~ingle"pole double-throw s\1i·itch. 

30 cf paperguide relay PUR, and thus initiating the return of 
the relay CO!1tncts thereof to their normal conditions as 
shmvn. In addition, with reference to FIG. 17, a'fter 
the latching opemtion is completed, the radiant energy 
from the light source 373 is reflected from the ledger eard 

35 back onto the sensitive areas of photocells PCB and 
PCC and thereby energize both. Consequently, with 
reference back to FIG. 83, when photocells PCB and 
pec me energized, lines 13 and C are respectively ren
dered TRUE thereby in the manner previou,ly described. 

tlf) When line E is rendered FALSE, due to the fact that 
the paper guide is now in a latched condition, lines (E)' 
and N are, of course, both rendered TRUE. 

As shown in FIG. 82, when line (E)' is rendered 
TRUE, energization of solenoid X is effected by gate 

43 1769. As previously described with respect to FIGS. 16 
and .17, energization of solenoid X allows subsequent 
rotatlOn of the square shaft 283 and tbereby -allows the 
lower compression rolls 288 to be disengaged from the 
platen 71. As also previously described with respect to 

[;J FIG. 19, when the square shaft 283 is rotated counter
clockwise, as viewed, to cause the lower compression 
rolls to be disengaged from the accounting machine platen, 
the contacts of the switch 545 are operated thereby_ 
Therefore, with reference back to FIG. 82, after the 

[;.) lower compression roll disengagement operation is com
pleted, the movable arm of switch 545 is deflected down
vl8rdly, as vicv/cu. and thus causes the ~!ate of line G 
to thereafter be TRUE. Simultaneously therewith line 
(G)' is rendered FALSE and thereby causes sol~noid 

Cil X to be dc-energized_ When line G is thus rendered 
1:RUE, card drive motor CDM is caused to be ener
g"iZed by gate 1770. As a result, the ledger card is driven 
toward the rear of the machine and back into the chute 
291 by the platen 241, in the manner previously de-

G;:; scribed with respect to FIGS. 17 through 19_ 
As previollsly described with respect to that portion of 

the preceding description relating to the format of a 
"ROC" instruction word, the numeral "0" in the low
order digital position of section 2 thereof causes a " rec-

70 ord single linc fmd information" operation to subse
quently be initiated; the numeral "1" in the low-order 
digital position of seclion 2 thereof causes a "record no 
lincfind information operation to subsequently be initi
ated; and the numeral "2" in the low-Ol"der digital po-

r:l ~;iion of section 2 thereof causes a "record multiple line-
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find information" opemtion to subsequently be initiated. 
A~ previously described with respect to FIG. 57, if the 
value of the digit stored in the iO'.v-ordcr digital position 
of section 2 of the instruction register is a "0," a "1," or a 
"2," the slate of one of Jines L¢ through L2 is respectively 
rendered TRUE. 

"'lith refercnce now to FIG. 85, if it is assumed that 
single linefind information i; desired to be recorded, as 
indicated by a TRUE state of line 1.1>, lines Ll and L2, of 
cou:-se, being FALSE, the reference input to flipflop 6140 
is reversed frOl11 TKUE to FALSE when line G is ren
dered TRUE in the manner just described. Consequent-
ly, the state of llipflop 6140 is reversed, so that the upper 
end, as vie,ved, of the winding of linefind head 346 is 
rendered TRUE. Simultaneously therewith, the output 
of gate 18{)O is rendered TRUE, so thut the center tap 
of th~ winding of lhe linefind heud 346 is thereby rendered 
FALSE. As a result, current is caused to flow between 
the center tap and the upper end of the winding of line
find heGd 346 in such a direction as to magnetize the line
find channel portion of the magnetic strip of the ledgcr 
card in the opposite direction to the pre-magnetized di
rection. However, approximately ten to forly millisec
onds later, the state of flipflop 6140 reverts back to its 
original condition, so that the lower end of the winding 
of linefind head 3~6 is nGW rcndered TRUE instead of 
its upper end, as before. Consequently, current is caused 
to flow between the cei1ter tap and the lower end of the 
linefind windin3 in sllch a direction as to magnetize the 
remaining portion of the linefind channel in the same 
direction as the pre-magnetized direction, thereby simul
taneously ewsing all previou:;ly-rccorded line find informa
tion. 

It is now assumed that multiple line find information is 
desired to be recorded, so that line L2 is initially ren
dered TRUE instead of line L¢. Thus, when the state 
of J1ipflop 6140 is iniliaily reversed in the manner just 
dc;sc;-ibed, the slate of fiipflop 6141 is likewise reversed 
simultaneously therewith. Thus, again, the states of the 
upper end and ,center tap of the winding of linefind head 
31.6 are rendered TRUE and FALSE, respectively, as 
before described. Consequently, the linefind channel is, 
aguin, first magnetized in the opposite pre-magnetized 
dircction by the first reversal of state of tlipflop 6140 and, 
thereafier, is magnetized in the same direction as the pre
n1ag,teti-:;:~J Ji~'c:.:.tion by a s~cond revc:5·~ .. il of st~He of 
flipl10p Ii 1 ,H) , as before dcscfib·cd. However, approxi
mately sixty milliseconds after the state of flipflop 6141 
is initially reversed, its state reverts back to its initial 
condition, so that the state of (he center tap of linefind 
head 346 is rendered TRUE thereby, thus essentially de
energizing the line-find head and thereby preventing fur
ther erasure of previously-recorcleu line find information, 
all of which is diagrammatically iilustrated in FIG. 88B. 
It is to be noted that, if it is desired for no line find in
formation to be recorded in the linefind channel, as in
dicated by a TRUE state of line Ll, the linefind head is 
prcvcnted from being energized due to the fact that lhe 
state of line (Lit)' is t~us FALSE and thereby prevents 
tile output of logical AND 1798 from subs"~quently being 
rendered TRUE. 

With referen:e (0 FIG. 17, 'Nhen th~ ledGer card has 
been driven to the full extent into chute 291, the reversal 
spot located at the top margin of the ledger card, indi
cated as 376 in FIG. 88A, passes over the junction of 

170 
and, as a result, relay contacts CDR-S are closed and 
th~reby render line (U)' TRUE. 

With reference to FIG. 82, also when coil CDR is 
de-energized, rel:J.y contacts CDR-l and CDR-2 are 

5 opened, whereas relay contacls CDR-3 and CDR-4 
are closed, as shown, thus causing a reversal of subse
ql;[;ntly-applkd cnrrent through the <lfm:Jture of motor 
CD7,,1 resuHiag in a subsequent ,reversal of rotation 
thereof. However, when line (P), is rendered FALSE, 

10 card-driven motor CD~'l is de-energized due to the fact 
th::t the olltput of gate 1770 is simultaneOl'sly rendered 
FALSE. Vlith reference back to FiG. 33, when linc 
(P), is thus rendered FALSE, the state of flipflop 6123 
is reversed, so that card-drive brake solenoid CDB is 

15 energized. Consequcntiy, when solenoid CDB is ener
;:,izccl, (he ledger card is broubht to a sudden standstill in 
tile manr,er previously described witll respect to FIG. 14. 
Approdnutely 120 milliseconds after solenoid CDB is 
en<:fI:-ized, flipflop 6123 reverts back to its initial state of 

20 tllergiz:ltion, 30 tlut solenoiu CDS is thereby de-ener
gizec!. 

Will1 rcfcrenc~ toFrG. 82, when line (U)' is rendered 
TRUE dele to the c:lrd-c1rive relay co] being de-energized, 
'current is npplied through the armature of card-drive 

25 note]' CDlvl vi:1 ~ate 1771 in stich a direction that the 
direction or rot~ti~n of card-drive r,lOtor is reversed and 
the ledger card is driven outwardly from th~ carriage. 
A~ goon as the ledger c:lrJ begins to be trunslated out

wardly from tbe ~cc0anting machine carriage toward 
30 the jo~ding table of ,he ccc,d-handEng equipment, the 

reversal spot on the top margin thereof is moved away 
[rom phutocell PCB (FIG. 17), and photocell PCB is 
COI'scquently cxpGsed to Iifht saurce 373. With ref
erence back to FIG. 83. when photocell PCR is exposcu 

35 to n:diant energy, line B is rtnuered TRUE thereby. 
With reference to FIG. 85, when line B is again ren

dered TRUE, all of the inputs to logical AND 1301 urc 
simuilaneomiy T,<, UE, and, as a result, tile reference 
infut to l1ipflop 6HJ is reversed frem a TRUE state 

40 to a FALSE sl~,te. Consequently. fliptlop G143 reverses 
state, so that line SeD is rendered TRUE when the 
revcrsal spot on t]-,e top margin of the ledger card is 
moved away from photoc:ell PCB. Approximately 75 
mil,liseconds laler, howcver, flipJ10p 61-13 ag:lin peverses 

45 ,t~te. ancl lin~ SeD is thereby rendered FALSE. As 
will be seen later, fiipfiip6143 provides a 75-miliisccond 
d(-~hy in ord~r to a!low the lcdg~r-card-drlving lllcans 
sufEcient lime to ,,:celcratc the ledger card to full 
vc=:1ocity before any ii:fornl;Jtion is n1arncticrdiy recorded 

50 thereon. thus obtaining a recording margin at the tup of 
the card c-f approximately one half-inch in width. 

Wilh refen:ncc to FIGS. 92A thwuzh 92C, there is 
logiculiy ilhlstrated therein a composite circuit diagram 
of purtieu!ar portions of tbe computer circuitry utilized 

55 in ~xccuting a "ROC" instruclion. With particular ref
erence to FIG. 92B. when line SCD experiences a TRUE
to-FALSE reversal of state, indicating that the ledger 
card il:!S reached full velocity and is in position for re
coniiug thereon, the state of Jlipflop 6093 is reverseu, so 

60 that line ~,!lC is rendered TRU E thereby. 
As previously described with respect to section (b) 

of FlU. 50, multivibr"tor 6126, shown in FIG. 92A, is 
a free-running 400-cycle-per-second square-wave genera
lur synchronized with respect to the changes of state 

G5 of line C:ll. Consequently, the reference output of mul
tivibrator 6126 is rendered TRUE at TTME-1 when 
the stcLe of line C41 reverses from TRUE to FALSE 
and. approximately 1240 microseconds later at TIME-

the leg members 371 and 372. Consequently, the radiant 
energy from light source 373 is absorbed by the dark 
area thereof to the extent that photocdl PCB is thus de
energized. With reference to FIG. 83, when photocell 
PCB is de-energized, the state of line B is rendered 70 
FALSE thereby. When linc B is thus rendered FALSE, 

1, is rendered FALSE and, approximately 1240 micro
seconds later at TIME-1, is again rendered TRUE, and 
so on. As shown, the reference and prime output lines 

the state of flipflop 6122 is reversed, so that line P is 
rendered TRUE, line (P)', of course, being simulta
neously rendered FALSE. \Vhen line (P)' is thus ren
dered FALSE, card-drive relay coil CDR is de-energized, 75 

from multivibrator 6126 are respectively connected to 
the reference and prime input lines of flipflop 6133. 
Therefore, the state of line ICC is sequentially reversed 
from TRUE to FALSE and back to TRUE at a 400-
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cycle-per-second rate out essentially 180 degrees out of 
phase with ch,mges of state of the reference output 0.£ 
Inultivibrator 6126_ By the same token, when line ROC 

172 
v::duc other th~n zero; tl:e state of llh)floo G039 (r-;~G. 
92D) is rcycr:;cd \vl,en linc Om"i is rc~[i?rcd FALSE. 
Consequently, line KE Y is thereby rendered TRUE, tn-

is rendered TRUE at the beginning of the "ROC" sub
prognml, the state of Ene GC is reversed ~t the same G 
rate as the state of line ICC but essentially 180 degrees 
out of ph::tsc thefDwith. Flipllop 61112 operates as a 
frequency divider w1,ich essentially divides the output at 
line GC by units of "2." Thus, it is evident, the state of 
line SAM is sequentially reverscd from TRUE to FALSE 1O 
to TRUE at a 200-cyclc-per-second rate, with cach ch,mge 

dic,lling thcit the comjluter is ready to magneti:::aliy rc
cord the diGit now stored in the "K" di~it-registcr 011 

;he m,1£netic strip of the ledger oQrd. il.cluC!1 record-
ing on th~ Lx!ger cnrd, however, does not begin until 
line S'\]l1'l (FIG. 92A) is rendered PALSE. When line 
S,\?vl is st:b~cquc"!1tIy rendered FA"LSE dL:C to a revers;)i 
of state of t1iptlop 61t:2 approximately 24:'\0 microsec
onds r,fter being rendered TRUE, the state of flipflop 

of state thereof occurring at TIME-t. In other viords, 
line SAM is rendered FALSE at the first TIME-I, re
m:lins FALSE for approximately 2480 microseconds and 

60S9 (FIG. 92B) is ag"in reversed, so that line KEY is 
tbereby rendered FALSE. 

is rendered TRUE at TIME-1, remains TRUE for ap- 1:, 
proximately 2480 microseconds and is rendered FALSE 

Wilh reference to FlG. 92C, when Iir;e KEY experi
ences a TRUE-to-FALSE reversal of state, the st~.tc of 
:1ipflop (;l(}~ is reversed, and lille SES is rendered TRUE 
;md remain:; TRUE until all d'-\!a and clock information 
has bec;n ma~~netically recorded on the ledger c,ml. 
V,,'ith reference now to FlG. 85, ~,s lines SES and ROC 

at TIME-t, and so on. 
Therefore, with reference to FIG. 9SB, when line 

GC is tlrst rendered TRUE at TIME-l after line ROC 
is rendered TRUE, the reference input to flipHop 6!}S,g 
is reversed from TRUE to FALSE. Consequently, flip
flop 6088 reverses state, so that line JHR is rendered 
TRUE thereby. At the following TIME-I, the state 
of 'llipllop 6088 is again reversed, (tillt line JHR is there
by rendered FALSE. Thus, every 2480 microseconds 
,at TIME-l after line ROC is rendered TRUE, line JHR 
is rendered TRUE and remains TRUE for 40 Imicro
seconds and is rendered FALSE at the following TfME-
1. With reference now to FIG. 92A, ~vhen the reversal 
spot on the ledger card is moved away from photocell 
PCB and the ledger card is being translated outwardly 
from the carriage at maximum velocity, all the inputs 
to logical AND 1366 are TRUE after line MIC is ren
dered TRUE. Consequently, when line JHR is there
:lftcr rendered FALSE, the state offtipflop 606t is re
versed, so that line TH is rendered TRUE. At TIME-3 
after line TH is rendered TRUE, line AD experiences 
a TRUE-to"FALSE reversal of state. As shown in 
FIG. nc, when line ROC is initially rendered TRUE, 
line DBD is likewise rendered TRUE. 

As previollsly described with respect to the digit
counter (FIG. 62), after line DBD is rendered TRUE, 
subsequent successive TRUE-to-FALSE revcrsal of statcs 
of line AD causes a successive decrementing of the count 
of the digit-counter. It is seen, therefore, as line DBD 
is TRUE ,when line AD is rendered FALSE, that the 
digit-counter is decremented from a count of "0" to a 
count of "9." Also, as shown in FIG. 92A, when line 
1'H is rendered TRUE, Ene KKF is likewise rendered 
TRUE. Therefore, when line AD is rendered FALSE, 
line PK¢ also experiences a TRUE-to-FALSE revers::! 
of state, and, as a result, the "K" digit-register (FIG. 
70) is preset to "0." 

,,'lith reference to FIG. 92C, when lines ROC and 
TH are simultaneously TRTJE, line MK is rendered 
TRUE. When line J\1K is thus rendered TRUE, line 
1'S4 is likewise rendered TRUE. Thus, in response to 
lines MK and TS(~ being TRUE, a "MK" digit-cycle is 
thereafter executed whereby the high-order digit of lh'.': 
word stored in memory nt the address specified by the 
contents of section 4 of the instruction register is stored 

~o remain TRUE during the entire recording op~ration, re
cordil1g current etTcctivcly flows through the winding of 
clock recording-reproducing hend 3'17 in one direction 
or in the opposite direction, depending upon whether 
the st:lte of line SAI'.'i is TRUE or FALSE. Tbus, it is 

2:; evident, when line SES is rendered TRUE, an approxi
mately 200-cycle-per-sccond square-wave signal is mag
neticnlIy recorded in the clock channel of the ledger cord 
while the card is being translated outwardly from the 
carriage at a linear speed of approxi:nately ten inches 

30 per second. 
As previously described with respect to FIG. 70, ,the 

output of the "K" digit-register is effectively ~crialized, 
in that the digit stored therein is effectively "read out" 
bit-by-bit and the state of line KS is sequentially condi-

3" tioned either TRUE or FALSE for each bit, depending 
upon whether the bit just read out is either a "1" or a "0," 
respectively. Therefore, when line KEY (FIG. 61) is 
rendered FALSE, line CYC is reversed from TRUE to 
FALSE. As a result, the bit-counter (FIG. 62) is de-

40 cremented from a binury count of "a" to a binary count 
of "d." With reference back to FIG. 70, if it is assumed 
that the digit previously stored in the "K" digit-rcgister 
is a "9"-i.e., binary IDOl-when the bit-counter is at a 
binary COlmt of "d," so that lir<e Bd is TRUE, line KS 

.f.J is rendered TRUE, indicating that bit "d" of tbe digit 
stored in the "K" digit-register is a binary" 1 "; when the 
bit-counter is subsequently decremented to a count of 
"e" due to a change of state line (GC) " hence line 
CYC, line KS is rendered FALSE, indicating that bit "c" 

I)U of ,the digit stored in the '"K" digit-register is a binary "0"; 
when the bit-counter is sllbcql1ently decremented to' a 
count of "b," line KS remains FALSE, indicating that bit 
"b" is also "0"; lmd, finally, when the hit-counter is 
dcc;remcntl:d to a count of "a," line KS is rendered TRUE, 

;',} indicating ,that bit "a" is :1 binary "l." 
As previously c1csrribed, th:: st'ltcs of fiipflops 6102 

(FIG. 92A) and 6()S3 (FIG. 92B) are simultaneously 
reversed by a chan;:;e of state of line (GC)', so that lines 
SAr",! and JHR arl: simultancously rendered TRUE. 

00 Forty microseconds later, however, the state of flipflop 

in the "K" digit-register. At Ti ME-l after the high
order digit of the word in memory is stored in the '"1(" 

digit-register, the stilte of llipflop 6061 (FrG. 92A) is 
reversed, m1d line TH is thereby rendered FAL52. ':/11c:1 (];; 
line TI-I is thus rendered FALSE, the state of flipflop 
6095 (FIG. 92B) is reversed, and line OBl\'! is thereby 
rendered TRUE. However, forty microseconds later :!t 

60S3 i, ;:g~in reversed, so that line JI-IR is rcnucrcd 
FALSE. 

With reference to FIG. nc, it is evicblt that the state 
of line OBN is conditioned TRUE or FALSE via nIp
flop 60% each time the output of sate 1629 is rend"red 
FALSE, to correspond to the value of the binary hit just 
read out from the "K" digit-register. That is, if {he bit 
is a binary "I," line OBN is rendered TRUE; if the bit the following TIME-I, the state of flipflop 6!l95 is again 

reversed, and line ORM is rendered FALSE_ 
As previously described with respect to FIG. 70, when

ever the "K" digit-register is storing a decimrll digit hav-

70 is a binary "0," line OnN remains FALSE. With refer
ence to FIG_ 85 .. it is e\'ident that, forly microseconds 
after each reversal of state of line SAM, current is ef
fectively caused to flow through the winding of data ing a value of zero, line K</> is rendered TRUE; other

wi~;c, line (K1')' is rendered TRUE. If it is assumed 
that the diZ'; just stored in the "K" digit-rerrister h?,s a 7:; 

recording-reproducing head 3.:18 in one direction when 
line OEN is rendered TRUE, and is caused to flO',v in 
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an opposite direction when line OBN is rendered FALSE. 
Thus, it is seen the data information is magnetically 
recorded in synchronism with the 200-cycle-per-second 
clock information. 

With reference back ,to FIG. 92A, during the time ,the 
tenth-order digit of the word read out from memory is 
being recorded on the ledger card, so that the bit
counter is again at a count of "a," the output of gate 
1370 reverses from TRUE to FALSE when the state 
of line JHR again experiences a TRUE-to-FALSE 
reversal of state. As are:; nIt, the state of flipflop 6061 
is reversed, and line TH is again rendered TRUE for 
the second time. At the following TIME-3 after line 
TH is rendered TRUE, the state of line AD is reversed, 
so that the digit--<:ounter is decremented from a count of 
"9" to a count of "8." Simultaneously therewith, ,the 
"K" digit-regi&tcr is preset ,to zero via change of state 
of line PKrp. 

With reference to FIG. 92C, when line TH is thus 
rendered TRUE, line MK is likewise rendered TRUE 
for the second time. Again, when line MK is thus 
rendered TRUE, line TS4 is rendered TRUE. Conse
quently, in respon.~e ,to lines MK and TS4 thus being 
rendered TRUE, a second "MK" digit-cycle is thereafter 
executed, whereby ,the ninth-order digit of the word 
stored in memory at the address specified by the contents 
of section 4 of the instructicn register is read out, stored 
in the "K" digit-register,and .therea.£ter magnetically 
recorded in the data channel of the ledger card in sub
stantially the same manner as just described. With ,refer
ence to FIG. 92B, at TIME-3 after the digit-counter 
reaches a count of "0," so that line Drp is TRUE, and 
the bit-counter reaches a count of "a," so that line Ba is 
TRUE, thus indicating ,that the first-order digit of the first 
word re~d from memory is being magnetically recorded 
on the ledger card, the state of flipflop 6094 is reversed, 
so that line MOU is rendered TRUE thereby. 

After the first-order digit of the first word read from 
memory is magnetically recorded on the ledger card, the 
contents of sections 3 and 4 of the instruction register 
are compared for equality in the same manner as previ
ously described. If the contents of sections 3 and 4 are 
not equal, indicating L~at there are additional words to 
be read from memory and subsequently recorded on the 
card, section 4 is decremented, via line DE2, approxi
mately twenty microseconds after line MOU is rendered 
TRUE. Thereafter line MOU is rendered FALSE and 
the above sequence of events is again repeated, in sub
stantially the same manner as just described. When the 
contents of sections 3 and 4 of the instrucnion register 
are of equal magnitude, indicating that there are no more 
words to be read from memory and magnetically re
corded on the ledger card, line (134)' is rendered TRUE 
in the same manner as previously described with respect 
to FIG. 59. 

Thus, as the state of line (134)' is now TRUE, the 
state of flipflop 6694 is again reversed in response to 
the next succeeding TRUE-to-FALSE reversal of stute 
of line (GC)', and, as a r(:sult, line MOU is thtLS 
rendered FALSE. With reference to FlG. 92C, when 
line MOU is thus rendered FALSE, the state of flipflop 
6104 is rcversed, so that line SES is rendered FALSE 
thereby, thereafter terminating all recording of clock and 
data information in the respective channels of the ledger 
card strip. When line SES is thu3 rendered FALSE, the 
state of flipflop 6090 is reversed, so that line LIe is 
rendered TRUE thereby. 

As previously mentioned, when a word is read out 
from memory to substantially be magnetically recorded 
on the ledger card, all non-significant zeros are essentially 
replaced by a single "end-of-word" notation, ,the end-of
word notation being recorded as a binary 1111. 

With reference to FIG. 92B, if it is ,now assumed that 
the tenth-order digit of the word read out from memory 
and initially stored in the "K" digit-register is a zero, 
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the state of flipflop 6D89 remains unchanged, so that 
line KEY remains FALSE when linc OEM is rendered 
FALSE as before. However, if line KEY was previously 
rendered TRUE prior to the initiation of the "ROC" sub-

5 program, the state of flipflop 6089 is reversed when 
line SA]\'I is thereafter rendered FALSE, and, as a result, 
line KEY is rendered FALSE thereby. When line KEY 
is rendered FALSE at the beginning of the recording 
operation, the state of flipflop 6098 is reversed, so that 

10 line ROS is thereby rendered TRUE. Therefore, with 
reference to FIG. 92C, due to the fact that line Ed is 
TRUE at the beginning of the recording operation and 
line JHR is rendered TRUE when line (GC)' is first 
rendered FALSE, as before described, the state of flip-

Ii> flop 6096 is ,reversed when line JHR is rendered FALSE 
u.pproximately forty microseconds after line ROS is first 
rendered TRUE. Consequently, line OBN is rendered 
TRUE thereby. Approximately five milliseconds after 
line OBN is rendered TRUE, the state of flipflop 60% 

20 is reversed when lines SAM and (GC)' are both rendered 
FALSE. With reference to FIG. 92B, approximately 
five milliseconds after line (OBN)' is thus rendered 
TRUE, the state of flipflop 6093 is again reversed when 
lines SAM and (GC)' are both again simultaneously 

25 rendered FALSE. As a result, line ROC is thereby 
rendered FALSE. 

With reference now to FIG. 85, when line ROS is thus 
rendered TRUE and remains TRUE for approximately 
ten milliseconds, during which time bo~h of lines SES and 

30 ROC are TRUE, current is caused to flow through the 
winding of data recording-reproducing hC::ld 348, via gate 
1796, in the same direction for approximately ten milli
seconds, and in such a direction therethrough as to cause 
four successive binary" l's" to be recorded in the data 

:l.) channel. At the fol!owing TIME-l when line JI-IR is 
rendered FALSE after line (ROS)' is rendered TRUE, 
the slate of flipflop 6096 (FIG. 92C) is reversed, and, as 
a result, linc OJ3N is rcndered TRUE and remains TRUE 
until lines (GC)' and SAM are subsequently rendered 

clO FALSE. As line (OEN), is simultaneously rendered 
FALSE when Ene OBN is r.::ndercd TRUE, the state of 
flipflop 6093 (FIG. 928) is prevented from being re
versed until Ene SAM is subsequently rendered FALSE 
approximately 160 microseconds after line ROS is ren-

45 den:d TRUE. However, when line SAM is rendered 
FALSE, the state of flipflop 6093 is reversed, and line 
ROS is rendered FALSE, thus terminating the end-of
word recording operation. It is to be noted that, while 
the state of line ROS is TRUE, the state of Ene OBN is 

50 not sequentially conditioned, as before, to successivcly 
correspond to the vahle or the binary bils of digit stored 
in the "'I(H digit-register. 

With reference to FIG. 17, just prior to the ledger card 
being completely ejected from tbe carriage, the botwm 

5;) edge thereof first passes ovcr the top of the righ:most ex
tension of arm 374. Thereafter, photocell pee is de-en
ergized clue to the fact that the r:ldiant energy from light 
source 373 is not reflected by the ledger card onto the 
light-sensitive area th.::reof, as bcfore. As previously cle-

GO scribed, pl1otoc~JI pee is conncctcu in the circuit of pre
amplifier 4733 (FIG. 83) in slIch a manner that the state 
of line C is rendered FALSE when pho,ocell pec is d,;
energized. When line C is thus rendered FALSE, the 
state of flipflop 6122 is reverscd, so that line (P)' is ren-

(J5 defed FALSE thereby, thus dc-energizing card-drive relay 
coil CDR. When co:! CDR is dc-energized, relay con
tacts CDR-5 arc closd, and line (U)' is thereby ren
dered TRUE. With reference 10 FIG. 82, when line 
(P)' is thus rcndered FALSE, card-drive motor CDM is 

70 de-energized. With reference back to FIG. 83, also when 
Jjne (P), is rendered FALSE, the state of flipflop 6123 is 
rGversed, so that card-drive brake coil CDn is energized 
for a period of approxima~ely 120 milliseconds and thus 
causes the card-drive motor CDM to be brought to a sud-

75 den standstill in the mann~r pr~viously described with re-
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sp~ct (0 FIG. 1·1.. After a time lapse of approximately 
1:::0 milli8cconos, the state of flipflop 6123 is again re
versed, so that card-drive brake coil CDn is de-cnergizcd 
thereoy. 

Vlith reference back to F[G. 17, when the bottom edge 
()f (he ledger card passes over the junction of arms 371-
372, pho:ocell PCB is de-energized due to the fact that 
the ra(FClnt energy from the light source 373 is thereafter 
not rc!'!ccted by the ledger card onto the active area there-
0;'. As previously describcd, photocell PCB is connected 
in the circuit of pre-amplifier 4736 (FIG. 83) in such a 
mann'::r that the state of line (B)' is rendered TRUE when 
photocell PCB is de-energized. Thus, when line (8)' is 
rendered TRUE. all of the inputs to gate 1775 are, for the 
first t!me, simultaneously TRUE, so tbat paper-guide 
molor PGM: is energized and is thereafter caused to ro
late in the o,posite direction, due to the fact that the 
paper-guide relay coil PGR W<lS previously dc-energized, 
w th~t relay contacts PGR! through PGR4 are caused 
10 resume their normal conditions. as shown. As pre
viously (kscribed with r;:sp~ct to FIG. 19, when the paper
~uidc mc:or is caused to be rotated in a direction oppo-

176 
the sequence of operation nevertheless remains substan
tially unchanged. During the second phase of the sub
program, after tbe ledger card ha3 reached ~he maximum 
rearward position within the accounting machine carriage, 
the card either is immediately ejected from the carriage 
or is placed in a proper position within the carriage ready 
for a position operation thereon. After the ledger card 
is either ejeoted or placed on the next posting line, the 
third and last phase of the subprogram causes the carriage 

] I) to be closed and the preselected motor bar to be depressed 
for either a touch or a hold operation, 

Listed below in somewhat tabular form, and also graph
ically illustrated by the flow diagram of FIG, l07C, is a 
step-by-step description of the various previously-described 

1;; subinstructions to which the computer is sequentially re
sponsive in executing an "EC\V" instruction. 

[tep I Subi'lstruc- I . Dc,cription 
tlOBS 

:2,0 

~~_~~ ~-~2=~~i,~~~~e~~~:~~itl '\'{,r~(:~J~e~:-; 
site to tbat during a latching operation, the cam 301 is 
rotated clockwiscc, as viewed, so that the compression 
rolls 2% and 241 are unlatched from each other. During :,::) 
I he unlatching operation, the commutator 340 is rotated 

I i~lt.~J the irl';II',tt'i.i)ll il',~;i"L,"r, tilL' ~1'Idi'l":; in 
1liUUhil',l of di" lJCxt ill ;Irll('~i HI word lwing 
iwlieated hy \he ('0I1ti-'nL'i (If \\'orcl-:·!t,!{ 
illg ngiill"r; ih -n'aftt'r 1 if 
sl'cfi In 1 of thl' ill-;~rtldi~m 
C,1rrv 0 n t the su b ill a nwtioIl 
of U;/I fdllowing En"y '\Ub:,L)gr,lTil. 

to the position shown in FIG. 281\. Consequently, with 
reference to FIG. 83, the brushes 336 and 339 are effec
tively moved downwardly to the position shown, so that 
lines (E)' and N are rendered FALSE thereby. Wben 
tbe state of line N is thus rendered FALSE, the state of 
flipflop 6122 is again reversed, so that line CP), is ren
dered TRUE and thereby re-energizes card-drive relay 
coil CDR. When coil CDR is energized, contacts CDR-S 
arc opened and thereby effect de-cnergization of paper
guide motor PGM. 

With reference to FIG. 82, when the state of line P is 
tbus rendered FALSE, the state of line (EOC)' is thereby 
rend~red TRUE. Tberefor,::, with reference to FIG. 92C, 
when line (EOC)' is thus rendered TRUE, indicating that 
t.11e Jedger card is completely ejected from the carriage, 
the state of flipflop 60,}O is reversed upon occurrence of 
the next TRUE-to-FALSE reversal of state of line AN. 
\Vben the state of flipflop 6090 is thereby reversed, line 
LK is rendered FALSE. As shown in FIG. 92A, when 
line LK is rendered FALSE, the state of flipflop 6107 is 
reversed, so that line STD is rendered TRUE thereby. 
When line STD is thus rendered TRUE, line TS5 is like
wise rendered TRUE. In response to lines STD and TSS 
thus heing rendered TRUE, a "STD" subinstruction is 
thereafter executed, whereby the contents of section 5 of 
1he instruction register is stored in the word-selecting reg
ister in the manner previously described. In addition, 
when line STD is rendered TRUE, line (STD)" of course, 
being rendered F,..\LSE. line REC (FIG. 82) is rendered 
FALSE, thus terminating the sequence of events initiated 
by the "ROC" instruction. 

73. Detailed Description of ECW Illstruction 

In execu!jng an "EeW" instruction, the control counter 
portion of the compu:er operates in conjunction with the 
card-handling portion thereof to effect the individual re
production of Iincfind, clock, and data information, each 
being previously recorded magnetically in a different one 
of the three channels of the mngnetic strip portion of the 
leltger crrrd in tbe manner just described. 

The subprogram for the execution of such an "ECW" 
instruction may be divided into three distinct phases. 
During the first phase of the subprogram, the data infor
mation, in the form of a sequence of words, is first read 
from the magnetic strip and is thereafter stored in the 
designated memory 'address locations. If the ledger card 
does not have any information magnetically recorded 
thereon, such as, for example, a new ledger card, even 
though there is no information magnetically reproduced, 

2,L ____ PJ.p-O-2b ______ Pr(','p~, t,11e d
,)" dlgit-re;..:;i"tt'r [,')"0"; tkTC~tft('r, 

go to Step -2b. 
2b-- ___ HLR-O-3 ______ Pre!et" j g" cou~ ... tl'r tq (·:)IT~.'~n')l)d to !I)[,':-rml~ r 

di~it (Jf ::;c(,Ti:ln ~~ of the III~t.rudiJ;l nv!:d"der 
and nlcn'D.fll'f g-o to dwp· 3. 

;:)0 3 ______ OBN(3) ·O-·L __ Pl\·-,·d lint' OB:-.J to a F.\LSl!: ,,,tate; tl10r('afh:l', 
g') to St,'p-t. 

4 ______ OCH-20-.1 _____ Go to Slc[>-[i '\\ hl'n a syncl1rc:ni'd;~~ clrwk im-
puhe i..; In·lf;nl~tjCl111.r lde!u'd up frdrn ~h0, 
iI',lgc; c8.nl. ITi)\\e\'('r, y.h"n j [11' h"ig!-'i {',lrrl 
i~ ,)[1 tlle W,-lY intl1 the r-arria;::'<; jH'-!i pri'ir to 
l\~V"L'nl, go /.0 Step 20 if ;J, dJl..~k impnlsn ll:t, 

~j;) not h~:,{'n piC'kf2d up. 
5 ______ CYC-O-fL _____ 11lrr~T!l(,l1t thr 1Jlt-c:oul1~cr; th{,l"cafkr, ~o to 

SU~;l-G. 
6 ______ JL{l)·O-7 _____ Rtarl' in ttl\' ".P' dj~it-rl'l~j';t('r 

Tl'ml frnm the ledger C:11"d, ,.hid) 
pr)ud . .; tl) thl' CJunt of tho hH~~\.}lliHpr; 
aftpr, 1(0 to Step-7. 

7 ______ Bd-4-8 ________ If the bit-counL!'r is at a ('lmnt of"J/' ~',O to 
,10 8teD-8; of,hc'r.\ i'J.p, r,-o to StcD-4. 

8 ______ ng-lL-9_~ _____ , If lIlt': lli~~it-I:ollnt('f is at a PI')tlnt. of'IH/' g') 1.:1 
Step-9; olhcfXisc, go tu ~t('lJ-l1. 

9 ______ C~'f-3 10 ______ C!e~1f the uddm·,s, in nl'~'UrJry ~pe~"iG.t'd fJ:--' "('L'-

tinn-;j of th(' instrnction I"..'ghh'r; t,jl('r(,:lft~T, 
gJ U) Sll"p-lO. 

10 _____ OBN(?) 0-lL~ Pn'~('t j~!li~ OIL\J to ~l. rrHUR statv: t,hnn'~tf!L'r. 
W) to 8tqJ" 11. 

L10 11 _____ EO V'{-·14-1::L __ If the o',J" di2,it-rt'gist.t'l" !~ ;.;tfJring H 15," go t.o 

12 

13 

81(;p-12: n(.}ll'I"',\'i''',L', go to ~~cp-14. 
D9-13-17 ______ If t.ht, di;"dt-cl)u:1t('r i.e; at a count of"9," go to 

Stcp-17; otlIPn\"i;:e, i!·j t.o ~Hf.·p-l:t 
A 0(1) --0-12_ ~ _ Iucremn1t thE; digi~-(:{)<1U~f:r; tlll:n'l1ft,c'r, g.r) t.o 

Step-12" 
14 .. _ ... \D(1)-0-1.5 .. _ Increment the dig!t-:ounter; UH'n'"n'!T, ,0 to 

Step-15. 
00 15 _____ JI\'I-3-lfL _____ Copy th'~ uigil st~lr{'d in the ".I" digil-''("gi,t{,f 

lncmoTY at the digit~_11 pr)~iti In indil":l',t"d by 
the connt. nfth,.' dlgit-:'{)tll1it'f, ill;" ;Vi(lr'·7" jn 
memor:.r being ~.~rled;l(~d lJY ;;I~'('~i"m :1 of nlE\ 
ill'.:t.nI{.Li IIi r: ... ~i~t0r; 1,h'_'Te,11tm, g:) t'l S~~lo-·)(L 

16 _____ D~-4-17 _______ If the di,r~i-('llnnj('f h: at a cnunt IJfolH," go to 
S~,ep-li'; ()L1H~nd:i(" !~O to ~t,('p·4. 

;j,j 17 _____ 131-i8-HL _____ If tll~ !J1emfJl'Y a'ldre";,'·'e'~ ~J;)p['Hicd b;' ,,,{l"~ 

3 a~ld 4 of the in-:.trLl(,;j'lIl I"L'gi ,tt'f n)",' 
g.) to bd,;p-1D; o~hl'rxi~(', (!Q to ':;tp~)·-18" 

18 _____ I:--Joi·--o-4 _______ Incro:n2Ht ~C(;tiJ~l 3 of 01L' iw;:trlH~thfl f"Jli"d~.'r; 
th~'n'nft'Jr, f,'~ U) Etcp-4. 

19 _____ Ll·"2~ <n ______ If j,he li)w-ardcr digit ~J..url'd in section ~ of tlw 

GO 20 .. _ .. Oili'! (1)-22-
"1 

21..... .'.to·U (2) -0·1 
2·2..... LFA-O-2L .. 

G5 34 _____ ]) g·O·?5 ".cc_" 
25. __ .. R¢-22-2G ______ 

2(L ____ L-O·27 ..... ___ 

27 _____ Ll-2S·30 .... __ 

70 
25 .. _ .. L3-?O·c30 ... _._ 

29 .. _ .. RPB-O-30 ..... 

3°_"'1 CLC-O-3L .. _ 

75 

ill-.j~ r·uetion i'l'gi::ltPf i:-: f\ "1," go t.o .~l·"('P·-~.n; 
n: hl'r·d'~(', r~n to 8t"n-··22. 

If t.he state of lin~ OB0I h 'rRUB. ~;D to .'-i~'~'TI-
21 othon'.'i<~c, go (,1 ;';'if.'d-2'2. -

Eject the kl.g-cr -e~ml; tiwr:..',lrter. grJ to Stc:)·-4. 
00 to St.ep·24 -wheT} tlv; w;xt Iinociln:J imllube 

is In l~[JeU('ally Ilic:kc"rj U'L . 
Eject the h;,dgor card; UH_'ft:'Jft,\'r, !!,O to S~('p-:n. 

Derrem-snt the R-Cowltl'r; th~r('~rt~'r, go to 
Step-25. 

If the H-cauuter i'5 at a count of ilO," go to 
:-:j.tep-:2H; 01lH'f;\'i3C, 1;0 to ;-;tep-~2" 

Plyition th~ L~dg-er ('"11'(1 on tlw 118xt )loitin~ 
lint'; thl're,lft.:~r. g-I) to ,Sterl-:n. 

If thn lo'.\-·-o~dl'r digit in ~p«;on 2 of the 1n
~trllrtion regist.er is H ><1," g'a to ~'l.ejl-30; 
oth',;'r\"'i'-;c, go to Step·-2H. 

If t.1l" low-orl!:..',r (iiC!:H in si'diol-2 0: j 11': in
,c:t,rlldion rej!i;;ier i'{ a "'3," go to St<:;) -30; 
oUlUnYi~e, ~o to ~t.cp--:W. 

Upon uC'1)fession of the re.sullle-I)rO~rmll b:Jr. 
go to Sj~'p-30. . 

C!o-e tlJe accounl in~ tn:v:,ldui." ('<lrrbg;;; j lwre
aftr.:;r. go to 1-Jlk..'1) -31. 
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Step Su binstruc-
tions 

31. ____ 00-0--32 ______ 

32 _____ II</>-34-3L ____ 

33 _____ MB</> (1)-1H5_ 

M _____ IIl-3tl-35 ______ 

35 _____ MB</> (2)-iH5_ 

36 _____ H2-38-37 ______ 

37 _____ Mlll (1)-0-45_ 

38 _____ II3-40-39 ______ 

39 _____ Mlll (2)-0-45_ 

40 _____ II4-42-4L _____ 

41. ____ MB2 (1)-0-45_ 

42 _____ II5-44-4L ____ 

43 _____ MBZ (2)-0-45_ 

44 _____ H6-0-48 _______ 

45 _____ PCT-O-4L ___ 

4G _____ AF-O-4L _____ 

47 _____ F\l-45-48 ______ 

48 _____ STD-fi-* ______ 

177 

Description 

Go to 8trp-32 in the Subprogram whenever 
dCjlre;,,::c,joll of a 111Otor bar "li11 initiate 3-
machine cycle 

If the high-order rJig!t in section 2 of the in
struction rr'gi:.::trr is a 110/' go to SteLl-33; 
otherwise. go to Rtep-34. 

Depress the upper motor bar for a touch opera
tion the·reafter. go to St~D-45. 

If the high-order digit in section 2 of the in
struction regi."trr is a "I, H go to Step-35; 
ot/wr\1'i.-o. go to Step-3f). 

Depros' the uppor motor bar for a hold opera
tion; thereafter. go to 8tep-45. 

If the high-order diqit in f'cction 2 of the in· 
strllction reghtor is a 112," go to S tcp- 37; 
otherwi,,". go to Stell-38. 

Depress the middle motor h~r for a touch 
operation; tlwreaftcr, go to Step-45. 

If the high-order digit in <cetion 2 of the in
struction register 1" fl. "3," gO to Step-39; 

otherwi<e, gO to 8tcp-40. 
Depress the midd Ie motor har for !l hold opcm

Uon; thereafter. go to Step-45. 
If the high-order digit in section Z of the in

st.ruction register is a "4," go to Slep-41; 
otherwise, go to Step-42. 

Depress the middle motor har Cor fl, hold op£'ra
tion; thereafter, go to 8tep-45. 

If the high-order digit in sectIon 2 of the in
strllction register is a "5/' go to StclJ-43; 
othen\Ti~c, go to ~tep-44. 

Denress thE' 101-\'('r motor b8.f for a hold opera
tion; thereafter, go to Step-·if), 

H the high-order digit in section 2 of the in
struction register i.s a H a," go to Sten-48. 

'Vhen the anlOunt rack~ are traveling in a 
setting direction, go to 8tol1-·10 in the mb
program each tinLe the timing rack change~ 
froBl one digital vulurd po..;ition to anotlwr, 
and n]~o UllOll engagclncnt of the llrintiog
Aligner. 

Increment the F-count.er; thereafter, go to 
Step-H. 

H the ll'-counter is at n ('ount of HD/' go to 
Stcp-48; otlll'rwise. go to 8t.cp-45. 

Copy the contents or~cction 5 ofthe imtruction 
register into the word-selecting register. 

178 
position, so that the contacts of switch 579 (FIG. 82) 
are closed and line HC is thereby rendered TRUE; that, 
after the carriage reaches home position, depression of a 
motor bar is capable of initiating a cycle of operation of 

5 the accounting machine, as indicated by the contacts of 
each of serially-connected switches 496, 510, 528, and 
KI-7 being closed, so that line GO is thereby rendered 
TRUE; and that the carriage of the accounting machine 
is closed, so that the movable arm of switch 333 is in the 

10 position shown, so that line (D)' is TRUE. 
Therefore, when line RED is initially rendered TRUE. 

line i likewise being rendered TRUE, all of the inputs to 
gate 1767 are simultaneously TRUE. As a result, sole
noid Y is energized and thereafter causes the accounting 

15 machine carriage to be opened in the manner previously 
described with respect to FIG_ 38. If it is assumed that 
the lower compression rolls 288 are in the latched posi
tion, as shown in FIG. 17, the movable arm of switch 
545 (FIG. 82) is therefore in the position shown (see also 

20 FIG. 19), so that line (G)' is thereby rendered TRUE. 
After the carriage opening operation is completed, the 
movable arm of switch 333 is deflected downwardly, as 
viewed, so that line (D)' is rendered FALSE, thereby de
energizing carriage-open solenoid Y_ However, when 

25 line 0 is rendered TRUE when line (D)' is rendered 
FALSE, solenoid X is energized and thereafter allows 
the lower compression rolls 288 to fall away from the 
platen 71 in the manner previously described with respect 
to FIGS. 15 through 17. After the lower compression 

30 rolls are disengaged from the accounting machine platen, 
the movable arm of the switch 545 (FIG. 82) is deflected 
downwardly, in the manner previously described with re
spect to FIG. 19, whereby line (G)' is rendered FALSE, 
so that solenoid X is thereby de-energized. However, 

35 when line G is rendered TRUE, all of the inputs to gate 
1757 (FIG. 81) are simultaneously TRUE, and, as a re
sult, entcr-card lamp EC (see also FIGS. 1 and 2) is 
illuminated, thus providing a visual indication that the With reference to FIG. 76, upon completion of the pre

viously-initiated subprogram, the state of flipflop 6092 is 
reversed by a TRUE-to-F ALSE reversal of state of line 40 
AN. As previously described, when the state of flipflop 
6092 is reversed, so that line MI is rendered TRUE, a 
"MI" word-cycle is initiated, whereby the word stored in 
memory, at the address indicated by the contents of the 
word-selecting register, is read out and thereafter stored 

computer is ready to receive a ledger card_ 
After :a ledger card of the type shown in FIG. 88A 

is placed face down on the loading table, with its leftmost 
vertical edge against the card-alignment surfaces, as illus
trated in FIG. 22, both of the photocells PCAl and 
PCA2 are de-energized thereby. With reference to FIG. 

45 83, photocells PCA1 and PCA2 are connected in the cir
cuit of pre-amplifiers 4'134 and 4735, respectively, and 
in a manner previously described with respect to FIG. 
51 ii, so th~t Enes Al "nd A2 are respectively rcnccrcd 
TRUE whc:n photocells PCAI and PCA2 are de-ener-

in the instruction register. Thereafter, if the two-decimal 
digit number stored in section 1 of the instruction regis-
ter corresponds to the code designation for an "ECW" 
instruction-Le., "02"-the state of line ECW (FIG_ 56) 
is rendered TRUE. As a result of line ECW thus being 
rendered TRUE, an "enter-card-words" subprogram is 
executed in the following manner: 

At TIME-4 during the last bit time after the previously
initiated "MI" word-cycle is substantially completed, line 
AN (FIG. 61) is again rendered TRUE and, ten micro
seconds later at TIME--I, is again rendered FALSE. 
With reference back to FIG. 76, when line AN is rendered 
FALSE upon completion of the "MI" word-cycle opera
tion, the state of flipflop 6092 is again reversed, and line 
MI is rendered FALSE, thus terminating the "MI" word
cycle operation. As previously mentioned with respect 
to FIG. 72, as long as lines MI and AN are both TRUE, 
line MIN is TRUE. Thus, when line AN is rendered 
FALSE, line MIN is likewise rendered FALSE. 

50 gized. With reference to FIG. 22, \vhen the ledger card 
is manUillly moved upwardly as viewed. photocell PCB is 
energized in a manner previously described with respect 
to FIG. 17. With reference now to FIG. 83, when photo
cell pcn is enereizccl. line B is thereby rendered TRUE. 

55 As a rc:;ult of the inputs to gate 1776 'all being TRUE 
sImultaneously, papc'r-guiue relay coil PGR is energized. 
Consequently, relay contacts POR-l, PGR-2, and 
PGR-5 arc closed, whereas contacts PGR-3 and 
PGR-4 arc opened thereby. As a result, paper-guide 

60 motor POM is thereby energized and thereafter rotates 
latching cam 3tH (FIG. 19) counter-clockwise to latch the 
compression roll 2% against the card-handling platen 
241. as shown, with the forward edge portion of the ledger 
card being firmly se.cured therebetween. 

Reference is now made to FIGS. 91A through 91C, 65 
wherein there is logically illustrated a composite circuit 
diagram of various portions of the computer circuitry 
utilized in executing an "ECW" instruction. With par
ticular reference to FIG_ 91B, when line MIN experiences 

After the latching operation is completed, line E is 
rendered FALSE and line N is rendered TRUE in a man
nC'T previously described with respect to FIGS. 16 and 
28B. As shown in FIG. 83, when line Eis thus rendered 
FALSE, paper-guide relay coil POR is de-energized, and 

a TRUE-to-FALSE reversal of state, the state of flipflop 
6094 is reversed, and line MOU is thereby rendered 
TRUE. As long as Jines MOUand ECW are both 
TRUE, line RED is likewise TRUE. 

Upon initiation of an "ECW" instruction, it is assumed 
that the carriage of the accounting machine is in home 

70 the cont::cts operated thereby resume their normal con
ditions, as shown. As a result. paper-guide motor PGM 
is thereby de-energized. With reference to FIG. 82, 
also when line E is thus rendered FALSE, the state of 
flipflop 612.1 is reversed, so that line (KK)' is momen-

75 tarily rendered FALSE. However, 'after a time 1apse of 
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approximately 250 milliseconds, the state of flip-flop 6Ul 
reverts back to its original state, so that line (KK)' is 
rcndered TRUE, and, as a result, card-drive motor CDM 
is energized thereby. 

When the card-drive motor is energized at this time, 
the ledger card is automatically driven into the carriage 
of the accounting m::l'C'hine in the snme manner as previ
ously described with respect to FIG. 17, so that the mag
netic strip on the lef<most m::l'r[;in thereof passes directly 
over the magnetic recording-reproducing head assembly 
343, shown in FIG. 19. As the leading edge of the ledger 
card passes over photocell PCC (FIG. 17), the radi,.nt 
energy from the light source 373 is reflected from the 
led"er card onto the ,active area thereof, so that photo
cell'" PCC is energized thereby. As previously described 
with respect to FlG. 83, line C is rendered TRUE as a 
result of photocell PCC being energized. With refer
ence now to FIG. 85, when line C is thus rendered TRUE, 
all of the inputs to gate 1804 are simultaneously TRUE 
for the first time. Consequently, the lowermost 'One 'Of 
the reference inputs to each of flipflops 6144 and 614'5 

180 
As a result, the bit-counter (FIG. 62) is incremented 
from a binary count of "d" to a binary count of "a." 

If it is assurneu that the first decimal digit to be mag
ne:ic~lI)l picked L'P .from toe ledger card by the data head 

[) i, a '·9"-i.e., binary 1001, as illustrated in FlG. 87D
line CSA is rendered TRUE at the first TIME-I, indicat
ing that the bin~ry value of bit "a" of the digit is a "1." 
Thus, with reference back to FIG. 9 lB, as line CSA is 
now TRUe, :indicating that bit "a" of the digit is a binary 

10 "i," the state of line JL is reversed from TRUE to FALSE 
2t TI:",IE-4 after line JER is rendered TRUE. There
fore, with reference to FIG. 71, as the bit-counter is now 
at a binary count of "a," so th"t line Ba is TRUE, the 
slate of flipflop 6070 is reversed when ,line JL is thus ren-

I;' dered FALSE, and, as a result. line Ji! is thereby rendered 
TKLiE, indicating that bit "{,' of the digit stored in the 
'']'' di,:;it'l'cgistcr is a binary"!''' As bits "b" and "c" of 
th" fh"t digit to be rcad from the ledger card both have a 
value of "0," as illustrat~d in FrO. 87D, the state of line 

20 CS/\ (FlO. 85) is rcnd~rcd FALSE by a rcver~al of state 
of flipl1op6'..t4as a result of the neg:llive-going impulse 
del ivcd by the data hC::ld, and remains FALSE for two 
bit li;ne periods until the next pmitivc-f;oinz impulse is 

is rendered FALSE, so that the flipflops are thereafter 
properly conditioned to be responsive to negative-going 
impulses which are respectively derived by data head 348 
and clock head 347 from the information previously ~3 
stored in the data and clock channels, respectively, on 

dc:rived indi~,,!ive of the bin<:ry value of bit "d." 
,\s line CSA is now FALSE, indie~ting that Ihe binary 

v[tilie of bit "b" i3 "0," line JL (FIG. 91ll) is likewise 
1,~,.Jcr~J FALSE. At TIME·-2 after line JHR is rendered 
TRUE for the second time by the second clock impulse 
derived by the dock head, the bit-colllltcr is advanced 

the magnetic strip of the ledger card, flipflop 6144 being 
utilized for D.C. restoration of impulses derived from 
the data channel, 'and flipflop 6145 being utilized for 
D.C. restoration and frequency doubling of the impulses 
derived from the clock channel. Thus, when the in
formation zone of the magnetic strip portion of the ledger 
card first passes over the magnetic he::lds, clock and data 
impulses are derived, thereafter amplified, D.C. restored, 
med then essentially fed to other portions of the com
puter circuitry by way 'Of lines CCR and CSA, respec
tively. 

For example, as the state line REC is FALSE, the 
train of clock impulses derived by clock-head 347 and 
having an alternating polarity at a repetition rate of ap
proximately 200 cycles per second appear amplified and 
inverted at ~he output of transistor gate 1805 in the same 
m::mner as previously desoribed with respect to FlG. 48i. 
In response to each 'Of the clock impulses, the state of 
flipflop 6145 is reversed, and line CCR is rendered TRUE. 
However. approximately 1240 microseconds later, the 
state of flip-flop 6145 reverts back to its initial state, so 
tll::lt line CCR is rendered FALSE thereby, all of which 
is fully illustrated in FIG. 87D. 

Wilh reference now to FIG. 91A. at TlME-l after a 
clock impulse is derived and line CCR is rendered TRUE 
bya reversal of state of flipflop 6145 (FIG. 85), the 
~tate of flip-flop 6087 is reversed, so that line GC is 
thereby rendered TRUE, Hne (GC)', of course, being 
simultaneously rendered FALSE. When line (GC)' ex
periences a TRUE-to-FALSE reversal of state, the state 
of flipflop 6088 is reversed, so that line JHR is rendered 
TRUE thereby. Forty microseconds later at the follow-
ing TIME---l after line JHR is rendered TRUE, the state 
of flipflop 6088 is again reversed, and line JHR is rendered 
FALSE. Thus, it ,is evident, each time a clock impulse 
is derived from the clock channel by the clock pick-up 
,head line JHR is rendered TRUE for one bit time period 
of f~rty microseoonds. As illustrated in FIG. 87D, the 
state of line CSA is rendered TRUE by flipflop 6144 
(FIG. (5) whenever the impulse derived by the data 
pick-up head is indicative of a binary "1," and is rendered 
FALSE whenever the data impulse is indicative of a 
binary "0." 

With reference now to FIG. 91B, at TlME-3 after 
line JHR is first rendered TRUE, line Pl¢ experiences a 
TRUE-to-FALSE reversal of state and thereby causes 
the "J" digit-register (FIG. 71) to be preset to zero. 
Also at TrME-3 after line JHR is rendered TRUE, the 
state of line CYC is reversed from TRuE to FALSE. 

:30 from a binary count of "d" to a binary count of "c" due 
to a change ~f stale of line CYC. Therefore, with ref
erence b;1(k to FIG. 71, as line JL remains FALSE be
fere and after line Db from the bit-counter is rendered 
TRUE, the stille of flip!lop 61169 remains unchanged, so 

33 ( hat the state of line J b is FALSE, indicating that the 
binary value of bit "b" of tbe digit stored in the ''1'' digit
register ,is a "0." The abo've-described sequence of events 
is sequentially repeated until lines Ja and Jd of tbe '']'' 
digit-re,gister ~r~ each rendered TRUE, lines Jb and Je 

·111 remaining FALSE. Thus, the ~tates of lines Ja through 
Jd collectively represent the binary value of tbe digit just 
read from the ledger curd-i.e., "lO()l." 

\'lith reference bJck to FlG. 91 B, after the first-order 
digit is magnetica],ly read from the ledger card and is 

4i) stored in the "J" digit-register via line JL, the digit-coun
ter being at a count of "9" and the bit-counter being at 
a COlin! of "d," the stale of flipflop 60S2 is reversed and 
line eM rendered TRUE at tbe first TIi'.'lE-l after line 
jHR is rendered TRUE for the fifth time. When line eM 

,,() is ihus rendered TRUE, line TS3 is likewise rendered 
TRUE. Consequently, in response to lines eM and TS3 
being rendered TRUE, a "CM" word-cycle is thereafter 
c:{ccuted, whereby the aduress in memory specified by tbe 
contents of section 3 of the instruction register is cleared 

53 by the writing of all zeros therein. Upon completion of 
the jUf,t-ini,iatcd 'CM" word-cycle, line AN experiences 
~ T1~UE-to-FALSE reversal of state, so that the state of 
i1ipllop 6()S2 is reversed and line CM is thereby rendered 
FALSE. With reference to FIG. 91A, when line CM ex-

{ill pe,i~nces a TEUE-to-FALSE reversal of state, the state 
of tlip!1op 6Gj(, je; l'(;versed, so tbat line (OBN)' is there
by rendered FALSE. 

it is to be noted at this point that the specified ad
clrc,s in memory is not cleared until it has been deter-

U.J milieu that the Jedger card just fed into the computer is 
not a new card; i.e., a card having no information mag
netically recorcleu thereon. As a result of tbe ''1'' digit
register being loaded with a digit having a value other 
than zero, it is thereby determined that at least one ded-

70 mal digit is magnetically recorded on the ledger card. 
Also, by clearing the particular address in memory before 
a diGit is stored therein, the computer is immedi:lte1y per
milld to proceed with respect to the next sllccessive ad
lirc',;: in menwry whencver an end-of-word notation is 

75 n::ld from the ledger c:ard, an end-oI-word nO',:;lion (i.e., 
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binary 1 1 11) indicating that the remainder of the hiZh
order digits of the word 8re zeros. Thus, as the re
mainder of the high-order {:igit:;! positions in the rartie
ubr ~dciress in memory are already preset to zero, the 
digit-counter is thus permitted to return to a count of "9" 5 
when ,m end-of-word notation ,is detected, without the 
need of executing slIcce<,sive re"~,d-write cycles with re
spect to each of the remaining di3its of the word having 
a value of zero. 

V-lith reference to FIG. 91A, when line CivI is thus 10 
rendered FALSE, the state of flipflop 6061 io; reversed, 
so that line TH is thereby rendered TRUE. At Tll\lE-l 
aft'!r line TH is thus rend,::red TRUE, the st3te of f1i!,flop 
6104 is rever;;ed, so that line SES is rendered TRUE 
thereby. Also, with reference to FIG. 91B, at T!ME-3 Ii, 
after line TH is thus rendered TRUE, line AD e:·;p::ricn.~"'s 
a TRUE-to-l~ALSE reversal of state and thereby C?ll'~eS 
the ditit-cOllnter to be incremented from a count of "9" 
to a count of "0." In addition, due to tbe fact 11ut the 
difit now stored in the ''}'' digit-register is other than an 20 
end-of-word notation, so th1t Hne (EO'>V), is TRUE, 
line 1M is also rendered TRUE when line TH is thus ren
dered TRUE. When line J:"~ is rendered TRUE. line 
TS3 is lil;cwise rendered TRUE. Consequently, in re
sponte to lines JM and TS) thus being rendered TRUE :l,j 
and the disit-collnter being at a COll!"!t of "0," a "Hvl" 
digit·cycle is thereu fter executed, whereby the digit ju~,t 
stored in the ".I" digit-register (i.e., "9") is stored in the 
first·order digital position of the address in memory speci
fied by the contents of section 3 of the instruction rcgist,cf. 30 

In the present example, as the first digit read from the 
ledger card and stored in r:12l110ry is not an encI-of-word 
notation, and as there arc thereforc other di.r;itc; of the 
word mR'gr:ctieally recorded on the card, the "J" digit
register is again preset to "0" by a TRUE-to-FALSE rc- 0,j 
versal of state of line PJ</> at TI,\1E--3 "fter line JHR is 
again renderd TRUE. Thereaftor, the bit-counter is suc
cessively incremercted from a count of "d" through counts 
·'a," Hb," and He" Lind back to a count of ·~d, I' during \vhich 
time the second digit magnetic,tlly read f;om the lcdgcr 40 
card is slored in the "J" digit-register via line JL in exact-
ly the same manner as just described. Thereafter, the 
digit-ccuntcr is advanced from a connt of "0" to a count 
of "1," and the digit thus stored in the "J" digit·register is 
thereafter stored in the second-order digitalposilion vf 4;) 

the selected address in memory. 
The above-described sequence of events is sequentially 

repeated until each of the digits of the first word is read 
from the ledger card and thereafter stored in the selected 
address in memory. With reference to FIG. 91A, it is 50 
noted that line TH is rendered FALSE at each TlME-l 
by a reversal of state of flipflop 6061 after each "n.,'1" 
read-write cycle is completed, as indicated by line (CFF)' 
being rendered TRUE. Thus, when line TH is thereby 
rendered FALSE, the state of flipflop 61114 is reversed and 5::5 
line SES thereby rendered TRUE, whenever either the 
digit-counter is at a count of "9," as indicated by line D9 
being rendered TRUE, or an end-of-word notation is de
tected, as indicated by Hne EOW being rendered TRUE in 
the manner previously described with respect to FIG. 71. GO 
If an end·of-word notation is not detected, the sta.te of 
flipflop 6104 is again reversed, and line SES is thereby 
rendered FALSE at the following TIME--l after the digit
counter reaches a count of "9." As shown in FIG. 91B, 
after the digit-counter reaches a count of "9," line IN4 is G3 
reversed from a TRUE state to a FALSE state when line 
SES is rendered FALSE; as a result, section 3 of the in
struction register is incremented by a count of "1" in the 
manner previously described. 

It is therefore evident that line SES ,is rendered TRUE 70 
after each word read from the ledger card is stored in 
the selected address in memory. Consequently, when line 
SES is subsequently rendered FALSE, it is necessary to 
ascertain whether or not there is an additional word to be 
magnetically read from the ledger card and subsequently 75 
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stored in memory. This is accomplished by the comparing 
of the contents of sections 3 and 4 of the instruction reg
ister for equality in the man;;cr previously described with 
respect to FIG. 59. As before described, if equality exists 
bct\'"icen sections 3 and 4 of the instruction register, line 
(L.H)' is rcndered TRUE; otherwise, line (134)' remains 
FALSE. If there is inequality between the contents of 
sections 3 and 4 of the instruction register, the first-order 
digit of the next word is magnetically read from the ledger 
card and stored in the "J" digit-register, as before, a "CM" 
\,ord-cycie is again initiated, and the above-described se
quence of events is again repeated. If, however, there is 
equality between the contents of sections 3 and 4 of the 
instruction regiGter, the state of flipflop 6098 (FIG. 91A) 
is reversed when line SES is rendered FALSE, and, as a 
result, lin," ROS is thereby rendered TRUE. 

After the magnelic strip of the ledger card has been 
completely scanned by the pick-up heads, the card con
tinues to be driven into the carriage of the machine, with 
the forward edge thereof disposed furthermost in the 
chute 291 in the manner previously described with respect 
to FIG. 17. However, when the rcversal spot (indicated 
as 376 in FIG. 8SA), located in the top margin of the 
ledger card, p1sses over the junction of the members 371 
and 372 (FiG. 17), the radiant cnergy from the light 
source 373 is absorbed by the dark area thereof to the 
extent that the photoccll PC3 is thus de-energized. With 
reference to FIG. 83, when photocell PCB is de·energized, 
the state of line B is f0!1dered FALSE thereby. When 
line B is thlls recdered FALSE, the state of flipflop 6122 
is reversed, so that line P is rendered TRUE, line (P)', of 
course, being simultaneously rendered FALSE. 

When line (P)' is thus rendered FALSE, card-drive 
relay coil CDR is de-energized, and, as a result, relay 
contacts CDR-5 are closed and thereby render line (U)' 
TRUE. With reference to FIG. 82, also when coil CDR 
is de-energized, relay contacts CDR-l and CDR-Z are 
opened, whereas relay contacts CDR-3 and CDR-4 are 
closed, as shown, thus causing a reversal of sUbsequently
f:ppiied current through the armature of motor CDM and 
a subsequent revers::!l of rotation thereof. However, when 
line (P), ,is rendered FALSE, card-drive motor CDM is 
de-energized by the output of gate 1770 simultaneously be· 
ing rendered FALSE. With reference back to FIG. 83, 
when line (P)' is thus rendered FALSE, the state of flip
flop 6123 is reversed, so that card-drive brake solenoid 
CDB is enert',iz-::d. Consequently, when solenoid CDB is 
energized, th.: ledger card is brought to a slIdden standstill 
in the manner previously described with respect to FIG. 
14. However, approximately 120 milliseconds after sole
noid CDS is energized, flipflop 6123 reverts back to its 
initial state, so that solenoid CDI3 is thereby de-energized. 

With reference to FIG. 82, when the state of flipflop 
6122 (FIG. 83) is reversed, so that line P is rendered 
TRUE, line ECC is also rendered TRUE, thus indicating 
that the ledger card has been read. After the ledger card 
has been read, the card is first reversed and thereafter 
ejected from the carriage, or is thereafter properly posi
tioned in the carri:lge for a posting operation thereon, de
pending upon the value of the low-order digit in section 2 
of the instruction register. For example, with reference 
to FIG. 91B, ;r it is assumed that the low-order digit in 
scdion 2 of the instruction register is an "8," indicating 
that the ledger card is to be ejected, line (I6d)' is there
fore FALSE, and, as a result, the state of flipflop 6094 
remains unchanged, so that line MOU, hence line RED, 
both remain TRUE. Therefore, with reference to FIG. 
82, when line (U)' is rendered TRUE due to the card
drive relay coil being de-energized, armature current is 
applied to card-drive motor CDM via gate 1771, so that 
the direction of rotation thereof is reversed, thus driving 
the ledger card outwardly from the carriage. 

When the reversal spot at the top margin of the ledger 
card leaves the junction of the leg members 371 and 
372 (FIG. 17), photocell PCB is again energized, and line 
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B (FIG. 83) is again rendered TRUE. Also, when the 
trailing edge of the ledger card passes over the aperture 
of the paper guide 303 on its way outwardly from the 
carriage, photocell PCC is de-energized, and line C is 
thus rendered FALSE. Ho\vever, when the trailing edge 5 
of the ledger card passes over the junction of the leg 
members 371 and 372, photocell PCB is again de-ener
gized, and line B 1S again rendered FALSE. 

Consequently, with reference to FIG. 83, as all of the 
inputs to logical AND 1775 are simultaneously TRUE 10 
after the ledger card is ejected from thc carri~ge onto 
the loading table, paper-guide motor PGM is thus ener
gized and thereafter effects unlatch1ng of the compression 
rolls 296 from the card-drive platen 241 in the same man
ner as previously described with respect to FIG. 19. After 15 
the unlatching operation is completed, movable arm 336-
339 ,<FIG. 83) is essentially deflected dowmvardly, as 
viewed, so that line E is rendered TRUE and line N is 
rendered FALSE thereby. When the state of line N ,is 
thus rendered FALSE, the state of flipflop 6122 is reversed, 20 
so that card-drive relay coil CDR is again energized. As 
a result of relay coil CDR thus being energized, contacts 
CDR-5 are opened and thereby render line (U)' FALSE, 
and contacts CDR-l through CDR-4 (FIG. 82) revert 
to their initial conditions, as shown. In response to line ~3 
(U)' thus being rendered FALSE, card-drive motor CDM 
(FIG. 82) and paper-guide motor PGM (FIG. 83) are 
both simultaneously de-energized. 

When the state of flipflop 6,122 (FIG. 83) is reversed, 
so that line P is rendered FALSE. the state of line EOe 30 
(FIG. 82) is likewise rendered FALSE thereby. \Vith 
reference to FIG. 91H, when line EOC is rendered 
FALSE, indicating thnt the ledger c:lrd has b;;en com
pletely ejected from the carriage onto the loading table, 
the output of gate Il6l0 experiences a TRUE-to-'P ALSE :33 
reversal of state. As a result, the state of Hipflop 6094 is 
reversed, and lines 'MOU and RED are both rendered 
FALSE. With reference to PIG. 81, enter-card lamp 
EC is e)Qtinguished when Hne RED is thus rendered 
FALSE, thus providing a visual indication that no other 40 
ledger cards are to be fed into the computer at the present 
time. It is to be noted, however, that, while line RED 
is TRUE, enter-card lamp EC is illuminated each time 
photoceU PCC is de-energized and is extinguished eJch 
time photocell PCC is energized. With refcrence now 4" 
to FIG. 82, as it has been ass·umed that the numeral "8" 
is stored in the low-order digital position of section 2 of 
the instruction register, the state of line l(jd, hence line 
CLC, is therefore TRUE. Consequently, when line 
(RED)' is rendered TRUE, carriage open-close solenoid ;i[) 

Y is thus energiZied and thereafter effects closure of the 
accounting machine carriage in the sam~ m:lnn~r as 
previollsly described with respect to FIG. 38. During 
the carriage-closing operation, the lower compression 
rolls 288 (FIG. 17) are brought into engagement with ;j;) 

the accounting machine platen 71, so that the movable 
arm of the switch 545 (FIG. 82) is returned to the posi
tion shown. As a result, solenoid Y is de-energized 
thereby. After the carr:iage is closed, the movable mIn 
of switch 333 is thereafter in the position shown, so that GO 
line (D)' is thereby rendered TRUE and Iin~ D is ren
dered FALSE. With reference to FIG. 83, when line 
D is thus rendered FALSE, the state of flipflop 6124 is 
reversed, so that solenoid CHPis cnergized and there
aHer effects unlocking of the accounting machine car- (J;3 

riage in the manner previously described with rCsipect to 
FIG. 29. However, approximately 40 miiliseconds after 
the state of flipflop 6124 is initially reversed, its state 
reverts back to its initial condition, so that solenoid CHI' 
is 'thereby de-energized. As shown in FIG. 91A, the state 70 
of flipflop 6118 is reversed and line WOA is rendered 
TRUE at TTME-3 after line (D)' is rendered TRUE. 
When line (WOA)' is thus rendered FALSE, the st:Jtc 
of flipflop 6120 is reversed, so that line (RF)' is thereby 
rendered FALSE. However, approximately 250 mil· 7[) 
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liseconds thereafter, the state of flipflop 6120 reverts 
back to its initial condition, so that line (RF)' is rendered 
TRUE. 

With rcference to FIG. 91 C, when line 'VOA is ren
dered TRUE. a selected onc of motor bar solenoids MB¢, 
l\IBl, or MB2 is energized, depending upon the value of 
the high-order digit stored ,in section 2 of the instruction 
register, all in the same manner as previously deS(:ribed 
in detail. Consequently, a selected onc of the upper, mid
dle, or lower motor bars is automatically actuated and 
thereby initiates a cycle of operation of the accounting 
machine portion of the computer. With reference to 
FIG. 72, when the accounting machine begins to cycle, 
the movable arm of switch 540 is deflectcd to the left, 
as viewcd, so that line (NT)' is thereby rendered TRUE. 
Th~re after, each time the timing rack is translated from 
one digital value position to a succcss,ively higher-order 
digital value position, the state of flipflop 6072 is reversed, 
so that line per experiences a TRUE-to~FALSE reversal 
0: state. all of which has previously been described in 
detail with respect to the "EKW" instruction. Also, as 
previously described, a TRUE-to-IF ALSE reversal of state 
of line PCT effectively incremcnts the F-co:mter by a 
count of "1." 

With reference to FIG. 91A, after thcF-counter 
reaches a count of "9," so that line F9 is TRUE, all the 
inputs to gate 1703 arc thercafter TRUE. As previously 
dcscl'ibed with respect to FIG. 61, at TIME-l after line 
PC is rendered TRUE by a reversal of stillc of flipflop 
6G'1O, line AN experiences a TRUE-to-FALSE reversal 
of state. Thus, \,iith reference back to BG. 91A, the 
state of flipflop 6UlS is reversed and line WOA is ren
dered FALSE when line AN is rendered E\LSE at 
TI"t>IE-i after line F9 is rendered TRUE. When line 
WOA is thus rendered FALSE, the state of flipflop 611)7 
is rcversed, so that line STD is rendered TRUE. 

'.vith reference to FIG. 91B, when line STD ,is thus 
rendered TRUE, line TS5 is likc\vise rendered TRUE. 
Thereafter, in response to lines STD and TS5 being ren
vcred TRUE, a "STD"' i>ubinstruction is executed where
by the contents of section 5 of the instruction register is 
stored in the word-selecting register, thus terminating the 
scquencc of events initiated by the "ECW" instruction. 

It is to be noted that, if the numeral "6" had initially 
been stored in the high-order digital position of section 2 
of the instruction register indicating "no motor bar opera
tion," line WOA (FIG. 91A), after being initially ren
dered TRUE, remains TRUE for a period of approxi
mately 250 milliseconds and is thereafter rendered 
FALSE bya reversal of state of flipflop 6H8 due to line 
AN subsequently being rendered FALSE after line (RF)' 
is rendcred TRUE by a reversal of state of flipflop 6120. 
Thus, when line WOA is rendered FALSE in this in
~tance, line H6 being TRUE, the state of flipflop 6107 
is reversed, as before, so that line STD is thereby rell
dercd TRUE. 

It will now be assumed that the ledger card, initially 
fed into the card-hancHing portion of the computer, is to 
be properly positioned in the accounting machine car
riage on the next posting line ready for a posting opera
tion thereon, rather than being ejected as just desc]1ibed. 
In this instance, the carriage of the machine is opened; 
the lower compression rolls are thereafter disengaged 
from the accoonting machine platen; and the ledger card 
is manually placed face down on the loading ,table and 
thereafter automatically driven into the accounting ma
chine carriage in exactly the same manner as just de
scribed. Aftcr the data information is magnetically 
picked up from the magnetic strip portion of the ledger 
card Gnd stored in the selected address or addresses in 
memory, the direction of rotation of the card-drive 
motor is again reversed, as before, and the ledger 
card is thereafter driven outwardly from the account
ing machine carriage in exactly the same manner a:; just 
described. Howcv..:r, as a line-finding operation is now 
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desired, so that the digit initially stored ,in the low-order 
digital position of section 2 of the instlUction register is 
either one of the digits "I" through "3" and "5" through 
"7," the state of flip flop 6094 (FIG. 91B) is reversed at 
TIME-l after line EOC is rendered TRUE, indicating 5 
that the ledger card is completely scanned, due to a 
TRUE-ta-FALSE reversal of state of the output of gate 
1611. Consequently, the states of lines ;vl0U and RED 

186 
erence to FIG. 85, when the state of line (Rq,), is ren
dered FALSE, tile slate of flipflop 6146 is reversed, so 
that line (L)' is thereby rcr:clered FALSE. As a result, 
line Q likewise is rendered FALSE. With reference to 
FlG. 82, as a result of line Q thus being rendered FALSE, 
the card-drive motor CDl'vl is de-energized. Also, as 
shown in FIG. 83, 'when line (L)' is rendered FALSE, 
the state of flipflop 6123 is reversed, so that the eard
drive brake solenoid COB is energized for a period of are simultaneously rendered FALSE just after the initial 

forward direction of movement of the ledger card is 
reversed. 

10 approximately 120 milli:;econds and thereby causes the 
ledger card to be brought ;0 a sudden standstill. 

At this point, the ledger card is properly positioned 
with respect to the next po"ting line and is held tightly 
pressed against the card-drive platen 241 (FIG. 19) by 

With reference to FIG. 85, as the state of line (L)' is 
normally TRUE, the stnte of output line Q is likewise 
rendered TRUE by gates 1802 and Hill when line 
(RED)' is rendered TRUE. Consequently, with refer
ence to FIG. 82, due to the fact that line Q is rendered 
TRUE simultaneously with line i being rendercd FALSE 
when line MOU is rendered FALSE, the card-drive motor 
CDM remains energized and continues to drive the ledger 
card outwardly from the accounting machine carriage. 

15 means of the compression rollers 296 in order to main
tain propcr rcgi:itcr thereof. In addition, the carriage 
is now open, so that <.dditional forms may manually be 
inserted therein, if desired. With reference to FIG. 82, 
line EOC is likewise rendered FALSE when line (L)' is 

20 rendered FALSE. Due to the fact that line CLC is ren-
As previously described with respect to FIG. 17, when 
the reversal spot at the top of the ledger card leaves the 
junction of the arms 371 and 372, the photocell PCB is 
energized by the light source 373. 1\180, as previously 
described with respect to FIG. 83, line B is rendered 23 
TRUE when the photocell PCB is energized. \Vith ref
erence to FIG. 85, when line 13 is thl1s rendered TRUE, 
the lowermost reference input to flipflop 61AG, as viewed, 
is thereby rendered FALSE, and line l\H4 is simultane
ously rendered TRUE. When the lowermost reference 30 
input to flipflop 6146 is thus rendered FALSE, t'1e flip
flop is thereafter propedy conditioned to be responsive 
via line (Rq,)', to a predetermined one of the negativc
going Enefind impulses derived by linefind head 346 
from the information previously stored in the linefind ;l,) 
channel of the magnetic strip portion or the ledger card. 

Consequently, each time a negative-going Jinefind im
pulse is derived by pick-up head 346 as the ledger card 
is being driven outwardly from the accounting machine 
carriage, the impulse appears amplified and inverted at 40 
the output of transistor gate 1306. As a result, the state 
of output line LFA experiences a FALSE-to-TRUE-to
FALSE reversal of state each time a linefir:d discon
tinuity is magnetically sensed by pick-up head 346. 

It is to be appreciated at this point that, when an 45 
"ECW" subprogram is fiTst initiated, the R-counter is 
preset to a count of "I;' "2," or "3," depending upon 
whether the ledger card is to be respectively positioned 
on the first, second, or third posting line. That is, if the 
low-order di,'Sit in section 2 of the instruction register 50 
is a "1" or a "5," the R-countcr is preset to a (';Ollnt of 
"1"; if the low-order digit in section 2 is a ''2'' or a "6," 
the R-counter is preset to a count of "2"; and if the low
order uigit is a "3" or a "7," the R-counler is preset 
to a count of "3," all of which is clearly illustrated in 55 
FIG. 68. 

dered TRUE as a result of an "automatic" resume-pro
gram operation being specified by the value of the low
order digit of section 2 of the instruction register, car-
riage-close solenoid Y is energized when line (EOC)' is 
thus rendered TRUE and thereafter causes the accounting 
machine carriage to be closed in the same manner as 
previously described. 

It is to be noted, however, that, if a manual resumc
program is specified by the value of the low-order digit 
of section 2 of the instruction register, line CLC is reno 
dered TRUE upon subscqllcntdcpression of the resume· 
program bar, at which time line RPB is rendered TRUE. 

During the carriage-closing operation, the lower com· 
pression rolls 21lS (FIG. 17) are spring·urged into en
gagement with the accounting machine platen 71, with 
the lower edge of the ledgcr card firmly secured therebe-
tween, and the movable arm of the switch 545 (FIG. 82) 
is deflected to the position shown, so that line (G)' is 
rendered TRUE and line G is rendered FALSE, thus caus
ing solenoid Y to be dc-energized. When line (G)' is 
thus rendered TRUE, the ,paper-guide motor PGM is 
energized and thereafter effects unlatching of the com
pression rollers 296 (FIG. 19) from the card-handling 
platen 241. After the unlatching operation is completed, 
the paper guide 282 is spring-ur~cd to the position shown 
in FIG. 17, and the switch arm 33G-339 (FIG. 82) is 
effectively deflected downwardly to the position shown, 
so that line E is rendered TRUE and line N is rendered 
FALSE thereby, Also, after the unlatching operation is 
completed, the plungcr of switch 333 (FIG. 16) is re
leased by the tail of memb'2r 329, so that the movable 
arm of switch 333 (see FIG. 82) is deflected to the posi
tion shown, so that jine (D)' is rendered TRUE and line 
D is rendered FALSE thereby. When line D is thus 
rendered FALSE, the state of flipflop 6124 (FIG. 83) is 
reversed, and, as a result, carriage-horne-unlock solenoid 
CHP is energized for a period of approximately 40 milli
seconds and thereby allows the accounting machine car
riage to thereafter be moved away from home position 

As previously noted, a "0" in the low-order digital 
position of section 2 of the instruclion register initiates 
a "enter-new-card-with-manual-resume-program" cycle of 
operation. GO when a machinccyc1e is subsequently initiated. 

If it is assumed that the low-order digit in section 2 
of the instruction register is a "7"-i.e., "stop on third 
linefind with automatic-resume-program"--the R-counter 
is pre~et to a count of "3," so that lines Ra and Rb 
(FIG. 68) are rendered TRUE, whcreas lines Rc and 
Rd remain FALSE. 

With reference to FIG. 91B, each time the state of 
line LFA reverses from TRUE to FALSE in response to 
a linefind discontinuity being detected, the state of line 
DR likewise reverses from TRUE to FALSE. Conse
quently, the R-counter is decremented each time a line
find discontinuitv is detected. Therefore, when the third 
!inefind discontinuity is detected, the R-counter is dec
remented from a count of "1" to a COllnt of "0," so that 
line Rq, (FIG. 68) is thereby rendered TRUE. \"lith ref. 

When line N is thus rendered FALSE, the state of flip
flop 6122 is reversed, so that line (P)' is rendered TRUE 
and card-drive relay solenoid CDR is simultaneously en
ergized thereby. As a result of solenoid CDR thus being 

G5 cn.;rgized, rcby contacts CDR-5 are opened and thereby 
cause paper-guide motor POj'\,! to be de-energized, Simul· 
taneously therewith, relay contacts CDR-l and CDR-2 
(FIG. 82) are closed, whereas relay contacts CDR-3 
and CDR-4 are opened thereby. With reference to FIG. 

70 91/\, at the following TIME-3 after line (D)' is rendered 
TRUE, the state of flipflop 6118 is reversed, so that line 
WOA is rendered TRUE thereby. As a result of line 
WOA thus being rendeTed TRUE, the particular motor 
bar depression indicated by the value of the high-order 

75 digit in section 2 of the instruction register is initiated 
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in exactly the same manner as previously described in 
detail. 

After a machine cycle is initiated, the state of flipflop 
6107 is reversed in the same manner as previously de
scribed, so that line STD is thereby rendered TRUE. 
As shown in FIG. 91 B, when line STD is thus rendered 
TRUE, Jine TS5 is likewise rendered TRUE. Conse
quently, in response to lines STD and TS5 being rendered 
TRUE, a "STD" subinstruction is thereafter executed 
whereby the contacts of section 5 of the instruction regis
ter is stored in the word-selecting register, thus terminat
ing the sequence of events initiated in accordance with 
an "ECW" subprogram. 

74. Detailed Description of SHF Instl'llctioll 
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Description 

0B:'[(4)-O-L_ Prc'ct the state ofline on:-! to oorn,,])ond to 
the algebraic ~ig-n of the \yorrl just rt'ad from 
nH~mory; t,hercaftf'r, go to Step 4. . 

H,Lrt-O-3 ______ i PfG"ct the H-eOl1nler to a count, r~orr('sp(mdmg 
t.o tlle low-ord{lr J-if!it of ~(1:etiol1 2 of t,hp iUR 
ctruction rcgi::.!er; ttH~T('arrer, go to ~tl"P 5. 

R<p~1l-1S _______ If the ]l-ronnter j, CIt. a connt of "0," go to Step 
18; othervlbe. go to Step 6. 

II2-7-10 _______ If the high-order digit in ,cetion 2 of thp in-
,,,t,rueHon frfIbtrr is a "2,'1 go to Step 10; 
ot,hcnvi:-.e t go to ~tcp 7. . 

II3·-S-1L ______ litho high-ordl'f digit in ~~ection 2 of the m~,lruc-
tion rrgi "ler i.:;:J. 1'3/' go to Stnp 11; otllcnvit'!e, 
go to St.~p 8, 

II4-9-12_______ If th,' high-order digit in ,celion 2 of the in
ftrurtion regi:,.ter is n "4," go to St.op 12; 
otllerwhe, go to Step 9, . 

If,'J-O~14 _______ If the bigh-ordt'r digit- in section 2 of tbe Jll-
~truction n'gi~ter i~ a "5," go to Step 14. 

SAO)-O-16 ____ 1 Shift the word of addrc,,-A one Jllace 10 the 
1eft~ thf"n'after, go to St-12P 16. 

Hl-12-15~ _____ If the H.-counter i:.; at a ('ount of "1," go to 

on-:\'1(2)~13-
1-l, . 

PK[H)-IL ___ _ 

8tl'p 15; ol,henvi::r, go to Step 12. 
Iftlle ,(aw oflino OII.\! is THUE, go to Step 

14; otherwi'"(\ go 10 St('P 13. 
Pre~·et the Ii K" digit-Tegi3ter to H!J1'; therraHeT, 

stijftt~h~te;~,:r~i of addrc,,-A one place to tbo 
81\(2)-0-1Ii.___ right; thereafter, go to St"p In. 

Add tb" cOIl<tant 0000000005 to the word stored 
in addrc::Js-A; th{'n~aftcr. go to Stpp 12. 

AHO-O-12 

"B(l)-O~l7. ___ Shift the word ol ad,lre,,,-B one place to the 
lef/; th('fcaftPt, go to St.ep 17. 

Dlt--o-5 _______ Deerem('nt the R-cann!cr; (boreall.<'r, go (0 
Step 5, 

A:,1-\-19 ______ Copy the word of address-A into memory at 
the adrlrc'1s specified by the content:::; of !'cc
tion 4. of tho instruetion regislcr; thereafter t 

In executing a "shift" instruction, one of five possibJe 
subprograms is carried out, depending upon the value 
of the high and low order digits stored in section 2 of 
the instruction register. For example, if the number 
stored in section 2 of the instruction register is "00," a 
simple copy operation is carried out, whereby the word 
stored in memory at the address specified by the con
tenls of section 3 of the instruction register is copied into 
the address in memory specified by the contents of sec
tion 4 of the instruction register; if the high-order digit 
stored in section 2 of the instruction register is a "2," the 
word stored in memory at the address specified by sec
tion 3 of the instruction register is shifted to the left by 
the number of digital positions specified by the value 
of the low-order digit stored in section 2 of the instruc
tion register, and, thereafter, the result is stored in the 
address in memory specified by section 4 of the instrnc
tion register; if the high-order digit stored in section 2 

ao go to bt(']l 19. 
W_____ STD~J-* ______ Copy!hc contonts o[,oolion 5 of the inotruction 

of the instruction register is a "3," the word stored in 33 
memory at the address specified by section 3 of the in
struction register is shifted to the right by the number of 
digital positions specified by the vallie of the low-order 
digit in section 2 and is rounded off to the ne3rest half
cent, and, thereafter, the result is stored in memory at 40 
the address specified by section 4 of the instruction regis-
ter; if the high-order digit in section 2 of the instruction 
register is a "4," the wonl stored in memory at the ad
dress specified by section 3 of the instruction register is 
shifted to the right by the number of digital positions eli) 

specified by the value of the low-order digit in section 2 
of the instruction register while preserving its alegbraic 
sign, and, thereafter, the word is stored in memory at the 
address specified by section 4 of the instruction register; 
and, if the high-order digit in scc~ion 2 of the instruc- GO 
tion register is a "5," the word stored in memory at the 
address specified by section 3 of the instruction register 
is shifted to the right by the number of digital positions 

~e~~~ci~s~:u~~~nv~~~fst~;, ~~~tJ~~:~-;~~~:r~:~~ ft~ !~~~i~r~j~ [),' 
sign, and, thereafter, the word is stored in memory at the 
address specified by section 4 of the instruction register. 

Listed below in somewhat tabular form, and also 
graphically illustrated by the flow diagram of FIG. 107E, 
is a step-by-step description of the various previously- GO 
described subinstrllctions to which the computer is sequen
tially responsive in executing a "SHF" instmction. 

---_._----------

Step ]){'s('riplioll 

regbter into the word-~l'lccting Icgi~tcr. 

Upon completion of the execution of the previously 
initiated "Ml" word-cycle, during which time the next 
instruction word is read out from the address in memory 
specified by the contents of the word-selecting register 
and thereafter stored in the instruction register, if the 
contents of section 1 of the instruction register thereafter 
corresponds to the code designation for a "SHF" instruc
tion (i.e., "04"), the state of line SHF is rendered TRUE 
in the manner previously described with respect to FIG. 
56, and, as a result, a "shift" instruction is thereafter 
executed in the foHowing manner: 

With reference to FIGS. 93A and 93B, there is logi-
cally illustrated therein a composite circuit diagram of 
particular portions of the computer circuitry utilized in 
executing a "SHF" instruction. With particular reference 
to FIG. 93B, at TH,,1E-l after the initiation of a "MI" 
\.vord-q ;;le, the state of flipflop 6095 is reversed and line 
OBlVI is rendered FALSE thereby. Upon completion of 
the ")I,Ii" word-cycle. the state of flipflop 6091 is reversed 
due to a TRUE-to-FALSE reversal of state of line MIN, 
emd, as a result, the state of line MA is thereby rendered 
TRUE. Dne to the fact that line TS3 is also rendered 
TRUE when line MA is rendered TRUE, a "MA" word
cycle is thereafter executed whereby the word stored 
in memory at the address specified by section 3 of the in
struction register is read out and stored in address-A. 
Simultaneollsly therewith, the word from memory is 
copied digit by digit into the ''1'' digit-register via gate 
1418 (FIG. 71), all in the manner previously described. 

Suhinstruc- ,. 
ti0ns 

---------------------~-----
COry th~ 11('xt in~;tru('tion ,,,'ord intn j11r inM 

f,f,r"tlPtlon n'gi;;tN, t118 Hdflr!~,~s in m(~nlOry 
(If the lwxt ir1'-tnwti(ln w()rd llCillg' illdir'utpd 
hv I1w C(111j(\llt~ ofthl' ,,~ord-~t'lecting rc~j~·t('r; 
nit;n'nftef! il1.l1f' ('(mt(,T1t.~~, thu'l ;'torrd in f(,C
lion 1 oftlw in~trwtion r~'~i~I(Tk "O·j,~l CElrry 
out tho ~llhin~'(rll('ti('.n li~'jrd in fitcp 2 of the 
f(,11owing- ~~nF 8uhprop-rnm. 

Consequently, after the "MA" word-cycle is terminated, 
the "J" digit-register is storing the tenth-order digit of 
the word just read from memory. Upon completion of 

65 the "MA" word-cycle, the state of flipflop 6091 is again 
reversed when line AN experiences a TRUE-to-FALSE 
reversal of state, and, as a result, line ]\fA is thereby 
rendered FALSE. 

i\r A -3-3 ______ _ CI/l1Y into nd(lfl<"~-A Ow \yoru :'torrd in ITlrm
ory ~ll tllt' rddrr)"'.s ~TNinNl lly ,rrd.inn .3 of 
tlll' in~'jrl1('!i(in n'ri'"~or, 1!TH1, "inw1t:n'E"on-ly 
nwn'wHl1, ('(\fiy jh(~ l,i"Orl'l d1rit 1·;: (';i'H 1Tlt.O 
tho oJ OJ digH-rl'gbtl~r: ~ hell',lL l t, ~,c l:...a ~ ll;.':3. 

If the tenth-order digit thus stored in the "J" digit-
70 register has a value other than "9," so that the line (19)' is 

TRUE, indicating that the algebraic sign of the word just 
read from memory is positive, the state of flipflop 6095 
is reversed upon completion of the previously-initiated 
"I\,IA" word-cycle, the R-collnter having previously been 

75 reset to zero via a TRUE-to-FALSE reversal of state of 
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line PR¢ when line STD is rendered FALSE at the begin
ning of the "shift" subprogram. Consequentiy, line 08!\1 
is rendered TRUE thereby. !t, however, the tenth-order 
digit thus stored in the '']'' digit-register has a value of 
"9," so that line (19)' is FALSE, indicating that the alge- 5 
braic sign of the word is negative, the state of flipflop 
6695 remains unchanged, so that line OBM remains 
FALSE. It is evident, therefore, that line OBM is ren
dered TRUE if the algebraic sign of the word read from 
memory is positive and is rendered FALSE if the aige- 10 
braic sign of the word read from memory is negative. 

Also, when the previously-initiated "MA" word-cycle 
is completed to the extent that line EG is rendered 
FALSE, the state of line RLR is likewise reversed from 
TRUE to FALSE. As a result of the state of line RLR Iii 
being reversed from TRUE to FALSE, the low-order digit 
of section 2 of the instruction register is stored in the 
R-counter in the same manner as previousiy described 
with respect to FIG, 68. Thus, if the R-counter is there
after storing a "0," indicating a "no shift" or copy opera- 20 
lion, the state of flipflop 61)77 is reversed when line AN is 
subsequently rendered FALSE and line AI\,1 is thereby 
rendered TRUE. When line AM is rendered TRUE, line 
TS4 is likewise rendered TRUE. Consequently, in re
sponse to lines AM and TS·1 thus being rendered TRUE, 25 
an "AM" word-cycle is thereafter executed whereby the 
word stored in address-A is copied into the memory ad
dress specified by the contents of section 4 of the instruc
tion register. If, however, the digit thus stored in the 
R-counter is other than "0," the \vord in address-A is to 30 
be shifted by the number of digital positions correspond-
ing to the value of the digit stored in the R-counter. 

With reference to FIG. 93A, if it is assumed that the 
word in address-A is to be shifted to the left, as indicated 
by the state of line lIZ being TRUE, the state of flipflop 35 
6101 is reversed when line AN is rendered FALSE, and, 
as a result, line SA is thus rendered TRUE. As previously 
described, when line SA is rendered TRUE, !jne DBD 
(FIG. 93B) remaining "FALSE," a "SA" subcommand 
is thereafter executed whereby the word in address-A is 40 
shifted to the left by one digital position. After the shift-
ing operation is completed, the state of flipflop GIIl1 is 
reversed, and line SA is rendered FALSE thereby. When 
line SA is thus rendered FALSE, the state of flipflop 6103 
is reversed, so that line SB is rendered TRUE thereby. 
With reference to FIG. 93 B, just prior to line SA being 45 
rendered FALSE, line DR is rendered FALSE upon occur
rence of the next succeeding TR U £-to-FALSE reversal 
of state of line AN and thereby causes the R-counter 
(FiG. 68) to be decremented by a count of "l." If, after 
being decremented, the R-counter is at a count other than 50 
"0," a second "SA" subcommand is thereafter initiated 
by a reversal of state of flipflop 6101 (FIG. 93A), where-
by the word in address-A is again shifted to the left by 
one digital position. Thereafter, the R-counter is again 
decremented, and a subsequent "SA" subcommand is ini- 55 
tiated if the R-counter, after being decremented for the 
second time, is still at a count other than "0." However, 
if, after being decremented, the R-counter is at a count 
of "0," so that line (R¢)' is rendered FALSE, a subse
quently-initiated "SA" subcommand is thereby prevented. (l0 

With reference to FlG. 93B, if the word originally 
stored in address-A is to be shifted to the right instead 
of to the left, so that the state of a selected one of lines 
H3 through HS is TRUE instead of line H2, line DBD is 
rendered TRUE each time line SA is rendered TRUE. G5 
Consequently, each time a "SA" subcommand is initiated, 
the word in address-A is shifted to the right by one digital 
position instead of to the left, in exactly tbe same manner 
as previously described in detail. However, it is again to 
be noted that a TRUE state of line H4 initiates a sequence 70 
of "SA" subcommands whereby the digit "9" is copied 
into the tenth-order digital position eacb time a negative 
word is shifted to the right by one dir,ital position, thus 
preserving the algebraic sign of the word; a TRUE state 
of line HS, however, initiates a sequence of "SA" shift 75 

190 
ri~ht subcommands whereby the algebraic sign of the 
word is not preserved; and a TRUE state of line H3 ini
tiates a sequence of "SA" shift right subcommands where
by the word is first shifted to the right by one less than 
the number of shifts specified while preserving its alge
braic sign, and, thereafter, the constant OOO{}OOO005 is 
added thereto. Thereafter, the word is shifted by one 
more digital position. For example, if it is assumed that 
it is desired for the word to be shifted to the right by 
two digital positions and then rounded to the nearest half
cent (j,e., the contents of section 2 of the instruction reg
ister being "32"), the sequence of events for carrying out 
this particular shift instruction is as follows: 

Upon completion of ihc previoll~ly-ifli1i;jted "MT' word
cycle, the stale of l1ipllop 6GS7 (~·IG. 9JD) is reversed, 
a:ld line 1\1A is thereby rendered TRUE. Line M,~ .. be
ing rendered TRUE. initiates a "MA" \vord··cyc;e whe,e
by the word slared i<l memory at the address specified by 
section 3 of the instruction register is rend out and scorec! 
in address-A. Just prior ,0 the lCrIT,in:lticlU (If the "l'dA" 
word-cycle, the 100v-order digit of section 2 of the instruc
tion rc!;ister-Le., "2"-i5 stored in the R-ccuntcr. Thus, 
with reference to FIG. 93A, the output of gate 1671 ex
periences a TRUE-to-FALSE Tcvers;ll of st:lte upon com
pielic:) at the previously-initialed "1\lA" word-cycle. Con
~qucntly, the slMe of flipflop 6101 is reversed, and line 
SA. is rcndc .. ·~d 'TJ .. lJE" so thnt a '\5,,-\" subcolnmand is 
thcre<lftcl' executed, whereby the word in address-A is 
shi[tcJ to the right by Oile uigital position. J-\ftCf the 
shirting operation is completed, the sl~je of Hipflop 6101 is 
revers"c!, and line SA is therehy rC!ldcrcd FALSE. When 
line SA is thus rendered F/.LSE, lh~ state of flipllop 6!1}3 
is reversed, so that line SB is there!:Jy rendered TRUF" 
With reference to FIG. 93B, :lIsa when line SA is thus 
rendered FALSE, line DR is likcv,isc L~!ilkred FALSE. 
Comcquently, the R-COllllter is decrC'mcntcd from a count 
of "2" to a count of "I." As the H.-counter is now at a 
count of "1," so that line Rl is TRUE, as the high-order 
digit in section 2 of the instruction rq;i,ter is a "3," so that 
line H3 is TRUE, and as line SB has just bcen rendered 
TRUE upon completion of the "SA" subcommand, the 
state of flipflop 6073 is reversed upen occurrence of the 
next TRUE-(o-FALSE reversal of state of line AN. As a 
result, line ARO is thereby rem!cred TRUE. As previ
ously described, in response to line ARO thus being ren
dered T,{UE, an "ARO" su\xommand is thereafter exe
ellted wherebv the constant O~H!(Ji)i);l()()5 is addcd to the 
word in adJr~ss-A. Upon completion of the "ARO" sub
command, the slate of flipflop 6073 is reversed by a 
TRUE-to-FALSE reversal of state of line AN, and line 
ARO is thus rendered FALSE. With reference to FIG. 
93A, When Ene ARO is thus rendered FALSE, the state 
of i1ipfiop 6101 is again reversed for the second time, so 
that a second "SA" suacommand is thereafter executed, 
whereby the word in address-A is again shifted to the 
right by one digital p('sition. Upon compietion of the 
second "SA" subcommand, the state of flipflop 6 un is 
again reversed by a TRUE-te-FALSE reversal of state 
of line AN, and line SA is thereby rendered FALSE. 

With reference to FIG. 933, just prior to line SA thus 
being rendered FALSE, line DR is rendered FALSE upon 
occurrence of the next successive TRUE-to-FALSE re
versal of state of line AN, As a result, the R-counter 
is decremented from a count of ''1'' to a count of "0." 
With reference b:lck to FIG. 93A, as the R-countcr is 
now at a count of "0," so that line (R¢)' is thus rendered 
FALSE, subsequently-initiated "SA" subcommands are 
thereby prevellled. V'lith reference now to FIG. 93B, 
upon occurrence of a subsequent TRUE-to-FALSE re
versal of state of line AN after line R¢ is rendered TRUE, 
the state of l1il'11op 61)77 is reverscd, and line AM is 
thereby rendered TRUE, When line AM is rendered 
TRUE, line TS4 is likcviise rendered TRUE. 

Consequently, in response to Jines AI'1'l a!ld TS4 thus 
being rendered TRUE, an "AM" word· cycle is thereafter 
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executed whereby the word in address·A is stored in 
memory at the address specified by the contents of section 
4 of the instruction register. Upon completion of the 
"Al\'1" word·cycle, so that line Al\'i is rendered FALSE by 
a reversal of state of flipflop 6077, the state of flipflop 
6Hl7 is reversed, so that line STD is thereby rendered 
TRUE. When line STD is rendered TRUE, line TS5 
is likewise rendered TRUE. Consequently, a "STD" sub· 
instruction is thereafter executed whereby the contents 
of section 5 of the instruction register is stored in the 
word·selecting register, thus terminating the sequence of 
events executed in accordance with a "SHF" subprogram. 

75. Detailed Description of CMA Instruction 

In the execution of a "CMA" instruction, words of all 
zeros are stored in a predetermined number of addresses 
in memory, the first address in memory being specified by 
the contents of section 3 of the instruction register and 
the last address in the string of addresses being specified 
by the contents of section 4 of the instruction register. 

Listed below in somewhat tabular form, and also graph· 
ica!ly iliustrated by the flow diagram of FIG. 107F, is a 
step·by·step description of the various previously described 
sub instructions to which the computer is sequentially 
responsive in executing a "CMA" instruction. 

Step Subinstruc
tions 

L._ ... 1111-0-2 __ ., •••. 

z .. _ .. _ CJ\1-3·L .... _ 

Description 

Copy the next instru('tion word from Hlrn10ry 
into the iw;truetion regist.er. tilt' nddn"f,s in 
!Ilt'llLory of the n('xt in:-;trudioll \vord h('inf~ 
indicated by the contents of til<' wortl-sclcct· 
ing register; tlwf('aft(Jr. jf the contentB of ~cc
Uen 1 of the instruction rcgi.t'tl'r is "0,\" 
corry out Step 2 of the following" CilIA" 
subpro~mm, 

Ckar the aduress in memory spN:ifirr] by tho 
contents of section 3 of the instruction re~ister 
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executing a "CMA" instruction. 1'.3 obown, when line 
MIN experiences a TRUE·to·FALSE reversal of state, 
the state of lljpflop 6032 is reversed, and iine CM is 
thcreby rendered TRUE. \Vhen line CM is thus rendered 

5 TRUE, line TS3 is likewise rendercd TRUE. Consc· 
quent!y, a "eM" word·cycle is thereafter executed 
whereby a word of all zeros is stored in the address 
in memory specified by section 3 of tbe instruction regis· 
tel' in exactly the same manner as previously described. 

10 As prel,eiollsly (!escribed with respect to FIG. 59, if the 
contents of scctions 3 and 4 of the instruction register 
are of equal magnitude, line (I3~)' is rendered TRUE; 
otherwise, line (134)' is rendered FALSE. Thus, with 
reference back to FIG. 94, if it is assumed that line 

15 (134) 'is FALSE, indicating that a successively higher· 
order address in memory is also to be cleared, the state 
of line CM remains TRUE. When line AN subsequently 
experiences a TRUE·to·FALSE reversal of state, line 
lN4 is rendered FALSE thereby, and. as a result, sec· 

20 tion 3 of the instruction register i, incremented by a 
count of "1." Thereafter, a second "eM" word·cycle 
is executed, whereby a word of all zeros is stored in 
memory at the address now specified by section 3 of 
the instruction register. If it is now assumed that the 

25 contents of sections 3 and 4 of the instruction register 
are of equal magnitUde, so that line (34)' is render<~d 
TRUE, the state of flipflop 6082 is reversed by a sub· 
sequent TRUE·to·FALSE reversal of state of line AN, 
and, as a result, line CM is rendered FALSE thereby. 

30 When line CM is thus rendered FALSE, the state of 
flipflop 6107 is reversed, and lines STD and TS5 are 
both rendered TRUE. Consequently, a "STD" subin. 
struction is thereafler executed, whereby the contents of 
section 5 of the instruction regist"r is stored in the word· 

35 selecting register, thus 'terminating the "ClvlA" wbpro. 
gram. 

76. Detailed Description of iHB Instructions 

hy \Vritillg all zeros therein; tlH.'r('DJ'ter 1 go to 40 
8tcp 3. A "motor bar" instruction simply initiates selective 

depression of a predetermined one of motor bars 23, 
27, or 28 (FIGS. 2 and 38) for either a "tonch" or a 
"hold" operation and thereafter immediately proceeds to 
the next instruction. As previollsly dcscribed, the par· 
ticular type of motor bar depression is determined by 
the value of the high·order digit of section 2 of the 

3_ ..... 134-4-5 ....... . 

4. .... _ IN40-2_.,._ •. 

If the con tents of sections 3 and 4 of jlw instrnc· 
tion H:pi~tcr Ufe equal, p·o to Step 5; othcnYit3c, 
gO to Stop 4. 

I1HT('mrnt ~edi011 3 of tho In~truction fl'j!is1-l.'r; 
1 h~:reaHcr, gO to Ekp 2. 

'> STD-I;-* , --···-1 <' ._._ •• 
Copy the ('ontUlts of ~("ction fi of UlC' im:truc

Hon regi~tcr into the word-Hlrding H'd1ill'r. 45 

Upon completion of the execution of the previously ini· 
tiated "M[" word cycle, during which time the next in· 
struction word stored in memory at the address indicated 
by the contents of the word·selecting register is read out 
and stored in the instruction register, if the contents of 
section I of the instruction register thereafter corresponds 
to the code designation for a "CMA" instruction (i,e., 
"05"), the state of line CMA is rendered TRUE in thc 
manner previously described with respect to FIG. 56, and, 
as a result, a "CMA" instruction is thef'<:after cxeclited 
in the following manner: 

At TIME-4 after the "MI" word· cycle is substantia!!y 
completed, line AN (HG. 61) is again rendered TRUE 
and ten microseconds later at TIME-l ,is again rendered 
FALSE. With reference back (0 FIG. 76, whcn line 
AN is rendered FALSE upon completion of the "1\11" 
word·cycle operation, the stale of flipflop 6092 is again 
reversed, and line !'vir is rendered FALSE thereby, thus 
terminating the "Ml" word·cycle operation. A, pre· 
viously mentioned with rcspect to FIG. 72, as long as 
both of Jines MI and AN are TRUE, line MIN is TRUE. 
Consequently, when line AN ,is thus rendered FALSE, 
line MIN is likewise rendered FALSE. 

Refercnce is now made to FIG. 94, wherein there 
is logically illustrated a composite circuit diagram of 
var50us portions of the computer circuitry utilized in 

instruction register. For example, if the high·order digit 
of section 2 of the instrucHon register is a "0," upper 
motor bar 23 is actuated for a touch operation; jf the 

50 value of the high·order digit is a "I," upper motor bar 
23 is actuated for a hold opcration; if the high· order 
digit is a "2," middle motor bar 27 is actuated for 
a touch operation; if the high·order digit is a "3," mid
dle motor bar 27 is actuated for a hold operation; if 

55 the high·order digit is a "4," lower motor bar2S is ac. 
tuated for a to[lch operation; and, jf the high.order 
digit is a "5," lower motor bar 2& is actuated for a hold 
operation. Al~;o, as previously described, the value of 
the low·order di~it of section 2 of the instruction regis. 

60 ter determines the position of the decimal point when 
the word is subsequently printed out. For example, if 
the low·order digit is a "0," a normal decimal point is 
printed between the second ,end third order digits of 

05 the word printed out; if the low·order digit is a "J," a 
decimal point in the form of a "comma" is printed be· 
tween the fifth and sixth order digits of the word printed 
out; if the low·order digit is a "2," a comma is printed 
between the eighth and ninth order digits of the word 

70 printed out. 
Listed below in somewhat tabular form, and also 

graphically illustrated by the flow diagram of FIG. 107G, 
is a step·by.step description of the various previously 
described subinslructions to which the computer is sequen· 

75 t;alIy rc"ponsive in executing a "MB" instruction. 
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DescripUon 
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the accounting machine is in a condition such that ac
tuation of a motor bar is capable of initiating a cycle 
of operation thereof, line GO is rendered TRUE, in
dicating that a cycle of operation of the accounting ma-

L _____ MI-Q-L _____ _ Copy the next instruction word from memory 
in to the instruction register, the address in 5 
n1ernory of the ne:'l..t illstrn(~tion word lwing
indicated by the contt'llts of the word~ 
s('lceting rcgistt'r; thereafter, if the contc'nts 

chine is permitted to be initiated at this time. It being 
assumed that line GO is TRUE, the state of flipflop 
6118 is reversed at TlME-3 after line KEY is rendered 
TRUE and line WOA is thereby rendered TRUE. When 
line WOA is rendered TRUE, a selected one of motor 

2 ______ PF¢-O-L _____ 

3 ______ GO-Q-4 _______ 

4 ______ H¢-6-L ______ 

5 ______ :'.iB¢(1)-Q-1L 
6 ______ Ml-8-L ______ 

7 ______ MB¢(2)-Q-1fi_ 

8 ______ II2-1G-9 _______ 

9 ______ MB1(l)-O-lL 

10 _____ II3-12-1L ____ 

lL ____ MB1(2)-Q-1L 

12 _____ II4-14-13 ______ 

13. ____ MB2(1)-G-16. _ 

14- ____ TI5-0-1L _____ 

15 _____ MB(2)-Q-16 ___ 

16 _____ L1-18-1L _____ 

17 _____ OII1-Q-20 _____ 

18 _____ L2-2G-19 ______ 

19 _____ OII2-Q-20. ____ 

20 _____ PCT-Q-2L __ _ 

2L ____ AF-Q-22 _____ _ 

22 _____ F9-20-23 _____ _ 

23_ ____ STD-5-· _____ _ 

of section 1 or the ins.truction reViflter i~ It 00," 
~o to Step 2 of the following" AlB" subrro
gram. 

Prrset the F-countrr to "0"; thereafter go to 
Step 3. 

00 to Stp!} 4 '\vhrnrver (lcprcss;on of a motor 
bar is capable nf irdtint~n2; a cycle of operation 
of the m'('OtlntJnf! mnehine. 

If the high-order (Ii~it of section 2 of the in· 
SLnlction regi~tcr is a "0," go to Step 5; other
"1'·1s[', go to Step 6. 

Depress the upper motor bar for a touch opera· 
t1.on; therpnfter, go to Rtrp lG. 

If the high-ordC'·r dt~jt of Sf'ctlon 2 of the instw('
t:on register is 1I1,n go to Step 7; otherwise, go 
to 8tep 8. 

Depress the upper motor bar for a hold opera
tion; thereafter, go t.o Step IG. 

II the high-order d i~it of sertion 2 of the instmc
tion regist(~r is a "2/' go to Step 9; otherwise, 
go to Step 10. 

Drprc-ss the middle motor hn.r for a touch opern
tion; thereafter, go to Step 1G. 

If the high-order digit of se('t.ion 2 of the instruc
tion rc~!ish;r js a l '3," go to Step 11; othcn\'i~e, 
go to Step 12. 

Depress t.hc mi<ld Ie motor hor for a hold opera· 
tion; thereofter, go t.o 81"1) lG. 

If the lItgh-ordcr dir,it of sf'ctlon 2 of tho instfl'c
tiol1 re~istcr is [l. "4,H go to Step 13; otherwisE:', 
go to Step 14. 

Dcprrss the lO\iI;er motor bar for a touch opcra
t:on; thcrcafV"'r, ~o to Btl'lI Hi. 

II the high-o"ler (ligit of s,"ctcon 2 of the instruc
tion rr~!ister i~ a "5," ~o to 8t,~'p 15. 

Depress Lbe lower motor hor for a hold opera
tion; thercafter, go to Step IG. 

If tbe low·order digit of SPCtiOll 2 of the instnlC
tion n'\g~ster is a 111," go to Step 17; otherwise, 
go to Step 18. 

,iVhen printing O(,(,UfS, print f.l comma between 
the fIrth [tnd sixth order digits and, if there 
are no h:;:?:rH.'r-onltr slf!:nifieunt digits, print n. 
zero preci.:uing th{3 comma. Thereafter, go to 
Step 20. 

If the low·order digit of spct.ion 2 of the inst.ruc
tion register is a H2/' go to Step 19; otherwise, 
go to Stefl 20. 

'Vhen printing occurs, p1ac-e a cmuma betwrrn 
the eighth and Ilinth ord{>r digits, and, if there 
afe no highcr-onlrr sig-n[1krmt. digtts, print [L 

"0" prcreding the COIlUlla. Therenfter, go to 
St.ep 20. 

V{hpTI the ~mOllnt rar}{s arc trn.vC'ling in a 
"setting" direction, go to Step 21 ench time 
the timing rack is translated to a different 
digital valued position and also when U:e 
print.ing alien(~r i.s ('ngageu. 

Increment the F-(;Ollnter; thereafter, go to 
Stt'P 22. 

If the F-colJnter is at a count of "9," go to Step 
2~'3; othc·nvlsP, go to 8tt;p 20; 

Copy the {"on tents or s('L'tion 5 of the instruction 
register into the word-selecting register. 

Upon completion of the execution of the previously 
initiated "MI" word-cycle, during which time the next 
instruction word is read out from the address in memory 
specified by the contents of the word-selecting register 
and thereafter stored in the instruction register, if the 
contents of section 1 of the instruotion register thereafter 
corresponds to the code designation for a "MB" ,instruc
tion (Le" "06"), the state of line MB is rendered TRUE 
in .a manner previously described with respect to FIG. 
56, and, as a result, a "motor bar" instruction is there
after executed in the following manner; 

With reference to FIG. 95, there is logically illus
trated therein a composite circuit diagram of particular 
portions of the computer circuitry utilized in executing 
a "MB" instruction. As shown therein, upon comple
tion of the previously-initiated "MI" word-cycle, the state 
of flipflop 6089 is reversed when line MIN experiences 
a TRUE-to-F ALSE reversal of state, and, as a result, 
the state of line KEY is rendered TRUE thereby. Also 
when line MIN is initially rendered TRUE, line PFet> 
experiences a TRUE-to-FALSE reversal of state, thus 
causing the F-counter (FIG. 72) to be preset to "zero." 
As previously described in detail, if it is assumed that 

10 bar solenoids MBcp, MBI, or MB2 is energized, de
pending upon the value of the high-order digit of sec
tion 2 of the instruction register. For example, if the 
high-order digit is either one of the digits "0" or "1," 
motor bar solenoid MBet> is energized; if the high-order 

15 digit is either one of the digits "2" or "3," motor bar 
solenoid MBI is energized, and, if the high-order digit 
is either one of the digits "4" or "5," motor bar sole
noid MB2 is energized thereby. As a result of a se
lected one of the upper, middle, or lower motor bar 

20 solenoids being energized, a cycle of operation of the 
accounting machine is thus initiated thereby. With ref
erence to FIG. 72, when the accounting machine begins 
to cycle, the movable arm of switch 540 is deflected 
to the left, as viewed, so that line (NT)' is thereby 

25 rendered TRUE. Thereafter, each time the accounting 
machine timing rack is translated from one digital val
ued position to a successively high-order digital valued 
position, the state of flipflop 6072 is reversed, so that 
line PCT experiences a TRUE-to-FALSE reversal of 

30 state in the same manner as previously described. Also 
as previously described, a TRUE-to-FALSE reversal of 
state of line PCT effectively increments the F-counter 
by a count of "1." 

With reference back to FIG. 95, after the F-counter 
35 reaches a count of "9," so that line F9 is rendered TRUE, 

the state of flipflop 6118 is reversed upon occurrence 
of the following TRUE-to-FALSE reversal of state of line 
AN, and, as a result, line WOA is rendered FALSE 
and thereby causes any previously-energized motor bar 

40 solenoid to be de-energized. 
When the F-counter first reaches a count of "8," so 

that line F8 is rendered TRUE, order-hook solenoid OHl 
is energized if the low-ordered digit in section 2 of 
the instruction register is a "1," whereas order-hook sole-

45 noid OH2 is energized if the low-order digit in section 
2 is a "2." As previously described with respect to 
FIG. 35, when order-hook solenoid OHl is energized, 
all order-hooks from the third to and including the eighth 
one are unlatched from their respective type sectors. 

50 However, when order-hook solenoid OH2 is energized, 
all order-hooks from the third to and including the elev
enth one are unlatched from their respective type sectors. 

Also as shown, upper motor bar solenoid MB</> is de
energized when the F-counter is advanced from a count 

55 of "0" to a count of "1," unless the high-order digit in 
seclion 2 of the instruction register is a "I"; middle 
motor bar solenoid MBI is de-energized when the F
counter is advanced from a count of "0" to a count 
of "1," unless the high-order digit in section 2 of the 

60 instruction register is a "3"; and lower motor bar sole
noid ME2 is dc-energized when the F-counter is ad
vanced from a count of "0" to a count of "1," unless 
the high-order digit is a "5." It is evident, therefore, 
that either a touch or a hold operation of a particular 

65 motor bar is accomplished simply by maintaining the 
corresponding motor bar solenoid energized for a pre
determined period of time. However, as previously 
stated, when line '\lOA is subsequently rendered FALSE, 
any previously-energized motor bar solenoid is de-ener-

70 gized thereby. After the F-counter reaches a count of 
"9," so that line F9 is rendered TRUE, the state of flip
flop 6IG7 is reversed when line WOA is thus rendered 
FALSE and line STD is rendered TRUE thereby. When 
line STD is thus rendered TRUE, line TS5 is likewise 

75 rendereel TRUE. Consequently, a "STD" subinstruction 
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1£5 
is thereafter executed whereby theconlents of section 
5 of the instruction register is copied into the word
selecting register, thus terminating the sequence of events 
executed in accordance with a "MB" subprogram. 

77. Detailed Description of STP Instructions 5 

196 
78. Detailed Description of ADD Instructions 

In executing an "add" instruction, any two words stored 
in memory addresses ¢¢ through 99 are algebraically 
added togethn, and their sum is thereafter stored in any 
predetermined memory address. 

Listed below in somewhat tabular form, and also 
graphically illustrated by the flow diagram of FIG. 1071, 
is a step-by-step description of the various previously
described subinstructions to which the computer is se-

The "stop" instruction is utilized simply to effect cessa
tion of al1 computation 2nd data-handling activity within 
the computer until the rcsume-program-bar is manually 
depressed. 

Listed below in somewhat tabular form, and also 
graphically illustrated by the flow diagram of FIG. 107H, 
is a step-by-step description of the various previously de
scribed subinstructions to which the computer is sequen
tially responsive in executing a "STP" instruction. 

W quentially responsive in executing an "ADD" instruction. 

15 
--,--------;------------------

Step SuLInetruc- I 
tlOII8 

----.-0-1 
L _____ l\!LO-. _____ _ 

2 ____ _ llPB-O-3 _____ _ 

3 ______ STD-5-' _____ _ 

Copy (he Ill'XL ~nstrll(·tin!l won] frol1l memory 20 
into the in~trt;d;on rt':!:istl'r, Ill{' nd(1r('~,s in 
IIlE-'Hlm"y of tUl' H(''Xt itJ~,tn~{'t:on "',ron I h('in~ 
imi;eatt'd hy t.he r()nt~ntsof lhe \voru-.ch'ct· 
ing rt'g"istf'r; tl}f'rl'Llft:~'r, if Ow COlltpllt~ nl ~;C«-
tiOll 1 of til(' in:-:Lrudion TI'g-istpr t~ </0';/' ~;~l to 
Sh'p 2 of the fullov;:ing slIbprugmm. 

"Upon dl."prns!on of the nsuIllc-prnp:n-:m·lxlf, 25 
go to St<'[l 3. 

Copy the ('ontpnts nfs,'dion 5 of the ill:-:trn('("Ull 
register into t.t1e \yonk:.l'leet.lng- fl'g:stl'r. 

Step Subil]struc~ 
tions 

Description 

--------------------------
L _____ 1\11-0-2 _____ _ 

ilIA -2-3 ______ _ 

3 ______ llAD-3-4 ____ _ 

4 ______ A\1-4-5 ______ _ 

Copy the noxt instruction word from momory 
into lhe instruction regielcr. the address in 
JI~('rnory of the next instruction word bl:'ing 
indicated by tho contents of the word-srlect
in;; n~,.;ister; thereafter, if the contents of sec
tion 1 of t.he instruction re~ister is I '08," go to 
Stt'P 2 o( the following sLlbpro~ram. 

CO],y into addrcss-A the word located in the 
uIlLlrl'SS in tflcmory ::;pedf'w\l by the contents 
of ~t.:'(·,tion 2 of tlw iUf:'trnction regist-Pf, and 
simuU""HlcOusiy eopy tlw ",;on], digit by digit, 
into the uJ" di~it-register; thereni(er, !!o to 
Step 3. 

Add to the word stored in address-A the word 
stored. in the tidrlrt:s~ in Illemory specif1ed by 
the contents of section 3 of the instruction 
register, and thereafter store the sum back in 
addreSS-A; thereafter, go to Step 4. 

30 5 ______ STD-5-' _____ _ 
Upon completion of the execution of the previously 

initiated "MI" word-cycle, during which time {he next 
instruction word is read out from the address in memory 
specified by the contents of the word-selecting register 
and thereafter stored in the instruction register, if the 
contents of section 1 of the instruction register thereafter 
corresponds to the code designation for a "STP" instruc- 35 
tion (i.e., "07"), the state of line STP is rendered TRUE 

Copy the word of aililregs-A into the address 
in memory specified by the contents of sec~ 
Uon 4 of the instruction register; tht'rcafter, 
go to Step 5. 

Copy the contents of ,;ection 5 of the ins.Lruc
tio!! re~i;.;ter into the word~selectlng regIster. 

in a manner previously described with respect to FIG. 
56, and, as a result, a "stop" instruction is thereafter 
executed in the following manner: 

With rderence to FIG. 96,there is logically illustrated 40 
therein a composite circuit diagram of particular portions 
of the computer circuitry utilized in executing a "STP" 
instruction. As shown, when line STP is rendered TRUE, 
lamp HA is illuminated (see also FIGS. 1 and 2), thus 
giving a visual indication that depression of the resume 4J 
program bar is necessary before any computation or 
data-handling activity will commence. As shown in FIG. 
38, when resume-program-bar RPB is depressed, the mov
able contacts of switch RPI-RP2 are actuated thereby. 
With reference now to FIG. 84, when the resume-pro- 50 
gram-bar is depressed, the normally-open contacts of 
switch RP2 are closed, and the normally-closed contacts 
of switch RPI are opened thereby. At TIME-l after the 
contacts of switch RP2 are thus closed, the state of flip
flop 6138 is reversed, so that line RP is rendered TRUE 53 
thereby. However, after the resume-program-bar is re
leased, so that the contacts of switches RPI and RP2 
resume their initial conditions, as shown, the state of 
flipflop 6138 is again reversed at TIME-I, so that line 
RP is rendered FALSE thereby. With reference to FIG. 60 
78, when line RP experiences a TRUE-to-FALSE reversal 
of state, the state of flip-flop 6099 is reversed, and line 
RPB is thereby rendered TRUE. However, upon a sub
sequent TRUE-to-FALSE reversal of state of line AN, 
the state of flipflop 6099 is again reversed, so that line OJ 
RPB is thereby rendered FALSE. With reference now 

Upon completion of the execution of the previously
initiated "MI" word-cycle, during which time the next 
instruction word is read out from the address in memory 
specified by the contents of the word-selecting register 
and thereafter stored in the instruction register, if the 
contents of section 1 of the instruction register thereafter 
corresponds to the code designation for an "ADD" in
struction (i.e., "08"), the state of line ADD is rendered 
TRUE in a manner previously described with respect to 
FIG. 56, and, as a result, an "add" instruction is there
after executed in the following manner: 

Reference is made to FIG. 97, wherein there is logical
ly illustrated a composite circuit diagram of particular 
portions of the computer circuitry utilized in executing an 
"ADD" instruction. As previously described, upon com
pletion of the previously-initiated "MI" word-cycle, the 
state of lin~ J\lIN experiences a TRUE-to-FALSE reversal 
of state. When line MIN is thus rendered FALSE, the 
state of flip flop 6091 is reversed and line MA is rendered 
TRUE thereby. When line MA is thus rendered TRUE, 
line TS2 is likewise rendered TRUE. Consequently, a 
"MA" word-cycle is thereafter executed, whereby the 
word stored in memory at the address specified by section 
2 of the instruction register is read out and stored in 8d-
drcss-A. After the word is stored in address-A, line AN 
exp·eriences a TRUE-to-FALSE reversal of state, so that 
the state ,of flip flop 6091 is again reversed and line MA 
is thereby rendered FALSE. When line MA is thus ren
dered FALSE, the state of flipflop 6097 is reversed, and 
line RAD is rendered TRUE thereby. When line RAD is 
thus rendered TRUE, line TS3 is likewise rendered TRUE. 
Consequently, a "RAD" subcommand is thereafter ex
ecuted, whereby the word stored in memory at the address 
specified by section 3 of the instruction register is added 
to the word just stored in address-A. Upon completion 
of the addition operation, line AN experiences a TRUE
to-FALSE reversal of state, so that the state of flip flop 
6097 is again reversed and line RAD is rendered FALSE 
thereby. As a result of line RAD thus being rendered 
FALSE, the state of flip flop 6077 is reversed, and line 
AM is thus rendered TRUE. When line AM is thus 
rendered TRUE, line TS4 is likewise rendered TRUE. 

to FIG. 96, when line RPB thus experiences a TRUE-to
FALSE reversal of state, the state of flipflop 6107 is re
versed, and line STD is rendered TRUE thereby. When 
line STD is thus rendered TRUE, line TS5 is likewise 70 
rendeted TRUE, and, as a result, a "STD" subinstruc
tion is thereafter executed, whereby the contents of sec
tion 5 of the instruction register is copied into the word
selecting register, thus terminating the sequence of events 
executed in accordance with a "STP" subprogram. 75 Consequently, an "AM" word-cycle is thereafter executed. 
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whereby the sum now stored in address-A is copied into 
memory at the address specified by section 4 of thc in
struction register. After the sum is properly stored in the 
designated address in memory, line AM is rendered 
FALSE, so that the state of flip flop 6107 is reversed and 5 
line STD is rendered TRUE thereby. When line STD is 
thus rendered TRUE, Line TS5 is likewise rendered 
TRUE. As a result, a "STD" subinstruction is thereafter 
executed, whereby the contents of section 5 of the instruc
tion register is stored in the word-selecting register, thus 10 
terminating the sequence of events initiated by the "ADD" 
instruction. 

Step Snhi,,:;\ruc- I 
tions 

L _____ ,\H-O-2 ______ _ 

2 ______ CA(1)-1l-L __ _ 
3 ______ RAD-3-4 ____ _ 

4- _____ I34-5-6 _______ _ 

Description 

------------------------------
Copy into the instruction register the next in· 

struction word stored in memory at the ad, 
dress specified by the contents or the worti
selecting register; thereafter, if the contents 
of section 1 of the instruction register is' f 10," 
go to Stop 2 of the folio wing subprogram. 

Clear address-A; thereafter, go (0 Step 3. 
Add to the word in adrlress-A the word stored 

in memory at the address specified by the 
~on kn ts of section 3 of the instruction regis
ter; thercarV.'r, go to Step 4. 

H the me'nory addresses specified by the con
tents of sections 3 and 4 of the instruction 
register are equal, go to Step 6; otherwise, go 
to Step 5. 

79. Detailed Description of SUB Instruction 

During the execution of a "subtract" instruction, a word 
·stored in a predetermined address in memory is sub
tracted from a second word stored in a second prede
termined address, and the remainder resulting from the 
subtraction operation is thereafter stored in a third desig
nated address in memory. 

Listed below in somewhat tabular form, and also graph
ically illustrated by the flow diagram of FIG. 107J, 
is a step· by-step description of the various previously-de
scribed wbinstructions to which the computer is sequen
tially responsive in executing a "SUB" instruction. 

Step Subinstruc
tions 

L _____ 1\1I-1l-2 ______ _ 

1' .. _____ MA-2-L ____ _ 

3 ______ nSB-3-4 _____ _ 

4 ______ AM-4-L ____ _ 

5 ______ STD-5-' _____ _ 

Description 

Copy the next instruction \vord from Inm110ry 
into the instruction rc,r;:ister, the addrl'ss in 
momory of the next instru(·tion viwrd being' 
indicated by the contents of the worrl-select
ing register; till'ren-ftpr, if the cnnif'nts of sec
tion 1 of the instruction regbtcr is H 09," go 
to Step 2 of the foll,)wing suhprogram. 

Copy into addrps51-A the word rrom the ndcIrc:"s 
in lTICmory specified by the contents of sec
tion 2 of the instruction rcgi:-;t,('r, and sin~ul
taneou~ly ('opy th~ "vord digit by digit into 
the (OJ" (li~it-f{jgist.('r; tlll'Teafter, go to Step 3. 

Subtract tbe word stored in "lTcemory 3t the' ad
dress ~pecifi('d by the contrnts of section 3 of 
the instruetion register fronl the ,vord just 
stored in adrirpss-A, and tlwftJll.fll'r ;;tr)fe the 
remflinder bm~k in address-A; thereafter, go 
to Step 4. 

Copy the wore! storee! in nrldrccs-A into IT'em
ory at the address specified hy tIll' ('onl.pnts 
of ~ed.ion 4 of the instru';Uon register; there-
after, go to Stell 5. . 

Copy the eDnten!s of section 5 of the lil'truc
tion register into the woru-scl{.'cting register. 

13 5 ______ IN4-Q--3 ______ _ Increment scction 3 of the instruction register; 
thereafter, gO to Step 3. 

6 ______ AM-2-L ____ _ 

1- _____ S1'])-5--* _____ _ 

20 

Copy the word stored in address-A inl0 the 
nrldrcss in memory specified by the, contents 
or section 2 of the instruction register; there
after, go to Step 7. 

Copy the contents of section 5 of the instruction 
register into the word-selecting register. 

Upon completion of the execution of the previously 
initiated "MI" word-cycle, during which time the next 
instruction word is read out from the particular address 

25 in memory specified by the contents of the word-selecting 
register and stored in the instruction register, if the con
tents of section 1 of the instruction register thereafter 
corresponds to the code designation for a "SUM" instruc
tion (i.e., "10"), the state of line SUM is rendered TRUE 

30 in the manner previously described with respect to FIG. 
56, and, as a result, a "SUM" instruction is thereafter 
executed in the following manner: 

3:3 

With reference to the composite logical diagram of a 
"SUM" instruction shown in FIG. 99, when line MIN is 
rendered FALSE upon completion of the previously-
initiated "MI" word-cycle, the state of flipflop 6080 is 
reversed, so that line CA is thereby rendered TRUE. 
Consequently, a "CA" word-cycle is thereafter executed, 
whereby a word of all zeros is stored in address-A. 

40 When line CA is rendered FALSE by a subsequent change 
of state of flipflop 6080 upon completion of the just
initiated "CA" word-cycle, the state of flipflop 6097 is 
reversed, so that line RAD is thereby rendered TRUE, 
which, in turn, renders line TS3 TRUE. In respons,) to 

45 lines RAD and TS3 being rendered TRUE, a "RAD" 
subcommand is thereafter executed, whereby the word 
stored in memory at the address specified by section 3 of 
the instruction register is algebraically added to the word From a comparison of the flow diagrams relating to an 

"ADD" and a "SUB" instruction shown in FIGS. 1071 
and 107J, it is apparent that the two subprograms relat- 50 
ingthereto are substantially identical, the exception being 
that, when line SUB (FIG. 98) is rendered TRUE in 
order to initiate a "SUB" instruction, line SAS is likewise 
rendered TRUE. As previously described in detail with 
respect to the adder-subtracter shown in FIGS. 53 and 54, 
when line SAS is TRUE, a subsequently initiated "RAD" 
subcommand causes a subtraction mathematical operation 

in address-A. 
If it is assumed that the contents of sections 3 and 4 

of the instruction register are of unequal magnitude, indi
cating that there are additional words in memory to be 
added to the word in a,ddress-A, line (134)' is rendered 
FALSE in the manner previously described with respect 

55 to FIG. 59. Thus, when line AN is rendered FALSE 
upon completion of the previously-initiated "RAD" sub
command, the state of line IN4 is likewise rendered 
FALSE, while the state of flipflop 6097 remains un
changed. Consequently, section 3 of the instruction reg-

to take place within the adder-subtract or unit rather them 
an addition mathematical operation, as before. Conse
quently, in view of the preceding detailed description of 
an "ADD" instruction, a detailed description of a "SUB" 
instruction would only result in undue repetition. 

80. Detailed Description of SUi'v[ Instructions 

In executing a single "SUM" instruction, a plundity of 
word stored in sequentially-numbered addresses in mem
ory are algebraically added together, and their sum is 
thereafter stored in a predetermined address in memory as 
specified by the contents of section 2 of the instruction 
register_ 

Listed below in somewhat tabular form, and also graph
ically illustrated by the flow diagram of FIG. l07K, 
is a step-by-step description of the various previously-de
scribed subinstructions to which the computer is sequen
tially responsive in executing a "SUM" instruction: 

GO ister is incremented by a count of "1," and thereafter a 
second "RAD" subcommand is executed. As a result, 
the word stored in memory at the second address now 
specified by the incremented contents of section 3 of the 
instruction register is also algebraically added to the 

65 word stored in address-A. If it is now assumed that the 
contents of section 3 of the instruction register, after 
being incremented, is equal to the contents of section 4 
thereof, line (134)' is rendered TRUE, thus indicating 
that there are no other words in memory to be added 

70 to the word in address-A. 
Therefore, when line AN is rendered FALSE upon 

completion of the execution of the second "RAD" sub
command, the state of flipflop 6097 is reversed, and line 
RAD is thereby rendered FALSE. When line RAD is 

75 thus rendered FALSE, the state of flipflop 6077 is re-
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versed, so that line AM is thereby rendered TRUE, 
which, in turn, renders line TS2 likewise TRUE. In re
sponse to lines AI\1 nnd TS2 being rendered TRUE, an 
"AM" word-cycle is thereafter executed, whereby tlIe 
word in address-A is copied into memory at the address () 
specified by section 2 of the instruction register. 

TRUE in the manner previously described with respect 
to FIG. 56, and, as a result, an "APN" instruction is 
thercJ.f(cr executed in the following manner: 

\Vith reference to FIG. 100, wherein there is iilustrated 
a logic~ll diagram of the particular portions of the com
pu:er circuitry utilized in executing an "APN" instruction, 
when line MIN is rendered FALSE upon completion of 
the previmiSly-initiated "_M1" word-cycle, the states of 
fiipflops 6G91 and 60gS are simultaneously reversed, 

Upon completion of the "AM" word-cycle operation, 
the state of line AM is rendered FALSE by a reversal 
of state of flipflop 6077. \Vhen line AM is thus ren
dered FALSE, the state of flipflop 6107 is reversed, and 
line STD is thereby rendered TRUE; line STD, thus 
being rendered TRUE, likewise renders line TS5 TRUE. 
In response to lines STD and TS5 being rendered TRUE, 
a "STD" sub instruction is thereafter eAeclItcd, whereby 
the contents of section 5 of the instruction register is 
copied into the word·selecting register, thus terminating 
the sequence of operations executed in response to a 
"SUM" instruction. 

81. Detailed Description of APN Instructions 

In executing a single "APN" instruction, a plurality 
of pairs of words are algebraically added together, and 
their sums are thereafter stored in consecutively-num
bered addresses in memory. For example, if the "APN" 
instruction is directed toward the four words stored in 
memory addresses 11 through 14, so that "11" is stored 
in section 3 and "14" is stored in section 4 of the in
struction register, the word stored in address-II is alge
braically added to the word stored in address-I4, and 
their sum is thereafter stored in address-I4. Thereafter, 
sections 3 and 4 of the instruction register are respec
tively incremented and decremented, after which the 
word stored in address-I2 is algebraically ndded to the 
word stored in address-13, and their sum is thereafter 
stored in address-13. 

Listed below in somewhat tabular form, nnd nlso 
graphically illustrated by the flow diagram of FIG. l07L, 
is a step-by-step description of the various previously
described subinstructions to which the computer is se
quentially responsive in executing an "APN" ins'ruction: 

Step Su bimltruc
tions 

Description 

1----------------------

10 whereby lines rv1A and JHR are respectively rendered 
TRUE th;:rcby. When line JHR is thus rendered TRUE, 
line RLR is likewise rendered TRUE. However, at TIME
t ufter line JHR is rendered TRUE, the state of flipflop 
60S!) is again reversed, so that lines JHR and RLR are 

15 both rendered FALSE thereby. As a result of line RLR 
thus experiencing a TRUE-to-FALSE reversal of state, 
the R·counter is preset to a count corresponding to the 
value of the low-order digLt of section 2 of the instruc
tion register in the same manner as previously described 

20 with rCi;pect to FIG. 6S. As is evident, the count of the 
R-collnter is thereafter indicative of the number of word
pairs to be added. As line TS4 is likewise rendered TRUE 
,vhen line MA is initially rendered TRUE, a "MA" word
cycle is thereafter executed, whereby the word stored in 

23 memory at the address specified by section 4 of the in
struction register is read out and thereafter stored in 
address-A. 

Upon completion of the "MA" word-cycle, the state 
of flipllop 6091 is again reversed, and line MA is thereby 

30 rendered FALSE. When ,}ine MA is thus rendered 
FALSE, the state of flipflop 6097 is reversed, and line 
RAD is thereby rendered TRUE, which, in turn, renders 
line TS3 likewise TRUE. In response to lines RAD and 
TS3 thus being rendered TRUE, a "RAD" subcommand 

".) is thereafter executed, whereby the word stored in memory 
at the address specified by section 3 of the instruction 
register is added to the word stored in address-A. Upon 
completion of the "RAD" subcommand, the state of 
flipflop 6097 is again reversed, and line RAD is thereby 

"J() rendered FALSE. However, just prior to completion 
of the previously-initiated "RAD" subcommz·,nd, line DR 
experiences a TRUE-to-FALSE reversal of state and 
thereby causes the R-counter to be decremented by a 
count of "1." 

1 ______ l\U-G-2 _______ _ 
c~;;~r~~~~OIih~T~~ft~r~rt~~n i;c~;~~~l~r;.!l~t nfl~~ 45 When line RAD is rendered FALSE, the state of flip-

flop 6077 is reversed, so that line AM is thereby rendered 
TRUE. Line AiV1, being rendered TRUE, likewise ren
ders line T54 TRUE. Thus, in response to lines AM and 
TS4 being rendered TRUE, an "AM" word-cycle is there-

2 ______ RLH-o-3 __ .. __ 

3 .. ____ Jl.lA-4-4 ______ _ 

4 ______ HAD-3-5 ___ .. 

5 ______ A,',1-4-1L .. _._ 

6 _____ • Dl1-0-7 ______ _ 

~ 1 _____ _ R-8-10 _______ _ 

8 ______ IN,j-O-D ______ . 

D ______ DE2-o-3 ___ .. _ 

lO_~ ___ S'rD-5-'" _____ _ 

addrc~s specifind by the content.s of the \vonl
s('ll'cting wgistcr; thereafter, if tilt· contrn t,~ of 
~('~tiOIl 1 of the instrurtion rer;d.,;;tpr is" 11," go 
to Step 2 of tll0, followin~ suhprogrnm. 

Preset the COWlt ofthe l?-count,cr to correspond 
to thl' low-orell'r digit of section 2 of the 
instruetion n'p:i~,tN; tl:Jef('rtfter, g-o t,o St.Pp a. 

Copy into addref,s-A t1H~ word from tllj! uddT(\~.s 
in memory as :::pccified by t110 contc'nL" of 
sN:tion 4 of tlH-', in;c;truetion fegj-.:t!'r, and, 
silTLult~ull'oI181y tlwrnwitlJ, copy ti,e \vord 1 

di:;:U by digit, inEU the "J" di?it-r('gi~ter; 
thl'fl'llftt'f, go to St,'P 4-, 

Add to tIl(' word stand in nrVln.'!:s .. A thr· vlord 
ston.'(l in IPcmory at tIll' ,~r1drep.s spedfll'd hy 
s\..'l'tion 3 of the instruction n'~I0ter; tllcrl'n[kT, 
~o to Stt,p 5. 

Copy the word .stoTeo. in udrJrcfR-A ill10 Jrlern~ 
ory at th{~ ndilnlss spcl'ified 1,y the ('o11tellts of 
scetion 4 of thc instruction reg'ist('r; thr:re
aftpr, go to Step 6. 

Decrement the H-countcr; them"f!cr, go to 
Step 7. 

If tho R-conntcf is at n ('aunt of HO/' go to St€"p 
10; othpf',\"iso, go to .~tep 8. 

Inncll1._ent section J of tlJe- instrud:ioll register; 
tlwrenfter, go to Step 9. 

DC{,fl'ment scc,tion 4 or the instruction f('gister; 
tilt're:1ftl'f, go to St(;P 3. 

COpy the ('f)Jlt!'nt~ or~;('ctilm 5 of 111(1 in~trl1ction 
fC'g-istl"r into tlw wonl~;::L'lt'cting· n;,"h·:jrr. 

Upon completion of the execution of the previutlsly 
initiated "M[" word-cycle, during which time the next 
instruction word is read out from the particular addre'is 
in memory specified by the contents of the word-selecting 
register and stored in the instruction register, if th~ con
tents of section 1 of the instruction regis,ter th~rc::flcr 
corresponds to the code designation for 2n "Al':-J" in
struction (i.e., "II"), the state of line APN is rend·;rCl! 

50 after executed whereby the word in address-A is s,tored 
in memory at the address specified by section 4 of the 
instruction register. Upon completion of the "Ai'vt" word
cycle, the state of flipflop 6077 is again reversed, so that 
line AI'\'1 is thereby rendered FALSE. When line AM is 

55 thus rendered FALSE, lines lN4 and DE2 are likewise 
rendered FALSE. Consequently, sections 3 and 4 of the 
instruction register are respectively incremented and dec
remented by a cOllnt of "1." 

If, after being decremented, the R-counter is nt a 
60 count other than "0," indicating that there me additional 

word-pairs to be added, the state of flipflop 6091 is again 
reversed when line AM is subsequently rendered FALSE, 
and, as a resuit, line MA is again rendered TRUE for 
the second time. Thereafter, the above-described se-

65 qtlence of events is sequentially repeated until the R
counter is decremented to a count of "0," indicating that 
there are no other word-pairs to be added. When the R
counter reaches a count of "0," so that line R.p is ren
dered TRUE, the state of flipflop 6107 is reversed when 

70 line AM is subsequently rendered FALSE and line SID 
is thereby rendered TRUE. Line STD, being rendered 
TRUE, likewise renders line TS5 TRUE. Thus, in re
sponse to lines STD and TS5 being rendered TRUE, a 
"STD" subinstruclion is thereafter executed, whereby the 

75 contents of section 5 of the instru'~tion register is copied 
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into the word-selecting register, thus .terminating the se
quence of operations exc(:uted in response to initi::ttion 
of an "APN" instruction. 

82. Detailed Description of MUS Ilistructiolls 

The subprogram for a "multiply-and-shift" instruction 
essentially comprises five distinct steps or phases. Dur
ireg the first phase, the algebraic signs of the multiplier 
and of the multiplicand arc determined, and the uncom
plemented absolute values of the two factors are thereafter 
derived and stored back in memory at the original ad
dresses thereof. The second phase of the "MUS" sub
program is concerned with the actual multiplication of 

5 

10 

the two factors. During the multiplication phase, the 
ten-decimal-digit multiplicand is multiplied by the ten- IJ 
decimal-digit multiplier, and a twenty-decimal-digit prod-
uct is derived therefrom. As previously de~ribed in de
tail, a multiplication mathematical operation is carried 
out by the present computer by the process of repeated 
additions. That is, the multiplicand is e~sentially adckd 
to a twenty-digit product accumulator by the numher of 
times specified by the value of the first-order multiplier 
digit, the product accumulator initially having been pr,;set 
to zero. Thereafter, the thus-derived product is effec
tively shitted ,within the accumulator by one digital posi
tion to the right, and the multiplicand is again added 
to the thus-derived product by the number of times speci
fied by the value of the second-order multiplier digit. The 
product is again shifted one digital position to the right, 
and successive additions with respect to the third-order 
muUiplier digit are thereafter effected, and, so on, with 
respect to the remaining higher-order multiplier digits. 
Thus, upon completion of the multiplication operation, a 
twenty-decimal-digit product appears in the product ac
cumulator, which essentially comprises addresses A and 
B operatively connected end to end_ 

During the third phase of the subprogram, the twenty
digit product is shifted in the direction and by the number 
of digital positions indicated by the contents of section 2 
of the 'instmction register. The fourth phase of the sub
program is concerned with the copying of the ten low
order digits of the twenty-digit product back in memory 
at the address specified by section 4 of the instmction 
register. Due to the fact that the absolute value of the 
product is stored in memory at this particular time, the 
fifth and final phase of the subprogram is concerned with 
determining the algebraic sign of the product and there
after complementing the product in the event its algebraic 
sign is negative; however, in the event the sign of the prod· 
uct is ,positive, the product is not complemented. 

Listed below in somewhat tabular form, and also graph
ically illustrated by the flow diagram of FIG. I07N, is a 
step-by-step description of the various previously-described 
subinstmctions to which the computer is sequentially re
sponsive in executing a "MUS" instruction. 

Step SuUin,truc
tiOllS 

L _____ :"II-(}-L _____ _ 

2 ______ rF</>--()-3 _____ _ 

3 ______ rR4>-()-L ____ _ 

4 ______ MA-3-5 ______ _ 

5 ______ OBM(4)-0-fJ 

6 ______ OBl\I(2)-7-S __ 

Description 

Copy into tho instrnction r('~i;.:tcr the TIC ''; t 
instruction .. vonl ston:d in Il·('nlory at tlli' 
addn'ss :;p(l(·ifh.:tl hy t hp rontt'll t~ of t'lw v.'ord
Fe1I..'t'tin.~ rt';Ti~t(lr; thereaf/.Z"r, if the cont('nt~ of 
:-::m:ti0!11 of the instruction rcgis1l'r j-: "]3," 
g-o to 8teIl 2 in t.he' follovi'inr.; sl1Lpr(;~mm. 

Pfl\S\?t tho .F-(,OHIltl'f to "0"; thcrt'ai'tt'r, go to 
Step 3. 

Pn'set the R-connter to 100"; thcrraftcr, f-O to 
St"" 4. 

Copy the \'w'Ord from n-:e~n()ry into addrc~~s-A 
and~ ~L!lultaneou~ly th('!('witlJ, coP;;'- t,l,(1 
waffl di;?it by di';it into thE' IOJIJ db:dt-n"'Lr:-i(~t('·r. 
the fuldrcss of Uw word in rnrn'ory I.win~ 
SPt:'eifiNi by suction;-3 of the- instrnctiun rc;rjs
t!C'r; the[('aitcr, g-o to Slt'p ,~. 

Preset 1.1le stat.e of lino OBl\.J t.o corre~Tlond to 
algebraic si,fTn of tllc '''-Oftl ju~t read frOlli 111\.:111· 
ory thereaftC'r, go to 81rp 6. 

If the st'lte of line OB:'1 is THUE, gO to Stc" 

20 

''-~;) 

30 

~5 

40 

45 

50 

55 

60 

65 

70 

Step 

I 
8ul,in::;trnc-

tion~ 

8 ______ Cll-O-9 
9 ______ AM-n-10 

10 _____ RS-U-15 ______ 

1L ____ PRS-O-U _____ 

I 
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De,cription 

Clr~r n<ldrc",-ll thereafter, gO to Step 9. 
C011Y the ,"-ord :;;tored in adc1ref's-A into m{'m~ 

ory at Ow address specified by section n of 
tho in"truction f('g'i:;:tcr, un" being a "3" if 
thr H-connter is at a count of HO," nnd being 
fL u4·" if t.he R-connler is at. a count of 1<8" 
therea'[ter, go to R1('pl0. 

If 1110 R--{'onntC'r 1"i at. ft ('ount of "8," go to Stop 
15 otIWfWic:,(', go to Step 11. 

Prc;;,:pt 1he R-connter to liB" thereafter, go to 
8t{;p 1~. 

12 _____ l\IA-4-13 ______ , Copy the word from melllory into address-A 
and. simu1taI1rOllsiy therewith, copy the 
word digit by digitinto the liJ" digit· register , 
t he address of the \vord in memory bein g 
spel'ificd hy section 4 of the instruction regis
ter; thereafter, ~o to Step 13. 

13 _____ OBN(4)-0-H __ Pre_,et the state of line OBN TRUE if Lhe alge-

1L ____ 

15 _____ 
IG _____ 

17 _____ 

18 _____ 

19 _____ 

20 _____ 

2L ____ 

22 _____ 

23 _____ 

2'- ____ 

25 _____ 

26 _____ 

27 _____ 

28 _____ 

29 _____ 

30 _____ 

3L ____ 

32 _____ 

33 _____ 

34 _____ 

35. ____ 

30 _____ 

37 _____ 

38 _____ 

39 _____ 

40 _____ 

4L ____ 

42 _____ 

4-L ___ 

44 _____ 

45 _____ 

46 _____ 

47 _____ 

JD-8-L _______ 

('A (l)-O-lL __ 
l'Uq,-O-17 _____ 

AD(1)-0-18 ___ 

IFD-20-19 ____ 

RLM-3-20 ____ 

D9-,J7-2L _____ 

Rq,-22-2L ____ 

RAD-4-23 ____ 

DR-{)-2L ____ 

SA(2)-{)-25 ____ 

SB(2)-{)--2tL __ 

AF-{)-2L _____ 

1'1</>-17-28 _____ 

HLlt-{)-2L ___ 

H¢-30-4L ____ 

H2-31-33 ______ 

H3-32-35 ______ 

1I4-{)-3fi _______ 

SA(1)-O-3L __ 

SB(l)-{)-!O ____ 

R1-3G-38 ______ 

8A{2~1-0-37 ____ 

SB(3)-O-40 ____ 

DAD-0-39 ____ 

ARO-0,3" _____ 

DR-O-2D ______ 

OBTl(2)-
42-13 

01' c.I-3-43 

B:\1-i-4L ____ 

PRS-0-,15 _____ 

OBN(l)-
40-,17 

OP:-t-4-H ____ 

Sl'])-5-* ______ 

lmlk Sif!:l1 of the word JURt read (rom ll1emory 
corresponds to the state of line OHM; olher
wh', preset the statc of line OBN FALSE; 
therl'aft"r, go to Sten 14. 

If 1,11(' divit :-.toreJ in the I'J" digit-rpg-ister is 8 
"9." go to Sirp 7; othen'i'3(\_ go to -Rtep 8. 

(,Ie~r au(in'ss-A; (.]H'reclfter. to to Step 16. 
Preset the H-counter to "0"; (hereafter, go (0 

Step 17. 
Increment the digit-counter; tlwrcafter, go to 

Step 18. 
If the <li~it stored in the F-connler is equal to 

the digit c,tnred in the digit-counter, go to 
Rto)} If); oth('rwi'~f', gO to Step ~O. 

l)n"s.et 1he R-{,ol1n1~'r to a count corresponding 
tD the vI11uc of the digit v,:ho.::c digi1:l1 order 
i~ snecificd by tho F-conntrr and whose 
fHlrlre::,s in mrmory i~ s!\('eifird by sertion 3 
of the Instruction register; ttlt'rcaftcr, go to 
Ste]l20, 

If the digit.-countrr i~ at a ('ount of HD," go to 
SteLl 21; ot.hcr\Vi~('. eo to St(\P 17. 

If tho H-countpr i1'l at a ('ount of 00", go to 
Str'p 2>1; otlwrwi:"l', !IO to 8trp 22_ 

Add to the word storcu in adurcss-A th~ word 
stOTl'U in memory at. the address :"perified by 
section 4 of j he in~t rw::t ion r('gistf'r; tlWrt.'ufl.er, 
go to Step ~3. 

Dem'TIlent tho H-countcr; thereafter, go to 
Step 21. 

Shift. the word of uddress-A one place to the 
rivht; thereafter, go to 8t:qJ 25. 

Shift the word of address-TI onr pJace to the 
righl; thrreaftPT, go to Stcp 20. 

IIl-C'rern('nt 1be ~'-countcr; the-reuf:er, go to 
8trl) '27. 

If the F-cnuntrr is at a, ('ount of HI0," go to 
Step ?R; otlwrv,:i:;c, go to Step 17. 

Pre,,('t the R-('nun1cr to a count corresponding 
to thr low-of(ler digit of :"C'ction 2 of the in
struct ion rc~i~ trr; thereafter, go to ~,t(,P 29. 

H The R-COU1ll{"'Lr is at a (,Ol1nt of "0'1 go to 
Step 4]; ot.herwi~e. go to Rtt'p ~iO. 

HOw hip:h-ordf<r digit of~ec1io112 ofthe ins-i.rue· 
til1l1 n~!!btfr j,-, a. "2/' go to Step 33; otherwise, 
go to bt+.'p 31. 

If Ill" hi,Oh-ordprtli~it of section 2 of the instruc
linn Tep:t"'tcr i~ a "3/' go to Step 3t); othcrwi~~e, 
go to St;>p 32. 

If I he hi~h-order digit of ,cction 2 of the instme
I inn l'l'gistrf i"- a i'~," go to St('1> 36. 

ShirL ,he word of adllrc,"-A one plaC(' to the 
left; l1H'r('aftrr, go to Step 34. 

Shift the word of aclrln'ss-B one pineo to the 
left; thereafter, go to Rtep 40. 

If tllt' n_-cftunh'r is at a Cl1lUlt o( "1,'1 go to 
.c..rt'p 3~; ojhen\i~'t', go to Stt'P 3u. 

.shift 011' ,o".'unL of adtlress-A on{' plarc to the 
ri>:hr; therl':1ft('r, go to 81l:p 37. 

Shift tlw word of nddro~~,-B on(' place to the 
rj~ht; tlH'T{'arl('r, go to .Step 40. 

A(1<l (lw roml ant (JooOOCOa05 to the word ,torcd 
in a.d<lrt's~·-B; lh('rC'aftrr, to g-o to StC'p 39. 

Ad(l a word of 8.L1 z('ros to address-A; there· 
after, go to Ft<'p 30. 

DC('f('1TICllt the H-countcr; thereafter, go to 
8t('p 2!J. 

If the ,late of line all]\[ is THUE, go to Step 
,13; otherwi"e. go to Str]) ,12. 

Compll·nwnt 1he. word ;:-toreu in nwnlory at 
tho ~Hhln\"s srcf'ifit'd by .-:cc-tion 3 of 1he in
~trucjbn rcgish.'r; thereafter, 170 to Step 43. 

Copy tlie \Yorrl of :1dllrpss-B into mcmory at 
the ::uldress '"lJNiGcd by :'=cction 4 of the in
struction l'\:gbtcr; thl'r!:aftC'r, go to ~1tpp 44. 

Pre ct t.ho H.-counter to u count of "8 H
; th('rr~ 

after, go t.o ,slep 4,'1. 
If tho't:l!e o( line OB:-I is TRUE, go to Step 

47; o1henvi,'e, go to Step 4fi. 
Complc'llH'nt the v,.-md ~tort'd in mClnory at 

tll(1 atldre:;s flpecifirci hy ~('(·tion 4 of the ill· 
struc,t.ion rcgistt'r; lhrn'after, go to Step 4i. 

Copy 1.1)(' C"011tl'nl1' of ~,('C'tion 5 of the in~truetion 
rl'gi,tC'r into the wonl-~:clctting register. 

7 ______ CPA-0-8 _____ _ 
R otherwi<c, gO to Step 7. . 

Complement tho word in address-A thereafter, 
gO to ~tell 8. 

Upon completion of the execution of the previously 
75 initiated "MI" word-cycle, during which time the next in-
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struction word is read out from the particular address 
in memory specified by the contents of the word-selecting 
register and stored in the instruction reGister, if the con
tents of section 1 of the instruction register thereafter 
corresponds to the code designation for a "MUS" in- 5 
struction (i.e., "13"), the state of line MUS is rendered 
TRUE in the manner previously described with respect 

event, in response to line CB thus being rendered TRUE, 
a "CD" word-cycle is thereafter executed, whereby a word 
of all zeros is stored in address-B. Upon completion of 
tbe "CIl" word-cycle, tlie state of flipflop 6081 is again 
reversed, so that line CB is thereby rendered FALSE. 

\Vith reference to FIG. l02A, in response to line cn 
thus being rendered FALSE, the st~te of flipflop {j077 
is reversed, and line AM is rendered TRUE thereby. 
Line Ar>.'l being rendered TRUE likewise renders line 

to FIG. 56, and, as a result, a "MUS" instruction is there
after executed in the following manner: 

With reference to FIGS. 102A through l02C, there is 
illustrated therein a composite logical diagram of various 
portions of the computer circuitry utilized in executing a 
"MUS" instruction. With particular rcference to FIG. 
102B, at TIME-l after line .MI is rendered TRUE at the 
beginning of the previously-initiated "M1" word-cycle, the 
states of flipflops 6095 and 6096 are reversed, so that 
lines OBM and OBN, if not already FALSE, are respec
tively rendered FALSE thereby. Upon completion of the 
previously-initiated "MI" word-cycle, line PF¢ experiences 
a TRUE-to-FALSE reversal of state when line ivUN is 
rendered TRUE. Consequently, when line PF¢ is thus 
rendered FALSE, the F-CGunter is thereby caused to be 
preset to "0." Also as a result of line MIN thus being 
rendered FALSE, the state of flipflop 6091 is reversed, 
so that line MA is thereby rendered TRUE. With refer
ence ,to FIG. 79, the state of flipflop 6107 is reversed at 
the beginning of the previously-initiated "MI" word-cycle 
when line (Ml)' is thus rendered FALSE, so that line STD 
is rendered FALSE thereby. With reference back to FlG. 
l02C, when line STD is thus rendered FALSE, line PR¢ 
is likewise rendered FALSE, so that the R-counter is 
thereby caused to be preset to "0." 

With reference to FIG. lO2A, as the R-counter is now 

10 TS3 TRUE. Conscquent!y, in reopome to lines All'! 
and TS3 bdr.g rendered TRUE, an "AM" word-cycle is 
thereafter cxecuted, whereby the absolute value of the 
multiplier word stored in address-A is read out and 
stored in memory at the address specified by the eon-

IJ tcnts of section 3 of the instruction register. Upon com
pletion of the "AI\1" word-cycle, the state of flipflop 6077 
is a::;ain reversed, so that line AM is rendered FALSE 
thereby. As shovm in FIG. 102B, line PRS is also ren
dered FALSE as a result of line AM thus being rendered 

20 FALSE. Line PRS thus being rendered FALSE causes 
the R-countcr to be preset to a count of "8." Also, 
\vhen line Ai'>'! is thus rendered FALSE, the stilte of 
flipflop 6091 is agnin reversed, so that lin~ l\'IA is rendered 
TRUE for the second time. However, as the R-countel' 

25 is GO'N at a count of "8," so that line R8 is TRUE, line 
TS4 (FIG. l02C) is likewise rendered TRUE \vhen line 
j,IA is rendered TRUE. In response to lines ttA and 
TS4 thus being rendered TRUE, a second "MA" word
cycle is there8fier exccuted, whereby the multiplicand 

30 word stored in memory at the address specified by the 
contents of section 4 of the instruction register is read 
out and ;;tored in address-A. Simultaneously therewith, 
the multiplicand word just read out from memory is 
copied digit by digit into the "I" digit-rcgiskr. 

Upon completion of the second "MA" word-cycle, 
the state of flipflop 6091 (FIG. 102B) is again reversed, 
so that line MA is rendered FALSE thereby. If, upon 
completion of the execution of the second "MA" word
cycle, the algehraic sign of the multiplicand word just 

at a count of "0," so that line R<I> is TRUE, line TS3 is 
likewise rendered TRUE when line MA is initially ren- 0.) 
dered TRUE. As a result of lines MA and TS3 being 
rendered TRUE, a first "fvfA" word-cycle is thereafter 
executed, whereby the multiplier word stored in the ad
dress in memory specified by the contents of section 3 

-Jil read out from memory (as ind icated by a TRUE st<:tc of 
line J9 if negative and a TRUE st~"e of line (J9)' if 
posilive) corresponds to the algebraic sign of the mul
tiplier word (as indicated by a TRUE state of line OEM 
if positive and a TRUE state of line (ORM)'), the state 
of flipflop 6096 is reversed, so that line OBN is rend~red 

of ,the instruction register is read out and stored in addrcss
A. Simultaneously therewith, the multiplier word just 
read out from memory is copied digit by digit into the 
"J" digit.register. Upon completion of the "MA" word
cycle, the state of flipflop 6091 (FIG. 102B) is again 
reversed, so that line MA is rendered FALSE thereby. 
If, upon completion of the just-executed "MA" word
cycle, the algebraic sign of the multiplier word just read 
from memory is negative, so that the tenth-order digit 
thereof stored in the "J" digit-register is a "9," the stute 

45 TRUE, indicating that the algebraic sign of the prodtlct 
is positive. However, if such correspondence does not 
exist, the state of line OBN remains FALSE, indicating 
that the algebraic sign of the product of the two factors 

of line OBM remains FALSE. Howeve,r, if the tmth- iJO 
order digit stored in the "J" digit-register has a value 
other than "9," the state of flipflop 6095 is reversed upon 
completion of the "MA" word-cycle, and line OBl'I,1 is 
thereby rendered TRUE. Thus, it is evident, the state 

is negative. 
In addition, if the algebraic sign of the multiplicand is 

negative, so th~t line 19 is rendered TRUE, the state of 
flipflop 60S3 is reversed upon completion of the previous
ly initiated "MA" word-cycle, and line CPA is thereby 
rendered TRUE. As previously described, when line 

of line OBM is rendered TRUE if the algebraic sign of 
the multiplier word is positive and is rendered FALSE if 
the algebraic sign of the multiplier word is negative. 

If the algebraic sign of the multiplier word just read 
from memory is negative, so that line J9 is rendered 
TRUE, the state of flipflop 6083 is reversed upon com
pletion od' the previously-initiated "MA" word-cycle, and 
line CPA is thereby rendered TRUE. As previollsly de
scribed, when line CPA is rendered TRUE, a "CPA" sub
command is ,thereafter executed, wher,eby the multiplier 
word stored ~n address-A is first read out and comple
mented, and, thereafter, the absolute negative value there
of is stored back in address-A. Upon completion of the 
"CPA" subcomm:11ld, the state of flipflop 6083 is ag,lin 
reversed, and line CPA is thereby rendered FALSE. It 
is to be noted that the state of flipflop 6081 is reversed 
and line CB thereby rendered TRUE, either upon com
pletion of the first "MA" word-cycle if the algebraic sign 
of the multiplier word is positive, or upon completion of 
the SUbsequently-initiated "CPA" subcommand if the 
algebraic sign of the multiplier word is negative. In either 

;:;5 CPA is rendered TRUE, a "CPA" subcommand is there
after executed, whereby the word stored in address-A 
is read out and complemented, and, therc::fter, the ab
solute negative value thereof is stored back in addrcss-A. 
Upon completion of the "CPA" subcommand, the stale 

60 of flipflop 6(183 is again reversed, and line CPA is therehv 
rendered FALSE. It is again to be noted that the state 
of flipflop 6GSI is reversed and line CB thereby rendered 
TRUE, either upon completion of the second "lvfA" 
word-cycle if the algebraic sign of the multiplicand is 

65 positive, or upon completion of the "CPA" subcommand 
if the alegbraic sign of the multiplicand is negative. In 
either event, in response to line CB thus bein~ rendered 
TRUE, a "CD" word-cycle is thereafter eAecul~d, where
by a word of all zerm is stored in address-B. Upon 

70 completion of the just-initiated word-cycle "CB", the 
state of flipflop 6081 is ag?in reversed, so that line CB 
is thereby rendered FALSE. With reference to FIG. 
I02A, when line CB i3 thus rendered FALSE, the state 
of flipflop 6077 is revef~cJ, and line AM is rendered 

75 TRUE thereby for the second time. When line AM is 
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rendered TRUE, line TS4 (FIG. l02C) is likewise ren
dered TRUE. Consequently, in response to lines AM 
,md TS4 being rendered TR VE, an "AM" word-cycle is 
thereafter executed, whereby the word in address-A is 
stored in memory at the address specified by the contents 
of section 4 of the instruction register. Upon comple
tion of the "AM" word-cycle, the state of flipflop 6077 
is again reversed, so that line Arvr is rendered FALSE 
thereby. 

The steps of the subprogram to this point have been 
concerned with determining the algebraic signs of the 
multiplicand and the multiplier, conditioning the state 
of line OBN to be indicative of the algebraic sign of the 
product of the two factors, complementing either or 
both of the factors if the algebraic sign of either or both 
is negative, and thereafter returning the absolute value 
of the two factors to their original addresses in memory. 

With reference now to PIG. l02A, after the absolute 
value of the multiplicand is stored in memory at the ad
dress specified by the contents of section 4 of the instruc
ti'On register, via the previously-initiated "AM" word
cycle, the state of flipflop 6080 is reversed when line A~! 
is thus rendered FALSE for the second time, due to the 
fact that the R-counter is now at a count of "8," as in
dicated by a TRUE state of line R8. When the state of 
flipflop 6030 is reversed and line CA is rendered TRUE 
thereby. In response to line CA being rendered TRUE, 
a "CA" word-cycle is thereafter executed, whereby a 
word of all zeros is again stored in address-A. There
after, the state of flipflop 6080 is again reversed, and line 

206 
of the instruction register and is added to the partial 
product stored in address-A. After the second "RAD" 
subcomm~lfld is completed, the R-counter is again de
cremented by a count of "1," and, if, after being de-

o cremented for the second time, the R-counter is still at a 
count other than "0," a third "RAD" subcommand is 
thereafter executed, and so on. 

However, when the R-counter has been decremented 
to a count of "0," so that line R¢ is rendered TRUE 

10 thereby, indicating that the partial product with respect 
to the first-order digit of the multiplier word has been 
derived and stored in address-A, the state of flipflop 6097 
(FIG. 102A) is again reversed, so that line RAD is 
rendered FALSE thereby. As a result of Hne RAD thus 

15 being rendered FALSE, the state of flipflop 6101 is re
versed, so that line SA is thereby rendered TRUE. In 
response to line SA thus being rendered TRUE, a "SA" 
subcommand is thereafter executed, whereby the partial 
product now stored in address-A is shifted to the right 

20 by one digital position in the same manner as previously 
described in detail. Upon completion of the previously
initiated "SA" subcommand, the state of flipflop 6101 is 
again reversed, so that line SA is rendered FALSE there
by. When line SA is thus rendered FALSE, the state of 

25 flipflop 6103 is reversed, so that line SB is thereby ren
dered TRUE. In response to line "SB" being rendered 
TRUE, a "SB" subcommand is thereafter exeouted, 
whereby the word stored in address-B is shifted to the 
right by one digital position, with the original first-order 

30 digit of the word in address-A being stored in the tenth
order digital position of address-B. Upon completion of 
the just-initiated "SB" subcommand, the state of flipflop 
6103 is again reversed, so that line SB is rendered FALSE 

CA is rendered FALSE. As a result of line CA thus 
being rendered FALSE, the state of flipflop 6066 is 
reversed, so that line MJ is rendered TRUE thereby. 
Substantially coincidentally therewith, line PR¢ (FIG. 
W2C) experiences a TRUE-to-FALSE reversal of state 35 
and therehy causes the R-counter to be preset to "0." 

thereby. 
With reference to FIG. 102C, just prior to the comple

tion of the previously-initiated "SB" subcommand, line 
AF experiences a TRUE-to-FALSE reversal of stntc when 
line EG is rendered FALSE; consequently, the F-counter 
is incremented from a connt of "0" to a count of "1." 

When line MJ is thus rendered TRUE, line TS3 (FIG. 
102A) is likewise rendered TRUE. ConsC"quently, in 
response to lines M1 and TS3 being rendered TRUE, 
a "MJ" word-cycle is thereafter executed, whereby the 
multiplier stored in memory at the address specified by 
section 3 of the instruction register is read out and the 
first-order digit thereof is stored in the R-counter. 

The reason that only the first-order multiplier digit 
is stored in the R-countcr via the previously initiated 
"MJ" word-cycle is that the F-counter was initially pre
set to zero, and thus line RLM is TRUE only during that 
time the count of the digit-counter is also equal to zero. 
Otherwise, line (IFD)', hence line RLM, remains FALSE. 
As previously described in detail, a digit is stored in the 
"J" digit-register from memory only when line RLM 
is TRUE. After the first-order digit of the multiplier 
is stored in the R-counter, the state of flipflop 6066 (FIG. 
102A) is again reversed, so that line MJ is rendered 
FALSE thereby. If the first-order mulliplicr digit now 
stored in the R-counter has a value other than "0" as 
indicated by line (R¢ )'bcing TRUE, the s(:.:te of flipflop 
6091 is reversed when line l\fJ is thus rendered FALSE, 
and, as a result, line RAD is rendered TRUE thereby. 
When line RAD is thus rendered TRUE, line TS-1 (FIG. 
102C) is likewise rendered TRUE. 

Consequently, in response to lines RAD and TS4 thus 
being rendered TRUE, a first "RAD" subcommand is 
thereafter executed, whereby the multiplicand stored in 
memory at the address specified by the contents of sec
tion 4 of the instruction register is read out and added 

40 Thus with reference to FIG. 102A, as the F-counter is at 
a count other than "10," so that line (Fl1»' rem8ins 
TRUE, the state of flip-flop 6C66 is again reversed upon 
completion of the just-initiated "SB" subcommand, so 
that lines MJ and TS3 are both rendered TRUE for the 

45 second time. With reference to FIG. 102C, it is again 
to be noted that, due to the fact that the F-counter is now 
at a count of "1," line (IFD)', hence line RLM, is ren
dered TRUE only during the time the digit-counter is 
also at a count of "1"; otherwise, line RLM remains 

50 FALSE. As a result of lines MJ and TS3 again being 
rendered TRUE, a second "MJ" digit-cycle is thereafter 
executed, whereby the second-order digit of the multiplier 
word is read out from the address specified by section 3 
of the instruction register and is thereafter stored in the 

55 R-Collnter. Thereafter, a succession of "RAD" SUbCOfl1-
mands is executed, whereby the multiplicand is added to 
the partial product now stored in address-A by the num
ber of times equal to the digital value of the second-order 
multiplier digit stored in the R-counter. Thereafter, the 

GO twenty-digit word stored in combined addresses A and B 
is shifted to the right by one digital position in the same 
manner as just described. 

The above-de~cribed sequence of events is sequentially 

6
r: repeated until the tenth-order digit of the multiplier is 
v stored in the R-counter, the mUltiplicand is again added 

to the contents of address-A by the number of times to the contents of address-A. Upon completion of the 
first "RAD" subcommand, line DR (FIG. I02C) experi
ences a TRUE-to-FALSE reversal of state, so that the 
R-counter is decremented by a count of "1." If, after 
being decremented, the R-counter is still at a count other 
than "0," Jines RAD and TS4 remain TRUE, so that a 
second "RAD" subcommand is thereafter executed, 
whereby the multiplicand is again read out from the ad
dress in memory specified by the contents of section 4 75 

dictated by the digital value of the tenth-order multiplier 
digit, and the twenty-digit product stored in combined 

70 addresses A and B is shifted to the right for the tenth time 
by one digital position. As t!lC ]'<'-C0unter is now at a 
count of "10," as indicated by line FlO being rendered 
TRUE, the multiplication portion of the "MUS" instruc-
tion is now completed. 

During the next phase of the "MUS" instruction, a 
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succession of "SA" and "SB" subcommands is executed, 
whereby the twenty-digit product is shifted either to the 
right or to the left by the number of digital positions 
hdicuteJ by (he contents of section 2 of the instl-uction 
register, p.ll in esscntially the same manner as previously 
described in detail with respect to that portion of the 
precediw; d·~scr,iption entitled "Description of SHF In
struction" and also with respect to that portion of the 
preceding description rel<1ting to the "SA" and "SI3" sub
comm8nds. 

With reference to FIG. 102B, if the state of line 
(OEM)' was previously rendered TRUE, indicating that 

10 

the algebraic sign of the multiplier is negative, the stale of 
flipflop 6084 is reversed upon completion of the last "SB" 
subcommand, during which time lines Flq, and Rq, are 15 
both rendered TRUE. Consequently, the state of line 
CPM is rendered TRUE in order to effect complement-

208 
cxccutln2 a "hID])" in~;truction, the cod~ nUffiber "32" 
is effectively utilizcJ during the "shift prod~ict" pha:,'~ of 
tbe subprogram i:1stcad of the number stored in section 2 
of the instruction register, as in the pr(,;viously-dcscri8e·J 
"MUS" instruction. Tn addition, in executing a "NIDD" 
instructio:l, the address in memory of the multiplier is 
specified by the contents of section 2 of the instructiol1 
register instead of section 4, a:, in the ex~cution of the 
previously-described "MUS" instruction. 

Listed below in somewhat tabuiar form, and al;:o 
graphically illustrated by the flow diagram of FIG. 107M, 
is a step-by-step description of the various previously de
scribed subinstructions to which the computer is sequen
tially responsive in executing a "MDD" instruction: 

Step Sul)in'ilrllC- I 
tian~ ing of the multiplier stored in memory at the <1ddre'ls 

specifioo by section 3 of the instruction register. How
ever, if the algebraic sign of the multiplier is positive, ~o ~~= MH-L=I~~~:-i~;:~~-i~'truc~;::-:ghte~~-I: next 

, in..;truct.ion \Yord store(L in Hl':1I1')T.\' at tit:] 
l1ddn'''" "l1',ecil1r,t}by the (·,0nt.'~nt.~ of UI" ~,Yl)n!
~i'Juct.inl~ regi,"t~r; tiI2n~Jf[('f. if t.f!1! eunh'llts 
of ;Y'clionl of til,,' h'llrudi.on r\';:;i~t\:f i-.: "U," 

the state of line (OBM)' thus being FALSE, a subse
quently-initiated "CPM" subcammand is prevented. As 
shown in FIG. l02C, the state of flipflop 6lJ79 is reversed 
and line BM thereby rendered TRUE upon completion of 
the last-initiated "SB" subcommand, if the state of line 
0111\,1 is TRUE, indicating that the algebraic sign of the 
multiplier is positive; otherwise, the state of flipflop 6079 
remains unchanged and line BM thereby remains FALSE 
until the Iast-initbted "CP!'.!" subcommand is complctccl. 
However, when line BM is finally rendered TRUE due (0 ;;0 

a reversal of state of flipflop 6079, line TS4 is likewise 
rendered TRUE. 

In response to lines BM and TS4 thus being rendered 
TRUE, a "BM" word-cycle is thereafter executed, where-
by the word is address-B is read out and stored in memory .,,J 
at the address specified by the contents of section 4 of the 
instruction register. Upon completion of the "BM" word
cycle, the state of flipflop 6079 is again reversed, so that 
line BM is rendered FALSE thereby. With reference to 
FIG. l02B, when line BM is thus rendered FALSE, the -iO 
state of line PR8 is reversed from TRUE to FALSE, thus 
causing the R-countcr to be preset to a count of "R," so 
that line R8 is rendered TRUE thereby. If the state of 
line (OBN)' was previously rendered TRUE, indicating 
that the algebraic sign of the product is negative, the 45 
state of flipflop 6084 is reversed when line 13M is thus 
rendered FALSE, and, as a result, line CPM is rendered 
TRUE thereby. When line CPM is thus rendered TRUE, 
line TS4 (FIG. 102C) is likewise rendered TRUE. Thus, 

~n ,:g~~f,;es~l~~~~~~~~r i:nt~:~~:f~e~n:X~~~~:~~d\~~~;; 50 
the product stored in memory at the address specified 

gO to Stf:jl ~ of the? f\)l!o',\'itl~ "!l:I~lro:.;ram. 
Pre'.;et Uw F-eountt.'r to "0"; tilf"re.lfter. ~!o to 

Stpp 3. 
Pr!'-.:ut. UlC H~coutltc'r tD no"; nvr~~'lft"r, 'p:O to 

;H~q) 4 
4 ______ i\.lA-3-IL_____ Co":'!~~'tIH; nc;xt ".\'orJ from lrWIll'lry itlJo :VlI]C0:;"5-

A. antI, ~inluH~lrH~ou-"lv tl1(!n'\\-ith. co:n; th'~ 
word uigit byui~it. int.o th~ ".1" dj~~it-relii ... tH. 
till' ~l(ldrt";1 of th'_' ncd, wr)r,l ill 
iK'iJl'~ ~~Iedfii'(i bv UlD conkntf' Dr 
of t11D instru-\:t.ioll fi.-'gi ,ter; tht'n..",.llcf, go to 
~)tejj 5. 

5 ______ OB ~r(4)-O~~L- Pre:;et tllp -:::t:tte of liIH~ OB~1 t.o ('o"!'rp'.;noilil to 
the algl~l)t':lk :-;ign of th:_' ~.vonl ju ~t fl·:ld. frollt 

6 ... ___ on Mf~) .. 7-8" 

7" ____ .1 fiPA-O-L .... 

lWml.')ry; nF"n'~liter. t~n to H!.t·,> 6, 
lftbe ~tatp of line OlL\f ir, TRLT E) go to Strp R; 

otlwrwi~~l.'l go to 8te;J 7, 
COrnl>lcl11Pllt the '11'01.'11 ;-;torcd in alldn',3:i-;\; 

thereaftt'r. go t() St.e.) 8. 
8 ______ en -O-fL ______ Ckelf fhidre,;;-;··B; UJen.'~tftt'r. go to i,!pp 9. 
9______ A:'If-n-lO___ ___ C()~)y the word stored ill [ludrl'::::s-A int,o mrrnory 

at the acldr('::-~s ~qre("if1('d hy '1Pction II of 1hi~ 
i~l"trlH.'j,ion Tl';~i'itf;'r, "ft" IX'in·'; a ",')" if tlI;~ 
H-{'ol1nt,",r i, :IL n C,)ll11f, of dO", and iwinrz a 
"4" if t1w H-cnuntc" i" 3t a cou.nt of ";>,,"; 
t.lJ:'rcH.~t('r. t:0 to 8,tep IlJ. 

1IJ. ____ RS-l1"l~ _._ If th':.1 R-COllutr,lr i:.:. at ~L ,'oiml of "~", ~o to 

11- .... I'll'i-O-rL .. _ 
.stt~P n; ot.1j(~r~.'d.,p. ~Q /0 :,[('iI 11. 

l're.,\~,t the H-c.QulJter tu "~"; (hC"fC-lHer gD to 
StCT t:!. 

l:_L~ ___ 1 ~IA--2··13____ C·Jj)Y tile next ,"onI fr0m ml~m()ry int,Q :~ddrl's ,-
A, and, simultnllcDn ~ly there ,·;H.h. to;JY tlw 
';..'oni dif!it hy digit into the ",)" dir,it-f('g'l'itl'r, 
the. addre::;s of thQ m~xt ,vord in me1TIory 
Leill~ specified hy nh~ contcnt~ of ..:;eC'tion 2 
of thc' instrnction rc;;i.3ter; therl'~lf!cr. ~o to 
Stc,) 13. 

13 .... 013;-;1(4)-O-jL I'r",et t.he ,talc Df line OBN TRL'E if the 
algebraic sign of t1((', 'vort! ju~t rt',:1.11 frotH 
llH'mory ('orre~ponds to the ~tate of line 
o !L\ll; ot.berwi.-.:e, JH'C':-et tiw ~bk' nf liuc 
OfL',I FALSE; thereLl.H{~r, go to ~~~tep 14. 

14 _____ J9-S~7 _________ If the digit. stored in tIle ".1" dil!it. rt".;i~t('j i<; tl 

"'Y'. go to Stop 7; oUit:!", .. i~:e. !:u tl) :::,ttC';) S, 
CAn)-O-l~l ____ Cle~lr addres~,-.A; nH~rl;,tfter. go to St(';, 10. 
PR¢.-O-17 _____ Pn'''l'L t1w H.-couuter to '~O"; t1H.'reJft.er 1 go to 

17 
SloP!) 17_ 

A D{l)-O-IB_ _ _ lw.:rpnlpnt the (il~jt·coant,-~r; UWTc'.lft,t'f, ~o to 

by the contents of section 4 of the instruction register is 
complemented thereby. Upon completion of the just
initiated "CPM" subcommand, the state of flipflop 6084 
(FIG. l02B) is again reversed, so that line CPM is 55 18 

rendered FALSE thereby. 

Skp IS. 
H tb(~ rli~lt star,;-Il in th{; 

the d i~~lt ~torcd in UH' 
Step 19; otnt'nvls(', go to 

As shown, the state of flip-flop 6107 is reversed and 
line STD rendered TRUE upon completion of the just
initiated "BM" subcommand if the state of line OBN i:, 
TRUE, indicating that the algebraic sign of the product is GO 
positive; otherwise, the state of flipflop 6107 is not so 
reversed, and line STD is thereby rendered TRUE until 
the previously-initiated "CPM" subcommand is completed. 
However, when line STD is finally rendered TRUE, line 
TS5 is likewise rendered TRUE. In response to lines 05 
STD and TS5 thus being rendered TRUE, a "STD" sub
instruction is thereafter executed, whereby the contents 

19 HL:lf-3-20 ____ Sec"" m thc' ({-co,,!,t"r U1:' 
po.~;t~on is sW~(~iflul 11:.' 
\rhost' :}ddn'ss In nwm0ry 
('nllt~·llt..:; of su::t:Dn ;) oj" th"~ ~I~I n",I,:~,_ 
tl'r; then·aJt'.:r\ t~:O to c;t!'l1 :':'J. 

211 _____ D9-17-:2L _____ If (he t1j~~t~torlnt'r is at a lnt Df<lJr " go ta 
St.c-p ~i; oth'..'nv:sl', ~10 to 17. 

2L ____ H~~22--2L----- If CllI' H-l.'ollnt::r is at a .count 'I()," go to Stf.'p 
24; otherwise, flO t,) t'jIJ'P 22, 

HAD-I-2:J Ad_,l til,: wonL sVJrt'il in ITl1'"LlWf,V nt tlH' nildrL's.; 
sp8,..';fie"1 b:,' s1'd_')U 4 rtf th.C' i1l5'-r~1('t:un 
n':~lster t'J the wonl stored ;n arl'lrl'ss~A; 
th,:~reaftr:'r, go t,} Step 'la. 

23 _____ DH.-O-21_____ D\'~Tt·tlll'nt tht' H-couut.:r; Cl("re~lft':r, g0 to 
St"p ~1. 

24 _____ 8A(:2)"-0-:2.3 ____ Sll~n the ·word of ;)ddrl>~s·A pb',c I.,) t~1e 
ri!.!;ht; th~·n':l~t·~'r. ~o to<) Sbp . 

25_ ____ S 13 (~~J--o-2i':' _ _ _ Shift the wor~l u',ld r<"8:3-:~ one tl) the, r .';.'.11t; 
of section 5 of the instruction register is stored in the 
word-selecting register, thus terminating the sequence of 
events initiated in accordance with the "MUS" instruction. 

thl.'r(,~LfV"r, ~o t,:) .':It,~p 2iJ. 
70 2(L ____ Ar'-O-:?7 _______ 1 I~"'·n;nll'nt the F-cm_:mtl'r; thl"'r{;J[tl~r,:;o tD f:~tl'[} 

27 _____ li'1¢-l7-2~_~ __ J If2~;i) F·{~Ol~ntrr is at a {,[)U;lt .of "lO"t ;~0 t'J 
I Stt"P Z~; oth'~f':'i<se, fO to Step 17. 

28___ l'H2-0-2D ____ ~1 rn.'sct the H-count2f t.O:.l CDLlut 0.1 "~"; trWft'-
altpf, '!IJ to Stl~'P :21J, 

2i:L ___ H¢-30-3~,L _____ If the H-·CO~:~ltt .. r is at ro';~t of "v''. go to Step 
~ 3\j; othenv ~se. go t.o JO. 

83. Detailed Description of MDD Illstmctiol1s 

A "MDD" instruction is essentially a special case of 
the just-described "MUS" instruction. For example, in 75 
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Step Subinstruc-
tlom 

30 _____ Rl-31-33. _____ 

3L ___ SA(2)-{)-32. ___ 

32. ____ SD(2)-{)-3L __ 

33. ____ DAD-{)-34. ___ 

M _____ ARO-{)-3L __ . 

35 _____ DR-{)-29 __ . ___ 

36. ____ ODM(2)-37-
38. 37 _____ CPM-3-38. ___ 

38. ____ BM-4-39 .. ___ _ 

39 ____ . PR8-{)-40. __ ._ 

40 _____ OBN(2)-41-
42. 

41... __ CPM-4-42. __ _ 

42_ ____ STD-5-·. __ ... 

209 

Description 

If tbe R-covnter is at a connt of" 1", go to Step 
33; otberwlse, go to Step 31. 

Shift the word 01 address·A one place to the 
right; thereafter, go to Step 32. 

Sbift tbe word of address·B one place to tbe 
right; thereafter, go to Step 35. 

Add the constant 0000000005 to the word stored 
in addressoR; thereafter, go to Step 34. 

Add a word of all zeros to address· A; thermfter, 
go to St.·p 31. 

Decrement the R·counter; thereafter, go to 
Step 29. 

If the state of line on~1 is TRUE, go to Step 
38; otherWIse. go to Step 37. 

Complement the word stored in memory at the 
address specified by tht·, contents of section 3 
of the instruction register; thereafter, go to 
Step 38. 

Copy the word of addft,ss· 13 into memory at 
tbe address specifled by the contents o(sec· 
tion 4 of the instruction register; thereafkr, 
go to Step 39. 

Preset the R-countcr to a count of H8"; there
after, go to Step 40. 

If the state oflinc onN is TRUE, go to Step 42; 
otberwise, go to Step 41. 

Complement the word stored in memory at the 
address specified by the eOlltNlts of sec-Lon ~ 
of tbe instruction register; thereafter, go to 
Step 42. 

Copy the eontl'nts ofsc-ction 501 the instruction 
register into tbe word-selecting register. 

As previously described with respect to FIG. 56, if the 
two-decimal-digit number stored in section 1 of the in
struction register is either a "12" or a "13" line MUS 
is thereby rendered TRUE. Line MDD' is rendered 
TRUE, however, only when the number "12" is stored in 
s~ction 1 of the instruction register. Thus, upon comple
ho,?- of !he previously-initiated "MI" word-cycle, during 
WhICh tIme the next instruction word is read out from 
the particular address in memory specified by the con
tents of the word-selecting register and is thereafter 
stored in the instruction register, if the contents of sec
tion 1 of the instruction register corresponds to the 
code designation for a "MDD" instruction (Le., "12"), 
the states of lines MUS and MDD are both rendered 
TR,£!E in the manner just stated. In response to both 
of hnes MUS and MDD simultaneously being rendered 
TRUE, a "MDD" instruction is thereafter executed in 
essentially the same manner as just described with respect 
to the "MUS" instruction. This is evident from a com
parison of the "MDD" and "MUS" flow diagrams shown 
In FIGS. 107M and 107N, respectively, together with 
tJ;e accoI?pan~ing step-by-step descriptions thereof pre
VIOusly gIven In chart form. This is further exempli
fied by the fact that the combination of the logical dia
grams shown in FIGS. 101 and 102A through 102C 
form a composite logical diagram of particular portions 
?f the ~omputer circuitry utilized in executing a "MDD" 
InstructIon. 

The primary differences between the "MDD" and 
':MUS" instructions are as follows: During the execu
tIon of the second "MA" word-cycle, during which time 
the multiplicand is read out from a particular address in 
memory, and also during which trme the R-counter is ,at 
a count of "8," the state of line TS2 (FIG. 101) is 
rendered TRUE, whereas line TS4 (FIG. lO2C) is rend
ered FALSE by logical AND 1521. Consequently dur
ing the execution of the second "MA" word-cycle ~rtion 
of the "MDD" subprogram, the multiplicand to be thus 
stored in address-A is read out from the address in mem
ory specified by the contents of section 2 of the instruction 
register, rather than being read out from the address in 
memory specified by the contents of section 4 of the in
struction register, as in the execution of the previously
described "MUS" instruction. Thus, upon completion of 
the first-initiated "SB" subcommand portion of the 
"MDD" subprogram, during which time the F-counter is 

210 
at a count of "9," linePR2 (FIG. 101) is rendered 
FALSE, so that the R-counter is preset to "2," rather than 
having stored therein the low-order digit of section 2 of 
the instruction register via execution of a "RLR" subin-

5 struction, as in the exe'cution of tlle "MUS" instruction. 
Also, as line (MDD)' is rendered FALSE during the ex
ecution of the "MDD" instruction, lines H2 and H4 
(FIG. 101) are likewise rendered FALSE. However, 
when line MDD is initially rendered TRUE line H3 is 

10 likewise rendered TRUE. Therefore, as the R-counter is 
at a count of "2," and as line H3 is TRUE during the ex
ecution of the secondly-initiated "SA" and "SB" subcom
mand portions of the "MDD" subprogram, the twenty
digit product stored in addresses A and B is shifted one 

15 place to the right, thereafter rounded and again shifted 
one place to the right, all in the same manner as previ
ously described. After the final shifting operation is 
completed, the "MDD" subprogram is thereafter terminat
ed in exactly the same manner as the previously-described 

20 "MUS" subprogram. 

84. Detailed Description of DIV Instructions 

The subprogram for the "DIV" instruction essentially 
25 comprises three distinct steps or phases. During the first 

phas~, the divisor is read out from the address in memory 
speCIfied by the contents of section 3 of the instruction 
register and is stored in address-A. The algebraic s~gn of 
the divisor is thereafter determined, and its uncomple-

30 mented absolute v<tlue is derived and stored back in the 
original ·address in memory thereof. Thereafter the di
vidend is read out from the address in memory ~pecified 
by the contents of section 2 of the instruction register and 
is stored in address-A. The algebraic sign of the dividend 

35 is determined, and its uncomplemented absolute value is 
thereafter derived and stored back in address-A. During 
the division phase of the subprogram, the ten-decimal
digit dividend in address-A is effectively divided by the 
~en-de.cimal digit. divisor, and a ten-decimal-digit quotient 

40 IS denved from It and stored in address-B. 
As ppeviously stated, a division mathematical operation 

is carried out within the computer by the process of repeat
ed subtractions. That is, the divisor is successively sub
tracted from the contents of address-A until the magnitude 

45 of the ,contents of address-A is less than the magnitude of 
the divisor, the word 0000000001 being added to the con
tents of address-B upon completion of each subtraction 
operation. After the word in address-A becomes less than 
the divisor, the contents of addresses A and B are each 

50 effectively shifted to the left by one digital position. There
after, the divisor is again successively subtracted from the 
contents of address-A until the magnitude thereof again 
becomes less than the magnitude of the divisor, the word 
0000000001 again being added to the contents of address-

55 B upon completion of each subtraction operation. There
after, the contents of addresses A and B are again effec
tively shifted to the left by one digital position and the 
sequence of events again repeated until the contents of 
addresses A and B are shifted to the left by the total num-

60 ber of nine digital positions. The third phase of the sub
program is concerned with the copying of the contents of 
address-B back in memory at the address specified by the 
contents of section 4 of the instruction register. Due 
to the fact that the absolute value of the quotient is now 

65 stored in memory, the fourth and final phase of the sub
program is concerned with determining the algebraic sign 
of the quotient and thereafter complementing the quotient 
in the event its algebraic sign is negative; however, in 
the event the algebraic sign of the quotient is positive, a 

70 subsequent complementing operation is not performed. 
Listed below in somewhat tabular form, and also graph

ically illustrated by the flow diagram of FIG. 107P, is a 
step-by-step description of the various previously described 
subinstructions to which the computer is sequentially re-

75 sponsive in executing a "DIV" instruction: 



Step I Subinstruc
tions 

L _____ MI-Q-L _____ _ 

2 ______ PR4>-O-il ______ 
3 ______ MA-3-4 _______ 

4 ______ OBM(4)-O-5 __ 

0 ______ OBM(2)-6-7 __ 

6 ______ CPA-O-L ____ 

7 ______ R</>-14-8 _______ 

8 ______ CB--{'-9 _______ 
9 ______ AM-4-10 ______ 

In _____ PR8-0-1!. ____ 
11. ____ MA-2-12 ______ 

lL ___ OBN(4)-0-13 __ 

13 _____ J9-14-G.. _____ _ 

14_____ RSB-4-15 ____ _ 
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Dcscript.ion 

Copy into the instruction register the next in
struction word stored in mem on- at the 
address specified by the contents of thl' word
selecting regislor; thereafter, if the contents 
of section 1 of the instrnctlon register is • '14 H 

go to Step 2 in the follo"~ng subprogram_ ' 
Preset the R-counter to "0"; thereafter, go to 

Step 3_ 
Copy th~ word from memory into address-A, 

und, s~n:nltun~o~sly therewith, eopy the 
word dlglt by dlgltmto the "J" digit-register, 
the address of the word in mern ory h'ing 
specified by the contents of sectlon 3 of the 
instruction register; thereafter, go to Step 4. 

Preset the state of line OBM to correspond to 
the algebraic sign of the word just rend from 
nlClnory; thereafter, go to St~p 5. 

If the state of line OBlIt is 'l'RUE, go to Step 
7; otherwise, go to Step 6. 

Complelpent the word stored in address-A; 
thereafter, go to Step 7. 

If the R-counter is at a count of 140," go to Step 
8; otherwise, go to Step 14. 

Clear address- B; the.reafter, go to Rtep 9. 
Copy the word stored in address-A into n'em

ory at the address specified by the contents 
of the section 4 of the instruction register' 
register; thereafter, go to Step 10. ' 

Preset the n-counter to a count of "8"; there
after, go to Step 11. 

Copy the word stored in memory at the ad
dress specified by the contents of section 2 of 
tpe instruction register into address-A, and, 
sl~lnltaneo~sly therewith, COpy the word 
digit by dlglt into the "J" digit-register; 
thereafter, go to Step 12. 

Preset the state of line OBN TRUE if the 
algebraic sign of tbe word just read from 
memory ('orresponds to the state of ]ine 
OBM; otherwise, preset the state of line 
OBN FALSE; tbereafter, go to Step 13. 

Il the digit stored in the" J,e digit-register is a 
"9," go to Step 6; otherwise, go to Step 14. 

212 
completion of the previously-initiated "MI" word-cycle, 
the state of flipflop 6091 is reversed when line MIN is 
subsequently rendered FALSE, so that line MA is rendered 
TRUE thereby, With reference to FIG. 79, at the be-

5 ginning of the previously initiated "MI" word-cycle, the 
state of flipflop 6107 is reversed, when line (MI), is thus 
rendered FALSE, so that line STD is rendered FALSE 
thereby. With reference back to FIG. 103B, when line 
STD is thus rendered FALSE, line PR¢ is likewise ren-

10 dered FALSE, so that the R-counter is thereby oaused to 
be preset to "0." 

With reference to FIG. 103A, as the R-counter is now 
,at a count of "0," so that line R¢ is TRUE, line TS3 
is rendered TRUE as a result of line MA being rendered 

15 TRUE. Consequently, a first "MA" word-cycle is there
after executed, whereby the divisor stored in memory at 
the address specified by the contents of section 3 of the 
instruction register is read out and stored in address-A_ 
Simultaneously therewith, the divisor is copied digit by 

20 digit into the "J" digit-register. Upon completion of the 
"MA" word-cycle, the state of flipflop 6091 (FIG. 103B) 
is again reversed, so that line MA is rendered FALSE 
thereby_ If upon completion of the "MA" word-cycle 
the algebraic sign of the divisor just read from memory 

25 is negative, so that the tenth-order digit thereof stored in 
the "J" digit-register is a "9," the state of line OBM re
mains FALSE. However, if the tenth-order digit of the 
divisor now stored in the "J" digit-register has a value 
other than "9," the state of flipflop 6095 is reversed on 

30 completion of the "MA" word-cycle, and line OBM is 
thereby rendered TRUE. Thus, it is evident, the state of 
line OBM is rendered TRUE if the algebraic sign of the 
divisor is positive and is rendered FALSE if the algebraic 
sign of the divisor is negative. 

15 _____ EAS-17-16 ____ 

Subtract the word stored in memory at the 
address specified by the contents of section 4 
of tbe instruction reg!,ter from the word 35 
stored in address-A; then'after, gO to Step 15. 

If the Blge bralc sign of the differenee is pod live, 
go to Step 16; otherw!'e, go to Step 17. 

If the algebraic sign of the divisor just read from mem-
ory is negative, so that line J9 is TRUE, the state of flip
flop 60-8.3 is reversed upon completion of the previously
initiated "MA" word-cycle, and line CPA is thereby ren
dered TRUE. In response to line CPA thus being ren-

16 _____ DAD-o-I4. ___ 

11.. ___ RAD-4-18 ____ 

18 _____ DR-o-19 ______ 

19 _____ R</>-20-22.. ____ 

20 _____ SA(I)-o-ZL __ 

21. ____ SB(l)-O-lL __ 

22 _____ BM-4-23.. ____ 

23 _____ OBN (1)-24-25_ 
24 _____ CPM-4-25.. __ 

25_____ STD-5-* _____ _ 

Add the constant 0000000001 to the word stored 
in address-B; thereafter, go to Step 14. 

Add tbe word stored In memory at the address 
specified by the contents of section 4 of the 
!nstmction register to the word stored in 
address-A; thereafter, go to Step 18. 

Decrement the H-connter; thereafter, go to 
Step 19. 

If the R-counter is at a count of "0 " go to 
Step 22; otherWise, go to Step 20. ' 

Shift the word stored in address-A one digital 
posiUon to the left; thereafter, go to "trp 21. 

Shift the word stored in address-B one digital 
position to the left; thereafter, go 10 81.<'p 14. 

Copy the word of address-B into m(mory at 
the address specified by the contents of scc
tlon 4 of the Instruction register; thereafter, 
go to Step 23. 

If tho stato of line OBr\ is TUUE go to Step 
25; otherwise, go to Step 24. ' 

Complement t.he word stored in memory at the 
address speClfied by the contents of section 4 
of the instruction register; thereafter, go to 
Step 25. 

Copy the contents of soet Ion 5 of the Imtruction 
register into the word-sdecting regbter. 

.. l!pon :omr,letion of the execution of the previously 
InItiated MI word-cycle, during which time the next 
5nstruction word is read out from the particular address 
in I?emory specified by the contents of the word-selecting 
:egIster .and thereafter stored in the instruction register, 
If the contents of section 1 of the instruction register 
thereafter corresponds to the code designation for.a "DIY" 
instmction (i.e_ '~14"), the state of line DIY is rendered 
TRUE in the manner previously described with respect to 
FIG. 56, and, as a result, a "DIY" instruction is thereafter 
executed in the following manner: 

With reference to FIGS, 103A and 103B, there is illus
trated therein a composite logic.al diagram of particular 
portions of the computer circuit utilized in executing a 
"DIY" instruction, With particular reference to FIG. 
103B, at TIME-1 after line MI is rendered TRUE at the 
beginning of the previously-initiated "MI" word-cycle, the 
states of f1ipflops 6696 are reversed, so that lines OBM 
and OBN are respectively rendered FALSE thereby. Upon 

40 dered TRUE, a "CPA" subcommand is thereafter exe
cuted, whereby the divisor now stored in address-A is 
read out and complemented, and its absolute negative 
value thereafter stored back in address-A, Upon com
pletion of the "CPA" subcommand, the state of flipflop 

45 6083 is again reversed, and line CPA is thereby rendered 
FALSE, It is evident, therefore, that the state of flipflop 
6681 is reversed and line CB thereby rendered TRUE, 
either upon completion of the "MA" word-cycle, if the 
algebraic sign of the divisor is positive, or upon comple-

50 tion of the "CPA" subcommand if the algebraic sign of 
the divisor is negative. In either event, as a result of line 
CB thus being rendered TRUE, a "CB" word-cycle is 
thereafter executed, whereby a word of all zeros is stored 
in address-B. Upon completion of the "CB" word-cycle, 

55 the state of flipflop 608,1 is again reversed, so that line 
CB is thereby rendered FALSE, 

With reference to FIG. 103A, the state of flipflop 6077 
is reversed as a result of line CB thus being rendered 
FALSE, and line Al\'1 is rendered TRUE thereby. When 

60 line AM is rendered TRUE, line TS4 is likewise rendered 
TRUE. Consequently, in response to lines AM and TS4 
being rendered TRUE, an "AM" word-cycle is thereafter 
executed, whereby the divisor now stored in address-A is 
read out and stored in memory at the address specified 

65 by the contents of section 4 of the instruction register. 
Upon completion of the "AM" word-cycle, the state of 
flipflop 6677 is again reversed, so that line AM is ren
dered FALSE thereby, 

When line AM is thus rendered FALSE, line PR8 
70 (FIG. 103B) is likewise rendered FALSE and thereby 

causes the R-counter to be preset to a count of "8_" 
Also, the state of flipflop 6091 is again reversed as a re
sult of line AM thus being rendered FALSE, and line 
MA is again rendered TRUE thereby. As the R-counter 

75 is now at a count of "8," s·o that line R8 is TRUE, line 
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TSZ (FIG. 103A) is likewise rendered TRUE as a re
sult of line MA being rendered TRUE. In response to 
lines MA and TSZ thus being rendered TRUE, a second 
"AM" word-cycle is thereafter executed, whereby the 
dividend stored in memory at the address specified by 
the contents of section 2 of the instruction register is 
read out and stored in address-A; simultaneously there
with, the dividend is copied digit by digit into the "J" 
digit-register. 

Upon completion of the second "MA" word-cycle, the 
state of flipflop 6091 (FIG. 103B) is again reversed, so 
that line MA is rendered FALSE thereby. If upon com
pletion of the "MA" word-cycle the algebraic sign of the 
dividend, as indicated by the states of lines J9 and (J9)', 
corresponds to the algebraic sign of the divisor, as indi
cated by the states of lines OBM and (Omvl)', the state 
of flipflop 6096 is reversed, so that line OBN is rendered 
TRUE thereby. However, if the algebraic signs of the 
dividend and of the divisor are of opposite signs, the state 
of line OBN remains FALSE. Thus it is evident that 
the state of line OBN is rendered TRUE if the algebraic 
sign of the dividend corresponds to the algebraic sign of 
the divisor, and is rendered FALSE if the algebraic sign 
of the dividend does not correspond to the algebraic sign 
of the divisor. Also, if the algebraic sign of the dividend 
just read from memory is negative, so that line J9 is 
rendered TRUE, the state of flipflop 6083 is reversed 
upon completion of the previously-initiated "MA" word
cycle, and line CPA is thereby rendered TRUE. 

As previously described, when line CPA is rendered 
TRUE, a "CPA" subcommand is thereafter executed, 
whereby the word stored in address-A is read out and 
complemented, and its absolute value is thereafter stored 
back in address-A. Upon completion of the "CPA" sub
command t,he state of flipflop 6083 is again reversed, and 
line CPA is thereby rendered FALSE. It is evident, 
therefore, that the state of flipflop 6081 is reversed and 
line CB thereby rendered TRUE, either upon comple
tion of the secondly-initiated "MA" word-cycle, if the 
algebraic sign of the dividend is positive, or upon com
pletion of the previously-initiated "CPA" subcommand 
if the algebraic sign of the dividend is negative. In 
either event, when line CB is finally rendered TRUE, a 
"CB" word-cycle is thereafter executed, whereby a word 
of all zeros is stored in address-B. Upon completion of 
the "CB" word-cycle, the state of flipflop 6081 is again 
reversed, so that line CB is thereby rendered FALSE. 

With reference to FIG. 103A, the state of flipflop 6100 
is reversed as a result of line CB thus being rendered 
FALSE, and, as a result, line RSB is thereby rendered 
TRUE. When line RSB is thus rendered TRUE, line 
TS4 is likewise rendered TRUE. Consequently, in re
sponse to lines RSB and TS4 thus being rendered TRUE, 
a "RSB" subcommand is thereby executed, whereby the 
divisor stored in memory at the address specified by the 
contents of section 4 of the instruction register is read 
out and subtracted from the contents of address-A. Upon 
completion of the "RSB" subcommand, the state of flip
flop 6100 is again reversed, so that line RSB is thereby 
rendered FALSE. As previously described in detail with 
respect to that portion of the adder-su btractor circuitry 
shown in FIG. 54, decimal·carry output line EAS is 
rendered TRUE upon completion of the "RSB" sub
command if the algebraic sign of the remainder is nega
tive; however, if the algebraic sign of the remainder is 
positive, line EAS is rendered FALSE. 

If it be assumed that the algebraic sign of the remainder 
now in address-A is positive, so that line (EAS), is 
TRUE, the state of flipflop 6085 (FIG. 103A) is reversed 
upon completion of the previously-initiated "RSB" sub
command, and line DAD is thereby rendered TRUE. 
When line DAD is thus rendered TRUE, a "DAD" sub. 
command is thereafter executed, whereby the constant 
0000000001 is added to the word now stored in address-B 
which, in this instance, is a word of all zeros. Upon com~ 
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pletion of the "DAD" subcommand, the state of flipflop 
6085 is again reversed, so that line DAD is rendered 
FALSE thereby. As a result of line DAD thus being 
rendered FALSE, the state of flipflop 6100 is again re-

5 versed, so that line RSB is rendered TRUE for the sec
ond time. Consequently, a second "RSB" subcommand 
is thereafter executed, whereby the divisor stored in mem
ory at the address specified by the contents of section 4 
of the instruction register is again subtracted from the 

10 contents of the address-A. Thereafter, the state of flip
flop 6100 is again reversed, so that line RSB is rendered 
FALSE thereby. When line RSB is thus rendered 
FALSE, the state of flipflop 6085 is again reversed, so 
that line DAD is rendered TRUE for the second time, 

15 provided that the algebraic sign of the difference now in 
addrcss-A is still positive. However, if it be assumed that 
the algebraic sign of the difference is now negative, so 
that line (EAS)' is rendered FALSE, the state of flipflop 
6085 is thereafter preVented from being reversed, and, 

20 consequently, line DAD remains FALSE. Therefore, as 
it has been assumed that the algebraic sign of the re
mainder is now negatiVe, so that line EAS is rendered 
TRUE, the state of flipflop 6097 is reversed upon com
pletion of the previously-initiated "RSB" subcommand, 

25 and, as a result, line RAD is rendered TRUE thereby. It 
is evident, therefore, that the subtraction operation is 
continued until line EAS is rendered TRUE, indicating 
that the algebraic sign of the remainder is negative. 

Howevcr, when line RAD is thus rendered TRUE, line 
30 TS4 is likewise rendered TRUE. Consequently, a URAD" 

subcommand is thereafter executed, whereby the divisor 
stored in memory at the address specified by the contents 
of section 4 of the instruction register is added to the con
tents of address-A, which is thereafter storing a remainder 

35 whose algebraic sign is now positive; i.e., greater than 
"0." Just prior to completion of the "RAD" subcom
mand, the state of line DR (FIG. 103B) experiences a 
TRUE-to-F ALSE reversal of state and thereby causes the 
R-counter to be decremented from a count of "8" to a 

40 count of "7." Upon completion of the previously
initiated "RAD" subcommand, the state of flipflop 6097 
(FIG. l03A) is again reversed, so that line RAD is thus 
rendered FALSE. As the R-counter is now at a count 
other than "0," so that line (Rot»' is rendered TRUE, the 

45 slate of flipflop 6101 is reversed when line RAD is thus 
rendered FALSE, and, consequently, line SA is rendered 
TRUE thereby. In response to line SA thus being ren
dered TRUE, a "SA" subcommand is thereafter executed, 
whereby the remainder stored in address-A is shifted to 

50 the left by one digital position. Thereafter, the state of 
fliptlop 6101 is again reversed, so that line SA is rendered 
FALSE thereby. When line SA is thus rendered FALSE, 
the state of flipflop 6103 is reversed and line SB rendered 
TRUE thereby. In response to line SB being rendered 

55 TRUE, a "SB" subcommand is thereafter executed, where
by the partial quotient stored in address-B is also shifted 
to the left by one digital position. Upon completion of 
the just-initiated "SB" subcommand, the state of flipflop 
6103 is again reversed, and line SB is rendered FALSE 

60 thereby. 
As a result of line SB thus being rendered FALSE, the 

state of flipflop 6100 is again reversed, so that lines RSB 
and TS4 are again rendered TRUE. Consequently a 
"RSB" subcommand is thereafter executed, whereby the 

65 divisor stored in memory at the address specified by sec
tion 4 of the instruction register is subtracted from the 
shifted remainder now stored in address-A. Thereafter, 
a succession of "RSB" sub commands is executed until the 
remainder stored in address-A has been reduced to zero 

70 or .until. the algebraic sign thereof becomes negative, at 
whIch ttme the states of flipflops 6097 and 6100 are both 
reversed, so that lines RAD and RSB are thereby ren
dered TRUE and FALSE, respectively. In response to 
lines RAD and TS4 now being TRUE, a "RAD" sub-

75 command is thereafter executed, whereby the divisor 
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stored in memory at the address specified by section 4 of 
the instruction register is added to the remainder stored 
in address-A. Thereafter, a "SA" subcommand followed 
by a "SB" subcommand is sequentially executed, whereby 
the words stored in addresses A and B are both shifted one [) 
digital position to the left. As shown in FIG. 103B, just 
prior to the completion of the "RAD" subcommand, the 
state of line DR experiences a TRUE-to-FALSE reversal 
of state and thereby causes the R-counter to be decre
mented from a count of "7" to a count of "6." The 10 
above-described sequence of subtraction operations is 
sequentially repeated until the R-counter is decremented 
from a count of "I" to a count of "0." 

Upon completion of the last-initiated "RAD" subcom
mand, after the R-counter reaches a count of zero, as in- 15 
dicated by line R.p being rendered TRUE, the state of 
flipflop 6079 is reversed, so that lines BM and TS4 are 
both rendered TRUE. In response to lines BM and TS4 
thus being rendered TRUE, a "BM" word-cycle is there
after executed, whereby the word stored in address-B is :00 
read out and stored in memory at the address specified 
by the contents of section 4 of the instruction register. 
Upon completion of the "BM" word-cycle, the state of 
flipflop 6079 is again reversed, so that line BM is ren
dered FALSE thereby. With reference to FIG. 103B, 25 
when line BM is reversed from TRUE to FALSE, the state 
of line PRS is likewise reversed from TRUE to FALSE, 
and, as a result, the R-counter is again preset to a count 
of "8," so that line RS is rendered TRUE thereby. If it is 
assumed that line (OBN)' was previously rendered 
TRUE, indicating that the algebraic sign of the quotient is 
negative, the state of flipflop 6084 is reversed upon com
pletion of the previously-initiated "BM" word-cycle, and 
line CPM is rendered TRUE thereby. As line CPM is 
thus rendered TRUE, line TS4 (FIG. 103A) remains 
TRUE. Thus, in response to lines CPM and TS4 being 
TRUE, a "CPM" subcommand is thereafter executed, 
whereby the quotient now stored in memory at the ad
dress specified by the contents of section 4 of the instruc
tion register is read out and complemented, and the com
plement thereof stored in the memory address specified 
by section 4 of the instruction register. Upon completion 

30 

35 

40 
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register, the address of the next instruction word is that 
which is specified by section 5 of the instruction register. 

Listed below in somewhat tabular form, and also 
graphically illustrated by the flow diagram of FIG. 
107Q, is a step-by-step description of the various pre
viously-described subinstructions to which the computer 
is sequentially responsive in executing a "CFM" instruc
tion: 

Step Suhin<truc- I 
tion 

-~-~~-----

2 _____ _ 

6. _ ~ _ ~ OB~(I)-9-L_ 

7_. ___ HSB-3-8~_~ ___ 

8 __ ~ ___ EAS-Il-1Q ____ 

9 __ ~ ___ OBM(2) -11-10_ 

10 ____ Sl'D·~I-* ______ 

11. __ STD-5-' ______ 

Description 

Copy into the ins(ruc1ion register the next 
in~.truction word "lhieh is ~tored in memory 
at the address specified by the contl'llts of 
the \\~ord-:':;t'l('cting mgister; therl2after, if the 
contents of spctionl olthe instruction register 
is "15," go to Step 2 in the following sub
program. 

Copy the n0xt word from IDrmory into addrrss
A, and, simUltaneously therewith, copy the 
v .. 'art! digit hy digit into the "1" digit-register, 
the address of th(' next word from memory 
being specified hy the contents of section 2 of 
the in:-;trllction re,gistcr; tlicrcOlftcr, go to 
Step 3. 

Preset the sbte of line OIlM to cOI'respond to 
the alg~',bl'ail' si~n of the won! just read frmll 
memory: thereafter, go to Step 4. 

COllY the word stored in memory at the ad
dress si)cciHeu by the contents of section 3 of 
the instrnction register digit hy digit into the 
"J" (li,e:it re;;istcr; thereafter, go to Step 5. 

Pres,>t the ,tuto of line OIlN T]{UE j[ the alge' 
braic si~n of the woru just read from memory 
corresponds t·o the state of line OHM; other
wise, preset tho st,;te of line OIlN FALSE; 
therearter, go to Step 6. 

If the state of line OliN is Til DE, go to Step 7; 
otherwise, 12:0 to Stpp 9. 

Suhtract the word stored in m~.lmory FIt the nd
d~'css specified by the contents of ~cction 3 of 
thl~ instrnction rogister (nun the. \v()rd stored 
in address-A; thereaft('r, gO to Step 8. 

If tilt' a\gehruic Sign of the dUft'rence is positive, 
go to Step 10: otherwise, go to Step 11. 

If the sbte of line OIl:\1 is TUDE, go to Step 
10; othenvise, go to Stpp 11. 

Co;>y the eontl'l1t3 of seetioll ,I of the instruction 
regist:..'r into tlH~ wonl-splf'(,tin~ register. 

Copy the contents of section 5 of the instruc:tion 
register into the word-selecting register. 

Upon completion of the execution of the previously 
initiated "MI" word-cycle, during which time the next 
insruotion word is read out from the particular address 

of the just-initiated "CPM" subcommand, the state of 
flipflop 6084 is again reversed, so that lines CPM and 
TS4 are both rendered FALSE thereby. 

As shown in FIG. 103B, if the state of line OBN is 
TRUE, indicating that the algebraic sign of the quotient 

45 in memory specified by the contents of the word-selecting 
register and thereafter stored in the instruction register, 
if the contents of section 1 of the instruction register 
thereafter corresponds to the code designation for a is positive, the state of flipflop 6107 is reversed, and line 

SID is thereby rendered TRUE upon completion of the 
previously-initiated "BM" subcommand; otherwise, the 50 
state of flipflop 6107 is not so revel'sed until the pre
viously initiated "CPM" subcommand is completed. 
However, when line STD is finally rendered TRUE, line 
TSS is likewise rendered TRUE. Consequently, a "STD" 
subinstruction is thereafter executed, whereby the con- 53 
tents of section 5 of the instruction register is stored in 
the word-selecting register, thus terminating the sequence 
of events initiated in response to a "DIY" instruction. 

85. Detailed Description of CFM Instructiolls 

During the execution of a "CFM" instruction, the 
values of the two words stored in memory at the ad
dresses specified by the contents of sections 2 and 3 of 
the instruction register are compared with each other. 
If the value of the word stored in memory at the address 
specified by section 2 of the instruction register is equal 
to or larger than the value of the word stored in mem
ory at the addre'ss specified by section 3 of the instruction 
register, the address of the next instmction word is spec
ified by section 4 of the instruction register. However, 
if the absolute value of the word stored in memory at 
the address specified by section 2 of the instruction regis
ter is less than the value of the word stored in memory 
at the addre's8 specified by section 3 of the instruction 

"CFM" instruction (i.e., "15"), the state of line CFM 
is rendered TRUE in the manner previously described 
with respect to FIG. 56, and, as a result, a "CFM" in-
struction is thereafter executed in the following manner: 

With reference to the composite logical diagram shown 
in FIG. 104, at TIME-l after line MI is rendered TRUE 
at the beginning of the previously-initiated "MI" word
cycle, the states of flipflops 6095 and 6096 are reversed, 
so that lines OBM and aEN are respectively rendered 
FALSE thereby. When line MIN is subsequently ren
dered FALSE upon completion of the previously-initiated 

60 "Ml" word-cycle, the state of flipflop 6091 is reversed, 
and line MA is thereby rendered TRUE. When line MA 
is thus rendered TRUE, line TS2 is likewise rendered 
TRUE. Consequently, a "MA" word-cycle is thereafter 
exeouted whereby the word stored in memory at the ad-

G3 dres·s specified by section 2 of the instru,tion register is 
read out and stored in address-A; simultaneously there
with, the word being read out from memory is copied 
digit by digit into the "J" digit-register. Upon comple
tion of the "MA" word-cycle, if the tenth-order digit of 

70 the word just read out from memory is a "9," indicating 
that the algebraic sign of the word is negative, the state 
of line OEM remains FALSE, indicative of the negative 
algebraic sign of the word just read from memory. How
ever, if the algebraic sign of the word just read from 

75 memory is positive, so that line (19)' is TRUE, the state 
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of flipflop 6095 is reversed just prior to completion of 
the previously-initiated "MA" word-cycle, so that line 
OBM is rendered TRUE, indicating that the algebraic 
sign of the word just read from memory is positive. 

Upon completion of the previously-initiated "MA" 5 
word-cycle, as indicated by line J'viA being rendered 
FALSE, the state of flipflop 6066 is reversed, and lines 
MI and TS3 are both rendered TRUE thereby. Conse
quently a "MI" word-cycle is thereafter executed, where-
by the word stored in memory at the address specified 10 
by section 3 of the instruction register is read out and 
copied digit by digit into the "I" digit-register. Again, 
if the tenth-order digit of the word just read from mem
ory and copied digit by digit into the "I" digit-register is 
a "9," indicating that the algebraic sign of the word is 15 
negative, the state of line J9 is rendered TRUE; other
wise, line (11), is rendered TRUE. Therefore, if the 
algebraic signs of the two words just read from memory 
are the same, the state of flipflop 6096 is reversed upon 
completion of the previously-initiated "MJ" word-cycle, 20 
and, as a result, line OBN is rendered TRUE thereby. 
However, if the algebraic signs of the two words just 
read from memory are opposite, the state of line OBN 
remains FALSE. If it is assumed ,that the algebraic 
signs of the two words stored in memory at the addresses 25 
specified by sections 2 and 3 of the instruction register 
are of opposite signs, so that line (OBN)' is rendered 
TRUE, the state of flipflop 6107 is reversed upon com
pletion of the previously-initiated "MJ" word-cycle, and, 
as a result, line STD is rendered TRUE thereby. When 30 
line STD is thus rendered TRUE, line TS4 is rendered 
TRUE if the algebraic sign of the word stored in memory 
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ever, if line (PCI)' is rendered TRUE simultaneously 
with line STD, line TS4 is rendered TRUE in order 
to effect the storage of the contents of section 4 of the 
instruction register into the word-selecting register. 

86. Detailed Description of CFE Instructions 

During the execution of a "CFE" instruction, the two 
words stored in memory at the addresses specified by the 
contents of sections 2 and 3 of the instruction register 
are first compared for equality. Thereafter, if the values 
of the two words are of equal magnitude, the contents 
of section 5 of the instruction register is thereafter stored 
into the word-selecting ,register; however, if the values 
of the two ,words are of unequal magnitudes, the contents 
of section 4 of the instruction register is stored into the 
word-selecting register. 

Listed below in somewhat tabular form, and also 
graphically illustrated by the flow diagram of ,FIG. 107R, 
is a step-by-step description of the various previously de
scribed subinstructions to which the computer is sequen
tially responsive in executing a "CFE" instruction: 

2 _____ _ 

Suhinstruc
tions 

i\U-D-L ____ _ 

MA-3-3 ______ _ 

4 ______ OD"(l)-IlL_ 

5______ ST 0-4-' _____ _ 

Description 

Copy into tl1C' instruction fogister the nrxt in~ 
structioil ",;,-on1 stored in memory at the 
address speeitlcd hy the contents of the ,\'Ord· 
se1ecting re~:d::;ter; tllC'reafter, if ttl(' ('ontt'nts of 
sectiotl 1 of thn instrudioll reg'i::;.t(>l' is "Hi,'~ 
go to Step 2 in the (allowin!!: suh;)fogrnm. 

Cl)PY the 11C"\t \yord from Bl('lIlory into addn'~~~ 
A~ and ~,illmlLuwously tlWI',''\,1, idl r copy the 
word (ligit 1)),' digit 11110 tJll'~ 'J" lligit-rrgi:"trr, 
tllr <I(idn'ss of Hw lH.'-;.t wonl from nWU10ry 
bL'ing Sl"l('dl~l'd by tllD (:Ol1t(,l11,.'; of sl~('tion 2 
of tlw i!l~truction rl·gish_'r; tln"reafLeT, g-o to 
Sl.ep 3. 

Subtr;lC't the ,nml ;;;t.of('d in nlf'1ll01'Y at 1ho 
ad(in\~s EilH:('iflt:<L h? the con U'I1 t:; of :-;('('1 ion 3 
of tlll' ju~1.!'IH:t.iOll n'gi~t('r from trw word 
:-;torl'd in Addr'l's:<::-A; thl\n~'lftc'r~ VO to 8t['I1·L 

If ttlP stat.e of Iinc 0 B.:J i~ 'l"IUi E, g,) tH Stc·p [i; 
oUli~rw L"l'. go to ~;tl'P n. 

at the address specified by section 2 of the instruction 
register is positive, as indicated by line OBM being ren
dered TRUE. However, if the word stored in memory 35 
at the address specified by section 2 of the instruction 
register is negative, so that Line (OBM)' is rendered 
TRUE instead of line OBM, line TSS is rendered TRUE 
thereby. As previously described, when line TSS is ren
dered TRUE simultaneously with line STD, a "STD" 
subinstruction is thereafter executed, whereby Ithe con
tents of section 5 of the instruction register is stored in 

40 6.. ___ _ SI'D-·5-* _____ _ 

Copy the QOltt{'nl ~ of ~l'CtiOll 4 of thl' in:-;trnctioll 
reg-i:-:;~t'r illj,o tht' \vord-~('lr:cting rt'gi;-:;lPr, 

Copy the contcnt~ of seetiotl 5 (If the in~truction 
rt'gi:::::lef into the word-~l'k(;ting rl'gisteI'. 

the word-selecting register. However, if line TS4 is ren
dered TRUE simultaneously with line STD, a "STD" 
subinstruction is thereafter executed whereby the contents 45 
of section 4 of the instruction register is stored in the 
word-selecting register. 

If it be assumed that the words stored in memory at 
the addresses specified by sections 2 and 3 of the instruc
tion register are of like algebraic signs, so that line OBN 50 
is rendered TRUE, the state of flipflop 6100 is reversed 
upon completion of the previously-initiated "MJ" word
cycle, and, as a result, lines RSB and TS3 are both ren
dered TRUE thereby. Consequently, a "RSB" subcom
mand is thereafter executed whereby the word stored in 55 
memory at the address specified by section 3 of the in
struction register is subtracted from the word stored in 
address-A Upon completion of the "RSB" subcom
mand, the state of flipflop 6100 is again reversed, 'so that 
lines RSB and TS3 are both rendered FALSE. If, upon 1;0 
completion of the subtraction operation, the word stored 
in memory at the address specified by section 2 of the in
struction register is of greater magnitude than the value 
of the word stored in memory at the address specified by 
section 3 of the instruction register, line (PCI)' is ren- 65 
dered TRUE in the same manner as previously described 
with respect to FIG. 53. However, if the word stored 
in memory at the address specified by section 2 of the in
struction register is less than the value of the word stored 
in memory at the address specified by section 3 of the in- 70 
struction register, line PCI is rendered TRUE instead. 
Thus, it is seen, if line PCI is rendered TRUE simultane
ously with line STD, line TSS is rendered TRUE in order 
to effect the storage of the contents of 'section 5 of the 
instruction register into the word-selecting register. How- 75 

Upon completion of the execution of the previously 
initiated "MI" ,word-cycle, during which time the next 
instruction word is read out from the particular address 
in memory specified by the contents of the word-selecting 
register and thereafter stored in the instruction register, 
if the contents of section 1 of the instruction register 
thereafter corresponds to the code designation for a 
"CFE" ins,truction (i.e., "16"), the state of line CFE is 
rendered TRUE in the manner previously described with 
respect to FIG. 56, and, as a result, a "CFE" instruction 
is thereafter executed in the following manner: 

With reference to the composite logical diagram shown 
in FlG. 105, at TIME-l after line MI is rendered TRUE 
at the beginning of the previously-initiated "MI" word
cycle the state of flipflop 6096 is reversed, so that line 
OBN is rendered FALSE thereby. Upon completion of 
the previously initiated "MI" word-cycle, as indicated by 
line MIN thereafter being rendered FALSE, the state of 
flipflop 6-091 is reversed, so ,that lines MA and TS2 are 
both rendered TRUE thereby. In response to lines MA 
and TS2 being rendered TRUE, a "MA" word-cycle is 
thereafter executed during which the word stored in 
memory at the address specified by section 2 of the in
struction register is read out and stored in address-A; 
simultaneously therewith, the word is also copied digit 
by digit into the "J" digit-register. Upon completion 
of the "MA" word-cycle, the state of flipflop 6091 is 
again reversed, and lines MA and TS2 are both renderecl 
FALSE thereby. When line MA is thus rendered FALSE, 
the state of flipflop 6100 is reversed, so that lines RSB 
and TS3 are both rendered TRUE thereby. Consequent
ly, a "RSB" subcommand is thereafter executed, whereby 
the word stored in memory at the address specified by 
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section 3 of the instruction register is subtracted from the 
word stored in address-A. Upon completion of the 
"RSB" subcommand, the state of flipflop 6100 is again 
reversed, and lines RSB and TS3 are both rendered 
FALSE thereby. 

As previously described with respect to FIG. 54, line 
ZN</> from the adder-subtracter is rendered FALSE if 
the remainder resulting from a subtraction operation is 
zero; otherwise, line ZN</> is rendered TRUE 

Therefore, if it is assumed that the value of the word 10 
stored in address-A and the value of the word stored in 
memory at the address specified by section 3 of the instruc
tion register are of unequal magnitudes, so that line ZN</> is 
rendered TRUE upon completion of the "RSB" sub
command, the state of flipflop 6096 is reversed, and line 15 
OBN is rendered TRUE thereby. Also, when line RSB 
is thus rendered FALSE, the state of flipflop 6107 is 
reversed, so that line STD is rendered TRUE thereby. 
In response ,to lines STD and OBN simultaneously being 
TRUE, line TS4 is likewise rendered TRUE. Conse- 20 
quently, a "STD" subinstruction is thereafter executed, 
whereby the contents of section 4 of the instruction 
register is stored in the word-selecting register. However, 
if it is assumed that the values of the two words stored 
in memory at the addresses specified by sections 2 and 3 25 
of the instruction register are of equal magnitudes, as 
indicated by line ZN</> being rendered FALSE, the state 
of line OBN rema,ins FALSE upon completion of the 
previously-initiated "RSB" subcommand. Consequently, 
when line STD is rendered TRUE simultaneously with 30 
line (OBN)', the state of line TS5 is likewise rendered 
TRUE. Consequently, a "STD" subinstruction is there
after executed whereby the contents of section 5 of the 
instruction register is stored in the word-selecting register. 

220 
However, when an "alternate-instruction" (AI) symbol 

is detected, zeros are first stored in any remaining digital 
positions of the last operable address when tbe "AI" 
symbol is first detected, and, immediatelythcreafter, the 
computer proceeds to carry out the dictates of the next 
instruction word stored in memory at the address specified 
by the contents of section 4 of the instruction register. 
If, however, the digit stored in the low-order digital posi
tion of section 2 of the instruction register is a "1" instead 
of a "0," the paper tape is caused to be translated in a 
reverse direction until an alternate-instruction symbol is 
detected, at which time the tape is brought to a standstill, 
and the computer immediately proceeds to carry out the 
dictates of the next instruction word stored 1n memory 
at the address specified by the contents of section 5 of the 
instruction register. 

Listed below in somewhat tabular form, and also graph
ically illustrated by the flow diagram of FIG. 107S, is a 
step-by-step description of the various previously de
scribed subinstructions to which the computer is sequen
tially responsive in executing a "EPT" instruction: 

Step 

L ____ _ 

Subinstruc
tions 

1\1 I -0-2 _______ _ 

2 ______ L¢-4-3 _______ _ 

3 ______ l'TFO-6 _____ _ 

4- _____ LI~O-5 _______ _ 

Description 

CntrY int.o thn im;frllction register the TIrxt 
instructiun word SlOft'd in TIlemory at the 
"cldress speril",cI by the contents of the word
st'leding rl'gish',r; tllcfC'aftrf, if the conlpnts 
of section 1 of the instfuC'Holl rcgist('1' is oj 17," 
go to Step 2 in the fol1o\virlg subprogr:1.ITl. 

If tho lov,:-ordeT digit storNl in ~pdion 2 of the 
iu:>lruc1ion fl·gistcr is a "0," go to Stev 3; 
otlwr\\ L-K" go to St('-p 4. 

Tnltl~jat(' the pap!'f t.ap{' in a fonvurd rlircctfon; 
UlL'rt.'ufter, go to Stl:'P 6. 

87. Detailed Description of EPT instructions 
35 L ___ _ PTn-O~6 _____ _ 

If the low-order digit stored in section 2 of the 
in,c.;trnction register is a' ~ 1," go to StE'P 5. 

rr~ranslalc the paper tave ill u reverse direction; 
tlll·n·dh.'r, go to Step (i. 

0 ______ TCL~O-7 _____ _ 

7 ______ EOF~9-8 _____ _ 

Whon the output of the [laper tape clark is 
H'nden'd TRliE, go to Step 7. 

I( the digit just read from the IJlmchcd pUllt'r 
tape is an end~of fralne synlbol, go to Stepl:S; 
othcrwtoe, go to S("p 9. 

By means of the execution of but a single "EPT" in
struction, from one to one hundred words read from 
punched paper tape are stored in sequentiaUy-numbered 
addresses in memory. During the first phase of the 
"EPT' subprogram, the paper tape is caused to be trans
lated in a forward direction, during which time data in
formation is read therefrom ,if the value of the low-order 
digit of section 2 of the instruc,tion register is a "0"; bow
ever, if the low-order digit is a "1," the paper tape is 
caused to be translated in a reverse direction (i.e., re
wound), during which time only symbol information is 
read therefrom. 

40 8 ______ PTB-o~18 ____ _ Stop the paper tape; thereafter, go to Step 18. 
Wben the output of the paper tape clock is 

rendered TRUE, go to Step 10. 
9 ______ TCL~O-lO ____ _ 

10 _____ A1~12~lL ____ _ rr the digit just read from the paper tape is an 
alternate-instruction symbol, go to Step 11; 
otherwise, go to Step 12. 

4:3 12 _____ L¢~5~13_. ____ _ 

Preset the state of line 013111 'fRUE; there
after, go to Step 8. 

If tbe low-order digit of section 2 of tbe in
struction fPgist('r is a uO," gO to Step 13; 
otberwise, go to Step 6. 

As ,previously described with respeot to FIG. 88C, the 
total number of words read from the paper tape, to be 50 
subsequently stored ,in sequentially-numbered addresses 
in memory,is determined by the number of ten-digit 
words punched in the paper tape between "end-of-frame" 
(EOF) or "alternate-instruction" (AI) symbols. That 
is, the words sequentially read from the tape are stored 55 
in sequentially numbered addresses in memory until either 
an HEOF" symbol or an "AI" symbol is detected. When 
an "EOF" symbol is detected, zeros are automatically 
stored in ,the remaining higher-order digital positions of 
the last address, and the computer thereafter proceeds 
to carry out the dictates of the next instruc60n word 
stored in memory at the address specified by the contents 

00 

13 _____ TDA~G_1L __ _ 

14_____ AD(I)-O~15 __ _ 

16 _____ DD~G~lL ____ _ 

17 _____ 1::-14-0_0.. ____ _ 

18 _____ D9~20_19.. ___ _ 

19..___ 013::\l(2)~ 
22~23. 

20 _____ AlJ(I)~O~21. __ 

21.____ ROS~3~18 ____ _ 

22_____ STD~5-' _____ _ 

U the character just read from the paper tape 
is a data digit, go to Step 14; otherwise, go to 
Step 6. 

Incrument the digit-counter; thereafter, go to 
Step 15. 

Store the data digit jllilt read from the paper 
tapc into the nex thigber order digital position 
of tbe memory address speeified by the con
tents of section 3 of tbe instruction register; 
thereafter, go to Step 10. 

rr the digit-counter is at a count of "9," gO to 
Step 17; otherwise, go to Step 6. 

1nerell'ent section 3 of the instruction register; 
thereaftrr, go to Step 6. 

If the digit-counter is at a count of "9," go to 
Step IY; otherwise, go to Step 20. 

If thc state of line OBIIl is 'l'HUE, go to Step 
23; otherwise, go to Step 22. 

Increment the digit-counter; thercafter, go to 
Step 21. 

Store a zero in tbe memory address spe.cifled 
by the contents of section 3 of tbe instruction 
register, the digital position being indicated 
by the count of the digit-counter; thereafter, 
go to Step 18. of section 5 of the instruction register. During the tape

reading operation, the first digit read from the tape is 
stored in the first-order digital position of the address in 
memory specified by the contents of section 3 of the 
instruction register; the next digit read is stored in the 
second-order digital position thereof; and so on, until 

Of> 23_____ STD~4~· _____ _ 

Copy the contents of scction 5 of the instruction 
register into the word-seJecting register. 

Copy the contents of section 4 of the instruction 
r('gister into the word-selecting register. 

the address specified by the contents of section 3 of the 
instruction register ,is completely filled. Thereafter, sec- 70 
tion 3 of the instruction register is incremented by a count 
of "1," and the next ten digits read from the tape are 
stored in the next-higher-orderaddress in memory, the 
above-described sequence of events being sequentially 
repeated until an "EOF" symbol is detected. 75 

Upon completion of the execution of the previously 
initiated "MI" word-cycle, during which time the next in
struction word is read out from the particular address in 
memory specified by the contents of the word-selecting 
register and stored in the instruction register, if the con
tents of section 1 of the instruction register thereafter cor
responds to the code designation for an "EPT" instruction 
(i.e., "17"), the state of line EPT is rendered TRUE in 
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the manner previously described with respect to FIG. 56, 
and, as an result, a "EPT" instruction is thereafter ex
ecuted in the following manner. 

It is to be noted at the outset, howevcr, that the particu
lar sequence of operations carried out during the execu
tion of an "EPT" instruction is dependent, not only upon 
the contents of section 2 of the instruction register, but 
also upon the condition of the paper-tape reader when the 
"EPT" instruction is first initiated, as previously described 
with respect to that portion of the preceding description 
relating to the format of an "EPT" instruction word. For 
example, a different sequence of operations is executed 
when the "EPT" instruction is first initiated if the contents 
of section 2 of the instruction register is "00" and a data 
digit is positioned over the tape reading head; if the con
tents of section 2 is "00" and an "alternate-instruction" 
symbol digit is positioned over the reading head; if the 
contents of section 2 is "00" and an "end-of-frame" 
symbol digit is positioned over the reading head; if the 
contents of section 2 is "01" and an "end-of-frame" 
symbol digit is positioned over the reading head; or if lh~ 
tape unit is in a rewinding cycle of operation. 

Reference is now made to FIGS. 106A and 10GB, 
wherein there is illustrated a composite logical diagram of 
particular portions of the computer circuitry utilized in 
executing an "EPT" instruction, and additional reference 
is 'also made to FIG. 88C, wherein a fragmentary portion 
of the particular perforated tape utilized by a conventional 
paper-tape reader is diagrammatically illustrated. 

It is again to be noted that the particular paper-tape
reading mechanism utilized by the present computer is a 
well-known photo-electric type, commercially available 
as Model No. 903, at present manufactured by Potter In
strument Company, Inc. The circuitry contained within 
the paper-tape reader is conventionally connected in such 
a way that lines Ta through Td are respectively rendered 
TRUE during a reading operation in response to a per
foration located in a corresponding one of data channels 
# 1 through #4; line TDA is rendered TRUE in response 
to a lack of a perforation in channel #6, indicating the 
presence of a data digit over the reading head; line EOF 
is rendered TRUE in response to a perforation located 
in channel #8; line AI is rendered TRUE in response to 
a perforation located in channel #7; line TCL is rendered 
TRUE when a perforation is sensed in clock channel 
CLK; and line REW is rendered TRUE each time the 
tape unit is in a rewinding cycle of operation. 

At the first TIME-l after the "EPT" instruction is initi
ated, the state of flipflop 6061 is reversed, and line TH 
is thereby rendered TRUE; at the second TIME-I, the 
state of flipflop 6061 is again reversed, and line TH is 
thereby rendered FALSE; at the third TIME-l the state 
flipflop 6061 is aagin reversed, so that line TH is thereby 
rendered TRUE; and so on. Each time line TH is ren
dered TRUE, lines TSJ and JM are likewise rendered 
TRUE. Therefore, if it is now assumed that "00" is 
stored in section 2 of the instruction register and that one 
of the data digits "0" through "9" is positioned over the 
reading head when the "EPT" instruction is first initiated, 
the output of gate 1570 experiences a TRUE-to-F ALSE 
reversal of state upon completion of the previously-initi
ated "MI" word-cycle when line MIN is thereafter ren
dered FALSE. As a result, the state of flipflop 6087 is 
reversed, so that line GC is rendered TRUE thereby. 
However, approximately forty microseconds later, at 
TIME-I, the state of flipflop 6087 is reversed by gate 
1571, so that line GC is rendered FALSE thereby. Also, 
when line MIN is rendered FALSE upon completion of 
the previously-initiated "MI" word-cycle, the state of flip
flop 6098 is reversed, so that line ROS is thereby ren
dered TRUE. After line ROS is rendered TRUE, the 
state of flipflop 6061 is reversed when line GC is ren
dered FALSE, and, as a result, line TH is rendered TRUE 
thereby and remains TRUE for a period of approximately 
two hundred microseconds, at which time the state of 
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flipflop 6061 is again reversed, so that line TH is thereby 
rendered FALSE. As shown in FIG. 61, the state of line 
AD is rendered FALSE at TIME-3 after line TH is ren
dered TRUE, and thereby causes the digit-counter to be 

5 incremented from a count of "9" to a count of "0." 
During the two hundred-microsecond interval during 

which time line TH is TRUE, line MXW (FIG. 60) is 
rendered TRUE each time the binary bit indicating output 
of the serializer is indicative of a binary "I" as evidenced 

10 by line TDS being rendered TRUE. Consequently, in 
response to lines TSJ and 1M both being rendered TRUE 
when TH is rendered TRUE, a "1M" digit-cycle is initi
ated, so that the data digit read from the tape is there
after stored directly into memory at the first-order digital 

15 position of the address indicated by the contents of sec
tion 3 of the instruction register. Thereafter, the state 
of flipflop 6061 (FIG. l06A) is reversed and lines TH, 
TS3, and 1M are rendered FALSE thereby. 

It is to be noted that, even though line JM is thus ren-
20 dered TRUE, any digit previously stored in the "J" digit

register is not stored in memory in the normal manner via 
the "1M" digit-cycle, due to the fact that the output of 
gate 1090 is rendered FALSE all during the execution of 
an "EPT" instruction. Consequently, line JM is rendered 

25 TRUE only to cause a digit cycle to be initiated, so that 
the digit read from the tape is directly stored in memory 
via gate 1092, which is controlled by the "EPT" instruc
tion. It is also to be noted that, even though lines PTF 
and PTS are rendered TRUE and FALSE, respectively, 

30 when line ROS is rendered TRUE, thus releasing the tape
braking mechanism and thereby permitting the tape to 
thereafter be translated in a forward direction at constant 
velocity, sufficient time elapses before the tape actually 
begins to move, due to the inertia of the moving parts of 

35 the tape reader, to thus allow the data digit initially posi
tioned over the reading head to be read and thereafter 
stored in the designated address in memory before being 
moved away from the reading head. 

However, when the tape is translated in a forward di-
40 rection (0 the point where the second-order digit is posi

tioned over the reading head, line (TCL)' from the clock 
channel output circuitry experiences a TRUE-ta-FALSE 
reversal of state. As a result, the state of flipflop 6087 is 
reversed due to a reversal of state of the output of gate 

45 1569, and line GC is again rendered TRUE thereby. At 
TIME-l thereafter, the state of flipflop 6087 is again re
versed, and line GC is rendered FALSE. When line GC 
is thus rendered FALSE, the state of flipflop 6061 is again 
reversed and line TH thereafter rendered TRUE for a sec-

50 and two hundred-microsecond period, during which time 
the second-order digit read from the tape is stored in the 
seco?d-order digital position of the address in memory 
speCified by the contents of section 3 of the instruction 
register. As shown in FIG. 61, at TIME-J after line TH 

55 is re~dered. TRUE for the second time, the state of line 
,~~ IS agam rendered FALSE and thereby causes the 
digit-counter to be incremented from a count of "0" to a 
count of "1." 
~s long as line ROS remains TRUE, the above-de-

60 scnbed seq~e.nce of events is sequentially repeated until 
the tenth digit read from the tape is stored in the tenth
order digital position of the address in memory specified 
by the contents of section 3 of the instruction register at 
which time the digit-counter is incremented to a count of 

65 "9" as indicated by line D9 being rendered TRUE. How
ever, following the third bit-time period after line TH is 
rendered TRUE, the state of line IN4 is reversed from 
TRUE to FALSE. As a result, section 3 of the instruc
tion register is incremented by a count of "I." There-

70 after, t~e next group of ten digits read from the tape is 
stored m mem~ry at the address now specified by the 
contents of sectIOn 3 of the instruction register. 

A~ter an end-of-frame or an alternate-instruction sym
bol IS detected, the state of flipflop 6098 is reversed due 

75 to a reversal of state of a corresponding one of lines EOF 
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and AI. Consequently, line ROS is rendered FALSE and 
thereby prevents line MXW (FIG. 60) from thereafter 
being rendered TRUE. After line (ROS)' is thus ren
dered TRUE, the state of flipflop 6061 is continued to be 
reversed at each TIME-l and thereby causes line TH to 
be rendered TRUE for successive two hundred-micro
second periods until the digit-counter reaches a count of 
"9." However, in the event the digit-counter is already 
at a count of "9" when a symbol is detected, indicating 
that the address specified by the contents of section 3 of 
the instruction register is completely filled with signifi
cant digits, the state of flipflop 6061 is prevented by line 
(D9)' from being so reversed. Consequently, a zero is 
stored in each of the higher-order digital positions re
maining unfilled in the last-designated address when a 
symbol is detected. 

When line ROS is thus renderedF ALSE, line PTF is 
rendered FALSE and line PTS is simultaneously rendered 
TRUE to thereby cause immediate energization of the 
forward tape-breaking mechanism, so that the paper tape 
is brought to a sudden standstill. Also atter line (ROS)' 
is rendered TRUE, the state of flipflop 6107 is reversed 
when line AN is subsequently rendered FALSE, indicat
ing completion of the previously-initiated "JM" digit
cycle. When line STD is thus rendered TRUE, one of 
lines TS4 or TS5 is simultaneously rendered TRUE, 
depending upon whether the symbol just detected is an 
alternate-instruction symbol or an end-of-frame symbol. 
If the character just detected is an alternate-instruction 
symbol, the state of flipflop 6095 is reversed, and line 
OBM is rendered TRUE. However, if the character 
just detected is an end-of-frame symbol, the state of line 
OBM remains FALSE. 

It is evident, therefore, that when line STD is rendered 
TRUE, line TS4 is likewise rendered TRUE if an alter
nate-instruction symbol is detected, whereas line TS5 
is rendered TRUE if an end-of-frame symbol is detected. 
In response to lines STD and TS4 being rendered TRUE, 
a "SID" subinstruction is thereafter executed, whereby 
the contents of section 4 of the instruction register is 
stored in the word-selecting register, whereas, in response 
to lines SID and TSS being rendered TRUE, a "STD" 
subinstruction is thereafter executed, whereby the con
tents of section 5 of the instruction register is stored in 
the word-selecting register, thus terminating the sequence 
of events initiated in response to the "EPT" instruction. 

It is next assumed that the contents of section 2 of the 
instruction register is "00" and an alternate-instruction 
symbol is positioned over the reading head when the 
"EPT" instruction is first initiated. As before, ,the state 
of flipflop 6098 is reversed, so that line ROS is rendered 
TRUE upon completion of the previously-initialed "MI" 
word-cycle. As a result of line ROS thus being rendered 
TRUE, line PTF is rendered TRUE, whereas line PTS 
is rendered FALSE thereby. Consequently, the fonvard 
braking mechanism of the paper-tape reader is de-ener
gized, so that ,the paper tape is thereafter translated in 
a forward direction at a constant velocity. However, as 
soon as the tape is transLated forward, so that the alter
nate-instruction symbol is no longer disposed over the 
reading head, line AI is rendered FALSE, and, as a result, 
the state flipflop 609'8 is again reversed, so that line ROS 
is rendered FALSE thereby. In ,addition, when line AI 
is thus rendered FALSE, the state of flipflop 6095 is also 
reversed, so that line OBM is rendered TRUE thereby. 
In response to line (ROSY initially being rendered 
FALSE, the state of flipflop 6107 is reversed, so that line 
SID is rendered TRUE thereby. Therefore, when line 
OBM is subsequently rendered TRUE as a result of the 
alternate-instruction symbol being moved away from the 
reading head, line TS4 is likewise rendered TRUE. In 
response to lines S'J1D and TS4 being rendered TRUE, a 
"STD" subinstruction is thereafter executed, whereby 
the contents of section 4 of the instruction register is 
stored in the word-selecting register. In addition, line 
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PTF is rendered FALSE and line PTS is rendered TRUE 
as a result of line ROS being rendered FALSE. Conse
quently, the forward braking mechanism is again ener
gized in a manner such that the paper tape is brought 

5 to a sudden standstill. 
It is next assumed that, when the "EPT" instruction 

is first initiated, the contents of section 2 of the instruc
tion register is "00" and ,an end-of-frame symbol is dis
posed over the reading head. As before, the state of 

10 flipflop @98 is reversed when line MIN is rendered 
FALSE upon completion of the previously-initiated "MI" 
word-cycle, so that line ROS is rendered TRUE thereby. 
As a result of line ROS thus being rendered TRUE, line 
PTP is likewise rendered TRUE, whereas line PTS is 

15 rendered FALSE. Consequently, the forward braking 
mechanism is de-energized, so that the tape is thereafter 
caused to be translated in a forward direction at a con
stant speed, during which time the data information read 
from the tape is stored in memory in the same manner 

20 as previously described. When an alternate-instruction 
symbol is subsequently detected, the states of both of 
flipflops 6095 and 6098 are reversed, so that line OBM 
is rendered TRUE and line ROB is rendered FALSE 
thereby. As a result of line ROS being rendered FALSE, 

25 line PTS is rendered TRUE, whereas line PTF is ren
dered FALSE. Consequently, the forward braking mech
anism is energized, so that the tape is brought to a stand
still. When line AN is subsequently rendered FALSE 
after line (ROS)' is rendered TRUE, the state of flipflop 

30 6107 is reversed, so that line STD is rendered TRUE. 
As line OBM is also TRUE at this time, line TS4 is 
rendered TRUE when line SID is thus rendered TRUE. 
Thereafter, 'a "STD" subinstruction is executed, whereby 
the contents of section 4 of the instruction register is 

35 stored in the word-selecting register. it is to be noted 
that, if an end-of-frame symbol had been detected, in
stead of an alternate-instruction symbol, the state of flip
flop 6098 is reversed, as before, and thereby causes the 
forward braking mechanism to be energized. However, 

40 a "STD" sub instruction is thereafter executed, whereby 
the contents of section 5 of the instruction register, instead 
of section 4, is stored in the word-selecting register. 

It is next assumed that, when the "EPT" instruction 
is first initiated, the contents of section 2 of the instruc-

45 tion register is "01" and 'a data digit is disposed over the 
reading head. Therefore, when line ROS is rendered 
TRUE upon completion of the previously-initialed "MI" 
word-cycle, as before, line PTR is rendered TRUE and 
line PTS is rendered FALSE. Consequently, the reverse 

50 tape braking mechanism is de-energized, so that the tape 
is thereafter translated in a reverse direction at a maxi
mum constant speed. After the tape is being translated 
in a reverse direction, line GC is sequentially being ren
dered TRUE and FALSE by flipflop 6087, as before. 

55 However, due to the fact that the low-order digit of sec
tion 2 of the instruction register is now a "I", so that the 
state of line Lrp is FALSE, the state of line TH remains 
FALSE and thereby prevents 'any data read from the 
tape from being stored in memory at the address specified 

60 by section 3 of the instruction register. When an end
of-fmme symbol is subsequently detected, the state of 
flip-flop 6098 is again reversed, and line ROS is rendered 
FALSE thereby. When line ROS is thus rendered 
FALSE, line PTR is likewise rendered FALSE, while 

65 line PTS remains FALSE and the tape continues to be 
rewound. Approximately forty microseconds after line 
(ROS)' is rendered TRUE, the state of flipflop 6107 is 
reversed, and lines STD and TS5 are both rendered 
TRUE thereby. Consequently, a "STD" subinstruction 

70 is thereafter executed, whereby the contents of section 5 
of the instruction register is stored in the word-selecting 
register. 

As previously mentioned, line REW is rendered TRUE 
each time the tape is being tran&lated in a reverse direc-

75 lion. Consequently, while the tape is being trnnslated 
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in a reverse direction and the computer is in the process 
of executing another instruction than "EPT," if an al
ternate-instruction symbol is subsequently detected, so 
that line AI is rendered TRUE, line PTS is rendered 
TRUE to effect immediate energization of the reverse 
braking mechanism and thereby cause the tape to be 
brought to a sudden standstill. .. . .. . 

When the "EPT" instructIOn IS firstlmtJated, If the 
contents of section 2 of the instruction register is "01" 
and an end-of-frame symbol is disposed over the reading 
head, line ROS is rendered TRUE, as before, upon com
pletion of the previously-initiated "M.l" word.-cy~le. 
When line ROS is thus rendered TRUE, hne PTR IS like
wise rendered TRUE, and, as a result, the reverse brak
ing mechanism is de-energized, so th~t th.e paper tape is 
thereafter translated in a reverse dIrectIOn, as before. 
When an end-of-frame symbol is thereafter detected, the 
state of flipflop 6098 is again reversed, and l~nes ROS and 
PTR are both rendered FALSE. ApproxImately forty 
microseconds ·after line ROS is rendered FALSE, lines 
SID and TS5 are rendered TRUE by a reversal of state 
of flipflop 6107. As a result, the ,:ontents of sectio~ 5 
of the instruction register is stored III the word-selecting 
register. The paper tape, however, continues t? be [ra.ns
lated in a reverse direction until an alternate-instructIOn 
symbol is detected, at which time line PTS is :endered 
TRUE. As previously described, as a result of hnes. PTS 
and PTR 'being rendered TRUE and FALSE, respectively, 
the reverse braking mechanism is energized and thereby 
causes the paper tape to be brought to a sudden stand
still. 

It will next be assumed that, when the "EPT" instruc
tion is first initiated the contents of section 2 of the in
struction register i~ "01" and 'an alternate-instruction 
symbol is disposed over the reading head. As befo:e, 
line ROS is rendered TRUE by a reversal of ·state of flip
flop 6&98 when line MIN is rendered FALSE upon com
pletion of the previously-initiated. "MI" :",ord-cycle. 
When line ROS is rendered TRUE, hne PTR IS rendered 
TRUE and thereby causes de-energization of the reverse 
braking mechanism, 80 that the paper tape is thereafter 
translated in a reverse direction. 

When an end-of-frame symbol is subsequently detected, 
the state of flipflop 6098 is reversed, so that lines ROS 
,and PTR are both rendered FALSE thereby. Approx
imately forty microseconds after line ROS is rend~red 
FALSE, the state of flipflop 6107 is reversed, so that hnes 
STD and TS5 are both rendered TRUE. Thereafter, a 
"STD" subinstmction is executed, whereby the contents 
of section 5 of the instruction register is stored in the 
word-selecting register. Upon subsequent detection of 
an alternate-instruction symbol, line PTS is rendered 
TRUE and thereby causes energization of the reverse 
braking mechanism, whereby the tape is brought to a 
sudden standstill. 

Finally, it is assumed that the paper tape mechanism is 
in a rewinding cycle of operation when the "EPT" instruc
,tion is first initiated and "00" is stored in section 2 of the 
instruction register. As before, the state of flipflop 6098 
is reversed and line ROS rendered TRUE when line MIN 
is subsequently rendered FALSE upon completion of the 
previously-initiated "MI" word-cycle. When an alter
nate-instruction symbol is thereafter detected, the states 
of flipflop 6098 and 6095 are both r~versed, so that lines 
ROS and OBM are rendered FALSE and TRUE, respec
tively. However, approximately forty microseconds after 
line ROS is rendered FALSE, the state of flipflop 6107 is 
reversed, so that lines STD and TS4 are both rendered 
TRUE thereby. Asa result, the contents of section 4 of 
the instruction register is thereafter stored in the word
selecting register. Also, when the alternate-instruction 
symbol is detected, line PTS is rendered TRUE and there
by causes the reverse braking mechanism to be energized 
and the tape to be brought to a sudden standstill. 
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88. Detailed Description of Paper Tape 

Punching Operatioll 

There have previously be~a described in detail various 
modes of operations 'capable of being executed by the 

5 computer whereby words indexed into th~ accounti~g 
machine keyboard, or taken from the totalizers therem, 
are subsequently stored in selected addresses in memory 
via execution of an "EKW" instruction; whereby words 
stored in selected addresses in memory are subsequently 

10 printed out on recording media via execution of a "POW" 
instruction; whereby words stored in selected addresses 
in memory are magnetically recorded on a ledger card 
via execution of a "ROC" instruction; whereby words are 
magnetically read from a le,dger card and subsequently 

15 stored in selected addresses in memory via execution of 
an "ECW" instruction; and whereby words are read from 
punched paper tape and subsequently stored in selected 
addresses in memory via execution of an "EPT" instruc
tion. 

20 There will now be described another mode of opera-
tion capable of being executed by the computer whereby 
wmds stored in selected addresses in memory, or either 
indexed into the keyboard or taken from the totalizers of 
the accounting machine, are subsequently recorded on 

25 punched paper tape. 
H is assumed that, prior to the initiation of a punching 

cycle of operation, the carriage of the accounting ma
chine is stationary and is located in a columnar position 
such that plate 214 (FIG. 13), hence switch-operating 

30 studs 215 and 216, is positioned adjacent switch plungers 
217 and 218, as illustrated by the dotted lines therein. 
It is further assumed that the 'paper-tape-punching mech
anism (FIG. :44H) is properly loaded with a suitable sup
ply of paper tape, and that switch ST43 (FIG. 86) has 

35 previously been closed by the operator, thus causing the 
direct-current power supply, which supplies the necessary 
unidirectional operating potential to the control circuitry 
of the paper-lape-punching mechanism. to be energized 
thereby in a well-known manner. Upon the machine 

40 carriage reaching the just-assumed position, the forward 
extension of plate 214 (FIG. 13) engages the roller por
tion of the arm 153 in a manner such the arm 153 is 
deflected counter-clockwise, as viewed, to the extent that 
switch SC41 is actuated thereby. When switch SC41 is 

45 (hus actuated, contacts SC41-1 and SC41-2 (FIG. 86) 
are closed, and contacts SC41-3 (FIG. 82) are opened 
thereby. 

It will now be assumed that a cycle of operation of 
the accounting machine has just be'en initiated in re-

50 sponse to an enter-keyboard-words (EKW), print-out
words (POW), or motor bar (MB) instruction, so that 
the amount racks are subsequently differentially posi
tioned indicJtive of the word read out from memory, or 
just entered in the keyboard, of taken from a totalizer 

55 of the accounting machine. 
With continued reference to FIG. 86 and also to the 

timing chart shown in FIG. 87C, ,after a cycle of op
uation of thc accounting machine is initiated, so that 
the main CRm shaft 588 of the machine is rotated clock-

60 wise, as viewed in FIG. 44B, through an angular dis
tance of approximately 126 degrees from the position 
shown, the contacts of switch SC49 are closed due to 
the engagement of the cam 592 with the actuator there
of. Closure of the contacts of switch SC49 completes 

65 the circuit throur;h solenoid L47 (FIG. 86) and thus 
effects energizatio-n thereof. "Vith reference to FIG. 13, 
as a result of solenoid L47 thus being energized, its 
orm3ture is caused to be rotated counter-clockwise, as 
vic'i'icd, thereby causing the stud 226 to deflect the lever 

70 223 clockwise and thus shift the switch basket upward
ly until selected ones of the plungers 217 and 218 are 
respectively engaged with predetermined ones of the studs 
215 and 216. As a result of such engagement, prede-

75 termined ones of the plungers 218 in the rightmost row 
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and predetermined ones of the plungers 217 in the left
most row are simultaneously depressed and latched in 
their downwardly-deflected positions, and, additionally, 
remaining ones of any previously-depressed and -latched 
plungers are caused to be released simultaneously there- 5 
with. After the main cam shaft of the machine is ro
t'ated through an angular distance of approximately 168 
degrees, the movable arm of switch SC48 (FIG. 44B) 
is effectively deflected downwardly due to the engage
ment of the cam 592 with its actuator. When the mov- 10 
able arm of switch SC48 is deflected downwardly from 
the position shown in FIG. 86, solenoid L47 is de-ener
gized, whereas solenoids L45 and L46 are both caused 
to be energized thereby. With reference back to FIG. 
13, when solenoid L47 is thus de-energized, thc switch 15 
basket is spring-urged back to its initial starting posi
tion, as shown. As 'a result of the basket return, the 
electrically-non-conductive tip 22.8, carried on the low
ermost end of each of the plungers 217 and 218, engages 
and thus deflects downwardly the topmost one of a cor- 20 
responding stack of switch blades 229, which stacks are 
arranged in twenty rows, with each row corresponding 
to a different one of the plungers 217 and 218. It is 
appreciated, of course, that there are ten of the plungers 
217 arranged in a leftmost row ·and there are ten of the 25 
plungers 218 arranged in a rightmost row. When the 
uppermost one of the switch blades 229 is deflected down
wardly, all of the switch blades located in that pm·ticu-
lar stack are electrically connected together until the 
solenoid L47 is ·again energized and thereby again callses 30 
the switch basket to be moved upwardly in the same man-
ner as previollsly described. 

With reference to FIG. 45D, there is illustrated there-
in a block diagram of the electrical circuitry which is 
utilized by the paper-~ape-punching mechanism and 35 
which is substantially identical with that shown and de
scribed in co-pending United States patent application 
Serial No. 634,260, filed by Richard C. Simmerman and 
:rvlelvin T. Roudebush on January 15, 1957, and as
signed to the present assignee, now United States Pat- ·10 
ent No. 2,922,141, issued January 19, 1960. The tape
punch control circuitry, the rear form bar circuitry, and 
the rack read-out circuitry are herein shown and de
scribed in detail with respect to FIGS. 86, 13, and 3B, 
respectively. Due to the fact that a detailed description 45 
of the program selection, serializer, ·and punch magnet 
control circuitry is to be found in the just-mentioned co
pending application, a further detailed description there-
of is not deemed necessary to again be given herein. 
Suffice it to say that the pattern of selective closure of 50 
the switches 229 (FIG. 13) causes a predetermined tape
punching program within the paper tape recorder to be 
selected in the same manner as described in the just-men
tioned co-pending application. 

Just prior to de-energization of solenoid L47, the vari- 55 
OUS8molmt racks are assumed to be differentially posi
tioned indicative of a word just read from memory, just 
entered from the accounting machine keyboard, or just 
taken from a selected one of (he totalizers of the ma
chine, all in the same manner as previously described 60 
with respect to the "EKW," "POW," and "MB" instruc
tions, so that the aligner bar 72 (FIG. 3A) is in engage
ment with the :aligner notches formed on the lower end 
of the member 58. Thus, with reference now to FIGS. 
3B and 9, when the solenoids L45 and L46 are ener- 65 
gized, the shaft 197 is rotated clockwise, as viewed in 
FIG. 3B, so that the switch basket 171 is lowered there-
by to a position sufficient to cause engagement of the 
lowermost end of one of the spring clip members 18·" in 70 
each of the ten columns .thereof, as illustrated in FIG. 
9, with a corresponding raised cam surJiace 205, which 
is formed on the topmost side of the rightmost end of 
each of the extensions of the: amount mcks. Conse
quently, due to such engagement of the spring clip mcm- 75 
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bel'S 184 with the cams 205, corresponding ones of the 
members 184, one in each column, are latched in an up
wardly-deflected ,position, all in the manner previously 
described. Thereafter, the latched clip members coIlec
tively represent the differentially-set digital valued posi
tions of the amount racks. 

After the main cam shaft of the accounting machine 
is rotv.ted an angular distance of approximately 182 de
grees, the actuator or the switch SC49 (FIG. 44B) is 
released from engagement with the cam 592. As a re
suit of the release of the actuator of the switch SC49, 
the contacts thereof me thereby opened. With reference 
back to FIG. 86, when the contacts of switch SC49 are 
opened, as shown, solenoids L45 and L46 are de-ener
gized thereby. As a result of solenoids L45 and L46 
thus being de-energized, the lower switch basket 171 
(FIG. 3B) is caused to be spring-urged upwardly, so 
that all latched ones of the c1ipmembers 184 are there
by brought into cnga.gement with, and thus short-circuit, 
corresponding ones of the spring-clip members 177, all 
in the same manner as previously described with respect 
to FiG. 12. 

When the main cam shaft of the accounting machine 
is rotated an angular distance of approximately 213 de
grees, the cam 593 (FIG. 44G) engages the actuator of 
~witch SC42, so that its normally-opened contacts are 
closed thereby. With reference to FIG. 86, due to the 
fact that relay solenoid K3 is normally energized, so 
that contacts K3-3 are closed thereby, relay solenoid Kl 
is caused to be ener.gizcd when the contacts of switch 
SC42 are thus closed. When relay solenoid K1 is ener
gized, contacts Kl-l are opened and thereby cause a 
300-ohm resistor to be connected in series with relay 
solenoid Kl, con~acts Kl-2 are closed, contacts Kl-3 
are opened, contacts KI--4 are closed, contacts KI-5 
are opened Gnd thereby cause relay solenoid K3 to be 
de-energized, contacts KI-6 are closed and thereby 
maintain relay solenoid Kl energized,and contacts 
Kl-7 (FIG. 82) are opened and thereby cause the state 
of line GO to be rendered FALSE, thus indicating that 
a punching cycle of operation is just initiated. At ap
proximately 264 degrees of rotation of the main cam 
sh"ft, the actuator of switch SC42 (FIG. 44G) is re
iensed by the cam 593, so that the contacts of switch 
scn are allowed to open as illustrated in FIG. 86. 

After relay solenoid K1 is energized, the accounting 
machine independently continues to complete its cycle 
of operation in the same manner as previously described. 
However, in response to relay solenoid Kl thus being 
energized, a cycle of operation of the punching mech
anism is thereafter executed in the same manner as de
scribed in detail in the before-referred-to co-pending ap
plication Serial No. 634,260, whereby the amount col
lectively represented by the short-circuited conditions of 
the spring clip members 177 is caused to be recorded 
on the paper tape via the paper-tape-punching mecha
nism shown and described in detail with respect to FIG. 
44H. 

If it is assumed that the word indexed into the ac
counting machine keyboard, as collectively represented 
by the short-circuited conditions of the spring clip mem
bers 177 (FIG. 3B), is a negative amount, as indicated 
by a depression of the reverse-entry key, the movable 
arm of switch SC46 (FIG. 44A) is actuated, so that 
its normally opened contacts are closed upon depres
sion of the reverse entry key REV. Wi,th reference to 
FIG. 86, as the contacts of switch SC46 me thus closed 
prior to the closure of the contacts of switch SC42, relay 
solenoid K5 is energized simul~aneously 'with relay sole
noid Kl when the contacts of switch SC42 are subse
quently closed in the manner just described. When re
lay solenoid K5 is thus energized, contacts K5-1 are 
opened, whereas contacts K5-2 are closed and thereby 
maintain relay solenoid K5 energized even though COll-
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tacts SC42 are subsequently opened. In response to rc
lay solenoid K5 thus being energized, a symbol repre
senting an opposite algebr,ai'~ sign to that which was pro
gram-selected is punched in the paper tape. 

However, if it is assumed that the word stored in 5 
memory to be subsequently read out and recorded on 
punched paper tape is the complement of a negative 
number, a different sequence of events from that just 
described is initiated. As previously described with re
spect to FIG. 37, a credit-balance cycle of operation is 10 
automatically initiated when solenoid CBS is selectively 
energized. Also, when credit balance key "CR. BAL." 
(FIG. 2) is depressed, a credit-balance operation is carried 
out when 'a cycle of operation of the 'accounting machine 
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program the computer is currently in the process of 
executing. 

For example, when push button S¢1-S¢2 is depressed, 
the word-selecting register is preset to "00" via line PW.p. 
Immediately thereafter, the word stored in memory ad
dress "¢rfJ" is read out and stored in the instruction regis-
ter, and the particular cycle of operation dictated by that 
particular instruction word is thereafter executed. When 
push button SU-S12 is depressed, the word-selecting 
register is preset to "01," via line PWl, and the particular 
cycle of operation dictated by the word stored in memory 
address ".pI" is immediately executed there::fter. How
ever, when push button SP1-SP2 is depressed, the in
struction register is preset to 0000009900. Immediately 

is subsequently initiated. 1.) thereafter, the particular cycle of operation dictated by 
thc contents of the instruction register is executed; i.e., 
"Enter-keyboard-words into memory addresses ¢¢ 
through 99 with an upper motor bar 'touch' operation 

As previously described with respect to FIGS. 44D 
and 44F, when a credit-balance cycle of operation is 
initiated and the main cam shaft thereafter rotaled an 
angular distance of approximately thirty degrees, the 
overdraft cam &haft 601 is coupled through the gear 604 20 
to the main cam shaft 588 in such a manner that the 
overdraft cam shaft is thereafter rotated at exactly one 
half the speed of the main cam shaft. Thus, when a 
machine cycle is initiated and the overdraft cam shaft 
601 thereafter is rotated an angular distance of approxi- 25 
mately ten degrees, the normally-closed contacts of 
switch SC45 (FIG. 44C) are released by the cam 612 
and are thus opened thereby. With reference to FIG. 
86, when the contacts of switch SC45 are opened, relay 
solenoid Kl is prevented from being energized and there- 30 
by initiating a tape-recording operation during the first 
cycle of the credit-balance operation of the accounting 
machine. However, after the overdraft cam shaft is ro
tated through an angular distance of approximately 165 
degrees, during which time the main cam shaft is ro- 35 
tated one complete revolution, the contacts of switch 
SC45 'are caused to be dosed by the cam ,612 ,and remain 
closed during the second cycle of the credit-balance op
eration of the accounting machine. Thus, relay sole
noid Kl is allowed to be energized in the manner pre- 40 
viously described only during the second cycle of op
eration of the accounting machine when a credit-balance 
operation is being carried out. 

After the overdraft c'am shaft 601 is rotated an angu-
lar distance of approximately 260 degrees, the normally- 45 
opened contacts of switch SC47 (FIG. 44E) are caused 
to be closed by the cam 613. With reference to FIG. 
86, when the contacts of switch SC47 are closed, relay 
solenoid KS is thereafter permitted to be energized when 
contacts SC42 are subsequently closed and thereby cause 50 
energization of rel,ay solenoid Kl in the same manner as 
previously described. Energization of relay solenoid 
K5 causes contacts K5-2 to be closed and thereby main
tain relay solenoid K5 energized, as before. After relay 
solenoid K5 is ener~gized, the cycle of operation subse.. 55 
quently carried out is exactly the same as just described 
with respect to the "reverse-entry" cycle of operation. 
After the overdraft shaft is rotated an angular distance 
of approximately 290 degrees, relay solenoid K5 remains 60 
energized even though the contacts of switch S047 are 
caused to be opened by the cam 613. 

89. Operator Controls 

and a normal decimal-point lamp illumination." When 
reset push button RSI is depres!lCd, the states of substan
tially all of the control-counter flipflops are simultaneous-
ly so conditioned that the reference outputs thereof are 
thereafter rendered FALSE via line (RS)'. Thereafter, 
the computer remains in a standby or neutral condition 
until one of push buttons S¢l-S¢Z, S11-S12, or SPl
SP2 is subsequently depressed. Also, as previously de-
scribed, when the computer is first turned "ON," a neu
tral or standby condition is effected by line (RS) '. After 
the computer is in a neutral or standby condition, de
pression of one of push buttons S¢I-S¢2, Sll-S12, or 
SPl-SP2 is necessary in order to initiate a subsequent 
cycle of operation thereof. 

Located on the right side of the control panel 15 are 
two additional push buttons, ATI-AT2 and MN1-
MN2, which, when depressed, respectively condition the 
computer for a subsequent automatic or a manual mode 
of operation. For el<ample, when automatic-mode push 
button AT1-AT2 is depressed and locked, the computer 
thereafter successively carries out the dictates of one in
struction word after another in a fully automatic manner. 
That is, upon the execution of each instruction, the next 
successive instruction is executed without substantially 
any delay therebetween. When manual-mode-selection 
push button MNI-MN2 is depressed, the automatic
mode-selection push button, if depressed, is released, and 
the word stored in memory at the address specified by the 
contents of the word-selecting register is thereafter read 
out and stored in the instruction register, and the particu-
lar cycle of operation dictated by that particular instruc
tion word is thereafter executed. Upon the execution of 
that particular instruction, all subsequent operations with
in the computer cease until the manual or automatic 
mode-selection push button is thereafter depressed. Thus, 
the manual mOde-selection push button is capable of be
ing utilized whenever it is desired for the computer to 
proceed through a program in a step-by-step manner. 

Also located on the control panel 15 are five columns 
of lamps, with four lamps per column, which provide a 
visual indication, in 'binary-coded-decimal form, of the 
two-decimal-digit numbers stored in sections I and 5 of 
the instruction register. For e~ample, counting from left 
to right, the lowermost lamps in columns # 1 and #2 are 
simultaneously illuminated whenever the contents of sec-

As previously mentioned with respect to FIG. 1, lo
cated on the front of the right-hand portion of the com
puter oabinet is a control panel 15, having mounted 
thereon four push button controls, S¢1-S¢2, Sll-S12, 
SP1-SP2, and RSl, each of ,which, when depressed, 
initiates ,a particular cycle of operation of the computer. 
That is, when either of the four just-mentioned push 
buttons is depressed, the particular cycle of operation 
associated with that particular push button is thereafter 
carried out, regardless of the particular portion of the 

65 tion 1 of the instruction register is "11 "; the lowermost 
lamp in column #: 1 and the uppermost lamp in column 
#2 are simultaneously illuminated whenever the con
tents of section 1 of the instruction register is "18"; the 

70 two uppermost lamps in columns #4 and #5 are simul
taneOllsly illuminated whenever the contents of section 
5 of the instruction register is "88"; the two uppermost 
and the two lowermost lamps in columns #4 and #5 are 
simultaneously illuminated whenever the contents of sec-

75 tion 5 of the instruction register is "99"; and so on. 
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With the exception of push button RSl, which has 

previously been shown and described in detail with rc
spect to FIG. 76, there is logically illustrated in FIG. 84 
the electrical circuitry associated with each of the jusl
described push buttons. When either one of the push 
buttons is depressed, the state of a corresponding one of 
flipflops 6134 through 6139 is reversed, so that the slale 
of the reference output line therefrom is rendered 
TRUE. However, when that particular push button is 
released, the state of the corresponding flipflop is again 
reversed, so that the reference output therefrom is ren
dered FALSE. In view of the foregoing detailed de
scription of the logical circuitry associated with each of 
the various instructions, it is readily determinable that, 
when the reference output of anyone of flipflops 6134 
through 6139 experiences a TRUE-to-F ALSE reversal 
of state, the particular cycle of operation associated with 
the corresponding push button is thereafter executed, 
whereby the before-stated end results are attained; con
sequently, a further detailed description of the cycle of 
operation initiated by depression of each of the foregoing 
push buttons is not deemed necessary in order to insure 
a full and complete comprehension of the various novel 
a~pects of the present invention. 

90. Detailed Description of a Payroll 
Program Application 

In order to facilitate a more complete understanding 
and appreciation of the overall features and functions of 
the vmious aspects of the present computer as to its adapta
bility and applicability to be effectively utilized in sub
stantially any of the various record-keeping s),stems, 
an exemplary application with respect to a typical pay
roll record-keeping and check-writing operation will next 
be described. 

It is first assumed that a typical employee's earnings 
record or ledger card, such as that illustrated in FIG. 
88A, is to be utilized and, in addition to the two posting 
lines of information previously printed on its face, as 
illustrated, also has magnetically recorded on the ferro
magnetic strip 306 the employee's clock number, earn
ings rate, number of dependents, union dues, community 
chest deduction, bond deduction, credit union deduction, 
insurance deduction, ,annuity deduction, total gross earn
ings to date, total Federal tax to date including income 
tax and F.I.C.A., total city tax to date, total annuity to 
date, total F.I.C.A. deductions to date, total earnings to 
date at the end of the previous quarter, and "proof total." 
It is further assumed that it is desired for the computer 
to electronioally calculate the information identified by 
the columnar headings of the ledger card and to auto
matically cause the information to be printed out on the 
card below the second illustratively-shown posting line. 
H is also assumed that it is desired for the above infor
mation to be simultaneously posted on a journal sheet and 
that the net ,amount of the employee's computed pay be 
'automatically printed out on a payroll check; after the 
results are calculated ,and printed out, the ledger card is 
automatically ejected, and the computer is thereafter 
properly conditioned so as to be ready to receive the next 
employee's ledger card, which is manually fed the'reinto. 
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Instruc-
tlOll 

word 
sYJu:Jol 

SJU' _____ 

EOW ____ 

SL:M ____ 

CFE ____ 

EKW ___ 

OFE ____ 
MIL ____ 
1'0W __ 
J\ID]) ___ 

EKW ___ 

MUS __ 

MUS ____ 

POw ____ 

MDD ___ 

EKW ___ 

ADD ____ 

SUB _____ 

Olo'l\L __ 

SIIF _____ 

1\1DD ___ 

SllE' _____ 
l\'1TS ____ 

ADD ____ 

CFJ\L ___ 

SUB _____ 

A])D ____ 

ADD ____ 

1'OW ____ 

ADD ____ 

MUS ____ 

POw ____ 
ADD ____ 

POw ____ 

MB. _____ 

1'OW ____ 

1'OW ____ 

ADD ____ 

ADD ____ 

ADD ____ 

ADD ____ 

ADD ____ 

ADD ____ 

1'OW ____ 

ADD ____ 

ADD ____ 

pow ____ 
ADD ____ 
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Liter,]l instruction 

Ac 
t 

S(, 

eess thc init ializing rou-
,inc. 
JH' in memory t1lC "ron15 
'('ad frorn the ledger c~U'd. 1 

.su mmurize t.he word~ read 
rom the ledger card for 
)1'oof. 

f 
I 

Co 
I 

En 

mf1~ro the sum with the 
lroof total. 
ler clock number from 
imc card. t 

00 mparc clock numbers ____ 
He 
l'r 
M 

turn to horne position._ 
int out ProgrcLm NnmbcL 
ul'iply hourly earnings 

I "ate hy overtime factor. 
Iter regular hours, over~ El 
t 
i 
t 

iJTIe hourst olher earn-
Ilg~, nliscel1aneous d~duc-
if)n:". 
nltiply earnings rute by :r.cf 

I 
;>'1 

o 
Pr 

"egular hours. 
ultiply on'rUn1e rate by 
v('rtime houTs. 

int out reguh'lr f'arnings 
md overtime eurnings. 
llltiply number or de-
lendents by I a.oo. 

1\'1 
1 

Pr 
( 

At 

int out gTO~~ parnir~gf1 
,;lIb-lolal" X" totalizer). 
Id gross carnings to tolal 
ro~s carnings to dtltO. 
btraet 

g 
Sll 

g 
}), 

tax: credit fronl 
roos ___ earnings. 
~~ermin(' if Htljustl'd ~TOSS 
,ofjual to ur greater (ban 
t'ro. " 00 py .00 for withholding 
ax. t 

]\; ultiply aLljnsted gross by 
ax rate. 
py gro~s rarnings _________ 

t 
00 
M 

1 
Ad 

1 
D. 

t 
g 

Su 

uHiply gro::s earnings 1y 
c.I.O.A. rato. 
d F.I.O.A. deduction to 
'.I.O.A. to date. 
·'trrmine if new F.I.O.A. 
0 date is equal to or 
reater tklll $120.00. 
btnwt F.I.O.A. to date 
rom $120.00. 
III F.l.O.A. 11cduutian to 
f 

A, 
1 

Ad 
1 

Pn 
I. 

<.I.O.A. to date. 
11 witbholdin.,; tax to 
~.1.C.A. (kdllctil:-,n. 
'n! ant Federal tax drduc-
ion. 
d Federal tax to F(~lleral Ad 

t 
Mu 

c 
Pr 
Ad 

c 
Pr 

ax t.o date. 
ltillly gross earnings hy 

ity tax rate. 
int out dl,y tfiL ___________ 
d city tax <h'duction to 

oilY tax to date. 
int out union dues and 
ommunity che.st c 

t 
11'10 

deduc-
ions. 
ye accounting Ill::whinc 

'arriage to column #18. c 
Pr 

n 
Pr 

a 
Ad 

t 
Ad 

d 
( 

Ad 
t 

Ad 
t 
1 

Ad 

int out hond and credit 
nioH de duet iOIlS. 

int out insurance and 
nnuity deductions. 
d ulliPll dues (kduction 
o uniun d11('S to dute. 
d Community CIll'st dc-
l.H:tiQll to OOllllnunHy 
~h{'st dc·ductinns to date'. 
d bond d,>duclion (0 

)011(1 d('duc~ ions to date. 
d crrdij, union d('durtion 
o cf{~tlit union deduct ions 
o date. 
d insurance deduction 
0 insurance deductions 
o datc. 

t 
t 

Ad 
a 
d 

Pri 

d annuity deduction 10 
nnuit y deductions to 
a(c. 
nt out nli~ccllaneou8 (]C'-
uction. 
d 

d 
Ad 

t 
d 

Ad 
a 

miscellaneous d"duc-
ion to nlit3crllaneolls de-
uution" to date. 
d anBuit,y dt'duetion to 
nnuity deductions to 
ate. 
nt out fourtot.ls to date __ 

d 
Pri 
Ad 

II 
d advance (aelor to c!Jeck 
umlJer. 

It is further assumed, in accordance with standard pro
gramming techniques, that the particular arithmetic op
erations necessary to derive the necessary mathematioal 
results of such a payroll application are determined; 
that all arithmetic data-input and data-output format
control steps are arranged lin a logical sequence as ex
empl~fied in the following chart; and that the literal in
structions are em:oded into computer language in the 
focm of corresponding instruction words, also exempli
fied in the following chart, with each instruction word 
having a format corresponding to that previously described 
in detail. 

nt out amount of net 
o;y (totnl ~j X" totalizer). 
TIt out elteck numbeL ____ 

TI1urize ,vords for proof 
tal. " ~;;:I ~,~ 

l'I'Iem-
ory Instruction and 

address data words 
location 

00 04 00 00 00 70 

01 02 63 70 85 02 

02 10 05 70 84 03 

03 16 95 85 01 04 

04 00 40 05 95 51 

05 16 85 70 06 07 
06 06 30 00 00 01 
07 01 20 04 94 08 
08 12 71 63 99 52 

09 00 20 95 98 10 

10 13 35 71 95 11 

11 13 35 99 96 12 

12 01 20 05 96 13 

13 12 72 55 96 14 

14 00 23 95 95 15 

15 08 95 79 79 16 

16 Og 95 96 96 17 

17 15 96 62 19 18 

18 01 00 62 96 20 

19 12 96 56 96 20 

20 01 00 95 97 21 
21 13 35 57 95 22 

22 08 83 95 99 23 

23 15 99 58 24 25 

24 09 58 83 95 25 

25 08 95 83 83 26 

26 as 96 95 96 27 

27 01 20 96 96 28 

28 08 96 80 80 29 

29 13 35 59 97 30 

30 01 20 97 97 31 
31 08 97 81 81 31 

32 01 20 173 74 36 

33 (J6 40 00 00 35 

34 01 20 75 76 38 

35 01 20 77 78 40 

36 08 73 86 86 37 

3, 08 74 87 87 35 

38 08 75 88 88 39 

39 08 76 89 89 35 

40 08 77 90 90 41 

41 08 78 91 91 42 

42 01 20 98 98 43 

43 08 ~8 92 92 44 

44 08 78 82 82 45 

45 01 20 79 82 46 
46 08 93 61 93 47 

47 06 20 00 00 48 

48 01 10 93 93 49 
49 10 85 70 84 50 
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Instruc-I 
tion 
word 

symhol 

ROC_. __ 

SHF_ .. __ . 

StH'_. __ _ 

CFE ___ _ 

POW ___ _ 

CFE ... __ 

EK\V __ _ 

SHF ____ _ 

ADD ___ _ 

CMA. __ _ 
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Literal instruction 

RCC'Ofds 'words 
curd. 

on le(l~er 

81tHt dock num1cr two 
phces to the rkht. 

Shift clock num ber eight 
places to tbe l('ft. 

Det('nninc if the £l.x('cDtion 
alert di;it is eqnal to' 7(,l'O. 

COllY ferty hours into teIll.~ 
porary stof8.::e address. 

\"ithholding tax exelIlntion 
factor; Le., $13.00. . 

\Vithholulng iax ratc; Le., 
18%. 

F.I.C.A. rate; i.e" 2.5C;~_ ' __ ' 
F.I.C .. A. rnaxinllllll; i.c.~ 

~120.00. 
City tax rntf'; LO. t 0.5% ______ 
Constaot of '10 hour.' .. ______ 
Check nrnnbcr advance 

factor; Lr., 1. 
CI}Ilstant .. 0" _______________ 
OvertiIne rartor; i.eo, IJ,i. ____ 
Clear mis(('lIaneous. J.educM 

tion ad.lress. 
Print out forty·hour con· 

stant. 
Move accounting maddne 

carria~c to (;olmnn #11. 
Determine if e-.:cention 31ert 

di.;rit i~ equal to·"1." 
Con~tallt "'I" _____ MMM ___ M ___ 
Enter regular honrs and 

overtime hours into key-
board. 

Enter 13,t check nU111ber 
and pro:.::ram nunlbcr into 
keyboard. 

811ift the progratn number 
two pluces to the right. 

Add program numb(:r to 
contents of address·3!. 

Clear accumul:.1tion ad-
drc::.scs. 

I Mcm-cry Instrnction fJl1U 
uddrC':"s dat~ ,vonls 
location 

I 

00 \70 GO 03 9.,1) 

51 0'( '12 I 95 P5 

52 01 28 I 95 P5 

[;3 1G 95 I ~2 m 

5-1 Ol 00 CO j D;:; 
I 

5.1 00 00 00 13 

fiG 00 00 00 00 

57 on 00 on 2fi 
58 00 00 Oil I~O 

fig 00 00 00 05 
60 00, Oil 011 ! 40 
til 00 110 00 . 01 

02 00 Oil 00 00 
os 00 nu 00 ill 
G4 05 OD OS VS 

G5 OJ 20 60 60 

UO 00 43 
! 
~G 96 

67 16 95 68 09 

GS 10 00 (JO I 00 
G9 00 40 95 Btl 

70 00 . 00 93 94 

71 04 42 04 95 

72 03 95 

:~ I :~ 73 05 00 

I 
Memory Addres!les: 

Words read from 'ledger 
card and stored in 
memory: Contents 

70 ______________ Clock No. 
7L _____________ Rate. 
72 ______________ No. of Dep. 
73 ______________ Union Dues Ded. 
74 ______________ Comm. Chest Ded. 
75 ______________ Bond Ded. 
76 ______________ Credit Union Ded. 
77 ______________ Insurance Ded. 
78 ______________ Annuity Ded. 
79______________ Earnings to date. 
80 ______________ Fed. Tlax to date. 
8L_____________ City Tax to date. 
82 ______________ Annuity to date. 
83 ______________ FJ.C.A. to date. 

01 

05 

53 

54 

CJ 

00 

13 

00 
00 

on 
01] 
00 

00 
:)0 
10 

C6 

64 

60 

00 
(;4 

71 

72 

73 

OJ 

84 ______________ Prevo Qtr. Earnings to date. 
85 ______________ Proof Totru. 

86 __________________ Uillon Dues Accum. 
87 __________________ Comm. Chest Accum. 
88 __________________ Bond Accum. 
89 __________________ Credit Union Accum. 
90 __________________ Insurance Accum. 
9L _________________ Annuity Accum. 
92 __________________ Misc. Accum. 
93 __________________ Last Check No. 
94 __________________ Program No. 
95 __________________ Temporary Storage. 
96 __________________ Temporary Storage. 
97 __________________ Temporary Storage. 
98 __________________ Temporary Storage. 
99 __________________ Temporary Storage. 

The insNuction words initially stored in memory ad
dresses 7 rp through 73 are utilized only one time in the 
program; Le., at the beginning thereof. After the con
tents of memory addresses 7rp through 73 are once uti
lized,t!he addresses are thereafter utilized for subsequent 
storage of data words therein, as illustrated above. 
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It is further assumed that the journal sheet and the 

pay-cheek-statement combination (FIGS. 88F and 88G) 
are properly positioned in the accounting machine car
riage, ready for a posting operation thereon, as illus
trated in FIGS. 88D and 88E; that the just-mentioned 
forms either are composed of suitable carbonless paper, 
such as that currently manufactured by the present as
signee as "N C R" paper, or have disposed therebetween 
suitable transfer means in acrordance with conventional 
p!1actice: that, in accordance with the ,teachings of the 
previously-referrecl-to United States Patent No. 2,626,-
749, the various carriage stops are each assembled in the 
manner diagrammatically illustrated in FIGS. 88D and 
88E and me properly positioned on the front form bar 
of the accounting machine corresponding to the columnar 
format of the journal and pay-check-statement disposed 
in the carriage, and also corresponding to the columnar 
format of the ledger card which is subsequently to be ad
ditionally positioned in the carriage; and that an lauto
matic mode of opc!1ation of the computer is desired, as 
evidenced by push button ATI-AT2 (FIG. 1) being ini
tially depressed by the operator. 

Assuming that all of the above-mentioned conditions 
are satisfied, the carriage return key "CAR. RET." (FIG. 
2) is thereafter depressed in order to initiate a tabula
tiQn cycle of operation of the acconnting machine, where
by the carriage is returned to the home position stop, 
the home position stop being the leftmost stop on the 
form ba'r as viewed from the front of the machine and 
also as diagrammatically illustrated in FIG. 88D, disposed 
directly above column # I. After the carriage has 
reached home position, start-preset push button SPI-SP2 
(FIG. I) is deprcssed. In response to the start-preset 
push button being depressed, the instruction register is 
preset to 0000009900, and, in addition, enter-keyboard
words lamp "EK" (FIGS. 1 and 2) is illuminated to 
provide a visual indication to the operator that the com
puter is now properly conditioned to sequentially receive 
into memory each of the seventy-four instruction and 

40 data words shown in the just-preceding chart. There
after, the just-mentioned words, starting with 04000·(){}(}70 
and ending with 0500869201, are sequentially indexed 
into the keyboard, and resume-program-bar rpb is de
pressed after each word is indexed into the keyboard. 

45 Consequently, as a result of each of the seventy-four in
struction and data words having been sequentially indexed 
into the keyboard, with each being followed by a resume
program-bar depression, the program is thereby stored in 
memory addresses ¢¢ through 73, the first instruction 

50 word in the program (0400000070) being stored in 
address-rprp, and the last instruction word in the program 
(0500869201) being storeu in address-73. 

After the payroll program is properly stored in memory 
addresses ¢rp through 73, push button Srpl-Srp2 (FIG. I) 

55 is depressed and thereby causes the word-selecting regis
ter to be preset to "00." Immediately thereafter, the 
instruction word in address-¢¢ is read out and stored in 
the instruction register. In response to a "04" thus being 
stared in section 1 or the instruction register, a shift 

GO instruction (SHF) is thereafter executed whereby the 
word stored in address-¢<t> is simply rend .out and copied 
back in address-¢¢ and the contents of section 5 of the 
instruction register-Le., "70"-is thereafter stored in the 
word-selecting register in the same manner as previously 

G5 described. Immedbtely thereafter, ,the instmction word 
stored in address-7¢ is read out and stored in the instruc
tion register. As the contents of section 1 of the instruc
tion register is now "00," enter-keyboard-word lamp "EK" 
is again illuminated. After the enter-keyboard-word 

70 lamp is illuminated, the preceding payrolJ check number, 
say 50230, is indexed into the keyboard and the resume
program-balr subsequently depressed. As a result, the 
word (}000050230 is stored in nddrcss-93, and enter
keyboard-",'ord lamp "EK" is again illuminated, indicating 

75 that another word is to be entered into the keyboard. 
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As illustrated in the top leftmost portio;} 01£ the exem

plary ledger card shown in FIG. 8SA, if the fixed deduc
tions with 'respect to the employee for this particular pay 
period are union dues, community chest, insurance, and 
annuity, the program number is indicated by the numeral 
"I"; if the fixed deductions for this particular pay period 
are insurance and annuity only, the program number is 
indicated by the numeral "2"; however, if (he fixed deduc
tions for this particular pay period are bond, credit union, 
insurance, and annuity, the program number is indicated 
by the numeral "3." 

Therefore, if it is assumed that the fixed deductions 
relating to this particular employee for this particuhr 
pay period are bend, credit unit, insurance, and annuity, 
a "3" is indexed into the "dollar" amount ro·.v of the 
keyboard. Upon subsequent depression of the resumc
program-bar, the word 0000000300 is stored in address-9,J, 
and, immediately thereafter, the instruction word stored 
in address-71 is readout and stored in the instruction 
register. In response to the word now stored in the in
struction register, a "SH.F" instruction is thereafter exe
cuted whereby the contents of address-94 is shifted two 
digitalpcsitions to the right, and the ~·esult-i.e., 
OO{)OOOOOO3-is stored in address-95. Immediately there
after, the word stored in addrcss-72 is re~d out and stored 
in the instmction register. In response to the word now 
stored in the instruction register, an "ADD" instruction 
is thereafter executed, whereby the word stored in address-
95-i.e., OOooOOOOm-is added to the word stored in 
address-31-i.e., 0897818131-and the result-i.e., 
0897818134-is stored back in address-31, which, in effect, 
causes the numeral "3" to be adJed to the low-order digit 
of the fifth section IOf the instruction woml stored in 
address-31; thereafter the instruction word stored in 
address-73 is read out and stored in the instruction reg
ister. In response to the word now stored in the ins:ruc
tion register, a "CMA" instruction is thereafter executed, 
whereby memory addresses 86 through 92 are cleared ;]nd 
the instruct.ion word stored in address-</> 1 is thereafter 
read out and stored in the instruction register. 

Due to the fact lhat lll.! two-tl;.:cimal-digit number now 
~tored in section 1 of th,~ instruction rcgioter is "02," 
enter-card-words lamp "EC" (FIGS. 1 :md 2) is il!nmi
nated, thus indicating that the computer is, at this time, 
properly {:onditioned and ready to receive the inform,l
tion magne,tically recorded on the employee's leuger card, 
which, in this instance, comprises the employee's clock 
number, rate of pay, number of dcp<!nd;:nts, union dues 
deduction, community chest deduction, bond deduction, 
credit union deduction, insurance deduction, annu:ly de
duction, earnings to date, Federd tax to date, city t;\X to 
date, annuity to date, F.I.C.A. to date, earnings to date 
at the end of the previous quarter, and proof total. 

236 
ter. Thereafter, enter-card-words ,lamp "EC" is again 
illuminated, indicating that a reading error has occur,red 
and that the ledger card just read should be removed 
manually and again be inserted into the card-handling 

5 portion of the computer, as before. 
If it is assumed that the summation of the card words 

is in agreement with the proof total, so that the word 
stored in address-¢4 is read out and stored in the instruc
tion register, an "EKW" instruction is executed, whereby 

10 the employee's dock number, indexed in amount rows 
#3 through #7 of the keyboard, is stored in address-95. 
Thereafter, the clock number stored in address-95 is 
shifted two places to the right and stored in address-85. 
Upon completion of the shifting operation, the clock num-

15 bers stored in addresses 7¢ and 85 are compared for 
equality. If the clock numbers are equal, indicating that 
the time card and ledger card each relates to the same 
employee, ,the computer looks to address-1>7 for the next 
instruction; otherwise, the computer executes the instruc-

20 tion dictated by the word stored in address-1>6. In carry
ing out the dictates of the word stored in address-1>6, the 
carriage is returned to home position, and enter-card-word 
lamp "EC" is again illuminated, indicating that either the 
wrong ,time card or the wrong ledger card was utilized by 

23 the operator. However, in carrying out the dictates of 
the word stored in address ¢7, a "POW" instruction is 
executed, whereby the program number stored in address-
94 is printed out in column #7, as illustrated in FIG. 
88D, the low-order cent and dime digits thereof being sup-

30 pressed and thus not printed. 
With the aid of the just-preceding portion of the mode 

of operation of the computer in executing a typical pay
roll progrnm being described in detail to this point, a 
detailed comprehension of the remaining portion of the 

35 program can readily be had by following the step-by-step 
description thereof shown in the preceding chart, in ex
actly the same manner as just described. Consequently, 
a further detailed description thereof would be super
fluous and, accordingly, is not deemed necessary in order 

40 to insure a full and complete comprehension and appre
ciation thereof. It is, however, to be appreciated that, 
while a specific mode of operation and application of the 
present computer has been described in detail with respect 
to a typical payroll operation, it is not intended to be im-

45 plied or inferred that its adaptability and applicability are 
in any way limited to any specific accounting operation. 
Being of a general-purpose variety, the present computer 
is readily adaptable to be utilized in a highly effective 
manner in substantially any of the multitude of different 

50 present-day accounting operations. 

91. Component Chart 

After ,the operator inserts the employee's !edger card 
into the card-handling portion of the computer in the 55 
manner previously described, the ,:bove-mentioncd card 
words are magnetically picked up one afte·r the other and 
stored in memory addresses 7~; through 85, as iliu:;lrated 

Shown below in the following chart is an itemized list
ing of the values and other identifications of the various 
components and operating potentials utilized by each IOf 
the computer building blocks schematically illustrated in 
FIGS. 46 through 51 and previously described in detail. 
In each instance, the logical symbols shown in the chart 
below correspond to like building block symbols; the ref
erence characters located to the left of the chart corre
spond to like reference characters used throughout the 
logical drawings with respect to the various building 
blo~ks; and the reference characters located at the top of 
the columns correspond to like reference characters used 
throughout the schematic representations of the various 
building blocks shown in FIGS. 46 through 51. 

in the just-preceding chart. Thereafter, the instrllction 
word stored inaddress-¢2 is read out and stored in the 60 
ins~mction register. In r::;sponse to the word now ;;tored 
in the instmction register, a "SUM" instruction is thcre
afte. executed, whereby the words magnetically picked up 
from the ledger 'card, with the eXception cf the "proof 
total" amount, are added together, and the result is there- 65 
after stored in address-95. Upon completion of the sum
mation operation, the sum ,thus derived is compared with 
the proof total stored in address-85. If the contents of 
addresses 85 and 95 are of equal magnitude, the word 
stored in address-1>4 is subsequently read out and stored 70 
in the instruction register. However, if ·the sum and the 
proof total are not in agreement, indicating that the infor
mation of the magnetic ledger card was not accurately 
read into the computer, the word stored in ac1dress-¢1 is 
subsequently read out and stored in the instmction regis- 75 
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2N140 3.0K -6 27K 3UK 6 bUO 

2,,140 lK -6 13K G2K G 2,000 
201140 lK -12 5.1K lOOK G 080 
2N140 5,6K -12 10K 10liK r. sn 
2N140 3,9K -18 10K 47K 6 100 
2N140 5,BK -12 10K lOOK 6 47 
2"1140 3K -12 10K lOOK G 47 

653 654 655 656 G03 667 1668 

1:-.1128 -6 lK -12 0 ,01:\IF 33K 

I 

I~~_ -=~ 654 _ 655 ~~~_ ~ ~~~ 
50 (4006-4007) _________________ ,2NlOO 1:-.1128 -6 lK -12 5.1K 2W 

(4046) ______________________ 12"1140 lN128 -6 lK -12 9.1K 2M 

650 

(4271) _______________________ 2N140 
(4286-4289) _________________ 2N140 
(4620) ______________________ 2:-.1140 
(4621) (4632) (46ll) (46W) 

(.1678-4670) ________________ 2N140 
(4633)(463&-4638)(4642)------- 2"1140 (,1651) _ _____________ ______ ___ 2N140 

649 650 

-----
(4797-4799) ____________ 470 2:-.1109 

~ 

655 

3.3K 
3.0K 

430 

lK 
510 
300 

655 

--
3,9K 

656 

-12 
-12 
-12 

-12 
-12 
-12 

656 

660 

22K 
3UK 
2K 

660 

2K 
2K 
2K 

661 

------
-12 5.1K 3.5K 

(4291)-4293) _________________ 2N140 1"1128 -6 620 -12 3. OK 630 
(4441) ______________________ 2:-.1140 INI28 -6 1. 5K -12 8. 2K 1.10 
(4207) ______________________ 2~'<1l3 INI28 -6 240 -12 1. 8K 470 
(4434) ______________________ 2N140 INl28 -6 2.2K -12 15K 2,000 
(4312) ______________________ 2N140 IN128 -6 1K -12 24K 2,000 
(4122) ______________________ 2:-.1140 INI28 -6 560 -12 2,2K 2,000 

55 (4401-4404) _________________ 2,,140 IN128 -6 750 -12 5.6te 33U 

667 

560 
33 

1,000 60 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 

662 

-
6 

65 

70 

75 

(44231- _____________________ 201140 IN128 -6 560 -12 3.3K ,)00 
(4433)----------------- _____ 2NHO INI28 -6 470 -12 {,7K 250 

o--(§)--o 
(-1450) (4611-4613) (·j615-

4GIIi) (4618) _______________ 2N140 IN128 -6 510 -12 2K 1,000 
(4-184) (4614-4645) (46-17) _____ 2N140 1]';'128 -6 390 -12 2K 1,000 
(4503-4,,06) (4610) (4614) 

(4622)(4630-4631) (4639) 
(46-13) ____________________ 2NHO IN128 -6 lK -12 2K 1.000 

(4609) (4627) ________________ 21\[1,10 IN128 -6 200 -12 2K 1.UOO 
(,1617) ______________________ 2N140 1",128 -6 500 -12 2K 1.000 
(462~1624)(46!O) ___________ 2N140 IN128 -6 300 -12 2K 1,000 
(4619) (46U-4626)(4648-

500 4649) _____________________ 2N140 IN128 -6 390 -12 2K (4628) ______________________ 201140 IN128 -6 5lO -12 2K 500 
(4629) (4646) ________________ 2N140 INI28 -6 200 -12 2K 500 
(4680) ______________________ 2NI09 IN128 -6 2K -12 15K 500 
(4764) (4767-4768) (4771-

1,000 4772) (4774-4775) _________ 2N140 INI28 -6 470 -12 2K 
(4765l (4770)-------- _______ 2N140 1N128 -6 lK -12 27K 1,000 
(4766 (4769l- ______________ 2N140 1NI28 -6 200 -12 2K 2,000 

o-@--o 



3,112,394 

241 

~ __ 6~1654 655 ~~_600 ~~~ 
(4746l- ____________ 2:"1109 IN128 -6 820 -12 5.1K IK 6 IN128 

5 

650 653 654\655 656 660 661 662 667 

(4037L ______________ 2NI40 1NI28 -6 470 -12 20K 47K 6 500 10 
(4216) _______________ 2N140 INJ28 -6 lK -J25.IK 47K 6 220 
(4877) _______________ 2N140 IN128 -6 lK -126. 8K B3K 6 470 
(4406) _______________ 2N140 IN128 -6 2K -125. lK lOOK 6 100 
(4869) (4872) (4866) ___ 2N140 IN128 -6 IK -12 10K 47K 6 220 
(4473) _______________ 2N140 INI28 -65. 6K -12 20K 47K 6 56 
(4878) _______________ 2N140 IN128 -6 lK -127. 5K 5.1K GND 470 15 
(4818) (4827) _________ 2N1091N128 -6 820 -12 15K 47K 6 1,000 

6.50 655 656 661 662 665 667 668 669 

(4503) _________________ 2NI09 30K -12 180 6 .022 .05 75 27K 
MF MF 

<>-@-o 
650 655 656 667 668 670 672 

(4809)(4810) (4821) _________ 2N109 lK -18 50 680 2iK .10 
MF 

650 655 656 658 664 665 666 667 668 670 672 680 

20 

25 

30 

_______________ 35 

(4399-
4400) ____ 2N140 150 -18 10K lK 15 IS .05 1. .)K 18K. 05 . 05 

MF MF MF 

650 

(4864)__ ______________________ 2N140 

(4223) ________________________________ - __ 
(4218) _______________________________ - - --
(4263) ______________________________ - - - --
(4722) ________________________________ - --

655 

47K 

650 

2N140 
2N140 
2N140 
2N109 

650 656 

656 

-6 

656 

6 
6 
6 

-6 

663 

:/lin' MF 

40 

678 

1K 45 

664 

1.3K 
2.0K 
10K 
10K 

664 

50 

55 

--------60 
(4042-4045) __ _ _ ____ _ _ _ ____ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ __ 2N 140 
(4424-4431) _________ _______ _ ________ __ 2N140 
(4047) (4114) (4167) ___________________ 2NI09 
(4716) (4723) __________________________ 2NI09 
(4131) (4132) (4138) (4139) (4464) 

(4489-4490) (4511) __________________ 2N140 
(4133) (4137) __________________________ 2N140 
(4466-4467) (4499-4500) ________________ 2N140 
(4140-4145) (4162) (4186) (4274) ________ 2N140 
(4146-4161) (4170-4185) (4224) (4275-

-6 
-12 
-6 
-6 

-6 
-6 
-6 
-6 

-6 

6 
6 
6 
6 

6 
6 
6 
6 

27K 
39K 

5.IK 
2.7K 

i:~~ 65 
6SK 

l.OK 

5.6K 

242 
650 

(4243-1244) (4250-1253) (-1383-4302) _______ _ 2N113 

650 656 663 

(4504) _______________________ 2NI09 -6 
(4654-4662)_ ____________ _ ____ 2N140 -6 

650 656 661 

(4700) _______________________ 2N109 -6 l.8K 

656 

-12 

664 

663 

-12 

664 

.5 

673 

l.5K 
3GO 

664 

62 

650 ~I~~ ~I~ 
(4727-4728) __________________ 2N109 lOa -6 6 10K 

o-@---c 

650 656 663 664 666 673 

(4295) _______________ 2N113 -6 6 4.7K 2000 1.5K 

650 655 ~I~ 666 

(4794-4700) __________________ 2N109 150 -12 270 .25 
MF 

o---@--o 

650 655 656 663 664 673 
------------ ------

(4729) (4756) _________ 2NI09 30 -6 6 2.7K 47 

~ 

650 655 656 660 661 662 663 664 

--- - ------ - --- --
(4688-4694) (47.15) (4758) __ 2N109 33 -6 1.5K 5.IK 6 6 IK 

~ 

4278) (4300-4307) ___________________ 2N140 
(4281-4284) ____ _ _ _ ____ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _____ _ _ _ 2N 109 
(4227) (4294) (4488)___________________ 2Nll3 
(4502)______________ _______ _______ ____ 2N140 

-6 
-6 

GND 
-6 

6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 

22K I i: ~~ 70 ~ ~j 656 ~ 662 661 ~~ ~~ 
(4512)_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _____ _ _______ ___ _ _ _ ____ 2N 140 
(4513) ______ _ ___ __ _ ___ ___ _ _ ____ _ _ _ ____ 2N140 
(4800) (4880) __________________________ 2N140 
(4514)__ _____ _ ____ _ _ _____ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ ____ 2N140 

-6 
-6 
-6 

15K (4822) __________________ 2NlO9 470 -18 30K -18 47 SOMF 10K 
o (48I3)(48H) ____________ 2NlOG 470 -18 3UK -18 470 2MF 10K 

690 

75 



243 
679 

(3000) (3003-3004) (3006--3013) (3016) (3112) _ _ _ _ __ _ IN 128 
(33b3)_______ ____________ __ ____ _____ _ _____ _____ IN128 

(993) (3002) (3014-3015) (3033-3037) (3039) (3043) 
(3078) (3095) (3121) (3123) (3134-3137) (3130-
3140) (3147-3J.50) (31,0;3-31M) (31b7-3lbS) 
(3324-3326) (3343) (3346-3348) (3350-3351) 
(3357-3359) (3368-3370) (3372-3373) (337&-3378) 
(3387-3388) (3403) (3407-3429) (3432-3443) 
(3446-3452) (3486) (3507-3508) (3510-3512) 
(3517) (3520) (3553) __________________________ _ 

(3015) (3128)(3163-3164) (3327-3334) ____________ _ 
(3017) (3113-3116) (3165) _______________________ _ 
(3044) (3117-3120) (3122) (312&-3127) (3129) 

(314&-3146) (3497-3506) (3522) ________________ _ 
(3138) ________________________________________ _ 
(3133) ________________________________________ _ 
(3151) (3404-3406) (3415) _______________________ _ 
(3152) ________________________________________ _ 
(3005) (3132) (1758) ____________________________ _ 
(3159-3162) ___________________________________ _ 
(3172-3181) ___________________________________ _ 
(3182-3183) ___________________________________ _ 
(3184-3187) (3206-3209) ________________________ _ 
(3198-3205) (3218-3227) ________________________ _ 
(3318-3319) ___________________________________ _ 
(3320) ________________________________________ _ 
(3321) (3513-3514) (3516) (3518-3519) (3521) (3523) __ 
(3344-3345) ___________________________________ _ 
(3352) (3374) __________________________________ _ 
(3061) (3354-3356) (3391) (3401-3402) ____________ _ 

679 

(3028) (3038) (3042) _ _ _ _ _______ ______ _ __ IN128 
(3041) ___ _______ ____ __ _ ______ ________ _ 11'\128 
(3030) (3040) _ _ __ _____________ _______ __ 11'\128 
(3029) (3031-3032) _ _ _ _________ _______ _ _ IN128 
(3322) ___ ______________ _______ _ ______ _ IN128 
(3323)_________________ ______ _ _ ______ _ INI28 

IN128 
INI28 
INI28 

INI28 
IN128 
INI28 
IN128 
INI28 
INI28 
INI28 
INI28 
INI28 
8-4896 
8-4896 
INI28 
INI28 
IN128 
IN128 
DI128 
IN128 

689 

-6 
-6 
-6 
-6 
-6 
-6 

689 

-6 
-6 

-6 
-12 
-12 

-12 
-12 
-12 
-6 
-6 
-6 

-12 
-12 
-12 
-6 
-6 

-12 
-12 
-12 
-6 
-6 
-6 

690 

47K 
47K 
47K 
47K 
51K 
47K 

(3001) (3087) (3090-3091) (3094) (3389) ___________________________ _ 
(3018) (3020) (3022) (3024) (3026) (3053-3060) (3104-3111) __________ _ 
(3070-3077) (3123-3124) (3130-3131) (3168) (3550-3552) ____________ _ 
(3141) (3188-3191) (3210-3213) (3312-3315) (333&-3342) (3360-3367) 

(3379-3386) ________________________________________________ _ 
(3143-3144) (3392) (3394) (3396) (3398) ___________________________ _ 
(3554) _______________________________________________________ _ 
(3487-3496) __________________________________________________ _ 
(3430) _______________________________________________________ _ 
(3444-3445) __________________________________________________ _ 

683 

3,112,394 
244 

600 679 

120 (3192-3195) (3214-3217) (3371-3390) (3453-3454) 
8.2K (3458-3466) (3468) (3170-3473)____________________ 8-4890 

5 (3455) (3467) (3469) (3474-3475)____________________ IN128 

679 689 
47K 

5.1K 10 
20K ------
10K 
47K 
2K 

27K 

~~~ 15 
4.3K 
1.5K 
4.7K 
82K 

120K 

~~~ 20 
27K 

6.2K 
4.7K 

62K 

6m 

25 

33K 30 
3DK 
24K 
15K 
33K 
20K 

35 

683 

68 40 
250 
180 

150 
220 
470 
120 

45 .015MF 
500 

(905-906) ________________________ - ------ -----
(960-065) (111&-1118) (1137) (1150) (1159-1160) 

(1452) (1743) (1760) (1754-1757) (1759) (1763-
1765) (1772-1777) (1798-1802) (1804) (1808-
1811) _______________________ -- - - - - - --- - - --

(11)14) (1016) (1018) (1020) (1022) (1024) (1026) 
(1028) (1039) (1042) (1046) (1048) (1050) (1052) 
(1054) (1056) _________________ - - - _ - - - - - --- --

(96G-970) _______________ - - - - ___ - - - - -- - - - -----
(1013) (1015) (1017) (1019) (1021) (10'23) (1025) 

(1027) (1029) (1040) (1M3) (1047) (1049) (1051) 
(1053) (1055) (1057) _________________________ 

(972-976) (982) (984) (98G-988) (994-1004) 
(100fr-IOI2) (1044) (1058-1065) (1119-1120) 
(137~ 1375) (1382) (1392) (1397) (1401) (1403) 
(1414) (1424) (1429-1445) (1470-1473) (1534) 
(1538) (1M2) (1546) (1549) (1558) (1561) (1564) 
(1578) (1598) (1605) (1669) (1673) (1689-1690) (1701-1702) ________________________________ 

(1088-1093) (1348-1361) _______________________ 
(1094-1095) (1139-1142) (1169-1176) - ________ - __ 
(1097-1098) _____________ -_ - ______ - -- - ________ 
(1131-1134) (1398) (1400) (1402) (1404) __________ 
(1151-1158) ____________________________ - - - ___ 
(1177-1196) ____________________ ------_ -------

~ 
(1399) (1447-1450) ________________________ - --_ 
?222-1225) (1257-1260) _______________________ 
1323-1324) _____________________ - - _______ - - -_ 

(1161-1162) ___________________________ -- _____ 
(1321-1322) _____________ - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - --
(1041)- ___ --- - ------ - ------ - - ------ - ----- ----
(1555) (1566) (1602) (1658) (1741-1742) (1782-1793) ________________________________ - _ - ___ 

g ~;!= ~ ~~~L:: ::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::: 
(1751-1753) __________________________________ 
(17i8-178!) __________________________________ 
(1807) _____ ____________________ - _ - _____ - - - ---

~ 
o7\l 

(980) ________________________________ _ 
(1045) _______________________________ _ 
(IOnfr-lOB7) __________________________ _ 
(1113-1114) _ - ____ - - _____ - - - ____ - - - - __ _ 
(1121) ______________________ - - - - __ - - __ 
(I IDS) - _______ - - -- - - - _ ---- - - - - -- - - - - __ 

50 (1330) --------------- --- ---- ----------(1345) _______________________________ _ 

IN128 
INI28 
IN128 
INI28 
IN128 
IN128 
IN128 
IN128 

687 

INI28 6 

1N128 6 

IN128 6 
11'\128 6 

INI28 6 

1N128 6 
IN128 6 
INI28 6 
INI28 6 
INI28 6 
IN128 6 
1)1128 6 

IN128 6 
8-489U 6 

INI28 6 
INI28 6 
INI28 6 
IN128 6 

IN128 6 
INI28 6 
1NI28 6 
IN128 6 
1NI28 6 
IN128 6 

689 690 

6 lOOK 
6 lOOK 
6 10K 
6 10K 
6 20K 
6 10K 
6 47K 
6 27K 

(3062-3068) (3079-3085) ____________________________ _ 180 5.6K 
(3069) (3086) _______________________________________ { 18

68
0 } 5.6K 

~ 
55 

679 

(1096) _ _ _ ____ _ ______ _ ______ _ _ INI28 

679 687 
--------- 60 

(3088-3089) (3092-3093) _________________ _ 
(3142) __________________________________ _ 
(315&-3156) (3167) (3169-3171) ___________ _ 
(3349) __________________________________ _ 
(3393) (3395) (3397) (3399) ______________ _ 

INI28 
INI28 
IN128 
IN128 
IN128 

68 
250 
80 

120 
220 

(3019) (3021) (3023) (3025) (3027) (3045-3052) (3098-3103) ______ _ 
(3478-3,185) __________________________________________________ _ 

10K 
10K 

7.5K 
10K 
10K 

691 

5.1K 
10K 

679 

65 (1197) _______________________ 1,,128 

70 679 

(132&-1328) _ _ _ _ ______ ______ _ _ INI28 

689 690 691 

6 10K 5.1K 

689 700 701 

-6 2N140 lK 

689 690 692 

6 39K 18K 

691 

10K 
7.5K 

690 

---
51K 

10K 

68K 
39K 

75K 

47K 
22K 
56K 

4.7K 
5.1K 

910 
620 

lOOK 
47K 

220K 
7_5K 
470K 
120K 

15K 
91K 
3K 

18K 
20K 
27K 

691 

22K 
10K 

5.1K 
2.0K 
2. OK 

3K 
22K 

7.5K 

695 

1000 

702 

6 

693 

-12 

75 ______________ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ __ 



3,112,394 
245 246 

679 606 

(1687-1688)_ _ _______ _______ ________ _ __ _____ ________ INI28 

~ 

(900-904) (907-914) (920-937) (940-900) (956-
959) (1202-1205) (1207-1210) (1212-1215) 
(1217-1220) (1236-1239) (1241-1245) (1247-
1250) (1252-1255) ___________________________ _ 

(1135-1136) ___________________________________ _ 
(1005) (1363-1364) (1383-1391) (1393-1396) 

(1417-1423) (1425-1428) (1446) (1451) (1453-1469) _______________________________________ _ 

(938) (939) (951-955) (977-979) (981) (983) (9S5) 
(989-990) (1030-1038) (1103-1107) (1122-1130) 
(1143-1149) (1199) (1376-1382) (1415-1416) 
(1615-1617) (1723) (1760-1762) (1795-1797) 
(1405-1408) (1410-1413) (1814-1818) __________ _ 

(W84-1087) (1365-1372) (1474-1482) (1484-1533) 
(1535-1537) (1539-1541) (1543-1545) (1547-
1548) (1550-1556) (1559-1560) (1562-15133) 
(1567-1577) (1579-1597) (1599-1601) (1603-
16(4) (1606-1608) (1610-1614) (1618-1657) 
(1659-1668) (1670-1672) (1674-1686) (1692-
1700) (1703-1718) (1734-1740) (1720-1722) 1812-1813) __________________________________ _ 

689 690 

6 10K 
6 20K 

15K 

6 10K 

6 10K 

10K (1090-1102) (1108-1111) (1281-1320) _____________ _ 
(1226-123.5) (1261-1270) (1331-1344) (1362) ______ _ 

5 m~9i~?!:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: (1112) ________________________________________ _ 
(1068-1083) ___________________________________ _ 

696 

10 

4.7K 
5.1K 

5.6K 15 689 
---

(991-992) _____________________________ 6 

5.1K 

~ 20 

5.6K 

6 18K 
6 9.1K 
6 11K 
6 120K 
6 6.8K 
6 18K 

690 691 
------

27K 100 

4.3K 
4.7K 
4.3K 
4.7K 
5.1K 
4.7K 

696 
---

5.1K 

689 690 700 703 704 705 706 707 70B 709 710 711 712 713 714 

(1803) (1805-1806) ______ -12 750 2NI09 50 27K -:015' 50 
MF 

75U 10K 2N109 2K 5.1K 470 3.5K -6 

~ 

664 666 68~ 690 700 703 70~ 710 712 713 714 
------------------------------

(1163-1164) _________________________ lK M'F -6 5.1K 2Nl0g .05 2NI0~ 150K 5.1K 10K 6 
1\11" 

~ 

722 723 724 725 ~I~ 728 729 734 735 736 737 

(6061) (6066) (6072) (6077- ------
6085) (6088-6089) (6091) 
(6093) (6097) (6100--6101) (6104) ___________________ 2N140 2N140 -12 lK -12 lK S.IK S.IK 7.5K 500 7.5K 500 

(6086-6087) (6090) (6092) 
(6094-60116) (6098-6099) 
(6103) (6105-6107) (6118-
6119) (6134-6139) _________ 2N140 2N140 -12 lK -12 lK 5.1K S.IK 5.1K 500 S.IK 500 6127-6132) ________________ 2N140 2N140 -12 lK -12 lK 5.1K 5.1K 5.1K 1000 5.1K 1000 

M 
722 723 724 725 726 727 728 7211 730 731 732 733 734 735 736 737 

------------------------------------
(6038) (6041) (6046) ______________ 2N1l3 2N113 -12 lK -12 lK 
(6047-6054) (6057-6060) (6108-

6117) (6062-6065) (6067-6070) 
lK (6073-6076) __________________ 2N140 2N140 -12 IK -12 

(6055-6056) ____________________ 2N140 2N140 -12 lK -12 lK (6071) _________________________ 2NI09 2N109 -12 lK -12 lK (6102) _________________________ 2N140 2N140 -12 lK -12 lK (6133) _________________________ 2N140 2N140 -12 lK -12 lK 

: [>~ : 
722 723 724 725 

------------
(6001-6013) (6030--6037) ____________ 2N109 2NI09 -6 lK 
(6014-6021) _______________________ 2N140 2N140 -6 lK 

: l)(] : 

5.1K 5.1K -6 IN128 

5.IIC 5.1K -6 84890 
5.1K 5.1K -6 IN128 
5.1K S.IK -6 IN128 
5.IK 5.1K -6 IN128 
S.lK 5.1K -6 IN128 

726 727 729 

---------
-6 lK 5.1K 
-6 lK 5.6K 

-6 INI28 7.5K 

-6 84890 7.5K 
-6 INI28 10K 
-6 IN128 8.2K 
-6 IN128 5.IK 
-'6 IN128 5.1K 

734 735 
-------

15K 1,000 
15K 500 

120 7.SK 

500 7.5K 
500 10K 
470 B.2K 
500 5.1K 

1,000 5.1K 

736 
---

15K 
15K 

120 

500 
500 
470 
500 

1,000 

737 

1,00 
50 

a 
o 
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247 248 

722 723 724 725 726 727 730 731 732 733 734 735 736 737 

(6039-6040) __________________________ 2N140 2N140 -12 1K -12 1K 5.1K -6 1N128 -6 1Nl28 5.1K 180 5.1K 180 

: [)fJ : 
722 723 724 725 726 727 728 734 735 736 737 

(6022-6025) _______________________ 2N140 2N140 -6 1K -6 lK 5.6K 15K 500 15K 500 

: [XJ : 
722 723 724 725 726 727 728 730 731 732 733 734 735 736 737 

(6026-6029) __________________________ 2N140 2N140 -12 1K -12 lK 5.6K -6 IN128 -6 1N128 15K 500 15K 500 

E : 
722 723 724 725 726 727 728 729 734 736 

(6122) ______________________________________ 
2N109 2N109 -6 820 -6 820 5.1K 5.1K 15K 15K 

: [)<J : 
722 723 724 725 726 727 734 735 737 738 739 752 

(6120) [.25 Sec.l _______________________________ 2NI09 2NI09 -6 1K -6 1K 27K 500 lO:t.lF -6 27K 470 

o 

722 723 724 725 726 727 735 737 741 742 743 744 745 746 748 749 750 

(6125) [50 KC1 ____________________ 2N140 2N140 -6 10K -6 10K 1,120 1,120 -6 15K 6 10K -12 10K 1N128 -6 15K 

722 723 724 725 726 727 735 737 741 ~I~ ~I~ 753 

(6126) [400 cpsl ____________________________ 2N140 2N140 -6 1K -6 1K i,W i,W -6 18K -6 18K M1J MOJ 

722 723 724 

-6 
-6 
-6 

(6124) [.04 sec.l-------------------------------- 2N109 2N109 (6142) 1.06 Sec. ________________________________ 2N109 2N109 
(6141) .06 Sec.l ________________________________ 2N109 2N109 

725 

820 
820 
820 

726 

-6 
-6 
-6 

727 735 

820 5.1K 20MF 
820 5.1K 2MF 
820 5.1K 4MF 

736 

15K 
15K 
15K 

749 

-6 
-6 
-6 

750 

15K 
27K 
18K 

754 

2K 

755 

5.1K 
2.4K 
2.4K 

722 723 724 ~I~ 727 735 736 741 742 749 750 755 757 758 762 763 

(6145) [.00124] 
Sec. 

2N109 2N109 -6 820 -6 820 .1 15K 6 2.7K -6 22K 3.9K 27K 2N109 560 150 
MF 
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249 250 
722 723 724 725 726 727 734 735 73G 737 

------------------------------
(GOOO) 2NlO9 2N109 -12 lK -12 lK lUK 500 10K 500 

: [)(J : 
0 0 

W 722 723 724 725 726 727 734 737 741 742 752 
----------------------------------

(6147-614S) [31' Sec.1 2"'109 2N109 -6 680 -6 lK 750 330 -6 15K 68 
(6149-6150) [31' Sec.1 2:-.1109 2N109 -6 lK -6 lK 0 33 -6 15K 220 

722 723 724 -=-I~ 727 729 735 736 749 750 755 756 

(6121) [.25800.1 _______________________ 2N109 2NI09 -6 820 -6 820 5.1K 25 15K -6 15K 3.9K .5 
MF MF 

(6143) [.075 8eo.1 ______________________ 2N109 2:-.1109 -6 820 -6 820 5.1K 5 15K -6 15K 2.4K .5 
MF MF 

(6140) [.01-.04 8eo.1 ___________________ 2N109 2X109 -6 820 -6 820 5.1K 3 15K -6 15K lOOK .5 
MF MF 

(6123) (.128ee.1 _______________________ 2N109 2N109 -6 820 -6 820 S.IK 11 ISK -6 18K 2.4K .5 
MF MF . 

~ : 
I~ 723 72·1 725 726 727 I 73·i I 735 736 737 749 750 757 758 760 761 759 

(6144) _____________________________ 2N109 2NI09 -6 820 -6 
-I--

10K .1 6 3.2K 15K 2N109 150 5.1K 5.1K 820 I 10K .1 
MF MF 

:5<] : 
722 723 724 725 726 727 734 735 736 737 749 750 757 758 759 ill{) 761 

----------------------------------
(6148) _____________________________ 2N109 2N109 -6 820 -6 820 15K .1 15K .1 6 3.2K S.IK 2N109 5.1 150 S.IK 

MF MF 

: l)iu,,1 0 

-

766 767 768 780 
45 

785 786 787 788 789 790 791 

------------- --------------
(7007) ______________________________ 120 IN 128 91K 6v. (7144-7149) ______________ 220 220 .1 .1 4.7K 4.7K -12 
(7008-70ID) (7015) (7026--7089) (7118- MF MF 

7129) (7132-7143) __________________ 500 1N128 10K GND : I FIL I : (713-7131) __________________________ .OlMF IN 128 o6K OND 
(7156) ______________________________ .04MF IN128 15K OND 
(7154-7155) _________________________ .1OMF 1N128 1. oK OND 50 

~ 160 794 795 796 797 799 800 
----------------

766 767 768 769 770 771 (4501) ________________ Claircx 100 1N128 6 10K .10 7K 

------------ 55 CL3 MF ------

+ (7101) (7153) _________ 1MF INI28 1M 6 2.7K 1K 
(7112-7114) (7117). ___ 1M~' 1NI28 1.5K 6 2.7K lK 
(7150) _______________ IMF 1N128 15K 6 1K 2.7K 
(7152) _______________ .IMF 1Nl28 15K 6 2.7K 680 
(7151) (7157-7159) ____ .IMF 1NI28 15K 6 2.7K 710 

~ 
(30 

802 803 804 805 806 807 808 809 810 

---------- - - - --------- -

772 773 (·1733-4736) (4802-
Claircx 5.1K -12 4803,L ___________ 2N140 -6 6 2K 50 5.1K 

CL3 MF 
(7100-7165) (7167-7168) __________________ - - - - __ -- lK .OSMF (35 

~ 
~ 

_~~I~ 656 661 662 681 684 

766 772 70 
(4856-1859) (4867) 

(4870)(4873)(48751- 201140 2.2K -12 lOOK 6 IN7iA -12 
(7161l) (7169) ____________ --- __ - - _ ----- - - - - -- -. - -- 470 200K 

o---@}--o ~ 
75 
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251 252 
813 814 815 816 817 818 819 820 821 822 823 824 825 

------------------------------------
(4811-4812) (4815) (4817) (4823) ________ 2NI09 -6 6.8K 2.7K 150 .IMF 7.5 INI28 560 2.7K 2.7K (] 5MF 

o--§-

827 829 830 831 832 833 834 835 836 ~I~ 839 

(7000-7002) __________________________ 2N109 1. 5K 70° 1..1K 270 -12 652 620 2.4K 1.2K 652 1.IK -12 
Thermister 70° ZENER ZENER 

g40~ 
Ther- DI- DI-
mister ODES ODES 

$ 
828 844 845 846 847 848 849 850 851 860 

---------------------------
2N140 2N158 .5 .5 IN128 1",,128 25 11 50 100M 

eltl~ 
F 

852 853 854 855 856 857 858 859 866 851 862 863 864 8u5 

---------------------------------------
2N173 2N109 -6 680 -12 2.5 -8 620 25MF 500 150 680 -18 -I 2 

842~ 

92. Signal Origination alld Destination Chart 

Shown below in the following chart is an alphabetical 
listing of the various signal lines shown throughout the 
logical diagrams, wherein the number in the center col
umn corresponds to ·the figure number of the origination 
of that particular line; and wherein the number, or num
bers, in the right-hand column corresponds to the logical 
diagram figure or figures to which the 'particular line is 
connected as an input line. 

Signal Origination Destination 

Signal 

(AI-A2l _____________ ----
AAD ___________________ _ 
ABG ___________________ _ 
AD ___ -- _______________ _ 
ADD __________________ _ 
AF _____________________ _ 
AL ____________________ _ 
AJ _____________________ _ 
AK ____________________ _ 
AM ____________________ _ 
AN ____________________ _ 

(ANa-ANd) _________ - - __ 
APN ___________________ _ 
ARO ___________________ _ 
ASA ___________________ _ 
AUT ___________________ _ 
AYW __________________ _ 
B ___ -__________________ _ 
Ba ________ ________ -_____ _ 
DB _____________________ _ 
(Db-Be) __ - ___________ ---
Bd _____________________ _ 

(DaL-BdI,) ____________ _ 
(BaM-BdM) ___________ _ 
BBD ___________________ _ 
(BOa-BOb) ____________ _ 
DJ __ - __________________ _ 
BK ____________________ _ 
BM_-- _________________ _ 
BYW __________________ _ 
012 ____________________ _ 
013 ____________________ _ 
014 ____________________ _ 
023 ____________________ _ 
024 ____________________ _ 
031. ___________________ _ 

034 ________ • ___ • ______ ._ 
041. ___________________ _ 

042 ••• ___________ • _____ _ 
043 ____________________ _ 
C ______________________ _ 
C A ___ •• ________________ _ 
CB_ •• _ ... ____ • _____ ' _ . __ 
COR ________ .... ___ . ___ _ 
o FE._. _ .. __ ... ____ ... __ 
CFF __ . ________ . _____ . __ 
CFlIL ________ . _______ .. 
OLO .. _________________ _ 
CM ____________________ _ 
OMA __________________ _ 
00 ... ______________ . ___ _ 

Origination 

83 83 
60 52B 
60 5213 

DestilJation 

61 53, 63, 70, 71 
56 56,73,74,75,77,79 
72 72 
77 76,77 
71 60,71 
69 60,70 
H M,00,M,7~H.7~N 
61 58, 68, 71, 72, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 

79, 80,81, 84 
54 54 
56 M, 68, 73, 74, 75, 77, 79 
74 53,69,71,74,78 
67 60,67,70,71 
84 76,84 
60 GO 
83 83,85 
62 54,55,58,60,67,68,60,70,71,76 
85 85 
62 54,55,58,60,67,68,70,71 
62 54, 55, 58, 60, 61, 67, 68, 6P, 70, 

71,74,77 
55 50, 57, 58, 59 
li2 60,132 
60 52B 
62 61.62 
71 60,71 
ti9 60,70 
74 00,68,73,74,79 
UO 60 
84 61 
84 84 
84 60,62 
84 61,61,71,76,81 
84 61,65.84 
84 60, 61, 68, 69, 70, 71, 75, 76, 77, 

79,81 
84 55, 61, 71 
84 55, 58, 60, 61, 62, 69, 74, 75, 77, 

79, 81, 84 
84 67, 84 
84 67 
83 81,83,85 
74 60, 68, 71, 74, 77, 78 
74 60,74,78 
85 75 
56 73, 75, 77, 78, 79 
61 60, 61, 64, 69, 79 
56 69,71,73,75,76,77,78,79 
82 82 
74 GO, 69, 73, 74, 77, 79 
56 73, 74, 79 
82 82 

--------1-----1 

30 OPA ____________________ 
74 o P 1\L _________________ • 74 ORA_ .. _________________ 60 ORX. __________________ 66 

OH y .... ________________ 66 OS A ____________________ 8.1 o YC_ .. _________________ 61 

35 
D __ .. ___________________ 

82 Do/> _____ -- - ______________ 63 D¢M ___________________ 
63 D1. _____________________ 
63 (D2-D5) ________________ 63 (D6-D7) ________________ 63 D8 ______________________ 63 D9 ______________________ 
63 

40 D9L ____________________ 
63 D9i1L .. _________________ 
63 Do ______________________ 
63 (Db-Dd) ________________ 63 DAD __ • ________________ 75 DBD ___________________ 62 DD F ___________________ 61 

45 DE2 __ • _________________ 58 DIV ____________________ 56 DB _____________________ 
68 E _______________________ 
83 F,AS ____________________ 
M EOW ________ • __________ 56 

50 
F,Q _____________________ 

61 EKL _______ • ____________ 81 EKW .. ______ • __________ 56 EOO ____________________ 
82 EO F .. _____________ • ___ • 77 EOW ___________________ 71 EPT ____________________ 
56 Eva .. __________________ 80 

55 
1<'¢ ______________________ 

72 
F8 _____ - ________________ 72 F9 ______________________ 

7'2 Fl¢ ____ - _____________ _._ 7'2 
(Fa-Fd) ----------------- 72 Fa __________________ _._ 75 I'OL ____________________ 69 

60 
F 02 _____________________ 

69 FOO ____________________ 
69 G _______________________ 
82 QO _____________________ 
75 GO ________ • ___ • ________ 82 

GO 0 __ .. ___ • _____ • ______ 62 (II¢-Hl) ________________ 57 H2 ______________________ 
57 

65 
H3 ______________________ 

57 H4 _______________ • ______ 57 U5 ______________________ 
57 IID ______________________ 
57 HO _____________________ 
82 HIL_. __________________ 83 i ___ _____________________ 
82 

(I¢a-I¢d) _ •• ____________ 59 
70 «!la-lid) _______________ 59 

(I2a-12d) ________________ 58 I2¢ ______________________ 
59 (13a-13c) ________________ 58 l3d ______________________ 58 I34. _____________________ 59 149 ______________________ 
59 

75 
(I4a-I4d) _______________ • 58 
(I5a-15c) _______________ • 58 

[,s, 69, 74 
53,60,69, 73, 74,79 
60 
66 
66 
71 
62 
81,83, R2 
50,67, 69, 71, 75, 76 
66 
59,66,67, 80 
58,66, 67, 80 
57, 66, 67, 80 
55,66, 67, 80 
53, 55, 58, 61, 67, 69, 70, 74, 77, 

79,80 
61,64, 70 
66 
63, 68, 12 
63, 72 
00, 69, 71, 74, 75, 78 
62, 63 
54, 61, 79 
58 
56,71,73,74,75,77,78 
68 
82,83,85 
53, 54,75, 77 
58, 60, GI, 68, 69, 71, 73, 74, 75, 

76, 77,70,81,82,83 
53, 68, 72, 76, 77 
81 
58,60,73, 74, 75, 78, 79, 81 
64,65,66, 82 
75,77 
60,79 
58, 60, 69, 73, 75, 76, 77 J 79 
80 
71,81 
75,77,78,81 
68,74,76,79,81 
62, 68, 70, 71, 72, 
72 

74, 75, 78 

58, 61,64,05, 75,76,77 
60,69 
IlO, 69, 71 
53,61,69,71,79 
81,82, 83, 85 
61,69,75,76,77,79 
71,72,81,82 
61,62,79 
81 
70,78,81 
62,70,74,75,78,81 
62, 70, 78, 81 
62,78.81 
77,79 
82 
83,85 
82 
65 
64 
58,59,65 
58 
58,59,64 
59,64 
58,69,74,75,76,77,79 
58 
58, 59, 65 
58,59,64 



Signal 

15d _____________________ _ 
(Ina-Hiv) _______________ _ 
Iue _____________________ _ 
II:'! _____________________ _ 
(17a-17d) _______________ _ 
(Iba-lSd) _______________ _ 
I~'a __ ___________________ _ 
lCC ___________________ _ 
ICR ___________________ _ 
IFD ___________________ _ 
IFJ ____________________ _ 
1014 ____________________ _ 
IW _____________________ _ 
J9 ______________________ _ 
JA _____________________ _ 
Ja ______________________ _ 
(J b-J 0) _________________ _ 
J<I ______________________ _ 
J 11. ____________________ _ 
J LIR ___________________ _ 
JJF ____________________ _ 
JL _____________________ _ 
J M ____________________ _ 
JS ______________________ _ 
K<I> _____________________ _ 
K ,\.. ___________________ _ 
Ka _____________________ _ 
(Kb-Kc) _______________ _ 
Kd _____________________ _ 
KIL ___________________ _ 
KEY __________________ _ 
KK ____________________ _ 
KKF __________________ _ 
KI, ____________________ _ 
K::l _____________________ _ 
L ______________________ _ 
L<I> _____________________ _ 
1,1 _____________________ _ 
1 .. 2 _____________________ _ 
L3 _____________________ _ 
LF A ___________________ _ 
L[:.I ___________________ _ 
LK ____________________ _ 
Lk ____________________ _ 
M14 ____________________ _ 
MA ____________________ _ 
MAN __________________ _ 
MB ____________________ _ 
MDO __________________ _ 
ML ____________________ _ 

MIC ___________________ _ 
MIN ___________________ _ 
1\1J _____________________ _ 

MK ____________________ _ 
MOD __________________ _ 
MOO __________________ _ 
MOU __________________ _ 
MSA ___________________ _ 
M US __________________ _ 

MV ____________________ _ 
MXW _________________ _ 
MyW _________________ _ 
N ______________________ _ 
(NI-N2) _______________ _ 
NN ____________________ _ 
NT ____________________ _ 
OB:>.L _________________ _ 
OBN ___________________ _ 

p-----------------------pc ______________________ _ 
pC _____________________ _ 
PC 'I' ___________________ _ 
l' P<I> ___________________ _ 
1'C1. ___________________ _ 
1'1<1> ____________________ _ 
pJ <1>-- __________________ _ 
PJ1 ____________________ _ 
pH ____________________ _ 
pKq, ___________________ _ 
pK9 ___________________ _ 
POW __________________ _ 

PTIB ___________________ _ 
1'1' _____________________ _ 
PTF ___________________ _ 

PTR ___________________ _ 

pTS ___________________ _ 

PH<I>_ -------- -----------PR2 ____________________ _ 
PH8 ____________________ _ 
l'W <1>-------- ___________ _ 

Q- - --------------------
q - --- - ------ - --- -- - - - ----gc- _____________________ _ 
r _______________________ _ 
Rq, _____________________ _ 
Rl _____________________ _ 
R8 _____________________ _ 
(HA<i>-RA9) ____________ _ 
(na-ltd) _______________ _ 
TC _ _____________________ _ 

RAIL _________________ _ 
RCC ___________________ _ 
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Orig!nat:Ol1 Destination 

58 59, 04 
57 57,65,68 _____________________ _ 
57 57, G5, 68, 82 
57 [;7, 65, GR, 76, 82 
57 57,0·1 
.55 .56 
56 5" 
~4 75 
56 56 
72 68 
72 80 
58 58 
61 
71 
71 
71 
71 
71 
71 
75 
71 
71 
GO 
71 
70 
li9 
70 
70 
70 
Gg 

61 
74,76,77 
60,71 
53, M, 71, 72 
~;). Zl, Z~ 
<.14, ,I, .2 
60,71 
58,61,68,69,71,74,75, 7G, 77 
71 
71 
60,73 
60 
09,75,76 
CO, (j9 
53,54,70 
53,70 
54,70 
60,69 

75 61,72,75,76,77, 7g, 81 
82 82 
fo9 70 
70 70 
70 60,77 
85 82, 83, 85 
57 fi9, 75, 76, 77, 81, 85 
57 76, 77, 81, 85 
57 81,85 
57 81 
85 68 
72 72 

79 
85 
68 

75 
85 
85 
75 
84 
S!i 
5(\ 
76 

60, 68, 71, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78 
76,84 
75, 7U, 81 
57,68,73 
55, 5G, 58, 60, 61, 64, 69, 72, 75, 

7t" 77, 79 
76 61, 6U, 76, 77 
72 68, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78 
71 60, 68, 71, 73, 74, 76, 77, 78, 79, 

80,81 
69 60,70, 73 
.56 68,74,75,76,77,79 
60 61,64 
76 58, 61, 60, 75, 76, 79, 82 
67 55, 58, 60, 67, 68, 70, 71 
56 5:1, 56, 62, 68, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 

75,77,78 
84 84 
60 60 
60 60 
83 83 
85 85 
85 85 
72 72,81 
7f) fl9, 70, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 81 
77 71,73,74,76,77,78,79,85 
83 82, 83, 85 
53 53 
6t 56,61,64,72,75,76 
72 72, 7n, 80 
72 72 
53 53,54,73 
55 55, 57,58, 59 
71 71,80 
71 71 
71 71 
70 70 
70 70 
5ll 60, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 

79,80,81 
58 58 
72 72 
76 Input to 'rape Reader TermI

nal (FWD) 
76 Input to Tape Reader TermI

nal (REV.) 
76 Input to Tape Reader Terml-

nnl (81'01') 
68 68 
68 68 
68 68 
64 64,65 
85 82 
53 54,82 
53 53 
53 54 
68 68,73,74,75,76,77,78,79,85 
68 74,75,78 
68 73,74, 75,77, 78, 79 
80 80 
68 68 
53 54 
77 58,60,68,69,73,74,77,78 
85 85 

Signal 

R D8 ___________________ _ 
5 RgU ___________________ _ 

HED __________________ _ 
RE V ___________________ _ 
REW __________________ _ 
RF _____________________ _ 
R T,R ___________________ _ 
R L~f __________________ _ 
ROC ___________________ _ 

10 ROS ___________________ _ 
Rl' _____________________ _ 
RPB ___________________ _ 
RS _____________________ _ 

(RSa-RSd) _______ ______ _ 

15 ~~L:::::::::::::::::: 
It _______________________ _ 
841, ____________________ _ 
8A _____________________ _ 
8AM ___________________ _ 
SA8 ____________________ _ 
SB _____________________ _ 

20 SCD ___________________ _ 
S}~S ____________________ _ 
8 HA ___________________ _ 
8HB ___________________ _ 
Sill' ___________________ _ 

25 ~&~_-_-~::::::::::::::::: SP _____________________ _ 
SQ _____________________ _ 
ST<I> ____________________ _ 
S'1'L ___________________ _ 
STD ___________________ _ 

30 S'1'P - -------------------8 U B ___________________ _ 
SU:\L _________________ _ 
t. ______________________ _ 
('l'u-'rd) ________________ _ 
TCL ___________________ _ 
TDA ___________________ _ 
TDS ___________________ _ 

35 TIL ___________________ _ 
('1'12-'1'15) ______________ _ 
('1'82-'1'S5) _____________ _ 
(W q,q,-Wq,9) ___________ _ 
U ______________ • _______ _ 
(W <l>a-\V <l>d) ____________ _ 
(Wla-Wid) ____________ _ 

40 (Wlq,-WI9) ____________ _ 
WDF __________________ _ 
WOA __________________ _ 
WR ____________________ _ 
(XDa-XDd) ___________ _ 
X IJ W __________________ _ 
(XOq,-X09) ___________ _ 
yDW __________________ _ 

45 (YDq,-YD9) ___________ _ 
(YOq,-YG5) ___________ _ 
(YG-6-Y(9) ___________ _ 
Z _______________________ _ 
ZA _____________________ _ 
Z B _____________________ _ 
ZM ____________________ _ 
Z~O ___________________ _ 
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8;' 85 
82 82,83,85 
82 81,82,85 
74 74 
77 6D, 76, 77 
HI 81 
68 68 
68 68 
56 58, 61, 62, 69, 73, 73, 70, 77, 79, 

83,85 
Z7

t 
~9, ~~, 75, 70, 77, 79, 81, 85 

~ I', j s, 84 
78 78, 7~), 81, 82 
76 55, 61, 62, 63, fig, 71, 7~, 74, 75, 

7fi, 77, 78,70, 8i 
67 67 
is 53,60,60, 73, 75, 7it 78, iO 
67 60 
54 54 
58 58 
78 62, GR, 09, 70, il, 78, 79 
nl 6~, 75, 77, 79, 85 
53 53,54 
70 62, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 74, 75, 78, 

79 
85 76, 8,1 
79 58, fll, 69, 76, 76, 77, 79, 85 
79 [;.4,60, tn, tiU, 70, 71, 7V 
79 69,71,79 
56 62, 68, 70, 71, 73, 74, 75, 76, 73, 

79 
60 60 
foO 61, 61 
84 58, 75, 76, 81, 8'1 
81 7fl, 81 
8<1 iG, 7!1, 81, 81 
84 65, 76, 79, 81, 8·1 
70 60, til, 6g, 71, 73, 70, 78, 79, 81, 

82 
56 79, 81 
56 53 
56 58, 73, 74, 7i, 79 
M 54,85 
60 60 
75 75 
69 69,75 
liO 60 
()9 58, 60, 61, 64, (i9~ 73, 70, 79 
In 64,65 
73 61 
65 65 
83 82,83,85 
65 65 
64 64 
6-1 66 
61 M,61 
81 72,74,75,76,77,78,70,80,81 
62 60,66 
GO 52a 
60 60 
66 55A,52B 
liO 65 
65 52A,52B 
613 52A 
6tl 52B 
51 60 
60 tiD 
60 60 
60 60 
54 77 

'While particular embodiments of the invention have 
been shown and described in detail, it will be obvious to 
those skilled in the art that changes and modifications 

55 may be made without departing from the invention in its 
broader aspects, and, therefore, the aim in the appended 
claims is to cover all such changes and modifications as 
fall within the true spirit and scope of the invention, 

What is claimed is: 
1. An electronic digital computing machine compris-

60 ling: registering means differentially positionable to dif
ferent registering positions; means for differentially posi· 
tioning said registeping means; a storage device of a type 
providing a plurality of addressable storage locations, 

65 each storage location being capable of having a word 
manifestation stored therein; address selecting means 
associated with said storage device for obtaining access to 
any desired storage location thereof; read-write means as
sociated with said storage device for selectively storing 

70 a word manifestation and for reproducing a word mani
festation previously stored at the parti:ular storage loca
tion dictated by said address selecting means, means 
for providing information indicative of the position 
at which said registering means was differentially posi-

75 tioned; means operatively connected to said in forma· 
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Ilion providing means and to said read-write means for 
causing a word manifestation indicatfve of said register
ing position to be stored in said storage device at the 
selected storage location dictated by said address select
ing means; means for receiving ledger card record media 
each having information both magnetically recorded and 
printed thereon; signal reproducing means for sensing the 
information magnetically recorded on each ledger card 
record medium; means operatively connected to said 
signal reproducing means and to said read-write means 
for causing word manifestations indicative of said magnet
ically recorded information to be stored in said storage 
device at the particular storage locations selected by said 
address selecting means; means settable to a predeter
mined pattern of control indicative of a desired computa
tional opemtion to be executed; control means responsive 
to said pattern of control and operatively associated with 
read-write means and with said address selecting means 
for effecting the reproduction of predetermined word 
manifestations from said stomge device, and including 
means for executing the particular computational op
eration on said reproduced word manifestations as indi
cated by said pattern of control; and means associated 
with said signal reproducing means for thereafter mag
netically recording on a selected one or ones of said ledger 
card record media a selected portion or portions of the 
results of said computational operation while effective,ly 
erasing the information previously recorded magnetically 
thereon. 

2. An electronic digital computing machine in ac
cordance with claim 1 which further includes means for 
suppressing all non-significant zeros of said computa
tional results during said recording operation. 

3. An electronic digital computing machine compris
ing: registering means differentially positionable to dif
ferent registering positions; setting means for differen
tially positioning said registering means; a storage device 
of a type providing a plurality of addressable storage lo
cations, each storage location being capable of having 
a word manifestation stored therein; address selecting 
means associated with said storage device for obtaining 
access to any desired storage location thereof; read-write 
means associated with said storage devioe for selectively 
storing a word manifestation and for reproducing a word 
manifestation previously stored at the particular stor
age location dictated by said address selecting means; 
means for providing information indicative of the posi
tion at which said registering means was differentially 
positioned; means operatively connected to said informa
tion providing means and to said read-write means for 
causing a word manifestation indicative of said register
ing position to be stored in said storage device at the 
selected storage location dictated by said address select
ing means; means for receiving ledger card record media 
each having information both magnetically recorded and 
printed thereon; signal reproducing means for sensing 
the information magnetically recorded on each ledger 
card record medium; means operatively connected to said 
signal reproducing and to said read-write means for caus
ing word manifestations indicative of said magnetically 
recorded information to be stored in said storage device 
at the particular storage locations sdected by said address 
selecting means; means settable to a predetermined pat
tern of control indicative of a desired computational op
eration to be executed; control means responsive to said 
pattern of control and operatively associated with said 
read-write means and with said address selecting means 
for effecting the reproduction of predetermined word 
manifestations from said storage device, and including 
means for executing the particular computational opera
tion on said reproduced word manifestations as indicated 
by said pattern of control; means associated with said 
signal reproducing means for thereafter magnetically 
recording on a selected one or ones of said ledger card 
l'!eCoro media a selected portion or portions of the results 
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of said computational operation while effectively erasing 
the information previously recorded magnetically there
on; and means operatively connected to said setting 
means for causing said registering means to be differen-

5 tially positioned indicative of a selected .portion or por
tions of said computational results. 

4. An electronic digital computing machine compris
ing: a plurality of differentially positionable printing 
means capable of printing on an associated medium 

10 a plurality of word manifestations comprising a plu
rality of characters of various kinds disposed in dif
ferent order positions along a recording line trans
versely oriented with respect to said medium, the unique 
and independent differential position of each of said 

15 printing means determining the specific kind of char
acter to be printed by that particular printing means; 
an actuator associated with each of said printing means 
for differentially positioning the corresponding print
ing means, each of said actuators being independent-

20 ly movable in at least one direction; means for mov
ing all of said actuators in said direction; stop means 
associated with each actuator for selectively immo
bilizing said actuator independently of the other ac
tuators at anyone of a plurality of differential positions, 

25 the differential position at whioh the indivdual actuators 
are immobilized determining the differential positioning 
of their associated printing means; a storage device of a 
type printing a plurality of addressable storage loca
tions, each storage location being capable of having a word 

30 manifestation stored therein; address selecting means asso
ciated with said storage device for obtaining access to 
any desired storage location thereof; read-write means 
associated with said storage devke for selectively storing 
a word manifestation and for reproducing a word mani-

35 festat:ion previously stored at the particular storage lo
cation dictated by said address selecting means; means 
for providing information indicative of the positions at 
which said printing means were differentially positioned, 
means operatively connected to said information provid-

40 ing means and to said read-write means for causing a 
word manifestation ~ndicative of the differentially-set 
positions of said printing means to be stored in said stor
age device at the selected storage location dictated by 
said address selecting means; means for receiving ledger 

45 oard record media each having information both mag
netically recorded and printed thereon; signal reproduc
ing means for sensing the information magnetically 
recorded on each ledger card record med~um; means op
eratively connected to said signal reproducing and to 

50 said read-write means for causing word manifestations 
indicative of said magnetically recorded information to 
be stored in said storage device at the particular storage 
locations selected by said address selecting means; means 
settable to a predetermined pattern of control indicative 

55 of a desired computational operation to be executed; 
control means responsive to said pattern of control and 
operatively associated with said read-write means and 
with said address selecting means for effecting the repro
duction of predetermined word manifestations from said 

60 storage device, and induding means for executing the 
particular computational operation on said reproduced 
word manifestations as indicated by said pattern of con
trol; means associated with said moving means and said 
stop means for causing said printing means to be dif-

65 ferentially positioned indicative of a selected portion or 
portions of the results of said computational operation; 
and means associated with said signal reproducing means 
for magnetically recording on a selected one or ones of 
said ledger card record media a selected portion or por-

70 tions of said computational results while effectively eras
ing the information previously recorded magnetically 
thereon. 

5. An electronic digital computing machine compris
ing: a storage device of a type providing a plurality of 

75 addressable storage locations with eaoh storage location 
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being capable of having a word manifestation stored 
therein; address selecting means associated with said stor-
age device for obtaining access to any chosen storage lo
cation thereof; read-write means associated with said 
storage device for se1ectively storing a word manifesta- 5 
tion and reproducing a word manifestation previously 
stored at the particular storage location dictated by said 
address selecting means; key-set recording means capable 
of selectively printing a plurality of characters of a plu
rality of selected kinds on an associated medium during 10 
a cycle of operation thereof, said recording means in
cluding means for driving said recording means through 
cycles of operation, a plural order series of differential 
actuators each being movable between a normal posi
tion and any of a series of differential positions each 15 
indicative of a character of a different kind, means driven 
by said drive means to advance said differential actuators 
to differential positions and again return said actuators w 
normal position in a cycle of operation of said recording 
means, a first differential stop means settab!e from the 20 
keyboard of said recording means for selectively im
mobilizing each of said differential actuators in a differen-
tial position indicati'ie of the particular kind of corre
sponding order character ~ndexed m said keyboard, and a 
second electrically energimble differential stop means for 25 
selectively immobilizing each of said differential actua
tors in a differential. position indicative of a particular 
kind of character; additional means for determffiing when 
the mobile" actuators are at any of the plurality of dif
ferential positions; means for providing mformation in- 30 
dicative of the positions at which said actuators were 
differentially set; means operatively connected to said 
information providing means and said read-WI'ite means 
for causing a word manifestation indicative of the dif
ferentially-set positions of said actuators to be stored in 35 
sa:id storage device at the selected storaged location 
dictated by said address selecting means; means for re
ceiving a ledger card record medium having informa
tion both magnetically recorded and printed thereon, 
said means being capable of positioning said medium in 40 
operative relationship with respect to said recording 
means such that a subsequent printing opemtion on said 
medium ,is effeoted by said recording means along a pre
determined printing r1ine of said medium; signal reproduc-
ing means for sensing the information magnetically re- 45 
corded on said ledger card record medium; means opera
tively connected to said signal reproducing means and 
to said read-write means for causing word manifesta
tions indicative of said magnetically recorded informa
tion to be stored in said storage dev:ice at the partiCUlar 50 
storage locations selected by said address selecting means; 
means semble to a predetermined pattern of con
trol indicative of a desired computational operation to 
be executed; control means responsive to said pattern of 
control and operatively associated with said read-write 55 
means and with said address selecting means for effect-
ing the reproduction of predetermined word mani
festations from said storage device, and including moans 
for executing the particular computational operation on 
said reproduced ~vord manifestations as indicated by said 60 
pattern of control; means for initiating a cycle of opera
tion of said recording means; means opemtively con
nected to said second differential stop means and said 
additional means for causing said differential actuators to 
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6. A computing machine in accordance with claim 5, 

which further includes means for recording on said ledger 
card record medium a magnetic indication indicative of 
the location of the next printing line of said medium 
along which a subsequent printing operation is to be 
elIected. 

7. A computing machine in accordance with claim 5, 
which further includes means for recording on said ledger 
card record medium a magGetic indication whose posi
tion corresponds to the vertical location of the next 
printing line of said medium along which a subsequent 
printing operation is to be effected. 

8. An electronic digital computing machine compris
ing: a storage device of a type providing a plurality of 
addressable storage locations with each storage location 
being capable of having word manifestation stored there-
in; address selecting means associated with said storage 
device for obtaining access to any chosen storage location 
thereof; read-write means associated with said storage de
vice for selectively storing a word mRnifc5tatlon and repro
ducing a word manifestation previously stored at the par-
ticular storage location dictated by said address selecting 
means; key-set recording means capable of selectively 
printing a plurality of characters of a plurality of selected 
kinds on an associated medium during a cycle of opera
tion th:::reof, said recording means including means for 
driving said recording means through cycles of opera
tion, a plural order series of differential actuators each 
being movable between a norma! position and any of 
a series of differential positions each indicative of a char
acter of a different kind, means driven by said drive 
means to advance said differentia! actuators to differential 
positions and again return said actuators to normal posi
tion in a cycle of operation of said recording means, a 
first differential stop means settable from the keyboard 
of said recording means for selectively immobilizing each 
of said differential actuators in a differential position 
indicative of the particubr kind of corresponding order 
character indexed in said keyboard, and a second elec
trically energizable differential stop means for selectively 
immobilizing each of said differential actuators in a dif-
ferential position indicative of a particular kind of char
acter; additional means for determining when the mobile 
actuatOf3 are at any of the pluraiity of differential posi
tions; means for providing information indicative of the 
positions at which said "c(uators were differentially sct; 
means opera lively connected to snid information provid
ing means and said read-write means for causing a word 
manifestation indicative of the dderentially-set positions 
of snid actuators to be stored in said storage device at 
the selected storage location dictated by said address se-
lecting means; means for receiving a ledger card record 
medium having data and synchronizing information mag
netically r.:corded (hereon. said means being capable of 
posilioning said medium in operative relationship with 
respect to said recording m~ans so that a subsequent print-
ing operation on said medium is effected by said record
ing means along a predetermined printing line of said 
mcd~um; signal reproducing means for sensing the in
formntion magnetically recorded on said ledger c2rd rec
ord medium; means operatively connected to said signal 
reproducing means and to said read-write means for caus
ing word manifestations indicative of said magnetically 
recorded data information to be stored in said storage 
device at the particular storage locations selected by said 
address selecting means and at a speed determined by 
said magnetically recorded synchronizing information; 
means settable to a predetermined pattern of control in
dicative of a desired computational operation to be exe
cuted; control means responsive to said pattern of control 
and operatively associated with snid read-write means and 
with said address selecting means for effecting the repro
duction of predetermined word manifestations from said 
storClge device, and including me?ns for executing the 

be immobilized at differentia.! positions collectively indi- 65 
cative of a selected portion or portions of the resuHs of 
said computational operation such that said selected 
pOl'tion or portions of said computational results is sub
sequently printed on said record medium along said pre
determined printing -Hne; and means associated with said 70 
signal reproducing means for magnetically recording on 
said ledger c:l.rd record medium a selected portion or 
portions of said computational results while effectively 
erasing the -information previously recorded magnetically 
thereon. 75 particular computational operation on said reproduced 
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word manifestations as indicated by said pattern of con
trol, all at a speed substantially higher than the opera
tional speed of said signal reproducing means; synchro
nizing means operatively connected to said signal repro
ducing and said control means for synchronizing the op- 5 
erational speeds thereof; means for initiating a cycle of 
operation of said recording means; means operatively con
nected to said second differential stop means and to said 
additional means for causing said differential actuators to 
be immobilized at differential positions collectively in- 10 
dicative of a selected portion or portions of the results 
of said computational operation such that said selected 
portion or portions of said computational results is sub
sequently printed on said record medium along said pre
determined printing line; and means associated with said 15 
signal reproducing means for magnetically recording on 
said ledger card record medium a selected portion or por
tions of said computational results while effectively eras-
ing the data information previously recorded magnetically 
thereon, all at substantially the same rate of speed as the 20 
operational speed of said signal reproducing means. 

9. An electronic digital computing machine compris
ing: a storage device of a type providing a plurality of 
addressable storage locations with each storage location 
being capable of having a word manifestation stored there- 26 
in; address selecting means associated with said storage 
device for obtaining access to any chosen storage loca
tion thereof; read-write means associated with said storage 
device for selectively storing a word manifestation and 
reproducing a word manifestation previously stored at the 30 
particular storage location dictated by said address select-
ing means; key-set recording means capable of selectively 
printing a plurality of characters of a plurality of selected 
kinds on an associated medium during a cycle of opera
tion thereof, said recording means including means for 35 
driving said recording means through cycles of operation, 
a plural order series of differential actuators each being 
movable between a normal position and any of a series 
of differential positions each indicative of a character 
of a different kind, means driven by said drive means to -10 
advan<:e said differential actuators to differential posi
tions and again return said actuators to normal position 
in a cycle of operation of said recording means, a first 
differential stop means settable from the keyboard of said 
recording means for selectively immobilizing said differ- 45 
ential actuators in a differential position indicative of a 
particular kind of character; additional means for deter
mining when the mobile actuators are at any of the plu
rality of differential positions; means for providing in
formation indicative of the positions at which said actua- 50 
tors were differentially set; means operatively connected to 
said information providing means and said read-write 
means for causing a word manifestation indicative of the 
differentially-set positions of said actuators to be stored 
in said storage device at the selected storage location 55 
dictated by said address selecting means; means for re
ceiving a ledger card record medium having data, syn
chronizing and linefinding information magnetically re
corded thereon; signal-reproducing means for individually 
sensing the data, synchronizing and linefinding informa- GO 
tion recorded on said ledger card record medium; means 
associated with said receiving means for causing said 
ledger card record medium ,to be positioned in operative 
relationshIp with respect to said recording means and at 
a position dicated by the sensed linefinding information, 65 
such that a subsequent printing operation on said medium 
is effected by said recording means along the particular 
printing line of said medium indicated by said linefinding 
information; means operatively connected to said signal
reproducing means and to said read-write means for caus- 70 
ing word manifestations indicative of said magnetically 
recorded data information to be stored in said storage 
device at the particular storage locations selected by said 
address selecting means and at a speed determined by 
the sensed synchronizing information; means settable to 75 
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a predetermined pattern of control indicative of a desired 
computational operation to be executed; control means 
responsive to said pattern of control and operatively as
sociated with said read-write means and with said address 
selecting means for effecting the reproduction of prede
termined word manifestations from said storage device, 
and including means for executing the particular compu
tational operation on said reproduced word manifesta
tions as indicated by said pattern of control, all at a speed 
substantially higher than the operational speed of said 
signal reproducing m~ans; synchronizing means opera
tively connected to said signal reproducing and said con
trol means for synchronizing the operational speeds there
of; means for initiating a cycle of operation of said re
cording means; means operatively connected to said sec
ond differential stop means and ,to said additional means 
for causing said differential actuators to be immobilized 
at differential positions collectively indicative of a selected 
portion or portions of the results of said computational 
operation such that said selected portion or portions of 
said computational results is subsequently printed on said 
record medium along the particular printing line dictated 
by the sensed Iinefinding information; means associated 
with said signal reproducing means for magnetically re
cording on said ledger card record medium a magnetic 
indication whose position correspondings ,to the next print
ing line along which a subsequent printing operation is 
to be effected on said ledger card record medium, while 
effectively erasing the line finding information previously 
recorded magnetically on said medium; and means asso
ciated with said signal reproducing means for magnetical
ly recording on said record medium both synchronizing 
information and a selected portion or portions of said 
computational results synchronized therewith while ef
f~ctively erasing the synchronizing and data information 
previously recorded magnetically thereon, all at substan
tially the same mte of speed as the operational speed 
of said signal reproducing means. 

10. An electronic digital computing machine compris
ing: a storage device of a type providing a plurality of 
separate storage locations, each storage location being 
capable of having a word manifestation stored therein; 
address selecting means associated with said storage de
vice for obtaining access to any chosen storage location 
thereof; read-write means associated with said storage 
device for selectively s!oring a word manifestation and 
reproducing a word manifestation previously stored at 
the particular storage location selected by said address 
selecting means; means for receiving ledger card record 
media each having data and synchronizing information 
recorded thereon; signal reproducing means for sensing 
said data and synchronizing information and operatively 
connected to said read-write means whereby word mani
festations indicative of said data information are stored 
in .said storage device at ,the selected storage locations 
selected by said address selecting means and at a speed 
determined by said synchronizing information; means set
table to a predetermined pattern of control indicative of 
a desired computational operation to be executed; control 
means responsive to said pattern of control and opera
tively associated with said read-write means and with 
said address selecting means for effecting the reproduc-· 
tion of predetermined word manifesta,tions from said 
storage device, and including means for executing the 
particular computational operation on said reproduced 
word manifestations as indicated by said pattern of con
trol, all at a speed substantially higher than the opera
tional speed of said signal reproducing means; synchro
nizing means operatively connected to said signal repro
ducing and said control means for synchronizing the op
erational speeds thereof; and means associated with said 
signal reproducing means for recording on a selected 
one or ones of said ledger card record media a selected 
portion or portions of the results of said computational 
operation together with said synchronizing information, 
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all at substantially the same rate of speed and the op
erational speed of said signal reproducing means. 
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